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It is a great privilege for us to present the proceedings of the INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 

INTELLIGENT COMPUTING AND NETWORKING (IC-ICN 2022) scheduled during Feb.25-26, 2022.

This is the thirteenth event in the series of international conferences organized by TCET under the 

umbrella of MULTICON since the �irst event ICWET 2010. 

This event provides a platform for discussing the issues, challenges, opportunities and inculcating the 

research culture among the stakeholders namely students, faculty and Industry. Moreover, to spark 

innovative ideas, foster research in areas of Intelligent Systems and Communication Engineering is the 

need of the hour as it can simplify our life and create an eco-friendly environment with better 

connectivity and security. 

The 13th Annual International Conference, IC-ICN 2022 has af�iliation with top grade journals viz. 

Scopus Indexed journal for Intelligent systems, leading publication house Springer, SN Springer 

Nature Journal, and Conference proceeding with ISBN number. It serves as a premier platform for 

academicians, researchers and professionals, in the relevant engineering disciplines and domains, to 

showcase their research contributions and share their thoughts. 

The year 2020-21 and the COVID pandemic brought a changed context for education all over the world. 

IC-ICN 2022 has gained wide publicity through website, social media coverage. As a result, this event 

has received an overwhelming response. 

We are optimistic and full of hope about getting to the proceedings of the Conference. This publication 

will provide the reader a broad overview of the latest research in the areas of Intelligent Systems and 

Communication Engineering, and that it will be a valuable source for further research. 

A lot of care has been taken for branding the event, identifying resources, logistic support required for 

the event, compilation and printing of conference proceedings, souvenirs etc as TCET has a strong 

belief in quality and relation building. 

TCET has successfully held ten international events in a row. ICWET 2010, 11, 12 and Multicon-W 

2013, 14, 15,16,17,18,19 and 20 in association with International journals of repute and 

multinationals in the IT industry with an objective to achieve greater heights. 

We feel that the present endeavor could not have been possible without moral support, strong belief 

and time to time motivation from management of Thakur Educational Group. 

During the two days event 138 presentations from national as well as International Researchers and 

Industrial personnel, Idea presentations with deliberation by delegates and resource persons. 

We would like to express our gratitude and appreciation for all of the reviewers for their constructive 

comments on the papers. We would also like to extend our thanks to the members of the organizing 

team for their hard work. 

We are looking forward to further cooperation and future events in TCET.

Team	IC-ICN	2022.
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Design and Development of Placement Portal for 
Institutions 

 

Janhavi Tawde, Akash O. Singh, Tanishka Sharma, Dr. Zahir Aalam 
Department of Computer Engineering 

Thakur College of Engineering and Technology  
Mumbai, India Mumbai, India 

tawdejanhavi@yahoo.in, akashompratapsingh@gmail.com , tanishkasharma32@gmail.com 

,zahir.aalam@thakureducation.org 
 
 
Abstract— The research revolves around the 

advancement of training and placement department of 

our college. The main aim of this project is to automate 

various activities of the department that will help to 

speed up the process making it convenient for everyone 

involved. The system will consolidate information about 

every student in our database. It will consist of two 

modules they are training and placement module. In the 

training module, a predictive model will be constructed 

on this data and whether a student is ready for the 

placement or not will be determined. In the placement 

module, we will monitor every student's progress in each 

company's placement rounds and concerned 

notifications will be sent accordingly to the student. 
 
 

Keywords— AI(Artificial Intelligence), Machine Learning 

Training and Placement (T&P) 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The Training and Placement cell plays a very major role in 

shaping the future of the students and is one of the most 

important department of institutions. Therefore, a system is 

required to designed and developed to consolidate and 

collate all the information about the activities. It is very 

important to boost the placement performance of the 

students. Hence, Placement prediction could help the 

department as well as the students to improve their 

performance. The placement prediction status could help the 

students to put more hard work in case the placement 

prediction status is negative. It will help the teachers as well 

as students to track their progress and improve on the areas 

where they lack. With the help of machine learning and 

Artificial Intelligence techniques , analysis of the past 

records of the student can be done to predict the placement 

prediction status.It could also help the teachers and training 

department to change their teaching techniques and 

programs that matches best with the growth of the students. 

The Training and Placement module will not only make the 

department more efficient by reducing manual work but also 

save a lot of time which could in turn be invested into more 

productive work. A high placement is a key factor in 

building the reputation of any educational institute .Hence, 
 
 
such a system wil have an important place in all the 
educational institutes. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
[1] Smart Training and Placement System by Dr. S. B. 

Vanjale, Rahul Kumar Modi, Supreet Raj, Akshit Jain 

published in International Journal of Computer Science And 

Technology, 2017 emphasis on building a system for 

automation of conventional training and placement systems 

in various colleges. It consists of three modules: TPO, 

student and company module. The system promises to fill 

the communication gap between TPO, students and 

companies by notifying the students , writing Invites to the 

companies, mailing each and every student about company 

details and other information, providing a list of eligible 

students as per company format which is different for each 

and every company. For future scope,other features such as 

giving notification to students about the jobs that are 

available both on and off campus can be included in the 

upgraded versions. The system cannot provide SMS 

integration. Hence, it can be modified to give the SMS 

integration. Other features like analytics can be added in 

future to this portal for tracking the progress of students in 

specific areas. After analysis this system will notify students 

of the areas they are lacking in. The paper only focuses on 

bridging the communication gaps between students, TPO 

and the company.The model does not describe the security 

of database and authentication of data inserted by the 

students. Also, it does not specify on what basis will the 

eligible students be categorized. There is a company format 

automation feature which enables companies to filter 

students on their requirements but there is no mention of 

categorizing student’s records and performances in various 

tests. 

 

[2] Online Training and Placement System by Mulla Kajal, 

Mahadik Awanti, Pandharpatte Sonali, Kalantre Rashmi, 

Bansode Swapnali issued in International Research Journal 

of Engineering and Technology (IRJET), 2016 discusses the 

need to automate the training and placement process by 

building a website to lift the workload of the TPO and 

provide a smooth functioning between the students and 

TPO. It consists of three modules: Admin/TPO, student and 

company. The admin has the permission to add the 
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information of the students in the database. It can also 

update the college information and add details of the various 

events conducted by the department. Students have a feature 

to update their information and upload their resume. 

Companies have the ability to upgrade their data and view 

students’ records. The paper overall tries to engage these 

three actors in their website without specifying their detailed 

or complete role in it. The main drawback in this paper is 

the admin or TPO has to fill the details of every students 

which is similar to adding information in the excel sheet. 

Thus, it is time consuming and cannot be considered as an 

upgrade in the existing system.There is an option for 

students to update their details but authentication of details 

is not mentioned. In the student’s module, there is only one 

feature of updating the details and uploading the resume 

which is irrelevant because they have not specified the 

reason to upload the CV as students are not able to see the 

list of companies or select any company they wish to get 

placed in. Also, it states that companies can view students' 

records . Due to this ineligible students’ records will also get 

displayed which is of no use to the companies. There is no 

automatic SMS integration system but a manual SMS 

system which is time-consuming. 

 

[3] Design Paper on Online Training and Placement 

System(OTaP) by Mr. Nilesh T. Rathod , Prof. Seema Shah 

Which was published in International Conference on 

Education and Educational Technologies, 2013 aims to 

automate Training and Placement unit of RGIT (Rajiv 

Gandhi Institute of Technology). There are three actors in 

this system- administrator, student and recruiter. The 

students can upload their details in the form of a CV. 

Administrators get the authority to verify student details 

with other prominent privileges. The recruiters can view the 

details of the students in order to approve or reject their 

application. A forum section is also present that allows 

student-to- student communication and for discussion. There 

is also an alumni section wherein data of previous three 

years students will be stored and alumnus can also interact 

via forums. In addition to this, the Information desk is also 

available containing all the data about placements. Other 

functionalities include automatic calculation of student’s 

marks, immediate notification via email or messages to the 

student, optimised sorting of the data, hierarchical structure 

of departmental data and security to the administrator. The 

paper gives an overview of the system with its architecture. 

But it does not throw light on the technologies that will be 

used in the project. It does not have a clear specification of 

the roles and functionality. The flow of the project is not 

proper and satisfactory reasoning is not done.If a recruiters 

wants to select or view students then desirable filters have 

not been mentioned.The reason for having an alumni section 

is not specified. Briefly stating, the paper gives a glimpse of 

the system without showing the intricacies of it. 

 

[4] Online Training and Placement System by Suraj 
Trimukhe, Anil Todmal, Kanchan Pote, Monali Gite,  
Asstt.  Prof.  S.S.  Pophale published in  International 

Journal  of  Advanced  Research  in  Computer  Science  and 

Software Engineering, 2017 focuses on a system that not 

only provides  security to the  database but  also converts 

unstructured data into Structured data . It has a function 

through which it informs students via emails and texts. The 

system also helps us maintain the information and records 

of the alumni. The system uses the graphical mode of 

presentation at various places. All the records stored are in 

excel format. They have also introduced a feature in which 

the company criteria is filled and then a list of potential 

candidates for the company appears and the respective 

students are notified through texts. The system might be 

very systematic and easy to use but it does not focus on 

improving the performance of the students from the 

placement point of view. It does not have a Student 

Placement Prediction system that could help students in 

improving their skills and work on their weaker areas. 

 

[5] Study of Implementation of Online Placement System 

by K.G.Patel ,C.K. Patil published in International 

Conference On Emerging Trends in Engineering and 

Management Research , 2016 is aimed at developing an 

online application for the Placement Department of the 

college having six type of users - Current Student, Alumni, 

Placement Officer of the college, Departmental Staff and 

Companies.The students can fill their information for 

resume building and flexibly search for companies and their 

vacancy details. Students can access relevant resources 

placed online for them regarding placements.There will be 

separate profile for alumni .They will have access of forum, 

with which they can post queries and reply to queries which 

will help the students.The Placement officer can also 

generate the list of the students who are best suited for the 

companies according to the criteria.The companies have 

separate profiles in the form of URLs where they can see 

how many students and which students have applied for 

their company. This project has a lot of modules and a lot of 

users of the system and yet they do not lay any emphasis on 

the security of the system.They do not have a SMS 

integration that does not make it so interactive.It should also 

include reminders for due dates for applying for the 

companies so that the students dont miss out. 

 

[6] Student Analysis System for Training and Placement by 

Navaneeth Kumar B, Vamsi Kandula, Praneeth Ambiti, K 

Hema, Kishore Buddha published in International Journal of 

Recent Technology and Engineering (IJRTE), 2020 focuses 

on a Student Analysis System that gives students a 

performance report for analyzing student strengths and 

weaknesses in various company’s recruitment exams. The 

system is entirely automated by using various techniques to 

minimize the work of the Training and Placement 

Department. The information about the student, which is 

available in the portal, can be shared with the various 

recruiters based on the eligibility criteria, skills, and 

requirements of the company. It contains three modules: 

student, admin and recruiter.In the student module, there is 

comprehensive analysis of his performance and placement 

analysis of companies. Admin module contains a list of 

eligible students, placed-unplaced students, highest package, 

lowest package, various companies etc. Recruiters can 

shortlist the students according to their preferences.The 

drawbacks of the system is that the dataset for analysis is 

not stated. The way in which analysis will happen is not 

mentioned. How the generation of list of placed or unplaced 

students will take place is not specified.. 
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[7] Anroid based Training and Placement Automation by 

Tejashri Gosavi, Shraddha Gaikwad, Rohit Nazirkar, Amol 

Salke issued in Multidisciplinary Journal of Research in 

Engineering and Technology, 2015 aims to automation of 

the training and placement cell and profile matching. 

Collecting the resumes, providing notifications about 

various companies to the students according to the eligibility 

and company criteria, classifying the data from the resume 

submitted by students and creating the recruitment metrics, 

analyzing and controlling the progress of the selection 

process and communicating with different eligible 

candidates via SMS or email notification. The proposed 

system provides functionalities like uploading the resume, 

communication mechanism. There are three types of users 

they are students, training and placement officer (TPO) and 

company representative. The administrator has all the 

priorities and authorities regarding updating and approvals. 

The administration can analyze and approve the resume. 

Students are categorized further as current students and pass 

out students. Students can view and update their resume. 

Students which are eligible for a specific company will get 

notification regarding company's arrival and rounds to be 

conducted by SMS or E-mail notification.The proposed 

system uses classification algorithms like Naive Bayes in 

order to check whether the student is eligible for a particular 

company or not. 

 

[8] Training and Placement Office Automation System by 

Prof. P.V. Phadke, Miss.T.D. Marodkar & Miss. N.A. 
Chunade issued in Imperial Journal of Interdisciplinary 
Research (IJIR) , 2016 talks about developing a web  
application to ease the working of the training and 

placement cell. It aims to provide smooth communication 

between the department and students and also to reduce the 

work of managing students’ data.. There are six types of 

users : Current Student, Alumni, Training and Placement 

Officers (TPO) of the college, Training and Placement Staff, 

Departmental Staff and Companies. The administrator has 

most privileges in which he can view and update students 

and company details. It helps to generate data regarding 

placements to the students and officers thus making it easy 

for working. Classification of eligible students is done by 

using Mahout's naïve bayes classification algorithm and 

shortlisted students are sent notification by SMS or E-mail. 

The goal of the project is not specified clearly. The 

information provided is quite shallow and it fails to provide 

an insight of the project. There are six actors in the system 

but why they are required is not stated. Technologies that 

will be used are not mentioned. It fails to provide detailed 

flow of the entire system. Classification of students in which 

categories is to be done are not stated and the reason behind 

the specified algorithm is not written. It just proposes a 

shallow idea of a web-application without throwing light on 

the details of execution. 
 
 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
Our college has a Training and Placement cell to manage all 
the student data and activities conducted. Records that 

consist of the Employability skill development(ESD) 
attendance, training attendance, academic attendance, test 

and project marks, etc. are maintained. Based on training 

attendance and marks, the category of a student is 

determined. All these processes are done manually with the 

help of excel sheets. Managing the data of so many students 

becomes time-consuming and error-prone. A mistake can 

cost a student to be forbidden to appear for a company's 

selection. Resolving such errors involve skimming through 

numerous sheets and then making changes in every 

document making it tedious and time-consuming. Human 

intervention is necessary at each step in this system. 

Problems faced by the existing systems are:  
• As a company comes for its selection process, 

students that fall into the said category are allowed 

to appear. The T&P has to search eligible students 

and categorize them manually.  
• Every time a company visits the campus, students 

upload their resumes. The collection of resumes is 

a time-consuming task and handling them is an 

overhead.  
• The T&P records the progress of each student at 

every selection round of a company. They have to 

update excel sheets at each round for every 

company. This generates a huge workload on the 

employees at the department.  
• The duplication of records leads to data 

redundancy.  
• If a student changes his consent from higher 

studies to placement or vice-versa, updating the 

record in each document is dreary. The changes 

take time to get reflected in the system.  
• The system does not take acknowledgment from 

the students attending a particular event. It creates 
confusion and dissatisfaction among the students at 

the last moment.  
• There is no direct communication between the 

T&P cell and students. Therefore, students are less 

aware of the activities conducted by the 

department. 
 
 
 

IV. SURVEY ANALYSIS 
 

A survey was conducted with the means of google 
forms. The survey was conducted among the age group 18-
21, mainly students. It had a total of 6 questions. The 
questions asked were multiple choice questions to 
understand the concerns of the students. Different methods 
were incorporated so that the analysis could be as near as 
possible to the truth. There were 103 responses and their 
response was studied. 
 

• We saw that almost 80% of the 

students thought that they will benefit from the 

placement prediction system from which we can 

infer that students want a new feature which 

helps them get along with the placement 

activities. 14% students are not sure whether it 

will benefit them or not. This may be because if 

the prediction does not lie in the student’s favour 

then it can create demotivation and frustration 

among them. They can feel discouraged and 

cause stress to them. However on the brighter 

side, some students can work 
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harder to improve their status that will result 
into them getting placed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1: Do you think prediction of placements is helpful? 
 

 

• About 90% of the students 
wanted a notification system that keeps tem 
updated about all the placement activities. This 
high number can be accounted to not having 
proper platform for communication between 
T&P and the students. Messages are forwarded 
to students via whatsapp. This results into 
cluttered notifications and one can miss 
important events or activities due to this.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2: Will it be helpful if you are notifies 
about the placement activities? 

 

 

• 92% of the students felt that they 
as well as the institutes will benefit from such 
a system and will help them save time and 
improve their efficiency. Paperwork and 
workload will get reduced. Work will be more 
efficient. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3: Will a training and placement module help 
improve efficiency?  

 

 
• About 80% of the students felt 

that this Placement module will help them 
move in the right direction. Some were 
skeptical about the results from the model.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4: Will analysis and current status help the student? 
 

 
• Majority of the students agreed 

that they want a system that offers more 
transparency. If a student attends an 
event/session and is marked absent for the 
same then there arises dissatisfaction and 
frustation among them. So, it is necessary to 
have transparency in placement activities.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5: Will it be better if the entire system is 
more transparent? 

 

 

• When asked if the system will 
have any negative effects on anyone 
whatsoever, the results were diverse but the 
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majority of people thought it will not have any 
kind of negative effects.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6: Will the placement prediction status in the module 

have any negative effect on the status? 

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The main aim of the proposed system is to reduce 

paperwork and process the work faster. Data is stored 

systematically and retrieving the information becomes 

simple. It is a direct interface between students and the T&P. 

The user interface is straightforward for uncomplicated 

usability. It is scalable to meet future requirements. 

Accuracy in results is achieved. The system lifts the burden 

of the employees and makes it efficient. It tends to remove 

the drawbacks of the existing system and add features to 

facilitate time optimization.  
The proposed system works for both students and the T&P. 

It is categorized into two modules: Student and Admin/TPO. 

The first page that any user will encounter is the login page. 

It is divided into two sections- each having login options. 

Students can enter their credentials in the space provided 

exclusively for them. The same is true for admin. It also has 

an option to retrieve the account if one forgets their 

password. After entering correct login details, students will 

be directed to the student dashboard where information 

about different companies' drives, placement activities, and 

other features will be available. Admin or TPO will be 

directed to the admin dashboard containing options to create 

a company drive, manage data and generate reports. 
 
A.  T&P Module: 
 
This module is accessed by the employees at the training 

and placement department. They have the authority to verify 

student details that will decide a student's category. The 

operator can add and update data related to the attendance 

and test marks of the students. This data is mapped to 

students' profiles that decide the category under which a 

student falls. The admin can add or update company drives 

that will get reflected in the student's dashboard. He can 

verify the details filled by the student to check the student's 

eligibility for the company drive. The list of these registered 

eligible students is sent forward to the recruiters for further 

process. After every selection round, data of selected and 

unselected students is made available by the company. The 

admin then selects only qualified students from the list of all 

students, and the rest are eliminated from the data. These 

students are informed about the future rounds. The 

elimination takes place until the last recruitment round. The 

 
list of final selected students is generated. If a student gets 

placed in a company then he is prohibited to sit for other 

same category companies' recruitment. Report generation of 

placed students against unplaced students is done and sent 

to the stakeholders. The diagrammatic representation helps 

in analyzing the data and areas for improvement. 
 
B. Student Module: 
 
After successful login, students can see a dashboard 

containing active company drives, information about 

placement activities, and articles. Students can register to 

different available company links based on their category. 

The admin authenticates the information provided by the 

students. As a company arrives for its recruitment process, 

the progress of each student in a selection round is 

maintained. The students that are selected are barred from 

sitting for other company's recruitment processes. 

Notifications informing about the placement activities and 

company drives are messaged to the students.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 7 : Flow diagram of Placement Module 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 8: Software Architecture 

 
We have developed important modules that are the 
foundation of the entire architecture of our project. Users do 
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not have the option to create their accounts as the usage is 
limited till college. We will provide usernames and 
passwords to the students. This data is pre-filled in the 
database. They have the option to change their password 
once they log in successfully. It helps to refrain any outsider 
from entering the portal. Admin can also change his 
password after successful login. The login page attached 
below has two login sections, one for students and the other 
for admin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 9: Login Page 
 

 

After successful login, both users will be directed to the 
dashboard. However, the features in the sidebar will be 
different. Given below is student dashboard.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 10: Student dashboard 

 

Both the users can view ongoing recruitment drives. Admin 
has the authority to create, update and delete a campus drive. 
Changes get stored in the database. The admin can also view 
eligible students. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 11: Add or update drive  
 

 
Students who are eligible can register to the ongoing 

drive.They can also view the drives they have applied before. 

The list of registered student is displayed to the admin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12: Registration to ongoing drive 

 
Admin can see the list of all students who have opted for 
placement along with their score.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 13: View Students Page 

 
Both the users can view their profiles and add or update 

their details. The changes get stored in the database at the 
backend. 
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Fig. 14: Student Profile 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 
The Training and Placement Module is very important to the 

institutes as well as its students. Its Placement Prediction 

feature uses machine learning and AI techniques. Many 

research papers are there related to educational sector, which 

concentrate on student performance predictions. They help 

the students, teachers and training department to improvise 

their results by changing their teaching techniques or 

providing different programs as required by the students. It 

could help the students to put in more hard work by tracking 

their progress and move in the right direction.The 

department could really benefit from this as this system will 

highly increase their efficiency and save a lot of time. The 

proposed paper tries to address each problem independently 

and bridge the gaps seen during the analysis of research 

papers. The proposed system could find its application in 

various fields. 
 

VIII. APPLICATIONS 
 
The module has very important applications in educational 
institutes on which the paper emphasizes majorly but this 

system can not only be used in educational institutes but 

also in business corporations .The factors to be considered 

will be different as in case of business corporations , the 

challenge is to take into consideration the current market 

scenario that affects its employees and products .It could 

also be used in sports academies to track the performance of 

their athletes. 
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Abstract 

Reusing  and/or  Recycling  are  the  words  everyone  is and 

improper recycle was collected by extensive literature 

aware of but unfortunately, the global implementation of

 survey of all available resources. The process of setting up 

these words is poor. Extending this idea to medicines, this a  

Medicine  Bank,  future  scope,  limitations  and  the 

research paper provides an economical yet beneficial way

 challenges it may face are discussed in detail in the 

of  reusing  and  recycling  medicines  using  “Medicine

 research paper. Also with this, test software is introduced 

Banks.” Reusing medicines will not just save a lot of

 along with the details on how a software like this can be 

lives, but will also prevent the need of measures like

 used efficiently in medicine banks. The paper also provides 

“Pharmaceutical Waste Management”. the various ways in 

which we can overcome the challenges 

This research paper aims to provide a background and and 

how in future such Medicine Banks could eradicate 

significance of reusing medicines instead of throwing

 economical difference existing in the society.  

them. The information about methods of proper reusing, 

“Medication disposal pollution”, location, software used 

  

 

Keywords: Pharmaceutical Waste Management, Medicine 

Banks, Medication disposal pollution. 

  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A recent survey conducted across the nation by ‘The 

Times’ shows that a shocking 23%[6] of ill people die 

due to lack of medicine facilities. Another rough estimate 

shows that a huge 35%[1] of the prescribed medicines are 

disposed off without being consumed, which in turn 

could save someone else’s life. After all, not everyone 

needs to be a doctor to save lives. 

 

 

 

The introduction of Medicine Banks serves as a bridge 

between the people who have excess medicines to the 

ones who are in need of similar medicines.[2] Medicine 

Banks are a need of a successful nation; a nation where 

the luxuries of one are served to fulfil the needs of 

another. Such banks serve as a reliable medium for the 

people who wish to donate medicines and help the 

society. Many medicines that we keep at home are left 

unused till they either expire or get misplaced. Many of 

them have to be thrown away due to contamination by air 

or moisture. These medicines fail to be effective and are 

thrown away. This results not only in manufacturers 

incurring losses, but also the consumer. What only a 

small section of the society knows is that these medicines 

can be made fit for consumption again. 

 

 

 

The problem of throwing effective medicines is not limited 

to a nation; it is reported that nearly all of the developing 

and developed countries could have a percentage as high as 

15%[11] of their population saved from deaths due to 

diseases. Not only are Medicine Banks limited to reusing the 

medicines, the medical banks also serve as production units 

for producing medicines derived out of same parent 

chemical. Medicine banks play a handy role in carrying out 

low cost effective productions.[7][8] Doing so would result 

not only in reuse of medicines but also recycle them. With 

cost of medicine touching skies, medicine banks would also 

help control inflation and other malpractices carried out by 

businessmen as a tactic to increase their sales and prices of 

medicines.[3]It is true that setting up Medicine Banks would 

require a strong economic and public support but once set up 

, they are bound to reap incomparable benefits. A medicine 

bank in itself would be a paradise for a nation which has fast 

growing unemployed population like India and China.[10] 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY  
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3. Medicine Banks: Operation and Setups 
 
Medicine bank in itself is a collection of certain steps and 

operations which are needed to be followed with utmost 

care and perfection. The steps discussed in the upcoming 

sections are not necessarily identical in all the cases but 

the overall structure for a medicine bank follows a 

certain pattern. A brief review of the pattern and how it 

operates is mentioned below: 
 
• Medicine banks can only be operated in areas with  

high connectivity to rural as well as urban areas.  
• An effective medicine bank requires proper  

guidance to the people living in surrounding areas  
of coverage.  

• The collection of medicines is done via several  
pathways and bought into medicine banks for 
further procedures. 

 

Medicine banks involve door to door collection whereas 

some use postal means. Large trucks and other vehicles 

are used as means of transport for the same. 

 

4.2 Medicine Quality Check, Sterilisation and Data Entry  
The received medicines are collected in a place and via 

the process of manual labour, the expired medicines or 

medicines that are unfit for use are removed. Rest of the 

medicines are sorted according to their functions. Each 

medicine goes through a sequence of operations making 

it free from germs (if any). It is then repacked. 
 

 
• The  expired  or  the  medicines  unfit  for  use  are  

identified, sent to the treatment unit, and the usable  
medicines are sent for sterilization.  

• The details of medicines are stored in MEDICINE  
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARES.  

• The medicine banks are well connected to 
government hospitals that are in constant need of 

medicines at subsidised rates. 

• Such Medicine Banks are sponsored by a lot of 
charities but usually they are self sufficient as the 

government imposes no taxes on the sale of these 
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medicines.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2(a): Medicine Banks rely highly upon its 

donors. 
 
 
 

 

4. Stages of Medicine processing and Set Up 

 

4.1 Collection and Storage 
 
Medicines are collected from various places and the 

modes of collection differ from place to place. Some 

(mos 

 
Figure 3.2(a): Percentage distribution of defects per 

year.[4] 

 

The next major step in the chain of these steps is Data 

Entry of medicines into the software. Dedicated software 

takes up the names of medicine received along with the 

expiry date as well as other important entries such as date 

of manufacture, rate etc. These data entries are utmost 

important and manual entries of such data might cause 

errors which could lead to fatal problems. Hence, there is 

a strong need for this process to be automated and to 

make it error proof, computer software is used. 

 

4.3 Government Check and Mandate  
A very important part in this process is Government 

Mandate. A health officer/inspector visits the medicine 

bank to make sure all the steps are being followed and 

medicines are properly stored. The next and the final step 

is the reach. The success of medicine bank lies solely in 

its reach. The higher the number of customers it has, 

higher the impact it makes on society. There are several 

ways to enhance the reach of medicine banks. One of 

them is public awareness. A successful medicine bank 

has a fair ratio of medicine donors and medicine buyers. 

Government hospitals, NGO’s and other such places that 

are in constant need of cheap/free medicines are the 

major buyers. 
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Figure 4(a): A sample output of Medicine Bank software taking medicine order 
 

 

5. Data Entry: Sample software for Medicine 

Bank 

 

A simple web application software has been developed 

by the author as a model to understand how the entries 

are stored. This software is capable of holding multiple 

users, has various functions and is user friendly. It 

consists of a standard user I/O which is compatible with 

all the operating systems. With the rate of failure being 

far less in case of computer aided softwares, it is a must 

for medicine banks to use these. User has the options of 

entering details of medicines, and the software is capable 

=of removing 

 
 

 

6. The need of Medicine Banks 

 

A lot of Medicine banks already exist in our country but 

none of them is as efficient as this method of regulating 

medicines. Opening medicine banks would also help 

bridge the huge gap between the rich and the poor as 

shown in the graph. The graph shows how the lower 

strata of the society cannot afford proper medicine care 

due to lack of funds. Opening such Medicine Banks 

would help minimize this growing difference. 

 
medicines from the list and sending a notification once it 

reaches the expiry date. This is a cost effective method 

which cuts down the cost of materials required to store 

data physically and the hectic task of searching for it 

manually.  
The software can further be developed into a full time 

program with more capabilities such as automated 

medicine bill generation, QR code scanning and linking 

the software to other databases of the city hospitals 

which in turn can send requests for medicines. The 

software can also be programmed to link to NGO’s 

through websites 
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and take follow up requests of medicines. A single 

software is capable enough of performing operations 

which would be hectic and require more than thousands 

of individuals in order to work.  
Thus, a successful medicine bank is incomplete without 

proper software supporting it. 

 
Figure 5(a): Public Expenditure on healthcare by country income 

groups.[9] 
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7. FLOW OF IMPLEMENATION 7  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. ANALYSIS FOR NEED OF MEDICINE 
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9. Future Scope 

 

An idea like this of a Medicine bank with a simple donor  
– need relationship subject can indeed reap benefits for 

the nation and help the ones in need. If this 

implementation turns out to be successful, we can modify 

these medicine banks into medical centres by making 

doctors available for the needy. Other things which could 

be introduced are full body checkups at subsidized rates, 

and setting vaccination camps for the rural kids who are 

not aware of these important measures to prevent 

diseases[12]. This would link the world as a globally 

competent, self sufficient medicine exchange community 

with the needs of people themselves. 

 

10. Limitations and Existing challenges 

 

Just like a coin has two sides, the implementation of 

Medicine Banks comes with certain disadvantages. The 

Medicine Banks not only require support from the 

government and organisations in terms of financial aid, 

but they also need people who have to constantly donate 

medicines. Setting up a Medicine Bank is just the first 

step in climbing ladder of an efficient system of medicine 

exchange. It requires coordination between the 

government and the people who are largely responsible 

for the functioning of these medicine Banks. Another 

major drawback is the storage. Many medicines require 

an optimal temperature and cannot tolerate heat, whereas 

some medicines cannot be kept under direct sunlight. 

Setting up a Medicine Bank requires a proper air 

conditioned or a ventilated storage space.  
Along with these disadvantages, there exist a few existing 

challenges that we need to overcome in order for this idea to 

be a success. The toughest barrier to overcome is to 

enlighten the people about medicine donation. So many 

people are unaware of the medicines they have and tend to 

throw them once they expire or are no longer in use. A 

medicine bank will only be successful if the needy do not 

misuse this opportunity and hoard medicines. The people 

who need medicines and the people who donate medicines 

should make sure that they work harmoniously with 

medicine banks bridging the gap between the two.  
However, effective measures can be taken to overcome 

the problems faced. The pros dominate over the cons 
thus making this approach a success. 

 

11. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Medicines are portable and hence, Medicine Banks are 

not just a need, but a necessity. A successful medicine 

bank is the right combination of people’s support, 

government’s aid and a country’s need.[6] The cost of 

medicine bank is minimal but the impact it creates on the 

society is vast. It won’t just eradicate poor health due to 

lack of medicines but also provide employment 

henceforth powering the economy of a country. Medicine 

disposal is a topic that worries the scientists because the 

 

 

chemicals involved in the medicines are non 

biodegradable and hence, possess a problem of pollution. 

By opening medicine banks, we can ensure that such 

problems are minimized if not eradicated in order to save 

the environment.  
These Medicine Banks will not only help save lives, but also 

help the gap between the poor and the rich to narrow. 

An average person’s health determines the quality of jobs  
he could perform and/or he could get. If a person is prone 

to getting ill, he has a lesser job security resulting in 

poverty percentage to rise. Hence, ensuring that every 

individual has the right to healthcare facilities would 

mean every individual is given the right to live. Ensuring 

such healthy practices would result in a less biased 

society with greater output from all of the people. A 

small step like this can save the lives of many and help 

all the people across the globe. 
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Abstract— The WHO i.e., World Health Organization 

recommends that for every 1,000 people in any country, a target 

of 10-20 donors is needed to provide adequate supplies of blood. 

According to the available data, 34 people in every 1,000 should 

be donating blood to meet the shortage of it. Traditionally, 

whenever a person is in need of blood, they either approach a 

blood bank or an acquaintance with compatible blood group. 

However, it is difficult to find a suitable donor at the time of 

emergency. Moreover, availability of the suitable blood group is 

not guaranteed even in a blood bank. Since, India is facing a 

blood shortage of over 1.95 million units; we aim to propose an 

app that connects the recipient of the blood to its donor in the 

time of crisis and provides the flexibility of finding the blood 

banks near them based upon their location. The app can help to 

increase the possibility for a patient to get a blood donor as the 

requestor will be connected to all eligible donors sharing the same 

blood group and is a resident of the same city thus providing an 

expanded search space to the person who is in the need of blood. 

The application also ensures that the crucial information of the 

registered donors is not revealed before the confirmation from 

both the stakeholders. The app can also be used from the side of a 

blood bank or a service organization that aims to search for blood 

donors either to fulfil the shortage of blood stocks or to be aware 

and campaign for blood donation drives. 

 

Keywords— Blood, Blood Banks, Donors, Requestors, Location. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Even with a huge population, our nation stares right into the 

demand-supply crisis of blood units and this prevails in several 

medical facilities in the country. In 2012 WHO reported that, 

despite the demand on blood units being 12 million, only 9 

units are available annually. Unavailability of donors in 

various areas have led to wastage of blood stock in some parts 

of the country, while at the same time creating a shortage of 

blood in some other parts. Patients may need a blood 

transfusion if they have anemia, sickle cell disease, a bleeding 

disorder such as hemophilia, or cancer. A cancer patient, on an 

average, needs at least 100 units of blood. A cancer patient, on 

an average, needs at least 100 units of blood. In India 

especially, the medical facilities rely on transfusion heavily 

during pregnancy complication as well as road accidents. It is 

estimated that, in India, around one thousand two hundred 

people suffer through road accidents every year. Voluntary 

blood donation comprises about 70% of the blood demand, 

with 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the rest coming from replacement donors. Hence, with the 

help of our app we instill some motivation in the minds of 

people to voluntarily donate. Another need for this app, 

that we identified was that there are several forced blood 

donations carried out in India, which we aim to eradicate 

by increasing the number of voluntary donors. There are 

several myths around donating blood, and through our we 

aim to educate the mass. There already exist a few blood 

donor finder applications but they require time and 

manpower as they just provide details and donors are 

needs to be contacted manually. “The Problem definition 

is to develop a blood donor connect app which can help a 

person to connect with the potential blood donors in the 

vicinity of a particular hospital without the need of 

contacting every person individually.” Registered user 

(Requestor) finds all available and eligible donors in the 

vicinity. While finding it filters the users on basis of their 

blood group, availability and location. The potential 

donors which match the above parameters intend to 

receive the request and can help the requestor on 

voluntary basis. Once donated request is marked as 

served. A donor can mark himself available or unavailable 

depending upon his donation history thereby can restrain 

himself from getting the requests in the period he is not 

intended to donate blood. The app not only aims to send 

blood requests to donors but also to build a trustworthy 

portal which can create trust among the recipients about 

the genuineness of a request. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The author presented an application for voluntary blood 

donors in [1], the main goal of which is to notify Rh++ of 

the donor location on a regular basis. Rh++ is a smart 

information system with the goal of regulating blood 

donation and supply. The donors were initially confirmed, 

which was one of the paper's merits. The user can donate 

blood after receiving authorization. Users' previous 

donation records were saved in the app. It made requests 

on social media platforms that were directly tied to the 

app. It was safe because the information of the users was 

kept private. The disadvantage was that there were no 

GPS capabilities for donations. 
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[2] was a general health app that kept track of patients' 

medical histories. It used GPS to find donors in the area 

where the patient was. It was also possible to send a push 

notice from within the app, as well as from other 

platforms, and to migrate a database to the cloud. There 

was an application built for an Android phone that took 

the login input for a donor, which was one of the benefits 

listed. The location of the donor was kept up to date, 

making it easy for the patient to find donors. The amount 

of memory used and the amount of contact with the user 

were both reduced. I looked over the donor's medical 

information.In [3] when blood is required in an 

emergency, we can use GPS to locate a nearby blood 

donor. When a user enters the blood group, the app will 

automatically locate a nearby donor and send an alert 

message to the donor. If the first donor is unavailable, the 

system will automatically search for the next available 

donor in the queue. If the donor accepts the request, the 

donor will receive a one-time password (OTP) to validate 

his or her identity. List of blood donors in your city/area 

provided by the blood donation app supplier. When a 

donor donates blood, the donor's information is 

automatically removed from the database for the next 

three months. The advantages included the ability to 

generate interactive queries (user-created searches), 

analyze spatial information output, change data provided 

inside maps, and visually share the results of these 

activities using GIS (Geographic Information System) 

technology. The app requested the patients' previous 

medical records. There was no information leaked to a 

third party. The flaw was because OTP was insufficiently 

secure. The blood donors' authenticity cannot be verified. 

There may be people who aren't who they say they are. 

The application's administrator bears a great deal of 

responsibility. 

The authors of [4] developed a mechanism that would be 

extremely useful in an emergency. The system is focused 

on the application's efficiency by maintaining a donor 

database with their contact numbers and email addresses 

so that we can make the most of it. It is created in such a 

way that it assists the user in every way imaginable when 

he or she requires assistance. The system just keeps a 

database of donors who may be personally contacted in 

the event of an emergency, which can be time consuming 

and uncomfortable for certain users. There is no emphasis 

on determining whether a donor who has registered with 

the system can also be checked for availability. 

When a patient requires blood donation, [5] handles the 

problem and establishes a communication route through 

authorized clinics. It's a helpful tool for finding 

compatible blood donors who can respond to blood 

donation requests in their area. This online application can 

be used by clinics to keep track of blood donation activity. 

Data collected 

through this application can be used to analyse 

contribution to request rates in a local area in order to 

raise public awareness through donation camps. 

[6] describes a system that includes a database that was 

established by compiling information from a variety of 

sources, including blood banks, the National Security 

Service, non-governmental organizations, and hospitals, as 

well as a web interface. The most suitable donor is identified 

using the algorithm. The needed person's call is directed to 

the eligible donor's phone via the server. Within a 5-10km 

radius of the user's blood requirement, the user can rapidly 

receive notification from a blood bank. If the requested blood 

group is accessible in the blood bank, the users will receive a 

positive response message. If the blood bank does not have 

the requested stock, the blood bank will notify all donors. In 

an emergency, having the option to contact hospitals with 

GPS tracking can be beneficial. 

 
In [7], GPS technology is utilized to track the location of the 

blood bank. The user will be given the path to the desired 

destination without having to ask for it manually, saving 

time. In the event of an emergency, the blood donor might 

make a request. The wireless internet technology allows for 

faster and more convenient data exchange. 

 

[8] is a study of what characteristics may be utilized as a 

reference for Emergency Medical Services (EMS) in 

making decisions and developing a computational model 

to guide emergency patients to the most appropriate 

hospital. An EMS has been proposed and designed to 

make all of the processes required in an emergency easier 

and more computerized. The suggested system calls an 

ambulance, locates the correct and closest accessible 

hospital, accesses an Electronic Health Record (EHR) that 

can help with pre-hospital treatment, and determines the 

availability of the nearest available specialty hospital. 

 

They tested the performance of multiple binary 

classification algorithms in [9] to see if one could better 

predict whether or not a person will donate blood. The 

cluster ANN model outperformed all of the algorithms 

tested. 
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Paper Findings/ Merits Gap Identified/ Demerits 

   

[1] -Users are verified. -No tracking features. 

 -History of the patient is maintained. -Accessibility of the app is limited to only 

 -Secure. social media. 

[2] -Tracking is available -Not secure as it gives out information. 
 -Minimized memory consumption and user interaction. -Available only as an Android Application. 

 -Checks the medical records of the donor. -The donor is in contact with the hospital, 

  but a patient in need cannot request for blood 

  individually. 

   
[3] -Use of GIS (Geographic information System) Technology. - No method of checking authenticity of 

 - Users are verified. users. 

 -Secure. -Strenuous on the admin. 

   
[4] -Quick as login isn’t required. -Users are not verified. 

 -Easy to use. -Not secure as it gives a public database. 

[5] -Clinic acts as a middle man between 2 users. - Communication becomes difficult and 
 -Collected data can be used by clinics to make relevant arduous. 

 prediction.  

[6] -Data is collected from blood banks, NSS, NGO's, hospitals -Users are not verified. 

 - User is notified of the request if he is within 5-10 km radius -This application connects an organization to 

  a user rather than 2 end users. 

   
[7] -Tracking feature is useful. -Unavailability of offline alert system. 

 -  This proposed system functionalities such as registrations,  

 finding blood donors, connecting with the hospitals etc.   

   

[8] -Designed to facilitate contacting ambulance, locating the -Connecting users is not taken into 
 nearest available general and consideration. 

 specialized hospital.  

[9] - Comparison of the performance of various binary - Parameters required for the model are not 
 classification algorithms to see if one can better. predict if a always easily available. 

 person is going to donate blood or not.  

 - ANN model performed the best.  

 Table 1: Comparison of various papers 
 
 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEMS 
 
 

Friends2Support.Org  
This application is very popular in India. Also has support 

for Nepal, Bangladesh. Sri Lanka. It holds a record of all 

the donors registered on the platform. Whenever a patient 

needs a donor, they can access the details of donors in 

their vicinity and contact the donors accordingly. Contact 

with donors can be made through SMS, call, or email. But 

the details of the user are always accessible which can 

also jeopardize the user’s personal information. The users 

also have to be manually contacted through a given 

medium and there is no automatic notification option. 

This can be of danger in times of emergency. 

 

Blood Donor App- Save Life Connect  
This app works on similar grounds of the above app. It 
displays fundraisers going on and people willing can 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

contribute to the cause. The person in need of a donor 

creates a request which is posted on the application feed. 

Unless the user is connected to the internet the request is 

not sent or received. After receiving the request, the donor 

can contact the person in need. It enables a GPS tracker to 

make it easier for the user to track down the request. 

However, the user’s medical records/history is not 

maintained. Due to this donor receive requests even after 

recent donations. The reach of this application is 

minimum in India. 

 

e-RaktKosh  
This is a government approved website which focuses on 
Blood Banks. It stores details of blood banks all over the 

country and displays the updated blood unit stocks. This 
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enables people in need of blood to access their nearby blood 

banks and blood availability according to their blood group. 

Furthermore, there is also an option for live tracking the 

blood bank location with the use of maps. This makes it 

easier for the people to reach the blood bank in stipulated 

time. A blood donor can also look for camps and blood 

banks for blood donation through the portal. 

 

 

IV. SURVEY ANALYSIS 
 
The means for conducting the survey was chosen to be 

Google forms. It had a total of 13 questions. These 

questions included short answers, multiple choices, 

scaling from 1 to 10 and several other methods. Different 

methods were incorporated so that the analysis could be as  
near as possible to the truth. We received a total of 102 
responses on our survey. 

 
● The survey was taken by the age group of 8-70. 

 

● Only 68.6% people agree to share their medical 

history, which is case of blood donations is of 

importance, because the donor should be verified 
to be healthy enough to be donating blood to a 
sick patient. This poor review might as well, be 

the cause why we are suffering a crisis. More and 
more awareness have to be spread.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig2: Are you comfortable with sharing your 

medical records for blood donation? 

 

● Majority of people chose hospitals, as the 
suitable place for them to donate blood, which is 
what we expected and gives strength to the 
purpose of the project.  

 
● The hypothetical situation posted was- “Consider 

this situation: A stranger is in urgent need of 
blood; will you be willing to donate blood 

provided you are unoccupied at that moment?”  
-The answers were asked on a scale of 1 to 5. 5 

being, completely in to donate and 1 being will not 

donate. We found that 42% of the people picked 

4. From these, we concluded that, people might 

not be exactly sure of what they believe in. 

 
● Suggestions collected for the project from the 

participants were as follows – 

 
i. The health of all individuals is important. 

Guidelines that must be followed before 

and after donation can be specified. 

ii. Make an app which will notify heathy 

people around urgent need for blood. 

For example, in case of a road accident.  
iii. Blood donation is an important topic in 

India but it is neglected, an app which 

influence people to donate blood is also 

important.  
iv. The app could include information 

about the nearby blood donation 

campaigns held in real-time or have 

been arranged in future.  
v. Other than emergency blood 

requirement you can also notify about 
blood donation camps around.  

vi. People who donate blood, are never 

given enough credit, apart from people 

whom they are helping. A module 
which can help in bringing attention to 

such people might help.  
vii. Designing a module That Should 

Interconnect All the Known Blood 

Donation Centers in India, So That, The 

Possibility of Getting a Particular Blood 

Type in Urgent is Minimized! Try to 

Fasten Up the Process of Getting a 

Blood, As Much as You Can!  
viii. Donor medical history, Receiver 

medical history, Nearby hospital or 
blood donation camp  

ix. Direct chat with the needy, 

notifications for matched blood donors, 
community of blood donors  

x. The SMS system should be based on 

Locality, it will help draw more 
potential donors  

xi. A feature where when a person requests 

donor, the persons emergency contacts 
are also notified. 

 

While analyzing the answers we understood the mindset 

of all the people around and it helped us strengthen the 

purpose of our project. Suggestions from people opened 
new gates for us as well. 

 
Fig3: Where do you think is suitable for you to donate 

blood? 
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The system is proposed to work for mainly two 

stakeholders: civilians i.e., normal users and the second 

i.e., blood banks & service organizations. However, the 

primary focus is on the services for civilians, and it works 

on the idea that whenever a patient need blood, he can 

search for registered users in his immediate area. The 

system, on the other hand, does not confine itself to a 

specific area and instead covers the entire city in order to 

cover a larger search space. When a person agrees to help, 

he or she provides their one-time location with the 

requestor so that the requestor can connect with the 

nearest donor in the shortest span of time. The system 

must also ensure that the donors on the list of donors are 

both available and eligible, implying that the user has 

made himself available for any such assistance and is 

qualified to donate blood on medical grounds. The 

requestor only needs to provide the patient's information, 

and the information about potential eligible donors of the 

city will be retrieved from the database. Apart from this 

user’s data which is used to identify and fetch potential 

donors the database must also be leveraged with the data 

of blood banks across country with their complete details 

i.e., city, address, contact information and blood bank 

category. This data will be helpful for the users in order to 

get the details of potential blood banks in their city and in 

their respective locations where they can look for blood. 

 
In order to use the portal, it is taken into consideration that 

important medical or private details are not asked from the 

users so that there could be minimal hesitation among the 

users to register on the portal. Only details which are asked  

 
here are only their blood group, contact number, and 

address, which would be requested from everyone 

registering on the portal. 

 

While requesting for blood, the requestor has to submit 

the details of the patient and the admitted hospital’s 

location and with a single click of a button, a system-

generated SMS and a post will be distributed to all 

recipients' feeds. Once the recipient receives the request, 

he can confirm it using the options given to him, and the 

request can be recorded as served on the platform once the 

blood donation process is completed. 

 

Considering the use of the platform from the perspective 

of other stakeholder aside of normal users, it can also be 

used by blood banks and service organizations. The blood 

banks can register on the portal and update their stock 

availability, which has the added benefit of informing 

individuals about the availability of blood in a certain 

blood bank based on the time when the latest update was 

made. This can help to a considerable extent by reducing 

the amount of time a person spends searching for blood 

across different blood banks. Apart from that, blood banks 

can utilize the portal to create donation requests for their 

diminishing blood stocks and to build campaigns for their 

blood donation drives directly through the portal. There 

are various service groups that work in the field of blood 

donation awareness and the implementation of blood 

donation camps in addition to blood banks. These service 

organizations can use such dedicated portal to create 

campaigns for organizing their blood donation drives 

which can cover people throughout a city. As a result, a 

single application can be beneficial in a variety of ways.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig4: Architecture Overview for Working Principle of the proposed System 
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
The implementation for user side includes the development 

of an in order to build the functionality for the user side a 

web application is developed. The system which is 

developed registers the users on the portal and ask for the 

basic details of the user which includes some of the medical 

details like blood group and age. Now these details are used 

to create the database of the potential of the donors 

registered on the portal. These details are further used to 

find the donors in the closest vicinity of the hospital.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 5: Profile details requested from a registered user. 

 

 

Now whenever a concerned person needs blood, he/she will 

just fill the basic minimal details of the person for whom the 

blood is requested along with the hospital details to find the 

closest potential donors. The system will further look for the 

potential donors with the help of the database maintained 

already. Next the requester just needs to click a Message 

button using which an auto generated Text SMS which will 

be sent to all those users whose details are matching with the 

detailed specified in the request.  

users are not revealed to him/her as long as authenticity of 

the request is validated. The users who have received the 

messages get the hospital details mentioned in the message 

through which they can check for the authenticity of the 

request. 

 

The system was implemented with a python backend where 

the business logic was developed using Python’s Django 

Framework based upon MVT i.e., Model View Template 

Architecture. MVT is a software design for developing web 

applications. Model acts as an interface for our data and it is 

the logical structure of our system and is represented by 

database such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, dB SQLite etc. In 

our case we have dB SQLite which is default database setup 

for Django Framework. The Views in this MVT architecture 

are used to create link between Template files and Model 

Data. Views in our case plays the same role which is played 

by Controller in MVC Architecture. Template is for 

handling what is rendered on the browser window i.e., what 

user see on his screen. It incorporates our HTML, CSS and 

JavaScript files. The crucial part of the system is the API 

which is used for establishing the communication i.e., for 

sending Text SMS to the users. The API used here is Twilio 

API which is a Programmable SMS API which helps us 

send and receive SMS messages. The Twilio provides this 

API service on premium basis however as long as we use it 

on trial basis, we need to verify each and every person 

registered on portal on Twilio’s portal as well.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 6: Help Form to fill minimal necessary details for making  

request. 

 
 
 

 

Fig 7: Twilio API Architecture. 

 

 

VII. RESULT & DISCUSSION 
 
The implementation resulted into the development of 

important modules which forms the entire architecture for 

the proposed system. Whenever a request is placed, a text 

SMS consisting of all required details are sent over potential 

donors registered phone numbers so that any request 

originated through the portal reaches the potential donors 

even though they are not using their internet connectivity. 

This makes a major improvement in existing systems which 

are totally an online model and every aspect of it depends on 

online connectivity of users. 

 

Doing this the requester will get to know how many people  
were connected through his request however the details of the 
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Fig 8: Text SMS received by the potential donor. 

 

Along with the text SMS received on recipient mobile 

numbers. A detailed request ticket is also created on the 

portal for recipient side where they can view the entire 

details, and can show their willingness to help if they want. 

The ticket consists of an accept request button which 

notifies the user that their one-time location and mobile 

number will also be sent along with their acceptance consent 

so that requestor can initiate further communication or take 

a decision upon whether to connect or not depending upon 

location feasibility of donors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 9: Request Ticket Created on Donors Incoming Request Panel. 

 

The requestor can view the distance between their current 

location and donor via using google maps API which helps 

the requestor to understand whether the potential donor can 

reach to them in optimal time or can choose among the 

multiple volunteer donors depending upon their fast reach. 

Along with this request module the blood bank list can also 

help the requestor to connect to their nearest blood bank and 

check for the required blood stock availability. The database 

created for the blood banks helps for quickly fetching out 

the blood banks details throughout and connect with them as 

fast as possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 10: Estimating Donor reach using Google Maps Route based  

feature. 

 

VIII.CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, we foresee that the dedicated applications and 

platforms which can help the requestors get in touch with 

potential donors, nearby blood banks can bring about a 

revolutionary change in the blood donation trends in India. 

Also, as the system can work in collaborations with civilians, 

blood banks as well as service organizations it can provides 

much wider possibility for the application to scale. It will 

facilitate finding donors in emergencies when the blood bank is 

out of reach and blood banks with complete details. 

Furthermore, the use of GPS will enable the patients to find 

potential donors in their vicinity so that the process can be 

speedy. With one click a person in need can contact all the 

donors in the neighborhood. While doing so the privacy of app 

users is always ensured. As a portal is free to use it can reach 

maximum people and benefit them. Overall, this application 

will play a major role in saving people’s lives. 

 

 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE 
 
The system can also be seen working with the inclusion of 

artificial intelligence and machine learning where donors 

learning patterns can be learnt and understood in order to 

enhance the capabilities of the system in order to connect 

them with the most suitable donors which are most likely to 

donate on receiving the blood donation requests. 
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Abstract— The research involves around the advancement in 

the field of economics and finance by using machine learning.  
The project the financial markets and aims to improve the 

performance of stock portfolios and encourage the  
participation of the masses in the financial markets. The 

project will use machine learning algorithms to identify 

opportunities in stocks to realize gains. The software will help 

the middle class to step into the stock market as active players 

by providing suggestions to people based on their capital and 

risk taking capabilities. 
 
 

Keywords—Stock Market Prediction, regression, stocks, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Forecasting stock market prices have always been 

challenging task for many business analyst and 
researchers. In fact, stock market price prediction is an 

interesting area of research for investors.  
For successful investment, many investors are 

interested in knowing about the future situation of the 
market. Effective prediction systems indirectly help traders 

by providing supportive information such as the future 
market direction. Data mining techniques are effective for  
forecasting future by applying various algorithms to data. 

Prediction of Stock market returns is an important  
issue and very complex in financial institutions. The prediction 

of stock prices has always been a challenging task. It has been 

observed that the stock prices of any company do not 

necessarily only depend on the financial status of the company 

but also depends on socio economic situation of the country. It 

is no more directly linked with the economic development of 

the country or particular area. Thus the stock price prediction 

has become even more difficult today than before. These days 

stock prices are affected due to many reasons like company 

related news, political events natural disasters etc. stock price 

prediction is one of the most important issues to be investigated 

in academic and financial researches. The fast data processing 

of these events with the help of improved technology and 

communication systems has caused the stock prices to fluctuate 

at a very rapid rate. A lot of studies were performed for the 

prediction of stock index values as well as the daily direction of 

change in the index. There are so many models to predict a 

price of a stock market. To invest money in the stock market 

we need to have an idea whether the prices of stocks are going 

to increase or decrease on the next couple of days. Several 

computing techniques need to be combined in order to predict 

the nature of the stock market. As the time elapsed, traditional 

capital market theory has been changed and various methods of 

financial analysis 

 
 
have been improved . A lot of research has been taking 

place for many years in forecasting the stock prices or stock 

index. It involves an assumption of fundamental 

information that is publicly available in the past that has 

some projecting relationships to the future stock returns or 

indices. The samples of such information include economic 

variables such as interest rates and exchange rates, industry 

specific information such as growth rates of industrial 

production and consumer price, and company specific 

information such as income statements and dividend yields. 

The value of the share depends on how many people want 

to buy it and how many people are selling it. If many people 

want to buy a stock, the price will go up. If there are more 

sellers than buyers, the price will go down. People usually 

buy/sell shares in stocks with the help of a broker. A broker 

also helps customers make good choices in stocks. Most 

brokers have recommendations for most of the stocks, based 

on the information about companies and what is expected 

from them. Various technical, fundamental and statistical 

indicators have been proposed and used with varying 

results. However, no one technique or combination of 

techniques has been successful enough to consistently beat 

the market. Traditionally, technical analysis approach , that 

predicts stock prices based on historical prices and volume, 

the Dow Theory, basic concepts of trends, price patterns 

and oscillators, is commonly used by stock investors to aid 

investment decisions. Advanced intelligent techniques 

ranging from pure mathematical models and expert systems 

to neural networks have also been used by many financial 

trading systems for stock prediction. Ultimately, most of the 

researchers have derived the various methodologies for 

predicting future share market prices using artificial neural 

network. In this project the future price of one stock is 

predicted based on its past day prices as well as other 

related present day prices. We have taken the stock data 

from New York Stock Exchange for our investigation. In 

this project we used the Auto Regressive Model to predict 

the future price of a stock. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Title Features Gaps 

International Journal of science and Stock marker prediction is the act of Stock market are very volatile asset. 

telecommunications trying to determine the future value of Even the prediction made by experts 

 a company stock or other financial can be wrong as stock prices are 

 instrument traded in the financial influenced by a varying number of 

 exchange.the obtained results show factors such as the macro economy and 

 that the proposed model has better the global economy 

 prediction accuracy and the potential  

 of PSO algorithm in optimizing LS-  

 SVM.  

Stock market price analysis Stock market price data is generated in Prediction based purely on quantitative 

 huge volume and it changes every like daily price change and movement 

 second. Stock market is a challenging of the stock although technically sound 

 and complex system where people will are susceptible to fundamental news 

 either gain money or lose money. In regarding the stock like quarterly 

 this work and attempt is made to result, mergers and other such 
 predict the stock market trend company related news 
   

International journal of innovative Stock market prediction involves Model used for prediction in this 

research in computer and predicting future value of the company application are proven to be very 

communication engineering stock or other financial exchange. inaccurate the model predicts the price 

 Various types of trading can be done of the stock based on previous years 

 in the stock market. It could be short performance which is not very 

 term or long term but if someone ca accurate and sound method of analysis 
 predict the value of the stock it can  

 yield very good return in the future for  

 the investment done  
   

Stock market prediction using machine Stock market price data is generated in Stock market are very volatile asset. 

learning methods huge volume and it changes every Even the prediction made by experts 

 second. Stock market is a challenging can be wrong as stock prices are 

 and complex system where people will influenced by a varying number of 

 either gain money or lose money. In factors such as the macro economy and 

 this work and attempt is made to the global economy 

 predict the stock market trend  

Prediction models for Indian stock Stock market is a complex and The models used for the prediction are 
market challenging system where people with very specific and hence do not 

 win or lose the cost of which is money. generalize well to other stocks. It is 

 The attempt is made to predict the also very inefficient method of 

 value so good yield can be derived for calculation. 

 the investment.  

Analysis of stock market predictor Stock price prediction is possible be Even after an excellent track record the 

variables using linear regression data mining algorithms. data mining clients still might not trust the 

 can be defined as making better use of prediction made that will take 

 data. Every human is faced with more sometime to develop and maintain. 

 and more uncontrollable amount of  

 data hence data mining or knowledge  

 discovery seems that it affects us all  

Stock Market Price The following describes the work that Due to the current 
Prediction Using was done on investigating applications scenario of lockdown 

Linear and of regression techniques on stock in the country the 

Polynomial market price prediction. It describes communication 

Regression Models the linear and polynomial regression between the group 

 methods that were applied along with members is restricted 

 their accuracies. to phone calls and 
  personal messaging 
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III. METHODOLOGY  
• Generating New Features  

A number of mathematical indicators can help us to 

quantify the performance of the stock and help 

predict its movement going forward. These features 

can be calculated from the past values of the stock 

and are popularly used to predict the movement. 

 

• Some of these indicators that will be used in 

this project are 
➢
 Relative Strength Index(RSI)

  

➢
 Moving Average Convergence 

and Divergence(MACD)
  

➢
 Moving averages(7 days,14 days,50 days)

 

 

Relative Strength Index(RSI):-  
• The relative strength index (RSI) is a momentum 

indicator used in technical analysis that measures the 

magnitude of recent price changes to evaluate 

overbought or oversold conditions in the price of a 

stock or other asset.  
• Traditional interpretation and usage of the RSI are 

that values of 70 or above indicate that a security is 

becoming overbought or overvalued and may be 

primed for a trend reversal or corrective pullback 

in price. An RSI reading of 30 or below indicates 

an oversold or undervalued condition. 

 

MACD:-  
• Moving Average Convergence Divergence 

(MACD) is a trend following indicator. MACD can 

be calculated very simply by subtracting the 26 

period EMA from the 12 period EMA.  
• It is designed to reveal changes in the strength, 

direction, momentum, and duration of a trend in 

a stock's price. 
 

• Along with the MACD line (from subtracting the 12 

period EMA from the 16 period EMA) the chart 

commonly will include a signal line plotted on top 

of the MACD. This signal line is a 9 day EMA of 

the MACD. 
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IV. SURVEYANALYSIS 
 
After planning of all the functionalities of the project, 

we created a qualitative survey of the proposed model. 
Two surveys were created, for teachers and for 

students separately.  
Around 30 students from various colleges, streams and 

areas filled these forms and gave their feedback regarding 

the same. All the mentioned functionalities achieved great 

responses. The questions that were asked to the teachers 

were:  
1) Do You think the prediction of stock prices 
will be helpful? 
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2) Do you think stock market prediction will help you 

get better return in the market?  
3) Do you think stock market prediction should have 100 
percent accuracy?  
4) Do You think the prediction process can harm the 

market in any way?  
…  
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V. IMPLEMENTATION  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Linear Regression 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
Predicting the stock market price is very popular among investors as investors want to know the return that they 

will get for their investments. Traditionally the technical analysts and brokers used to predict the stock prices based 
 
on historical prices, volumes, price patterns and the basic trends. Today the stock price prediction has become 

very complex than before as stock prices are not only affected due to company’s financial status but also due to 

socio economical condition of the country, political atmosphere and natural disasters etc. The return from the 

share market is always uncertain and ambiguity in nature hence traditional techniques will not give accurate 

prediction. A lot research has been made in this area and advanced intelligent techniques ranging from pure 

mathematical models and expert systems to neural networks have also been proposed by many financial trading 

systems for stock price 

 
prediction. We uses auto regressive model to predict the future price of a stock. The model is very popular and 

we investigate in predicting the stock prices very accurately. We have shown the comparison between the 

predicted price and actual price in figure 1. As it clearly visible from the graph that, our prediction price is 

almost coincides with the actual stock price. This method of predicting the return on investment will help in a 

great way to financial institutions and stock brokers to predict the future price in such uncertain conditions. 
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Abstract—Surveillance has been one of the critical 

components for ensuring security across any region. The goal 

of this paper is to discuss the implementation of a system that 

automates surveillance and solves the problem of detecting and 

identifying social distancing violations and detection of 

firearms. The efficiency of Deep Learning models for this task 

has been highlighted and results for the implemented yolov3 

model have been discussed as well. 

 
them would be there on ground to possibly respond to the 
situation? 
 

The scope of this project would actually include 
facilitating the response time in emergency situations such 
as stampede, fire and controlling angry mob, such as in 
severe cases of mob lynching. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  
Keywords—video surveillance, deep learning, crowd analysis, 

firearm detection, machine learning 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the past few years, there has been a massive upsurge in 

the number of CCTV cameras installed across the country. All 

the major cities today are guarded by a horde of CCTV cameras 

which aim at capturing any suspicious activity, violation of 

crime or anything which bears pertinence to the interests of the 

government agencies. We cannot neglect the fact that the 

population of our country too has risen multifold over the past 

few years. Therefore, it becomes pivotal to increase the safety 

measures throughout the country in order to maintain an overall 

well-being of the citizens. However, the number of personnel in 

the government are limited and not all of them could 

simultaneously be keeping an eye on hundreds of CCTV 

cameras to detect the slightest violation or suspicion in activity. 

With the meteoric advancement in technology at our aid, there 

have been multiple solutions designed to facilitate the 

recognition of faces in crowds and analyze behavioral patterns 

of large crowds, which incorporate artificial intelligence 

techniques. 
 

It is indeed remarkable how much the continuous 

monitoring of videos would be difficult and tiresome for 

humans. To simultaneously detect whether there is any 

violation of a law through a series of CCTV footages, which 

may not always be sharp, it would become a nightmare. If we 

consider the current COVID situation wherein section 144 was 

implemented across many cities, we might notice that even with 

all the police personnel it wasn’t possible to guard every nook 

and corner of the city to check if there was a gathering of more 

than 4 people around. CCTV footages were very vital in this 

case, but the situation on ground remains the same. There might 

be thousands of people watching over the cameras to check the 

gathering of people but how many of 

 
Various deep learning methods are compared in [1] in 

terms of their algorithms and models. The main focus of this 

survey is application of deep learning techniques in detecting 

the exact count, involved persons and the happened activity in a 

large crowd at all climate conditions. Paper discusses the 

underlying deep learning implementation technology involved 

in various crowd video analysis methods. The idea presented in 

the paper can be further extended in order to include the size of 

crowds. It can use existing DL models by including good 

features and removing unwanted features. The idea does not 

undertake the scope of bad weather conditions in determining 

humans in a crowd through video surveillance. Also, solutions 

which are economically viable are not discussed.[2] presents 

architecture for a perimeter security system dedicated to 

transport infrastructures protection, such as the airport. It uses 

adaptive algorithms for processing data from CCTV footages in 

order to secure premises. The system can be improved in order 

to account for multiple object’s movement detection through 

the CCTV footage. The system uses pixel blocks estimation in 

order to detect motion through a video footage. This essentially 

requires the footage generated to be sharp and with higher 

pixels, meaning the CCTVs to be installed need to have clarity 

in the picture which could incur additional costs. 

 
[3] did a comprehensive review with comparisons on 

available techniques for detecting human beings in surveillance 

videos Object detection could be performed using background 

subtraction, optical flow and Spatio-temporal filtering 

techniques. Once detected, a moving object could be classified 

as a human being using shape-based, texture-based or motion-

based features. In [4] the focus is on detection of human beings 

in a scene, and tracking those people as long as they stay in the 

scene by identifying individual persons. Detection is made 

possible by using the functions of Haar classifier. The proposed 

system is important in many applications, including traffic 

control, urban surveillance, 
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home security and health care. The future scope can be 
extended to automating this process. However, in [5] we can 
observe a detection method that improves results provided 
by HOG-SVM with a combination of mixture of Gaussian 
and background contours subtraction. The results obtained 
show that this method is able to be implemented in 
intelligent video-protection systems. We can see an 
improvement in [6] wherein the authors have implemented 
the k – Means algorithm to cluster the HOG feature vectors 
of the positively detected windows and determined the path 
followed by a person in the video. The scope of this 
application can be further extended to detect motion patterns 
of human beings for video surveillance. 
 

The approach in [7] uses Gaussian Mixture Model to detect 

the person and also tracks the detected person. The 

experimental results here show that the proposed method is 

well suited for detecting and tracking the person in lower 

processing time. In [8] researchers used human segmentation 

this is done by detecting face, head and shoulder separately, 

face detection is obtained from Haar classifier while head and 

shoulder detections are determined from gradient maps, the 

final human body segmentation is generated based on gap 

detection and the golden ratio. In [9] Histogram of Oriented 

Gradient (HOG) descriptor is used to extract feature vector 

from the binary images. For each video the same kind of 

features is extracted and given to SVM classifier for 

classification of actions. In [10] researchers adapted the 

traditional human detection framework which is based on Deep 

Learning Convolutional Neural Networks to detect and localize 

human position inside surveillance video footage. In [12], we 

are introduced to a surveillance video analysis system, titled as 

SVAS, which specializes in gaining inferences from complex 

video events. An event model method named Interval-Based 

Spatio-Temporal Model (IBSTM) is proposed. The paper 

utilizes hybrid machine learning methods. The main 

contribution of this study is to fill the semantic gap between 

humans and video computer systems such that, on the one hand 

it decreases human intervention through its learning 

capabilities, but on the other hand it also enables human 

intervention when necessary through its manageable event 

model method. 
 

[13] introduces us to high level event detection in videos. 

The main problems tackled in this study are learning to detect 

video events from solely a textual description of the event and 

exploiting very few positive training samples. In the event of 

learning from training videos, Support vector Machine has been 

utilized when the samples are scarce for exploiting the 

relationship between the known videos and the related ones. In 

a similar intelligent video surveillance system, [14] proposes to 

use SVM for detecting humans in a video footage. The system 

proposed uses grid vector and star vector to extract the feature 

vector of object which decreases the data greatly and improves 

the running speed of the system. Further, [15] aims to 

implement an analytical crowd behavior system which shortens 

the lengths of the footages captured through surveillance 

cameras at public places and presents only a synopsis of the 

footage. The synoptic video is proposed here to detect if any 

anomalies of human crowd is present in the scene in a quicker 

time frame. In [16], a video surveillance software has been 

proposed that enables simultaneous event detection capability. 

Multiple pedestrian tracking algorithm has been incorporated as 

well that enables event detections in low density crowds. As per 

our title, the paper bears resemblance in monitoring and 

detecting anomaly in crowds. 

In [17], The proposed method called Semantic Content 
Extraction (SCE) from videos is used to identify the objects 
and the events present in the video. This model provides 
useful methodology for intruder detecting systems which 
provides the behavior and the activities performed by the 
intruder. Construction of ontology enhances the spatial and 
temporal relations between the objects or features extracted. 
To detect the intruder, ontology and semantic content with 
the general object tracking methods based on ROI is 
proposed. In [18], This paper focus on crowd behaviour 
analysis which can detect normal behaviour or abnormal 
behaviour. In direct approach a crowd is analyzed by 
treating a collection of individuals to estimate the velocities, 
direction and abnormal motion, while in indirect approach 
crowd is treated as a single entity. Majorly Symmetric 
Housdorss Distance (SHD) set is used for holistic analysis. 
Indirect approach is widely used for crowd analysis. In [19], 
this paper has proposed a new new methodology for crowd 
analysis by introducing the concept of Multi-Person 
Density. A feature tracking algorithm, representative low-
level features and their long-term motion information are 
extracted and combined into a human detection model. The 
presented method allows the identification of crowded 
regions and their segmentation while also allowing to count 
the number of persons in that region. 
 

In [20], we propose epsilon-Support Value Regression 
(SVR) fusion-based approach to clout information on the 
global construction of the crowd scenes and to identify the 
people in these scenes. The proposed system scales well to 
different densities, generating consistent Absolute and 
Normalized Error rates across images with diverse counts. 
In [21], the requirements of public places crowd stampede 
early-warning simulating system were analyzed, and the 
basic design of the two aspects including system functions 
and system processes was presented. realized. The system 
has realized not only the functions of crowd counting and 
calculation of crowded degree through the use of Gaussian 
mixture model for background modeling system on the basis 
of the captured video data, but also the function of a multi-
frame image tracking and identification of abnormal human 
behavior with cam-shift algorithm and optical-flow method. 
 

In [22] authors provide a review on deep learning-based 

object detection frameworks. Such as Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) and then generic object detection architectures 

along with some modifications and useful tricks to improve 

detection performance further. They have also reviewed several 

tasks, including salient object detection, face detection and 

pedestrian detection. Paper [23] explained how to use CNN 

techniques in combination to other methods for best suited 

results with others. These helped us improve CNN performance 

such as increased accuracy, fast processing and reduced error 

rates. To address CNN issues a conceptual model is presented 

using CNN and Least Square Support Vector Machine (LS-

SVM). Researchers of paper [24] have proposed a low 

complexity and robust object recognition and tracking using 

advanced feature matching for real time environment. The 

Algorithm recognizes objects using invariant features and 

reduces the dimension of the feature descriptor to deal with the 

problems. This motivated us to develop our own approach on 

object detection. In [25] researchers proposed a Spatiotemporal 

Sampling Network (STSN) that uses deformable convolutions 

across time for object detection in videos. Compared to prior 

video object detection methods it uses a simpler design, and 

does not 
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require optical flow data for training. This paper gave us a brief 

knowledge on STSN which gave us a new approach with 

detecting objects in videos. Paper [26] provides a brief 

classification of the classical approaches for moving object 

detection. Further, the paper reviews recent research trends to 

detect moving objects for single stationary cameras along with 

discussion of key points and limitations of each approach. 
 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Functional Model 
 
The proposed work consists of developing 3 modules: 
 
1. Human Detection & Violation – this would be the module 

that is responsible for identifying humans in a camera 
setting and is also responsible for calculating the distance 

between them and identifying the violation of the social 

distance within the individuals. 
 
2. Activity detection – this module will be responsible for 
identifying activity that has been kept limited to the 

identification of weapons in a footage of a camera. 
 
3. Summarizing footages – the responsibility of this module 

shall include summarizing video footages and clipping out 

important events and moments from them, along with 

identifying a specific list of objects within those footages so 

that the videos can be stored and tagged and searched from 

using textual keywords. 
 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
To detect faces accurately with lowest computer specs, 
such as high camera frame rates and fast speed. We 
tried out various object detection frameworks on low 
end pc and compared their specifications. 
 
Table 1. Accuracy values of different models on COCO dataset 
 

Model Accuracy on COCO 

Faster RCNN 34.9 

SSD 26.8 

R-FCN 31.5 

YOLO V3 33 

RetinaNet 40.8 

 

As, the speed and accuracy are an important parameter 

in Face detection, YOLO is best for real time Face 

detection as it has only one convolutional network and 

with fast computational speed it can deliver the 

 
result faster as compared to the other methods and the 

accuracy of the method can be managed as per the 

requirement of the system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Graphical plot for comparison of accuracies of different models 
 
Single Shot Detectron (SSD) and Faster R-CNN require 

images with objects only, but in the case of YOLO, 

negative samples are also being used for the training and 

validation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of parameters for models 

 
 

Thinking about the above boundaries, we chose to use 

YOLO as our primary object detection Framework. 

 

For the implementation of our system, we first needed to 
detect humans in the video footage. This was achieved by 
using a object detection algorithm such as YOLO. We used 
YOLO and trained it on the COCO dataset for the label 
‘person’. This trained model was then used to detect humans 
in the frame. The model gave output as the coordinates of 
the bounding box defining the human. The next step was to 
identify social distance violations present in the frame. This 
could be achieved by measuring the distance between 2 
humans detected and then check if the distance is under a 
given defined threshold. 
 

Since, we are viewing the objects i.e., humans from a 
diagonal perspective and not from the top we cannot judge 
the exact distance between the humans, to measure the most 
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accurate distance we need to perform bird eye view 
transformation. Performing a bird eye view transformation 
gives us a top view of a scene. OpenCV has great built-in 
functions to apply this method to an image in order to 
transform an image taken from a perspective point of view 
to a top view of this image. The first step involves selecting 
4 points on the original image that are going to be the corner 
points of the plan which is going to be transformed. These 
points have to form a rectangle with at least 2 opposite sides 
being parallel. If this is not done, the proportions will not be 
the same when the transformation happens. 
 

It is far more accurate to use the transformed coordinates 
than use the original ground points, because in a perspective 
view, the distance is not the same when people are in 
different plans, not at the same distance from the camera. 
Compared to using the points in the original frame, this 
could improve the social distancing measurement a lot. 
 

For each person detected, the 2 points that are needed to 
build a bounding box are returned. The points are the top left 
corner of the box and the bottom right corner. From these, I 
computed the centroid of the box by getting the middle point 
between them. Using this result, I calculated the coordinates 
of the point located at the bottom center of the box. This 
point, which I refer to as the ground point, is the best 
representation of the coordinate of a person in an image. 
 

Then I used the transformation matrix to compute the 
transformed coordinates for each ground point detected. 
Once 2 points are identified being too close from one 
another, the color of the circle marking the point is changed 
from green to red and same for the bounding box on the 
original frame. We can summarize it as, first get the 4 corner 
points of the plan and apply the perspective transformation 
to get a bird view of this plan and save the transformation 
matrix. Second, get the bounding box for each person 
detected in the original frame. Third, compute the lowest 
point of this box. It is the point located between both feet. 
Forth, use the transformation matrix to each of these points 
to get the real “GPS” coordinates of each person. Fifth, 
calculate the distance from every point to all the other ones 
in the frame. If a social distancing violation is detected, 
change the color of the bounding box to red.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Frame of the video after detecting social distancing violations 
 

The next part of the implementation consisted of detecting 

firearms from videos as this is one of the grave security 

concerns that should be addressed. With the same thought in 

mind, we used a yolov3 model that has been trained on the coco 

dataset in order to identify firearms from video footages. 
 

The following figure shows an implementation of the 
same: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5. Detection of firearm in footage  
 

The model was then tested on a labelled dataset of 3000 
images using the average precision value, the results of 
which are discussed further. 
 

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 

The model was tested on a labelled dataset consisting of 

3000 images. These images consisted a mixture of stock 

images where the firearm was clearly displayed and others 

where the frame was taken from the footages of cameras. 

The metrics chosen for accuracy were the mAP or the mean 

average precison values, and the precision and recall values. 
 

In object detection models the IoU metric which stands 
for intersection over union. 

= 
  ℎ   

(1) 
  ℎ     

 

 

The IoU value is the quantitative measure of how well do 
the ground-truth and the predicted boxes match. It calculates 

the ratio of the areas of the intersection and union between 
the bounding boxes. We get a match between the boxes 

when the class labels match and the IoU values are >= 0.5. 
 
Using this threshold, the precison and recall curves are 

plotted as well the true positives and false positives are 

calculated. The true positives would be the ones wherein the 

predicted and the ground-truth values match absolutely with 

IoU values greater than 0.5 and same class label whereas the 

false positives would be the ones where the IoU values are 

less than 0.5 and thus the bounding boxes do not match. 
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The values calculated are shown in the table below. 
 
Table 2. Metrics and values for firearm detection 
 

Metric Value 
  

Number of true positives 1930 
  

Number of false positives 164 
  

Number of objects in 

3464 
ground-truth file  

  

Log-average miss rate 0.48 
  

mAP 55.08% 
  
 
As we can clearly see that the values we have received after 

running through the tests can be classified as being far away 

from the acceptable levels of accuracy. The average precision 

or the mAP, here as the only class is pistol, the mAP and AP 

values are the same, which is 55% is very low. This tells us that 

we need to train our model again on a different set of images in 

order for it to work accurately under real-time settings. The 

precision recall curve is given below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. Precision recall curve for class pistol 

 
As we can see that the precision recall curve doesn’t give us 

great results either because the area under the curve tells us 

that the model isn’t good enough as of now and needs 
improvement on the detection fronts. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, with the very varied scope of the project, the 

title seems to be a milestone to be achieved, but all in all with a 

proper systematic step by step approach the expected outcomes 

can be achieved. We have identified the usefulness of the title 

in the real world as well as the feasibility it gives in the actual 

deployment. The two phases of the project that involved social 

distance detection and firearm detection have been done but 

need considerable improvement that can be achieved through 

training a lot more samples on the existing models and getting 

better weight values. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 
 

The system is to be used at public places in presence of 
footage from CCTV cameras for ensuring social distancing 
at public places such as malls and roads, identifying 
suspects carrying weapons such as guns and ammunition, 
and giving a textual interface for scrambling through video 
footages. The work ahead demands that the accuracy of the 
models is rectified and the phase three of the project is 
implemented in its entirety. 
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Abstract 
 

Due to the increase in data in each and every sector it is 

important to make a change from diary based data to digital 

data. Training institutes , coaching institutes have an 

important role in society as they shape the careers of 

individuals. A management information system is being 

developed for institutes that can cater needs from small size 

to medium size capacity. We have proposed data and access 

flow for the administrator along with a database schema for 

student and administrator communication with relation to 

fee payment. 

After brainstorming among teammates for the deployment 

process we had chosen heroku (platform as a service) and 

oracle MySQL (database as a service). With further 

development of frontend design testing was performed with 

the help of Selenium IDE and Selenium web driver (Gecko- 

Mozilla firefox) 

 

Keywords: management information system, erp system, 

information system, management system, training institute, 

higher education, web application 

 

I. Introduction 
 
The project aims to provide a portal which caters the 

needs of training institutes, coaching classes with services 

which value their time and provides required data on 

certain clicks of mouse. Management is the core of any 

business without which business may be short-lived. So to 

better use your data will help institutes to be in contact 

with alumni of the institute. 

The selection of technologies plays a crucial role in 

development of the project which is the foundation and 

examines the scalability, reliability and various factors. 

Brief info about them and their role in our project is as 

follows: 

 
 

 

 

1. [20] Nodejs  
It is one of the backend javascript frameworks 

which is being highly used in software 

development as it has large community support 

and advancements. It also covers environment 

variables in a confidential manner which saves 

server , database keys. 

2. [14] Expressjs  
Routes are performed by the packages and out of 

which express js is one of the renowned and 

oldest packages, which covers a variety of use 

cases. 

3. [15] Handlebars  
It is a rendering engine which has fast execution, 

mustache compatible (logic-less templates) and 

parameter passing features. 

4. [17] MySQL  
Structured query database service used in order 

to basically focus on database schema with 

community support and industry support. 

5. [16] MongoDB  
It is a nosql database as a service which focuses 

on performance and query execution, the 

collection and document concept which increases 

the complexity for our use case. 

With techstack we will approach npm js as a package 

manager and have support with heroku, Various 

frameworks such as bootstrap, font awesome icons and 

name it, it will be present, it is a large repository of 

packages. 

Heroku [21] caters for great scalability and engagement 

which increase in customer or high demand it has auto-

scaling. It follows the concept of dyno’s which is similar 

to processes and executes on a system. 
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II. Literature Survey 
 
A. [8] Focuses on migration from text based records 

to ERP based records with proper procedure at 

different levels and concern about security. 

Basically the paper proposal is to ask students to 

log activities. 

B. [10] It uncovers the use of artificial intelligence 

in LMS and suggests various ways to implement 

e-learning such that it is useful and reduces 

similar work to be repeated. Data analysis is the 

start for implementation. 

C. [4] The paper designs the product and suggests 

various technologies to be implemented to 

achieve and make tuition classes smart and 

manage their data in an effective manner. 

D. [3] This paper explains and points out that 

planning and successful implementation of ERP 

systems can avoid loss to the venture. 

E. [9] The modules that investigated in this research 

are giving a clear thoughtful about the most 

important modules that contribute in enhancing 

the AP 

 
F. [2] This paper aims on benefits, security 

checklists and percentage of customization of 

Educational ERP systems in Higher Education. 

G. [7] This paper focuses on understanding the 

concept, advantages of MIS in an organization 

and majorly the role of MIS in decision making. 

H. [6] Parents are unsatisfied with the traditional 

way of learning for the disabbled students, thus 

authors try to suggest a new way of blended 

learning(online- brick & mortar) for them. 

I. [1] As students are not very active in the online 

mode of learning this paper suggests several 

ways in which an effective teaching learning 

process can be established. 

J. [5] For an institution to function as an integrated 

whole, it needs IT infrastructure that adequately 

handles all the institutional processes and 

administrative functions and that also supports 

strategic decision‐making by management and IT 

infrastructure needs to be developed as it is the 

need of the hour. 

 

III. Implementation & Planning  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1: Database schema representing relation b/w various tables 
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Fig 2:In the MIS, a data flow diagram and the roles of different user types are shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3 : Administrator’s dashboard  

 

Competitors 
 

A. [13] Emerging web and mobile application 

which caters the needs of school and academic 

institutions since the covid-19 outbreak to act as 

an intermediary between primary consumers and 

 

primary providers which one is not aware of and 

because of it’s cost effective nature , various 

schools have adopted it and are engaged in it. 

B. [11] This product is a necessity for many of the 

institutions as it offers a wide variety of services 

such as assignment, work submission, export 

functionality which makes it a key player. 

C. [19] The web application offers a variety of 

services and is a key competitor which upgrades 

it’s services and has an upper hand over clients. 

 

IV. Result and Discussion 

 

Feedback from stakeholders: 
 
With 2 rounds of meetings with stakeholders, it resulted in 

addition and improvisation of various features such as : 

1. Embed student photograph, the one who scores 

maximum marks in weekly tests as (It will boost 

the morale and keep the spirit high). 

2. Faculty feedback was one of them from the 

students end and it should be interactive. 

3. Sending reports to parents on a weekly/ monthly 

basis with graph/charts. 

 

Feedback from external mentor: 
 
For our project we had chosen a database technology 

MongoDB which is a unstructured query language, which 

with our perception was correct, but in the discussion with 

external mentor, we were briefed of the cons such as 

unnecessary reads on the database will increase the cost 

and cause performance issue, where sql with the help of 

joins will solve your problem, which is better for the use-

case. 
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Deployment: 
 
We had various deployment options such as: 

 

1) Server  
a) Google cloud platform (PaaS)  
b) Amazon web services (PaaS)  
c) Heroku (SaaS)  

2) Database  
a) Oracle MySQL (Autonomous DB)  
b) Google cloud platform (SQL)  
c) Azure SQL  
d) Amazon Relational database services 

 

We will go with heroku and oracle database, heroku for 

it’s easy build support and oracle for database because of 

availability in the near region. Heroku’s PaaS will be easy 

to operate and oracle database as a service will be a plus 

point 

 

Testing: 
 
One of the important elements of SDLC which ensures  
reliability and security, out of 3 types of tests we  
conducted unit tests for the user interface and api’s  
section of the app.  
Black box testing 

 

The results of tests conducted using Selenium Web 

driver specifically Mozilla Firefox. 

An example of register script is as follows:  
public void register() throws InterruptedException { /** 

Register on the portal **/ 

driver.manage().window().setSize(new 
 
Dimension(1000, 600));  

driver.get("localhost:8080/");  
Thread.sleep(2000);  
driver.findElement(By.linkText("Sign  

up")).click();  
Thread.sleep(3000); 

 

driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\'admin-

name\']")). sendKeys("Pratik"); 

 
driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\'mobNo\']")).send 

Keys("1000056776"); 

 
driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\'name\']")).sendK 

eys("Test classes"); 

 
driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\'email\']")).sendK 

eys("abci2001@gmail.com"); 

 
driver.findElement(By.xpath("//*[@id=\'gstNo\']")).sendK 

eys("01AAAAA2345B1ZC"); 

 
driver.findElement(By.xpath("/html/body/main/div/div/di 

v/form/input[2]")).click(); 
 

Thread.sleep(3000);  
}  

With the use of figma tool [23] we designed user interface 

screens with the help of creatives from canva [24] , a 

creative design platform with a wide variety of features. 

 

Sr Test type No. of unit Pass % 

No.  test cases  
    

1 User Interface 5 99 
    

2 Manual testing using 7 90 

 Selenium IDE   
    

 

The above results summarize the importance of user 

interface, user interactivity and proper use of entities as 

and when required. The test resulted in the website being 

vulnerable to a scripting attack. 

 

V: Conclusion 
 
Web application for administrators of training institutes 

to manage and manage their organization from single 

access with customized functionalities to cliente. Features 

be like: 

1. Topper’s photo every weekend  
2. Import user’s functionality  
3. Reports sent to parents 

 

VI: Future Work 
 

1. Autocomplete search (similar content)  
2. Integrate google classroom with g suite access.  
3. Identify repetitive tasks and suggest options 

to complete them. 

4. Implementation of bulk fees and financial 

statement and feed it in the system. 
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Abstract— Online Education along with various Online 

Learning Platforms has gained a lot of popularity in the 

recent times. Online Learning has achieved a boost due to 

various factors such as Time Flexibility, Self-Paced and 

Strategical teaching learning process. learnEZ is an 

organized platform for creating and sharing Online 

Courses, in order to minimize the gap between the students 

and the institutions. This paper will feature several other 

salient functionalities such as Online Assessments, Notes, 

and Feedbacks. 
 

Keywords— Online Learning System, Online Education, 
Online Courses, Assessments, Schedule, Deadline. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Online Education is quickly becoming a major and a 

salient phenomenon around the globe since a decade [1]. 

Initially, Online Education was mostly employed by 

people those who were obliged to work for supporting 

their families and were completing their studies or 

certification hand in hand [2]. According to statistics, 

the percentage of students and universities switching to 

online mode of learning has achieved a great raise over 

the time [3]. There are various reasons for the same:  
1) Flexibility - Time and space flexibility helps a lot in 

effective learning. This is one of the most important 

advantages in online mode of learning.  
2) Reduced Costs - Online Learning is well known for 

its reduced costs in case of paper, transport, etc. On 

the other hand, it requires a stable internet connection 

in a required device that adds up to the learning cost 

but it is always inexpensive as compared to the 

traditional system.  
3) Documentation [9] - Storing and managing a lot of 

important documents, files and assignments becomes 

quite easier in Online mode. Accessing the documents 

at their fingertips in an important feature that saves 

time.  
4) Online Assessments [4] – Assessing the students for 

various courses and subjects online is quite helpful 

for both students and teachers as it is an efficient  
way of learning. At the time of this pandemic, where the 

traditional Education is at complete halt, Online 

Learning Systems have emerged out to be a great 

alternative. Due to the  

 

unavailability of offline classes during COVID-19, 

various nations throughout 

 
 
the globe had already diverted their attention towards the 
emerging platforms [5]. Big names in the software industry 
have started helping in boosting such environments [6]. 
Online Learning platforms include various categories. Few 
of them are listed below:  

1) Creating Content [7] – Teachers create their own 

content and post on this platform for a particular domain of 

students.  
2) Mediator Platforms – Teaching learning process takes 

place with the help of video conferencing applications along 

with various other helpful features. 

 
3) Assessing Students [8] - This is one of an important 

mode of Online learning. Various platforms are emerging in 

this field in order to reduce the teachers’ job of assessing 

each and every student.  
4) Distributing materials [9] – Teachers circulate quality 

materials for reference. Students are allowed to submit their 

assignments, files, projects etc. This type of learning method 

is widely used for storing and accessing notes and submitted 

files. No face-to-face teaching is involved in this case. 

 
This paper is a hybrid project of first and the third category 

of Online mode of education. It is basically a web 

application portal that will be used as a platform by the 

teachers to create and upload courses which in turn will help 

the students to learn from a quicker and an efficient method. 

This can be extensively used to bridge down the gap and to 

develop a communication passage among teachers and 

students. The three actors or users of this project are:  
• Students – Students can register for multiple courses, 

view and access the resources, and take the tests. 

 

• Teachers – Planning the courses, number of weeks, and 

videos and notes for every week is the responsibility of the 

subject teachers.  
• Admin – It collects the resources from the teachers and 

will upload them on the portal. He /She will be  
the single point of contact between the teachers and the 

students.  
Regular assessments will lead to the completion of the course 

and the student will be awarded with a certificate for the same. 

Thus, this private portal can be used by various upcoming 

institutions as it guarantees security and no sharing of data with 

any third- party applications or agents. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
After referring various research papers, web resources 

and articles on the topic, we were able to tabulate the 

outcomes 

 
of all of them. In the below table, we have included the main 

features as in the key points of a particular paper and the gaps 

that we found in each of them. 

 
 

Table II.1 – Literature Survey 
 
 

Sr. Title Features Gaps learnEZ overcomes 

No.    these gaps? 

1. 
Online Learning Platforms for 

Integrating interactive ICT in teaching – No proper focus on online Yes. learnEZ has the 
 learning process for a fruitful education assessments. features of online   

 Flexible Learning in Educational and self-paced learning.  assessments. 
    

 Framework    

     

2. Design of an online learning A combination of several salient The product is limited to IT Yes. The scope of 

 platform with Moodle modules to form an effective way of students. learnEZ is vast and 

  teaching-learning process.  can be deployed for 

    any disciplines. 

3. 
Online evaluation of 

A flexible framework for online The idea is constrained only Yes. learnEZ is an 
 evaluation of students on evaluation, courses can’t overall solution   

 collaborative learning platforms  be uploaded. consisting of courses, 
   

evaluation and     

    certificates. 

4. The Effectiveness of Online Examines the evidence of the No practical Yes. This paper is 

 Learning: Beyond No effectiveness of online learning by implementation to support supported by 

 Significant Difference and summarizing the findings and the findings. practically 

 Future Horizons challenges of online learning.  implemented website. 

5. 
Online Learning Platforms as 

A case study on the boom of online The idea is not practically Yes. This paper has 
 learning platforms in the modern era. implemented in order to real time results and   

 New Centers: UONEDU Case  note down the real-time statistics. 
  

results. 
 

 

Study 
  

    

     

6. Covid-19 pandemic and online A research on the pros and cons on The concept of live video No. learnEZ has no 

 learning: the challenges and Online Mode of Education and the time lectures is not included. live video feature yet. 

 opportunities of pandemic.   

7. Undergraduate students’ views Case study based on the feedback of Teachers’ viewpoint is not Yes. We conducted a 

 on the use of Online Learning students on Online Education. included in this paper. survey to record 

 Platform during Covid-19   teachers’ suggestions. 

 Pandemic.    

8. Exploration of an Open Online Use of Google Cloud to design an Online Assessments are not Yes. We have a 

 Learning Platform Based on Online Learning System capable of yet included in the portal provision for online 

 Google Cloud Computing. reducing the educational gaps.  assessments. 

9. Teachers’ Perception of Online Case study supporting the pros and cons These inputs should have Yes. We have 

 Learning during Pandemic discussed by the teachers on Online been compared with the combined results of 

 Covid-19 Learning as the new normal. student’s inputs for a students’ and teachers’ 
   combined result. suggestions 
     

10. An Online Learning Platform for Implementation of an online learning Cannot be customized for Yes. learnEZ can be 

 teaching, learning, and portal capable of assessing computer school section. customized for all the 

 assessment of programming. programs for higher grades.  grades. 
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We followed the gaps of almost all the references and 

tried to overcome most of them through our proposed 

model. In our paper, special attention is being given to 

create an Online learning portal for a particular institution, 

that is comparatively organized, structured and a secured 

portal to bridge the gap between the two stake holders i.e. 

The teachers and the students. Initially, teachers will plan 

for a particular course in which they are an expert, design 

the flow of the course and number of weeks required. 

Then video and resource document (pdf, ppt, etc.) for each 

week is to be made which will then be sent to the admin of 

the portal. The Head of the Department (HoD) could 

 
 
 
be considered as an admin. He /She will be responsible for creating 

and uploading the course content. Further, students need to register 

for the courses. Later, they will be allowed to access all the content 

of that course. The course will be divided into several weeks which 

will make it more structured. After every week, the student will 

have to appear for a test created by the faculty and only after 

clearing the test, they will be allowed to go ahead with the course. 

Finally, at the extreme end of the course, there will be a Final 

Exam. Clearing this exam will award the student with a Course 

completion certificate. Thus, the proposed model is comparatively 

structured, secured and saves time as well. Listed below is a brief 

description of the proposed architecture. 

 

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE  

 
Considering the proposed system, the three users of this 

portal are Faculties, Students and the Parents. Figure 3.1 

gives us a representation of the types of users for our 

system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figureure. 3.1 - Actors 

 

The Figure 3.2 states the architectural flow diagram of 

the proposed model. The architecture begins with a 

common landing page for all the actors. Only registered 

and authenticated users will be allowed to access the 

resources of the platform and that brings us to the Sign 

Up and the Login page. Students and the admin have 

their separate dashboards which further leads to various 

other pages. All the courses uploaded by the admin will 

be displayed on the student’s dashboard. Students can 

perform various other activities such as Enrolling for a 

course, View Completed courses and a list of enrolled 

courses. After enrolling for a particular course, students 

can take up tests for the course. Admin dashboard has 

salient functionalities such as Creating a course, Add 

weeks and the resource material to the course. Verifying 

and adding a premium course is an important step too. 

Once logged out, the user will be redirected to the 

landing page of 

the portal. 

Figure 3.2 – learnEZ Flow 
Diagram 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The practical Implementation of all the ideas and models 

discussed above were carried out using various Web 

Technologies such as HTML, CSS and Java Script. 

MEAN Stack is the framework used in order to establish 

the full stack environment of the project. MongoDB, 

Express JS, Angular JS, and Node JS are the key 

technologies that make up the layers of the stack. It is 

used to create modern single-page applications. 

MongoDB database is used to store various information 

and details of the portal in structured manner. 

 
We developed a prototype model for our project using a 

software called Mockplus Classic. An abstract overview 

of all the modules of our project were implemented and 

linking among all the pages was developed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure. 4.1 – Landing Page 

 
The above Figure displays the Landing Page of learnEZ. 

This page contains various fundamental information 
about the portal. It helps us navigate to various other 
pages such as Log in and Sign Up which later assists the 

user to move on to their respective dashboards. Landing 
Page of a website serves a salient feature as this is the 

first impression of the portal and it is capable of 

attracting the traffic on the portal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure. 4.2 – Login Page  

 
Figure 4.2 is the actual implementation of our portal. 

This shows the Login Page of the Portal. Here, user is 

being asked to enter their details. After authenticating, 

user is being directed to the dashboard of the site.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure. 4.3 – Sign Up Page 

 
Figure 4.3 is the Implementation of the Sign Up Page. 

Here primitive details of the user are asked which is later 

used for accessing the contents of the site.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure. 4.4 – User Dashboard 

 
The above Figure 4.4 depicts the Main Home Page or 

the User Dashboard page of the portal. This page holds a 

lot of details and functionalities such as the list of recent 

courses uploaded by the admin. The search option 

enables the users to search for various keywords related 

to the courses. This page also consists of a navigation 

bar which directs the user directly to various other pages. 
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Figure. 4.5 Admin 
Dashboard 

 
The above figure 4.5 represents the Admin Dashboard. 

In this page, all the courses uploaded by the admin are 

displayed. The admin has an option to remove the 

courses. An upload button is made available to add new 

courses in the portal.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure. 4.6 Add Course 

 
The above figure 4.6 displays the Add course page of 

the admin side. The Upload button from the previous 

page navigates us to this side. Here, on entering the 

required details, the admin can create a course on 

learnEZ. 
 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
learnEZ is a feasible and efficient solution to the defined 

problem statement. We conducted a survey for both, 

teachers and students in order to record their suggestions 

regarding the provided functionalities. Over 110 students 

from distinct age-group responded and their viewpoints 

were taken into consideration. Nearly 35 faculties were 

involved in the process and their inputs were noted. The 

graph showed an affirmative impact with over 80% of 

the responses being in favor of learnEZ functionalities, 

while the remaining 20% had some other ideas. All the 

inputs were collected and analyzed which helped in 

implementing the product. We developed a prototype 

model for Mongo DB is used as the database to 

conveniently store, access, and manage the data. We 

created separate databases for users, course details, and 

certificates. All the modules of learnEZ were implemented, tested, 

and deployed together. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
Online Mode of Education is proving to be a boon for the generation. 

Currently, countries all over the globe are showing their interest in 

promoting Online Education and 

various Online Learning Platforms. In this paper, a novel and 

structured approach for an Online Learning Platform to create 

courses, assess the students and store various files was prepared. 

Later, considering all the research activities and Literature survey, 

an organized structure for the portal was designed and along with 

the abstract prototype, partial implementation of the portal is 

being completed and deployed. 
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Abstract— ColPred uses Machine Learning Techniques 

to predict the admission acceptance percentage for higher 
studies aspirants. It analyses student profile based on their 
credentials on which various Regression Techniques are 
applied to generate results. ColPred tries toprovide quick 
and accurate projections and remove the scope of human 
errors along with saving student’s time and resources. The 
paper summarizes the motivation, methodology, result and 
analysis of our project. 
 
Keywords— Machine Learning, Linear Regression, Artificial 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Education plays a vital role in life since it does not have 

an end line as it is completely dependent on the person 

till when and where they want to pursue their education. 

This opens up a huge spectrum of opportunities for 

higher education over many fields in different parts of the 

world. Planning the educational journey leads to some 

basic questions like ‘how to decide the ideal university?’, 
‘how to select apt courses?’ to several subsidiary 

questions of job opportunities, expenses, accommodation, 

etc. Considering all those questions, the main aim of any 

student is to get selected into their dream university. 

Admission process being one of the most competitive 

procedure in the world takes a toll on a student, as one is 

required to be the best of their category with all-round 

knowledge in their field/s as well as in extra-curricular 

activities. The parameters set for the student exists over a 

wide range of objects 

 
which are varying over the years. From the latest social 

survey it is found out that more than 8 million foreign 

students are gaining their education over 1700 public 

and 2500 private universities across USA itself. 

Considering this huge number for one country, it reflects 

on the fact that more and more students want to pursue 

higher education which is increasing over the years 

leading to more aggressive competition.  
Considering this data, one needs to be prepared for such 

rough process of college admission. This motivated us to 

develop our project, to help students in their higher education 

journey. We aim to provide an all-round guidance to students 

through our project. In order to create the solution, we need 

to first understand the core of our problem i.e the procedure 

of university admission. This procedure can be summarized 

into the following steps: 

 
 
 
1. Research for desired field, college and 

the associated exam.  
2. Considering admission cut offs and university 
fee and scholarships  
3. Appearing for Examinations. 

4. Receiving results of given exams.  
5. Researching for achievable university based 
on their profile.  
6. Undertaking counselling to select apt 
university based on their profile.  
7. Sending out applications to universities.  
This project revolves around the post examination phase 

of admission process. The student has obtained the 

results of their respective examination, they have also 
created resume/cv and gathered with 

 
all the needed credentials which are required by the 

university to consider their application. This project 

caters to these factors which will be considered by the 

university. It provides you with an additional perspective 

to your profile which would assist you to take a viable 

decision during application process. We aim to provide 

guidance from phase 4 to 6, which is to assist students to 

take better decisions while sending out college 

applications. The software would provide probability of 

acceptance for any university helping the user to 

understand its place in the world leader-board 

simultaneously analyze their situation to get a reality 

check. The project would also assist the student to 

research about universities based on the predicted results 

which a crucial step to take the decision while sending 

out applications. Everyone likes to have a second opinion 

based on personal or professional experiences, we aim to 

provide such suggestions on our website via various 

mediums like blog portal and forum.  
The prediction software would be shortlisting the 

universities in which the user will have higher chances 

of acceptance. Thus, the project aims to provide a 

comprehensive analysis of user profile along with the 

research guidance and personal advice during the 

admission process. 

mailto:parthpatel99099@gmail.com
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II. RELATED WORK 

 
Every popular software and website assist students to 

predict the chances of admission with a yes or no metric 

where as some provides college list according to the 

marks. The key objective is to offer a quick and easy way 

to predict the odds of a student getting into a respective 

college. A student profile is created where all the required 

parameters are stored securely and used for the prediction 

algorithm. The software application is built to provide a 3 

step student guidance through result prediction, university 

research and experienced guidance from other aspirants 

and professional. [1] .Some software present some aspects 

regarding the existing differences between models and 

patterns, and after that a detailed description of their 

method like k-means (frequently used in DM), and an 

application of this method in the educational field. 

General aspects regarding discovery of models and 

patterns within the database were also made along with 

some DM techniques used in e-learning [2]. Majorly three 

supervised data mining algorithms were applied on the 

preoperative assessment data to predict success in a 

course. The performance of the learning methods were 

evaluated based on their predictive accuracy, ease of 

learning and user friendly characteristics [3][9][11]. It 

was seen that the algorithms were implemented on 

without the help of any told like weks, also the 

implementation of only two rules of induction, two 

decision tree algorithms and naive bayes algorithm which 

decreased the complexity and overhead of the system 

[4][18][19] .It was observed that the Neural Network 

algorithm has the highest accuracy followed by Decision 

Tree, KNearest Neighbour and finally Naïve Bayes which 

has the lowest accuracy. Linear Regression and Matrix 

Factorization to predict student grades. The methods used 

were Course-Specific Regression (CSR) and Student-

Specific Regression (SSR)[5][8][21] . Analysis and 

comprehension of the factors for poor performance is a 

complex and constant process hidden in past and present 

information collected from academic performance and 

students’ behaviour [2][6][17]. Most of the critical 

decisions related to the prediction is to define the essence 

of academic success for students’ academic success in 

higher education [7][10][20]. Low performing factors 

needs to be identified by the universitiesin order to predict 

students’ behaviour, this knowledge can help them in 

taking pro-active actions, so as to improve the 

performance of respective students [1][7][13] .DM 

techniques analyse datasets and extract information to 

transform it into understandable structures for later use. 

Machine Learning(ML), Collaborative Filtering (CF), 

Recommender Systems (RS) and Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN) are the main computational techniques 

that process this information to predict students’ 
performance, their grades or the risk of dropping out of 

school[8][12] . But with great algorithms and big datasets, 

there are always loop holes in the system. For such 

software’s, the database is a huge collection of data which 

requires use of cloud storage , which eventually increases 

the cost of the developer at some extent as they had used 

premium features of cloud[1][9][14]. In few software, the 

AI that is used not so appropriate for the software the 

 
admin updating question has a fault. It had used k means 

algorithm so the disadvantage of using it was represented 

by the fact that” best number of k clusters is not known, 

as it is chosen relatively as an initial value of the 

algorithm” [10][21]. For some software, it lacked the 

importance of the input variables, which was customary 

to analyze the impact of input variables during students 

predicting success so due to which sometimes the results 

were not as proper as expected [12][16]. Majority of the 

algorithms required for obtaining results were just 

outsourced by the previous system. Also the existing 

system implement five rules of induction and five 

decision tree algorithms which increased the complexity 

and overhead of the system[4][13][21]. Even though the 

algorithms may also increase in prediction accuracy as 

verified by the results obtained so the Ensemble algorithm 

will not have enough instances to make predictions which 

cause the predictions to be skewed [5][20]. Another major 

issue faced by this kind of systems are although the data 

mining have been successfully implied , but there also 

maybe a problem of the AI used and the algorithms which 

reduces the efficiency of the system[7][8][9]. The ability 

to predict dropouts and improve pretention is a still 

complex issue that involves the number of inter-correlated 

and distinct factors. A directed learning algorithm 

technique where entities are arranged into classes based 

on their common characteristics of the previously labelled 

training set[11][17][21]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.1 Block Diagram 

 
Figure 3.1 states the block diagram is shown which describes 

the flow of the website. It starts from uservisiting as guest, 

after authorization process the user logs into the website, now 

it can start receiving and sending data using controller which 

manages the flow between database and views. It returns 

created and updated view to the user. The pre-trained models 

take the input from the user and gives the predicted odds for 

the user with respect to a particular university. The data 

uploaded for models are analyzed and goes through a cyclic 

process of development from applying the model to result 

evaluation. In the end, it deploys the result and sends 

feedback which improves the model producing better results 

in future. 
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Figure 3.2 DFD -0 Diagram 

 

 
Figure 3.2 states the data flow diagram of our product. 
Admin logs into the system and continues with his 
responsibilities of assisting users in terms of authorization, 
security and feedback. It also manages and updates data-
sets for predictor model. A user can surf through the 
university database on the website, along with their profile 

details. Loggedin user can use the prediction software. User 

also have guidance features via different medium. Guest user 
does not have any of those features unless they register or 
login. Guest can only surf through the website or forum with 
limited access.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3 Use Case Diagram 
 

 

In the Fig. 3.4 shown above, it is portrayed that the User is 
primary actor in our model whereas admin and cloud are 
support actors. User actor consists of methods like login, 
register, surfing university database, visiting blogging 
portal or forums. The admin actor takes on the methods 
for deploying data set with cloud, authorization, security, 
solving user queries as well. Cloud service is responsible 
to train , test, compare, study and deploy models for our 
predicting system. 

 
A.  Data Set - 
 

S. GRE TOEFL Uni SOP LOR CGPA R.P Admit 

No Score Score       

0 337 118 4 4.5 4.5 9.65 1 0.92 

1 324 107 4 4.0 4.5 8.87 1 0.76 

2 316 104 3 3.0 3.5 8.00 1 0.72 

3 322 110 3 3.5 2.5 8.67 1 0.80 

4 314 103 2 2.0 3.0 8.21 0 0.65 
 

Figure 3.4 Data Set Snippet 

 

Data from multiple sources was used in this project, the 

major amount of data was extracted from Kaggle and public 

websites like Yocket. For predicting the chance of a student 

getting in any university, data-set was cleaned of unwanted 

parameters and we obtained the resulting data-set as shown 

in Figure 3.4. Data-set has 7 independent parameters and one 

dependent parameter. Competitive Exam scores like GRE, 

TOEFL are considered along with SOP and LOR points 

obtained by the student. Under graduation CGPA and 

published Research Paper are identified to be important 

factor in a student profile. All these parameters are affecting 

the admission odds for the respective university rating. Thus, 

we finalized 8 parameters which leads to maximum variance 

in the admission results.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.5 Exploratory Data Analysis 

 

 
In the Figure 3.5, Exploratory Data Analysis is performed. 
Data set metrics are represented in a bar graph or 
histogram form. It is observed, competitive exams like 
GRE and TOEFL along undergrad CGPA creates a Bell 
Curve where majority students falls in the average scores. 
Research Paper only has 2 point metric scale either 0 or 1, 
SOP and LOR has a 5 point metric scale. The visual 
shows that Chance of Admission is ambiguous and not 
directly correlated to any one parameter. 
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Figure 3.6 Heat Map 
 
Figure 3.6 depicts the Feature Extraction or Heat Map. 
Every parameter and their relation with each other are 
depicted on a scale from 0 to 1. None of the parameters 
are negatively affecting the result hence we have not 
excluded any data column. It is observed that CGPA of a 
student has the maximum impact on the admission result 
i.e 88% correlation followed by GRE Score with 81% 
correlation as shown in the figure. This matrix helps us to 
finalize out data-set parameters and exhibit their 
individual impact on the overall data-set result. 
 

 

B. Algorithms:  
In the field of Machin Learning, we have numerous 
methods to perform prediction analysis, like, regression, 
classification etc. We decided to opt for regression as this 
project aims to provide the percentage chance of 
admission, thus regression helps us to predict the results 
with a precision value unlike other techniques like 
classification which provides us with either acceptance or 
rejection values. Following are the regression models 
which are applied in ColPred - 
 

 

1. Linear Regression (LR):  
Linear regression is among the easiest and most 

famous Machine Learning algorithms. It is a 

statistical method which is used for predictive 

analysis. Linear regression makes predictions for 

real or numeric variables. Linear regression shows a 

linear relationship between a dependent (y) and one 

or more independent (y) variables, hence called as 

linear regression. Since linear regression displays 

the linear relationship, that is, it finds how the value 

of the dependent variable is changing with respect 

to the value of the independent variable. The 

Goodness of fit specifies how the line of regression 

fits the set of observations. The process of finding 

the best suited model out of various models is 

called optimization. 

 
2. Artificial Neural Network (ANN):  

An Artificial Neural Network is based on a 

collection of nodes called artificial neurons, 

which loosely model the neurons in a biological 

brain. Each connection can send a signal to other 

neurons. Any signal which is received by an 

artificial neuron is processed thoroughly and it 

can also pass the signal to neurons connected to 

it. The "signal" at a connection is a real number, 

and some non-linear function of the sum of its 

inputs computes the the output of each neuron. 

The connections are known as edges. As learning 

proceeds the neurons and edges normally adjusts 

their weight. The weight changes the strength of 

the signal at a connection. Neurons may consist a 

threshold such that a signal is sent only if the 

aggregate signal crosses that threshold. 

 

3. Decision Tree (DT):  
It is a supervised machine learning algorithm. 
Due to its simple logic, effectiveness and 
interpretability it the most widely used 
classification algorithm. The model works by 
creating a tree-like structure by dividing the data-
set into several smaller subsets based on different 
conditional logic. The main components of the 
decision tree are the decision nodes, leaf nodes 
and the branches. Nodes with multiple branches 
are the decision nodes, nodes with no branches 
are called the leaf nodes, and the top node is 
called the root node of the decision tree. The 
nodes are connected to each other via branches 
based which are different conditions. The root 
and decision nodes are created by computing the 
entropy and information gain for the data-set. 

 
4. Random Forest (RF):  

Random Forest (RF) is a renowned machine 

learning algorithm that belongs to the supervised 

learning technique. It can be used for 

Classification and Regression problems in 

Machine Learning. It is based on the concept of 

ensemble learning, a process of combining 

multiple classifiers to solve a complicated 

problem and improve the model's performance. 

As the name suggests, "RF is a classifier that 

contains several decision trees on many subsets 

of the dataset and takes the mean to improve the 

predictive accuracy of that dataset." Rather than 

relying on one decision tree, the random forest 

takes the prediction from each tree and based on 

the majority votes of predictions, predicts the 

final output. 
 

 

C. Algorithm Metrics:  
The application of 4 Regression Models arises the need of 

comparison among them in order to identify best suited 

technique for our project. In this project, we used 5 metrics to 

compare our regression models, which are as following - 
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1. Accuracy ~ R2: 

R
2
 knows as R-squared could be considered a 

parameter for accuracy. It is a statistical measure 
which represents the proportion of the variance for 
any dependent variable which  

is explained by an independent variable/variables in 
a machine learning regression model. The 
strength of the bond between an independent and 
dependent variable is explained by correlation, 

R
2
 explains the extent of the variance of one 

variable and explains the variance of the second 
variable. Considering a model with 0.50 value of 

R
2
, then rounding about half of the observed 

variation can be explained by the model's inputs. 
 

R
2=1−Total Variation/Unexplained Variation 

 

2. Adjusted R2:  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Formula for Adjusted R2 

 

 
The adjusted R-squared compares regression 
models' explanatory power that includes diverse 
numbers of predictors. Every predictor added to a 
model increases R-squared and never decreases the 
same. Thus, a model with more number of terms 
may seem to have a more suitable fit just for the fact 
that it has more terms. At the same time, the 
adjusted R2 compensates for the sum of variables 
and just increases if any new term improves the 
model above what would be obtained by probability 
and decreases when a predictor improves the model 
less than what is anticipated by chance. Figure 3.7 
shows the formula to calculate it. 
 
3. Mean Squared Error (MSE):  

 
 
 

 
Figure 3.8 Formula for MSE 

 
This metric illustrates how close a regression line 
is to a set of points. It does this process by 
considering the distances from the points to the 
regression line (these distances are the “errors”) 
and squaring them. The squaring is important to 
terminate any negative signs. It also gives more 
weight to more significant differences. It’s called 
the mean squared error (MSE), as we are finding 
the average of a set of errors. The lower the MSE, 
the better the forecast. Figure 3.8 shows the 
formula to calculate it. 

 
4. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):  

 
 

 

Figure 3.9 Formula for RMSE 

 

 
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is the 
standard deviation of the residuals (prediction 
errors). Residuals are a measure of how far 
are the data points from the regression line 
and spread of the residuals. It depicts the 
concentration of the data around the line of 
best fit. RSME has its uses in various fields 
like climatology, forecasting, and regression 
analysis to verify experimental results. Figure 
3.9 shows the formula to calculate it. 

 

 

5. Mean Absolute Error (MAE):  
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.10 Formula for MAE 

 

 
Mean absolute error (MAE) is a loss function 

used for regression. The loss is the mean over 

the absolute differences between true and 

predicted values, deviations in either direction 

from the true value are treated the same way. 

MAE is not sensitive towards outliers and can 

also be useful if the distribution is multimodal, 

and it’s desirable to have predictions at one of 

the modes, rather than at the mean of them. 

Figure 3.10 shows the formula to calculate it. 
 

 

IV. RESULT & ANALYSIS 
 
As mentioned in the Methodology, we have applied 4 
Regression Models in this project i.e Linear Regression, 
Artificial Neural Network, Decision Tree, Random Forest. 
To identify the best model the data set, a series of tests 
have been applied. We have used 5 different types of 
metrics to test all the models and calculated their 
respective values. After all the computations we analyzed 
the result and compared our models. In this section, the 
analysis of obtained result have been shown. 
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Figure 4.1 R2 & Adjusted R2 Comparison 

 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the comparison of 4 Regression 

Models with the values of R2 and Adjusted R2. It is 

evident that Linear Regression provides us with highest 

R2 and Adjusted R2 values which is correspondent to the 

accuracy of the model. Thus, based on this comparison we 

incline towards Linear Regression more compared to 

other Models.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.2 MSE, MAE,RMSE Comparison 

 

Figure 4.2 represents the comparison of our models with 

the values of MSE, RMSE and MAE. The projected graph 

gives us a clear difference between each model. The 

metrics calculated here provide us with error rate values, 

hence lower the value, better prediction results are to be 

expected. It is clear that Linear Regression provides us 

with lowest values of all in each metric. Thus, based on 

the analysis of these 3 metrics we again incline towards 

Linear Regression more compared to other models. 

 

Parameter LR ANN DT RF 

R2 78.43% 73.09% 59.17% 74.52% 

Adjusted R2 76.18% 70.28% 54.90% 71.86% 

MSE 0.0038 0.00475 0.00721 0.0045 

MAE 0.044 0.0503 0.0591 0.046 

RMSE 0.062 0.069 0.085 0.067 

 
Figure 4.3 Model Comparison Table 

 

to be the best model following by Artificial Neural 
Network trained for 100 epochs by a slightly lower 
difference. Considering this minute difference between 
LR and ANN, we analyze the nature of both models and it 
turns out LR works better with smaller sized data sets and 
is also relatively faster than ANN. Hence, after a thorough 
examination, Linear Regression turns out to be the most 
suited model for this project.  
 
 

A. Web-Portal Implementation Results : 
 
A web-portal is also created under this project. It offers a 

landing page for our website, which offers multiple features 

to our user. The landing page allows us to surf through 

universities, visit the exam portal where the user can predict 

the acceptance result for any college. It also provides a blog 

website and an information portal for student guidance. 

Following are the snapshots of our website-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.4 Login Page  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.5 Landing Page 

 

 

Figure 4.3 represents a comparison table among all our 
models with the values of each parameter. Analysis of each 

parameter makes it clear that Linear Regression stands out 
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Figure 4.6 Form Page  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.7 Blog Home Page  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.8 Blog Page  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.9 Forum Home Page 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.10 Question Page 

 
 

 

V. CONCLUSION: 
 
In this paper, an exhaustive study of various implementation 

approaches for the Machine Learning Techniques were 

performed. Along with it,a feasibility study on select papers 

were performed, to choose an appropriate model. We applied 

various metrics on our Regression models. We analyzed the 

result for each metric and concluded that Linear Regression 

is the best suited model for our project. An architecture for 

the chosen model was proposed. The website offers an all-

round solution to users from providing college prediction 

results and assisting with college research to giving trustable 

college guidance through different mediums. The predictor 

will take in the credentials from the user and give accurate 

results for their profile, after which the university database 

will assist the user for their research before sending out 

applications and to counter the second guesses, blogs and 

forum are provided to help out with queries rising from 

fundamental level to the very specific details. For the future 

scope of this project, as the data set size increases 

significantly, after a certain point we can consider the 

possibility of ANN to be better suited model. 
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Abstract— With the emergence of new digital  
India and the entire globe shifting to digital 

payments, fraudsters have discovered a means to 

defraud financial institutions, resulting in the loss of 

public funds. The electronic form of payment comes 

with its own drawbacks. With the increasing number 

of users, credit card frauds are also increasing with a 

similar rate. The credit card information of a 

particular individual can be collected without owner’s 

permission and can be used for fraudulent 

transactions. The Credit Card Fraud Detection 

Problem includes the use of previous Credit Card 

transaction data and the knowledge of how many 

fraud Credit Card transactions happened and 

generate ML-based model. The model generated is 

then used to identify whether a new transaction is 

fraudulent or not. This model will then be combined 

with Blockchain technology to assure its success. 

Future banking transactions will be safer. This will 

result in faster and more accurate fraud detection. 

 

Credit card fraud results in the loss of billions of 

dollars annually. Thus, fraud detection has become 

essential for financial institutions, to minimize their 

loss. The Ideology presented in this paper is an 

attempt to minimize the financial losses. Moreover, 

the solution introduces an idea in which the system 

will resist frauds before the fraudulent transaction 

enters the blockchain. 

 

 
Keywords: Credit Card, Fraudulent Transactions, 

Machine Learning, Blockchain. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A Fraud Can be defined as intentional or unlawful 

deception with the goal of obtaining money or 

personal benefit. It is an unequal practice that is 

becoming more common by the day. There has 

been a sharp increase in the usage of electronic 

payment methods like credit and debit cards and 

this has, in turn, led to a rise in credit card fraud. 

These cards may be used in both online as well as 

offline modes to make payments. In the case of the 

online mode of payment, the card may not have to 

be physically presented. In such cases, the card data 

is prone to attack by hackers or cybercriminals. 

Every year, millions are lost as a result of these 

types of scams. To overcome this obstacle, many 

algorithms are under development. Various 

approaches are being worked upon to solve the 

issue of Credit card Fraud detection.  
The transaction process happens in a very short 

span of time ranging from micro seconds to milli 

seconds. As a result, the methodology for fraud 

detection has to be very quick & highly efficient. 

At the same time, thousands of transactions are 

happening at the same time. This makes it difficult 

to monitor every transaction individually and hence 

determine a fraud. As a result, efficient Fraud 

detector must be placed into action.  
It is a process of investigation to build and develop a 

model that reveals the fraudulent transaction. Here 
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we get insights from both valid or invalid payment 

data to make a decision. Various parameters 

include detecting such activities IP address, Geo-

location, historic transaction pattern, and model 

designed to detect such cases.[1] According to the 

World Payments Report, overall non-cash 

transactions climbed by 10.1 percent in 2016, 

totaling 482.6 billion transactions, up from 482.6 

billion in 2015. Thus, it is expected that in the 

future there will be an increase in a non-cash 

transaction. The fraudulent transaction is on the rise 

as well which is dangerous for a financial 

institution. During this world pandemic, most 

people are using non-cash transactions.  
Hence there is an urgency to build such a detection 

platform within a couple of years to minimize the 

losses face by banks and financial companies. 
 

 
A. Machine Learning in Credit Card Fraud 

Detection 
 
Machine Learning gives machines the "capacity to 

learn". Without being specifically told, the machine 

can use previously acquired data and evaluate it 

further. This function is useful for detecting credit 

card fraud. This makes it possible to successfully 

deploy machine learning algorithms in the banking 

area to identify potentially dangerous transactions. 

Every day, over a million transactions take place, 

all of which must be verified for validity. To 

accomplish this, the system can be trained to 

distinguish between fraudulent and non-fraudulent 

transactions. This is largely accomplished by 

giving it data from previous transactions, 

particularly those from non-authentic transactions, 

so that all future transactions may be classified as 

normal or suspicious. The suspect ones will then be 

separated for further study.[1] 
 
 

B. Blockchain  
A blockchain is a growing list of records, known as 

blocks, that are connected together via encryption. 

Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the 

previous block, as well as a timestamp and 

 
transaction data (generally represented as a Merkle 

tree). A blockchain is resistant to data alteration by 

design. It is an open, distributed ledger that may 

efficiently and permanently record transactions 

between two parties. 

 

Blacklisting: Detecting behavioural or data 

irregularities in assets/information/activities that 

flow into the blockchain, both on and off the 

blockchain, using AI and machine learning models. 
 
Whitelisting: Banks have complete control over the 
credit cards they issue, and they can use technology 

to prevent a credit card's Hash value from being 

confirmed once it has expired or been hijacked  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1: Structure of Blockchain. [5] 

 

C. Dataset Used 

 

A dataset is a grouping of data that is tied to one 

another. We use a publicly available imbalanced 

dataset in this paper. A dataset that is imbalanced 

has disparities in the dependent variables. This 

dataset contains information about transactions 

made by European cardholders. It holds records of 

284.807 transactions made over the course of two 

days, 492 of which were discovered to be 

fraudulent. The number of fraudulent transactions 

has been discovered to be relatively minimal.' After 

analyzing the primary components of the real 

qualities, 28 features were discovered. The 

components Time and Amount are not changed and 

are delivered in their original form.[1] 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

 

Paper Title  Author  Year of Idea   / Methodology   / Features       Gap Identification 

     Publication Concept                       

Credit Card Fraud E.M.S.W 2021  •  This  project  includes  a •  Due  to  its  intermediary • Paper was  more 

Prevention Using Balagolla;   scaling mechanism to parties,  the  proposed inclined  towards 

Blockchain [5] W.P.C    blockchain because the blockchain  with fraud Smart  Contracts 

  Fernando;   current projects have a lack detection technology will help based  system  as 

  R.M.N.S   of scalability.    to  prevent fraudulent  credit present in Ethereum 

  Rathnayake;   • Furthermore, the solution card transactions.     blockchain but a 

  M.J.M.R.P   incorporates  proactive •   The   authors   suggest   a generalized solution 

  Wijesekera; A.   anomaly detection to detect solution (B-Box.com) in which wasn’t present.   

  N. Senarathne;   fraudulent credit  card credit  card transactions are         

  K.Y.     transactions,  with the modelled on a  blockchain,         

  Abeywardhana   system blocking frauds allowing for decentralized and         

       before they enter the verified credit card processing         

       blockchain.     with   an   accredited   set   of         

             computing nodes.            

Detecting  Michal  2019  We   can   use   the   idea • We use supervised learning • The  paper was 

Fraudulent  Ostapowicz,   presented  in  this  paper  to approaches to detect fraudulent based on  accounts 

Accounts on Kamil    create a fraud detection flow accounts   on the Ethereum present    on 

Blockchain: A Żbikowski   for our project.    blockchain in this article.  Blockchain Ledger 

Supervised             •  The  paper  had  used  13 and not in particular 

Approach [9]            different explanatory variables Fraud detection for 

             used in Ethereum Blockchain Credit Card.   

             and processed  them via         

             random forest, SVM, XGBoost         

             algorithms.               

                

Credit Card Fraud S  P Maniraj, 2019  Focused on analysing and On the PCA transformed Based on outliers’ 
Detection using Aditya Saini,   pre-processing data sets as Credit Card Transaction data, method and now 

Machine  Swarna Deep   well as the deployment of author used the Local Outlier more  advanced 

Learning and Data Sarkar    multiple anomaly detection Factor and Isolation Forest methods    are 

Science [3]  Shadab    algorithms     algorithm based on outlier's available    

  Ahmed          approaches  and  the  work  of         

             Weng – Fu's research article.         

Fraud Detection in Arun  Kumar 2020  Use  of  NN,  along  with Compared Neural networks, Used   Neural 

Credit Card Data Rai, Rajendra   unsupervised learning.  auto encoders, local outlier Networks, which is 

using  Kumar          factor, isolation  forest and bit complex  and 

Unsupervised Dwivedi         kNN         might result into 

Machine Learning                     delay in detection. 

Based Scheme [23]                             

         

Credit card fraud Donglin li 2019  The  author  has  tried  the The  fusion  model  has  the The model doesn't 

identification       algorithms lasso logistic highest prediction   accuracy focus on over fitting 

based on      algorithm & XGBoost among both non defaulting and and   underfitting 

unbalanced data      algorithm. And  then defaulting  user,  hence  has  a scenarios.    

set on fusion model      combined to form the fusion good extrapolation.            

[24]       of both.                       

          

Supervised  Samidha 2020  Various Machine learning Idea of Using Supervised and The model was very 

Machine Learning Khatri    supervised  technique were unsupervised    learning basic  and was 

Algorithms for Aishwarya   applied  on  the  dataset  to together.  Used  Major focused in applying 

Credit Card Fraud Arora     tackle the problem of credit Supervised learning algorithms one algorithm at  a 

Detection: A Arun Agrawal   card fraud     and  then  proceeded  with  the time  rather than 

Comparison [1]            one with highest accuracy.  combining two plus 

                      for    better 

                      performance   
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Research on Wen-Fang YU 2009 The author has applied First  step  towards  CC  fraud The technique 

Credit Card Fraud Na Wang  outlier  algorithm to  detect detection using Models. which was used was 

Detection Model   the credit card fraud Mathematically proved too old and accuracy 

Based on Distance       outliers. Had a strong base and was also  too low 

Sum [2]        was best of its time. with 90% as 

           compared to another 

           algorithms  

          

Machine Learning Vinita 2018 The Author has applied Tried  to  secure  the  Banking --------  

and Blockchain for Silaparasetty  Blockchain technology with transactions with introduction    

Fraud   Detection:   ML generated model of Block Chain     

Employing              

Artificial              

Intelligence in the             

Banking              

Sector[25]              

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

III. Architectural Design  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2: Module Diagram  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3: Blockchain Block Contents 

 
Fig 4: Fraud Detection Model in Action (1) 
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Fig 5: Fraud Detection Model in Action (2) 

 

IV. Research Methodology 
 

Before approaching building and brainstorming for 

developing a new credit card fraud detection 

module, a survey of the students and literature 
study was done prior.  
Almost 25+ technical papers published in the 

journal were studied and the survey taken had 128 
responses.  
Credit card fraud analysis is mostly done using an 

unbalanced data set. Another idea is to convert 

unbalanced data into balance data and then apply 

classification models. It will be mainly focusing on 

unsupervised learning followed by supervised 

classification of the data. Grouping, classifying, and 

segmenting of data to find patterns and detect fraud. 

 
Most of the existing system uses outlier algorithm 

having 90% of accuracy. Whereas the supervised 

model is been used recently. 

 

1. More room for improvement can be found 

in the datasets. As demonstrated before, 

the precision of the algorithms increases 

when the size of datasets is increased.  
2. However, this requires official support 

from the banks themselves.  
3. Fraud is a major problem for the whole 

credit card industry that grows bigger with 

the increasing popularity of electronic 

money transfers. Hence, the opportunity to 

design the model will help the financial 

ecosystem.  
4. Imbalanced Data i.e., most of the 

transactions are not fraudulent which 

makes it hard for detecting the fraudulent 

ones.  
5. Blockchain can be implemented the 

reducing the time of transaction and to 
build a secure ecosystem. 

 

 

V. Results 
 

Machine learning was always the choice in case 

of Fraud detection. In this project, we have tried 

to incorporate Blockchain as well. As of now, we 

are using blockchain to store the transaction 

records along with a time stamp. Forensics 

department can use this customised entry in 

blockchain ledger for their audits.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table I: Comparison between Consensus Methods [22] 

 
Proposed system is similar with Bitcoin 
technology for ledgers, Proof of Work is the best 

consensus method to choose. [5]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 6: Homepage 
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Fig 7: Sample Datasets  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 8: Input Cell  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 9: Model Results 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 10: Genesis Block  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 11: Addition of a Transaction to a block 

 
 

VI. Deployment & 

Version Control 
 
For Deployment of our project, we would use 

Heroku (https://www.heroku.com/) which is a 

Platform as a Service. For making the webapp we 

have used Flask which is a micro web framework 
and Gunicorn for Web server interface.  
For Version Control, we have used GitHub & 
deployed its branch via Heroku. 

 

VII. Conclusion 
 
Decentralization, stability, security, and non-

modifiability are some of the properties of 

blockchain. With the advancement of technology, 

the blockchain is gaining traction in a variety of 

fields. Combining the capabilities of blockchain 

with machine learning will provide a boost towards 

fraud detection.  
The Project modules as stated in Fig 2, major 

components are completed and tested as well. 

Deployment of the project on cloud has been done. 

The project’s scope can be extended further for 

research purposes & exhaustive study. 

 

VIII. Future Scope 
 

Scammers, phishers, hackers, and other entities 

are always on the hunt to steal your credit card 

information. The Model’s accuracy can be 

enhanced by feeding in more data – which can be 

achieved by collaborating with banks.  
Blockchain implementation alongside Machine 

learning is huge challenge for us and currently we 
are at nascent stage in the world of Blockchain 

Technology. 

https://www.heroku.com/
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Since blockchain requires intensive computation 

power, in the upcoming years new methods 

would be developed and it will be cost effective 

and environment friendly to use blockchain at 

this scale.  
Development of New Consensus algorithm might 

also affect the feasibility of the proposed system 

idea. 
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Abstract— India's construction sector is a key indication of 

the country's progress. Managing employees is challenging, 

and keeping track of attendance is crucial for most contractors, 

especially when it comes to the payroll process. The industrial 

sector will profit from the usage of current technologies such as 

fingerprint biometric scanners and mobile devices as a 

supplement to software development in order to improve their 

services. From attendance to salary calculation, the 

management of workers on the job site is done manually, which 

makes it impossible for the construction business to keep track 

of each and every worker manually. It also makes it difficult 

for workers to directly express their grievances. 

 
Keywords— Mobile application, Web Application, cloud 

server, database. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

An accurate worker attendance record system is critical 

on the construction site. For instance, managing real time-

attendance for multiple workers, helpers, contractor, etc. is a 

paramount yet critical challenge. Managing people is a 

difficult task for most of the construction sites, especially 

the management of attendance records. Meanwhile, 

maintaining the attendance record is an important factor, 

especially for the overtime claims, payroll and leave. 

Currently, most of the construction firms uses a punch-card 

system to record attendance of the 

staff(workers/helpers/contractors). The punch-card system 

will only be able to record the attendance of the staff on the 

card and need to record them manually as the system is 

unable to record the attendance automatically. Thus, it is 

difficult for the human resource (HR) practitioner who is 

responsible of managing the attendance records to have an 

organized as they have to manually record the attendance. 

On top of that, supervisors who were responsible in 

supervising their staff are also not constantly notified and 

reported with the current updates on their staff attendance 

record. Therefore, the process of attendance record required 

an improvement and good monitoring system. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Management is not only about managing resources and 
controlling expenses. Although these are basics functions of 
management, there’s more to management than just 

 

 
managing resources and controlling expenses. Another 
extremely important function of management is the ability 
to manage employees – especially since they are the lifeline 
of any business. Managing people is a tedious task for the 
construction firms, especially the management of attendance 
records which is manually recorded using punch card 
system, record book system, diary, etc. To make this process 
hassle free, various methods have been adopted since 
beginning of the time. Face recognition, biometrics, and 
radio frequency identification (RFID) are just a few of the 
highlighted technologies. By using the above systems, 
overall accuracy of the attendance records gets drastically 
improved due to the fact that it removes all the hassles of 
manually recording attendance which will in terms save 
valuable time for the staff as well as the construction firms. 
Use of biometric system is a fracas free way for managing 
the attendance of the staff. There are many ways in which 
we can achieve our goals by using biometric scanners like 
fingerprint recognition, face recognition, voice recognition, 
iris recognition, palm recognition, etc. Image segmentation, 
normalisation, and orientation estimation are used to speed 
up the procedure. With addition, the Gabor filter and ridge 
frequency estimates aid in picture orientation. 
 

In [1] the industrial sector will profit from the usage of 
contemporary technologies like as fingerprint biometric 
scanners and mobile devices as a supplement to software 
development in order to improve their services. This article 
described ANotify, a fingerprint biometric-based and web-
based management system that integrates short messaging 
service (SMS) notification for employee attendance records. 
Paper successfully presents a solution of taking employee 
attendance for industrial sector using fingerprint biometric-
based and web-based attendance management system with 
SMS notification. 
 

In [2] Automated systems involving use of biometrics 
like fingerprint and iris recognition are well developed in 
the recent years however, it is intrusive and cost required for 
deployment on large scale gets increased substantially. To 
address these concerns, biometric features such as facial 
recognition can be employed, which entails phases such as 
picture capture, face detection, feature extraction, face 
categorization, face identification, and, finally, attendance 
marking. The attendance management system estimates the 
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attendance of each student by continuous clicking of images 
for some time period and finds the best localized image for 
processing. 
 

In [3] For the industrial sector, an attendance 
management system may foster a sense of urgency among 
workers to come to work on a regular basis, as well as assist 
those who want to inspire their coworkers to come to work 
on a regular basis. Fingerprints are said to be the best and 
fastest biometric identification method. A user-friendly, 
easy-to-use automated attendance management system is 
more secure and private than a manual attendance system. 
 

In [4] in an academic institute, they build a system that 
takes student attendance and keeps track of attendance 
records automatically. The attendance record in the database 
will be updated by the finger-print sensor module. Because 
the wireless channel was only good for a short distance, the 
system could only be tested in the lab. In terms of speed and 
memory, it has room for improvement. 
 

In [5] the design technique for a wireless fingerprint 
attendance system based on ZigBee technology is presented 
in this article. The system incorporates a terminal fingerprint 
acquisition module and a computer-based attendance 
management module. It can perform operations such as 
fingerprint information collecting, processing, wireless 
transmission, fingerprint matching, and attendance 
monitoring automatically. It accomplished a low-cost and 
high-performance wireless fingerprint attendance function, 
which supplied a novel wireless fingerprint attendance 
system for companies and institutions, in order to achieve 
the simple and high real-time system. 
 

In [6] Time clocks (CL1) are provided in a number of 
work places to record the worker's entrance and exit times, 
and managing means (CL2) are provided for inputting time 
recording information from the respective time clocks and 
managing the work place where the worker entered and 
exited, as well as how long he or she has been engaged 
therein. 
 

In [7] the software can calculate the monthly wages, 
taxes, and social security benefits of the company's 
employees. It will produce files as an output based on 
particular formulas, such as bank files and salary slips. In a 

future edition of the pay management application, graphs 

and charts might be incorporated. Management can see the 

change in an employee's wage or the overall increase in 

employee compensation by looking at these charts or 

graphs. 
 

In [8] in order to discover the particular biometric 

identification that may be utilized to better their 

conventional employee attendance system, which currently 

impacts the organization's efficiency, a research was 

performed utilizing a telecommunication business in 

Nigeria's South West area. The study took a quantitative 

approach, with a questionnaire serving as the data collecting 

tool, which was based on several biometric technologies. 

The study concluded that the optimum biometric technology 

method for resolving the remaining problem of employee 

attendance in the proposed company is the fingerprint. This 

will reduce buddy punching and boost employee 

productivity. 
 

In [9] the goal of this article is to provide a safe and 
secure web-based attendance tracking system based on 
multi-tier architecture for both desktops and cellphones, 
combining biometrics and radio frequency identification 
(RFID) technology. The system can keep track of both kids' 
and teachers'/staff members' attendance at a school. The 
technology can also identify the present position of students, 
faculty, and other members of staff anywhere on the 
institution's campus. 
 

In [10] study came up that the company is a better 
example for those companies who do not have a systematic 
procedure for dealing with grievances but effectively handle 
them for the prosperity of the organization. Also the 
employees find it as a better way to communicate their 
problems and getting the problems solved in a faster way 
rather than a set of procedures and stages to solve the issues. 

 

III. DESIGN/ALGORITHM/FLOWCHART 
 

According to the problem discuss above that we have 

proposed, we have come to a solution for the 

aforementioned. In the solution, we have decided to use 

biometric scanner to collect the attendance of the workers 

and this attendance will be simultaneously uploaded on the 

cloud which will be accessible by both the firm employee 

and the worker through their respective 

software/application. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1.1 
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In the above figure (Fig 1.1), the firm will be able to 
manipulate the worker’s data based on the attendance 
collected and other operations performed in the 
software/application. In their apps, construction employees 
will be able to see their current status, including attendance, 

income, and the progress of any grievances they may have. 
All the data will be collected in the cloud database which 
will be helpful for the effectiveness of the biometric scanner 
placed at respective construction sites where workers will be 
able to scan their attendance.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1.2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1.3 
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In figure (Fig 1.2 and Fig 1.3), it can be understandable 
the functional approach of our solution. 
 

The system is divided into two sections: 
 

Workers (Mobile 

application) Firm (System 

application) 
 

 
IV. RESULT OF SURVEY CONDUCTE 

 
A Survey was conducted with some of the 

constructors/ workers/ helpers about their views on our 

project. 

 
The following questions were taken for the betterment of 

the management system for workers/ helpers/ firm: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1.4 
 
 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, our solution that was proposed for the 
problem statement a descriptive survey was conducted and 
the participants were closely tied with the subject in our 
problem statement and through this we can estimate that this 
solution can provide optimal results for both the firm as well 
as the workers on the construction site, as this solution was 
proposed to produce an amicable environment between both 
sides involved and to help in removing the discrepancies in 
the system. 
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Abstract - Applying computer technology to vehicle driving 

has been studied for many years. Most of the studies focused 

on autonomous vehicle driving in a simplified environment 

like freeways, or life independent systems like GPS. A 

general case where kind of unexpectedly fatal conditions 
may occur which we are driving in an urban area, however, 

has not been considered. We proposed a system to satisfy the 

basic criteria for such a general driving assistance. We 

detect the obstacles on the ground in front of the vehicle we 
are driving, and then classify them into three predefined 

categories: pedestrians, vehicles and others. In the proposed 

system, we exploit a simplified stereovision system to detect 

the obstacles instantly. After that, to search and track 
pedestrians and vehicles, different methods are used for 

adapting to their heterogeneity. For the sake of 

implementation, we also propose a method to decide the 

maximal speed of driving to keep such kind of systems 

working.  
Computer Vision in autonomous cars can lead to the 

designing and development of parking assistance, steering 

angle computation, vehicle & lane line detection, Obstacle & 

Road signs/lights Detection and next-gen vehicles which can 
overcome driving obstacles while keeping passengers safe. 

Such cars can transport passengers to their destination 

eliminating human intervention.   
   
Keywords:  Automated Vehicle, Detection, Artificial 

Intelligence, Parking Assistance, Steering Angle 

Computation.   

   

I.INTRODUCTION  

   

Autonomous car or driverless car or Self driving car, if we 

put in a simpler language is a car which can drive without 

any human controlling it from inside. It is going to be a 

revolutionary change in the world of technology. In the 

past hundred ycars, humans have made tremendous 

advancements in transportation. We made cars, trains, 

aircrafts, etc., that go faster and faster to meet our 

unlimited desire. However, the space and the speed the 

traffic tools can achieve are becoming larger and higher 

than that humans can control. To resolve such problems, 

many driving assistant tools am-e developed. However, 

the gap of speed causes many more subtle-problems of 

which few of them are exactly resolved. Obstacle 

detection and warning is the most important one in the 

unresolved set. If a system can detect the existence of an 

obstacle and tell if it may affect the safety of the vehicle 

driving, then the diver can be asked to be more careful of 

such a condition so that a possible traffic accident may be 

avoided. This is especially important when the driver is 

drunk or when the vehicle is traveling at a very high 

speed, and then many lives, including the driver and 

pedestrians, could be saved. On the other hand, the. 

System may also facilitate the subsequent design of an 

automatic vehicle guiding system whereby the driver only 

needs to specify the destination or to choose the strategy 

for cruising when he is inside a vehicle for driving.  

 Our lane detection and estimation algorithm are 

described. First, the road image is enhanced using some 

conventional image processing techniques. In the 

enhanced image, possible lane marking pixels are 

detected using canny operator. Next, we apply parallel 

thinning algorithm [6, 7] into edge map to obtain skeleton 

image. Detected lane marking pixels after taking skeleton 

process, then, are utilized to select control points for 

NUBS interpolation to construct left and right road lanes. 

In our case, the right and left lanes to be detected are well 

separated, which means that each lane can be considered 

as separated from the other (unlike most of previous 

works which have lane models of a uniform width). We 

use vector-lane-concept to select and correct these control 

points, overcome noise problem to get more robust result 

of road lane boundaries. Finally, we introduce a simple 

mathematical model to estimate left lane and right 

curvature for autonomous vehicle system.  

II.PROBLEM STATEMENT  

To Enhance the Machine Learning & AI Based 

Autonomous Self Driving System Levels, Which can 

Revolutionized the Current Self Driving System.  

One of the main concerns for all semi-autonomous 

features in the literature is that humans are poor monitors 

of automation (Bainbridge, 1983) meaning that driving 

performance declines as automation increases, leading to 

big safety concerns while being “out of the loop” in case 

of necessary reaction, situation that is imminent until the 

technology is fully automated. Moreover John Leonard 

(Knight, 2013), a MIT professor, reasons that current 

technology relies on very accurate prior maps and that 

keeping maps up todate shouldn´t  be underestimated, 

while his colleague Bryan Reimer, a research scientist in 

MIT’s Age Lab, argues that the most inhibiting factors 

related to Autonomous driving “will be factors related to 

the human experience”. Despite the fact that most 

experiments of full automation with  future users have 

been done in driving simulators (Weyer, et al., 2015) 

recent studies also point that motion sickness is also 

higher in  self-driving  cars.[6]  (Sivak & Schoettle, 2015) 

and that  passenger  that do not  drive, experience 
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discomfort at lower acceleration rates than car drivers do 

(Le Vine, et al., 2015), not to  mention the fear  of 

technology failure.  

We wanted to enhance the Computer Vision & AI Based 

Autonomous Self Driving System Levels, Which can 

Revolutionized the Current Self Driving System, 

Basically, We want to develop a System That Can Assist 

to Safely Self Driving Technology Can Operate through 

AI, Computer Vision, etc.  

III.LITERATURE REVIEW  

  

 The research conducted focused in a systematic keyword 

search in the topic section of literature databases, 

including EBSCO, Science Direct, Emerald and ISI web 

of knowledge.[1] The search conducted included the 

specific terms,  

“Autonomous driving”, “Self-driving car” and 

“Driverless car” either in the title, keywords or abstract 

and including only academic journals listed in the 

mentioned databases. Hence, the aim of this research was 

not to find all literature regarding Autonomous Driving 

that because of its size would lead to an enormous amount  

of  results  due  to  the  extensive  applications,  testing 

and  research  in  other  fields (robotics, underwater 

vehicles, military, aeronautics, space vehicles, etc.), but 

to achieve an overview and overall classification to 

identify current gaps in the scientific literature body.[4] 

Therefore, taking into consideration only the literature 

publications relevant for roads, traffic, crossroads and 

studies related to commuting, transportation or 

production, and including all relevant publications found 

related to the automotive industry, as well as also 

considering papers in other topics that acknowledge that 

the application could be relevant for self-driving cars. The 

search yielded 483 papers, 154 of which were found in 

EBSCO, 122 in Science Direct, 8 in Emerald and 199 in 

ISI Web of Knowledge.[2] Furthermore, a thorough 

analysis of abstracts, titles and journals was conducted in 

order to eliminate duplicates and results that were found 

in more than one database, leading to the elimination of 

63 repetitions, some of which were even found 3 times, 

reflecting the thoroughness of the search, delivering a 

total amount of 420  publications.  Finally a last filtering 

process eliminated publications not fulfilling scientific 

standards nor a peer-review process lead to the exclusion 

of 21 further publications delivering a final number of 399 

Publications, which can be found in Appendix. A set of 

analysis explained in the next sections were then 

conducted with the remaining 399 publications in order to 

understand of the current state of the literature, its focus 

and development over tie.[7]    A.Heavy Weather:  

Like human drivers’ autonomous vehicles are 

encountering limitations when they operate in bad 

weather such as snow, heavy rain, fog, or other severe 

weather conditions because of the trouble “seeing” in 

some low-visibility situations and adapting quickly to loss 

of traction[8]. In addition to bad weather, operating during 

night time especially in areas with dim light may also 

affect the image quality of the object in the surroundings. 

B. System Reliability and Cybersecurity:  

The connectivity of autonomous vehicles to each other, to 

infrastructure, or to the Internet makes it vulnerable to 

cyber-attack and as an effect, autonomous driving 

functions can be exposed to tampering  

C. High Cost Autonomous Vehicles:  

New machine learning technologies tend to be expensive 

before reaching the mass marketing stage. In addition, if 

system failures happened it could be fatal to both 

passengers and other road users, all critical components 

of autonomous vehicles need to meet high software cost. 

D. Make Transportation Safer:  

Fatal crashes were resulted from drunk, distracted, or tired 

human drivers; these factors are involved in 29 percent, 

10 percent, and 2.5 percent, respectively. They have to 

improve in this part  

E. Improve Access to Transportation:  

Deep Learning may help to improve service by providing 

innovative first- and last mile solutions either through a 

fleet of deep learning or through low-capacity 

autonomous shuttles that provide access to the fixed-route 

system.  

IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN  

   

We first explore a vehicle detection that is related to the 

subject. Putting all of these described blocks together 

leads to the construction of an automated vehicle. 

the vehicle   moves in the desired direction.   
  

  

Fig  - 1:  Proposed Design   

  
Fig  - 4:  Survey  1.3   
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Automation is the outcome of a series of processes, which 

loop from the acquisition of environmental data, to data 

processing, and the usage of processed data to control the 

vehicle.[3] Motion control can occur according to a 

userpredetermined or vehicle generated path by sending 

acommand to the vehicle actuator. This loop ensure 

 

       

                            V.RESULT OF SURVEY  

The survey we have conducted on our topic: automation 

driving using AI & Computer Vision. In which, total 115 

response we got from the people, here are the results of 

the survey we have conducted:  

  

C.What is your general opinion regarding this technology? (Even if 

you haven't heard about it before, give an opinion based on what you 

have read  

so far) D.The self-driving-car technology claims to have many of 

these benefits.How likely do you think these benefits will occur in 

India?  

1) Fewer Crashes   

2) Reduction in Fuel consumption (Assuming the 

vehicles will be powered electrically)  3) Less traffic   

4) Destinations are reached faster  

   

  

A. Do you think automotive safety regulations are  
strict enough, or could be improved through  

Artificial Intelligence?   
  

  
Fig  - 1.1  Survey  2:   

  
B. What do you prefer more, Partially AI Controlled  

Self Driving Car or C ompletely AI Controlled Self  
Driving Car?   

  

  
Fig 3: Survey 1.2   

  
Fig  - 1.4  Survey  5:   

  
  

E. A large concern of people owning a driver - less car  

is being able to trust it. Do you feel like you can trust  

the car to drive itself?   
  

  
Fig  -  Survey  6: 1.5   

  

  
F. Do you see yourself owning a driver - less  car in the  

future?   
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This portal will consist of all the information related to self-

driving car .it will consist of 4 modules which are lane 

detection, speed estimation, vehicle detection and traffic 

sign classification where user can learn from these modules 

and give their input to modify/enhance the existing 

modules. User can connect with us and share their 

knowledge regarding autonomous self-driving car.  

  

 
Fig -8: Homepage  

  

The project report entails a detailed description of 

the project divided into five chapters that include 

the Introduction, Literature Review, and Proposed 

Work, Requirement Gathering, Analysis, and 

Planning, Design Phase, and Conclusions. The 

abstract and references have been added at the 

beginning and ending respectively to give an 

overall gist and idea about the work done and the 

sources referred.  

  

 
Fig -9: Algortihms UI  

  

As there is no centralized source of information related to 

autonomous self-driving cars. There are many blogs and 

information available about autonomous cars but they are 

at different location or on different websites. So we have 

come up with the idea which will be beneficial for many 

students and people who are interested in the world of 

autonomous cars. the idea is we will be creating open 

source platform also you can say  information hub about 

self-driving cars where people can  collect  knowledge 

about self-driving cars as well as they can enhance 

available code or output by making their own changes in 

the code which will be there on our portal .  It will be 

efficient because all information is at one place and of 

course it will be free of cost so it will be helpful for 

beginners.  

  

  
Fig -10: APOLLO  IDE  

  

MERN stack is a collection of robust and powerful 

technologies used to develop scalable master web 

applications, comprising front-end, back-end, and 

database components.  

  

  

VII. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, putting all of these described blocks 

together leads to the construction of an automated 

vehicle. Automation is the outcome of a series of 

processes, which loop from the acquisition of 

environmental data, to data processing, and the usage of 

processed data to control the vehicle. We have attempted 

to show the capabilities of Artificial Intelligence & 

Computer Vision in the field of Seld Driving Car to some 

extent.  Technology is progressing at an incredible pace. 

It has impressed and influenced our lifestyle. It also has 

affected our transportation system. Furthermore, 

Looking into the future of human-machine interaction, 

our vision of the machine can only evolve in tandem with 

machine complexity. Vehicle automation, from this 

viewpoint, is indeed a window into the evolution of self 

and technology.  
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Abstract— Agriculture is one of the roots of the foundation of the 

Indian Economy. In India, Agriculture has been practiced for 

years still the results obtained are never satisfying because of 

numerous factors which influence the crop yield. It is essential to 

have a good harvest of crops, to meet the requirements of around 

1.2 billion people. In this period of the internet and machinery  

. Yield prediction has always been a crucial issue in agriculture. 

Farmers are always interested to know what to grow and how 

much yield they are going to expect. Acknowledging such 

situations data mining techniques is the more reliable choice. 

Different data mining techniques can be used to predict the 

future year's crop production. This study addresses and 

analyzes the several data mining techniques possible for the 

agriculture field needs to equip the farmers and help them to 

maximize their production. Crop yield prediction will assist the 

farmers and other stakeholders for better harvest yielding and 

to make a profit. In crop yield analysis use of Data Mining 

procedures is an emerging study 

re decision support schemes, crop yield foresight, focusing on 

the creation of a prediction model which may be used for future 

prediction of crop yield. 

 
Keywords— Agriculture, Yield Prediction, Data Mining 

Techniques, Classification, Clustering, Regression, Neural 

Network. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
India is practicing Agriculture from Indus Valley Civilization 

or even before that in some places of Southern India. In 

worldwide India ranks second in producing farm outputs. 

According to a 2018 study, agriculture has provided 17–18% 

to India’s GDP. And as per the report’s agriculture is the 

primary supply of bread and butter for 58% population in 

India. India’s economy essentially depends on agriculture 

yield growth and their associated Agricultural management. 

Crop yield has a direct impact on National and International 

economies annually and the yield predicted plays a significant 

part in the food management and agriculture sector. 

Researchers have proposed a statistical model based on time 

series data like Agricultural - climatic weather variables, 

Agriculture crop yield that could suggest a forecasting process 

for harvest. The model used is Predictive modeling which is a 

method that uses data mining and the probability to forecast 

results and outcomes. 

 

Mining is the process of selecting, exploring, and representing 

large amounts of data to identify new patterns. Data Mining 

will help farmers to make more profit and will help in the 

development of the agriculture field. 

For example, the government can completely use the farmers’ 
buying patterns and behavior data – as well as gain a greater 

understanding of their land to protect them from diseases and 

improve underwriting and reduce the risk on crop cultivation 

by applying data mining techniques. 
 
 

       The paper comprises the following parts, Section II 

outlines the Literature Review expected for the research 

review work. Section III outlines the proposed approach 

whereas Section IV describes the Strategies, 

Methodology, and Materials required for the study. 

Section V contains a Report of the survey conducted. 

Section VI concludes the work with achievable future 

enhancement. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

In research presented by [1], introduced different 

incentives for learning data in the form of clustering, 

classification, association rules, and correlation suitable 

for data features. It discusses how farmers can benefit by 

using modern data mining methodologies and thereby 

reduce costs, increase profits, acquire new farmers, retain 

current farmers and cultivate new crops. linear regression 

may be used to solve a problem. Data mining can help 

agriculture firms in production practices such as: 

Acquiring new farmers, retaining current farmers, 

Performing sophisticated classification, and Correlation 

between crops schemes. In the review by [2] an 

application using different data mining techniques such as 

K-Means, K-Nearest Neighbor, Artificial Neural 

Networks, and Support Vector Machines. The 

methodology used was an input module that is 

accountable for taking input from the farmer. In that, the 
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farmer has to provide an area of land, region, economy. 

After picking the city parameter based on altitude and 

longitude, automatic climatic data will be reflected from 

the crop knowledge base. The feature selection module is 

responsible for subset selection of attributes from the crop 

knowledge base for robust learning. After subset selection 

of attribute, the data goes to classification and association 

rule for grouping similar content. 

 

[3] The methodology used is: The first datasets were 

prepared considering data of 5 years then, it was sorted 

according to the yield productivity and was used. Four 

classification algorithms were executed namely J48, LAD 

Tree, IBK and LWL. The performance of these 4 

classifications was compared. Sensitivity, specificity, and 

accuracy were calculated and results were stored. 

 
[4] Their study represents a system, which uses data mining 

techniques to predict the category of the analyzed soil 

datasets. With the help of Rapid Miner 5.3, training models 

from KNN and Naive Bayes algorithms are created. Some 

special operators in RapidMiner can contain a complete sub-

process, which can handle most complex analysis situations. 

KNN operator and Naïve Bayes will implement the KNN 

algorithm and naïve Bayes algorithm on the training dataset 

(taken as input) to generate the predictions. 

 

[5] Multiple Linear Regression technique for estimating 

the future yield prediction in tea cultivation. A lot of 

parameters were selected for the study and the conclusion 

drawn at the end is that tea production estimation 

equations developed for the four regions were validated 

for the future yield prediction and the developed model 

can be used to predict tea production for each region with 

precision. The scope can be increased and Accurate 

forecasts of the climatic parameters would result in 

accurate production forecasts in the future. 

 

In the future, real-time weather and soil datasets can be 

used to enhance the model. The incorporation of different 

classifiers to build a single model can be a great approach. 

Apart from this, they have studied Different classifiers 

such as J48, LWL, LAD Tree, and IBK for prediction [6], 

and their performance is compared using the WEKA tool. 

Accuracy is used as assessing performance. The classifiers 
 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
This analysis principally focuses on anyhow farmers will 

profit by exploiting trendy data processing methodologies 

and thereby scale back prices, increase profits, acquire 

new farming techniques, retain current farmers, cultivate 

new crops. Data processing methodology regularly will 

improve upon ancient applied mathematics approaches to 

determination business solutions. As an example, data 

processing will usually improve existing models by 

finding further, vital variables, distinguishing interaction 

terms, and detective work nonlinear relationships. Models 

that predict relationships and behaviors additional 

accurately result in bigger profits and reduced prices. 

During this 

were used to compare the values of Root Mean Squared 

Error, Mean Absolute Error, and Relative Absolute Error. 

The lesser the value of error, the more accurate the 

algorithm will work. The outcome is based on a 

comparison among the classifiers.  
[7] The proposed approach by P Surya, Dr. I. Laurence, 

Aroquiaraj mainly focused on Regression Techniques. 

Various regression techniques like Linear Regression, 

Logistic Regression, Polynomial Regression, Ridge 

regression were executed, tested and comparisons were 

performed. This technique was used for forecasting, time 

series modeling, and discovering the causal effect 

relationship between the variables. 

 

Crop production depends on various factors such as 

ecology, climate, economy, and geography. Applying 

practices like clustering techniques to separate regions, 

thus we perform appropriate classification techniques to 

obtain crop yield predictions. In their study, the focus is 

on the application of data mining techniques and 

extracting knowledge from the agricultural data to 

estimate crop yield in major districts of Bangladesh.[8] 

 

In the [9] they have proposed various models and how 

they perform for the given datasets. They have applied 

several prediction models for soil behavior and rainfall 

analysis; found out that the KNN classification model to 

be the best as the training accuracy is higher when 

compared to other models. Additional accuracy can be for 

this recommended model by using particle swarm, ant 

colony optimization. 

 
Machine learning methods are applied in the field of 

stability of selection and greater precision. Machine 

Learning provides convinced effective algorithms which 

can be used to find the input-output association in yield 

and crop prediction. There are various machine techniques 

used in agriculture for yield prediction, smart irrigation 

systems, Crop disease prediction, crop selection, weather 

forecasting, deciding the minimum support price, etc. 

These techniques will enhance the productivity of the 

fields along with a reduction in the input efforts of the 

farmers. Besides, the advances in machines and 

technologies were accurate as they used significant data 

and played an important role.[10] 
 
 
 
projected approach we'll train the model supported varied 

Regression Techniques, cluster Algorithms, and data 

processing Algorithms. So the analysis is going to be 

performed for varied algorithms for comparisons and 

testing. For the info assortment ab initio, the raw datasets 

are going to be collected from The government of the 

Internet sites, of various crops, and also the atmospheric 

condition of assorted regions of India together with the 

soil quality of that region, temperature vary, etc. then it'll 

be subjected to preprocess for noise removing 

(replacement of missing values) and mixing of datasets for 

additional correct results. Then concluding preprocessed 

dataset is going to be trained and tested. Aiming to 

facilitate the farmers to understand the yield of their crop 

before 
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cultivating onto the agricultural field and so serving to 

them to form the suitable selections.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig: Flowchart of the proposed system 
 

 

IV. METHODS & MATERIALS 

 

a) Linear Regression:  
Linear Regression is a commonly used well-known 

modeling technique in the data mining concept, where the 

dependent variable is to be taken as continuous, in other 

independent variables will be continuous or discrete, and 

the regression line is linear. To find the relationship 

between two variables, one is the dependent variable (Y) 

and the other is the independent variable (X), The finest 

fit straight line is generally called a regression line.  
The regression equation is shown in below,  

Y=a + b*X + e (1)  
In the equation, "e" represents the error term, "b" 

represents line slope, and "a" intercept. We can use this 

equation to predict the value of the target variable based 

on the available predictor variable(s). Linear Regression is 

very perceptive toward Outliers. It can affect the 

regression line and projected values. 

 

b) Random forest Regression: 

Random Forest Regression is a learning algorithm that 

uses the ensemble learning method for regression. The 

ensemble learning method is a method that combines 

predictions from multiple machine learning algorithms to 

make a more accurate prediction than a single model. A 

Random Forest functions by constructing several decision 

trees during training time and outputting the mean of the 

classes as the prediction of all the trees. A Random Forest 

is capable of performing both regression and classification 

tasks with the use of multiple decision trees and a 

technique called Bootstrap and Aggregation. The 

straightforward idea of algorithms is to combine multiple 

decision trees in determining the final output rather than 

depending on individual decision trees. 

 

c) Logistic Regression:  
Logistic regression is a technique that is used to find the 

probability of the event of success and failure of the event. 

Logistic regression is used when the dependent variable is 

binary i.e. (0/ 1, True/ False, Yes/ No) in nature. Here the 

value of Y ranges from 0 to 1 and it can be represented by 

this equation (2), (3),  
probability (p) of event occurrence/ probability (p) of no 

event occurrence = Odds = p / (1-p). 
ln(odds) = ln(p/(1-p)) -------- (2) 

logit(p)=ln(p1/(1-p)) = b0+b1X1+b2X2+b3X3+bkXk -----  
(3)  

 
Here in this equation (2) where ‘p’ is the probability of 

presence of the characteristic of interest and in (3) ‘logit’ 
function for an associate function that can be used for 

chosen best way of binomial distribution (dependent 
variable). 

 

d) Polynomial Regression:  
A regression of y on x may be a polynomial regression of 

y on x if the ability of independent variable power is 
greater than one. Such an equation is called as polynomial 

regression equation. 

Y=a +b*X^2 ------------ (4)  
In this technique, the best fit line is a curve line and not a 
straight line and that curves line fits into the data points. 

 

e) Clustering:  
In this technique, a group of different data objects is to 

combined as similar objects. A single group means a 

cluster of data. Here datasets are divided into different 

groups during the cluster analysis, which is based on the 

similarity of the data. After the classification of data into 

various groups, a label is assigned to the group which 

helps in adapting to the changes by doing the 

classification. Cluster Analysis is nothing but to find out a 

group of objects which are alike in that group and are 

different from the object in other groups. 

 

f) Density-Based Clustering:  
Density-Based Clustering refers to an unsupervised learning 

method that recognizes non-similar or different groups 

/clusters in the available data, based on this idea that the 

clusters accessible in the data space are contiguous 
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spaces of high point density that are separated from other 

such clusters by contiguous space of low point density. 

The data points available in the separating regions of low 

point density are considered as noise or outliers. For each 

cluster, the locality of a given unit distance containing at 

least a minimum number of points is the main idea in this 

technique.  
In other words, the density should reach some threshold. 

This idea is mainly focused on the hypothesis that the 

clusters are in spherical or regular shapes. These methods 

group the available objects according to definite density 

objective functions. Density is mainly defined as the 

number of data objects in a particular neighborhood of 

data objects. 

 

V. SURVEY ANALYSIS 
 
The main purpose of this survey was to find out and know 

the opinions of people via a few questions. The results of 

a survey carried out outlines to determine the attitudes and 

opinions and their expectations about our project. As 

requested, this survey result was gathered by means of a 

questionnaire using google forms as a medium of 

gathering information from people of different age groups. 

The information below summarizes statistics compiled by 

the analysis done. The Indian economic growth is directly 

proportional to the agriculture industry growth because 

roughly 70-75% of the population depends directly or 

indirectly on agriculture. In the questionnaire-based 

survey, we got to know that 88.8% of people believed that 

agriculture is the backbone as it contributes more growth 

to the Indian economy. As expected, 61.3% of people 

think that farmers' condition is Bad as well as 23.8% of 

people think it is worse and the rest 15% think it is good. 

 

Farming is the most important topic to be discussed as we 

all need food to survive every day. From the gathered 

survey we can see that 96.3% of people believe that it is 

necessary to discuss such issues. To increase the crop 

yield prediction and to get the maximum profit in 

agriculture we need a model which will help the farmers 

for farming and produce a better yield. In this survey, we 

got amazing responses of 83.8% people believing that the 

use of technologies and making a model for crop yield 

prediction will be very useful and beneficial for farmers 

and some 16.2% answered as maybe. 

 

VI. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Dataset Description: 
 
We came across this engaging and all-encompassing 

dataset on State-wise Crop Production in India from 1997 

to 2015 on the internet. It has information about the 

different seasonal crops at the lowest level as the district 

level, area of cultivation along total crop production. After 

doing an exploratory data analysis on this dataset we got 

insights into Indian agriculture status: (state, district, crop, 

area) wise and levels of productions. An absolute analysis 

will outline a beautiful story of this viewpoint of India. 

B. Data Preparation and Cleaning: 
 
Data preparation or Data pre-processing is a very critical 

step in a Data Science project pipeline. This process 

encompasses accessing different variables and verifying 

the accuracy of the data collected. Analyzing missing 

data (either deleting it or imputing it with appropriate 

measures). Outliers are also data points that have to be 

decreased and monitored if they are favourable for 

composition in the analysis. This step will refine the 

available dataset in the best possible way that it can be 

used as per the need in the project pipeline without any 

hassle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In the available dataset, we have four categorical variables 

which are State Name, District Name, Season, and Crop 

type and three continuous variables in Area, Production 

and Crop Year. This dataset translates agriculture data for 

33 Indian states and Union Territories. As seen below, we 

have larger data from top agriculture-rich states like Uttar 

Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, and Karnataka than other 

states. On the District front, we have more data coming 

from Tumkur, Belgaum, Hassan, Bellary, and Bijapur 

from Karnataka state. This dataset has data for 19 years 

from 
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1997 to 2015. The more data insights providing years are 

2003, 2002, 2007–08 and 2006. 

 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
A. Exploratory Analysis and Visualization 

 

After the Dataset underwent preprocessing for the next 

step of Exploring all the variables and their levels for 

categorical variables for deriving insights that define 

Indian cultivation and how it's progressing in the future.  

 

• District v/s Production  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Crop Year v/s Production  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

B. Visualization on Important variables: 

 

• Season v/s Production  
 

 

• Area v/s Production  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• State v/s Production  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Box Plot of CPI 
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• Random Forest Model  

 

• Histogram  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Actual v/s Predicted  
 
 
 

 

• Comparison of Production and area for each year  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Linear Regression model of y_test v/s predictions  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Year v/s Production 
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C.  Prediction:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The predicted value of the crop yield prediction using the 

Linear Regression procedure came out to be 41%. The 

computed value of the crop yield prediction using the 

Random Forest Regression technique came out to be 84%. 
 
D. User Interface 

 

• Login & Register  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Prediction  

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 
Crop yield prediction is still a challenge for farmers. In 

the evolving countries like India where Agriculture is the 

most significant occupation good yield crop is required. 

So, to maximize the crop yield we can use different Data 

Mining techniques for the profitable and efficient result 

which will in return create good conditions for mankind, 

decision making capability and creating solutions. This 

project will help the farmers to appropriate decisions and 

know the yield of their crop before cultivating onto the 

agricultural field and thus helps them to get profit. It 

attempts to solve the issue by building interactive 

prediction system which will be easy to use. 

Implementation of such a system with an user friendly 

graphic user interface and the machine learning algorithm 

will be carried out. The farmers will get results of the 

prediction made. 
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Abstract—Rendering work placement for students while 

at campus has become the most pivotal requisite for any 

modern educational institutions. The management of 

training and placement is supported by paper- based 

system, databases, spreadsheets and email 

communication. Training and placement are a crucial 

part of any educational institutions in which most of the 

work are done manually. In this paper we have tried to 

propose a model which will reconstruct the working of 

Training and Placement Cell. All the work of Training 

and Placement will be automated and will become 

secured. The model will not only help the Training and 

Placement Cell but also help students to know each 

other's activities and progress. This model can be used 

by Training and placement Officer (TPO) to monitor the 

students’ progress and can manage the student’s 

information with regards to placement. This model will 

also help students in many directions including various 

features. 
 

Keywords—Training & Placement Cell, T&P, TPO, 
automated, company, module, alumni, student, department. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The goal of training and placement is to provide students 

with a platform for using their potential to gain valuable 

experience by working in industry. It also acts as an 

interface between various companies and students. Training 

officer has to maintain records manually of all the activities 

carried out by the cell and it takes time for the placement 

officer to collect and approve the details of students. There 

are several issues faced by TPO in keeping the records of 

thousands of students due to lack of a centralized system. 

Training and placement web portal help the colleges to 

conquer the difficulty in keeping records of the students by 

making it automated and searching for a student’s eligibility 

for recruitment criteria. It also helps in effective and timely 

utilization of hardware and software resources. It has a user-

friendly interface. 
 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

The existing system is based on manual procedures. In 

current systems, most of the work was done by human 

interventions due to which there is a maximum chance of 

errors. It is a very time-consuming process for placement 

officer to collect managing, updating student data as count of 

student increases every year. When campus selections are 

conducted, the students have to provide their curriculum 

details to the concerned TPO for attending the campus 

interviews. Students have to provide CV, skill sets, technical 

skills and other personal details to TPO and everything is 

maintained in their respective database. If 

 

students want to modify or update their details, searching 

and them implementing becomes a problem due to 

documentation techniques.  
Training and Placement Cell could not take 

acknowledgement from the students attending to a 

particular event, students are not being made aware of the 

Training and Placement activity hence there has been a 

loss of opportunities. There are fewer interfaces between 

student and Training and Placement Cell. There were 

chances of misplacing the records of the past students, as 

everything was done manually. Very less or unexcitable 

communication between alumni or current student with 

the Training and Placement Cell was observed. So, there 

raised a requirement for developing an automated 

computerized system which would fulfil all the needs as 

well as help for proper functioning. 

 

III. OBJECTIVES 
 
Introducing a Web-Based Training & Placement Cell would 
completely change the current working scenario. These are 

some of the Objectives of developing and deploying it into a 

model:  
1. Reducing paper work in sake of conducting online 

transactions.  
2. To reduce data redundancy. 

3. Minimizing fake entries in data & misbehavior.  
4. Fast access to data with minimal human 

intervention.  
5. To increase the student’s exposure to the industry  
6. Having a complete transparency of the system’s 

working. 

 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Before approaching building and brain-storming for 

developing a new T&P module, a survey of the students and 

literature study was done in prior.  
Almost 25+ technical papers published in the journal were 

studied and the survey taken had 103 responses.  
The survey was taken by the Google Form medium and it 
consisted of 6 questions.  
Questions were considered from a broader perspective of 
the current system as well as the expectations.  
Below are 6 questions which were included in the survey:  

1. How satisfied are you with the current Training & 

Placement system followed for institution?  
2. Do you feel the need for an automated training & 

placement application?  
3. What are your expectations from the Training & 

Placement application? 
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4. Are the current Training & Placement activities 

adequate for the upcoming future?  
5. How long do you expect information changes to be 

updated across different files?  
6. Do you want various company’s details or their 

exam’s description in our application?  
These questions were then analyzed according to the 
responses of peer members and a conclusion was drawn. 

 

V. ANALYSIS 
 
According to the responses received for the survey, 
conclusion points were drawn. 

 

Q1.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.3  
 
The third question which was proposed was ‘What are your 

expectations from training and placement application?’ 
The maximum responses which we got for the application  
should be user friendly, easy navigation through different 

functionality, easily scalable, easy upload of CV's etc. (Fig.  
5.3)  
From this questionnaire we got the features to be included in 

the system. 

 

Q4.  
 
 
 
 

Fig.5.1 

 
The first question of survey was ‘How satisfied are you with 

the current training and placement system followed for 

institute?’  
The responses which we got were as on scale 1 to 5: 13.6% 
people voted 5, 6.8% people voted 4, 19.4% people voted 3, 

38.8% people voted, 21.4% people voted 1 (Fig. 5.1)  
On a concluding note, majority of people felt that the current 
activities and system followed is somewhere not up to the 
mark. 
 

 

Q2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.2 

 

The second question in the survey was ‘Do you feel the need 

for an automated training and placement application?’  
(Fig, 5.2) The response which we got was over 89.3 % people  
said Yes, followed by some percent with No and very few 

with maybe.  
This concluded us on a very firm point that, the system we 
will be developing needs to be automated. 

 

Q3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5.4 
 

 

The fourth question was ‘Are current training and placement 

activities adequate for the upcoming future?’  
Over 63.1% people voted neutral, over 21.4% disagreed and 
13.6% were agreed. (Fig. 5.4)  
Grossing into figures, one can very well culminate that for 

upcoming future and to match the industry specific needs, the 

ongoing training & placement activities are not adequate. 

 

Q5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.6 

 
The fifth question which was queried was ‘How long do you 

expect information changes to be updated across different 

files?’  
Over 57.3% people think it should be updated within a 

week, over 16.5% people think a day before, 14.6% people 

think a 
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few hours before and 11.7% people think it should be 

updated within a month. (Fig. 5.6)  
The system must be capable of building and updating the 

changes into the database as well as the corresponding fields 

wherever applicable within a week, if counted on majority 

basis. 

 

Q6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.7 

 

The last question was ‘Do you want various 

companies details or their exam's description in our 

application?’ 
97.1% people agreed to get all the information regarding 

companies in our application while the rest % voted for no. 

As company driven techniques are most important for one to 
get placed, hence adding its details would definitely help 

user in its aspect. 

 

VI. ARCHITECTURE OF SYSTEM 
 

A. Existing System  
The existing system is mostly based on pen and paper based 
with some part of computational processes.  
All the data is been fed into the system by communication 

of various level wise coordinators of T&P Cell. If any data 

is been mishandled, it gives rise to unexpected outcomes. 

But every situation can be handled by manually updating it 

whenever and wherever applicable.  
Each data before final committing into Database, goes 

through 7 levels of filtering and evaluation wherein 

inappropriate and redundant data is been reduced. 

 

B. New Proposed System  
‘A Web Based T&P Portal’ would be a perfect match for 
current system  
The new proposed system is been divided into 2 major 
sections:  

1) Training Section  
2) Placement Section  

Training Section includes all activities such as 

Employability Skill Development Program (ESD), Inhouse 

Internship, and many similar programs held for students 

which helps them to learn and improve industry specific 

needs.  
Placement Section contains activities of campus placement 
of students, their mock interviews. 

The new system is been divided into 5 modules as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6.1  
 
As shown in in figure 6.1, we have introduced 5 modules in 

our T&P automated system. 

They are: 

i. Student Module  
ii. T&P Module 

iii. Department Module 

iv. Company Module  
v. Alumni Module 

 

Student Module:  
● Student module comprises a portal wherein 

students will have access to their dashboard from 
which they can handle their profile.  

● A student admitted in the institute will have 
following feature and accessibility with respect to 

T&P Web Portal, updating profile, keeping a 
record of their achievements, Students can add 
their LinkedIn /GitHub profile link,  

● Their profile will consist of academic scores, 
Internal college activities, curricular, co-curricular 
and extracurricular activities.  

● As well Students can view and apply to various 
internships/job offers posted by registered 
Companies.  

● They'll even have access to alumni's page wherein 
interested students can collaborate and work with 
them for developing work experience. 

 

T&P Module:  
● In T&P Module, there will be various levels of 

admins created for the entire functioning to work 
seamlessly.  

● The main & all rights will be held by T&P Officer  
● Other rights can be reserved by the officials 

working in the T & P cell and some strict actions 

such as removing a student from database or 
changing its record from database, these may 

require T&P Officer's permission.  
● The overall T&P Module will have access to 

functioning of all Modules; and when and where if 
any data is to be found misleading or incorrect; that 

T&P Module preserves right to remove it without 

anyone's consent.  
● T&P Module can add/delete/update any users in 

any modules and serves as a communication wall 
between different existing modules and its users. 
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Department Module:  
● From each department, a Department Coordinator 

will be appointed to manage the data incoming and 
outgoing from the Department's point of view.  

● He/ She will be responsible for the student's 
information to be submitted to the T&P Cell when 
students get admitted in the Department.  

● As compared to T&P Module, Department Module 
users will have restricted access, but in terms of 
Student, Alumni & company modules, the latter 
holds more positions of responsibility. 

 

Alumni Module:  
● One can register himself/herself as an Alumni in a 

T & P cell or it might get a profile appended by 
T&P Module itself.  

● Alumni can maintain their own profile and have a  
self-dashboard wherein they can post 

work/opportunities related information which will 

be useful for the students.  
● The objective of introducing the Alumni Module 

was the students will have a greater exposure to 
industry trends and it's constantly modifying 
behavior.  

● The students can get benefitted if they want to work 
as a freelancer or as an intern; alumni's startup 
would be a great place to start.  

● Also different alumni would be in position to hire 
people for internships of which students can get 
avail. 

 

Company Module:  
● This Module plays an important role in the 

Placement section of T&P Cell.  
● Each Company can either open accounts in the 

institute's T&P cell as HR or representative.  
● Users of this module will be able to post 

internship/job related offers, along with it they can 
even post some details of their company along with 
the criteria, eligibility to apply for their placement 
work.  

● They can view CV's or the overall dashboard of 
students. 

 

C. FEATURES OF SYSTEM:  
The following features are been introduced into the 
system  

1. Forum is been introduced for peer discussion.  
2. Automatic Mailing System is being introduced 

so that server generated mails will be sent to 
all at once.  

3. Personal Notifications will be sent for a 
particular assignment allotted.  

4. 2 sections are segregated according to the 
purpose of use.  

5. Each user of the module will have a 
personalized dashboard for maintaining his/her 

own profile. 

 
D. COMPARISON OF OLD VERSUS NEW 

SYSTEM: 

Table 6.1 shows a comparative study of the existing pen  
& paper manual-based system against the new Web based 

portal to be implemented explicitly with a number of features. 

 

Old Pen & Paper Based New Web Based Portal 

More manual based Automated version of 
    manual one.    

Updating time is more Fast Updating Data.  

Chances of error  Minimalist error   

Ambiguity & redundancy More accurate & less 

in database   redundancy    

Less exposure to industry More exposure to 

for students   industry    

Handling of data All data is stored at one 
becomes  tedious due  to reachable place with 

its presence in  different proper tags    

location        

For eligibility during System is embedded wit 

placement;  manual filter for segregating 

segregation of data students  based on their 

    eligibility.    

   Table 6.1     

 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE: 
 

1. Based on search history and precept of cookies; 
recommender systems can be deployed at larger 

stages of execution with respect to internships, job 

offers, work experiences.  
2. Inculcation of automation in aspects of regular 

functioning too can be deployed as well.  
3. User experience can be increased by enhancing 

personalized content on each user’s dashboard or 

notification tags.  
4. In the Training Section, more features/ paid 

learning resources from top instructors could be 

made available to use by students. 
 
 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

Web based Training and placement itself fully automatic it 

sends SMS, emails to the selected students, according to the 

company criteria. For better services in placement, it is vital 
to use our proposed system in colleges.  
To prepare the students, to make them ready for industry 

employment, this system is used as it also provides training 

and employment opportunities for students.  
It also helps companies coming for campus recruitment 

process to see student details. Before coming for campus, 
company can get information about eligible students along 

with their interest.  
Anything TPO wants to discuss with the students, he or she 
can directly inform it online through this portal.  
In the existing system, maximum work goes manually and 
it's the error-prone system, takes time for any changes 

within the system. After the system has been studied, the 

subsequent conclusions were created.  
The proposed system can guarantee to keep the records and 
maintains information of all students, generate students list 
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supported company criteria, students can update their 

information easily without going through lengthy manual 

procedures.  
Overall, the method of the training and placement 

department is automated and advanced. 
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          Abstract:   
This project was designed to investigate and relate different 

functional, operational and technical requirements of a 

dedicated web application for online bicycle rental system. 

This System will facilitate the functioning of web-based 

Rental bicycle system. Bicycle Rental System gives bicycle 

rental service for both foreign and local customers. 

This  

 

 

System carries out its daily work by providing; their 

service to the customers using Web-based system. It uses a 

web-based system for reserving, renting, register and to 

keep record of all the rental activities and  

renting, register and to keep record of all the rental activities 

and customer information. It provides bicycle reservation 

facilities online. Customers can visit the Mobile Application 

and check for various bicycles. If customers are feasible with 

requirements, then booking can be done. 

 

 Keywords: Bicycle,QR code, Development, Database, 

security, privacy 

 

1) Introduction:  
This project aims towards a seamless bicycle rental platform . 

Where user can sign up and a map will appear showing the 

available bicycles in his/her locality. For making the booking 

process process more hassle free we are using the QR code 

system in our mobile application . This system will be useful for 

the college going students as they can get the best bicycles 

available in there locality at reasonable prices.  
As there is a rise in the air pollution levels recently more and 

more people are shifting towards using the bicycle as their daily 

drive . Some people also consider bicycle as a good cardio 

exercise .So the demand for bicycles is increasing day by day. 

Since not everyone can afford a bicycle, the rental system is the 

best way to get the experience. Our system uses the web-based 

technology to provide the same service. 

 

2) Motivation:  
The motivation behind the automated Bicycle rental system 

was to create a rental system where students or any office 

going individual could check out bicycles on campus/Office 

and ride them to the downtown area providing a better mode 

of travelling.  
In addition, people who live in the downtown area could 

check-out Bicycle and take them to campus giving them 

better access to college activities. As to increase and motivate 

more and more people to use bicycles as their daily go to ride 

,separate lanes are developed for bicycles only which make 

the transportation more easy.  
It would also promote sustainability through the use of 

renewable energy and by providing a greener form of 

transportation that would enhance local economic vitality.  
3) Problem definition:  
Cities radically change into smart cities because of the 

increasing mobility of societies, urban growth, new products, 

and tech-based innovations . Also, these factors enforce the 

need to properly shape travellers’ behaviour. Currently, in 

many cities 
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inside urban areas, the biggest challenge is to overcome the 

problem of the prevailing use of private cars . Bicycle-

sharing systems are considered to be an effective tool for 

popularizing alternative ways of travel, and can be used as 

an element of enhancing sustainable mobility in cities. 

4) Literature Survey:  
Domestic and foreign studies on the distribution of public 

bicycle renting have been carried out from many different 

perspectives and have yielded some notable results ;for 

example- by studying a real life bicycle sharing system by 

Suzhou . an analysis of the characteristics associated with 

the use of public bicycles as a mode of transfer between 

subways based on data obtained from riders’ cards and 

questionnaires. Suzhou pointed out that the rental duration 

of public bicycles at stations specially designated for 

subways was short and varying, and they differed 

significantly from those of public bicycles at other types of 

stations.  
Using research on the operating data of Lyon’s public 

bicycle system, Jensen et al. found the average travel 

distance for a public bicycle to be 2.49 km, and average 
travel time was less than 15 minutes. An extensive 

investigation was conducted and it was revealed that users 

of bicycle sharing systems in North America generally live 

closer to their workplace than the general population and 

that travel distance is a major factor influencing residents’ 
choice to use public bicycles. Joo et . developed a 

methodology for categorizing bicycling environments 

according to the bicyclist’s perceived level of safety and 

comfort. In this study, bicycle speed data was collected 

every second by using global positioning systems (GPS) on 

public bicycles, and a set of features characterizing the 

bicycling environments was retrieved from the GPS-based 

bicycle speed and acceleration data.  
Recent studies on bicycle sharing systems have generally 

presented results in terms of construction and planning, 

operational management, layout and planning of public 

bicycle rental stations. For example, He et al. analyzed the 

characteristics and difficulties associated with the current 

use of public bicycles, established an optimization model for 

the layout of urban public bicycle rental stations, and 

validated the model using a real-life example [8]. Based on 

data obtained from riders’ cards and questionnaires, Zhu et 

al. summarized the operation and characteristics of public 

bicycle stations for different regions and different types of 

land use and also offered advice for the planning of public 

bicycle stations . 

 
Some experienced scholars suggest paying attention to the 

construction of urban bicycle lanes in order to improve the 

efficiency of bicycle sharing systems. For example, based on 

investigations of distribution and operation of public bicycle 

stations in Hangzhou’s urban areas, business districts, and 

residential areas, Qian et al.   pointed out that development 
must always focus on station placement and the construction 

of bicycle lanes. When it comes to operational management 

Liege et al. studied the imbalance in the demand for urban 

bicycle sharing systems during peak hours, discussed the 

optimization of bicycle scheduling for public, and 

constructed a model for optimal vehicle scheduling.  
By studying people’s means of travel in Melbourne, Lansell 

took note of frequent transfers between public bicycles and 

rail transportation, an incident that is especially pronounced 

during traffic peak hours. He also found that more than half 

of respondents combined public bicycles with the rail transit 

system. This project focuses on creating a system where 

anyone can easily rent a bicycle available in his/her locality . 

The user has to sign in and all the available bicycles will be 

shown . Users can choose from a wide range of bicycles. We 

are building this application using React and for backend we 

will be using php, MySQL. This project will promote the 

use of Bicycle to more and more people .  
The web-basedthat creates by administrator has many useful 

functions. It contains auto-save data, show customerDetails , 

contact. The web system is focuses on web-based bookings, 

bicycle and data binding. This system is just a design for 

online web-based system implementation, used for 

administrative purpose.  
Our Project also has the admin panel from the admin 

functionalities can be handled . The admin will have 

separate screen from where he can add bicycles and add new 

Bicycle to new locations and add longitudes and 

latitudes.The scope of this project is to create a user friendly 

web-based system for customers. The web-based system 

must be secured and easy to manage by the administrator.  
5) Methodology:  
When the user signs up the data of the user is stored in the 

database for future reference. Then once the user selects any 

bicycle he/she wants then a unique id will be generated and 

that particular id will berecognized by the system and the 

bicycle will be allocated to the user . 
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Once the bicycle is allocated thenthe timer will be started 

and once times up then the bicycle will get locked 

automatically. MVC or Model View Controller as it is 

popularly called, is a software design pattern for developing 

web applications.  
A Model View Controller pattern is made up of the 

following three parts:  
i. Model - The lowest level of the pattern which 

is responsible for maintaining data.  
ii. View- This is responsible for displaying 

all/some portion of the data to the user.  
iii. Controller - Software Code that controls the 

interactions between the Model and View.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig no (5.1)  
 

Fig no (5.3)  
6) Survey:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig no (5.2) 
 
 
 

 

Fig no (6.1) 
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Fig no (6.2)  
In the case of bike returns, the most bikes were returned to 

the stations Arkadia, Plac Wile ´nski, Metro Centrum 

NaukiKopernik, and Al. Niepodległo´sci-Batorego. In turn, 

the least returns 

were to the stations Komandosów-  
Niedziałkowskiego, PKN Orlen-Wersalska, Frontowa-

CzerwonychBeretów, PKN Orlen-Wydawnicza, and 

Niepołomicka-Chełm ˙zy ´nska. The average number of 
rentals and returns to and from each station was around 

16,000 rentals/stations in 2018 

 

7) Implication:  
Our research suggests that tourists are actively using BSSs 

as a tool of transportation. As many BSS stations are located 

in the city centres and points of public interest, it makes this 

mode of transportation especially convenient for tourists that 

rarely bring their own bicycles to the cities that they visit. 

This finding may be important for policy-makers and BSS 

operators. In Poland, many of the BSSs were not compatible 

with each other even though the vast majority (80%) were 

operated by the same company.  
For example, a person that was already registered in the 

BSS system in Poznan, with the Nextbike’s application 

already installed on their mobile phone, could not use the 

same company’s BSS in Warsaw. That would require a 2nd 

registration and installation of another application on that 

person’s mobile device. Making systems compatible would 

allow for elimination of a potential barrier to use BSS for 

tourists, would benefit both visitors and citizens that would 

be relieved from additional traffic caused by tourists using 

cars or taxies.  
This conclusion is supported by our survey’s results, in 

which 50.9% cyclists marked 8 or more on the 10-point 

Likert scale when asked if using a BSS is complicated (the 

median rate was 8). In conclusion, since they are popular 

among visitors, BSSs can become a tool for transportation 

policy 

 
in the cities that are important tourist destinations to fight 

traffic congestion and air pollution.  
8) Conclusion:  
Bicycle rental business has emerged with a new goodies 

compared to the past experience where every activity 

concerning Bicycle rental business is limited to a physical 

location only. Even though the physical location has not 

been fully eradicated; the nature of functions and how these 

functions are achieved have been reshaped by the power of 

internet. Nowadays, customers can reserve bicycle online, 

rent Bicycle online , once the customer is a registered 

member or go to the Location to pick the bicycle. The web 

based bicycle rental system has offered an advantage to both 

customers as well as bicycle Rental Company to efficiently 

and effectively manage the business and satisfies customers' 

need at the click of a button. 40 

 

9) Results:  
Table1 presents definitions and descriptive statistics. The 

number of bike-sharing systems in operation worldwide 

increased at an average annual rate of 28.5 percent from 

2008 to 2018 [36]. Following this global trend, bike-sharing 

in Poland grew rapidly in 2018. In 2017, there were 1.3 

million users registered in 31 BBSs in Poland.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table (1)  
The number of BSSs increased to 56 in 2018, and the 

number of registered users reached over 1.8 million (39.1% 

growth). The country’s fleet of shared bicycles have grown 

by 14.5%, from around 16,000 to over 18,000. The number 

of rides also increased from 12 to 15.5 million (28.7%). 
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Table(2) 

 

On detailed results from [Table(2)] different types of 

transports we came out with a graph which provides us with 

facts regarding humans behaviour given particular seasons 

and weather and temperature and other factors and their 

repose was noted  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig(9.1)  

So we concluded that from Fig(9.1) most people wouldn’t 
prefer to ride bike when the temperatjre sore more than 

33°C . More people were earger to ride bike during other 

seaon of the year except the summer in Mumbai 

 

10)Software Requirement: 

Our Software will work on any smartphone. It will 

work  on  android.  The  only  requirement  is  the 

smartphone should have good internet browser 

connection 

-> Firefox 

-> Chrome 

-> opera mini 
 

 

11)Feasibility Study: 

 
After doing the bicycle Sharing system, study and 

prototyping all the existing or required functionalities of the 

project, the next task is to do the feasibility study for the 

project. All projects are feasible - given unlimited resources 

and infinite time .Feasibility concludes the consideration of 

all the possible options to provide a solution to the given 

contingency . The proposed solution should satisfy all the 

user requirements and should be flexible enough such that it 

is favourable to make any changes in the model in future 

with ease and by consuming minimum resources . 
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Fig no(12.1) 

 

[Fig (12.1)] is the logo of our app. 
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Abstract—The world is moving with a fast speed and in 

order to keep up ourselves with the whole world we tend to 

ignore the symptoms of disease which can affect our health at a 

large extent. Many working professionals get heart attack, bad 

cholesterol, eye disease and they are unable to treat it at the 

right time as they are busy coping up with progressive world. 

God has granted each and every individual a beautiful gift 

called life, so it is our responsibility to live our life to fullest and 

try to stay safe from the dangers of the world. So we have 

developed a supervised learning model with the help of 

machine learning algorithms like decision tree, random forest 

and naïve Bayes which take into account the symptoms felt by 

person and bestowing to that symptoms it predicts the disease 

which the person can be suffering from. It saves time as well as 

makes it easy to get a warning about your health before it’s too 

late 
 

Keywords—Decision tree, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes 

Algorithm, Python, Predictive Modeling. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Our project is based on disease prediction bestowing to 
the symptoms shown by the patient. This model which we 
have built comes under the umbrella of data analysis. For this 
we are using python as platform to run our machine learning 
algorithms. The first step to any analysis is to decide the 
problem we want to solve. Then getting the dataset to work 
on. Then we visualize our data with the help of scatter plot or 
any different plot and see it on an excel file by doing this we 
can the redundancy in our data i.e. outliers, missing values 
etc. Then we treat our data by replacing the missing values, 
as python is a case sensitive programming language we 
transform all the letters into capital. Creating dummy 
variables to sort our data into mutually exclusive categories, 
The number of dummy variables should be less than the 
number of categories of a qualitative variable. Also, many 
people do the mistake of replacing the missing values with 
mean of that variable but by doing so you can miss very 
important variations in the data. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] The data mining techniques like association rule 
mining, classification, clustering to analyse the different 

  

 

kinds of heart based problems. The database used contain 
collection of records, each with a single class label, a 
classifier performs a brief and clear definition for each class 
that can be used to classify successive records. C4.5 
algorithmic rule is employed because the coaching 
algorithmic rule to indicate rank of attack with the choice 
tree. The heart wellness information is clustered mistreatment 
the K-means clump algorithmic rule, which will remove the 
data applicable to heart attack from the database. Some 
constraint square measure faced by the system like, time 
Complexity is more due to DFS traversal, C4.5- Time 
complexity increases while searching for insignificant 
branches and lastly no precautions are defined. 

[2] The fields that mentioned are, information Discovery 
method (KDD) is that the method of adjusting the low-level 
data into high-level knowledge. Hence, KDD refers to the 
nontrivial removal of implicit, antecedent unknown and 
doubtless helpful data from information in databases. The 
repetitious method consists of the subsequent steps: 
information cleansing, information integration, information 
choice, information transformation, data processing, Pattern 
analysis, Knowledge. Healthcare data processing prediction 
supported data processing techniques are as follows: Neural 
network, Bayesian Classifiers, call tree, Support Vector 
Machine. The paper states the comparative study of various 
aid predictions, Study of information mining techniques and 
tools for prediction of cardiovascular disease, numerous 
cancers, and diabetes, disease and medicine conditions. Few 
limitations are that if attributes are not related then Decision 
trees prediction is less accurate and ANN is computationally 
intensive to train also it does not lead to specific conclusion. 

[3] For this system during small datasets decision trees 
displays less Accurate results, but Naïve Bayes results are 
more accurate results with probabilities of all other 
possibilities. Naïve Bayes works best when provided with 
clean and maintained datasets or else will show inaccurate 
results. System can use different algorithm for better 
accuracy. Best choice is to use combination of algorithms 
like naïve Bayes with k-means to reach optimal accuracy. 
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[4] The information mining process to predict high blood 
pressure from patient medical records with eight alternative 
diseases. The data was extracted from a true world health 
care system info containing medical records. Under- 
sampling technique has been applied to come up with 
coaching knowledge sets, and data processing tool wood hen 
has been wont to generate the Naive Bayesian and J48 
classifiers created to improve the prediction performance, 
and rough set tools were wont to scale back the ensemble 
supported the concept of second- order approximation. 
Experimental results showed a bit improvement of the 
ensemble approach over pure Naive Bayesian and J-48 in 
accuracy, sensitivity and F-measure. Initially they'd a 
classification and so ensemble the classifiers and so the 
reduction of Ensemble Classifiers is employed. But the 
choice trees generated by J-48 is typically lacking within the 
levelling therefore the overall improvement of victimization 
ensemble approach is a smaller amount. 

[5] In developing a computerized system to check and 
maintain your health by knowing the symptoms. It has a 
symptom checker module which actually defines our body 
structure and gives us liability to select the affected area and 
checkout the symptoms. Technologies implemented in this 
paper are: The front end is designed with help of HTML, 
Java Script and CSS. The back end is designed using 
MySQL which is used to design the databases. This paper 
also contains the information of testing like Alpha testing 
which is done at server side or we can say at the developer's 
end, this is an actual testing done with potential users or as 
an independent testing process at server end. And Beta 
testing is done after performing alpha testing, versions of a 
system or software known as beta versions are given to a 
specific audience outside the programming team. Only the 
limitation of this paper is it suggests only the award winning 
doctors and not the nearby doctors to the patient 

[6] Costas Sideris, Nabil Alshurafa, Haik Kalantarian and 
Mohammad Pourhomayoun have given a paper named 
Remote Health Monitoring Outcome Success prediction 
using First Month and Baseline Intervention Data. RHS 
systems are effective in saving costs and reducing illness. In 
this paper, they portray an upgraded RHM framework, 
Wanda- CVD that is cell phone based and intended to give 
remote instructing and social help to members. CVD 
counteractive action measures are perceived as a basic focus 
by social insurance associations around the world. 

[7] L.Sathish Kumar and A. Padmapriya has given a 
paper named Prediction for similarities of disease by using 
ID3 algorithm in television and mobile phone. This paper 
gives a programmed and concealed way to deal with 
recognize designs that are covered up of coronary illness. 
The given framework utilize information mining methods, 
for example, ID3 algorithm. This proposed method helps the 
people not only to know about the diseases but it can also 
help’s to reduce the death rate and count of disease affected 
people. 

[8] M.A.Nishara Banu and B.Gomathy has given a paper 
named Disease Predicting system using data mining 
techniques. In this paper they talk about MAFIA (Maximal 
Frequent Item set algorithm) and K-Means clustering. As 
classification is important for prediction of a disease. The 
classification based on MAFIA and K-Means results in 
accuracy. 

[9] Wiharto and Hari Kusnanto have given a paper 
named Intelligence System for Diagnosis Level of Coronary 
Heart Disease with K-Star Algorithm. In this paper they 
exhibit an expectation framework for heart infection utilizing 
Learning vector Quantization neural system calculation The 
neural system in this framework acknowledges 13 clinical 
includes as information and predicts that there is a nearness 
or nonattendance of coronary illness in the patient, alongside 
various execution measures. 

[10] D.R. PatiI and Jayshril S. Sonawane have given a 
paper named Prediction of Heart Disease Using Learning 
Vector Quantization Algorithm. In this paper they exhibit an 
expectation framework for heart infection utilizing Learning 
vector Quantization neural system calculation The neural 
system in this framework acknowledges 13 clinical includes 
as information and predicts that there is a nearness or 
nonattendance of coronary illness in the patient, alongside 
various execution measures. 

 
III. FEASIBILITY STUDY 

After performing literature survey a feasibility study of 
the most suitable papers was performed. Feasibility study 
was performed based on the criteria like implementation, 
algorithm datasets used and software/architecture. Table 1, 
shows the feasibility study performed on 12 papers related to 
the disease prediction system using machine learning 
algorithm and the implementation of the ideas related to 
disease prediction system. Papers likes [2], [9] and [12] were 
performed on EHR or medical data. Most of the paper ideas 
were fully implemented apart from [9], [10] and [12] which 
are partially implemented. Algorithm used in the papers was 
mostly naive bayes, KNN, decision tree. For the 
software/architecture part deep learning and NLP was used 
extensively. 

Table 1: Feasibility Study 
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IV. RESULTS OF SURVEY 

The survey was completed by 75+ respondents with 

complete attention. There was a diversity in the respondents 

as not all of them belonged to Mumbai. Apart from a 

diversity in region, there was a distribution among the age 

groups as well. Therefore, the diversity in region and age 

group ensured that the survey responses were varied and 

captured a general sentiment of the public towards disease 

prediction system. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Age graph 
 

Fig. 2. Survey pie-chart(1) 
 

Fig. 3. Survey pie-chart(2) 

 

 
Fig. 4. Survey graph 

 

Fig. 5. Survey pie-chart(3) 
 

Fig. 6. Survey pie-chart(4) 
 

Fig. 7. Survey graph 
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V. METHODOLOGY 

Disease Prediction has been already implemented using 
different techniques like random forest , decision tree and 
Naïve Byes algorithm. Particularly heart related disease is 
mostly analyzed. From the analysis it was found that Naïve 
Bayes is more accurate than other techniques. So, Disease 
Predictor also uses Naïve Bayes for the prediction of 
different diseases. 

Data collection has been done from the internet to 
identify the disease here the real symptoms of the disease are 
collected i.e. no dummy values are entered. The symptoms of 
the disease are collected from different health related 
websites. 

The algorithm implemented in this project is Naïve Bayes 
Classifier. 

Equation : 
 

 

Equation-1 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Class Diagram 

 

It explain the classes used in the Disease Predictor. There 
are three classes used in total, Symptoms Reader: Reads the 
user input and creates the list of symptoms Symptoms 
Analyzer: According to symptoms parameter displays the 
subjective result. Calculate Values: Calculates the 
probabilistic model of the diseases. 

 
 

Figure 9. State Diagram 

 
It explains different state of the system. First the user 

opens Disease Predictor. The user selects the symptoms. 
When finished selecting symptoms the user submits the 
symptoms. Disease Predictor analyzes the symptoms and 
displays the result. 

 
 

Figure 10. Sequence Diagram 

 
It explains the sequence of the Disease Predictor. Initially 

system shows the symptoms to be selected. The user selects 
the symptoms and submits to the system .The Disease 
Predictor predicts and display the result. 

 
VI. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The proposed framework consists of a Disease Prediction 
model which detects disease of the patients. A ML model is 
trained to predict disease based on the symptoms selected by 
the patient. The disease predicted will have a confidence 
score to tell how accurate the prediction is. Based on the 
disease predicted, the patient will be connected to the 
medical consultant that will consult them about the 
treatment. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Flow Diagram 
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Implementation: Disease Predictor is the ability to predict 
the disease that has been provided to the system. For disease 
prediction, we need to implement the naïve Byes Classifier. 

 

Figure 4- Workflow 

VII. RESULTS AND TESTING 

Table 2: Sample Data Sets 
 

Symptoms Disease 

Runny nose ,Sore throat 

,Cough ,Congestion, 

body aches, headache 

,Sneezing , fever 

Common cold 

Fever ,profuse sweating 

,headache ,nausea 

,vomiting ,diarrhea 

,convulsions ,coma 

bloody stools ,shaking 

chill 

Malaria 

poor appetite 

,abdominal pain 

,headaches ,generalized 

aches and pains ,fever 

,lethargy ,intestinal 

bleeding or perforation 

,diarrhea , constipation 

Typhoid 

 

Naïve Bayes classifier uses the following rule to classify 

the datasets: 

Y= ARG MAX P(Disease)  

User gives input to the system. The input consists of 

symptoms. The user marks the symptoms due to which the 

user is feeling unwell. 

1. Fever 

2. Cough 

3. Vomiting 

The “Disease Predictor” system predicts the disease 

according to the input data sets and calculates the 

probability of the disease. 

The sample output is given as: 

 

Table 3: Sample Output 

Disease Name Probability 

Typhoid 0.5% 

Malaria 0.3% 

Flu 0.333% 

 

The major classes in the application are: 

SymptomsReader : 

This class is the run first when the user wants for disease 
prediction Input: User selects the symptoms from the list. 
Output: The selected symptoms are put in the list 

SymptomsAnalyzer : 

Input: Takes the user input i.e. symptoms. 

Output: Predicts the disease 

CalculateValues : 

Here the actual mathematical computation takes place. 

 
 

  Table 4: Test case  
Test Case- I: Submit the symptoms from the list 

Precondition: The application is open. 

Assumptions: The symptoms for the disease are available 

Test steps: 1. Select the checkbox from the list 

2. Select submit 

Expected Result: The symptoms selected should be submitted and further analyzed to calculate the 

probability of the disease. 

 

 
VIII. CONCLUSION 

The conclusive goal is to accomplish coordinated and 
well-informed health care systems capable of ensuring 
superlative patient satisfaction. In developing nations, 
predictive analytics are the next big idea in medicine –the 
next evolution in statistics and roles will change as a result. 
If the patients start using the information derived wisely, we 
will see a major improvement in country’s health sector. 
Roles of physician will turn to more of an advisor who will 
advise, warn and help individual patients instead of 
diagnosing. These changes which will virtually revolutionize 
the manner drugs are practiced for higher health and wellness 
reduction. 
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Abstract— Because to the internet and other technological 

advancements, communication has been more easier in recent 

years. However, visually impaired persons find it difficult to use 

this equipment. Despite the fact that numerous new developments 

have been incorporated to assist them in effectively using the 

computer, this requires some expertise with the current 

technology.This study aims to develop an email system that will 

allow even the most unskilled visually impaired person to interact 

using the services without any prior training. The system 

provides the user with a voice based assistant which helps users to 

perform basic tasks related to handling email by giving voice 

commands thus providing a user friendly and interactive 

experience to the users. Keywords - IVR, TTS, STT, LSTM 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
In paper [1] a vivid methodology and implementation of 

contextual intent classification is shown. For the 

implementation they have used s Bi-LSTM, FeedForward, 

GRU neural network. The main aspect of the paper is on 

improvising the intent classification in Natural Language 

Understanding. Evaluation has been performed on 2550 real 

user queries. The research also includes a speed comparison 

assessment of the various models used. It also specifies that 

performance of the model declines if training data is unable to 

represent real user queries. The paper also provides light on 

contextual disambiguation of intents and how important it is 

while understanding user queries. Scaling the provided 

approach for a large number of contextual utterances is 

difficult

I. Introduction 
 
With the help of growing technologies, the lifestyle of 

individuals has become easy as the work is wiped out to less 

with more accuracy and efficiency. Communication is one of 

the fields that has advanced in technology and also the 

accessibility of the Internet. The foremost standard approach to 

online communication is email. Email is one of the foremost 

reliable ways to exchange necessary information and it is also 

used worldwide. Electronic Mail or simply Email is defined as 

a way of exchanging information among people using 

electronic devices such as computers, mobile phones, tablets 

etc. Despite the fact that it is the most reliable and the most 

efficient way to communicate over the internet, not everyone 

is capable of using it. There are more than 4 billion email 

accounts to be estimated and by the end of 2023, the number 

of email users will be approximately 4.3 billion, which is an 

improvement of 100 million users each year. But there are also 

gifted people in our society who are not able to use email. 

Every time finding a third person to compose and send mail is 

not possible, as there might be personal content and to tell the 

entire content of the mail is not feasible. Therefore, the idea of 

developing society by helping the physically challenged 

people by providing the ability to send and receive emails 

through voice commands without using any keyboards. 

 
In paper [2] a system enabling the blind and illiterate to 

interact with the email system is proposed.This machine 

removes the use of IVR technology which are the usage of 

screen readers, Braille keyboards. In this paper there has been 

use of STT and TTS conversion.Voice instructions are also 

used for activities and for registration, you may use your 

identity, your email address, and your password. This is 

functionality to use the function that tells PHP to email. It is 

the functionality to use the functions that tells PHP to email. 

The system's environment is clean, the voice-controlled by a 

feedback system in each step. This scheme is that it uses 

Gmail as a host server so that we can make use of other email 

services like Yahoo, Google, etc. 

 
In paper [3], it introduces the voice based email system for 

visually impaired people which is more effective than existing 

systems. IVR stands for interactive voice response, and it 

refers to how a user interacts with a voice message. The 

proposed System is an opportunity of the current system which 

has extra capabilities along with voice to text and text to voice 

conversation. It completely eliminates the use of keyboards 

and we would be allowed to enter the object only by using our 

voice. This device is beneficial for visually impaired humans. 
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The paper [4] has emphasized on the problems faced by the 

blind people while accessing the general email system and 

tries to put a solution for it. Speaking about the email system, 

all these email systems have been designed addressing the 

normal user. Therefore, they are not very accessible to the 

blind people. An Automatic Speech Recognition System 

(ASR) is available, but they have their own set of 

limitations.All these software are built for a limited number of 

languages so there is a language barrier. Also they have 

specific requirements and configuration so there is platform 

dependency. Speaking about ASR, the performance of it 

decreases drastically when there is a noisy environment, and it 

also provides slower results due to the processing involved in 

it. This paper tries to address all these problems by proposing a 

simple solution, here instead of ASR, the user’s voice is sent 

as it is. Here since voice is sent as it is there is no language 

barrier and local languages can also be used. Since this system 

doesn’t need ASR there is drastic reduction in the computation 

and thereby light weight application is produced. Here the 

feedback is given in audio format. For composing mail and 

doing the rest of the navigation simple mouse clicks shortcuts 

are enabled. Here recipient mail address has to be written 

through keyboard so this requires the user to have the 

knowledge of keyboard. Now due to involvement of keyboard 

and mouse a complete hands free experience is not provided to 

the user but still due it’s simple and easy to use architecture it 

provides greater convenience to the blind user than the 

traditional email system. 

 

 

The paper [5] majorly focuses on proposing an A.I based 

voice assistant architecture which enables hands free voice 

control of their mobile devices. To make the system more 

robust there has been an idea of using text to speech and facial 

recognition. In this paper for understanding users speech 

Google speech-to-text API has been used. This API takes input 

as audio and processes the audio and returns the corresponding 

text. Facial recognition has been used to eliminate the systems 

need of authentication through password. There has been 

mention of natural language understanding but the paper fails 

to explain the working of it and how it helps to implement the 

system. The term facial recognition has been used vaguely and 

no clear description of algorithm or strategy to implement this 

has been explained. The term ‘Brain’ used in this paper has not 

been clearly described. It also fails to explain the working of 

response generation. 

 

This paper [6] focuses on the progress made in developing a 

new technique for visually impaired people to receive email 

using voice and text. It makes use of Tkinter, Python libraries, 

and an interactive voice response system (IVR). The goal of 

this project is to make it easier for people who are blind to 

send and receive voice mail. Low eyesight and visual 

impairment affect many people across the world. This system 

gives an area of position where users are inciting by way of 

communication. The framework utilizes TTS (Text-to-Speech) 

for visual impairment to give navigation administration 

through voice. System is based on Google gTTS API speech to 

text and speech to speech conversion. Can be efficiently used 

by any person such as a common or blind person. Based on 

conversion of written text into speech which helps the blind 

person to listen and read the audio based emails. Python 

libraries used in voice based email service extended for 

visually impaired persons. This e-mail system helps the 

visually impaired by providing audio based emails for easy to 

understand and access. The required content is converted to 

voice audio by gTTS and saved in an mp3 file. . This will 

lessen the cognitive load of the visually impaired person in 

terms of remembering information and procedures, as well as 

character typing labour on the keyboard. This enables visually 

impaired people to take a step forward in a productive manner 

in order to reach their goals. The disadvantage of the system is 

that it is not flexible for different user utterances and for that 

they did not use any NLP model. 

 
The article suggests [7] , the application is a web-based tool 

for visually impaired people that uses IVR (interactive voice 

response), allowing them to operate their email accounts using 

only their voice and read, send, and perform all other useful 

operations. The system will provide the user voice commands 

to perform a certain action, and the user needs to respond.The 

main benefit of this technology is that it does dispense the 

necessity for a keyboard; instead, the user must rely only on 

speech and mouse clicks to respond.The application uses 

Google Speech-to-text and text-to-speech APIs. One of the 

application's drawbacks is that the user must recall mouse 

clicks, whether single or several.One of the application's 

drawbacks is that the user must remember mouse clicks, 

whether single, double, left or right and what will happen after 

each click and it is not flexible for different users' utterances 

like if a user gives different commands then it will not 

recognize. 
 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
 

Unlike the existing system, which emphasizes user 

friendliness for normal users, our approach prioritises user 

friendliness for all types of people, including normal persons 

who are visually impaired. 

 

The architecture of our proposed system is shown in figure. 

The diagram shows the major components of the present 

system, which are: 
 

● User  
● Web Server  
● TTS(Text to Speech)  
● Predict Response  
● Intent Classification  
● STT(Speech to Text) 
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● Name Entity Recognition  
● Gmail Database  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.1. Architecture 

 

3.1 User:   
User is a person who will use this architecture to access the 

services provided by it. The process of the entire system is 

initiated by the user. Users can use this platform to access mail 

through the use of his/her voice. This platform provides users 

all the functionalities of normal email. 

 
3.2 Web Server:  
The web server is an important part of the system since it 

serves as a link between the user and the email system. The 

web server's primary function is to take user requests and 

forward them for processing; it also handles the gmail 

database and, after receiving data from other components, it 

is responsible for providing an appropriate response to the 

user. 

 

3.3 Text to Speech:  
Text to speech is the conversion of text into audio and 

outputting it to the user[8]. This is a very critical task and we 

need to consider various things about generated speech. Before 

converting text to speech care should be taken that the given 

text is free from ambiguity and the same information in the 

text should not be repeated. The generated speech should be 

clearly audible and understandable. Along with this we also 

need to take care of the pronunciations of words with proper 

pauses in between. The following module will be implemented 

by the use of Javascript API which can be easily embedded 

into the front end code. 

 

3.4 Predict Response:   
This part deals with what type of response should be given to the user 

depending upon input query. The predicted response should be 

relevant to the user command. The response should be such that it  
gives maximum satisfaction to the user. To achieve this there 

will be use of both intent classification and entity recognition. 

 
3.5 Intent Classification:  
Intent classification is the process of classifying the user’s 

intent by analysing the user’s command. This can be thought 

of as an automatic association of text to a specific purpose or 

goal[8]. Here we take user’s utterances and classify them into 

one of the several predefined classes. For intent classification 

we are using deep learning. 

 

3.6 Speech to text:  
Speech to text conversion is the process of converting spoken 

words into written texts[9]. This process is also often called 

speech recognition. This is used to convert the voice command 

by the user into text which can be used for extracting 

information. The speech to text model should be independent 

of the user's accent and pronunciation. This model should be 

able to convert speech to text with high accuracy as poor 

accuracy will degrade overall systems quality and smooth flow 

between userswould be compromised. 

 

 

3.7 Entity Recognition:  
This is the process of identifying and categorizing key 

information in the text present. This is a two-step process 
 

1. Detect a named entity  
2. Categorize the entity   

For example, consider the sentence ‘Send this mail to Vinay at 

12:15 pm’. Here Vinay is the name of a person and 12:15pm is 

the time. So entity recognition tries to extract such types of 

features from the text. 
 
 
3.8 Gmail Database:  
This is used to store all the necessary information of the user 

which can also be used for user authentication and 

verification[9]. It further contains all the necessary 

information needed by the voice assistant to process user 

commands and generate responses.  
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The above diagram represents how each component interacts 

with each other and the order of interaction. 

 
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 

If a user is using this app for the first time, he or she must grant 

the system permission to access their Gmail account. After 

giving the permission the user is directed to the inbox page of 

their email. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3. 1 Inbox 
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Here the user will get an immediate voice response of the basic 

functionalities. If the user is using the website for the first time 

then he/she will be asked to navigate to the help page, he/she 

can navigate to that page by giving a voice command and 

pressing the key on the keyboard.A video demonstrating how 

to use this application will be available on the help page. 
 
When the user is in the inbox page, he or she can use voice 

commands to navigate between pages and to access other 

functionalities. To traverse among the mails present in the 

inbox the user can use arrow keys, for every mail while 

traversing, basic information about the mail will be read out 

for the user. Users can choose whichever mail he/she wants to 

open. After opening the mail, the system will automatically 

start reading the mail. 
 

Search feature for searching a particular mail in either inbox or 

sent mail is also provided. The user can further traverse mails 

from the list and also open a particular mail. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3.4 Search Mail 
 

A user can also access the mails present in the trash  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.2 Read Mail 
 
Similar functionality is present on the sent mail page.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3.5 Trash Mail 
 

Composing emails can also be done with the help of voice 

commands. Here for every field in compose mail a response 

from the user is taken providing a user an interactive 

experience.After the user has finished writing the message, 

before sending the mail, the entire message is read again for 

confirmation. 

 

Fig 3.3 Sent Mail 
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Fig 3.6 Compose Mail 
 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
The paper tries to analyse the problems faced by the visually 

impaired people for accessing the primitive mail system and 

tries to propose a feasible and user friendly solution for it.For 

addressing this problem a website has been implemented to 

manage user email, and the user has provided the feature to 

navigate through the website using voice commands .The 

paper analysed various literature and products built for the 

visually impaired . After the study it can be seen that a major 

problem faced by the visually impaired people with various 

applications is the lack of interactivity, ease of control and the 

uniformity of UI. Our system tries to overcome all these 

shortcomings by providing a voice assistant which assists the 

user to handle their mails. The system gives an immediate 

feedback for every command for users and thus guides them 

for a better utilisation of the application. The system currently 

supports a single language that can be extended by providing 

multiple language interaction, and thus will help to overcome 

language barrier. With more robust architecture for natural 

language understanding better interactivity and response can 

be provided to the usr. 

 

The system should be designed in such a way that it should 

provide better interactivity to the user along with a faster 

response. Users should also be allowed to interact with the 

system in the local language. If all the problems are 

successfully addressed then an efficient product can be 

achieved. 
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 Abstract—Every year around 15-20 million

tonnes of crop stubble (mainly rice straw) is burnt in Punjab 

and Haryana. Agricultural burning produces large amounts of 

smoke in a short period of time. During the peak crop burning 

season in Punjab, the air pollution in Delhi is 20 times higher 

than the threshold for safe air as defined by the World Health 

Organisation (WHO). Stubble burning is illegal in many states 

and some farmers even get arrested for it. But they indulge in 

it due to a limited time window left between harvesting and 

threshing of paddy crop, the field preparation and planting of 

wheat crop. So, to provide a one stop solution to stubble 

burning, a platform can be developed where companies that 

buy stubble can be connected to village gram panchayat or 

farmers who want to sell them. And if the stubble is not sold, 

the sellers can be connected to the NGO’s or agriculture 

institutes which can provide better solutions depending on type 

of crop, soil, etc. In this way, it will help farmers in generating 

additional income and can also improve quality of air. 

Keywords—stubble, NGOs, WHO, pollution, GHGs 

INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture sector has always been the pivotal sector to the 

sustainable growth and development of the Indian economy. 

During the Green Revolution, high yielding variety (HYV) 

seeds had been introduced in the system which extensively 

increased the productivity, cropping intensity of land and 

per 

capita  income  of  farmers.  This  induced  farmers  to adopt 

a wheat-rice cropping pattern which resulted the 

unsustainable use of natural resources such as soil, water 

and forests. The short span between rice harvesting and 

wheat plantation causes farmers to burn their crops’ stubble. 

Burning of this precious raw material emits harmful 

particulate matters and greenhouse gases (GHGs). It 

releases 70 percent Carbon dioxide (CO2), 7 percent Carbon 

monoxide (CO), 0.66 percent Methane (CH4), and 2.09 

percent Nitrogen dioxide(N2O) (Gupta et al. 2004) and has 

a negative impact on air and soil quality and on 

human  health.  The  particulate 

matters released from burning have different intensity to 

affect different age group people. The weak body organs of 

children lead to inhaling more PMs consequently their 

respiration rate becomes  higher  than other age groups. 

Therefore there is a requirement of a platform where 

farmers can sell stubble as well as get assistance in its 

disposal and reuse. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

1. Authors, J Pranay Reddy, Nidhi Dubey, 

Harshal A Avinashe, Kesha Ram, Kachakayala 

Rohith and C Chethan Sree, in the paper titled 

“Stubble burning in Punjab: A review”[1] 

emphasised on environmental and health 

hazards due to stubble burning in Punjab. The 

paper throws light on the current situation of 

farmers and reasons why they resort to this 

method. It also discusses a few alternatives and 

schemes offered by state and central 

governments. 

2. In the paper, “Stubble burning: either 

farmers to be punished or technology to be 

improved”[2] 
the authors Dinesh Kumar Saini, 

Vikas Kumar Singh, Anand Kumar have mainly 

focused on the reasons why farmers have to burn 

the stubble and how the problem arises due to 

the use of mechanised harvesting which leaves 

several inches of stubble in the fields. 

3. In the book, “Socioeconomic and Environmental 

Implications of Agricultural Residue Burning”[3] 

the authors Pramod Kumar, Surendra Kumar, 

Laxmi Joshi have given a detailed study about 

the effects of stubble burning. This paper 

provides various alternative uses of crop stubble. 

4. The author, Ms. Charu Batra in the paper 

“Stubble Burning in North-West India and its 

Impact on Health”[4] 
have explored the status of 

crop residue burning by comparing Cereal Crop 

residue Production and burnt in various North-

West Indian states in 2008-09. It also offers 

suggestions like use of stubble in power 

generation, paper industry and education and 

awareness among farmers to curb this menace 

5. In the paper, “Residue burning in rice–wheat 

cropping system: Causes and implications”[5] 

authors, Prabhat K. Gupta1, Shivraj Sahai1, 

Nahar Singh1, C. K. Dixit1, D. P. Singh1, C. 

Sharma1, M. K. Tiwari1, Raj K. Gupta2 and S. 

C. Garg1 has explained how residue burning 

causes nutrient and resource loss and adversely 

affects soil properties, hence calling for 

mailto:swegupta2001@gmail.com
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improvement in harvesting technologies and 

sustainable management of RWS. 

6. Anant Shrivastava in the paper “Stubble 

Burning: Side effects and Possible alternatives”[6] 
have 

explained reasons behind stubble burning and its side 

effects. It also discusses various possible alternatives to 

reduce stubble burning 

7. Harmeet Singh, JS Kang and Jagroop Kaur in their paper 

“Tillage and residue management for sustaining rice 

wheat cropping system in 

Indo-Gangetic Plains- A review”[7] 
has explained how crop 

residue is managed in Indo-Gangetic plains. Also, how 

crops are grown using zero tillage methods to improve soil 

quality. 

8. In the paper, “The Extent and Management of Crop 

Stubble”[8] 
author Mr. Pramod Kumar puts forth literature 

on various aspects of residue generated on the field, 

chemical composition of the residue, volume of pollution 

caused by residue burning, adverse impact of burning on 

human and animal health and various ways of crop 

stubble management. 

9. In the article, “Biomass burning and its effects on 

health”[9] 
author Arbex M et al calls the attention of lung 

specialists, public authorities and the community in 

general to the health risks entailed in the burning of 

biomass, be it indoors or outdoors to which the population 

is exposed. 

10. In the paper, “Changing agricultural stubble 

burning practises in the Indo-Gangetic plains: is the 

Happy Seeder a profitable alternative?”[10] 
author P.P. 

Krishnapriya, Archisman Mitra, Mangi L. Jat, Harminder S. 

Sindhu, Vijesh V. Krishna & Priya Shyamsundar have 

examined different tillage practices like Happy Seeder(HS) 

which is capable of sowing wheat directly into large 

amounts of crop residue and checked its impact on wheat 

yields and production costs. The authors mentioned various 

private and societal benefits of using zero tillage practises 

and suggested stricter enforcement of the ban on residue 

burning. 

11. In the paper, “Agriculture crop residue burning in the 

Indo-Gangetic Plains - A study using IRS-P6 

AWiFS satellite data''
[11] 

authors K.V.S. Badarinath, Kiran 

Chand Thumaty, Krishna Prasad Vadrevu provides an 

account of the agriculture crop residue burning in Punjab 

during wheat and rice crop growing periods. Indian Remote 

Sensing Satellite (IRS-P6) Advanced Wide Field Sensor 

(AWiFS) data during May and October 2005 have been 

analysed for estimating the extent of burnt areas and thereby 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from crop residue 

burning. Results suggested that emissions from wheat crop 

residues in Punjab are relatively low compared to those 

from paddy fields. It is inferred that incorporation of 

agricultural residues into the soil in rice-wheat systems is 

highly sustainable and eco-friendly, rather than burning the 

crop residues. 12. In the paper, “Stubble burn area 

estimation and its impact on ambient air quality of Patiala & 

Ludhiana district, Punjab,India”[12] 
authors Pratika Chawala 

H.A.S. Sandhu has explained how Increased mechanisation 

i.e., uses of combine harvesters and unavailability of the 

economically viable solution have compelled the farmers to 

burn the stubble. This results in increased ambient air 

pollution levels that cause sudden impact on the 

environment. 

Application Architecture 

The application architecture focuses to help you understand 

how the application actually works. This application will 

help villages/farmers to sell different crops’ stubble to 

companies that are willing to buy it as industrial raw 

material. This helps villages/farmers to generate an 

additional revenue. It also provides assistance to 

villages/farmers on stubble reuse and disposal by 

connecting them with NGOs and agriculture institutes. 

To start with, first the farmer has to register and then 

provide some basic information like their Name, 

Contact, address and email address. 

There are four main features of our application : 

1. The application will contain all the details of the farmers 

and companies. 

The application will store the detailed information about the 

Farmers and Companies so that each one of them can access 

each other's information during buying or selling stubble. 

These details should be accessible, editable, and persistent 

for farmers lifetimes. The app should also be able to store 

these details in such a way that it is persistent if the 

application is terminated and restarted. 

2. The application will provide all the details about the 

stubble: 

Farmers can upload the stubble details such as the type of 

stubble, amount of stubble present, images of the stubbles 

etc. These details can be accessed or viewed by the farmers 

and companies. 

3. The application will be available in three different 

languages. 

The application will be available in three languages ie 

English, Hindi and Punjabi. Since most of the stubbles are 

produced in North India (Punjab) so for them the app is 

available in Punjabi language so that they can easily 

understand and can get benefits from this app. 

4. Farmers can edit, delete or update the post. 

Once the farmer has sold their stubble he/she can delete or 

edit the post of the stubble that he/she has uploaded on the 

platform earlier. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After implementation of this project, we can expect 

reduction in stubble burning, eventually resulting in better 

air quality. Also, since there is no marketplace at present for 

buying and selling stubble, this project can help in creating 

one. This will help in developing better communication 

between the buyers and the sellers. Also, sellers who cannot 

sell their stubble can be assisted by various NGOs and 

agricultural institutes. It will also help farmers in generating 

additional income. 

Hence, this project can be both environmentally and economically 

beneficial. 

Application Architecture 
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 Add product Page Assistance page 
CONCLUSION 

The pollution levels spike when farmers burn the residue after harvesting 

paddy to clear the fields of the summer harvest and make way for wheat 

sowing. It is estimated that burning of paddy straw results in nutrient losses 

viz. 3.85 million tonnes of organic carbon, 59,000 t of nitrogen, 20,000 t of 

phosphorus and 34,000 t of potassium. This also adversely affects the 

nutrient budget in the soil. To overcome this problem, we have built a 

mobile application where farmers can easily sell their stubble to the 

companies who can make use of these stubbles and can make useful 

products. On the other hand, farmers will also be benefited by getting the 

payment for their stubble. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

More features can be added such as payment options where companies and 

NGOs can easily pay the farmers for the stubble. Since there are farmers 

who are not so much familiar with mobile application and English 

language so we can provide them the application in 3 different languages 

i.e. Hindi, Punjabi, English. In future we can make this website viable for 

more states since now only Punjab and Haryana can make use of it. 
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Abstract— The purpose of Online grocery delivery System is to 

automate the existing manual system by the help of 

computerized equipment and full-fledged computer software , 

fulfilling their requirements and full-fledged computer 

software , fulfilling their requirements , so that their valuable 

data / information can be stored for a longer period with easy 

accessing and manipulation of the same . The main objective of 

this application is to make it interactive and its ease of use. It 

would make searching, viewing and selection of a Grocery 

product easier. It contains a sophisticated search engine for 

user's to search for products specific to their needs. The search 

engine provides an easy and convenient way to search for 

products where a user can Search for a product interactively 

and the search engine would refine the products available 

based on the user’s input. The user can then view the complete 

specification of each product. They can also view the product 

reviews and also write their own reviews. The main emphasis 

lies in providing a user friendly search engine for effectively 
showing the desired results. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Grocery products and other grocery ingredients can be 

ordered online easily using our hybrid mobile system . E-

commerce is a process of doing business through a 

computer network. Online shopping is a form of electronic 

shopping where the buyer is directly online to the seller’s 

computer usually via the internet. To overcome the 

difficulty of Grocery shopping. We have proposed the best 

online Grocery store which provides Groceries by just 

sitting at home and follows E-commerce mode of shopping. 

This system has two modules namely, Admin and 

Customers. Admin has authority to add grocery 

 

 

list on the app, view products uploaded, view customers 

and view the customer’s order. Customers can register 

and login using credentials. Customers has authority to 

view products, desire products and can add to cart and do 

payment for it, they can view their previous order history 

and also can track their order 

 

II. LITREATURE REVIEW 
 

Although several forecasts show the enormous future 

potential of m-shopping, there is insufficient adequate 

literature which attempts to investigate all relevant 

aspects of m-shopping. Hitherto, research on m-

shopping has considered only a specific aspect and is 

therefore highly inconsistent and heavily fragmented. 

As far as the author knows, no one has attempted to 

compile a framework on m-shopping literature. This gap 

should be closed by this literature review. 
 

 

Similar to previous reviews, which attempted to meta-

analyse internet-based literature from the marketing 

perspective (e.g. Ngai, 2003; Varnali and Toker, 2010) or 

retailing perspective (e.g. Doherty and Ellis-Chadwick, 

2006), this review faces the same challenge that relevant 

literature articles are scattered across various journals in 

many disciplines. To make the reviewing task manageable, 

this review focuses on two 222 IJRDM 43,3 trends in the 

development of m-shopping rather than attempting to 

survey all m-shopping articles. More specifically, the 

review takes into account retail-oriented articles that either 

consider m-shopping as online distribution channels for 

product purchases (Hung et al., 2012; Lu and Su, 2009) or 

that cover aspects of advanced technology which support 
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in-store product purchase behaviour (Karaatli et al., 
2010; Yang, 2010). 

 

A research on the changing market for food delivery 

(Carsten Hirschberg et al 2016) indicates that online’s 

penetration of the total food-delivery market broke 30 

percent in 2016. We believe penetration rates will [ 

VOLUME 6 I ISSUE 1 I JAN.– MARCH 2019] E ISSN 

2348 –1269, PRINT ISSN 2349-5138 890 IJRAR- 

International Journal of Research and Analytical Reviews 

Research Paper grow further as the market matures, 

eventually reaching 65 percent per year. According to gloria 

food the advantage of online ordering and the reasons for 

the growth of food delivery app industry are Convenience, 

Simpler menu to manage, significant savings, no Hassels 

etc. Food Panda is an introduction to the newest food 

sensation that’s here to stay (Shiyin Chan, 2015) Foodpanda 

is a global online food delivery marketplace headquartered 

in Berlin, Germany. Fun fact - they’re also known as 

hellofood in other places in the world. 

 

III. FEASIBILITY STUDY 

 

Technical Feasibility 
 

The project is quite feasible technically as it can 

be implemented using the support and features 
 
provided by the programming languages and handy 

software tools which are easily available to user. Also with 

the technical support of the books available, internet 

resources and internal staff the 
 
technical obstacles that are expected/unexpected could 
 
be resolved without much delay. Also there is no 

special hardware involved in the system. Thus the 

overall project is technically feasible. 

 

 

Financial Feasibility 
 

Since no special hardware is required for the 

system the direct or indirect cost required for the 
 
development and the deployment of the project is reduced. 

As our project consists of a mobile application it does not 

require any financial help. Hence, our project is financially 

very feasible. 

 
 
Time Feasibility 

 
 

As the requirements of the project are not large 

and the objective of project is well defined, well 
 
understood among the team members and the schedule for 

the project is initially marked out, the project can be 

satisfactorily completed within the expected 
 
timeline. However, some issues may arise due to a lot of 

content, but they can be solved with proper planning and 

team efforts. Thus the project is timely feasible. 

 

Operational Feasibility 
 

As our project consists of a hybrid mobile 

application having a very Simple Graphical User 
 
Interface. So to use it a person need not to be a highly 

technical person, even a common person can use it very 

easily. The person using our application does not 
 
need to know any kind of programming languages and also 

does not need to have technical knowledge. People 

belonging to any age group can use our 
 
application without any issues. Overall, our project is very 

much operationally feasible. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 

The purpose of this project is to create a functional 

Hybrid application for people to be able to buy Groceries . 

Users of this application will be able to create an account 

which will supply them with an easy to use interface in 

order to purchase items listed. 
 

The basic requirements state that the users will be 

able to securely register and manage their profiles. They 

will also be able to navigate through available items by 

category, or by using a well executed search function. 

Finally, a payment mechanism will be built in to allow the 

use of credit cards and checks to purchase items in order to 

abstract away one of the most difficult parts of setting up an 

on-line store. The Application will be maintained and 

managed by administrators. They will have the authority to 

approve and reject requests for new shops and maintain 

various lists of shop categories. The administrator will also 

be able to control customers and visitors actions. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

This is the main thing for concluding identifying the shop 

and current location for our maps, with the help of the 

internet connection. Using a geo-located way to purchase 

and select Grocery domain and the type of groceries list 

[like Vegetables, Fruits, dairy products] in this. That may 

be or may not be purchase or else, while purchase; this is an 

easy way to do. Greatest solution for purchase Grocery is to 

android application oriented. 
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Abstract—We all visit canteens in schools, colleges and 

institutions and we have observed many drawbacks such as 

long endless queues, congestion due to the rush in peak hours 

etc. What we are proposing is an automated system which 

would surpass the current hassle by using an automated 

application which will maintain, manage and process orders of 

customers which is a way better method and its beneficial as 

we are using an app for ordering and AI for recommendation. 

The user will login into the application and select the order 

and place it after confirmation and proceed towards making 

payment. We have used Android studio, C#, mysql, Visual 

basic, API and Collaborative filtering (AI) for the 

implementation of the project. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Technology has become an integral part of life for accessing 

almost any kind of information and ease of life. The Internet 

contributes immensely to the creation of an ever-increasing globe-

wide information database. It can also be used as a medium for  

sharing  information  within  an  enterprise. Nowadays canteens 

and fast-food chains focus solely on the 

 

 

efficiency of their service so that they can provide their 

customers food quickly. Until recently, all of these delivery 

orders were placed to the restaurants over the phone which 

requires a lot of manual intervention, but there are many 

disadvantages to this system, including the inconvenience 

of the customer needing to have a physical copy of the 

menu, lack of confirmation that the order was placed 

correctly and charges with taxes, and the necessity for the 

canteen to have their employees manually answer a phone 

to take orders. What we want to introduce is a Canteen 

Automation System, which is a convenient way of ordering 

food online applicable to any food delivery industry. The 

main advantage of this system is that it greatly simplifies 

the ordering process for both the customer and the canteen 

management. When the customer enters the canteen, they 

are then asked to order using the application.  

 

They are presented with an interactive menu, complete with 

all available options and prices based on the selected choice 

of food item. After making a selection, the item is then 

added to their cart, which the customer can review the 

details of at any time before checking out and paying for 

the order. This application provides a simple visual 

confirmation of what items were selected and also makes 

sure that they are in the right order. One of the crucial 

advantages of this system is that it decreases the load on the 

canteens as the entire process is automated. Once an order 

is placed on the application it is recorded on the database 

from which it can be swiftly retrieved via the backend. This 

also reduces the use of
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physical papers for taking orders and thus making the process 

eco-friendly. After which the chefs can start preparing the 

order and inform the customers when the order is ready. 
 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

We went through a lot of different research papers to 

understand all the previous work done on the project that we 

have undertaken. We have understood the following 

inferences 
 

[1] Online Canteen System - The project helps the 

user to book the food earlier from the E-menu and can pay for 

the food through online mode by logging in through username 

and password. 
 

[2] Canteen Automation System -This project 

allows end users to register and order food online by android 

application. Register and select food from an interactive and 

up-to-date menu and dynamically prices based on the selected 

option. 
 

[3] Order Automation paper, this paper could only 

help the user decide the order but unable to process it to the 

merchant. 
 

[4] Android based Ordering system – They 

implemented the project but with drawback of payment only 

through cash on delivery. 
 

[5] RFID radio-controlled order – They did the 

project but the customer needed to carry an extra canteen card 

and recharge it regularly. 
 

[6] Smart Canteen – This paper stated that it was 

only possible for the user to place an order if they were 

registered with an application which wasn’t freely available. 
 

[7] Online Menu Ordering – This project referred to 

a technique which implemented the users to use a portal which 

was based on an outdated framework. 
 

[8] Google form Survey – we conducted a survey in 

which we asked customers to pick between a normal canteen or 

a canteen which we proposed in this paper. The favor resulted 

in our canteen automation system, with more than 67% of the 

sample agreeing with it. 
 

[9] We also conducted a survey where we asked the 

canteen merchant about the current system, they gave us an 

idea if we could devise a system where we could keep a digital 

record of the customers and their order history which would 

help the merchant predict the future sales of food items. 
 

[10] The merchant also pointed out a drawback he 

faced in keeping record of the money and corresponding order, 

as the current manual system was manual error prone. 
 

[11] None of the systems introduced had intelligence 

which would help the customers to make a choice. Hence, an 

intelligence added would enhance the experience of the user 
 

[12] Most of the systems introduced were not calibrated 

according to the canteen which results in wrong entries. Hence, 

a system that would be customized according to the need of the 

canteen is required. 

 
 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

As we get into the methodology we have implemented in 

detail, there are a few prerequisites that we would like our 

users to go through before using the application. 
 

 

The user must have a device with a working internet 

connection with the application and, if possible, a 

functionality to make payment online. 
 

The user must also have a device with The app with 

payment service enabled for ease of use. 
 
 

Now we can get into the various tools and 

frameworks that we used for the implementation of 

our project. 
 
Language: C#, Java, XML, 
 
Frontend :  Android studio 
 
Framework : .Microsoft 
 
.NET 
 
Database : MS-SQL Server 

 
 
● C# - C# is a general-purpose, multi-paradigm 

programming language. C# holds static typing, strong 

typing, lexically scoped, imperative, declarative, 

functional, generic, object-oriented, and component-

oriented programming disciplines. C# was designed by 

Anders Hejlsberg from Microsoft in 2000 and was later 

approved as an international standard by Ecma (ECMA-

334) in 2002 and ISO (ISO/IEC 23270) in 2003. 

Microsoft introduced C# along with .NET Framework and 

Visual Studio, both of which were closed-source. C# 

programming language is influenced by C++, Java, Eiffel, 

Modula-3, Pascal etc. languages. We have used C# 

because it is a programming language that is remarkably 

scalable and easy to maintain. In the view of the fact that 

the strict nature of how static codes must be written, C# 

programs are reliably consistent, which makes them much 

easier to adjust and maintain than programs that are 

written using other languages., also it is platform 

independent. 
 

 

● Java : Java is a high-level, class-based, object-oriented 

programming language that is designed to have minimal 

implementation dependencies as possible. It is a general-

purpose programming language that intends to let 

programmers write once, run anywhere (WORA), 

meaning that compiled Java code can run on all platforms 

that support Java without any need to recompile. Java 

applications are usually compiled to bytecode that can run 

on any Java virtual machine (JVM) regardless of the 

existing computer architecture. The syntax of Java is 

similar to C and C++, but has fewer low-level facilities 

than either of them. 
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● NET - The .NET Framework is a new computing 

platform that simplifies application development in the 

highly distributed environment of the Internet. The .NET 

Framework is plotted to provide a consistent object-

oriented programming environment whether object code 

is stored and executed locally, executed but Internet-

distributed, or executed remotely. 
 
 

 

● Microsoft SQL Server 
 

Microsoft SQL Server is a Structured Query Language 

(SQL) based on client/server relational database. Each of 

these terms describes a fundamental part of the 

architecture of SQL Server. MySQL is written in C and 

C++. Its SQL parser is written in yacc, but it uses a home-

brewed lexical analyzer.MySQL works on many system 

platforms, including AIX, BSDi, FreeBSD, HP-UX, 

ArcaOS, eComStation, IBM i, IRIX, Linux, macOS, 

Microsoft Windows, NetBSD, Novell NetWare, 

OpenBSD, OpenSolaris, OS/2 Warp, QNX, Oracle 

Solaris, Symbian, SunOS, SCO OpenServer, SCO 

UnixWare, Sanos and Tru64. A port of MySQL to 

OpenVMS also exists. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1 : Activity Diagram Of The System  

 

The above dig. shows that user after registering in the app logs 

in and then places their order they are prompted whether the 

order is final or not, depending on their answer the order is then 

sent to the kitchen which can then accessed by the backend 

website where they can confirm if they have received the order. 

Then after the meal is ready the kitchen sends it to the customer 

and the order is marked as completed. 
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Figure 2. UML Diagram  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3: Screengrab of the App The 

above figure depicts the application based UI  
and its login page. Here the user will first register with 

the admin and then log in with the app. After this they 

will be directed to the menu, where they will select 

their food item and confirm their order and proceed 

towards payment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

figure 4. Screenshot of our backend webpage 

The user first visits our website and makes an 
 
account and completes the necessary procedure.After 

that, they are guided to the next page where they can 

browse through the food items and select and confirm 

their order. After confirmation the summary is sent to 

the canteen owner and then they prepare the food item 

and let the customer know when they are ready. 

Meanwhile a bill is generated at the customer side and 

they are navigated to the payment gateway. In this way 

our project fulfills ordering, automation and payment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5. Screenshot of menu and order. 
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FEASIBILITY REPORT 

 

Feasibility Study is a high level capsule version of the 

entire process intended to answer a number of 

questions like: What is the problem? Is there any 

feasible solution to the given problem? Is the problem 

even worth solving? Feasibility study is conducted 

once the problem is clearly understood. Feasibility 

study is necessary to determine that the proposed 

system is Feasible by considering the technical, 

Operational, and Economical factors. By having a 

detailed feasibility study the management will have a 

clear-cut view of the proposed system.  
The following feasibilities are considered for the 

project in order to ensure that the project is variable 

and it does not have any major obstructions. 

Feasibility study encompasses the following things:  
● Technical Feasibility  
● Economic Feasibility  
● Operational Feasibility 

 

In this phase, we study the feasibility of all proposed 

systems, and pick the best feasible solution for the 

problem. The feasibility is studied based on three main 

factors as follows. 

 

Technical Feasibility 

 

In this step, we verify whether the proposed systems 

are technically feasible or not. i.e., all the technologies 

required to develop the system are available readily or 

not.  
Technical Feasibility determines whether the 

organization has the technology and skills 

necessary to carry out the project and how this 

should be obtained. The system can be feasible 

because of the following grounds: 

 

● All necessary technology exists to develop the 

system.  
● This system is too flexible and it can be 

expanded further.  
● This system can give guarantees of accuracy, 

ease of use, reliability and the data security.  
● This system can give instant response to 

inquire.  
Our project is technically feasible because, all 

the technology needed for our project is readily 

available. 

 

Operating System : Windows 7 or higher  
Languages :  Asp.Net with C# (.Net 2010) & Java  
Database System :  MS-SQL Server  
Documentation Tool : MS - Word 

Economic Feasibility 

 

Economically, this project is completely feasible 

because it requires no extra financial investment and 

with respect to time, it’s completely possible to 

complete this project in 6 months. 

 

In this step, we verify which proposal is more 

economical. We compare the financial benefits of the 

new system with the investment. The new system is 

economically feasible only when the financial 

benefits are more than the investments and 

expenditure. Economic Feasibility determines 

whether the project goal can be within the resource 

limits allocated to it or not. It must determine 

whether it is worthwhile to process with the entire 

project or whether the benefits obtained from the new 

system are not worth the costs. Financial benefits 

must be equal or exceed the costs. In this issue, we 

should consider:  
The cost to conduct a full system investigation.  
● The cost of h/w and s/w for the class of 

application being considered.  
● The development tool.  
● The cost of maintenance etc...  
Our project is economically feasible because the cost 

of development is very minimal when compared to 

financial benefits of the application. 
 

 

Operational Feasibility  
In this step, we verify different operational factors of 

theproposed systems like man-power, time etc., 

whichever solution uses less operational resources, is 

the best operationally feasible solution. The solution 

should also be operationally possible to implement. 

Operational Feasibility determines if the proposed 

system satisfied user objectives could be fitted into 

the current system operation. 

 

The methods of processing and presentation are 

completely accepted by the clients since they can 

meet all user requirements.  
● The clients have been involved in the planning 

and development of the system.  
● The proposed system will not cause any problem 

under any circumstances.  
Our project is operationally feasible because the time 

requirements and personnel requirements are 

satisfied. We are a team of four members and we 

worked on this project for three working months. 
 
 
 
 

 
Test Cases 

 

● User Login/Registration: To begin with 

login, user need to register by filling up 

basic 
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registration details. There are multiple fields  
in registration page and every field has to fill  
by user. User cannot use character in the  
login id field.  

● Admin Login: - Admin login id and 

password is kept compulsory fields, and if 

the admin id or password doesn’t match 

then it will show an error message. 

 

                  VALIDATION CRITERIA  
In each form, no field, which is not null, should be  
left blank.  
All numeric fields should be checked for non-  
numeric values. Similarly, text fields like names  
should not contain any numeric characters.  
All primary keys should be automatically generated  
to prevent the user from entering any existing key.  
Use of error handling for each Save, Edit, delete and  
other important operations.  
Whenever the user Tabs out or Enter from a text  
box, the data should be validated and if it is invalid,  
focus should again be sent to the text box with  
proper message. 
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Abstract: 

With the advent of digitization and a subsequent shift 

to online shopping, there has been a sharp increase in 

both  e-commerce  vendors  and  consumers.  Most 

consumers  will  conduct  a text-based search to find 

what they are looking for. Interestingly, said textual 

query is generally about a visual feature. While the 

user  may  see a variety of products in their search 

results, many products matching that visual description 

do not make it to users’ notice because they’re not 

appropriately  tagged.  Product  tags  are  important 

keywords  associated  with  each  product.  Not  only 

tagging is important, but it should also be homogenous. 

Several approaches to automate the task of tagging 

have been implemented in the past, but not without 

their  setbacks.  This  task’s efficiency is significantly 

dictated by the quality of data and attributes tested for. 

The use of transfer learning has also been favorably 

seen  in  many  of  the  discussed  approaches.  A 

comparative study of some of the significant work in 

this field will help identify the lacuna and attempt to 

overcome the same. 

 

Keywords: e-commerce,  visual feature, product tags, 

automate, transfer learning, comparative study 

I. Introduction 

 

Covid-19 has spurred digital transformation, resulting in a 

boom  in  the  internet  economy.  Going  digital  will 

determine the success or failure of many enterprises. This 

is also true in the fashion sector. Every day, new products 

may arrive, waiting to be managed and prepared for sale. 

All of these products must be scanned and exhibited in the 

online  catalog  after  arriving  in  the  warehouse.  The 

digitization process necessitates the collection of a large 

amount of data on the product, which takes time. 

 

This task is made much more time-consuming by an 

unstructured  catalog.  Inaccurate  catalog  data leads to 

inaccuracy in search results. Searching is often the first 

thing visitors do on a website. Customers must be able to 

readily  find  what  they're  seeking to have a pleasant 

experience.  All  products  must  be  properly  tagged. 

Traditional  methods  of  assessing  and  categorizing  a 

product image take a long time and are quite tiring. 

 

Automatic product tagging aims to replace manual tagging. 

It uses Deep Learning to eliminate the need for human 

participation. It works by scanning an image and detecting 

traits  linked  to specific keywords. To determine if a 

fashion  item  is  in  an  image,  computer  vision-based 

 

algorithms learn from a large number of photos about how
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describe them. A trained system that has viewed thousands 

of carefully annotated photographs can tag clothes with 

numerous categories and features. One such example has 

been shown in fig. 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Example of auto-generated tags 

 

We aim to explore numerous such systems in this paper 

and learn from the same to incorporate the takeaways into 

our system. Section II contains the main part of our work, 

which is the literature review. Section III captures the 

methodology adopted. Section IV captures the results in a 

tabular format and highlights our takeaways. 

 

II. Literature Survey 

 

Gutierrez P. et al. [1]: The objective of this paper is to 

predict 9 fashion attributes in 4 different categories: 

apparel (dresses and tops), shoes, watches, and luggage. 

 

The algorithm and techniques used by the researchers 

include 9 Deep Learning (CNN) classifiers, training using 

ResNet, GoogleNet (ImageNet: for transfer learning), 

Alexnet architectures, Python library for dataset 

compression, PT (product-type) classifiers before attribute 

prediction to reject outliers, network regularization, 

visualization using the t-SNE algorithm. 

 
Given an input image, it first classifies it into one of the 4 

categories using PT binary classifiers. Then, attribute 

prediction (or tag generation) is carried out. In all, 9 

attributes are considered during classification. Every 

attribute prediction could result in one of many classes. 

 

The merits of this system are noteworthy. It first detects 

the type/category of product out of apparel, shoes, watches, 

or luggage. Based on the above result, the input is tested 

only for attributes characteristic to that category. Eg. 

Luggage will be tested for shell-type but not for sleeve 

length. It is robust and evaluates to an accuracy of 

approximately 90%. 

 
Katiyar A. et al. [2]: The objective of this paper is to auto-

tag images uploaded by the vendor based on features and 

also cluster them into different domains based on the tags. 

 

 

Numerous algorithms and techniques were utilized for this 

system. After the generation of tags for an image 

(single/multiple tags), it uses prediction algorithms for 

classifying the image into a domain. This is necessary 

since there can't be a definitive logic to classify images 

with multiple tags. Prediction needs to be used. (Here, 

prediction means a computed guess, what ML helps us 

achieve. The task at hand is actually multi-class 

classification). Pre-trained model VGG-16 was also used 

to extract features. This is known as transfer learning. 

Further, a 2-layer network is applied to generate tags. The 

5 tags with the highest confidence are chosen. Grouping 

according to similar tags and application of NMF also take 

place. Images & tags are fed to the t-SNE 2D algorithm to 

reduce the dimensions and cluster them into domains. 

 
To discuss a few merits of the above-mentioned system, it 

was trained on a publically available dataset and with an 

appreciable accuracy of 76-82%. Both tasks, that of 

automatic-tagging and clustering into domains were 

carried out. It is a very useful system for inventory 

management. 

 
Sharma, V. et al. [3]: This paper aims to make an 

automatic tag-assignment system for various e-commerce 

products, solely based on visual features (Image to Tags), 

and also to make a tag-based product retrieval system 

using allotted tags (Tag to Images). 

 

Algorithms and techniques used by the authors include 

feature vector extraction using deep CNN and VGG-19 

(Transfer learning), inverse distance KNN classifier 

(weighted) among other multi-label classifiers to assign 

tags, and a hash table of tagged images created with the tag 

as the key. For each tag, the corresponding images were 

stored in order of the 'presence score' of the tag in the 

image. Images would be returned in that order upon being 

queried. 
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Three advantages were identified for this system. It can 

identify tags for multiple categories of products besides 

apparel. It provides us with 2 applications: tag generation 

and product retrieval. It is scalable as it chooses to avoid 

one-vs-all classifiers like SVM and is efficient. 

 

Venkatesh N. Murthy et al. [4]: The objective of this paper 

is to build image annotation models based on Canonical 

Correlation Analysis (CCA) that aid in modeling both 

visual features (CNN feature) and textual features (word 

embeddings). 

 

Numerous techniques and algorithms have been applied to 

this system. Note that it extracts both visual and textual 

features. It returns a fixed number of tags. CNN features 

are extracted using a pre-trained VGG-16 model (Transfer 

learning). Textual features are extracted using word2vec 

(pre-trained). All images are resized to 224 x 224 to make 

them compatible with the CNN. 

 

To mention some of the merits of the system in question, it 

claims to be the first of its kind to be applied to the 3 

standard datasets. It also justified the use of CNN features 

instead of multiple handcrafted features. Word embeddings 

were used instead of binary vectors. 

 

Lao, B. et al. [5]: This paper aims to carry out a multiclass  
classification of clothing type (eg. type: T-shirt), clothing 

attribute classification (eg. color: grey), clothing retrieval 

of nearest neighbors (similar apparel), and clothing object 

detection (identifying regions in an image containing 

clothing objects). 

 

To discuss briefly the algorithms and techniques applied, 

CNN and Region-CNN (R-CNN) were used. Application 

of binary vectors to identify clothing attributes was seen. 

Similar apparel was identified using the K-nearest 

neighbors (KNN) algorithm. The system also converted 

superpixel-labeled images to bounding-box labeled using 

edges of superpixel-labeling. This was done to make the 

clothing object detection dataset compatible with R-CNN. 

Selective Search was applied to increase the number of 

training patches. Transfer learning was leveraged in this 

system as well with the help of AlexNet. 

 

Some features of this system set it favorably apart from 

other systems. It specifically deals with apparel annotation 

and also explores the applications of the same. It 

incorporates 4 tasks into one system with appreciable 

accuracy. The 4 tasks are multi-class classification of 

clothing type, attributes, retrieval of similar items, and 

object detection. 

 
Wei Di et al. [6]: The objective of this paper is to carry out 

recognition and retrieval of fine-grained clothing types and 

styles. 

 

Let’s note the algorithms and techniques used by the 

authors. The team harvested coat/jacket images from 

online e-commerce sites, including eBay, and annotated 

them to create the dataset. Images with a strictly clean 

background were chosen and ones including models were 

filtered out. Attribute-level image annotations were 

obtained using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Publically 

available classification framework VLFeat was utilized. 

Binary SVMs were applied for each attribute. It focuses on 

a single category: Women's Coats and Jackets. 

 
The system has several advantages to mention. The input 

query for clothing retrieval can be image-based or text-

based or multimodal (image with text). This team of 

researchers built the first of its kind dataset for fine-grained 

clothing style recognition on standard product images. It 

also throws light on attribute cooccurrence (eg. Attributes 

leather and zip fastener are more likely to co-occur than 

leather and button fastener) 

 

Mason, R. et al. [7]: The objective of this paper is to learn 

a model of visual and textual features using a collection of 

images and corresponding captions i.e the model learns to 

predict the visual features (tags) of an input image based 

on the image-caption pairs in the training data. While 

testing, the query image won't have a caption. 

 

Algorithms and approaches adopted include interpretation 

as a generative polylingual topic model. The captions in 

the dataset had to be cleaned to remove code snippets and 

URLs that accidentally made it into the repository. The 

Bag-of-words model was utilized for text features and 

Mxterminator for sentence splitting. Stanford POS tagger 

was used to tag words besides stopword removal and 

conversion to lowercase letters. The Bag-of-features model 

was applied for visual features and the VLFeat library was 

used to calculate SIFT features. These features were 

clustered using K-means to recognize the shape. RGB and 

HSV representations are used for color and then the 

sampled pixel values are clustered using K-means. Further, 

Gabor filters were applied on images to gather texton 
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features for texture. The Bag-of-HOG model and K-means 

algorithm helped evaluate gradient and curvature. The 

image file size was fixed at 280 x 280 and the images were 

clicked from a mostly fixed angle, against a white or light 

background. 

 

Merits of the system included overall efficiency and 

inclusion. This is because the execution of the system was 

carried out with exceptional accuracy and without any 

modification or tuning of parameters. It took into account 

learnings from both the image (visual features) and the 

caption (textual features). 

 
Karim M. Ibrahim et al. [8]: The objective of this paper is 

to address the problem of Multi-label Classification with 

Missing Labels (MLML) by introducing a weighted loss 

function to account for the confidence in each label/sample 

pair. This can be used to fine-tune a pre-trained model on 

an incomplete data set. 

 

Several algorithms and techniques drive this system. One 

of them is the application of confidence-based weight per 

sample for each of the positive and negative labels 

independently. Also, less weight is given to samples with 

low confidence in their label. Besides this, the system 

modifies terms in the binary cross-entropy loss to add said 

weighting factors. The estimation of weights is done using 

labels correlation (CB-WCE: Correlation-based weighted 

cross-entropy). Transfer learning is applied using pre-

trained model inception-resnet v2. 

 
To discuss a few advantages of the system, it is scalable 

and usable to fine-tune a pre-trained model. It is the first 

approach of its kind. It establishes that 'CB-WCE' is more 

useful than 'IM-WCE' when computing the weights (IM-

WCE: Ignore Missing WCE). 

 

Fangxiang Feng et al. [9]: The objective of this paper is to 

use the n-grams extracted from the product title as its label 

to construct a dataset for image classification. This 

information from the title is utilized to learn features. 

 

Let’s understand the algorithms and approaches adopted by 

this system. The constructed dataset is used to fine-tune a 

pre-trained model (ResNet-50). The MAC (Max-pooling 

activation of convolutions) feature is extracted from the 

fine-tuned model. Features are extracted from the query 

image and then, based on the cosine similarity of features, 

similar images are retrieved. Bag-of-n-grams (3<n<5) is 

used to not only obtain discrete labels from sentence-like 

captions but also to ensure that the labels are a phrase and 

not a single word. This prevents unnecessary overlap of 

categories. The CountVectorizer class in scikit-learn has 

been used to vectorize the titles. The BiT toolkit by Google 

has been used for retraining. 

 

Some notable merits of the system include the fact that the 

system works without any human annotations, pre-

processing, or post-processing tricks. Despite the target 

dataset having no labels, it was successfully used to fine-

tune the pre-trained model. This was possible because 

labels were realized using product titles. 

 

III. Methodology 

 

The methodology described in fig. 2 was used to conduct 

this review. It is a method for detecting, assessing, and 

understanding research results that have been conducted 

and are relevant to the target field. There are three 

components to the process as shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Systematic Literature Review 

 

A need for review was identified since existing approaches 

were crucial to consider before proposing a system. The 

establishment of a protocol helps maintain consistency 

across reviewers and makes the work easier to refer to. 

 

Next, we have to identify our search string i.e the primary 

topic we will be researching. We can then select a handful 

of reputed digital libraries to explore. After this, it is 

important to filter the results based on abstracts, keywords, 

focus area, year of publication, etc. This resultant 

repository can then be scrutinized and reviewed to obtain 

valuable insights and data. Mannerly and systematic 
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documentation of the same is a must for any review to be 

useful and productive. 

 
IV. Results and Discussion 

 

Table 1 captures the setbacks of each body of work 

concisely reviewed by us. The purpose of enlisting 

demerits like this is only to identify the scope for 

improvement, learn, and attempt to overcome the setback. 

A plethora of insights and learnings were obtained from 

the work reviewed.  
  Table 1. Demerits 

Sr. No  Demerits 

   

Gutierrez P. 1. Small  perturbations to the pixels during 

et al. [1] resizing can significantly affect the classifier's 
 predictions 
 2. Simple thresholding of confidence values is 
 not enough to reject outliers. Hence, a PT 

 classifier and regularization were applied. 
   

Katiyar A. 1. Model might not be robust due to the kind of 

et al. [2] dataset used 
 2. A limited number of attributes/tags can be 

 predicted with high accuracy. 
  

Sharma, V. It is a generic system for various e-commerce 

et al. [3] products. For the given products of the same 
 category, it may not be able to identify finer 
 differences; often most important in the fashion 
 industry. For eg, the system could tell a t-shirt 
 apart from a shirt, but it won't be able to tell a 

 winter shirt and summer shirt apart. 
   

Venkatesh 1. Can generate only a fixed number of tags 
N. Murthy et (five) 
al. [4] 2. It is not specific to the domain of apparel and 

 may not perform well to generate tags specific 

 to apparel. 
  

Lao, B. et Clothing type and attributes can be classified 

al. [5] for the upper body only due to the limitations of 

 the dataset. 
   

Wei Di et al. 1. Long  and  costly process due to human 

[6] annotations  and  focuses  only  on  a  single 
 category 
 2. Poor classification results for attribute denim 
 3. Doesn't use transfer learning. (Could have 

 improved generalizability) 
   

Mason, R. et 1. Due  to  the  dataset  used,  the  system 

al. [7] concentrates only on women's bags and shoes. 

 2. Due  to  noise  in  captions  and  other 
   

 

 inconsistencies like the use of synonyms and 
 mis-spellings, learning visual features from the 
 captions is not very promising.  

 3. No predefined list of attributes that the model 
 is supposed to learn  

 4. No negative examples to train the visual 

 classifiers  
   

Karim M. The  system  requires  a  strongly labeled 

Ibrahim et multi-label dataset with no missing labels at the 

al. [8] start  
  

Fangxiang 1. The tags/labels that the model can classify 

Feng et al. query images into are severely restricted and 
[9] defined by the vendor's style of giving titles to 

 the product  

 2.  Not  suitable  for  fine-grained image 

 classification  
   

 

Lack of diverse data, heterogeneity in manual tagging, 

noisy images, and captions are some of the broad setbacks 

that need to be overcome in our pursuit of building an 

efficient system to automate product tagging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3. Overview of Techniques 

 

Fig. 3. briefly encapsulates the various techniques and 

algorithms we came across while conducting this review. 

Transfer learning and CNN classifiers were common in 

many systems we studied. Computer vision is undisputedly 

effective in the required object detection methods [10]. 

Most systems adopted some kind of binary classifier for 

determining the attributes. Resizing was also seen as a 

common step in preprocessing while t-SNE appeared to be 

a standard for visualization. 
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V. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

Although a larger market size has created greater chances 

for sales growth, the online fashion business still lacks the 

tactics to target consumers with accuracy. Because the 

procedure is not yet automated or digitalized, most of the 

process is still done manually. Featured goods on the main 

pages of e-commerce websites are usually merchandisers’ 
picks or a list of the most profitable things. 

 

Automated tagging is a step to optimize the process for 

both consumers and vendors. Many successful experiments 

exist covering various algorithms but most do not get the 

opportunity to train on a rich dataset. Transfer learning 

emerges as an efficient stepping stone in this field. The 

major algorithms adopted, key features, merits, and 

demerits have been realized in this review and we can now 

further learn about the promising algorithms, their 

efficiency, and implementation. 
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Abstract— Machine learning applications such as generative 

adversarial networks (GANs) and transfer learning are often 

regarded as the most notable examples of this technology. 

Image creation using the generative adversarial network 

(GAN) has been more popular in the area of computer vision, 

where it is utilised for tasks such as object detection, visual 

estimation, and so on. It assists in the generation of pictures 

that are comparable to the provided data by learning the 

distribution patterns of the data. On the other hand, training 

on limited datasets of scenes may result in mode collapse in 

many tasks, resulting in pictures that are often fuzzy and 

almost identical to the originals. Beginners and inexperienced 

users have several difficulties while creating laborious, lengthy, 

and time-consuming programmes for the development of such 

training models. Expert users, on the other hand, have 

expressed a need for more straightforward methods of model 

construction and deployment that are more efficient, quicker, 

and more resilient. In order to address these issues, we have 

developed a software package that makes it simpler and 

quicker to install Deep Learning models. This solution will 

cater to both the naive users and advanced users. The 

integration will have built-in classes for plotting, interpolating, 

and displaying the pictures created by the integration's 

algorithms. Elucidation will make sure that the users are able 

to code faster and easily, thus helping them develop the deep 

learning models with more ease. 

 

Keywords-Deep learning, Generative adversarial network, 

GAN, Transfer learning, Image generation, computer vision. 

 
                      I. INTRODUCTION 

The programme has been created to simplify the 

process of creating GAN models as simple as possible. 

In addition, the library encourages the use of the 

transfer learning mechanism. The goals are to provide a 

library that can be used by any developer from 

anywhere in the globe with relative simplicity. Python 

was used to create a number of different classes and 

functions for the project. In addition, the library was 

released open-source so that other developers may 

contribute to it. The development process has been 

structured around a phased development model, with 

modules being introduced at various stages. 

As per the survey conducted, the problems that were 

highlighted in the current system were as follows: 

1. There was no such library available to do this 

task. 

2. Building GANs model was a tedious task and 

hence very time-consuming.  

For getting an effective model out from the pool of 

models, manual work was required. GAN model needs 

custom loops for training, generating and plotting 

images using GAN models can also be hard. Transfer 

Learning needs to be made easy as going through the 

layers of the model and slicing and concatenating them 

requires expertise. Build a python library to make all 

these tasks simpler. 

Our Python package that can implement different 

features of GAN with an amalgamation of transfer 

learning in the following ways: 

  Training 

 Interpolating 

 Sampling images  

 Transfer learning 

This makes implementation of GAN and transfer 

learning easier and lucid for naive users and 

make the process faster for the expert users. To 

provide naïve users with a simple tool. People 

always look for a tool that can help them build 

and use models easily. It will help replace 

complicated features with simple ones. People 

look for a lucid way to code quickly. The 

package will act act as a platform user with a 

lack of knowledge. The naive users and 

beginners often struggle in transfer learning and 

training GANs. 

Deep Draken aims to improve the transfer 

learning and use of GANs in the following ways 

– 

a. Integration: Inbuilt classes for plotting, 

interpolating, and visualizing generated 

images. 

b. Elucidation: Users will be able to code 

faster and easily, thus helping them 

develop the deep learning models with 

more ease. 

Training: Earlier the developers needed to write a 

custom   for-loop for training GAN models. Hence, 

we are automating the process of training GAN 

models for the ease and convenience of users. 

Interpolating and Sampling Transfer learning images: 

We have created distinct classes for the different pre-

trained GAN models that can be used for 

Interpolating, Sampling images, and Plotting. 

Transfer learning is a machine learning strategy that 

reuses a model generated for one task as a starting 

point for another. Examples of deep learning transfer 

learning.

mailto:pratik.gehlott@gmail.com
mailto:devavratsinghbisht@gmail.com
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                       II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

1. DCGANs — Radford et al. (2015)  

I would recommend starting your GAN 

journey with the DCGAN paper. This paper 

shows how convolutional layers can be used 

with GANs and provides a series of additional 

architectural guidelines for doing this. The 

paper also discusses topics such as Visualizing 

GAN features, Latent space interpolation, 

using discriminator features to train classifiers, 

and evaluating results. All of these additional 

topics are bound to come up in your GAN 

research. In summation, the DCGAN paper is 

a must-read GAN paper because it defines the 

architecture in such a clear way that it is easy 

to get started with some code and begin 

developing an intuition for GANs. 

 

2. Improved Techniques for Training GANs 

— Salimans et al. (2016) 

 This paper, (whose authors include Ian 

Goodfellow), provide a series of 

recommendations for building on the 

architectural guidelines laid out in the 

DCGAN paper above. This paper will help 

you understand the best hypotheses for GAN 

instability. Additionally, this paper provides 

many additional techniques designed to 

stabilize the training of DCGANs. These 

include feature matching, minibatch 

discrimination, historical averaging, one-sided 

label smoothing, and virtual batch 

normalization. Building onto a naive 

implementation of DCGANs with these 

suggestions is a great exercise for learning 

more about GANs.  

 

3. Conditional GANs — Mirza and Osindero 

(2014)  

This is a great paper which is a quick read. 

Conditional GANs are a central theme to state-

of-the-art GANs. This paper shows how 

integrating the class labels of data results in 

more stable GAN training. This concept of 

conditioning GANs with prior information is a 

reoccurring theme in future works in GAN 

research and especially important for papers 

focusing on image-to-image or text-to-image. 

 

4. Product1: NVIDIA TLT 

Features: 

Transfer learning is a popular technique that 

can be used to extract learned features from an 

existing neural network model to a new one. 

The NVIDIA Transfer Learning Toolkit (TLT) 

is the AI toolkit that abstracts away the AI/DL 

framework complexity and leverages high 

quality pre-trained models to enable you to 

build production quality models faster with 

only a fraction of data required. 

A toolkit for anyone building AI apps and 

services, TLT helps reduce costs associated 

with large scale data collection, labelling, and 

eliminates the burden of training AI/ML 

models from scratch. 

With TLT, you can use NVIDIA’s production 

quality pre-trained models and deploy as is or 

apply minimal  

                        

                                 I I I. METHODOLOGY 
 

Developers can easily call available classes 

to train the models or sample, interpolate 

and plot the images generated by the 

models. Tensorflow is used at the backend 

for handling the neural networks. Os 

module is used for interaction with 

operating system and managing paths. 

Tqdm is used for better presentation of 

loops and logs. Numpy is used for 

mathematical computation. Scipy is used to 

manipulate the data and solve 

mathematical, scientific, engineering and 

technical issues. Matplotlib is used for 

visualization of graphs and images. 

Tensorflow Hub is used for loading and 

using pre-trained models. Opencv is used 

for ease of computer vision tasks. 

 

1. Import the library into a python 

environment. 

2. Some examples will be suggested by 

library itself. 

3. The example models will be built on 

the basis of current implementation 

available 

4. The user can then select any image and 

write 2 lines of code and then he can 

generate the necessary images. 
 

 

                                I V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, an exhaustive study of various 

implementation approaches for Development of 

Deep Learning models was performed. Along with 

it, a feasibility study on select papers was 

performed, to choose an appropriate model. A 

Questionnaire for getting insights about User 

Details and User Expectations related to the 

software package, was created. Results from the 

Survey indicate that majority of Indians want an 
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easier and faster way for GAN and transfer 

learning. An architecture for the chosen model was 

proposed. This library will create huge impact into 

many sectors such as Education, Animation, Film-

making etc. Due to its open-source nature, much 

more advanced developers will contribute to it. 

 

                                V. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

There are many future scopes for the project. 

Firstly, the library can be used by film and 

animation producers to produce great art. Secondly, 

the library is friendly for naïve users and hence it 

can be used by teachers to teach students about 

GANs in classroom and online training.  
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Abstract— An amalgamation of physical and digital universe, 

mixed reality unlocks natural and intuitive 3D human, 

computer, and environmental interactions. Based on the 

technological evolution in computer vision, graphical 

processing, display technologies, input systems, and cloud 

computing, mixed reality helps you come in contact with and 

skillfully operate both physical and virtual items and 

environments, using next-generation sensing and imaging 

technologies. While mixed reality allows you to immerse 

yourself in the virtual world - all the while being present in the 

tangible world as well – this study focuses on how to advance 

tourism opportunities using Mixed Reality.  

  

Keywords—Mixed Reality, Virtual Reality, Augmented  

Reality, Tourism, Real world environment  

I. INTRODUCTION   

The more the technological advancements, the more 
dissolution of the line separating virtual and real world 
occurs. Earlier, this was only possible in the imagination of 
science fiction writers. The trend of virtual reality has been 
made popular for several years, but it’s now time to finally 

let this reality work its magic give you your desired and 
expected virtual experience. What if it is blended with 
Augmented Reality – reality that adds virtual stuff to your 
real world environment?   

Having the ability to immerse half of you in an intangible 
world and the other half in the real one must excite a lot of 
technological fanatics and raise the curiosity of what more 
developments can be made in this field.[1] In this case study, 
we see how Tourism merged with mixed reality can be 
beneficial even during the pandemic times.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Travelling someplace other than your residing and work 
place – either for leisure or work related purposes – is called 
tourism. This industry is organized, well developed and has a 
world-wide influence. [2] Quoting the World Tourism 
Organization, tourism can be defined as, “Beyond the 
common perception of tourism as being limited to holiday 
activity only, as people travelling to and staying in places 
outside their usual environment for not more than one 
consecutive year for leisure and not less than 24 hours, 
business and other purposes.”[3] Due to the outbreak, the 
world has seen a significant decline in tourism. Creating 
different opportunities to travel for any purpose – be it 
educational, commercial, pleasure – using technology will 
prove highly contributive for the future.  

[4]The following discussed is an article published on 
how Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality are 
transforming the travel industry. The author begins with 

describing how the luxury needs of humans are taking a toll 
and how, due to technology, world exploration can be 
continued within the walls of your house. He lists down 
different AR mobile apps that prove the possibilities of AR 
in travel industry are vast; one of the apps being “City Guide 
Tour”, that uses object recognition to offer on-screen 
information about places of interest, museums, galleries, 
landmarks, parks, and other sights as a tourist strolls through 
a city or town.  

     Diving into the VR section, he lists company like “First 
Airlines” that offer immersive virtual reality travel “trips” to 
places like Hawaii, Rome, and Paris. What to expect from 
their VR experience: first-class airline tickets with 
fourcourse meals, followed by VR tours of the destination’s 
main sights. Other potential uses of VR can be trial runs of 
attractions, hotels, and places of interest, in-flight 
entertainment, travel agents and booking services to help 
travel agents promote destinations using 360-degree videos. 
Although, National Geographic points out the drawback of 
immersive virtual tours, quoting, “The headsets are 
expensive, heavy, can cause nausea, and aren’t comfortable 
to wear for more than 30 minutes...Limited sensations are 
another hurdle. The videos focus on sounds and sights but 
can’t do much with smell, touch, or taste, and VR 
experiences tend to only be a few minutes long—hardly the 
equivalent of a two-week vacation in Spain.”  
     [5]Mixed Reality is derived both conceptually and 
historically from Virtual Reality. Originally, the first 
examples were developed around the 1960s. One can 
perceive the tangible and intangible environment along with 
digital elements. The system is designed such as to give the 
users an illusion of the coexistence between physical and 
virtual objects, which is provided by precise alignment of 
digital elements in real world environment. This is a 
definitive characteristic of augmented reality systems.       
Though being advanced and highly beneficial, mixed reality 
also poses various demanding technological requirements for 
its implementation: Visualization of digital objects at high 
resolution and high contrast and another challenge relating to 
precise position tracking highlights the need for position and 
orientation of display.  

  

III. SCOPE OF MIXED REALITY  

Mixed Reality based applications were one of the top 10 
ranked ICT technologies in 2020.[6]  

• Easily accessible for everyone: Mixed Reality 

has been around for more than 30 years. Its 
future scope hints that this technology will be an 
essential part of our daily lives, being 
incorporated in every aspect.  
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• Enable Improvised Communication: This 
technology can bring improvement in video call 
experiences by creating an illusion as if the 
person is actually with you.  

• No More Green Screen: Mixed Reality bears the 
potentiality of replacing the green screen  

completely. An example would be using MixCast to build MR 
video which will make it easy to place objects virtually.[7]  

• Educational  classes:  A  visual,  practical 
demonstration of a concept is much better suited factor that helps 
students. Mixed Reality can guide the teachers and students to 
explore the places  in  a  3  dimensional, 
 360-degree environment with VR-enabled headsets.  

• Surgical applications: Mixed Reality technology, with the inclusion 

of Augmented and Virtual Reality, offers surgeons the convenience 
of viewing the Computed Tomography(CT), and Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans of patients directly in 3D format, 
resulting in an effective surgery. [8]  

• E-commerce and Gaming: Mixed reality is considered one of the 
most popular uses for such fields. The technology has given a 
helping hand in the transformation of gaming industry by 
introducing  deep  user  experiences  and 
involvement.  

• Defense: Widely used in military training by simulating combat 
reality in the most difficult ways possible. MR can be used to face 
challenges like compromised safety and efficacy because of high 
risk training purposes.  

• Advertising: Offering companies and advertisers with the ability to 
connect, reach out to and advertise to their potential buyers, Mixed 
Reality can play an important role in helping the brands to have 
targeting opportunities with their new content.[9]  

IV. TOOLS & TECHNOLOGY  

     [10]Tuong Nguyen, a senior principal analyst leading at immersive 
technologies at Gartner, describes the interaction between interactive 
world and physical world as an example of Mixed Reality.  

     Some of the most popular headset technologies currently in the 
market:  

1. Microsoft HoloLens (Latest Version: HoloLens 2)  

     
Fig. 1. Microsoft HoloLens 2, amazon.in  

2. Magic Leap One  
Table. 1. Specifications of HoloLens 2[14]  

Eye-based rendering  Display optimization for 

3D eye position  

Sensors  

Head tracking  4 visible light camera  

Eye tracking  2 IR(Infrared) cameras  

Depth  1-MP time-of-flight (ToF) 

depth sensor  
IMU(Inertial 

Measurement Unit) – 
measures & reports a 

body’s specific force, 

angular rate & orientation 

of the body  

Accelerometer, gyroscope, 

magnetometer  

Camera  8-MP  stills,  1080p30  
video  

Software  

Windows Holographic Operating System  

Microsoft Edge  

Dynamics 365 Guides  

Dynamics 365 Remote Assist  

3D Viewer  

Power  

Battery life  2-3 hours of active use  

Charging   USB-PD for fast charging  

Cooling  Passive (no fans)  

Contains lithium batteries – for longest life, more usable 

capacity, constant power, lightweight & temperature 

tolerant  

Audio and Speech  

Microphone array  5 channels  

Speakers  Built-in spatial sound  

Human understanding  

Hand tracking  Two-handed  fully 

articulated model, direct 

manipulation  
Eye tracking  Real-time tracking  

Voice  Command and control 

ondevice; natural 

language with internet 

connectivity  
Windows Hello  Enterprise-grade security 

with iris recognition  
Environment understanding  

6DoF(Degrees  of  
Freedom) tracking – 
amount of motion  
supported in VR system  

World-scale 

 positional 

tracking  

Spatial Mapping  Real-time  environment 

mesh  
Mixed Reality Capture  Mixed  hologram  and 

physical  environment 

photos and video  
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Dis play  

Optics  See-through 

 holographic 

lenses  
Resolution  2k 3:2 light engines  

Holographic Density  >2.5k radiants  

 

 

Core Platform and Functions  

Chipset  2.0GHz 8-core Qualcomm 

Snapdragon 625 with 

Adreno 506 GPU – 
OpenGL ES 3.1 &  
OpenCL 2.0  

Operating System  Android 10.0 (AOSP with  
Release 12 and above) +  
WearHF  hands-free  
interface  

Memory  32GB Internal Storage/3 

GB RAM/MicroSD slot 

(max card supported  
256GB)  

Included Applications  Document Navigator, 

Camera with Barcode 

Reader, Video Recorder,  
Media Player  

Languages Supported  English, Spanish, French,  
German, Italian, 

Portuguese, Russian, 

Mandarin Chinese,  
Japanese, Korean, Thai,  
Polish  

Connectivity and Sensors  
Bluetooth  Bluetooth Low Energy 4.1  

Wi-Fi  802.11  a/b/g/n/ac  –  
2.4GHz and 5GHz  

GPS & Location  GPS, GLONASS, A-GPS  

IMU  9-DOF  (3-axis  
accelerometer,  
magnetometer, and 

gyroscope), software  
enhanced stabilization  

Battery  
Capacity  3250mAh Li-Ion, 

rechargeable and field  
swappable  

Battery Life  Full shift (9-10 hours) with 

typical use  
Physical Characteristics  

Weight Ruggedization  380g  IP66,  MIL-STD- 
810G, 2-meter drop test  

Dedicated Keys  Power key, 

applicationspecific Action 

key  
Ports  3.5mm audio, 1 micro- 

USB for data and charging  
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Fig. 2. MagicLeap One, cnet.com  

Table. 2. Specifications of MagicLeap One[15]  

  

3. RealWear HMT-1  

Fig. 3. RealWear HMT-1, brochesia.com  
4. 

Oculus Quest 
 

Table. 3. Specifications of RealWear HMT-1[16]  

Boom Arm  Adjust six ways for all 

head sizes, left or right 

eye compatible, display 

flips out of the way when 

not in use  
Display  

Display  20° field-of-view, 1-meter 

fixed focus 24-bit color 

LCD, 0.33-inch diagonal, 

outdoor visible  
Resolution  WVGA (854×480)  

Audio  

Microphone  4 Digital microphones 

with active noise 

cancellation Accurate 

voice recognition even in  
95  dBA  of  typical  
industrial noise  

Speaker  Internal 91dB loudspeaker  

Hardware  

Lightwear  Combination of Lightfield 

technology with 

environment mapping, 

precision tracking, and 

soundfield audio  
Lightpack  High-powered processing 

and graphics are 

streamlined in a  
lightweight pack  

Control  Touch and haptic 

feedback allow for a fluid 

sensory experience. 

Spatial tracking, with six 

degrees of freedom, 

allows for movement that 

is smooth, intuitive, and 

responsive  
Software  

Lumin OS  Built to handle the 

highperformance 

requirements of spatial 

computing. Derived from 

open source components 

such as Linux and AOSP  
Lumin Runtime  Provides a foundational 

set of API's and a UI 

toolkit. This runtime 

framework operates in a 

client-server model  
3D Engines  3D engines such as Epic 

Unreal Engine 4 and Unity 

integrated with the Lumin  
SDK  

Core Platform Features  

Digital Lightfield  Generate digital light at 

different depths and blend 

seamlessly with natural  
light  

Lightpack  Robust sensor suite to 

detect surfaces, planes, 

and objects, allowing for  
digital reconstruction of 

physical surroundings  
Persistent Objects  Visual perception and 

room-mapping technology  
Soundfield Audio  Mimics the real world and 

relays distance and  
intensity  

High-powered Chipset  Integrated processing unit 

delivers high-fidelity, 

gaming-quality graphics  
Next Generation Interface  Spatial interface includes 

multiple input modes, 

including voice, control 

rays, gesture, headpose, 

and eye tracking  
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Fig. 4. Oculus Quest 2, amazon.in  

Table. 4. Specifications of Oculus Quest 2[17]  

 Hardware  

Weight   503 g (17.7 oz)  

System on a chip   Qualcomm 

 Snapdragon XR2  
Memory   6 GB  

Storage   128 GB, 256 GB  

Display   LCD 1832 x 1920 per eye 

@ refresh rate 120 Hz  
IPD(Interpupillary 

Distance)  
 58 mm, 63 mm and 68 mm  

Input   6DoF inside-out tracking 

through 4 built-in cameras  

 Software  

OS   Oculus Quest system 
software, based  
on Android source code  

Graphics   Adreno 650  

Connectivity   USB-C, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi  

 Controllers  

Controller Input   Oculus Touch  

Battery life   increased four-fold   

  

V. CONCLUSION  

     With a bright future ahead in the world of progressive 
technology, Mixed Reality can also improve its certain 
aspects. [11]It can increase the accessibility and inclusivity 
by researching UX for disabled people by adding transcripts 
and subtitles for the hearing disabled and exploring 
descriptive storytelling for the visually impaired.   

     [12]The recent release of HoloLens2 in India has 

enabled business belonging to different industries to 
effectively utilize and see the capabilities of mixed reality 
solutions for themselves. Said to supplement the jobs of 
manufacturing, automotive, healthcare and education 
employees, the device aims to aid the businesses more 
efficiently. It can facilitate training and simulations and 
provide remote consultations between experts in 
healthcare sectors. [13]The official launching of 5G, 
joined by increasing fibre-optic broadband connections, 
can highly result in better quality and reach of internet 
connectivity.  
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Abstract - In recent years, augmented reality (AR) has 

become increasingly popular. Mobile devices, embedded 

systems, and desktop systems can all benefit from 

augmented reality. One of the useful areas of AR is 

education, which has a lot of applications. To improve 

the quality of educational learning, supporting resources 

must be used. Innovative tools that enhance the visual 

learning approach, in particular, have a significant role 

to play in education. The necessity for improved 

instructional materials has grown as a result of studies 

that highlighted the importance of visual education. We 

attempted to provide information on augmented reality 

and novel tools that aid visual learning approaches in 

this study. For educational purposes, a prototype 

revolutionary augmented reality app has been provided. 

We present the study's methodology as well as the 

application's findings.   

  

Keywords—Education Methods, Augmented Reality, 

Elearning, Image Processing   

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Augmented Reality and Image processing is the technology 

used for different devices with different aspects in demand to 

use visual education. We have discussed different aspects 

related to importance of visual education below :   

1) AUGMENTED REALITY   

Augmented reality is primarily observed in applications where 

the virtual and real worlds are brought together in a temporary  

 

 

 

 

 

manner. It's an easy-to-use technology that can be employed in 

any device with a camera, screen, or operating system. Its  

principle of operation is to allow the camera to identify a 

marker in the actual environment and then overlay a virtual 

2D or 3D image on top of it. Fig 1 depicts the steps involved 

in creating augmented reality. There are two types of 

augmented reality  

 

 

apps: those that use a marker and those that don't. In the actual 

world, those who work with markers require a marker. Those 

that do not use a marker have a simpler task. They work by 

determining the depth and dimensions of three-dimensional 

objects. Another augmented reality web browser application 

that does not fit into any of these two categories exists. Apart 

from the camera, screen, and operating system, these 

applications make use of GPS technology.   

  

  

 

   
Fig 1:Working Steps of Augmented Reality   

   

Augmented Reality projects can be used in a range of 

industries, including security, health, social media, and so on, 

but its use in education is very beneficial. It features a 

structure that can be very helpful in improving educational 

quality. It promotes visual learning, which is an important 

aspect of long-term learning[1].   
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2)  Visual Learning    

Various research has looked into the effectiveness of using 

such supporting drugs in schooling. Reading, observing, 

listening, responding, and participating in the learning 

process are all ways for students to learn. Meanwhile, 

teachers use a variety of pedagogical techniques. Some of 

them want to educate by explaining, while others want to 

teach by discussing with a visual, and yet others want to 

teach by putting theoretical knowledge into working. 

Numerous applications for helping the learning process 

have been suggested in studies conducted by several 

scholars. The primary goal is to establish an effective 

learning environment. This research found that technology 

has aided education by introducing the concept of 

interactive learning. The purpose of this study is to 

demonstrate a helpful augmented reality application that 

aids in visual learning. By combining traditional tools with 

technology, this application provides a hybrid and creative 

instructional approach [2].  

   

3) Effects of Visual Learning and Augmented Reality in 

Education    

According to recent studies, technological applications 

have been widely used to improve educational efficacy. To 

foster a beneficial interaction between the learner and the 

educational material, a variety of strategies are employed. 

The use of technology as a tool in education has progressed 

in lockstep with advancements in computers [4]. The early 

apps in computer-assisted education were designed to help 

with visual learning. The use of virtual media such as the 

Internet and CDs to deliver instructional content has 

allowed students to access information more quickly and 

efficiently. Furthermore, interactive instructional 

approaches based on the web have improved access to 

information. Specially designed software with a needs 

analyses and social media-based educational materials can 

be seen as examples to such improvements. With instances 

of educational applications created by such investigations, 

this idea is instructive. Augmented reality apps are 

cuttingedge technologies that have the ability to aid in the 

learning process. It is claimed to produce effective 

educational outcomes[16].  

   

4) Image Processing    

Processing of Photographs Picture processing is a technique 

for applying operations on an image in order to improve it or 

extract relevant information from it. It is a type of signal 

processing in which input is an image and output may be 

image or characteristics/features associated with that image. 

Image processing is one of the most quickly evolving 

technology today. It is also a critical research field in 

engineering and computer science[6].  

  

Types of image processing:     

• I It forms core research mage-to-image conversion.   

• Picture to Information processing.   

• Processing of a 2D image into a 3D image.    

   

5) Marker Recognition    

A marker is a picture (it may be anything) that can be uniquely 

identified and not be confused with other pictures. It serves as 

a portal via which virtual things can be moved into the real 

world. Let's take a peek at how they're doing. The application 

is set up to recognise a marker in any scene and provide 

information about its location and orientation. The stages of 

recognising a marker are as follows:   

   

1. Image capture: The image is captured using the 

system's onboard camera or a camera linked to it. It can be 

captured as a live still image or as a video, with video being 

preferred, with the input being transferred for processing 

further down the stages.   

2. Grayscale Conversion: The input frame is first 

converted to grayscale in the intensity plane. The input from 

an Android phone is in RGB format, which is then 

transformed to grayscale.  3. Thresholding: The image is then 

transformed to a binary image in order to do a binary image 

component analysis. Adaptive Threshold and Global 

Threshold are two types of conversion thresholds.   

4. Blob Analysis: From the image plane, we go on to a group 

of connected components, each with its own geometrical 

attributes.   

   

6) Markerless Recognition    

This image processing is distinct from previous recognition 

techniques in that it uses a marker created from the camera's 

images rather than a predefined marker. The proposed 

methods are divided into two steps:  

1.Preprocessing: Using SFM algorithms and photos acquired 

from different view points, a 3d model of the environment is 

recreated. The positions and orientations of all the 

perspectives are then kept in a database. The coordinates of 

the enhanced 3d component are then determined and saved in 

the database in line with the real-world viewpoint. To discover 

interest points, SURF (Speeded up Robust Features) is used 

instead of SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform).  

2.Real time Processing: In this technique, the database files 

are first imported, and the feature point is then extracted from 

the live stream using SURF. The 3d components are then 

rendered based on their orientation and locations [8].  
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Fig 2: Co-ordinates taken from image   

   

 II.  Framework Used:    

  

1)Vuforia (QCAR): Qualcomm Connected Experiences 

created Vuforia. It's a software platform that lets you use the 

best and most creative augmented reality experiences. Vuforia 

uses superior image recognition algorithm and with the 

support of multiple platforms such as Android, iOS, Unity, 

Web based browser. It is much better than the other toolkits 

which only offer a single platform.  

   

2)Unity 3D: Unity3D is a game development platform with an 

integrated development environment (IDE). It is also possible 

to create a complicated application. It has a lot of 3D creation 

features and can support Vuforia, making it much easier and 

faster to develop augmented reality applications. The backend 

is written in C# and javascript, and the frontend is built with 

xaml.  

   

 III.  System Architecture   

   
Fig 3: System Architecture   

  

The diagram above depicts architecture. The above 

architecture is made up of various modules. Let's have a look 

at how they work within the framework. The Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) is the user's principal interface with software 

programmes.  

   

Autofocus programmes: This feature sharpens the image so 

that the marker is readily visible.  

  

Retrieval of data from a database: Data is retrieved from a 

database depending on the detected marker.  

   

Converted frame: The input and output frames are integrated 

into a single converted frame, allowing the virtual world to 

augment the real environment [11].  

  

 IV.  IMPLEMENTATION    

Implementation of each component of the system's role. Unity 

and Vuforia are used in the implementation.   

   

a) Setting up Vuforia    

To get started, Vuforia's Developer Portal is set up and an 

account is created. A developer page is available once you've 

logged in. A licence key serves as an identifier when creating 

a Vuforia application in Unity.[7] This licence key is 

generated using a "License Manager" on the developer 

website. The "Target Manager" is then utilised in Unity to add 

Image Target. This is accomplished by creating an Image 

Target database and filling in the necessary information. 

Images are added to the database that has just been created. 

Vuforia supports a variety of targets, including single flat 

images, cylindrical, cuboidal, and 3D images, among others. 

Finally, this Image target database is downloaded to Unity for 

use. The "Download Dataset" command is used to do this.   

   

   
Fig 4: License Manager   

   

• Integrating with Unity   
Unity is a Unity Technologies cross-platform app engine 

that provides a framework for constructing 2D and 3D 

game or app situations. The "AR Camera" prefab from 

Vuforia is an Augmented Reality camera. An Image Target 
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has been added to the scene in the "Prefabs" folder. shows 

the Image Target that was obtained by importing the 

Vuforia dataset into Unity.  

   
Fig 5: Augmented Reality  b) Recognition    

In this phase, text recognition, marker recognition, and 

marker less recognition are all recognised. Text 

recognition will recognise and enrich the text based on the 

words. Both marker and marker less are identified and 

increased over the marker in the same way. The models 

are superimposed on top of the markers once the algorithm 

has completed all of the recognition operations. It can be 

found in the "Model" folder in the Assets folder. The 

model is made a child of Image Target in order for it to 

appear over Image Target. Simply drag the model prefab 

into the Hierarchy panel to accomplish this. When the 

Image Target is recognised by the camera on a mobile 

device, all of the target's children appear together.   

  

 V.  CONCLUSION  

The "Implementation of real-time image processing in 

augmented reality" system allows a user to hover a camera 

over a page to obtain augmented information such as a 3D 

model, video, or explanation. It's an information-gathering 

system that doesn't require any typing or searching. The 

application lends a hand to children by making it easier for 

them to acquire new concepts through the use of graphics. 

Because the software can be installed on any smartphone, 

a student can use it whenever it is convenient for them. 

This application also requires no further maintenance, 

making it a cost-effective option. The application's 

interactivity, such as exhibiting the 3D model, aids the 

user to grasp the concept [12].  
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Abstract: People with speech impairment find it difficult to 

communicate in a society where most of the people do not 

speak/understand sign language. The project proposed in this 

paper is a glove which can convert sign language to text & 

speech output. Flex sensors are fitted onto a glove to recognize 

the gesture. Though the glove is meant for signing to speech 

conversion, it's a multipurpose glove and finds its applications 

in gaming, robotics and medical field.  

  

Key-words: IoT(Internet Of Things), Arduino, Sign Language, 

TTS(Text-To-Speech), Gesture Recognition.  

INTRODUCTION:  
According to Census-2011(India) over 7% of India’s 

population – or 97 million people – require rehabilitation to 

address their ‘disabling’ speech loss. A lot of them do not 

have proper education as to use sign language to 

communicate with others as well as much as 89% humans 

who are not deaf and dumb do not understand sign language. 

Adding to which, costs of equipment aided for deaf and 

dumb are not feasible to many. Thus, they are left unattended 

and living in the dark.  

  

Sign- Language: A sign language is a medium of 

communicating by using the hands and other parts of the 

body.  

It isn’t to be confused with body language. Sign languages 

are a crucial way for dumb people to speak. Dumb people 

often use them rather than spoken languages. Spoken 

languages used by normal people by speaking and hearing. 

Since dumb people do not have the privilege to use their 

speaking skill, they use sign languages in order to 

communicate with each other. Sign languages are not 

universal. That means there's not one single sign language for 

all dumb people round the world. There are various different 

sign languages that exist in the world. Each dumb 

community can develop its own sign language.  

  

  

Normally, each country has their own unique and different 

sign language. 137 different sign languages have been 

identified so far in the entire world.  

  

Here are some well-known sign languages:  

 American Sign Language (ASL)  

 Auslan (Australian Sign Language)  

 Austrian Sign Language  

 British Sign Language (BSL)  

 Indo-Pakistani Sign Language  

Internet of Things (IOT The Internet of things (IoT) describes 

the network of physical objects—i.e "things"—that are 

embedded with sensors, software, and other technologies for 

the purpose of connecting and transferring data with other 

devices and systems over the web . Due to the convergence of 

multiple technologies, real-time analytics, machine learning, 

commodity sensors, and embedded systems, the IoT scene has 

evolved drastically. Traditional fields of embedded systems, 

wireless sensor networks, control systems, automation 

(including home and building automation), etc. all contribute 

to enabling the web of things. IoT technology in today's date 

is mostly synonymous with products highlighting the concept 

of "Smart Home" that involves devices and appliances such as 

lighting fixtures, thermostats, home security systems and 

cameras, and other home appliances that are linked and 

support one or more ecosystems and can be controlled via 

voice (Google Assistants, Siri, Alexa) or devices associated 

with that ecosystem, such as smartphones.  
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IoT applications promise to bring great value into our lives. 

the Internet of Things might be subsequent frontier within the 

race for its share of the wallet. IoT applications are expected 

to equip billions of everyday objects with connectivity and 

intelligence, Thanks to newer wireless networks, superior 

sensors and 

revolutionary 

computing 

capabilities.  

  

  
                             Sign-Speech Convertor:   Flowchart:  

 

 

 

Block-Diagram:  
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Components Used:   
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Arduino Uno: Arduino Uno is microcontroller board 

supported the ATmega328P (datasheet). It has 14 digital 

input/output pins (of which 6 are often used as PWM 

outputs),  

6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic resonator 

(CSTCE16M0V53-R0), a USB connection, a power jack, an 

ICSP header and a reset button. The process to use the 

microcontroller is pretty simple, simply connect it to a 

computer using the cable provided with the Arduino Uno, 

and use the Arduino application to code it.  

  

Flex Sensors: A flex sensor, also known as bend sensor 

measures the quantity of bending. Usually, the sensor is stuck 

to the glove, and resistance of sensor element is varied by 

bending the flex sensor. Since the resistance is directly 

proportional to the amount of bend it is used as goniometer, 

and often called flexible potentiometer.  

   

  

  

  

MPU6050 Accelerometer: The MPU6050 consist 3axis 

Accelerometer with Micro Electro Mechanical (MEMs) 

technology. It is used to detect angle of tilt or inclination 

along the X, Y and Z axis. Acceleration along the axis 

deflects the movable mass. The displacement of moving 

plates unbalances the differential capacitor which results in 

sensor output. Output amplitude is proportional to 

acceleration.  

  

HC-05 Bluetooth Module: HC-05, a Bluetooth module which 

is meant for wireless communication. This module is often 

utilized in a master or slave configuration. HC-05 has red 

LED which indicates the connection status, if the Bluetooth is 

connected or not. Before connecting to HC-05 module this 

red LED blinks continuously during a periodic manner. 

When it connects to a Bluetooth device, the blinking slows 

down to two seconds.  
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Concept: Sign-Speech Convertor Glove has to be worn onto  

the User’s Hand User has to make hand signs. The Flex 

Sensors after being bent, sends its resistance readings to the 

Arduino Uno, and Accelerometer sends the co-ordinates of 

all 3 axis (X, Y, Z) to the microcontroller. The 

microcontroller already has a code loaded onto it which 

keeps on checking whether all the conditions are met, then 

gives out corresponding response to it. The code has a range 

of predefined values set by using trial-error method, when 

any of the hand signs are been hit in that scale…the Arduino 
sends out the output message to the Bluetooth Module. Any 

Wire-less device has to be attached to the Bluetooth Module, 

for example: A Mobile Phone/ Bluetooth Speaker connected 

to it which will read-out the corresponding response clearly 

& loudly.  

 

  

  

Uses & Future:   

 The uses of this project are countless but the primary 

use of this product is for Deaf and Dumb people.   

 It opens an unexplored market which can really help 

a lot of people all across the world.  

  

Benefits:   

 User Friendly  

 Cost Effective  

 Portable  

 Easy to Learn  

 Low Maintenance   

IMPLEMENTATION:   
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CONCLUSION: The sign to speech convertor glove is based 

on IoT. IoT is an emerging trend in Industry 4.0 and is one of 

the future references of Computer Science. This application 

of IoT is rather very useful to dumb and deaf people in the 

world The glove is a bridge between normal and dumb\deaf 

people. It provides to fill the gap of communication between 

dumb/deaf and normal people. The gloves are completely 

portable with low weight and consumes considerably less 

power to run. The glove can convert the sign language inputs 

from flex sensors and accelerometer to text and speech output 

respectively. In case of large amount of sound die to which 

the voice cannot be heard, the person can read the text on the 

TTS and understand what the dumb person is trying to say.  

.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Cataracts are the biggest cause of vision loss in the world 

and traditional statistical methods are incompetent in 

discovering hidden links from numerous medical records, 

whereas data mining and machine learning are the most 

promising techniques, that can tackle this problem. The 

concept of data mining along with efficient machine 

algorithms is to be used in the creation of our model, with 

further models to be added as per requirement. With the world 

becoming more connected than ever before, there sure isn't 

going to be a shortage of data production. Medical researchers 

can use large amounts of data on treatment plans and recovery 

rates of cataract patients in order to find trends and treatments 

that have the highest rates of success in the real world. Here 

we have researched and analyzed more than 25 scientific 

papers and the insights and learnings which we have gained 

from it along with the survey which we conducted have been 

discussed below.  

  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

[1]This study identified the risk factors for cataracts and 

formulated a predictive model based on the identified 

variables. The study simulated the formulated model and 

validated the model with a view to developing a model for 

cataracts’ risk prediction. [2] Surveys from 39 countries 

satisfied the inclusion criteria for this study. Globally, the 

number of people of all ages visually impaired is estimated to 

be 285 million, of whom 39 million are blind, with 

uncertainties of 10-20%. People 50 years and older represent 

65% and 82% of visually impaired and blind, respectively. 

The major causes of visual impairment are uncorrected 

refractive errors (43%) followed by cataract (33%); the first 

cause of blindness is cataract (51%). [3]In this study, the 

prevalence of cataract was found to be 9.8% in the plains of 

Western Uttar Pradesh. Age was found to be the most 

important risk factor. Cataract was found to be more pre-

valent among women (11.09%) as compared to men (8.4%). 

Longer daily exposure to sun-light, religion, poor nutritional 

status and low per capita income were found to be related with 

the higher incidence of cataract.  

  

[4]Out of 594  persons enumerated as eligible for the study, 

only 547  were examined with an  overall response rate of 

92.09%, whereas rest of the 47, who could not be contacted, 

were excluded from the study. Data analysis revealed a 

cataract prevalence of 24.86% which increased significantly  

with age. A significant association of cataract was also 

seen with low literacy status, outdoor occupation, family 

history of cataract and lower BMI; whereas no association 

was observed with other factors viz. sex, Socio-economic 

Status, Diabetes Mellitus and Hypertension. [5]This paper 

discusses a largely overlooked method of cataract surgery 

which may be an additional, cost-effective and efficacious 

means of providing good sight rehabilitation. Combining 

intracapsular cataract extraction, currently the most 

common method used in the rural developing world, with 

anterior chamber intraocular lens implantation (ICCE AC-

IOL), may prove effective in reducing the cataract 

backlog in developing countries. [6]Of the 15,122 persons 

aged ≥40 years who were enumerated, 13,599 (89.9%) 
were examined. In 84%, blindness was avoidable. 

Uncorrected refractive errors were responsible for 57.1% 

of moderate (<6/18–6/60) visual impairment. Cataract 

(43%) was the commonest cause of blindness (<3/60). 

Prevalence of cataract-related blindness was 1.8% (95% 

CI: 1.57–2.05) and glaucoma-related blindness was 0.7% 

(95% CI: 0.55–0.88). Increasing age was associated with 

increasing prevalence of all major blinding conditions. 

Females, illiterate persons, and residents in the North East 

geopolitical zone had significantly higher odds of 

cataractinduced blindness and severe visual impairment. 

[7]MissForest had the least imputation error for both 

continuous and categorical variables at each frequency of 

missingness, and it had the smallest prediction difference 

when models used imputed laboratory values. In both data 

sets, MICE had the second least imputation error and 

prediction difference, followed by the nearest neighbour 

and mean imputation. 

  

[8]This paper spotlights in the ability of big to transform 

the eye healthcare industry by accurate and early 

prediction of the disease. [9]This paper describes the 

application of various image processing and machine 

learning techniques for detection of eye diseases. 

[10]Artificial neural networks is used to classify eye 

diseases according to patient complain, symptoms and 

physical eye examination. We then used decision trees 

to extract knowledge from trained neural networks in 

order to understand the knowledge represented by the 

trained networks. [11]Different data mining techniques 

for the same settings were applied and compared the 

model performances (based on accuracy, sensitivity, 

and specificity) with each other. [12]This paper presents 
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a very brief survey of recent developments in basic 

pattern recognition and image processing techniques.  

  

[13]In this research a medical image classification 

framework using data  

mining techniques is proposed. It involves feature extraction, 

feature selection, feature discretization and classification.  [14]A 

total of 895 subjects examined, of whom 51.4% were males. The 

prevalence of cataract surgery was 23.5%. Cataract surgical 

coverage among the cataract blind (<6/60) persons was 94.1%. 

Coverage was associated with literacy; age and sex were not 

significant predictors. Cost was the main barriers to cataract 

surgery in this study population. [15]In this paper, historical data 

of cataract patient has been used to build the predictive model. 

Random forest algorithm is one of the decision tree algorithms 

for predictive modeling. Random forest algorithm incorporates 

advantages of classification and regression. Present study uses 

random forest method to create a model for prediction of 

cataract. The random forest algorithm is also tested for Out of 

Bag estimation error. [16]In this paper the data classification is 

cataract patients data set is developed by collecting data from 

hospital repository consists of 790 instances with 11 different 

attributes. The instances in the Dataset are pertaining to the 

categories of Kerato meter reading (RE), Kerato meter reading 

(LE), Axil Length(RE), Axil Length(LE), Power(RE), 

Power(LE), Cataract Disease . WEKA tool is used to classify the 

data and the data is evaluated using 10fold cross validation and 

the results are compared.  

  

[17]Here, we propose a framework which will be able to help in 

early detection and diagnosis of glaucoma using perimetry data 

and Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) images. The co-

relation between perimetry and OCT data will be evaluated and 

the resultant data will be used as an input for the diagnostic 

system. The system will be able to identify the normal and 

glaucomatous eye, it will also be able to predict the progression 

of glaucoma. [18]Our study aims to investigate the possible risk 

factors for poor visionrelated quality of life in patients scheduled 

to undergo phacoemulsification. [19]This paper compares 

studies on the use of ensemble learning algorithms for cataract 

detection from fundus images. Two independent feature sets as 

texture-based and sketch-based are extracted from each fundus 

image. Three basic learning models as decision tree (DT), back 

propagation neural network (BPNN) and sequential minimal 

optimization (SMO) are built on each feature set. Then, the 

ensemble learning algorithms of majority voting and stacking 

method are investigated to combine the base learning models for 

cataract detection.  

  

[20]The objectives of this study are to identify the risk 

factors,measure the relationship of the risk factors and 

cataract and to study the socio demographic 

characteristics of the cataract patients who are admitted to 

HUSM Kelantan.This was a hospital based cross sectional 

study. A total of 56 cataract patients and 56 control 

subjects who visiting Ophthalmology Clinic and Surgical 

Unit at HUSM were interviewed using structural 

questionnaire. [21]Using these styles of techniques the 

system will identify the glaucomatous eye which is ready 

to predict the progression of glaucoma. Because of this 

type of techniques the assisting ophthalmologist can 

detect and diagnose the glaucoma in earlier stage in order 

that our society will fight against the killer vision. This 

process of diagnosis and detection will be achieved 

through various data processing technique and algorithm 

like classification, clustering, association and fuzzy 

decision tree etc., during this study attributes like age, 

vital sign, diabetes, case history of assorted patients 

  

[22]These disease recognition and classification are 

specific to human organ and image type. With help of 

image processing and machine learning techniques it is 

possible to automate and/or assist physicians in clinical 

diagnosis. [23]This paper describes the application of 

various image processing and machine learning 

techniques for detection of eye diseases. This paper 

proposes and evaluates an algorithm to automatically 

detect the cataracts from color images in adult human 

subjects. Currently, methods available for cataract 

detection are based on the use of either fundus camera 

or Digital Single-Lens Reflex (DSLR) camera; both are 

very expensive. The main motive behind this work is to 

develop an inexpensive, robust and convenient 

algorithm which in conjugation with suitable devices 

will be able to diagnose the presence of cataract from 
the true color images of an eye. [24]Apriori algorithm is 
employed to find association rules related to 

complications. We use random forest (RF) and Naïve 

Bayesian (NB) to predict the complications with 
datasets preprocessed by SMOTE (synthetic minority 

oversampling technique). Genetic feature selection is 
exploited to find real features related to complications. 
[25]The expansion of IOL surgery for unilateral 

blindness is a favourable trend in ensuring financial 

sustainability of delivery systems; patients can be 
operated on while still economically productive and 
able to pay rather than waiting for bilateral blindness 

and a less favourable economic and social impact.  

  

  
III. DESIGN/ ALGORITHM/ FLOWCHART  
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION  

Our project is very unique in the sense that it will help people 

detect whether or not they are having cataract based on the 

general information and habits of that person. It will make it 

accessible to everyone all across the country and the test will be 

done at a minimal cost and very swiftly. Our proposed software 

will include a page through which the user will enter all the 

required data needed for the detection of cataract and then our 

prediction model will predict the risk of the cataract of that 

person and then display it on the screen. With the amount of 

data set to increase exponentially the concepts of data mining 

can be applied to various healthcare sector problems  Our final 

task would be to prepare a machine learning model to detect the 

cataract in patients using the data collected.  

  

The algorithms that have used are:  

1) Naive Bayes  

Naive Bayes classifiers are a collection of classification 

algorithms based on Bayes’ Theorem. It is not a single algorithm 

but a family of algorithms where all of them share a common 

principle, i.e. every pair of features being classified is 

independent of each other. A Naive Bayes classifier is a 

probabilistic machine learning model that’s used for 

classification task. The crux of the classifier is based on the 

Bayes theorem.  

  

2) Decision Tree  

Decision tree is the most powerful and popular tool for 

classification and prediction. A Decision tree is a 

flowchart like tree structure, where each internal node 

denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an 

outcome of the test, and each leaf node (terminal node) 

holds a class label. Decision trees classify instances by 

sorting them down the tree from the root to some leaf 

node, which provides the classification of the instance. 

 

3) Multi Layer Perceptron 

An artificial neural network (ANN) is an interconnected 

group of nodes akin to the vast network of neurons in a 

human brain. Multi-layer perceptron are ANNs which are 

generally presented as systems of interconnected neurons 

(containing activation functions) which send messages to 

each other such that each connection has numeric weights 

that can be tuned based on experience, making neural nets 

adaptive to inputs and capable of learning using the 

backpropagation algorithm. 

 

V. RESULT OF SURVEY CONDUCTED 

The major risk factor for lens opacification (cataract) 

is aging. A bewildering array of etiologic factors have 

been postulated in the causation of age-related cataract. 

Studies have focused on genetic factors, environmental 

influences,and on the metabolic and biochemical changes 

in the crystalline lens. Many investigators believe that an 

important factor in the pathogenesis of cataract is 

ultraviolet radiation exposure.Several reports have noted 

an increased risk of cataract among cigarette smokers. 

  

A survey was conducted on Google forms to procure a 

coherent image of what were the prime factors 

contributing to the subject. A total of 110 responses 

were collected.  

    

Fig. 1 Gender Distribution  

There was a considerable amount of diversity among the 

age and gender distribution in the responses.  

  

Fig. 2 Eye Problem History  
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This was a simple survey question which helped us 

classify among people who already suffered from some 

kind of eyes problem and people who had no eye 

problem history.  

  

Fig. 3 Frequency of eye check-ups  

Majority of the respondents(41.8%) according to the 

survey get their eyes checked once a year. About 31.8% 

of people only get their eyes checked only of they 

experience any eye problem.  

About only 10% get their eyes tested every 6 months 

and about 9.1% people never get their eyes tested. 

According to the doctors, to maintain a lifetime of 

healthy vision, adults ages 18 to 60 should have a 

comprehensive eye exam at least every two years. Older 

adults (age 61 and older) should have annual exams.  

 

Fig, 4 Common Symptoms  

A majority of respondents who suffered from eye-related had 

issues pertaining to either difficulty seeing close up or far away. 

A considerable amount of respondents also suffered from night 

vision problems, dry, itchy, and/or burning eyes.  

This information was crucial in identifying the important 

contributing factors and attributes while building the prediction 

model.  

Some of the common symptoms leading to cataract were 

asked and we obtained the following results(Fig 1.2):  

• Night Vision Problems (9.1%)  

• Dry,itchy, and/or burning eyes (25.5%)  

• Difficulty in seeing close up (23.6%)  

• Difficulty in seeing far away (34.5%)  

• Brownish or Yellowish-tinted vision (8.2%)  

• Muted colours (5.5%)  

  

Fig. 5 Lifestyle Problems  

According to the survey, about 20.9% of people suffer 

from being overweight, about 12.7% people suffer from 

high blood pressure, 13.6% people tend to smoke and 

7.3% people suffer from excwssive alcohol use, 6.4% 

people have diabetes. All these are essential factors that 

need to be addressed from prediction of cataract.  

Some of the most common reasons leading to 

development of cataract include smoking, excessive 

alcohol use, diabetes, eye injury, obesity and high blood 

pressure.  According to the responses(Fig 1.3) we 

received about 6.4% suffered from diabetes, 7.3% 

suffered from excess alcohol usage, 13.6% were into 

smoking, 20.9% were overweight, 7.3% had previously 

had some eye injury/surgery and 12.7% suffered from 

high blood pressure.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

After studying and analyzing various works from 

different papers and researchers we have gained a lot of 

valuable inference some of which including that there 

are very few datasets that contained information about 

the Indian people.Most of the existing models in 

development  are for cataract risk prediction rather than 

a cataract detection model. So, we are hoping to create a 

model that will also show the rate of cataract detection 

along with risk prediction. In the early stages of our 

projects development we primarily aim to gain 

knowledge and insight from research papers and 

publications from reputed sources.Once the project pace 

picks up we will use the ResearchGate platform to 

contact various researchers and professionals of this 

topic for their guidance and help  

  

VII. FUTURESCOPE 

Our system will be looking to improve the existing 

accuracy so that there will be no scope for any error 

which in turn will lead to more people getting their 

cataract detection accurate. Also along with this a large 

scale collaboration of the system can be done with all 
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the leading hospitals all across the country so that 

maximum people will get benefit of this system.  
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Abstract— The recent advancements in computer 

technology have provided an immense boost to the 

marketing world across the globe. This paper aims to 
provide better customer services with the help of 

Sentiment Analysis on Twitter data. The goal is to use 
this data for developing a Sentiment Analysis model to 

help companies understand their product better and 

hence make necessary changes in their products based 
on customer requirements. Sentiment Analysis model 

helps in improving customer satisfaction and future 
plans of a company. This model uses various Machine 

Learning Techniques to predict the sentiment of a tweet.  

  

Keywords— Machine Learning, Tweet, Sentiment, Naïve 

Bayes, Polarity, Tokenization.  

  

1. INTRODUCTION  

  

Over the years, the Customer – Provider services have 

been into limelight because of the inconsistency in the 

services. Customer requirements have also changed 

thanks to the enhancement in the fields such as Artificial 

intelligence and Machine Learning. Twitter can be used 

to make this service more efficient as it is widespread 

around the globe. Building a model which analyses user 

requirements based on their reviews can cause a 

tremendous advancement in the business field. As this 

task is manual and automated unlike the earlier system 

which was based on in person calling and hence was 

inconsistent. To make changes in a product as per 

customer review and provide the necessary services to a 

customer are one of the major goals of any firm. This 

model will perform Sentiment Analysis on the data 

extracted from Twitter and provide analysis based on 

customer needs. Social Media is an important tool. 

Twitter is used globally and due to its availability and 

features, users post their reviews, express their opinion 

regarding products. The sentiment can be can be 

categorized into positive, negative and neutral 

comments.  

 

 

 

 

Sentiment analysis will help companies to understand 

their product better and with our model they can also 

analyze the product enhancement part.  

  

We used Twitter dataset for implementing our Sentiment 

analysis model. The dataset basically comprises of 

textual data on which the Model would predict the 

sentiment of a Tweet.   

  

Following are the steps in development of this Model:  

  

1) Gathering Twitter Data 2) Preprocessing/Cleaning the 

Data 3) Transforming Data.  

4) Model Building.  

5) Training the model and validation.  

  

Advantages of our Sentiment Analysis include “Product 

Enhancement” as the model can be used to work on 

Product Enhancement based on the sentiment which is 

achieved by checking the most occurred word in a 

positive or negative tweet and this word could be a good 

feature or a Bug based on the sentiment, Customer 

Service Enhancement is another advantage as the process 

is automated and accurate, Social Media Monitoring is 

another advantage as companies can monitor their 

product and make necessary changes to their product, 

marketing and sales strategy. Another advantage is that 

they can get analysis of almost any product due to 

Twitter’s global reach and millions of users. Some 

common difficulties which were encountered while 

developing this model includes problems such as, 

“Domain dependence” wherein many features are not 

helpful due to the domain difference. “Handling 

Comparisons” as it is difficult to differentiate in the way 

the statement is conveyed. “Order Dependence” like how 

the form in which the statement is conveyed. “Sarcasm 

Detection” as sometimes the user’s tone can be sarcastic 

but the model might evaluate it in a different way. 

Existing Sentiment analysis models can be further 

improved with more Semantic and Common Knowledge. 

The accuracy of model can also be worked upon with 

more efficient classification and analysis. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY  
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 I.  Sentiment Analysis: Uses in Business [1]  

Author : Martin Atwebembire  

Year : 2015  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

• Qualitative content analysis was used 

during Data analysis.  

• The data was categorized to reflect the 
themes in the literature review as well 
as provide answers to the research 
questions.  

• Provides a better insight in corporate 

South Africa  

• .Increasing the sample data.  

• To develop a sentiment analysis 

business value framework.  

• The no of responses can be increased 

from 13 to 50 corporates so that more 

valuable insights could be gained.  

• Data gathering was limited due to 

time constraints.  

• Limited time meant fewer responses 

and therefore fewer data to analyze.  

• Choice of research method was 

changed from interviews to 

questionnaire due to inability to 

schedule interviews.  

 II.  Business Intelligence analytics using Sentiment Analysis - a survey
[2]

  

Authors : Prakash P. Rokade, Aruna D. Kumari 

Year : 2019  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

• It discusses various approaches 

which could be used for sentiment 

analysis.  

• Like SVM, Naïve Bayes, Decision 

Trees, Rule based approach and 
various Lexicon based approaches.  

• Compares accuracy and efficiency 

of the approaches used in sentiment 

analysis.  

• Complex interactions can be resolved 

to improve Decision tree performance.  

• Language Translation can be taken into 

consideration as Tweets are diverse in 

the languages used.  

• Probabilistic Classifier (Bayesian 

Network) were used even when 

features were correlated which 
could have resulted in low accuracy.  

• Domain dependence.  

 III.  An interpretation of Sentiment analysis for enrichment of business Intelligence
[3]

  

Authors : Nidhi Kushwaha, O.P.Vyas, Bharat Singh  

Year : 2016  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

• It uses the NLP (Natural language 
Processing) approach.  

• Some outliers were considered while 
feature extraction.  

• Improvised lesk algorithms were also 

used.  

• The Visualizations of the results can be 

further improved to a more attractive 

way.  

• To provide better framework for this 

model in form of a website or Android 

application.  

 The Model uses Lesk algorithm 

which comprises of certain 

disadvantages like the dictionary 

definitions are often very short 

and just do not have enough 

words for this algorithm to work 

well.  

 IV.  Market Research: The role of Sentiment analysis 
[4]

  

Authors : Meena Rambocas, Joao Gama 

Year : 2013  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

 It takes into account the fact that how 

sentiment analysis as an alternative 

technique is capable of triangulating 

qualitative and quantitative methods.  

• Better Opinion Mining software can be 

integrated in the near future.  

• The reviews data on products could be 

skewed hence may give different results 

under different classification models.  

• One of the major gaps relates to the 

nature of classification.  

• As there is usually a limit of the 
numbe of groups and subgroups that 
can be extracted.  

• Also, Text based data are usually 

context specific and Domain 

Dependent which means it is valid in 

specific places at specific times.  
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 It triangulates qualitative and 

quantitative methods through 

innovative real time data collection 

and analysis.  

 So, the Dataset should be taken into 

context based on the type of 

classification we want to perform.  

  

 V.  Sentiment Research on Twitter Data 
[5]

  

Authors : K A.Brahmananda Reddy, D.N.Vasundhara, P. Subhash  

Year : 2014  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

• It discusses about Naïve Bayes used 

in their classifier model.  

• Provides insights about various data 

Pre-processing on twitter data before 

training it.  

• Like removal of Elongated words 

number, Emoticons, Last Token, 

Punctuation marks.  

• Instead of going for Bag of Words we 

can apply Word2Vec.  

• As it works for small as well as large 

dataset and is easy to scale.  

• In Pre-processing part the 

stemming or lemmatization 

part is not done.  

• As this feature can be added 

in order to make the model 

more accurate.  

 VI.    Sentiment Analysis on Twitter Data using Machine Learning algorithms
[6]

  

Authors : S.Siddharth , R.Darshini , Dr.M.Sujithra Year 

: 2019  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

• Uses  Pre-Processing, 
 Feature Extraction, Feature 
selection and Classification 
Operations.  

• Combines them with Machine 

Learning algorithms like Naïve Bayes 
and Neural Networks.  

• The data was categorized to reflect 

the themes in the literature review as 

well as provide answers to the 

research questions.  

• Existing Sentiment analysis models 
can be Further improved with more 
Semantic Knowledge  

• To use cost effective opinion mining 

software.  

• To Improve Accuracy of the model 

with more efficient classification and 

analysis.  

• Irregularity in availability of opinion  

Mining Software as it is very 
expensive and only affordable to Big 
Organizations.  

• Domain dependence.  

VII.  Sentiment analysis of twitter data: A survey of techniques
[7]

  

Authors : Vishal A. Kharde , S.S.Sonawane  

Year : 2016  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

• It uses ML based Supervised learning 

approach, Maximum Entropy.  

• Provides insights on Lexicon Based  

Approaches which comprises of 

Dictionary based and Corpus Based 

Approach.  

• The Lexicon based approach gave an 

accuracy of 74.00 % which can be 

further improved by focusing on 

Tokenized Document Collection.  

• Dataset could be made to include a 

greater variety of uncommon 

sentences.  

• Order Dependence.  

• Entity Recognition.  

• Domain Dependence.  

  

   

 
      

 VIII.  Twitter Sentiment Analysis
[8]

  

Authors : Aliza Sarlan, Chayanit Nadam, Shuib Basri.  

Year : 2014  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  
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• It explains the technique of extracting 

polarities through sentiment analysis.  

• The two main approaches were 

discussed for extracting sentiment 

automatically which are the lexicon 

based approach and Machine  

Learning Based approach.  

• To develop a Web Application and to 

make user performance better.  

• To demonstrate the results in a more 

convenient way instead of the HTML 

page representation.  

• The Program will be categorized into 
positive or negative which is 
represented in form of a chart.  

• Which means due to the limitation of  

Django it can work only on Linux or 

LAMP which also specifies that it 

cannot be realized.  

IX.  Sentiment analysis using product review data
[9]

  

Authors : Xing Fang*, Justin Zhan  

Year : 2015  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

• Three classification models were 

selected for categorization.  

• Provides insights on Naïve Bayesian, 

Random Forest, and Support Vector 

Machine.  

• After Performing various techniques 

like Slicing, Data Preprocessing this 

model can be applied on Twitter Data 

to gain more valuable insights.  

• Has onboard computation which is 

slow as compared to cloud and hence 

generalizing performance across all 

system.  

• Data Gathering could be a problem 

as this paper used Review Data for 

Amazon products.  

• Work  on  scalability 

 can  be performed.  

 

 X.  Sentiment analysis as a tool of Business Analytics in contemporary organizations 
[10]

  

Authors : Leszek Ziora Year 

: 2018  

Features  Future Scope  Gaps  

• It uses a very computationally 
effective model.  

• It reviews various approaches which 
can be used for sentiment analysis.  

• Provides insights on SVM, Naïve 

Bayes, Decision Trees, Rule based 

approach and various Lexicon based 

approaches.  

• Language Translation can be taken 
into consideration as Tweets are 

diverse in the languages used.  

• So, the Dataset should be taken into 

context based on the type of 

classification we want to perform.  

 Handling comparisons as this model 

describes a bag of words approach 

which means it doesn’t take into 

account the relation towards the two 

parts of a sentence.  

  

3. RESULTS OF SURVEY CONDUCTED  

  

  

A Survey on Twitter Sentiment analysis was 

conducted. Total 102 responses were collected out of 

which more than 50% were students who have given 

their valuable responses. We reached out to other 

professionals like Professors, ML Enthusiasts, Clients. 

In order to understand their thoughts, demand and 

expectations.  

  

  

  

Q1. Profession  

  

  

 
  

  

  

  

Q2. Do you think Sentiment Analysis is necessary in 

today's Social Media Marketing World?  
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Majority of the entities think that Sentiment Analysis 

is necessary but there are very few who believe that 

such analysis is not necessary.  

  

  

Q3. Do you think an Automated Agent is sophisticated 

enough to understand and decipher human emotions, 

in a sentence?  

  

  

  

 
  

Around 51% respondents think that an Automated 

Agent can understand Human emotions or 

sentiments around 28.4% respondent conceive that 

such type of an Automated Agent cannot decipher 

the human emotions.  

  

Q4. For what purposes can Sentiment Analysis be 

used?  

  

  

  

  

 
  

Around 38.2% of respondents approved that 

Sentiment Analysis can be used to Improve 

Customer Service that is understanding the 

customer reactions towards a product Whereas 

around 36.3% of respondents believe that Market 

Research can be conducted using Sentiment 

Analysis while a small majority of people convey 

that it can be used for Social Media Monitoring.  

  

  

Q5. Can Twitter Sentiment Analysis Improve the Understanding 

of Product Reviews?  

  

  

  

  

 
  
  

Twitter Sentiment Analysis will help in understanding the 

Product reviews believe majority of the respondents 

according to the Survey. As basically getting a proper 

feedback and proper understanding of the product will 

definitely help the clients to make wise business decisions.  

  

  

Q6. Can Sentiment Analysis replace the In - Person Customer 
Service provided by Brands for Product Improvement?  

  

 
  

The results for this question showed that the respondents are 

divided on the automation of the Customer Care Services as 

there are still good companies like apple who provide better 

customer services in - person.  

Q7. Sentiment Analysis Models are the future of Business 

Planning.  

  

  

 
  
  

  
The majority of the respondents think that Sentiment 

Analysis is the future for business planning because in order 

to get customer reviews social media is the best place as 
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many of the users share their thought at such 

platforms which can be advantageous for a 

company to understand the customer's sentiment.  

  

  
4. SWOC Model  

  

  

 
  

5. IMPLEMENTATION  

It involves 5 steps –  
  

1) Gathering Data  

2) Pre-processing/Cleaning the information  

3) Transforming Data  

4) Model Building  

5) Training the model and validation  

1. Gathering Data:  

  

Sentiment Analysis models can predict the long run 

adjustments required in any business model which 

suggests that it has to be optimal moreover as 

accurate. We are using Twitter dataset to implement 

our Sentiment analysis model. The dataset basically 

comprises of textual data on which the Model would 

predict the sentiment of a Tweet. For data gathering 

we used Twitter APIs using the Tweepy Library. The 

keys included Consumer key, Consumer Secret, 

Access Token, Access Token Secret. Initially, we 

created an Authentication Object, Set the Access 

Token and Access Token Secret and created an API 

Object while passing in the auth information.  

  

  

2. Pre-processing/Cleaning the information:  

  

The steps involved within the Pre- processing part 

include:  

  

- Removal of Stop words  

- Removal of Punctuations  

- Removal of Hyperlinks  

- Removal of Repeating Characters  

- Removal of Numeric Numbers  

- Removal of Retweets  

  

  

3. Transforming Data:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

D

u

r

i

n

g

 

t

h

e

 

  

  

Strength   

- Tracking  Customers   

Satisfactions   

- A more insightful   

marketing   strategy   

Opportunities   

  

- Customer   Feedback   

- Boosting Customer   

Service   

Weakness   

  

- Large   Dataset   of   

annotated   words   

- Language   translation   

Challenges   

  

- Polarity   

- Comparatives   
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Preprocessing of data, we accessed the tokenization 

of a tweet, Applied Stemming & Lemmatization to 

give it a meaningful nature. After this process, we 

spilt the data into training and testing. Finally, the 

data was transformed using TF-IDF Vectorizer.  

  

  

  

4. Model Building:  

  

  
  

  

After Transforming the data, the next step is Model 

Building. Here, we used the Bernoulli Naïve Bayes by 

using the training and testing data. The reason behind 

using the Bernoulli Naïve Bayes is due to its 

flexibility, reliability, accuracy and ability to work 

with real time data.  

  

  

5. Training the model and Validation:  

  

Once the features are generated the foremost 

relevant ones are selected, each of the tweets from 

the training dataset is going to be expressed in 

terms of the attributes. During the training process 

the presence of every attribute is checked for 

every of the classes (positive, negative and 

neutral).  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

6. RESULT & DISCUSSION  

  

1. Plot of Polarity:  

 
6.1  

The figure 6.1 shows the polarity plot in which most of the 

instances lie around 0.  

  

  

2.Plot of Sentiment  

  

 
6.2  

  

The figure 6.2 shows the Sentiment plot in which the tweets are 

classified into Positive, Negative and Neutral. Here, 58% of the 

tweets are Neutral, 33% are Positive and 9% are Negative.  

  
  

7. CONCLUSION  

The Sentiment analysis model categorized the gathered Twitter 

dataset into positive, negative or neutral sentiments so that a 

proper study of customer reviews can be done. This will help 

companies to study about their product with the help of public 

tweets and can provide them information so that necessary 

changes or updates in a product can be done and gain insights in 
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a very short time. The irony and sarcasm type of tweets 

were categorized into neutral sentiment so that the 

outliers are removed. At times it is difficult to 

categorize a statement in which two products are 

compared so it becomes quintessential  to categorize 

such statement which helps to understand a  

customer more accurately. Techniques of Machine 

Learning approach were utilized to obtain the desirable 

output. This will help the companies to study about their 

product with the help of customer opinion and can 

provide them the information to ensure that necessary 

changes or updates in a product can be done and insights 

can be gained in a short span of time.  
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Abstract - Over the course of this article, a simple machine 

learning model for the prediction of a football match winner 

will be discussed. An in-depth analysis and insight of this 

model is presented further below. And we would go about 

the process of building it, the relevance of the project will 

also be mentioned along with its business implications. 

Finally, the merits and flaws of the project will be discussed 

along with ways in which it can be improved in future.  
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Regression,  Football  Prediction,  Match  Outcome  
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I. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  

Machine Learning has become a rather 

soughtafter technology among young students and even 

industries. Machine Learning is a key solution that can 

answer questions of the future. Its predictive nature has 

appealed the masses as it removes the ambiguity from 

various situations where the future is unknown. Humans 

tend to rely on such predictions for variety of their tasks.  

The prediction of the winner of a football match 

is a curious problem of machine learning. Here the 

objective is to apply certain machine learning models on 

existing data such that we can predict the outcome with 

precision. The solution of this problem is not just 

anticipated by mathematicians interested in the sport but 

also huge organisations that dabble in the region of 

betting. Even, news rooms look forward to such statistics 

for their audience. Thus, proving the words in the above 

paragraph to be true in their intent.  

For this paper, we shall be discussing the 

problem of prediction of match outcome. We will be 

presenting a detailed solution in form of a project that was 

built using certain information about the previous seasons 

of the English Premier League. The given information 

contains various parameters such as match date, goals 

made etc. This dataset can be obtained from online 

resources.  

  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY (RELATED WORK)  

Machine Learning (ML) approaches have been 

increasingly popular for forecasting sports results over the 

last two decades. In this paper, the authors provide a 

review of studies that have used ML for predicting results 

in team sport, covering studies from 1996 to 2019. They 

have sought to answer five key research questions while 

extensively surveying papers in this field. This research 

examines which machine learning algorithms have been 

most often utilised in this discipline, as well as others that 

are beginning to emerge with promising results. Their 

research highlights defining characteristics of successful 

studies and identifies robust strategies for evaluating 

accuracy results in this application domain. Their study 

considers accuracies that have been achieved across 

different sports and explores the notion that outcomes of 

some team sports could be inherently more difficult to 

predict than others. Finally, their study uncovers common 

themes of future research directions across all surveyed 

papers, looking for gaps and opportunities, while 

proposing recommendations for future researchers in this 

domain. [1]  

Several efforts are targeted towards increasing 

the accuracy of the prediction results of the soccer match. 

The researchers planned numerous models via implement 

completely different ML algorithms. Razali et al. [7] 

prepared a theorem stratified model that predicts soccer 

results. Their model relied on the goals that each groups 

scored in every match. Min et al. [10] provided a dynamic 

system for predicting the outcomes of football matches. 

This dynamic structure called the FRES system comprises 

of two main components: theorem supported rules and 

therefore the theorem network element. Therefore, the 

FRES methodology could be a mixture of 2 ways that job 

along to predict the outcomes of soccer matches.  

Moreover, the FRES methodology has conjointly been 

introduced in-game time-series approach, that permits 

prediction additional sensible. Nonetheless, the FRES 

program needs decent professional experience so as to be 

controlled. Constantinou [13] has established a soccer 

prediction model called pi-rating to supply projections on 

the result of football matches, whether or not home win, 

draw or away winfor EPL matches throughout the 

2010/2011 seasons, which mixes objective data and 
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subjective data like team strength, team form, 

psychological impact and fatigue.  

Koopman and Lit [11] area unit increasing work 

by Maher on the statistical distribution, demonstrating the 

offensive and defensive power of the goal score 

distribution. Koopman and Lit area unit developing an 

applied math model for the study and estimation of the 

outcomes of soccer matches, which assumes a quantity 

distribution of Poisson with coefficients of intensity that 

adjust at random over time.   

Predicting Outcome of Indian Premier League 

(IPL) Matches Using Machine Learning by Rabindra 

Lamsal and Ayesha Choudhary. Cricket, particularly the 

Twenty20 style, has the highest level of unpredictability, 

with a single over having the potential to radically swing 

the game's momentum. With millions of people watching 

the Indian Premier League (IPL), creating a model for 

forecasting match outcomes is a real-world challenge. [4]  

A cricket match is influenced by a variety of 

circumstances, and the elements that have a major impact 

on the result of a Twenty20 cricket match are discovered 

in this study. The total weight (relative strength) of the 

team is determined by each player's performance on the 

field. To calculate points for each player in the league, a 

multivariate regression-based approach is provided, and 

the total weight of a team is computed based on the 

historical performance of the players who have appeared 

the most for the club. Finally, a dataset is modelled based 

on the identified seven factors which influence the 

outcome of an IPL match. Six machine learning models 

were built and utilised to forecast the outcome of each 

2018 IPL match 15 minutes prior to the start of the game, 

just after the toss. Three of the trained models accurately 

predicted more than 40 matches, with the Multilayer 

Perceptron topping all others with a remarkable accuracy 

of 71.66 percent.  

Machine learning algorithms are employed in this 

work to predict the outcome of soccer matches. Although 

it is impossible to account for all factors that impact match 

outcomes, an attempt is made to identify the most 

important factors, and several classifiers are evaluated to 

tackle the problem.  

Below, the literature study is summarised in form of a 

comparative study.  

 TABLE I.  COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TECHNICAL 

PAPERS  

Paper 

Title  

Authors  Takeaway  

Predicting  

outcome of  

soccer 

matches 

using 

machine 

learning  

Albina 

Yezus  

The study takes into account 

one particular league for its 

evaluation. It states that a 

simple regression model can 

give the results that are as 

good as the results given by 

some complex models. This 

study claims that a model will 

accuracy of 60% can be 

deemed a good model.  

The  

Application 

of 

 M

achine  

Learning 

Techniques 

for  

Predicting  

Results in 

Team 

Sport:  

A Review  

Rory  

Bunker 

and  

Teo  

Susnjak  

This paper claims that  ANN 

algorithms are supior to other 

for predicting the outcomes of 

a sports match. It contains a 

deep analysis of various 

classification algorithms. It 

also focuses on the 

importance of a good dataset 

and mentions the challenges 

of finding one in the field of 

sports.  

Predicting  

Outcome 

of  

Indian  

Premier  

League 

(IPL)  

Matches  

Using  

Machine  

Learning  

Rabindra  

Lamsal 

and  

Ayesha  

Choudhary  

This study brings to light a 

silution of predicting match 

outcomes in IPL using 

multivariate regression. This 

is key because, this is the 

algorithm, that will be further 

used by our purpose too.  

  

III. METHODOLOGY  

To describe the approach that we have adopted 

for this project, it is imperative to understand the tools and 

resources that were available and put to use. There are two 

parts to this project, the frontend that was built using the 

simple and basic technology of HTML, CSS and 

bootstrap. Connecting to this is the backend, that makes it 

functional. It comprises of the machine learning model 

and some additional files to enable the model to process 

the input from the frontend and provide the predicted 

output back to the frontend. This section tailed a detail 

study of the same. The diagram below facilitates the 

understanding of how different component of the project 

interact with each other.  
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Fig. 1. A visual representation of how different 

components of the proect interact with each other.  

  

IV. DATASET  

i. Description  

The dataset that we are using for building this 

project contains information that was partly derived from 

online resources and partly built by intuition and common 

knowledge of the given situation. The available dataset 

included fields such as XYZ. However, this plainly would 

not be very sufficient to predict the match outcomes. 

Before we move onto pre-processing the data and use it to 

derive any meaningful result, we must first be fully aware 

of the various parameters that are present in the raw 

dataset. The table below explains all the column names of 

the data.  

 TABLE II.  DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES OF RAW 

DATASET  

Sr. 

No.  

Feature 

Name  

Meaning  

1.  Div   League Division  

2.  Date   Match Date (dd/mm/yy)  

Sr. 

No.  

Feature 

Name  

Meaning  

3.  HomeTeam   Home Team  

4.  AwayTeam   Away Team  

5.  FTHG   Full Time Home Team Goals  

6.  FTAG   Full Time Away Team Goals  

7.  FTR   Full Time Result (H=Home 

Win, D=Draw, A=Away Win)  

8.  HTHG   Half Time Home Team Goals  

9.  HTAG   Half Time Away Team Goals  

10.  HTR   Half Time Result (H=Home 

Win, D=Draw, A=Away Win)  

11.  Referee   Match Referee  

12.  HS   Home Team Shots  

13.  AS   Away Team Shots  

14.  HST   Home Team Shots on Target  

15.  AST   Away Team Shots on Target  

16.  HHW   Home Team Hit Woodwork  

17.  AHW   Away Team Hit Woodwork  

18.  HC   Home Team Corners  

19.  AC   Away Team Corners  

20.  HF   Home Team Fouls Committed  

21.  AF   Away Team Fouls Committed  

22.  HO   Home Team Offsides  

23.  AO   Away Team Offsides  

24.  HY   Home Team Yellow Cards  

25.  AY   Away Team Yellow Cards  

26.  HR   Home Team Red Cards  

27.  AR   Away Team Red Cards  

28.  HBP   Home Team Bookings Points 

(10 =  

yellow, 25 = red)  

29.  ABP   Away Team Bookings Points 

(10 =  

yellow, 25 = red)  

  

ii. Exploratory Data Analysis  

Even before we start building out model, it is 

imperative that we analyse the details in the dataset. It is 

important to understand the data and how well it is 

structured before we pre-process the data to make is 

useful. Given below are the screenshots of the plots that 

were produced by python for the given dataset. These 

plots eventually helped us to understand the structure of 

the data and give us an insight regarding the kind of 
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preprocessing that will be required to make the dataset 

efficient in its use.  

  

Fig. 2. Exploratory jointplot of dataset  

  

Fig. 3. Exploratory pairplot of 

dataset iii.  Data Pre-

processing   

Data pre-processing is a process of preparing the 

raw data and making it suitable for a machine learning 

model. It's the first and most important stage in building a 

machine learning model. When creating a machine 

learning project, it is not always a case that we come 

across the clean and formatted data. And while doing any 

operation with data, it is mandatory to clean it and put in a  

formatted way. So, for this, we use data pre-

processing task.  

It is necessary that we filter our raw unstructured data into 

a format which can be fed to models and be processed to 

derive meaningful results. There are various steps 

involved in data pre-processing such as:  

• Getting the dataset   

• Importing libraries   

• Importing datasets  

• Finding Missing Data   

• Encoding Categorical Data   

• Splitting dataset into training and test set   

• Feature scaling   

In our data, we have performed importing libraries, 

importing datasets, encoding categorical data and splitting 

the dataset for train and test purposes. In The figure given 

below we have demonstrated the dataset before 

preprocessing, the code that was used to pre-process the 

dataset and finally the outcome dataset from the code.  

  

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the raw dataset prior to pre-

processing  

  

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the dataset after preprocessing  

Now the dataset comprises of fewer columns therefore 

making the regression easier to perform. The preprocessed 

dataset contains the information stated in the table below.  

 TABLE III.  DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES OF PRE-

PROCESSED  

DATASET  

Sr. 

No.  

Feature Name  Meaning  

1.  HomeTeam_Ordi 

nal_Encoding   

Categorical Encoding for the 

Home Team  

2.  AwayTeam_Ordi 

nal_Encoding   

Categorical Encoding for the 

Away Team  

3.  HTFormPts   

Recent winning/losing form 

of the team in the last 5 

matches for the Home Team  

4.  ATFormPts   

Recent winning/losing form 

of the team in the last 5 

matches for the Away Team  

5.  FTR_Orginal_En 

coding   

Full Time Result  
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V. CHOICE OF MODEL (ALGORITHMS)  

Predictive analytics models, which are now the most 

sought-after in the market, are meant to evaluate past data, 

uncover patterns, detect trends, and utilise that 

information to make predictions about future trends.  

The following are a few of the most prevalent methods:  

• Decision trees. Decision tree algorithms take 

data (mined, open source, internal) and graph it out in 

branches to display the possible outcomes of various 

decisions.  

Decision trees classify response variables and predict 

response variables based on past decisions can be used 

with incomplete data sets and is easily explainable and 

accessible for novice data scientists.  

• Time series analysis. This is a technique for 

the prediction of events through a sequence of time. 

You can predict future events by analysing past trends 

and extrapolating from there.  

• Regression. This method is a statistical 

analysis method that aids in data preparation. The 

algorithm's capacity to sort and categorise data 

increases as more data is added, allowing predictions to 

be produced.  

For this project, we have used multivariate linear 

regression due to its simple approach and accurate results 

in our field of exploration. Below are the code snippets of 

the code used to build the model.  

  

  

Fig. 6. Code snippet   

VI. TESTING AND TRAINING (EVALUATION 

METRICS)  

Coding is not sufficient when we talk of 

predictive Machine Learning models. We also need to 

train the model so that it can identify the relationship 

between the dependent and independent variables. Then 

we have to test out model to determine its accuracy.   

  

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =   𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑒 

  

However, in our model we do not make a train 

test split. This is because the relatively small amount of 

data available to train the model. Thus, testing is done 

for real time data.  

  

Fig. 7. Code snippet   

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

In the snippet below, we see the front-end of the 

project also we see a sample of how we can use the 

webpage for predicting the winner of a football match.   

The model gives us a result that is accurate 70% 

times. This can be considered as a good model since it is 

not only simple but it also takes into account various 

factors of a match. The data is condensed into five 

columns from an overwhelming number of columns 

initially. The features were well used to predict the results.  

  

  

Fig. 8. Demo of the software  

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE  

No project can ever be truly called complete. 

There is always room to do more and to do better. Such is 

the case of our project. I our project we have implemented 

a Linear regression however, other models can also be 

tried. We can also adopt a more advanced dataset that can 

help us to make better predictions. Despite several 

attempts we couldn’t find a dataset that included the 
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players of each team and hence we would have to work 

further to form a dataset in which the key players of each 

team are encoded and that would become an influential 

factor in determining the winning chances of each team. 

We can also develop the predictor to also predict the 

number of goals that would be made by each team. 

However, for such computation a larger dataset would be 

required.   

IX. CONCLUSION  

To conclude, this paper has presented deep 

insights into what goes into making a project that 

amalgamates machine learning and web development. We 

discuss various studies to justify our choice of model that 

is multivariate regression. This study also presents all the 

steps undertaken in pre-processing, model development 

and training and testing of the model.  
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Abstract —This report is about detecting motorbike riders 

without a helmet and also the pillion rider with the use of YOLO 

object detection algorithm . We introduced the updated 

approach for helmet detection.This approach is an upgradation 

of YOLO object detection algorithm which detects not only the 

rider's helmet but also the helmet of the pillion rider.Primary 

objective is Detection of helmet of rider and pillion rider in that 

targeted image and Increase the accuracy of the YOLOv5 

algorithm by adding one layer for detection of small details in an 

image. In this proposed model a new layer has been added for 

detection of smaller objects having smaller features.This has 

been done by changing the configuration of YOLOv5 

architecture. The helmet detection using this proposed model has 

been carried out for a dataset containing images with maximum 

3 people , with no helmets, 1 helmet each or 2 wearing it. 

Keywords — YOLO, Helmet, YOLOv5, Darknet, PyTorch, CSP, 

PA-Net, YAML, Head, Backbone, Feature maps, Anchor box, 

Bounding box, GPU, Custom data 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In India,two-wheeler is one of the mostly used mode of 

transport for shorter or sometime longer distance 

travelling.The reason behind this is two-wheeler have 

comparatively low maintenance , easy handling and less 

price .But, there is one concern about the this vehicle is the 

physical security issue.If we compare the damage due to 

two-wheeler accidents and the other vehicle accidents then 

we will get that damage in two-wheeler is more insane and 

deadliest.In last 15 years accidents were increased 

extensively,in that specifically two-Wheeler accidents are 

comparatively more than other transport vehicles such as 

bus, car and also the majority about 90% of the rider didn’t 

wear the helmet so that they were seriously injured or at 

some serious cases death occurred.so that use of helmet for 

is must. the rider and also the pillion rider 

The new innovation for helmet detection and road safety is 

the smart helmet i.e if a rider doesn't wear the helmet then 

that bike or two-wheeler won’t start.but this implementation 

in real world is not that cost effective and the optimum 

solution .Smart helmets are available in the market which 

are connected to the smartphone of user.The special feature 

of smart helmet is it can call contacts from emergency 

contact list whenever that helmet senses the considerable 

impact at the time of  unfortunate accident. 

The system now a days used to detect the helmet is manual 

it means the traffic police need to capture the image for 

proof.but this the age of AI, machine learning and deep 

learning so that ,in India some major metropolitan cities the 

high resolution cctv cameras are used to detect illegal 

activities, speed violations and also helmet detection 

purpose.The algorithm available for specifically helmet 

detection are not that much optimized and not able to detect 

the helmet of pillion rider.The proposed model in report is 

focused on YOLOv4(object detection model).other version 

of YOLO are good but not accurate as YOLOv4.This 

YOLO is actually a deep learning algorithm in which there 

are many convolution layers,addition of some more layer to 

detect the smaller details. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Romuere R. V. e Silva, Kelson R. T. Aires. Rodrigo de 

M. S. Veras[1] proposed a model in that they used the 

technique like Image Descriptors and Classifiers for helmet 
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detection purpose.Specifically For vehicle classification, 

wavelet transform.The HOG 7i.e Histogram of oriented 

gradient and CHT i.e. Circular Hough Transform is mainly 

used for feature extraction of input images. 

1 

The accuracy is high i.e. 97.66% for the vehicle classification 

and for helmet detection it is about 91%. In this methodology 

there are 2 stages 1. Segmentation and classification   of 

vehicle 2. detection of helmet. 

Basically they are working on real time video as an input so 

In 1
st 

stage they are detecting the moving object in that image 

after that there is a calibration stage in that stage cross line 

format is set, this line set by the system operator and that 

should not cross the defined area of road . This line is 

responsible for detection of object I.e vehicle, it means that 

whenever any vehicle crosses that line then it will be 

extracted from the video frame for feature extraction of that 

object .In this part WT wavelet transform is used as a 

descriptor and then random forest algorithm for classification 

of the vehicle . Whether that vehicle is two-wheeler or non-

two-wheeler. 

In 2
nd 

stage is about the detection of helmet, first of all to 

reduce the efforts the ROI(region of Interest )is decided I.e 

nothing but the Helmet object.HOG descriptor is used to 

obtain the different vectors of the image.The feature 

extraction is crucial stage where the ROI will get processed . 

After that MLP algorithm is used to classify that image I.e 

with the helmet or without helmet. 

In this way they are detecting helmets but, the main issue 

with their whole algorithm is that they are not detecting the 

helmet of the pillion rider which is also important. 

Shravani Maliye1, Jayom Oza, Jayesh Rane, Nileema 

Pathak[2] proposed a model ,which mainly focuses on the 

detection of mask , helmet and number plate detection and 

this paper is published in 2021. They used the YOLO 

algorithm Version 3 and canny edge detection technique. 

The proposed model contains 4 modules I.e. 

1) Motorcycle detection 

2) detection of the rider's  helmet. 

3) Detection of mask 

4) Detection of number plate 

Basically, they are using google co-lab for implementation 

purposes.First of all they are using the single neural network 

on the specific images for dividing the image in multiple 

parts, feature extraction , and bounding boxes with the 

appropriate label. 

YOLO v3 is used for object detection in which 53 layers 

of dark-net variant and the architecture consist of 106 fully 

functional conventional layers.The best part of this yolo 

version is it’s prediction in 3 phases and it can easily 

detect even small objects in that image. 

Canny Edge detection technique is used for detecting the 

edges of image sharply, first of all the original image is 

provides as a input to this algorithm .first it convert that 

image into the grayscale.then it apply the gaussian blur to 

remove the noise from that image.after that the intensity 

gradient is calculated for the quick change in the intensity 

and also it specifies the location of edge of input 

image.after that thresholding is applied I.e if the value of 

intensity is between the min and max then it consider that 

image otherwise not.at last the clean and sharp edged 

image will be the accurate output . 

Now, the accuracy of the model is a very important 

constraint. Their accuracy through YOLOv3 is about 95% 

for the vehicle classification which is decent.but the 

accuracy is 90% for the helmet detection which is less as 

we compare to other models.and the mask detection 

accuracy is about 99%. 

But, one more concern is that it requires large datasets for 

training and testing purposes ,it is very much time 

consuming. 

The detection of helmet and mask of pillion rider is not 

done in this paper. 

Ruiyun Cao, Hongxiang Li, Banglie Yang, Ao Feng, Jie 

Yang, Jiong Mu[3] proposed a model which uses 

Yolov4's deep neural network architecture for the helmet 

recognition and also the accuracy is pretty much good i.e. 

95%,this paper mainly focuses on the helmet detection of 

construction site workers. 

They used a data set for the practically visible light which 

is sensitive to the human eye. For this they commit some 

changes in the properties of the images like noise, intensity 

,brightness to understand situations in real time data . They 

used different image enhancement techniques like first the 

input image undergoes some process like (scaled, flipped 

and clipped)to increase the accuracy of the proposed 

model. They also mentioned that When dealing with 

image occlusion , target overlap etc. we are using random 

erase and grid mask and other techniques which are as 

same as the avoidance of unnecessary ROI in the process 
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of feature extraction and then selection of most appropriate 

rational part in the image area. 

They also used a method called mosaic data 

enhancement technique in which four images are 

cropped randomly and then merged together into a single 

image. This approach increases the picture background 

and at the time of batch normalization, and then it 

calculates four images,which helps to increase the batch 

size without adding extra computing cost and it is trained 

on a single GPU only. And to solve this problem of high 

cost reasoning calculation they used various versions of 

YOLO (v3 , v4),darknet and csp module. 

They trained a monitoring model using Yolo version four 

using tesla V100 GPU, and got the accuracy of 95.1% and 

speed of 68 FPS. Which when compared with different 

algorithms helps to fulfill the need of helmet monitoring 

tasks with good speed and accuracy especially when 

compared with Yolov3. 

Tanvir Ahmad , Yinglong Ma , Muhammad Yahya, 

Belal Ahmad, Shah Nazir ,and Amin ul Haq [4] proposed 

the model of object detection using YOLO v1.In which they 

modified the yolov1 algorithm.They mainly focused on 

improvement in 3 areas like loss function , inception 

structure and spatial pyramid  pooling layer. 

The loss function mainly handles the loss of bounding boxes 

,classification of different objects and also the difference in 

the confidence of the region of interest in that particular grid 

of images.The loss function is replaced with variance 

function in the yolov1,to improvise they proposed the 

contract i.e idea of normalization concept. 

They used the inception structure in 3rd and 4th layer for 

improvement in the hidden smallest information of the 

targeted image.In the spatial polygon poling layer 

improvement part , they add more layers of SPP for precise 

size of output of any size of image as input to the model . 

For the analysis of modified models they prefer pascal VOC 

dataset ,but the average accuracy was about 65% which is 

better than the basic model of yolov1. 

Kunal Dahiya, Dinesh Singh, C. Krishna Mohan[5] 

proposed the model for automatic detection of helmets on a 

real time video.They approached the problem in simplest 

manner i.e. they converted the image to grayscale ,then 

subtracting the background data and targeted on ROI(region 

of interest)Their consolidation approach play an important 

for the violation reporting ..For classification purpose they 

prefer the SVM because of robustness of that classification 

algorithm.The data set they provide for processing is 2 

hours of decent quality cctv footage. 

Here they provide the comparative result of the proposed 

model.for this they used the 3 mainly used for feature 

representation i.e HOG(histogram of oriented gradients) 

,SIFT(scale invariant feature transformation) and last one 

LBP(local binary Pattern).The accuracy they got about 93% 

which was impressive with the basic model.They also 

claimed that the computation cost is very less. The run time 

for the frame in that video is 11.58ms.They mainly provide 

the video of good resolution of 30fps to test the framework. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The work proposed in this paper is mainly focuses on the 

following points 

1) Detection of helmets of riders as well as the pillion rider 

with high accuracy. 

2) Improve the architecture of YOLOv5 model for better 

detection of smaller object(helmet) 

IV.  ARCHITECTURE OF YOLOV5 

The crucial and very useful contribution of YOLOv5 is to 

translate the analysis done by Darknet (which is the most 

important architectural part of the framework as it contains 

configuration files) to the PyTorch framework.The darknet 

framework is developed entirely in C and provides first-class 

fine-grained control over the network's activities. YOLOv5 

composes the model configuration in .yaml,as contradictory 

to .cfg files in Darknet.The main difference between these 

two formats is that the .yaml file is built to enumerate the 

varied layers that the network comprises and then multiply 

those by the total number of layers in each block. This 

updated  yaml format sense  like the following: 

An object recogniser whose motive is to make choices from 

given pictures and so provide these options through a 

prediction system to create the box around the object and 

infer their categories. YOLO architecture is based on 3 items 

: 

Backbone - It is CNN(Convolutional Neural Network) that 

gathers and generates image options at numerous 

granularities. 

Neck - This is a sequence of layers to combine and mix 

image options to pass them forward to prediction. 

Head- Collects the options from the neck and takes bounding 

boxes and sophistication predicting steps. 

Model Backbone:- Backbone plays a very important role 

within the YOLO for extracting the important options from 
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that targeted image.In YOLO v5 and YOLO v4 identical 

CSP Cross spatial Partial Network is principally used as a 

backbone.CSP primarily target the duplicate gradient 

drawback and examination with massive backbones 

employed in different algorithms resulted less variety of 

parameters and fewer flops. The CSP relies on DenseNet.It 

is primarily designed to attach totally different layers in 

CNN and therefore the purpose is to get rid of the gradient 

drawback that is tough within the backward propagation of 

loss signal through the terribly deep network. 

Model Neck:- The projected technique uses YOLOv5 that 

implements the PA-NET neck for feature aggregation. Path 

Aggregation Network is principally incorporated within the 

model to boost the method of instance segmentation by 

protective spatial info accurately that helps in correct 

localization of pixels in mask formation.The properties that 

produces PA-Net correct ar : bottom-up Path Augmentation 

,Adaptive Feature Pooling and Fully-Connected Fusion. 

Here we tend to thought-about BiFPN, the simplest 

alternative for detection neck and it's perhaps a district of 

any study for 

YOLOv4 and YOLOv5 to

 explore with different implementations. 

Model Head:- YOLO layer. The Yolo layer outputs 

detection results (Class, Score, Location, Size).YOLOv5 

passes coaching information through an information 

loader that augments information on-line . The 

information loader makes 3 types of Augmentations : 

scaling , color area changes, and mosaic augmentation. 

Now the most important part to create box predictions is 

that the yolo network predicts bounding boxes(anchor 

boxes). Within the projected YOLOv5 technique all yolo 

anchor boxes are Auto-Learned once we input our 

Custom information. The PyTorch framework permits 

the flexibility to fraction the floating purpose exactitude 

in coaching and logical thinking from thirty two bit to 

sixteen bit exactitude. This considerably quickens the 

logical thinking time of the YOLOv5 models. However, 

the speed enhancements will be done by victimization 

GPUs like V100 and T4. 

 V. PROPOSED System 

As we have mentioned the architecture for the YOLOv5l 

above, In the proposed model for adding a new layer , the 

head and the backbone parameters in the Yaml 

configuration file for YOLOv5l are changed.Previously 

the head consisted of three feature maps 52 * 52 * 255, 26 

* 26 * 255, 13 * 13 * 255. In the proposed technique a 104 

* 104 * 255 feature maps have been added for the 

detection of extra small features . After experimenting 

with the proposed model this model can also detect 

whether the rear person is wearing a helmet or not with the 

help of an extra added layer .So the model also works for 3 

people sitting on the vehicle and detects whether they are 

wearing helmets or not.The proposed model is efficient 

and convenient for any OpenCv developer for specific 

reasons: 

● Very simple to install - Yolov5 is very convenient for use, 

it is essential to download some very light weighted 

libraries and torch setup on the system. 

● Quick and efficient Training - This model trains very well 

as we compare with other models which make it easy to 

reduce the cost of experimentation of the model.. 

● Intuitive Layout - File handling is easy to implement and 

easy to access and navigate while developing. 

● Conversion is very simple to mobile : The model is also 

convenient if you want to transform the yolov5 pytorch 

weights to the ONXX , to core ml to ios. 

 

Figure 1: Improved Architecture of 

YOLOv5 
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 VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Experimental Environment 

Experimental environment used for this project: Intel(R) 

Core i5-9300H CPU 8 GB RAM, GPU NVIDIA GeForce 

GTX 1650, 64 bit operating system. 

6.2 dataset 

Experimental dataset contains images of riders wearing 

helmets and riders who don’t wear helmets and their 

annotations into YOLOV5 format. This proposed model used 

data which was gathered from Kaggle, Google and used 

some random images for the experimentation part. 

Experimental dataset contains 555 images for training and 

their annotations and 63 validation images and their 

annotations. 

Table 1: Training and Testing data 

Number of Training 

Images 
555 

Number of Testing Images 63 

As there is no sufficient data available for bike rider helmet 

detection, This proposed model uses some images for bicycle 

riders also for more accuracy and as there is so much 

similarity between bike helmets and bicycle helmets. 

Figure 2:  Training dataset 

6.3 Results 

This proposed model mainly focuses on detection of rear 

person helmets. For detection of the rear person’s helmet one 

detection head is added to the architecture of YOLOV5 and 

it gives results as follows. This proposed model gives better 

results for helmet detection and non-helmet detection also. 

 

 

 

Figure 3:  Detection of helmet results. 
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Figure 4:  Precision And Recall Graphs over 100 epochs 

This proposed model gives precision and recall graphs as 

shown in fig.4. These results/graphs show precision and 

recall values for 100 epochs. After each epoch it will 

calculate value and fig.4 is a graph for that precision and 

recall values. 

 

Figure 5:  mAP value which gives accuracy measure 

 

Figure 6:  Box loss and obj loss 

From the above graphs , this proposed model gives accuracy 

about 89% for helmet detection as mAP value is about 

0.89.This proposed model has given 100 epochs for training. 

Precision and recall values are also taken under consideration 

as you can see in fig 4. Box loss and Object loss is also near 

to 0 for 100 epochs and this helped much in the proposed 

model for YOLOV5. 

Results are based on detection of the pillion rider helmet. 

Accuracy for helmet detection is about 89% and accuracy for 

non helmet detection is about 75% as this model contains 

two classes helmet and non-helmet. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The proposed technique focuses on producing a ROI region 

of interest detector model.The output that we get by using 

YOLOv5 modified algorithm is better as compared with 

different object detection techniques.Pytorch procedure for 

the training is extensively useful for the enhancement in the 

performance of YOLOv5,at the same time the yolov5 and 

yolov4 are similar architecture wise. 

The helmet is a very important safety guard for the workers 

, two-wheeler drivers and also for cyclist.Due to the lack of 

awareness and not taking seriously about wearing the helmet 

become the reason of many accidents.To help the traffic 

department by digitally monitoring the helmet we proposed 

this improved model YOLOv5. After that the gathered data 

set was annotated and the YOLOv5 model was trained and 

tested using different parameters.The experiment result 

displays that yolo v5 have better detection speed which is 

about 110 FPS for the real time helmet detection. 

The YOLOv5 is currently a new and evolving technology in 

object detection techniques.There is scope for improvement 

in accuracy and some minor modification in the architecture 

part.We are planning to use optimized and updated dataset 

for more accurate detection. This algorithm can be optimized 

to use in complex object detection.Optimized version of 

YOLOv5 is very useful in CCTV cameras(upto 60 fps 

camera resolution) for precise detection of riders with or 

without helmet. 
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Abstract—Stock Market Prediction and Analysis has always 

been one of the most challenging tasks [1][2]. The variety of 

influences and unpredictability beats even the heavyweights 

to ground when it comes to successfully analyzing Stock 

Price data. In the proposed System, we have designed and 

successfully built a Machine Learning model using Long-

Short Term Memory (LSTM) algorithm which helps for 

prediction of stock price data. We have done 

experimentations for better training, accuracy and results, 

on used data. The proposed system is also deployed on a web 

application which helps eliminate/reduce the difficulty of its 

use for the users. The model also works on the real-time 

data as we are using Yahoo finance API for getting updated 

data for model training and prediction. Lastly, The Indian 

stock market prices are also heavily driven by public 

sentiments which have for providing a better public opinion 

upon a particular stock. To help our users tackle this, we 

have added twitter sentiment analysis as a feature which 

provides us results in term of percentages of positive and 

negative sentiments within the tweets in the public domain 

at present about a particular stock, achieving a better 

opinion on a particular stock for the users. The resulting 

model successfully gives us a prediction graphs as an output 

when given a  

particular stock on the proposed web application. We 

obtained least error in prediction, for Asian Paints data for 

the split of 80:20, using 75 epochs.  

Keywords—Stock market prediction, LSTM, Yahoo 

finance, sentiments, twitter  

I. INTRODUCTION  

For business analysts and researchers, forecasting the 
stock marketplace rate is usually a task. Stock market 
costs estimation isn't most effective, a thrilling however 
additionally tough vicinity of studies [1][2]. Predicting 
the stock market with complete accuracy may be very 
tough as external entities such as social, mental, political, 
and financial have a top notch and large impact on it. The 
characteristic of the data related to the stock market is 
commonly time version and nonlinear. Prediction of 
inventory marketplace performs a crucial position in 
stock enterprise. If traders lack enough information and 
knowledge, then their funding can go through the greatest 
loss. Traders must expect the destiny stock fee of 
agencies a good way to attain excessive earnings. Diverse 

prediction techniques were developed to do predictions 
on the stock market as it should be.   

This model takes into account a company's previous 
equity share price and employs the RNN approach known 
as LSTM. The data set was obtained directly from Yahoo 
Finance. The proposed method takes into account a 
share's historical data and makes predictions on a specific 
attribute. Opening price, day high, day low, previous day 
opening price, close price, day of trading, total trade 
quantity and turnover are all characteristics of shares. The 
suggested model uses time series analysis to forecast a 
share price over a specified time period. Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) is one of many forms of Recurrent 
Neural Networks (RNN) that can capture input from 
previous stages and use it to predict the future.  

Given the effect of social media on our daily lives, 
understanding public sentiment of a stock market 
company through various social media platforms has 
become a need in today's world. It's crucial to track 
public opinion while making a decision with respect to 
them and deciding the next step. For doing the same, 
social networking websites are a good place to start.  

Twitter is one of the most well-known public 
platforms for candid public sentiment analysis on a 
variety of topics. With the use of Tweepy, TextBlob, 
and Data Frame by pandas this study intends to 
examine public mood via Tweets from Twitter of any 
particular Stock in recent time. Then Later indicate the 
positivity, negativity, and neutrality of a tweet based on 
the Polarity score and visualize the data to gain a 
clearer picture of the attitude that dominates. This 
research project seeks to analyze social media data, 
with a focus on Twitter, in order to compute sentiment 
scores and depict them, with the goal of explaining 
people's social media sentiment of any particular stock 
or a listed company.  

II.
 
LITERATURE SURVEY  

In the work [3], researchers used KNN and nonlinear 
regression for stock price prediction. They used data of 
6 companies from Jordanian stock exchange to help all 
the stakeholders. Their experience says that KNN is 
robust, reasonable and coherent method in this case. It  
also gives small error ratio.  

Mehtab and Sen [4] have shown that how machine 
learning and LSTM-based can be used in practice for 
predicting NIFTY 50 stock price changes on the 
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National Stock Exchange (NSE) of India, among the 
most recent ideas in the literature on stock price 
prediction. The authors created three forecasting 
models using daily stock prices. The models' prediction 
accuracies were then assessed due to their ability to 
predict the perturbation patterns of NIFTY index's 
nearer value over a one-week time horizon. For testing, 
the authors used NIFTY 50 index values for January 
2018 till June 2019 [4]. The work proposed in [5], uses 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and 
multivariate time series data for stock prediction. The 
authors' suggested prediction model combines a CNN's 
learning capacity with walk-forward validation to 
achieve a high degree of accuracy in anticipating future 
NIFTY index values and movement patterns. The 
authors offer three distinct CNN designs, each with a 
different number of variables utilized in predicting, 
count of sub-models in the  system, and input data size 
for  model training. The CNN-based multivariate 
forecasting model was highly good in predicting the 
movement of NIFTY index values with a weekly 
prediction horizon, according to the experimental data. 
LSTM networks have also been proposed for stock 
price prediction. Use of LSTM [9] networks in stock 
price prediction has also been proposed [5].  

In this study [6], the comprehensive process of 
developing a stock price forecasting model utilizing the 
ARIMA model is given. A stock price prediction 
algorithm is integrated with published stock data from the 
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Nigerian 
Stock Exchange (NSE). The results showed that the 
ARIMA model has a lot of potential for largely short-
term prediction and might compete well with 
conventional stock price prediction strategies. This could 
guide investors in stock market to form profitable 
investment decisions. ARIMA models may compete quite 
well with developing forecasting approaches in short-
term prediction based on the findings obtained [6].  

This paper [7] has proposed a hybrid model that 
combines the benefits of a CNN and a LSTM approach 
they talk about the different works related to pattern 
reading and prediction, providing us the comprehensive 
view about the prediction techniques. We also studied the 
way they combined the models which is interesting & 
inspirational for our approach towards our model. The 
main outcome of this study is that the suggested CNN-
LSTM model beat 17 baseline time series forecasting 
algorithms on both test and forecast data, with the lowest 
average MAPE, RMSE, and RRMSE values. Finally, 
while individual CNN and LSTM models predict verified 
COVID-19 occurrences time series well and efficiently, 
combining both models in the proposed CNN-LSTM 
encoder decoder structure greatly increases forecasting 
performance. In addition, the demonstrated that the 
suggested model produced acceptable predicting results 
even when just a limited quantity of Date 2022-01-14 
Words 744 Characters 5121 Page 1 of 2 data was 
available. This proposed technique has helped achieve 
improved accuracy for the COVID-19 cases prediction, 
and we may apply it to our stock market prediction model 

as well, but we will have  to careful at the same time 
honouring the exclusivity of both the applications [7].   

III. DATASET  

A. Yahoo Finance   

Collection of data is most crucial task in the research. 
The dataset is collected from Yahoo finance which 
affords monetary news, statistics and statement together 
with stock charges, press releases, monetary reports, and 
unique content. This dataset is perfect as you can view 
historic price, dividend, and cut up information for most 
quotes in Yahoo Finance to forecast the destiny of an 
organization or advantage marketplace perception.  

  

 

 B. Twitter sentiment Analysis  

Twitter is collection of large amounts of dataset, for 

performing the sentiment evaluation on twitter statistics 

[8],[10]; the statistics extraction processing is critical. 

With the help of twitter API twitter gives the expansive 

access to tweets. The data set accumulated from Twitter 

API to apply tweets sentiment evaluation for the 

statistics is collected as positive, negative or neutral 

tweets. This is done with the help of polarity analyser 

this is a technique of identifying attitudes in textual 

content statistics about a subject of interest. Its miles 

scored the use of polarity values that variety from 1 to -

1. Values toward 1 suggest more positivity, while 

values closer to -1 indicate extra negativity 
[8]

.  

 

  C. Standardization  

Standardization is the data transformation with respect 
to mean value and scaling it dividing their variance.  
Post standardization mean and the variance becomes 0 
and 1, respectively. Standardization helps to improve 
model performance too. The standardization (Z) 
formula is as given in (1) for N samples.   

  
  

Fig.1- Price of stock (dataset) snap  

  

  
  

Fig. 2 – A sample Tweet  
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x−µ  

               Z =  ,                                                           
(1) σ where, mean ( )µ and variance ( )σ are computed 
as in (2) and (3), respectively.  

1 N 

             µ= ∑(xi )                                                  (2)  

N i=1 

1 ∑N (xi −µ)2                                       (3)                               

σ= 

N i=1 

IV. WORK FLOW DIGRAM  

Following Fig. 3 indicates the flow diagram of trend 
prediction and Fig. 4 shows planned work flow of twitter 
analysis.  

 
Fig. 3 – Trend prediction work flow diagram  

 
Fig. 4 – Twitter Analysis workflow diagram  

  

V. METHODILOGIES  

A. Stock trend predication   

1. Data splitting   

The dataset used in this work is divided into two 
subsets, one is called training dataset and the other is test 
dataset.  Training sub-set is used for model training, which 
contains the ideal output. To find recall of the trained model 
testing sub-set is used. We used 70-30% and 80-20% data 
split for the experimentation.   

2. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)  
Given the problem statement, we understand that 

prediction in the stock market take place using pattern 
creation and iterations of those patterns historically and 
serving the exact purpose we have the “Real-Time Recurrent 
Learning” (RTRL), but when looked throughout, it has a 
major issue which has to be addressed.  

The Conventional RTRL when dealing with errors 
which go backwards in time either leads to oscillations of 
weights or learning to bridge up a gap takes a lot of time 
lag, which hints us to the solution and the used model i.e., 
LSTM.  

The LSTM is recurrent network architecture in 
conjecture with an appropriate gradient-based learning 
algorithm. The original developed model promised to keep 
short-term memory as long as 1000 consecutive inputs. 
One of the important components which contribute 
majorly to the Architecture is Memory Cells and Gate 
Units. To eliminate the possibility of perturbation by 
irrelevant inputs, multiple input gate units and output gate 
units have been introduced expanding the constant error 
carrousel, result is a more complex unit know as a memory 
cell. Given below in Fig.5, is the figure which represents 
the memory cell.  

 

Fig. 5 - A Memory Cell of LSTM, referred from the context of “LSTM by  
Sepp Hoch Reiter & Jurgen Schmid Huber”  

The Memory Cell has 3 doors to be generalised, 
entrance, door with a view and an info door. This cell 
collects data at appropriate set timings which serves as the 
long short-term memory of our model [9]. A significant 
thing to understand and decrypt is that overhead door has 
both the responsibility to loads and capacity to start up the 
state cell. Also, Memory from the past cell can be allowed 
to pass as it is, rather than expanding and decreasing 
exponentially at each layer of network, and loads can have 
their ideal quality as quick as possible. This also solves the 
Evaporating Solve Issue – as a value put in cell is not 
adjusted every time, the inclination will not be hampered 
towards our Indian trading entities e. i.  
NSE and BSE.  
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  B. Twitter Sentiment Analysis  

 Tweepy will be used to extract data in order to perform 
sentiment analysis. Tweepy is a Python module that 
allows you to access the Twitter API, which allows you 
to extract and access data on a range of topics. To use 
the Twitter API, you must first create a developer 
account and get it accepted by twitter through an 
application procedure. Once we obtain the access to it 
and have authorisation for a developer account, we 
generate consumer tokens and access tokens and define 
them as variables. We also utilise OAuthHandler and 
set_access_token to check the access tokens and 
authenticate the account. The same is demonstrated in 
Fig. 7.  

 

 The tweets search function is then used to scrape tweets, 
and we further search for tweets using a certain hashtag, 
language, and time. We must also specify the number of 
tweets to be extracted. When tweets are successfully 
extracted, they are stored in a Data Frame and labelled 
appropriately.  

 We begin cleaning the tweets after the data has been 
scraped and placed in a data frame. Manipulation of any 
type of textual data should be approached with caution, as 
changing incorrect data might lead to biased analysis and, 
ultimately, false results. We then do data purification to 
remove various symbols and usernames from the tweets 

in order to ensure more accurate sentiment analysis 
computations.  

 Following data cleansing, we employ Text Blob’s 
sentiment function to compute Subjectivity and Polarity 
scores, which are critical for classifying the extracted 
tweets.  

 Polarity is a float value between -1 and 1 that indicates 
whether a text is positive or negative. In a nutshell, the 
Polarity score aids in the analysis of a text's emotion or 
attitude.  

 Subjectivity is a float value between 0 and 1 that 
determines whether a text is more subjective or objective. 
A subjective sentence is a piece of literature with a tone 
that leans more towards an opinionated expression. An 
objective sentence is a type of textual material with a tone 
that favours factual expressions.  

 The Polarity score is also used to categorise tweets into 
positive (>=0), neutral (=0), and negative (=0) categories. 
By categorising tweets into the supplied tags, we 
visualise our final results in order to evaluate trends from 
our textual data [10].  

VI.
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

After training the model, result of our testing has shown 
different results with number of epochs and train-test 
split. The data is of stock ASIAN PAINTS from 
“1/1/2010” to “1/12/2021” with total of 2939.The model 
is trained and test with 2 combinations of spilt i.e., 
70:30(train: test) and 80:20(train: test).  

To evaluate model, we use Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE) as parameters. RMSE is a standard way 
to measure the error of a model in predicting 
quantitative data, and as shown in (4) for n values.  

                      RMSE=  ,                              (4) 

where, yˆi represents the predicted values and yi are test values 

for i =1,2,...,n  

  

Split 70:30 (samples 2057:882)  

EPOCHS  RSME  Time taken to run epochs  

100  170.10  2030  

75  151.5  2325  

50  131.43  1120  

25  139.02  375  

Table 1. Epochs Vs RSME vs Time  

  

  

  

Fig. 6 – LSTM MODEL  

  

Fig. 7 – LSTM model implementation  
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Fig. 8 – Epochs vs RSME   

In Table 1. the RSME of predicate value is given with 
respect to epochs. First with split of 70% (2057) train 
and 30% (882) test we can observe that with increasing 
no. of epochs, the RSME first decreases than increases. 
This is because of overfitting model.  

When a model is trained with a large amount 
of data, it begins to learn from the noise and 
inaccuracies in the data set. The model then fails to 
predicate the input due to too many details and noise. 
This is known as Overfitting of model.  

Split- 80:20 (samples 2352: 587)  

EPOCHS  RSME  Time taken to run epochs  

100  152.89  2360  

75  122.42  2550  

50  126.85  1050  

25  148.35  540  

  
Table 2. Epochs Vs RSME Vs Time  

  

 
 Fig. 9 – Epochs vs RSME   

In Table 2. the RSME of predicate value is given with 
respect to epochs. First with split of 80% (2352 samples) 
train and 20% (587 samples) test we can observe that 
with increasing no. of epochs, the RSME decreases 
drastically. In Epoch-75 we achieved lowest RSME value 
(122.42).  

With the use of numerous charts imported from 
Matplotlib, various trends and conclusions are presented 
based on the sentiment computations that have been 

calculated. The retrieved texts are tokenized, and the 
words with the highest usage frequency are presented in 
the form of a word cloud.  

As previously stated, the Subjectivity score is a 
number between 0 and 1 that defines if a tweet is more 
opinionated or factual, and the Polarity score is a number 
between -1 and 1 that classifies a tag as positive, 
negative, or zero.   

 
Fig. 10: Visual representation of classification of tweets  

  
Fig. 10 depicts the distribution of various tweets 
depending on the count of tweets based on emotion tags 
assigned by Polarity scores. The visualization pie-chart 
reveals a nearly equal distribution of neutral and negative 
tweets, with a significant number of positive tweets. We 
may make a  
major conclusion from this, namely that while there 
appeared to be a lot of negative tweets about a stock, 
there were also a lot of positive tweets, indicating 
people's interest.  

The trend predicated form test data set with 
respect to time and different epochs and split are plot 
below. Fig. 11 to 14 are for the split of 70-30% and Fig. 
15 to Fig.18 are for splits of 80-20%.  
  

  
Fig. 11 – Price vs Time for 25 Epochs (split 70-30)  
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  Fig. 13 – Price vs Time for 75 epochs  (split 70-30)  

  

   
              Fig.18 – Price vs Time for 100 epochs (split 80-20)  
Fig.14 – Price vs Time for 100 epochs (split 70-30)  

   VII.
 
CONC

This paper proposes LSTM model built to 
forecast future trend of STOCK and Sentiment Analysis 
model for determining the sentiment of asset trough 
twitter data feed. Model achieved the lowest RMSE in 75 
Epochs with 80:20 (test: train) split of data set. Hence, we 
conclude that 75 epochs with 80:20 split predicate best 
trend predication of price with lowest error rate  

The proposed approach can assist investors in 
gaining a significant financial benefit while maintaining a 
stable stock market environment. Investor can avoid huge 
draw down in finical market by using models in 
significant  

       Fig.15 – Price vs Time for 25 epochs (split 80-20) 
 
manner. In future work multiverse time series can be 

done   by adding important feature in data set which will further  
improve the model.  
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              Fig. 17 – Price vs Time for 75 epochs (split 80-20)   
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Abstract-- In this period of innovation cell phones assume a 

huge part in our everyday life. Nowadays, cell phones can 

handle the majority of the problem quickly and without 

difficulty. With different social apps, commercial 

applications, problemsolving applications, teaching and 

promoting applications, and so on, it has made everyone's 

life easier and more fundamental. Following the invention, 

the study offered a framework to address a problem with 

registering involvement. The suggested framework 

consists of two applications: one for constructing a QR 

Code by entering representative details, and the other for 

collecting and developing participation in a CSV design. 

The study looks at how the framework verifies 

representative personality in order to eliminate fake 

enrollments.  

Keywords: QR, attendance, system, management, 

employee.  

  

 I.  INTRODUCTION  

The principal objective of the robotized participation 

framework is to update the traditional recording method 

of participation. Following involvement in 

organisations is a tactic. One of the advantages of QR 

code-based security is that it is more secure. The 

framework's upkeep is straightforward and cost-

effective; it produces results quickly, delivers precise 

and competent data, and is user-friendly. Analyzing the 

participation on week after week and month to month 

premise. The created framework is time powerful in 

light of the fact that participation is checked 

consequently. It is likewise savvy in view of no 

utilization of administrative work. Technical 

practicality: The framework is financial and it doesn't 

utilize some other extra Hardware and programming.  

The goal of "Employee Management System" is to 

develop a scheduling system for a workplace.  

Scheduling is one such tool that allows the 

process of announcing activities and 

notifications in the organization where it is 

installed to be done easily and even online. 

However, manual scheduling of various 

activities, whether personal or official, is time-

consuming and can lead to confusion if not 

planned properly. Employee management 

system is a distributed application designed to 

manage the details of the employees of an 

organization. It manages the information about 

the personal details of the employees. The 

application is actually a suite of applications 

developed using PHP. It is easy to understand 

and can be used by anyone who is not even 

familiar with a simple employee system. It is 

user-friendly and only asks the user to follow 

step by step by offering some options. It is fast 

and can perform many operations in a company 

or organization.  

This software project was developed using the 

powerful coding tools HTML, CSS and PHP in 

the front end and Microsoft Sql Server in the  

End and Microsoft Sql Server in the back end. 

The software is very user friendly. The project 

contains modules like  

Staff and Administration. This version of the software is 

suitable for multiple users. User feedback will be taken 

into consideration for further improvement or 

development of the package.  

The employee management system is a distributed 

application designed to manage the data of employees 

working in a company. It manages the information 

about the personal data of the employees as well as the 

details about the payroll system that enables the 

creation of the payroll. The application is actually a 

suite of applications developed using Php.  

Employee Management System is an application that 

allows users to create and store employee data. The 

application also provides the ability to set up a payroll 

system that also allows users to create pay stubs. This 

application is useful for the department of a company 

that manages the data of a company's employees.  

It is easy to understand and can be used by anyone who 

is not even familiar with a simple employee system. It 

is user-friendly and only asks the user to follow step by 
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step, offering him some options. It is fast and can 

perform many operations in a company.  

Hence in this work, The study presents a QRcode-based 

system for displaying and scanning QR-codes using 

mobile devices. This eliminates the requirement for any 

additional resources, hardware, as well as the ownership 

of mobile internet-capable devices, particularly 

smartphones, and with increasing aerial coverage and 

penetration, mobile internet usage is on the rise.  

Section 4 goes over the system in further depth. 

Sections 3 and 4 explain the system's trial deployment 

in a few select courses throughout the current academic 

year, as well as the mechanism for assessing its impact. 

We also go over early feedback and reactions to the 

strategy, as well as preliminary performance tests and 

comparisons to comparable systems. Finally, in Section 

6, we offer some thoughts on the future prognosis. So 

this project is different in many aspects which include 

the languages used and techniques.  

  

 II.  Existing System  

We have observed in the present system that the 

practice of manual attendance has been carried out in 

practically all educational institutions throughout the 

years. We don't need to retain attendance records on 

paper any longer. Attendance is vital in many 

institutions and organisations. The former method of 

manually registering attendance and keeping records 

was extremely inefficient [4]. Another option is to 

employ biometric equipment, such as fingerprint 

scanners, in which the fingerprint is collected via a 

user interface .  

A fingerprint verification system may be approached 

in two ways. The first is a method based on 

minutiae, in which the details are represented by a 

beginning or an end. The other is an image-based or 

pattern-matching method. that examines each 

fingerprint image's global characteristic. This 

approach is more beneficial than the first since it 

overcomes several of the previous method's 

unsolvable difficulties.  

The problem statement for the development of the 

system is to manage employee data, facilitate 

employee control, divide employee tasks and access 

control, use technology for accurate and timely 

processing, while maintaining privacy and access 

rights. The goal of the project is to establish an 

employee information system on employee status, 

employee attendance, and monthly payroll and 

disbursement. The difficulties of the existing system 

should be eliminated or reduced as much as possible 

and errors in data entry should be avoided. In the 

existing method of employee management, the 

employees are maintained in records. It’s a manual 

process. Complicated to search the employee salary  

 III.  LITERATURE REVIEW  

OAMS (Online Attendance Monitoring System Using 

QR Code) is an online attendance monitoring system 

that uses QR codes to track attendance. There are two 

user interfaces in the system: one for students and one 

for teachers. The teacher's interface is the most crucial 

and important interface.   

A wireless iris recognition attendance management 

system: This system uses iris recognition technique and 

wireless technique, this system appears to be very 

expensive to acquire and maintain for universities.  

Proposed a method to record and view attendance 

information using a QR code scanned by smartphones 

in order to help students avoid fines that may arise from 

low attendance.  

Employee management system: This system tries to 

ensure that appropriate automated attendance is 

maintained so that no one may cheat in attendance. This 

method ensures that all necessary computations are 

completed in order to accurately compute pay.  

[5]QR Code Based Smart Attendance System:QR based 

attendance, administered by professors ,generation of 

monthly attendance report. It is Combination of two 

android applications.  

[6] Attendance by QR Code Using a Web 

Browser, a Smart QR Code Based Attendance System 

is created that connects Android smartphones with QR 

codes and SQLite to record attendance results, as well 

as weekly and monthly attendance analysis.  

[7] A Student Attendance System Based on QR 

Codes: This study suggests a method that uses a QR 

code to show information to students during or at the 

start of each lecture. To validate their attendance, 

students must scan the code.  
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[8] Scandence: QR Code based Attendance 

Management System: Faculty will login to web portal 

and generate qr code and students will scan the qr code 

through app.  

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Basically, the model is divided into two-part frontend 

and backend.  

Frontend:   

1- The system has a signup page for 

registering the company. Before starting the 

application the user needs to sign up or register your 

company and create an admin account.  

2- It consists of  two sections, admin and user. 

When the company registers the admin account is 

created after login into the admin account one can 

add the company user and create a username and 

password for every employee.  

3-Admin has the authority to check all employee 

data, perform and generate salary slips, delete and 

update information.  

4-From user account users can request for an id card, 

leave and ask questions. All this information is 

displayed in the admin panel with the name of the 

employee.  

Backend:   

1:-Project includes express, node js, MongoDB at the 

backend using node js we create the API to fetch 

data from the front and give a response without 

directly interacting with the database.  

2-Different APIs for every single function for 

increasing security and we check requests are 

authenticated or not in every operation using a web 

token.  

3- Using an express application sends and receives data 

from MongoDB or it acts as an interface.   

Database:  

MongoDB is a non-relational document database with 

JSON-like storage capabilities. MongoDB features a 

versatile data format that allows you to store 

unstructured data, as well as comprehensive indexing 

and replication capabilities, as well as rich and 

straightforward APIs.  

Method:  

QR Code  

A Quick Response Code (QRC) is a twodimensional 

code that can store thousands of letters and integers in a 

single image. Modules (QR Code's core unit) hold data 

and make up the QR Code's rows and columns (Data 

Matrix). MongoDB (link is external to IBM) is a non 

relational database management system (DBMS) that 

processes and stores many types of data using flexible 

documents rather than tables and rows. MongoDB is a 

NoSQL database that does not need a relational 

database management system (RDBMS), allowing 

users to store and query multiple data types with ease. 

This not only makes database administration easier for 

developers, but it also makes cross-platform apps and 

services more scalable.  

  

  
Fig 1: Class Diagram Of Logical Schema  

  

V. IMPLEMENTATION  

  

 

Fig 2.Workflow of system  

Employee Information:  
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This section consist of Employee information like 

employee id,employee name,employee position 

,photo ,company joining time and schedule.It also 

consist of attendance import in excel file module.As 

the system is also calculating the salary it can print 

the salary slip.Employee can also request for leave 

through the system.If the employee have any query 

about the system and any other question it can be 

asked through the system query will be answered by 

the admin.Employee can make a request for identity 

card for them.    

Time IN and OUT :  

This section consists of information about attendance of 

employee timing IN and OUT.  

IN means when the employee coming time into the 

office and OUT means employee going time from 

office.This section also consist of date with late or on 

time remark.For example if company has design the 

schedule of entry time and exit time like entry time 

(9am -10 am) if employee came after 10 am then it 

will be marked as late entry and exit time (4pm -5 

pm) if employee exited before 4pm then early exit 

status will be marked.    

Working hours:  

This section consists of working hours of the 

employee each day and based on that it will calculate 

the salary according to the company policy.  

  

Fig 3. ER diagram of HRM system  

  

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

A. Dashboard:  

Dashboard consists of a complete schema of the 

system (fig2). It has various two modules which are 

admin and users. It has tables, analytics, id requests, 

etc.   

 

Fig 4: Dashboard  B. 

Attendance Report:  

The attendance report consists of users' attendance 

yearly. The graph representation shows attendance of a 

particular month and if the user asks about a certain 

month then the system displays accordingly. According 

to the report the salary slip is generated cutting the 

holiday/leave.   

  

Fig 5: Attendance Report  

  

C. Android app:  

In this android application, users can mark their 

attendance. While entering the office user has to 

click on “entry” button and while leaving the office 

user has to click on “exit” to mark the attendance.   
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Fig 5: Android application  

VI. CONCLUSION  

  

The system discussed in this study has been designed 

and tested effectively. The attendance status of each 

employee will be evaluated and exported. In our 

daily lives, an attendance monitoring system is 

important. QR Code Based  Attendance System has a 

significant advantage; among all types of code 

scanning technology, it is the most accurate. Rather 

than wasting paper, it is a more efficient technique of 

storing attendance on a smartphone.  

The former attendance system had issues such as 

dishonest attendance by lending the student card with 

the RFID chip to their colleagues, a low recognition 

rate of the system due to damaged magnetic cards, and 

an increase in system costs due to the installation of 

card readers and card issuance.In order to address these 

issues, a QR code-based automatic attendance and 

absence check system was proposed. The proposed 

approach eliminates the need to acquire a QR code 

generator separately for the attendance check. 

Furthermore, the created QR code does not require the 

purchase of a separate QR code reader.  

This system has an employee management facility so 

we can manage employee attendance and their salary 

based on his/her attendance and generate monthly 

attendance reports.  
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Abstract—There’s a tectonic shift to e-Governance in 

India, but one major aspect of e-Governance is Electoral 

Voting which is still lagging behind in adopting digital 

technology. Here we present an approach of Location-

Independent Voting Facility where the voting system does 

not constrain the eligible people to a particular region or 

location, allowing them to cast their votes from anywhere in 

India. In such a system, the eligible people will not have to 

consider their legislative area of vote. In this paper, we have 

given the idea of location independent voting facility as a 

hybrid voting system that leverages cloud computing whilst 

integrating with the current system, making it more robust 

to serve the democracy of the country. We will cover e-

Voting that leverages cloud computing for authentication 

and verification of the Voter. 

 
Keywords—Voting, Location Independent, Cloud 

Computing, Voter ID card, Database, Authentication, e-

Voting, Aadhar, Internal Migration. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a democratic country, every Indian has the right to 
vote. Since Independence, the highest voter turnout the 
county had was in the 2019 General Elections which 
recorded 67.4% voter turnout percentage. This is around 

7% higher since the 1st election in 1951. From this data, 
around 1/3rd or more of the population did not exercise 
their right to vote in these past elections. In India, each 

voter is bound to cast their vote from a particular area or 
constituency, based on their domicile [6]. 

One reason many voters don't participate in voting is 
because they simply cannot vote. This can be due to 

various reasons, but the dominant reason many people fail 
to show up at the polling booth is because they reside in 
different constituencies from what they have registered in. 
Such people are called internal migrants (i.e. people who 
have moved to other states/districts for job/education/etc 

reasons). 

Unlike some other countries which have remote 
voting/vote by post/mail [11] methods setup for their 

internal migrants, India has no such solutions setup for its 

internal migrants. One approach to allow these internal 

migrants to vote and tackle this problem is to use 

Location Independent Voting which ignores the 
constituency of the voter thus allowing them to vote from 

any polling booth in the country. This solution works best 

incase of general elections and is powered by using cloud 
computing. 

We explore how we can build an inclusive system to 

increase the voter turnout that is more modern, privacy 

focused and scalable to meet the demand of this country. 

This paper proposes a hybrid system that allows 

integration with traditional systems but replaces its 

inefficient parts thus making it more robust, modern and 
less time-consuming for the voter and ECI. The end goal 

is to increase the Voter Turnout for the upcoming 

elections. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

For any democracy, elections are complex, multi-
dimensional social and political events.[3] Voting in India 

is a constitutional and fundamental right under the 
Representation of People Act 1951 and under Article 
19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India. To ensure the 
privilege of voting rights of the citizens, the procedure of 
election with security and integrity is a basic condition of 
any nation [4]. To register as a voter, a person needs to be 

an Indian Citizen, should be 18 years old by 1st Jan of the 
year, should be an ordinary resident of the part/polling 
area of the constituency where you want to be enrolled 
and finally the person should not be disqualified to be 

enrolled as an elector. If a person passes these checks, he 
can apply online/offline to register as a Voter. [16] 

The current system, ie. Location-based Voting System 
that relies on the voter's constituency is heavily dated and 
inefficient. Furthermore, in the current scenario, to cast 
the vote & exercise their rights, every voter who is living 

in India needs to be present at the polling booth assigned 
to them based on the constituency. The current system 
also suffers from lack of good provision setup for internal 
migrants to cast their vote except for forcing the migrants 

to travel back to designated booths or filing Form 6 [16] 

to shift constituencies. Both options are a hassle for the 
migrants. In the first option, the migrants will have to take 

2-7 days leave from their workplace [6] to travel to their 

registered district. Many such migrants often are daily 
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Fig 1. India’s Voter Turnout history till 2014 [14] 

 

 

 

wage earners, thus resulting in loss of wages. 
Additionally, the cost of travelling [7] will have to be 
considered, which makes them even less willing to cast 
their vote[6][7]. 

The other option, ie Form6 allows voters to move their 

constituency from one to another. Filing this form could 
be a tedious job, requires skill of writing and reading & 

requires time and effort by the migrants making the 
process cumbersome for most. This approach also adds 
paperwork to handle for the ECI. 

Keywords and their definitions that are used: 

Cloud Computing: National Institute of Standards and 
Technology, USA (NIST) Defines Cloud computing as “A 

model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, 
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned 

and released with minimal management effort or service 
provider interaction.” [1] 

E-Voting : Voting supervised by the physical presence of 

representatives of governmental or independent electoral 
authorities (Election Commission of India (EIC)) 
(electronic voting machines at polling stations or 

municipal offices, or at diplomatic or consular missions 
abroad).[10] 

Immutable: Votes can’t be changed once a voter has cast 

the vote. [5] 

Voter Integrity: All Eligible Voters with Voter ID Card 
can only cast their vote only once in one election. It 

should be impossible for any voter to cast the vote again. 
[5] 

Voter Privacy: Voter details are encrypted and securely 
stored following industry standards to avoid identity theft. 
[5] 

A complete cloud computing architecture poses risk to 
privacy and security of voters [8] and might not contain 

the confidentiality and auditability [12] layers required for 
such setups [13]. 

Any exploits, DDoS Attacks, Malware Injection or 
Data Stealing [9] on the cloud architecture could bring the 
halt to the election and question the authenticity of the 

votes that have been casted. Even if there isn’t a known 
vulnerability during the election period, but later if a flaw 
is discovered there will always be a benefit of doubt 
whether the exploit has been used during the election to 

tamper the votes. The cloud system isn’t matured [12] and 

resilient for the job yet. 

Voter Privacy is essential and any risk should be 

eliminated to ensure a fair election to take place. Storing 
votes digitally where the votes link back to the individual 

voter could lead to violation of voter privacy due to large-
scale profiling and targeting of individuals based on their 

political leaning if the data is ever breached. This could 
lead to biased voting which is harmful for democracy to 

survive. 

Given the stakes of keeping democracy safe, it is 

important to keep the votes as immutable as possible. The 
current system of using Electronic Voting Machines 

(EVM) & Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) has 
stood the test of time and has been proved to be reliable 

[4] and secure as they have been in use in all elections 

conducted after 2000[18]. Furthermore, it is being 
continuously improved based on feedback thus keeping 
this system is the best choice until a replacement 

technology can take up the mantle 
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III. OBJECTIVE 

To give the idea of a hybrid system that integrates with 
the current system of voting for faster rollout whilst 

providing location independent voting facility to the voter. 

The proposed system will keep the EVM + VVPAT 

machine mechanism for vote casting and will leverage 

cloud computing for Voter Authentication. This enables 

the internal migrants to exercise their right to vote by 
allowing them to vote from any Poll Booth of their 

choice. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The paper identifies that voter validation or the Voter 

Authentication that takes place at poll booth stations can 
be done by leveraging cloud computing. The rest of the 

system of using EVM + VVPAT machines to cast the vote 

will be retained to keep the vote's integrity. 

EVM and VVPAT are designed to not connect to any 

network over bluetooth, wifi, radio & USB. This 

drastically reduced the surface vector where these 

machines can be tampered. Modifying these machines 
remotely is thus impossible. Additionally, these devices 

use One Time Programmable Chip (OTP) for software so 
the software cannot be modified without changing the 
OTP. Further, the device comes with dynamic coding of 

key presses and uses date and time stamping of keys to 
make it one of the most secure mechanisms to cast the 
vote.[18][19] With such features, EVM and VVPAT 
machines are the best options from security and privacy 

aspects. 

Some studies[17] have shown flaws in EVM 
machines, but these studies required the machines to be 
physically accessible by the modder for a good time to 
execute the modifications to bypass. Given the fact EVMs 
go so many rounds of testing before voting and random 
allocation renders such problems useless. 

This proposed system provides a unique/hybrid flow 
that ensures the vote’s integrity. This allows the voter to 
cast their vote under a safe environment where they are 
not possibly threatened to vote. The system is designed to 

ensure: 

● Voter is allowed to cast his or her own vote 

● Voter can’t cast the vote more than once 
● The vote can’t be changed once it has been cast 

by voter [5] 

This ensures that voter’s integrity is maintained during 
the election process and no voters/system is exploited. 
The hybrid models allow us to keep crucial parts of the 

traditional system whilst integrating with newer 
technology to match the pace of today’s world. 

To prevent fraud, systems will be whitelisted based on 
Unique IDs, IP Address and other measures will be taken 
for foolproof authentication to take place. 

 

 

Following describes the Authentication Process: 

1. The client system will encrypt the barcode ID 
and send it to the server along with the unique ID 

of the system. 

2. The server will decrypt and first verify the 
sender (client system) and then process the Voter 

ID. 

● If in case the client system fails 

verification the server will inform the 

client system of failed verification and 

serve the next request in queue. 
● If the client system passes verification, 

the Voter ID is processed. If data is 

found for the Voter ID, data of the voter 

along with Vote Status of the ongoing 

election is sent back to the client system 

encrypted. In case no record is found, 
an error message will be sent to the 

client system about it. 

3. After client system receives the data, it will 

decrypt it and display the data, Otherwise it will 

show the error message 

4. Once the client system receives a command to 
mark the voter’s vote status, it will send a 

message to the server. If the server returns a 

successful message, the voter will be allowed to 

vote in the booth. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Client-Server Communication 

 

 
Following describes the new flow of voting. A 

represents the voter whilst B, C & D represents the 
Election Commission's polling officials [15]. 

 

 

1. A visits any voting center he wishes to visit 

(irrespective of state, district & etc ) to cast their 

vote. 
2. A shows his Voter ID card to B for Verification. 
3. B will scan the barcode printed on the Voter ID 

card using barcode Scanner 
4. User Authentication takes place as earlier. B will 

cross check the information and will allow A to 
proceed based on it. Parameters like Vote Status 

for the current election, Identity match, Image 

match will be done. 

5. If A is allowed, C will ink the A’s finger as a sign 
to be cleared to vote. Next, C will take signatures 

on Form 17A & and give a slip to A. 
6. D will check the ink on A’s finger. Next, D will 

take the slip given by C and mark A’s voting 

status. Upon successful marking, A will be 
allowed to go to the polling booth and cast the 
vote on the EVM machine. 
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Fig 3. Voting Process in new Model 

The estimated number of internal migrants as per Census 
of 2011 was about 450 million, a 45% increase from 2001 

Census. This represents 36% of the population to be 

internal migrants. By using this system, we can expect the 

voter turnout to increase as it unbounds the voter to their 

constituency and allows them to vote from anywhere. 

Given the vast amount of untapped votes during the 

elections because of internal migrations, we predict 

around 10%-12% increase in voter turnout in upcoming 

general elections as voters will be able to freely exercise 

their right to vote by using this proposed system. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed system does not intend to replace the 

current system; rather it's there to serve as a support to 

increase the voter turnout in upcoming elections. This 

result has been achieved by resolving issues of internal 

migration that’s faced by voters who aren’t in their 

assigned district to cast their vote. 

In the post COVID era, India’s internet infrastructure 

is capable of working even in the remotest regions of the 
country. The proposed solution will not face the problems 
of network failure/no network related issues causing 

problems for authentication over the internet which might 
cause interruptions during the election process. 

The proposed system could be further improved if the 
Aadhar Card Number of the voter gets linked to the EPIC 

ID of the voter, allowing the system to use an Aadhar 

Card to thus verify the voter. This can even go one step 
further by using Pan Cards to verify the voter as most Pan 
Cards are already linked to Aadhar Cards of respective 
voters. 

By leveraging these ideas, the elections will have 
much higher voter turnout ratio and would see an increase 

in participation of internal migrants allowing them to 
actively participate in the elections and choose their 
leaders of choice. 

The drawback of the proposed system is that it suffers 
from the problem of lack of support for constituencies of 
the voters. If a voter votes from outside their constituency 

then the vote is considered for the constituency they have 

voted in and not from where they are registered in. The 

problem cannot be solved using existing systems. 

It is problematic to allow voters to cast vote on EVM 
for other constituencies as voters might come from a wide 
range of backgrounds and to individually track these votes 

back to the voter’s constituency will be challenging to 
accommodate in the polling booth. The solution would be 

to maintain a database that links the voter’s vote and 
constituency they are registered in. This can lead to 

various privacy implications for the voter as the vote 
needs to be stored digitally. We have already discussed 

how current techniques for storing such critical data are 
not fool-proof enough to be used. Thus to further solve 

this, we recommend building up a new digital system that 
is robust, secure and scalable is a requirement for modern 
India. 
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Fig 4. Expected Voter Turnout [20]-[25] 

 

 

 

This new system should be able to replace the current 
system which is heavily dated and isn't the best solution for 
ever evolving modern times. The new system should allow 

all eligible voters to cast their vote and shouldn’t be a 

hindrance for technologically inept people thus barring them 
from the voting process. 

Accessibility should be a key feature while designing 
such a system so that disabled voters aren’t left out of the 
voting process and feel included in the process. This will 
empower them in society and give them a voice to be heard 
and participate in the decision making process of the 
country. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have developed an idea of a Location 

Independent Voting System in which voters from any region 

of India (irrespective of constituency) can cast their vote. 

The system aims to increase the voter turnout by enabling 
internal migrants to participate in the voting process and 

decrease their workload of filing forms or spending money 

to travel. 

This has been achieved by combining the current model 

of EVM+VVPAT with Cloud computing technology. The 
model is such that the ECI will allow verification of voters 

by cross checking data on their database hosted on 
server(Cloud Computers) and if voter details match and are 

eligible for Voting, the ECI polling officer will allow them 
to cast their Vote on EVM machines at the polling booth. 
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Abstract:- In recent years, massive growth in the field of 

information technologies and communications (ICT) has taken 

place, as a result, the vast majority of cities have become smart 

cities. Agriculture is one area that has a significant impact on 

people's lives and economic well-being. Agricultural products 

are lost in the process of bad administration. Farmers are 

clueless about illness, resulting in lower yields. production. The 

population of our planet has increased dramatically and along 

with that, so has the need for a better quality of living.Crop 

protection is critical in addressing the rising supply of 

agricultural quality and quantity. The proposed model is able 

to predict the crop disease with help of provided plant images 

and also it will recommend the crop according to the p-H and 

N-P-K values of the soil. 

Keywords- Neural network(NN), Deep convolutional neural 

networks(CNN), p-H, N-P-K, ResNet. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, massive growth in the field of information 

technologies and communications (ICT) has take place, as a 

result, the vast majority of cities have become smart cities. 

The population of our planet has increased dramatically and 

along with that, So has the desire for a better standard of 

living. According to projections, estimated 70% of the 

world's population will live in urban smart cities by 2050. 

This will result in a demand for increased sustenance, which 

in turn, paved the way for smart agriculture. 

Crop protection is critical in addressing the rising supply of 

agricultural quality and quantity. However, agricultural crop 

security is still jeopardized by a variety of issues such as 

climate change, increased weed development, pest assault, 

and so on Crop diseases cause around 35 percent of crops to 

be compromised each year.This ended up causing grave 

concern and necessitates the development of a powerful 

solution to the specific challenge. 

Plant pathology is becoming a more prominent study area. 

In recent years, an increasing number of farms have become 

automated. To be totally automated, farms must be able to 

identify plant illnesses without the need for human 

involvement. Deep learning using CNN has invested 

significantly in diagnosing many plant diseases. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The study[1] demonstrated a deep CNN-based strategy for 

predicting the two most common illnesses, late blight and 

early blight, as well as healthy potato. They attained the 

highest accuracy of 98.33% when compared to other image 

classification techniques. This research could be expanded 

to forecast fatal diseases in other plants. A smartphone-

assisted system to automate the detecting process could be 

created as future development. 

The method[1] provided-  

a] Image collection Data set- Plant Village 

b] Image pre-processing-  

I. Gray scaling Removing  

II. Blurriness from Images  

III. Removing Noise from Images  

c] Image labeling -Late Blight, Early Blight , Healthy  

d]Training Model- Deep learning Algorithm- CNN 

e]Testing  model  

f]Measure model accuracy  

g] Result 

● for a sample healthy plant = 97% accuracy 

● for a sample early blight =  96% accuracy  

● for a sample late blight plant = 99% accurate. 

The study[2] highlights a project that uses CNN to construct 

a smartphone-assisted crop disease prediction model. The 

trained deep learning model, as well as the app, are 

subjected to a variety of tests to guarantee that the proposed 

solution can be used in production. The app offers the 

highest level of confidence in predicting 38 various diseases. 

Farmers all across the world can use the Crop app without 

even the internet. The software can be used by anybody with 

a smartphone to help protect their crops. In the future, the 

software could also be customized to work in several 

regional languages to make it easier for farmers to use. 

Furthermore, without internet access, the pesticide or 

fertiliser to use for the diagnosed disease can be forecast. 

The method[2] provides- 

1. Data set 

2. Annotation of the data set 

3. Splitting the dataset 

4. Model Saving and Conversion 

5. Tenserflow Serving 

6. Crop App 

7. Result 

The research [3] highlighted Deep CNN applications that 

were developed with the objective of classifying crop 

species and disease identities on photographs. The proposed 

approach was verified on five crop categories and three crop 

diseases for each category. In terms of effectiveness and 

validation loss, the experimental results indicated that the 

InceptionV3 model outperforms the MobileNet model. 
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This study will be expanded to cover the classification of 

images that were not recorded in a controlled environment 

including images with diverse orientations. Furthermore, the 

number of crop types and diseases can be expanded. This 

technology can be linked with smartphone applications to 

create a user-friendly GUI and flexibility of use. 

The method [3] provided- 

1. Data set- PlantVilla 

2. Image Pre-processing- Gray Scaling 

3. The disease is classified in two steps- the first is to 

determine the type of crop, and the subsequent is to 

determine the type of disease. 

4. Result- In the experiments for crop type detection, 

both the MobileNet as well as InceptionV3 models 

perform well, with 99.62 percent and 99.74 percent 

accuracy, correspondingly. 

The proposed system[4] captures data in the form of plant 

disease pictures, which are then utilized to detect various 

plant and agricultural illnesses. It has the capacity to 

facilitate growers since it can identify illnesses with 

minimum human involvement and provide immediate 

findings. Furthermore, the proposed approach aids in the 

early detection of illnesses in order to protect production. To 

detect plant diseases and crop kinds, an NN-based model is 

trained. During testing, the model retrieves an accuracy of 

96.78 percent in detecting diseases, which is extremely 

useful to farmers. Furthermore, the algorithm suggests 

pesticides that might be used in each disease group. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

As per the analysis of previous related works, it is clear that 

there are several techniques for crop disease detection. Our 

project focuses on two features, the first one is crop 

recommendation and the second one is prediction of disease. 

A. Crop Recommendation 

1. Data Pre-processing-   

“Kaggle crop recommendation data set”. In the proposed 

model the slicing operation(Python) has been used to extract 

relevant features from the dataset in order to predict 

favourable plants in soil based on soil parameters such as 

potassium, phosphorus, nitrogen, rainfall, and ph level. 

 

2. Data Description-  

This dataset contains approximately 87,000 RGB images of 

healthy as well as diseased crop leaves that have been 

classified into 38 different classes. The total dataset is split 

into an 80/20 training and validation set ratio while retaining 

the directory structure. Later on, a new directory that 

included 33 test images was generated for prediction. 

3.  Data Labelling- 
The proposed model extracted the unique labels from the 

dataset using pandas lib's unique function. 

a. Training Model- This proposed model employs 

five different types of ML models to analyze 

recommendation accuracy. 

A decision tree is a flowchart-like tree structure.  

1. Internal node - an attribute test,  

2. Branch- the test's outcome. 

3. Leaf node- class label.[11] 

 

b. The naive Bayes classifiers- A set of basic 

"probabilistic classifiers" relying on Bayes' 

theorem and strong (naive) independence 

assumptions amongst the features, which yields a 

99 percent accuracy rate. 

c. SVM- It is ML model that can generalize between 

two classes given a collection of labeled data is 

provided in the training set. It has a 10.68% 

accuracy rate. 

d. Logistic regression- It is used for analysis, 

modeling, and prediction has a 94 percent accuracy 

rate. 

e. XGBoost- A toolkit for achieving greater gradient 

boosting tree models in a short amount of time. 

4. Testing Model- 

A testing set is used to evaluate the performance of a fully 

trained model. 

5. Measure Model Accuracy-  
The accuracy of the proposed model is measured. 

 

6. Result- Predicted Disease  

 

Fig 1. (Block Diagram- Plan Recommendation) 

 

B. Prediction of Disease 

1. Image Pre-processing- 

Preparing images for use in model training and inference 

Tensor (torch.Tensor) is a PyTorch class that stores and 

operates on homogeneous multidimensional rectangular 

arrays of numbers. PyTorch predicts using a diverse range 

of Tensorsted subtypes.[13] 

2. Image Labelling- 

The process of recognizing and marking distinct aspects in 

an image. 

3. Training Model-   

Identifying appropriate values for all weights and biases 

using labeled images. 

4. Utility function- This function is used in the 

proposed model to perform the validation 
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phase.Another function `fit_one_cycle` will 

perform the entire training process. 

5. ResNet- In ResNets, unlike traditional NN, every 

other layer supplies into the next layer. To 

minimize overfitting,  utilize a network with 

residual blocks, in which each layer feeds into the 

next layer and straight into layers 2–3 hops away 

.This also aids in the prevention of the [vanishing 

gradient problem]. 

4. Testing Model- 

To examine the performance of a fully trained model, a 

testing set is used. 

5. Measure Model Accuracy-  

The accuracy of the proposed model is measured. 

6. Result- Predicted Disease  

 

Fig 2. (Block Diagram- Disease prediction) 

 RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

 
Fig 3.1 Home Page  

 
Fig 3.2 Home Page 

Fig 3.1 and Fig 3.2 shows the home page of the 

website(proposed model). 

 

 
Fig 4. Disease Prediction 

To diagnose disease, the user must upload a photograph of 

the unhealthy plant(Fig 4), which is then detected 

automatically by a deep learning architecture model. 

 

 
Fig 4.1 Taking input from the user 

Here (Fig 4.1) the model takes input images in the jpeg, png 

format. After clicking on the predict button the image is then 

feeded into the model and further classification is 

performed.    

 

 
Fig 4.3 Predicted crop disease 

After processing the input image the model classifies the 

image according to the leaves’ distinct features and gives the 

predicted output(Fig 4.3). Also, the website provides in-

depth details about the diseases from its database containing 

information about the cause of the disease, cure for it, etc. 
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Fig 5.1 Crop Recommendation  

Users need to put the soil parameters according to the 

condition of the soil(Fig 5.1) to predict the recommended 

crop through the random forest model which works as a 

backend. 

 
Fig 5.2 Soil Information 

After Providing the information(Fig 5.2) user has to click 

the predict button to feed the provided information into the 

model for further processing. 

 
Fig 5.3 Recommended crop/plant 

After taking the input and processing it the model finds the 

suitable crop to grow based on the parameters like ph level, 

phosphorus level, rainfall. 

 

FUTURESCOPE  

In the future, performance can be improved by augmenting 

the dataset's photos.As a future work, a smartphone-assisted 

system might be developed to automate the detection 

process. A nutrient management store can be added so that 

farmers can easily order nutrients, insecticides and 

pesticides. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The proposed model will help farmers in a lot of ways. It 

can identify different kinds of diseases which their crops 

might have and also they can check the best suitable crop for 

their soil for better yields. The proposed model uses CNN to 

predict diseases and ML algorithms to classify soil type.The 

models are deployed on a web app which is easy to use for 

farmers. 
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Abstract - The proposed model “Number plate detection using 

AWS” will be using methods and techniques from python, socket 

programming and other areas to be able to detect a number plate 

from a vehicle and then be able to give data about the owner of 

said vehicle on a website. The project upon receiving an input 

image will be able to identify and enlarge a number plate, 

convert the contents into text and then communicate the number 

to an aws server via socket programming. After the number is 

received it will be communicated via an HTTPD server to the 

website where with the help of the RTO API being used in the 

proposed model, the website will then display details of the owner 

of said car. 

Key Words: Neural Networks(NN), OCR, R-CNN, License 

Plate Detection (LPD),Apache HTTPD. 

 I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world owning and driving a vehicle is a basic 

necessity. But alongside owning and driving a vehicle there 

are a number of safety regulations that must be followed and 

so it becomes necessary for one to register one's vehicle with a 

number plate. 

A number plate can be used to identify a car’s owner and even 

other details about the vehicle and/or its owner. The proposed 

system is using certain techniques and technologies that will 

be discussed further in the paper to be able to remotely detect 

a number plate, identify it and get its details using AWS and 

image processing. 

Using Haar cascade the model will be able to identify a 

number plate from a given image. Then after resizing the 

image to a suitable size where the number plate is clearly 

visible, the system can use EasyOCR from python libraries to 

convert the number on the plate directly into text. 

The proposed model will then use socket programming to send 

this text to an AWS (Amazon Web Services) cloud server 

from where it can be communicated to our website. The code 

written on our website allows it to access an api by the RTO 

which will allow the code to request details of the owner of 

the car in question. These details then will be automatically 

displayed on the website. 

This way the proposed model will be able to assist in a 

number of ways such as searching for missing vehicles, 

identifying people etc. It is a project with many real life 

applications and also makes use of new cloud technology with 

the addition of AWS 

 II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The study[1] presented the use of a Faster R-CNN to 

recognize the number plate in a vehicle from a surveillance 

camera installed in a traffic area, among other things. The 

invented system is being utilized to record footage of a vehicle 

and afterward detect the plate number from the video utilizing 

frame segmentation and image interpolation for excellent 

efficiency. With a 99.1 percent accuracy, the proposed system 

is capable of detecting the vehicle's license plate and 

showcasing the vehicle's owner information. The system made 

use of faster R-CNN, OCR, and advanced ML models, as well 

as the most subsequent image processing methods. The video 

is captured by the camera and then sent to faster R-CNN 

models, and after that, the image obtained is sent to OCR, and 

the subsequent numbers are inspected against the database to 

display the information. 

The proposed model[2] implemented an ANPR(Automatic 

number plate recognition) system that performs more 

vigorously in diverse challenging scenarios than previously 

proposed ANPRsystems. The proposed model's goal is to 

design a robust technique for LPD in images using deep NN, 

pre-process the detected license plates, and perform LPR 

using the LSTM Tesseract OCR Engine. The model achieved 

significant results with LPD accuracy of 99 percent and LPR 

accuracy of 95 percent, similar to commercial ANPR systems 

such as Open-ALPR and Plate Recognizer. 

The study[3] looked into the possibility of obtaining all 

vehicle-related information using license plate 

recognition.The fusion technique can be used to combine 

images of vehicles and then extract the license plate and 

isolate the characters that appear on it the license plate, and 

then identify the characters on the plate Using an artificial 

neural network to generate a license plate. The study 

demonstrates the effectiveness of NN to recognize the 

character accurately on the license plate has the probability of 

95%. 

The study[6] used artificial NN in an effort to reduce the 

number of iterations of a generic automated number plate 

recognition system into the threefold approach utilized in the 

study. Number plate extraction/localization, character 

segmentation, and character identification are the three 
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processes. These further involve steps like processing the 

image to better view the number plate, segregating characters 

written on the number plate, and finally identifying the 

characters and  

 

writing have them saved, a rather similar process to the one 

we have adopted in our own study. 

The study[12] improves the existing Yolo algorithm by adding 

extra convolutional layers (19 layers) and filters (5 max-

pooling layers) for better accuracy. A Robust two-stage 

approach for character segmentation and recognition is also 

implemented besides that a new public dataset called UFPR-

ALPR with 4500 images based on real-life scenarios ranging 

from bikes to heavy vehicles was created for better 

performance of the model under any condition. The system 

achieved a correct recognition rate of 93.53% on the UFPR 

dataset performing better than existing commercial ALPR 

such as sighthound and OpenALPR. 

 III. METHODOLOGY 

Techniques used in the proposed model- 

1. OCR(easyOCR), 

2. Socket Programming, 

3. AWS EC2 instance. 

4. HTTPD (APACHE distribution). 

5. RTO API 

 

Fig -1: Process flow(Before server configuration) 

During the initial stage, the proposed model is taking an image 

as an input and then the next steps involve the different image 

pre-processing steps. After obtaining the input image, it is 

transformed to grayscale by using cv2 python library. 

 

Fig -2: Grayscale plate image 

3.1Haar Cascade-The Haar Cascade strategy is a ML-based 

strategy that utilizes a huge number of negative and positive 

images to train the classifier. 

This is an impactful method for detecting objects. 

● Positive images – images that the classifier needs to 

identify. 

● Negative Images – Images of everything else that 

does not contain the object which is supposed to 

detect 

● In the proposed model 

“haarcascade_russian_plate_number.xml” has been 

used. 

3.2Extracting the plate image- 

 

Fig -3: Image Extraction 

3.2.1 Enlarging The image image.shape[1] * scale_percent / 

100 This formula has been used to enlarge the input image. 

After enlarging the image, the model can detect it even more 

effectively. 

3.2.2 Resizing the image cv2.resize(image, dim, interpolation 

= cv2.INTER_AREA) Modifying the dimensions of an image 

entails resizing it. whether they are width alone, height alone, 

or both. In addition, the existing image's aspect ratio could be 

maintained in the resized image. The “cv2.resize()” function is 

provided by OpenCV in order to  resize images. 

3.3.3 Displaying the extracted number plate 

plt.imshow(carplate_extract_img) has been used to display the 

detected number plate image 

 

Fig -4: Enlarged extracted number 
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4.Extracting the digits/alphabets from the detected image- 

4.1 EasyOCR:- The python package has been used to convert 

the image into text.It is by far probably the easiest approach to 

implement OCR and continues to support over 70 languages. 

4.2 readtext method:- This is the important method for the 

reader object. Which involves 4 groups of parameters: 

General, Contrast, Text Detection, and Bounding Box 

Merging. 

5.Socket Programming:- Local host environment is 

connected to the cloud server(EC2 Instance) by DGRAM 

protocol to send  

the data(number plate) over the server. 

Fig5. AWS console instance lookup 

instance type t2.micro and each instance has a unique public 

and private ip address. 

5.2 Server Configuration- 

In the proposed model Server network configuration is used 

for the following purpose 

I. Enabling protocols. 

II. Activating the services.(HTTPD) III.

 Modifying the port or pipe used by a protocol. 

IV. Configuring encryption. 

V. Registering the Server Principal Name. 

5.3 HTTPD Apache server 

Apache HTTPD is an HTTP server daemon developed by the 

Apache Foundation. It is a bit of software that listens for and 

replies to network requests (expressed via the Hypertext 

Transfer Protocol). It is free source, and many organisations 

use it to host their websites. 

As a Web server, Apache is in charge of taking directory 

(HTTP) requests from Internet users and delivering the 

requested data in the form of files and Web pages. Much of 

the software and code on the Internet is intended to function in 

tandem with Apache's capabilities. To evaluate and test code 

for Web applications, most programmers use a home version 

of Apache. Apache also features a secure and safe file-sharing 

feature that allows users to place files in the Apache software's 

root directory and share them with other users. 

To configure the httpd server use : “yum install httpd” 
command through instance. 

5.1  EC2 Instance(Elastic Compute Cloud. )- 
It is a web service through which an AWS subscriber can 

demand and provision a computer server in the Amazon Web 

Services cloud. Amazon EC2 encompasses a wide set of 

instance types that are tailored to the specific use cases. 

Instance types tend to involve a variety of storage, and 

networking capacity memory,CPU which permits to provide 

the best resource mix for the applications. 

Fig. 6 httpd Status Monitor 

in order to take the number from the local environment n to 

identify the number through the api, httpd provides frontend 

section and backend section to code 

frontend section located inside /var/www/html folder which is 

by default and code section in /var/www/cgi-bin 
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To activate and start the httpd service daemon in server use : 

“systemctl start httpd” command. 

To check whether the service is active or not in your server 

use : “systemctl status httpd” command. 

 

cgi- bin folder contains the code to receive the car plate 

number through server side communication protocol i.e. 

dgram to take this number,the proposed model used file 

handling concept to create a text file and inside that number 

resides. 

Now the frontend will automatically take the file number 

which has been created inside /html folder as a ".txt" 

extension via api will automatically detect the vehicle number 

and make a result . 

5.4 Fetching the data- 

The data obtained from the local host is used by the RTO API 

to retrieve the car owner's information. 

 
Fig -8: Process flow (After server configuration) 

5.5Website Hosting 

The main motive of the httpd server is to make a free web 

hosting through aws it provides more feasibility. To make 

website hosting trouble free, website use the public ip address 

of aws instance as http://ip.address/filename.html. here 

filename.html is the frontend file which is located inside 

/var/www/html folder 

 VI. LIMITATIONS 

The proposed model can not detect the number plate in multi 

style plates.There is a risk that the system will have troubles 

with the server due to environmental circumstances or a 

networking failure. 

 VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

There is plenty of work that can be done so that a 

comprehensive system should perform efficiently under a 

wide range of environmental and plate constraints. A solution 

should be designed to effectively manage multistyle plates, 

such as multiple national plates with different fonts and 

syntax. 

 VIII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed model starts with taking input image. After 

taking the input image it will convert that image into the 

grayscale image and then after resizing it is detecting the 

number plate.After successfully detecting the number ,the 

model is connecting to the AWS and then it is showing the car 

owners information on the hosted website. Keypoint for this is 

to make an integrated environment by connecting local 

machine to the remote server via aws through communication 

protocol. 

http://ip.address/filename.html
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Fig.9 Website Fig.9 shows the final 

output of the proposed model.The website is showing cars' 

detected number with owner’s information and car 

information such as description, registration date,engine 

Number,Insurance and variant. 

 IX. CONCLUSION 

Concerning intelligent transportation systems, automatic 

number plate recognition is a rapidly expanding field of study 

and development. For this system, many researchers have 

provided several methods and approaches. However, each 

strategy has its advantages and disadvantages. 

The proposed model begins with converting the input image to 

grayscale, then retrieving the image using Haar Cascade, and 

afterwards carrying out various operations such as 

enlargement and resizing the image. The detected 

digits/alphabets from the recognized image were extracted via 

EasyOCR. The model used socket programming to 

interconnect the local host environment to the cloud server. 

The system has configured the server as an HTTPD cloud 

server in order to trigger the website. The identified number is 

then fed to the RTO API, and then RTO API returns the car 

owner's data to the HTTPD cloud server, where the data is 

subsequently displayed on the website. 
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Abstract - we all come across instances in our existence where 

visually impaired people take time to locate expected things and 

await the cashier at a retail store. Fake currency is the other part 

of concern in the world of visually impaired people. Increased 

technical improvements have created the likelihood of more fake 

currency being disseminated in the market, lowering the 

country's total economy. Because automatic product recognition 

and currency detection are more dependable and time-saving 

than human operation, it will be hassle-free for them. The 

suggested system employs image processing to determine whether 

the currency is accurate or not. More precisely, this study 

examines the major hurdle of deep learning for retail product 

detection, the other part is detecting currency value. In this 

paper, we introduce a new classification approach for a difficult 

problem in this project: the categorization of fruit and 

vegetables, veggies, and frozen items in super markets, such as 

milk packages and juice cartons. The entire system is self-

contained and operates in real-time. The suggested teachable, 

neural model, according to the test results, the model-based 

method has detection and recognition algorithms exceeding 99 

percent and 99 percent, respectively.  
Index Terms – Indian Currency Detection, Image 

processing, Product Recognition, Visually Impaired 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Over 2.2 billion people worldwide suffer due to a 

visual impairment, including 1 billion people with severe or 

blindness or significant weakening of long-distance vision, the 

majority of them are over 50 years old. However, when faced 

with a range of obstacles and conditions in their daily lives, 

these assistance devices have their own limitations. People 

frequently regard such individuals as a burden and leave them 

to run errands for themselves. As a result, the visually 

impaired individual is continuously in need of assistive 

technology that can support them with their everyday duties 

and rehabilitation. Blindness is a serious problem that affects 

many people and worsens with age.  
There is a pressing need for technology that may try 

and encourage people in their everyday existence, increase 

their chances of success in a straightforward way, and 

ultimately to mobility. The most significant of these problems 

is visual impairment. [1]  
The implementation of image recognition models in 

assistive technology for people with visual impairments is the 

subject of this research. Mobile applications, such as 

Microsoft's Seeing AI and Aipoly Vision, and wearable 

 
artificial vision devices, currently, systems such as the Orcam 

MyEye and the Sound of Vision system are existing. These 

products can assist people with vision impairments in a variety 

of settings, including reading written documents, describing 

their surroundings, and recognizing people they may know.[2]  
Currency plays an essential role as a medium of 

exchange for every day essential exchange. Each nation does 

have its own currency which comes with a variety of colors, 

sizes, shapes, and patterns. Visually challenged people find it 

difficult to detect and count different denominations of 

currency. Due to continual use, pen marks on the banknote's 

surface become invisible or crumble This makes it difficult for 

visually impaired people to recognize and distinguish 

banknotes accurately by feeling or touch. Image processing in 

digital form is a large field that provides solutions to problems 

like these, in which patterns and identification markings are 

searched for and extracted, and then compared to actual 

banknote images. [3]  
The suggested currency detection and recognition 

system's key contribution is to build a simple standalone 

system easy to use, which will assist impaired individuals in 

identifying currency in a real-time scenario. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Various papers were studied to know about research done in 

the area. Some of the important surveys and techniques are 

explained below.  
In paper [4], authors proposed a system which includes 

the implementation of Automatic Caption Generator using 

CNN and RNN-LSTM models. Flickr8k dataset used to train 

and test the model. The evaluation of the model is done on the 

basis of BLEU scores. Image Caption Generator models are 

based on encoder-decoder architecture which use input vectors 

for generating valid and appropriate captions, The VGG16 

CNN architecture works as an encoder and RNN-LSTM work 

as a decoder. CNN model has many layers including input, 

Convo, Pooling; Fully-connected, Soft max, and Output are 

the layers included. The proposed model gives 0.68 BLEU 

score which is still a faraway value from 1.0. The model is 

based on multi label classification.  
The study [5] examines the major issues of deep learning 

for retail product recognition and proposes various strategies 

that might aid in the topic's research. According to the review 
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currently, YOLO, SSD, R-CNN that is faster Mask R-CNN 

are cutting-edge object detection approaches that test their  
algorithms using PASCAL VOC and MS COCO datasets. 

PASCAL VOC, on the other hand, only has images of 20 item 

classes, whereas MS COCO has photos of 80 object 

categories. Large-Scale Classification, Data Limitation, Intra-

class Variation. To overcome this problem authors suggested 

some techniques such as CNN-Based Feature Descriptors, 

Data Augmentation, Fine-Grained Classification, One-Shot 

Learning.  
The very first aspect of this paper [6] is taking all the 

different information from the image feature extraction which 

was the first requirement. Here the paper describes taking 

information about an object then that object location in that 

image; The paper also defines another section where the 

evaluation of contextual information of image and its 

combination with feature extraction to generate image 

description. The two main types of image captioning 

algorithms are those that use the template method and those 

that use the encoder-decoder structure. The two main types of 

image captioning algorithms are those that use the template 

method and those that use the encoder-decoder structure. This 

approach first gathers a range of important feature data; here 

the system works on special properties that are taken from the 

key objects. Using multiple kinds of classifiers, such as SVM, 

the svm acts as the middle part where the collected features 

 

 

are converted. The converted part is the feature information 

about that key object. Templates have been used for 

descriptive text using a lexical model or other particular. The 

encoder decoder makes it more flexible for the system to 

image captioning. This is the main structure said in the paper. 

In the encoder, a convolution neural network is used to take 

key objects from image features and make out information; in 

the decoder, a back - propagation neural network is used to 

combine with the features and key object to provide an image 

content description statement. The soft attention mechanism 

focuses on all parts of the picture, with each region having a 

varied weight value.  
In the paper [7] MSCOCO, Flickr30k, and Flickr8k are 

some of the most often used datasets for image captioning. 

The MSCOCO collection is quite vast, and all of the photos in 

it contain several captions. The Visual Genome dataset is used 

for picture captioning on regions. Image caption performance 

is measured using a variety of evaluation parameters. The 

BLEU metric is useful for evaluating short sentences. ROUGE 

is divided into several kinds, each of which can be used to 

assess various types of texts. METEOR has the ability to 

evaluate several parts of a caption. In comparison to other 

evaluation metrics, SPICE is better at understanding semantic 

subtleties of captions. 
 
 
 

TABLE I  
Summarization of related paper  

Title   Journal name  Author    Published Date Methodology   
         

Image Captioning: International  Simao Herdade, Armin 11 Jan 2020 Transformer  encodes  2D  position  and  size 

Transforming Objects Conference on Kappeler, Kofi Boakye,  relationships between detected objects in images 

into Words[8]  Contemporary  Joao Soares,   and using SPICE captioning matrix.  

   Computing and           

   Applications            
         

A Comprehensive Journal   of Physics: A Comprehensive Survey 14 Oct 2018. Genome dataset is used for picture captioning on 

Survey Of Deep Conference Series Of Deep Learning  For  regions.    

Learning For Image   Image Captioning       

Captioning [9]              
       

Currency Detector  for IEEE  Bibhudyuti Nayak; Natraja 06  September The  elementary methods used in our planned 

Visually Impaired using   Praveen Thota;  Jadapalli 2021 system include pre-image classification, 

Machine Learning[10]   Dinesh   Kumar;  segmentation, histogram equalization, region of 

     Dhanalakshmi R; Bairavel  interest  (ROI),  and  finally  template matching 

     S      using MobileNetV1-224 and TensorFlow. 
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Title   Journal name Author   Published Date Methodology 
         

Object and Currency 2020 IEEE Region 10 Kanchi Kedar  Sai Nadh 02  November The MobileNet architecture with OpenCV and a 

Detection with  Audio Symposium Reddy; Challa Yashwanth; 2020 proprietary  set  of  conditions  were applied to 

Feedback for Visually (TENSYMP) SreeHarsha  KVS; Pavan  calculate the tilt of the recognized item, and the 

Impaired[11]   Anvesh Tamidala Venkata  KNN method has been used to recognize currency 

    Sai; Sonia Khetarpaul  notes  in  the  OpenCV  library's  brute  force 

        descriptor matcher. 
         

 
 
 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig1. System Architecture 

 
The flow diagram fig 1 represents the two main categories 

of the system as grocery and currency detection. The flow 

diagram presents the input of anyone of the categories to the 

system. In Fig. 1, the operation of the proposed system is 

described. The input from the camera is collected as an image 

frame, which is then pre-processed before being fed into the 

trained model. Here the first image is put into the model 

trained on the dataset; it produces output for detected currency 

or grocery products and generates the description for each. It 

can detect currency and produce a single picture, and there is 

no type restriction for the suggested system.  
The label, which is a text output, is then transformed into 

voice for distinct labels or recordings the text to speech 

platform is used of relevant currency, product name which 

may then be listened. As a result, the audio output for each 

detected and identified currency is relayed to the visually 

impaired individual through the speaker. 

 
B. Proposed System  
The proposed system contains two modules as Indian currency 

classification and grocery recognition. The currency 

classification module is used for classification of Indian 

currency using Convolution Neural Network. The model was 

trained on Google Teachable Machine with 30 epochs, 32 as 

 

batch size and 0000.1 as learning rate. The model shows 98 

percent accuracy on training and testing data. The model 

accuracy increases its validation accuracy on real time images 

by using canny edge detection for detection and CNN module 

for classification of different bank notes. [12] D. Data 

Collection:  
a. Indian Currency Dataset:  
Because a current Indian rupee denomination dataset is 

available with a limited number of images, additional images 

are added with the help of Realme XT smartphone camera's 64 

MP sensor. In comparison, the total size of all the currency 

images in the collection that were photographed in portrait 

mode. To construct the dataset, a total of 50 photos are taken 

for each currency. All market-acceptable currency notes are, 

such as old and new 10 rupee notes, old and new 20 rupee 

notes, old and new 50 rupee notes, old and new 100 rupee 

notes, new 200, 500, and 2000 notes. [13] 
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Fig 2. Currency Dataset  

b. Common Grocery Dataset  
This resource offers a collection of nature photos of 

supermarket goods. All of the natural photographs were 

captured using a smartphone camera in various grocery shops. 

We collected 5125 natural photos from 81 different categories 

of fruits, veggies, and other carton products (e.g. juice, milk, 

yogurt). The 81 classes are grouped into 42 coarse-grained 

classes, with fine-grained classes such as 'Royal Gala' and 

'Granny Smith' belonging to the same coarse-grained class 

'Apple.' We downloaded an iconic image and a product 

description for each fine-grained class, and some examples of 

these may be viewed on this page below. The dataset was 

presented at WACV 2019 in the article "A Hierarchical 

Grocery Store Image Dataset with Visual and Semantic 

Labels.".[14] 

 
E. Preprocessing  
Images are gathered and then pre-processed, augmented, and 

annotated to train the neural network in order to construct a 

real-time currency identification and product recognition 

system utilizing neural network with teachable machine  
A. Image Augmentation and Annotation  
Image Enhancement and Annotation Under this approach, an 

image is acquired using a camera with a resolution of 

1280*720 pixels in various settings such as occlusion, 

illumination (front, side, and dispersed lighting), and so on. 

Around 330 photographs of each currency were obtained from 

the camera as well as the internet (images were also in various 

formats such as.jpg, .jpeg, .png).  
As demonstrated in fig 1, image augmentation methods 

include rotation, brightness, reflection, color, scaling, shear, 

adding noise, background removal, and translation 

adjustments used for image augmentation. To make matters 

more complicated, picture data is supplemented with a mix of 

various modifications and augmentation procedures. 

 
F.Training and Testing 

The Currency Detection Dataset is a custom dataset passed on 

Google teachable machine where learning rate is 0.00001.Te 

batch size for the training model is 16 with 30 epochs. The 

custom training dataset model given around 98% percentage 

accuracy on training and testing data. The training and testing 

loss was recorded as 0.4.  
The Grocery dataset was processed with data augmentation 

with rotation range as 10 , width shift as 0.1 , height shift as 

0.1 rescaling factor as 1/255 ,zoom range as 0.2 and validation 

split as 0.2. The training data is 80 percent and 20 percent as 

test data. The processed Grocery data passed to the VGG16 

model which is pre trained on the Image Net dataset. Initial 

layers of model frozen and extra dense layers added to the end 

and at the last layer Softmax function is added to get the 

feature vector. VGG16 model is trained with 50 epochs and 

learning rate is managed by ADAM optimizer. The transfer 

learning model is trained on the Grocery dataset and the 

features. The accuracy was 96% on the trained model. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
A. Product Detection Results  
Figure — depicts the product being analyzed with a precision 

of —— percent. Figure -- also shows the application's output. 

Whenever the product is analyzed under various situations, 

there are times when it is not successfully detected. The 

number of successful and unsuccessful detections, however, 

varied with product, since some things were spotted with 

greater precision than others. For example, in the instance of 

orange, banana, kiwi in fruit detection and lemon, ginger, 

garlic in vegetable detection the product was recognized all 

the times out of attempts, representing 99% accuracy. B. 

Currency Detection Results  
Figure — depicts the reading moving objects in frames 

detecting the currency notes, and Figure — depicts the output. 

Only when the application launches and the sequence of 

images appear, the user must maintain the currency note close 

to the screen, and the sequence of images is saved as an image 

file. To acquire currency detection results, a teachable 

machine was used. The picture file is examined and the 

essential points that can be utilized to identify the currency are 

identified. 
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Fig 3. Accuracy and epoch graph  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 5. Proposed Application Interface  

 
Fig 4. Loss and epoch graph 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 6. Proposed System detecting and recognizing product and currency 

 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

 
For the future the system can add additional features 

to the object detection mechanism, such as color recognition 
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and audio data conversion. Even the number of classes 

between the grocery detection can be added such as making 

the machine able to predict between sugar and rice which have 

very few different attributes. the system can be enhanced to 

know what currency is on the with the condition as written on 

the note, fake or real currency.  
The system can be able to make further notation such as the 

surrounding description with the help of translating objects 

into the words and make it up to audible. The system can have 

various aspects to make it more deliverable and make it hassle 

free for visually impaired people. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
The system is able to accurately detect products with 

fruits, vegetables, other grocery products, such as orange, 

lemon, onion, potato, ginger, garlic, banana etc. The 

application can also determine the value of Indian currency 

notes. Users have been able to give vocal instructions, which 

the software has detected and processed. In addition, we were 

able to properly translate these outputs into audible feedback.  
In this paper, an independent, real-time currency detection and 

recognition system based teachable machine and neural 

network is provided. The model is trained using many photos 

of each class with 330 input images. Banknotes datasets are 

created under a variety of settings such as crowded 

backgrounds, rotation, occlusion, illumination intensity, scale, 

and so on. 
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Abstract— This study applies the object detection and 

recognition method using deep learning which is in mainstream 

technology because of its some widely used applications in 

surveillance and security, traffic monitoring, video 

communication, robot vision, and animation. Also, recently it got 

considerable attention, for detection of traffic signs due to R&D 

in driverless cars. Furthermore, the advantages and 

disadvantages of the proposed model are discussed. During the 

detection and recognition of traffic signs, the following problems 

were identified the due to a distant road sign the object (traffic 

sign) becomes small and its accuracy gets affected another issue 

faced was due to changes in contrast at night, bad weather, or 

due to illumination. In this thesis, these problems are addressed 

by recognizing traffic signs through deep learning and its various 

algorithms. We have constructed an Indian Dataset for traffic 

signs and compared the methods and algorithms used. Results 

demonstrate that the proposed approach performs great 

detection and recognition accuracy. 

Keywords— Traffic sign, Deep Learning, Faster RCNN, GTSDB. 

 

I. Introduction 

In recent years the research and development in the 

automobile industry have greatly increased like self-driving 

cars, advanced driver assistance systems, etc. traffic signs play 

a very important and vital role. Nowadays almost every 

country follows standardized and simplified traffic signs to 

overcome language barriers and enhance traffic safety most of 

them are pictorial signs and such pictorial signs uses symbols 

in place of words and are usually based on international 

protocols which are set in various international conventions to 

maintain a degree of uniformity in traffic signing protocols in 

various countries. Traffic signs can be grouped into several 

categories India follows similar to those used in the United 

Kingdom except place names are generally multilingual and 

signs are metric. Most urban roads and state highways have 

signed in state language and English. National highways have 

been signed in the state language, Hindi, and English. There 

are majorly three categories of road signs in India which are  

 Regulatory Signs: These signs are circular shapes and 

show the rules and regulations. 

 Warnings: These signs are triangular. 

 Informational: These signs are rectangular. 

Traffic sign detection is a challenging problem due to 

occlusion with trees, poles, and huge vehicles. In addition, 

there is a large variation in shapes, colors, and size of traffic 

signs, due to changing scenery and illumination conditions of 

the road. In traffic sign detection, it is necessary to detect 

traffic signs that are relatively far away, depending on the 

car’s speed. Therefore, it is necessary to detect traffic signs in 

consideration of scale changes rather than general object 

detection. In addition, because cars detect traffic signs in the 

outdoor environment, cloudy and rainy conditions and low 

contrast at night can greatly affect the detection and 

recognition results. Herein, we propose a highly accurate 

object detection and recognition method using deep learning. 

II.           Literature Survey 

Currently, recognition and classification of traffic signs are 

veritably, especially for unmanned automatic driving. 

Expansive exploration has been done in the area of 

recognition and classification of traffic and road signs.  
Wang N. et al., a Convolutional Neural Network and Support  

Vector Machines (CNN-SVM) system for traffic signs 

recognition and classification. The coloring used in this 

system is YCbCr color space which is input to the 

convolutional neural network to divide the color channels and 

rooting some special characteristics. SVM is also used for 

classification. Their proposed system achieved a 96.6% 

accuracy for traffic signs recognition and classification[1]. 

 
Lee A. proposed a color-based segmentation technique with 

Histogram Oriented Gradients (HOG) for function extraction 

accompanied with the aid of using by SVM for classification. 

The model used CIECAM97 for color appearance, this model 

was applied to a region to extract color information. Another 

model used for shape features is FOSTS which achieved a 

95% accuracy [2]. 

 
Huang Z. et al., feature extraction through HOG and local 

binary pattern (LBP) which are then input into an Extreme 

Learning Machine Network for classification and recognition 

[3] 
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Liang D. et al., a traffic sign recognition system based on 

extreme learning machine (ELM). Their method consists of 

feature extraction through extraction of histogram of the 

oriented gradient variant (HOGv) features followed by a 

single classifier trained by ELM [4].  

 

Tang F. et al., developed a new dataset consisting of 100,000 

images and also proposed a traffic sign detection and 

classification method based on a robust end-to-end CNN. The 

method achieved 84% accuracy.[5] 

 

Patil S. et al., proposed a multi-scale deconvolution network 

(MDN) for localized traffic sign detection. The method 

achieved 99.1% accuracy [6] 
 
Tang F. et al., presented a survey of available techniques for 

road traffic sign recognition systems using CNN. Their work 

presented the available proposed techniques in addition to the 

challenges faced by CNN methods in terms of time 

complexity and accuracy. They further proposed a method to 

overcome the challenges which utilized canny edge detection 

to highlight the edges of the traffic symbols which is then 

input into a CNN for classification. To enhance classification 

and recognition, the introduced fuzzy classification technique 

used in [7]. 

 

Wang Q. et al., proposed a traffic sign recognition and 

classification system based on scale-aware CNN. Their system 

consists of two CNN’s; one for region proposals of traffic 

signs and the other for classification of each region. In 

addition, fully convolutional network (FCM) is utilized to 

achieve scale invariant detection. The system achieved 

97.08% precision accuracy.[8] 

 

 

 

 

III. Preliminary Concepts 

 

Faster R-CNN is an effective set of rules for the application of 

item detection. It applies a few modifications to the Fast R-

CNN with the aid of using changing the selective seek method 

with a convolutional neural community called ‘Region 

Proposal Network (RPN)’ to generate a location of interest 

(RoI). The RPN makes use of the capability’s extractor of the 

type community. It proposes an opportunity education 

process. Thus it uses RPN for item detection. 

 The Faster R-CNN community includes 3 parts:  

 Convolutional Layers: For the extraction of 

capabilities of an item which might be extraordinarily 

critical, the filters are educated with the aid of using 

this sediment. For instance, the item’s color form 

length can come beneath neath the critical 

capabilities or high level capabilities which might be 

required even after mending the photograph in step 

with our want and offers us the output as the 

characteristic map.  

 

 Region Proposal Network (RPN): This layer is the 

layer wherein the prediction takes region 

approximately the probability of the item presence on 

the scanned location with the aid of using the sliding 

window scanning for the item at the characteristic 

map. After the prediction, this sediment builds the 

bounding field of the the anticipated item on the map. 

 

 Classes and Bounding Boxes Prediction: This layer 

predicts the magnificence of an item from the 

bounding containers and comes up with the very last 

output. 

 

It trains the RPN. Then, it makes use of the optimized 

parameters to teach the classifier. After that, it retrains the 

RPN and fine-tunes it the use of the optimized parameters of 

the classifier. Finally, it makes use of the optimized 

parameters to fine-track the classifier 

 

IV. Proposed Methodology. 

 

This paper proposes a methodology for traffic sign recognition 

for which at first dataset is taken from German traffic sign 

Dataset[9],   after which  Preprocessing of the dataset has been 

done after the dataset collection like the image processing of 

transformation, scaling and translation, object classification 

and identification defining the class of the object in image 

then that data is kept in xml files with same names of those 

images and with every detail then those data is fetched into 

csv file with filename, xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax, width, 

height, class name. Then training dataset is passed to train the 

model then the system compares results of the algorithms and 

save the best resulted algorithms model. Using that model the 

system predict the class of the object present in the image. The 

system also gives the confidence score of the object and the 

coordinates for the object to create a bound box for 

visualization or other purpose. 

 

 

A. Data Set  

In order to behavior experiments on visitor’s signal 

detection, a dataset containing extraordinary photos 

of visitor’s symptoms and symptoms is required. For 

our experiments, we've decided on the German 

Traffic Sign Dataset [9], that is an open source. The 

dataset includes greater than 40,000 photos of 

German visitors’ symptoms and symptoms. 

 

The GTSDB dataset and, also, the GTSRB dataset is 

used. In the GTSDB dataset, there exist 600 
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education pictures and three hundred check pictures. 

They are scenes from site visitors and the pictures are 

of 1360x800 pixels and there exist 0 to numerous site 

visitors’ symptoms and symptoms from exceptional 

classes in every image. The classes are primarily 

prohibitory symptoms and symptoms, threat 

symptoms and symptoms, and obligatory symptoms 

and symptoms. In addition, there are a few different 

site visitors' symptoms and symptoms that don't fall 

in any of those classes. Totally, site visitors’ 
symptoms and symptoms from 4 exceptional classes 

and forty-three training exist GTSDB dataset is the 

core dataset used on this observe to evaluate the 

proposed system. 

 

 
 TABLE I. TRAFFIC SIGN CATEGORIES 

 
 

The snap shots, i.e. site visitors scenes, in GTSDB 

dataset were amassed in Bochum, Germany. Among 

the six hundred training snap shots, 852 traffic 

symptoms and symptoms are labelled and the various 

300 take a look at snapshots, 361 site visitors 

symptoms and symptoms are labelled GTSRB dataset  

is used to educate the classifier for the detected site 

visitors symptoms and symptoms. GTSRB dataset is 

truly a predecessor of GTSDB dataset and it's miles 

used most effective for site visitors signal class task. 

In this dataset, there exists once more 43 training and 

those are the equal training with those observed in 

GTSDB dataset. In this dataset, there exists extra than 

40,000 traffic signal snap shots of which 39,209 are to 

t rain and 12,630 are to check the classifier. The length 

of those snap shots varies among 15x15 and 250x250 

pixels. 

 

B. Data Preprocessing 

1. Image Resizing: The first step in statistics 

preprocessing turned into to reshape the 

photographs. In our dataset, a number of the 

photographs had been of a exclusive form. No 

constant form turned into present. So, to conquer 

this problem, all of the photographs had been 

resized to a uniform form. The form of the 

photographs after resizing turned into 

(32,32,three). The photographs contained three 

channel color information of Red, Green, and 

Blue. 2)  

 

2. Image Contrast Improvement: One of the largest 

issues with the received dataset is the low 

evaluation photographs. The presence of low 

evaluation photographs influences the studying 

of our version. To efficaciously construct a 

version with sufficient confidence level, we want 

to attend to the picture evaluation. In order to 

conquer this issue, we've got used an evaluation 

enhancement approach referred to as Contrast 

Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization 

(CLAHE) [10], that is carried out to the mild 

channel of those color fashions or on a grayscale 

picture. Fig. 2 shows using CLAHE approach 

such that Fig. 2a and 2b depict earlier than and 

after development respectively. 

 

Fig no. 2 

 

 
a) Before improvement 

 

         
b) After improvement 

 

 

3. Data Split - Training and Testing: To evaluate 

the performance of our model, we need to see 

the results of our model on unseen data, whose 
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class id we know. For this purpose, the data is 

split into training and testing. 75% of the data is 

used for training while 25% used for testing. 

4. Image Augmentation : For each class, we were 

not having a consistent number of images. Some 

of the classes contained few training images. 

This could be a problem while training our 

model and predicting that specific class. To 

overcome this, we use data augmentation. Data 

Augmentation is a process to augment new 

images, by rotating, flipping, zoom in, zoom out 

the original data. 

We have used data augmentation to generate 

new data, that can be used to account for the 

skewness in the classes. We first started image 

augmentation by rotating the images. Rotation is 

the process of rotating each pixel of the image 

from 0 to 360 degree range. ImageGenerator 

function in Keras is used for the augmentation. 

Images were rotated not more than 10 degree 

because it might lead to wrong representations of 

the images. 

 

C. Model Construction 

 

      The proposed technique Faster R-CNN 

characteristic extractor to attain the item detector. We are 

prompted via way of means of the previous architecture 

offered via way of means of Arcos-García et al. in [11] that 

compares numerous item detector networks in aggregate with 

diverse characteristic extractors. In our study, we educate the 

item detector for four site visitors signal classes the use of 

GTSDB dataset comparable to [11]. The education set 

includes 852 labeled site visitors’ symptoms and in those four 

classes; 156 symptoms and belong to the threat class, 114 

symptoms and are withinside the obligatory class, 396 

symptoms and are withinside the prohibitory class and 186 

symptoms and symptoms are withinside the different classes. 

Regarding the check set, it includes 361 labeled site visitors’ 
symptoms and symptoms of which 63 belong to threat class, 

49 belong to an obligatory class, 161 belong to prohibitory 

class and 88 belong to every other class (see additionally 

Table I).  

In our machine, the extracted site visitors' symptoms and 

symptoms in accordance to their classes via way of means of 

Faster R-CNN Inception Resnet V2 are labeled into 43 

classes. A CNN classifier is educated via way of means of a 

GTSRB dataset for this purpose. Moreover, in the beginning, a 

blurring primarily based totally picture preprocessing 

approach is likewise proposed to guarantee an extra green 

education, and consequently, for a higher item detector to 

enhance the Faster R-CNN performance. The machine tiers 

are given in Fig. 3. 

 

D. Training 

 

For training purposes, we have chosen convolutional neural 

network models such as Faster R-CNN. 

To start with the education of Faster R-CNN, we ought to 

follow a few extra steps. The first step is to generate 

TensorFlow statistics. We generated teach statistics and check 

statistics. Once the teach and check statistics are generated, 

the following step is to set up the label map. A categorized 

map is a mapping among magnificence labels and id. Each 

magnificence is assigned an id. To recognize which id 

corresponds to which label, we want to create a label map. 

Our label map includes 43 specific mappings. The label map 

tells the instructor what every item is with the aid of using 

defining a mapping of magnificence names to magnificence 

ID numbers. It is same to the number of our classes. A 

categorized map is generated and is used in our version. 

Finally, the item detection education pipeline ought to be 

configured. It defines which version and what parameters may 

be used for education. 

 

V. Experimental Results 

 

For our project, after tuning the hyper-parameters, we have 

been capable of attain the first-class outcomes via way of 

means of the Faster R-CNN version. We saw, including the 

dropout, batch normalization layers, improved the accuracy at 

the same time as assuring that we're not overfitting the 

version. The use of Detecto because the optimizer and specific 

cross entropy because the loss characteristic helped to enhance 

up the version’s performance. Categorical cross-entropy plays 

an awful lot higher in multinomial type troubles than the 

imply rectangular mistakes. Multinomial troubles are the ones 

wherein we've more than training to classify. As in our trouble 

we've a general of 43 one-of-a-kind training. Mean rectangular 

mistakes plays higher while we've a binary type trouble. The 

average education of the version took five hours. Once the 

education become completed the version become examined on 

unseen images, and it done very well. 

We have analyzed traffic signs detection for two Scenarios, 

namely, Scenario 1: Highway area and Scenario 2: Same 

image but Blur. 

It can be observed that in case of Scenario 1in Fig 4: Highway 

area, Speed limit of 20 km/h is given. Using our state-of-the-

art model, detection of such a sign can be achieved with 99% 

accuracy. 
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  Fig. 4  

 

 

 

 

Whereas, in case of Scenario 2 in Fig. 4: Blur Image same 

sign an School crossing are assigned. Using our state-of-the-

art model, detection of 20Kkm/h sign can be achieved with 

96% accuracy, while detection of Blur image with 92% 

accuracy. 

 

 
  Fig. 4 Blur image of speed limit 20km/h 

 

More Outputs 

 
 Fig. 6 Wild Animal Crossing and Speed limit 30km/h 

 
 Fig. 7 Turn Right ahead and Keep left 
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 Fig. 8 No vehicles and Ahead only  

 
 Fig. 9 Dangerous curve to right and Road narrows to right 

 

 

 

     
 Fig.9 Processing of Iterating over Training Dataset 

 

 

VI. Conclusion 

 

We presented a Methodology to recognize Traffic 

Sign using Deep Learning. Faster RCNN performs 

well for recognition and with the aid of hyper 

parameter tuning, accuracy or recognition rate can be 

improved. 

The images will be taken with a camera mounted on 

the car during the image acquisition stage and the 

recognition process will be done using the Faster 

RCNN algorithm after preprocessing.  

This model can be used in circumstances requiring 

precise navigation. 
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Abstract — Nowadays, voting has become very crucial to elect 

our representative. So this project basically focuses on a small 

community or the college to elect their leader. Our project 

online voting system is designed in C programming language 

which uses some data structures like arrays and struct for the 

dynamic memory allocations, it also uses file handling so as to 

store the information regarding the election. In order to 

prevent vote frauds, I used security system for the user. In 

this project, there are basically two panels, one is for the 

admin and another is for the student. To login into admin 

panel, the user has to enter the username and password, 

without that he/she cannot login into admin panel for security 

reasons. The admin panel consists of all the major choices 

that can affect the voting results that’s why it is password 

protected, all the databases are also generated by the admin 

side in the text file format. Then at the student panel, the user 

has to enter the username which is generated only when the 

admin creates the new election and registers for it. The 

generated username can be used as a login into student panel, 

then the user can freely vote and his/her votes are being 

stored in the database at the admin side in text format so as to 

keep a backup file in case of data loss. 

 
Keywords — Online voting system, file handling, database, 
polling, C programming, text files. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The term "vote" refers to making a selection from a list, as 

well as electing or determining something. In a situation 

involving inhabitants of a certain country, the primary 

purpose of voting is to elect leaders of the people's 

choosing. When it comes to voting, most countries, 

including Kenya, have issues. Rigging votes during 

elections, unsecure or inaccessible polling locations, 

insufficient polling materials, and unskilled employees are 

only a few of the issues [2].  
The online voting/polling system aims to address the 

concerns mentioned above. It should be highlighted that, 

with this system in place, users, in these case citizens, will 

have plenty of time to vote during the voting session. They 

will also receive training on how to vote online before to 

the election.  
People can freely choose their representative in this 

system. The admin panel maintains a database in which 

information about the election is saved [1].  
A voter can easily use his or her voting right online in an 

online voting system [7]. Before he or she can vote, he or 

she must first register. The system administrator, who is on 

 
the admin side for security reasons, is primarily 

responsible for registration. The system administrator fills 

in the details such as election year and number of 

candidates on the admin side. After registering, the voter is 

given a username, without which he or she will be unable 

to vote. He or she can log in to the system and vote for a 

candidate using the username provided. If the citizen's 

information is incomplete or incorrect, he or she will not 

be able to vote [1] [7]. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
B.ARUN, V.K.GOUTHAMAN, A.NAFEES RAJA [1] 

used ASP.NET and MATLAB to create an online voting 

system. The first degree of protection is provided by a user 

id and password. The data entered by the user is compared 

to the database's contents, and if the data is correct, the 

voter's face is taken using a web camera and sent to the 

database. ASP.NET was used to create the web page. After 

that, the ASP page is linked to the Microsoft SQL Server 

database. An IIS server is used to serve the ASP page. In 

the second level of security, the person's face is compared 

to those in the database and validated with Matlab. The 

Eigen facial recognition algorithm is used to compare the 

two faces. 

 
Arel Cordero, Davis Chris Karlof, Matt Blaze, Sophie 

Engle, Naveen Sastry, Stegers, Davis Ka-Ping Yee, Micah 

Sherr [3] created Sequoia software which includes the 

collection of optical scan ballot which is used in the places 

where the polling is done and also included the 

touchscreen DRE (Direct Recording Electronic) voting 

machines, then they also included the software which 

counts the votes and some hardware part for the election 

offices as well. TO run the Microsoft Windows on a local 

network on the desktop they used WinEDS system which 

is a server client database. They used WinEDS so as to 

handle the backend processing functions which are 

centralized. Several hardware are used to run their system 

which also includes some version of windows operating 

system which are a part of embedded controllers. 

 
Aakash, Aashish, Akshit, Sarthak [7] have created an 

online voting system that allows users (voters), candidates 

(candidates), and administrators to vote online. The 

proposed web portal is secure and includes some distinct 

security features such as generating unique id, which also 

provides another layer of protection (in addition to login id 
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and password) and allows administrators to verify user 

information and determine whether or not they are 

qualified to vote. It also creates and organizes election and 

voting and all other information because all users or 

candidates must check in with their username and 

password and then click to register their vote. They have 

also added functionalities of chat-bot which guides the 

voter and assist them while the process of voting. 

 

III. Methodology/Experimental 

 

Methodology/Experimental Methodology of the project is 

completely based on the group working ethic including the 

coordination and active participation of all group members. 

It involves the input from all the group members which 

when processed in a perfect guidance and thus leading to 

the best possible outcome. It then includes the study of 

available domains and finalization of project topic relating 

it with study of various factors such as socials, capability 

of the group, knowledge about the project domain and 

application and importantly the scope of achieving the 

desired work and product. Then it came to the study of 

literature and reviews of such projects that have been 

accomplished before. This was all included in the pre-

development stage of the methodology. The development 

stage includes the acquiring of project implementation 

knowledge along with being familiar with the tools and 

algorithms to be used in completion of the project. The 

development stage went through firstly the formation of the 

skeleton that is the flowchart of the entire project then 

distribution of work among the members. Then the work of 

all the members was combined in order to achieve the best 

possible outcome.  
For this project I used some modules in C programming 

language such as conio for the user interface purpose, 

stdlib for dynamic memory allocations etc. In this project I 

have used data structures like struct and arrays to store the 

user data, number of votes, candidate’s information and 

banned users etc. Also, to store the information of the 

election I used file handling so as to store the information 

in text files.  
This project basically consists of admin panel and student 

panel as shown in fig 3. To access the admin panel, the 

user needs to enter the username and the password without 

that no one can access the admin panel. In the admin panel, 

the user has 5 choices as shown in fig 4. First one is to 

create a new election in which the user has to enter the 

year, number of candidates, name etc. Then the second one 

is to continue with the previous election where the user can 

continue with the election he/she created before. The third 

one is to delete the illegal votes in which the user can 

delete any vote by entering the username of the candidate. 

Fourth one is to ban the user, which is very helpful option 

as it allows the admin to ban any user from further 

elections. And the last one is to display the results, where 

the number of votes of each candidate and the voting 

percentage is displayed.  
Coming to the student panel, to access it, the student/user 

needs to enter user id without that he/she cannot vote. In 

this project, the student user id is of 14 digits in which the 

first 4 digits are the year of election, next 5 digits are for 

the branch name and the last 5 digits are for the roll 

number of the student user as shown in fig 5. By entering 

the user id he/she can access the student panel and can vote 

for the candidate. 

 

Architecture  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1: Architecture 

 

The above figure 1 represents the architecture of our 

project, so in this project, at the student side, the votes of 

the users are taken into consideration and added to the 

database. From those votes, the total number of votes is 

calculated and the candidate with maximum number of 

votes wins the election.  
At the admin side, the admin can change or update the 

database i.e. from the text files according to his/her needs. 
So, when there is a change it reflects back to the user and 

can view and declare the results of the election. 

 

IV. Flowchart and Algorithm 

 
The flowchart of the project is shown in fig 2. In our 

project we performed the steps listed below in the 

algorithm part. 

 

The algorithm of our project:- 

 

Step I: - We first declared the data structures struct array 
etc. 

 
Step II: - Further we made student panel section and 
admin panel section. 

 
Step III: - Admin panel consists of choices like create new 
election, view results, ban user id etc. 

 
Step IV: - Student panel consist of user id and whom to 
vote for options. 

 
Step V: - Results are stored in text files for the future 
reference and back up for the data. 
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Step VI: - Election continues until the user exits the 

program 

 

Step VII: - The end.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2: Flowchart of the project 

 

V. Results and Discussions 

 

I finally created the voting system which is password 

protected at the admin side. The user has two choices either 

student panel or admin panel as shown in fig 3. If the user 

opts for admin panel then he/she has to enter the password 

to login and then can go for the new election as shown in 

fig 4. But if the user opts for student panel then he/she have 

to enter the username and then can vote for any candidate 

as shown in fig 5.  
This is the two options that are provided to the user as 
given below-:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3: Switch panel 

 

The admin panel and the choices provided the user is given 

below-:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4: Admin panel 

 

The student panel and the choices provided the user is 
given below-:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 5: Student panel 

 

VI. Conclusion 

 

Online voting technology has not yet progressed to the 

point where the advantages of online voting outweigh the 

risks. From a technical standpoint, an online voting system 

could be implemented, however there are flaws in how the 

verifiability and the prohibition of voter pressure could be 

addressed. In practise, whether the votes were casted 

correctly or not should be verified by the voters, but the 

system should not generate a receipt that may be used to 

coerce or sell votes.  
The work should be continued in order to update and 

organise participation practises in a way that makes 

involvement as simple and convenient as feasible for 

individuals from various backgrounds. Democratic 

structures are becoming increasingly visible in citizens' 

daily lives as a result of digitization. Open government, 

social media debates, electronic democracy services, and 

other tools make decision-making processes visible and 

allow for discussion. 

 

VII. Future Scope 

 

• Adding a more attractive graphical user 
interface.  

• Password  protection  to  the  text  files  used  as 
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database.  
• Implementing socket programming so as to use 

it on different machines. 
 

• Implementing linked list instead of struct arrays 

for dynamic memory allocations. 
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Abstract— In the Internet of Things(IoT) paradigm, 

boundless solutions have been designed and implemented to do 

effective and secure communication among it’s smart objects 

and it’s network. The outcome of effective and secure 

communication always relies on which IoT protocol has been 

used at the application layer. Generally IoT devices 

communicates using various IoT push protocols such as XMPP 

(Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol), MQTT(Message 

Queuing Telemetry Transport), AMQP(Advanced Message 

Queuing Protocol) among which MQTT protocol is widely used 

protocol within IoT platform because it requires nominal 

resources as it’s lightweight and efficient, it also support bi-

directional communication among smart objects and cloud and 

MQTT also guarantees and support reliable message delivery 

through 3 Quality of Service (QoS) levels. This research paper 

focuses on key concepts on MQTT protocol architecture, basic 

security fundamentals such as identity, authentication, 

authorization and MQTT advance security fundamentals 

which includes X.509 client certification authentication, OAuth 

2.0 and payload encryption. 
 

Keywords— IoT, MQTT, Security 
 

. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION TO MQTT PROTOCOL 

 

A. MQTT Protocol Architecture  
MQTT is an open source and light-weight protocol for 

communication between smart objects and it’s network over 

(Transmission Control Protocol)TCP. As MQTT is light 

weight, it’s energy consumption is very less compared to 

other push protocols, and also supports low bandwidth 

communication. MQTT Protocol also ensures up to 3 levels 

of Quality of Service (QoS), Which is capable of managing 

how much data is transmitted and which types of 

handshakes are needed. MQTT is a widely used protocol in 

the IoT paradigm.[2][3][4] (See Fig. 1) 
 
MQTT uses the following fundamental concepts to transmit 

or receive data over network and connected smart objects. 

 
● Topics. It identifies the category of data or message to 

be sent. It is about identifying and applying labels to 

the type of communication that takes place among 

publisher and subscriber. Such as if a temperature 

sensor senses change in environment, the topic or 

label might be allotted as 

“WEATHER_CHANGE_UPDATE”, and the  
sensed data will be transmitted as label 

“WEATHER_CHANGE_UPDATE”. [1][3] 

 
 

● Publishers. It is defined as a smart object which is 

connected to sensors and responsible for 

transmitting messages over TCP. Ex. Arduino or 

Raspberry Pie where different sensors are 

connected to it. [1][3]  

● Subscribers. It identifies the receiver who is 

interested to receive data or messages for specific 

one or more interested topics. Ex. Clients who  

subscribe to the 

“WEATHER_CHANGE_UPDATE” topic, will 

receive notification whenever changes will be 

detected. [1][3]  

● Broker. It refers to a server which is responsible to 

connect publisher and subscribers as per the topics 

which subscriber had subscribed to. It is also 

defined as an agent.[1][3]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. MQTT Architecture 

 

 
B.  Why MQTT?  
Majority within the IoT environment, MQTT protocol is 

widely used because of certain reasons, as MQTT protocol 

occupies and consumes less energy from connected IoT 

devices which makes it lightweight and efficient protocols. 

It also support bi-directional communication between smart 

objects and it’s network over TCP. 
 
MQTT can be subsidize millions of connected smart objects 

over unreliable networks as well. About security aspects, it 

also ensure identity, authentication and authorization using 
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advance security mechanism which includes which includes 

X509 client certification authentication, OAuth 2.0 and 

payload encryption. [3][4] 
 
As far as server utilization is concern, hereby we can 

observe the statics that depicts mean response time taken or 

utilize by various protocols such as CoAP, MQTT, AMQP 

and XMPP. Fig. 2 shows MQTT and XMPP protocols 

utilize very nominal server processing. It’s due to skipping 

handshakes while connecting to the clients, which results 

into less mean response time. [17][18]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2. Mean response time – IoT Protocols 

 

Fig 3, depicts the comparison between CoAP and MQTT. 

As far as performance is concern, CoAP depends upon UDP 

for communication to preform well at server utilization but 

required more mean response time compare to MQTT. On 

other side by using MQTT protocol, we can decrease server 

utilization within minimum mean response time. [17][19]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3. Mean response time – MQTT vs CoAP 

Fig 4, depicts the comparison between XMPP and MQTT, 

by using this approach, XMPP protocol use less server 

utilization as it directly communicate to client without 

handshaking. While MQTT protocol use marginal server 

utilization more compare to XMPP as it perform 

handshaking while communicating with clients. Thus, 

MQTT mean response time increase due to performing 

handshaking while managing each client communication. 

[17]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4. Mean response time – MQTT vs XMPP 

 

II. SECURITY ASPECTS WITHIN MQTT 

 

Mainly three aspects within MQTT protocol impacts on 

such as identity, authentication, and authorization. 

 

A.  Identity 
 
Subscriber needs to establish a connection with a broker to 

communicate for requested topics. MQTT protocol ensures 

each subscriber by identifying subscriber id while 

requesting for a connection. Most of the subscriber has a 

unique client identifier, which recognized as universal 

unique identifier(UUID) or a MAC address of the subscriber 

used to connect with publisher 
 
As brokers get requests from subscribers, it ensures that the 

subscriber is authorized to receive data using identifying 

valid subscriber id, username, and password. [2][5][6] 
 
B.  Authentication 
 
For secure authentication along with username and 

password, MQTT ensures authentication along with a X.509 

certificate. Certificate X.509 is a digital certificate which 

works on public key infrastructure to ensure that public key 

must belong to each subscriber.[7] 

X.509 certifies the identity of each subscriber while 

performing a handshake process between publisher and 

subscriber. During the handshaking process, the subscriber 

provides a digital certificate to broker with identity and 

public key. Brokers need to verify submitted subscriber 

certificates to the certification authority for further 

verification. After 
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confirmation, the broker identifies the subscriber as genuine 

and validated subscriber within subscriber username and 

public key. MQTT brokers must support the utilization of 

X.509 certification to ensure secure communication. [7][8] 
 
For subscriber authentication using X.509 digital 

certificates, certificates must be created at TLS(Transport 

Layer Security) using advanced encryption methods. TLS 

encryption ensures a secure communication channel for 

TCP/IP for resisted subscribers. 

 

C.  Authorization 
 
Once connection gets established with a broker, connected 

objects can publish and subscribe to one or more topics. 

Topics play a key role to authorize the subscriber, else 

clients would be able to subscribe and publish to any topics 

available within a broker. 
 
Authorization deals with RBAC(Role Based Access 

Control) and ACL(Access Control List). RBAC ensures the 

level of abstractions among subscribers and topics-based 

subscription.[10] ACL encompasses a list of subscribers 

with a list of permissions. Permissions lead to the secure 

policy on which topics, client can publish or subscribe.[9] 
 
MQTT broker configured topics along with permissions. 

Meanwhile brokers ensure the valid topics, types of 

operations and level of Quality of Services (QoS). If any 

subscriber performs unauthorized activity, the broker 

performs certain actions such as invalidating the digital 

certificate of the subscriber, so the subscriber would be 

unable to publish or subscribe to the given topic. For 

permissions, access token provided to each subscriber. By 

validating a token, IoT can be prevented from unauthorized 

access to publish or subscribe data that may have an 

inauspicious effect on connecting smart objects of the IoT 

paradigm. 
 
Alternative to ensure authorization with a broker is to provide a 

third-party source to confirm authorization connected with a 

subscriber based on access token and unique identity. For 

secure communication, additional identification is provided 

with a username field. Access tokens can be distributed using 

several ways, but a widely used way is OAuth2.0. [8][9][14] 
 
III. X.509 CLIENT CERTIFICATE AUTHENTICATION WITHIN  

MQTT 

 

MQTT brokers ensure the identity of each subscriber during 

TCL handshaking, and it can abort the handshake if the 

identity of the client certificate fails. Basically, the process 

of authenticating the secure communication between clients, 

publishers and subscribers. 
 
Client certificate offers benefits such as verification of 

identity of subscriber, authentication of subscriber (at 

transport layer) and invalidate clients before MQTT 

CONNECT message sent. These X.509 client certificates 

must be implemented within MQTT protocol. [6][7] 

These additional security approaches at the cost of 

provisioning certificates and revocation mechanisms that 

must be identified in communication policy. 
 
A.  Certificate Provisioning 
 
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) would be the key element to 

ensure provisioning certificates to subscribers. Without PKI, 

it becomes challenging to maintain digital certificates for 

each client. (See Fig. 5)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Public Key Infrastructure 

 

B.  Certification Revocation List 

 

To ensure malicious clients form utilizing fake client 

certificates, brokers must identify invalid certificates and 

prevent clients that request to establish connection. To 

implement this, CRLs are used. CRL is a list of all 

invalidate certificate repositories. (See Fig. 6)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. Certification Revocation List 

 

C.  X.509 Certificate for Authentication and Authorization 

 

Using this digital certificate, we can ensure authentication 

and authorization both. The below code of fragment depicts 

how permission can be added based on certificate. (See Fig. 

7) 
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Fig. 7. Code depicts how permission can be added to certificate 

 
To manage challenges of certificate lifecycle management, 

within MQTT protocol X.509 client certificates would be 

more useful. To ensure the secure communication, another 

layer of security is much needed within MQTT such as 

application-based authentication and client certificate 

authentication. [7][6][21] 

 

IV. OAUTH2.0 WITHIN MQTT 

 

In IoT, to add more layers of security, OAuth 2.0 would play 

a key role within MQTT protocol. OAuth 2.0 is all about an 

authorization framework which enables subscribers to 

access resources that are subscribed by a client without 

disclosing their unencrypted credentials. For example, 

currently, various mobile applications are accessing Google 

profiles for sign up and sign in process. Client does not need 

to provide Google password to each application, rather than 

login via Google and authorized applications will access 

Google information on client behalf. [11][14] 
 
Key elements of OAuth 2.0 are client, resource owner, 

resource server and authorization server. Client can be 

defined as an application that requests access to resources 

from publishers. Resource owner is referred to as a publisher 

who owns or is responsible to publish data over TCL. 

Resource server supplies the resources that are required to 

be protected and can only be accessed by a valid user. 

Authorization server maintains and grants access to 

available resources. The authorization server and resource 

server must subsidies one another to ensure security. [12][13] 

(See Fig. 8)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 8. OAuth 2.0 - authorization process 

 

OAuth2.0 commonly works with JSON(JavaScript Object 

Notation) Web Token (JWT), identifies and communicates 

by base64 encoding standards. JWT token consists of 

header, pay and signature. Header contains details about 

which cryptographic algorithm is used for encryption and to 

generate signatures. Payload contains information such as 

publisher, publish date, expiry time, subscriber and topics. 

Payload information can be customized or modified as per 

publisher need. Each JWT token is signed by the 

authorization server, so the resource server would be able to 

ensure the publisher is trusted. [12][22] 
 
Future JWT tokens can be classified as refresh tokens and 

access tokens. Access token controls the permission on 

specific resources. But as it is a short-living token, it expires 

within one day. Where refresh tokens have longer life 

compared to access token, which request for fresh access 

token from the server as previous token gets expired. 
 
OAuth 2.0 is an open source protocol which enables secure 

authorization using standard cryptography methods. It is 

also known as a framework that empowers third party 

applications to access assigned resources within the IoT 

environment. 
 
Additionally, MQTT broker also need to validate using 

access tokens, to authorize the clients. Client Authorization 

leads to two different scenarios such as authorization within 

topic subscription and third party authorization. [23] 

 

V. PAYLOAD ENCRYPTION 

 

Payload encryption adds another layer of security within a 

trust-less IoT environment. Payload encryption is also 

defined as a cryptography method used to encrypt topic 

specific data at application level. This method supports end-

to-end encryption between publisher, subscriber and MQTT 

broker. During transmission, metadata remains intact while 

only the payload message is being encrypted. Generally 

MQTT payload encryption is applicable to MQTT publisher 

packets only, which ensures that no client side mechanism is 

required at the broker end to decrypt data. [13] 
 
● Payload encryptions generally focus on 
 

● PUBLISH topics 

● CONNECT username and password 

● SUBSCRIBER topics 

● UNSUBSCRIBED topics 
 
A.  E2E (End-to-End)Encryption 

 

MQTT broker works with unencrypted metadata packets for 

quality service handling and routing, only application or 

topic based data gets encrypted and even broker can not 

decrypt the encrypted topic based packet data. 
 
So even an unauthorized client that gets access to an MQTT 

packet can not decrypt the information without having a 

public/private key. E2E encryption is not dependent on the 

MQTT broker, the publisher can apply encryption to any 

topic as per need.[13] (See Fig. 9) 
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Fig. 9. End-to-end encryption process 

 

B.  Client to Broker Encryption 

 

In client to broker encryption paradigm encrypted payload 

of packet is decrypted by broker before publishing, as a 

result all subscribers would receive unencrypted 

information. In this method, the broker decrypts the message 

on the fly (while transmitting the message). (See Fig. 10)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 10. Client to broker encryption process 

 

Payload information ensures end-to-end encryption and adds 

another layer of security for specific topics within push 

protocol architecture.[13] 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
In growing IoT fields, security always remains challenging 

for effective and secure communication among their smart 

objects and its network. To ensure effective communication 

and to achieve security within IoT architecture, it always 

depends upon protocols used for transmitting and receiving 

data over TCL. Various IoT push protocols such as XMPP, 

MQTT, AMQP ensure the communication at TCL among which 

MQTT protocol is widely used protocol within IoT platform 

because it requires nominal resources as it’s lightweight and 

efficient. This survey provides a contribution to how MQTT 

protocol can be strengthened by approaching advanced 

security concepts such as client certification authentication 

using X509, authorization by using OAuth 2.0 paradigm and 

lastly payload encryption methods. 
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Abstract — Counting proposition is one of the useful conception 

in separate mathematics, is same in general, given that, all are 

of same kind, and we end up with anumber.Counting and 

volume principle pertaining to the understanding that we can 

\\count any collection of objects, Five principles that were 

necessary for counting to take place. We go through how these 

principles are used for working fine problems so it's an attempt 

to learn a counting fashion. It gives an effective affair means it 

give all possible issues that can be present for that problem. So 

the counting process takes place inapplicable of what's being 

counted. Counting is a veritably useful task, not only in diurnal 

life but also in formal training and education. In this work 

we're concentrating on the problems, which are generally faced 

in learning counting ways. Counting proposition has some 

introductory generalities like permutations, combinations and 

rules for sum and product. We're fastening on the literacy 

problems in the environment of these generalities. Introductory 

idea is to find how principles of counting apply to fairly further 

abstract kinds. How the task of counting can come delicate and 

when the response time is high. This study will also contribute 

towards better understanding of the introductory generalities 

and in explaining these generalities in a better way using the 

help of computational software bias.  
Keywords — combination, Counting, permutation, principles , 

system, technique. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The task of counting is one of the most appropriate tasks that 

can be entrusted to computing devices to solve various types 

of mathematical problems in day to day life. In the 

framework of formal language theory, it is natural to 

associate counting with finite machines that recognize 

singleton languages but focusing more on discrete 

mathematics it aim in solving complicated mathematical 

problems [1]. A standard problem can be easily solved using 

count theory. Understanding the number of all possible 

outcomes for a series of events is essential.Counting theory 

attempts to answer the question "How many?" "" without 

actually listing the number. For example, we can ask how 

many different nbit numbers 

 
there are. Mathematics and discrete combinatorial algorithms 

Combinatorics, it is a branch of math”s concerned with the 

study of finite or countable discrete structures [2] It consists 

of enumerating or counting objects with certain attributes. 

Counting helps us solve several types of problems such as 

counting the number.Counting theory is generally assumes 

as some fundamental understanding of set theory and set 

algebra.Counting theory has some basic concepts like 

permutations,combinations and rules for sum and product. 

We are focusing on the learning problems in the context of 

these concepts [3]. The principles on which counting theory 

works are very effective in order to get all the possible 

outputs with the help of computation.The result that we get 

in this method is at the mark with a good accuracy rate not 

only that it also save time in solving this type of problems. 

Counting leads to a step forward to modern technology as it 

is fast, efficient and easy to use. All these factors makes the 

counting theory a good concept in discrete mathematics. 
 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
To study the literature, we went through articles together like 

"Selective mathematical properties of counting methods" based 

on measurement theory and given definitions. And mixed 

numbers. Box 1 was developed in 2007. definitions and terms 

apply to common counting methods. Selected mathematical 

properties of counting methods” introduced as part of this 

review [4] Xiaomin Guo and Feihong Yu introduced an 

automated counting method based on microscopic image.The 

histogram crash information is used for calculating the upper 

and lower adjustable threshold values. This value is used for 

object and background segmentation. A blob is a container of 

pixels displayed in the equivalent logical state. All the blobs in 

image are in the foreground. All the remaining pixels are in the 

card background. Point analysis is used to detect points in an 

image and make selected measurements of those points. Spot 

analysis includes a 
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wide range of processing operations and analysis 

functions that generate information about any image. If 

the droplet size exceeds the upper threshold of the region, 

the blob is segmented according to [5]. By calculating the 

number out of cell paths present in each blob, we get the 

total number of cells in the whole image as the resulting 

number. Additionally to the methods listed in this review, 

"combinations" also exist in the literature. Hybridization 

is a counting method that lies between two known 

counting methods. For example, the combined credit 

allocation is between full division and harmonics [6] 

Studies that include the enumeration in document were 

found through searching studies and citation studies also. 

citations and citations, the studies selected for review. 

This research method was chosen because the 

terminology of the counting method was not clearly 

defined. Many generic terms, such as "quantity" or 

"quantity" make good keywords difficult to identify 

[7].Aggregates and subsets form the basis of 

organizations or countries on measurement theory. These 

aggregates can be subsets of each other, such as 

organizations located in more than one country. And sets 

are a subset of the "world" set represented by a database. 

The theory facilitates the unambiguous analysis of the 

aggregate levels of counting methods. In addition, the 

counting method is an addition if the score is calculated as 

the sum of two or more tuples equal to the score of the 

combination of the same tuple [8].All of these articles 

were referenced in the review document. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 
Methodology/Experimental Methodology of the project 

totally supported the group working ethic including the 

coordination and active participation of all group members. 

It involves the input from all the group members which 

when processed during a perfect guidance and thus 

resulting in the simplest possible outcome. It then includes 

the study of accessible domains and finalization of project 

topic relating it with study of assorted factors like socials, 

capability of the group, knowledge about the project 

domain and application and importantly the scope of 

achieving the specified work and products. Then it came to 

the study of literature and reviews of such projects that 

were accomplished before. This was all included within the 

pre-development stage of the methodology. The event 

stage includes the acquiring of project implementation 

knowledge together with being at home with the tools and 

algorithms to be utilized in completion of the project. The 

event stage went through firstly the formation of the 

skeleton that's the flowchart of the whole project then 

distribution of labor among the members. Then the work of 

all the members was combined so as to realize the simplest 

possible outcome. For this system we used c programming 

laguage for the proper execution of the system .Our sytem 

uses a two choice operation one is the permutation and 

another is the combination. Permutation and combination 

are some techniques which comes under counting theory 

for 

efficient execution of a problem. The goal of using this 

counting theory techniques is to form a perfect computational 

example of counting to get a clear idea how it works on 

computational devices in order to get all possible outcomes. 

In order to run it on computational device we made use of c 

programming software platform. 

 

Sum rule:-The rule of sum or the principle of addition is a 

basic counting principle. Simply put, it's the intuitive idea 

that if we have some ways to do something and B some ways 

of doing things, and we can't do both side by side, then there 

are A + B ways to select one of the action. 

 

Product rule:- The product or multiplication rule is a 

fundamental principle of counting. This rule is a formal rule 

for distinguishing between problems in which one function is 

multiplied by another. Simply put, it is the idea that if for 

doing something there is one way and b ways to do 

something else, there are b ways to perform both actions.  
 
Permutation:- Permutation is a mathematical technique 

that determines number of possible arrangements in a set 

when the sort order is important. Conventional problems 

only involve selecting a number of items from a set of 

items in a certain order. 

 

Formula:- 

 

P(n,r) = n!/(n-r)! 
 
Combination:- The combination is defined “an 

arrangement of objects are selected does not matter.” The 

combination means “Selection of things” , where the 

sequence of events has no importance. The combinations  
of n different things taken r at a moment, denoted by nCr , 

 

Formula:- 

 

nCr = n!/r!(n-r)! 
 
 

A. Proposed System 

 

This counting using discrete mathematics projects or we 

can say the concept helps us to solve very complex 

problems and get the precise result. There can be many b 

cases in which order of solving a problem with multiple 

results or solution to that problem so at that time it is not 

possible to get all the possible outcomes as the all 

possible outputs may be ten or more than ten so it is 

difficult to calculate ,for that purpose of solving such 

complicated problem counting techniques prove best in 

this situation. So the proposed system is creating a 

system where we can solve counting problems easily. For 

that, the key concepts such as permutation rule and 

combination rule are used .In this project we are solving 

mathematical problems with the help of 
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permutation,combination, sum rule and product rule 

concepts. For solving the problem giving inputs to n and r 

in which n is the total number of objects present in a set 

and on other side r is the the number of objects used to 

form the permutation. After inputs giving all possible 

outcomes to a particular problem.  
Our system also works similarly as compared to the 

above mentioned systems. But our system takes user 

input and then processes it and gives a deficient output 

which is not implemented in the above mentioned 

systems. 

 

B. Flowchart  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1: Flowchart of the model 

 

C. Algorithm 
 

 

Step 1 : Start 

 

Step 2 : input value for n and r 

 

Step 3 : sum=n+r and product=n*r 

 

Step 4 : select operations to perform 

 
Step 5 : call corresponding function to execute 
operation if required any 

 

Step 6 : display the answer 

 

Step 7 : repeat step 5 to 6 till x!=5 

 

Step 8 : Stop 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

For the result of the project we made a code on c 

programming platform using functions like factorial, 

permutation function and combination function used to 

get the correct output. For the output we take two user 

inputs such as n that enter the first number where n is the 

number of objects in as set and other is r that enter the 

second number where r is the number of objects used for 

permutation. With the help of counting techniques such as 

permutation,combination, sum rule and product rule we 

get a perfect output that we want. In the output section 

with the help of switch case we have 5 choices such as 

permutation, combination ,sum and product from that the 

user will select one choice and perform the operation  
.Permutation and combination and also sum rule and 

product rule this techniques of counting theory are 

very effective in solving the problem and getting a 

perfect possible outputs.  
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Fig 2: Output of counting technique 

 

V. LIMITATIONS 

 

Our system may lead to some syntactical errors.The 

system may crash down due to failure of the software 

platform running at present time .The proposed 

system can input numbers only alphabetical problems 

are not possible.The system may lead to malware 

attacks. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

This work was to seek out learning problems in counting 

theory and to means deficiencies within the traditional 

established teaching approaches for these concepts. An 

important aim is to find the ways for meaningful learning 

and to make the teaching and learning more effective and 

useful in all aspects. We mainly looked at four concepts 

namely permutation, combination, inclusion-exclusion 

principle and rule of sum to show the deficiency of 

students and also provided possible reasons for that. A 

large chunk of problems is very easily solved by counting 

theory techniques which nowadays help to solve 

problems.We also suggest a more effective and 

meaningful way of teaching these concepts using concept 

maps. Linking these concepts to pure math can make 

things better. In addition, emphasize that when inferring 

by counting arguments, it is necessary to relate the new 

conclusion to the statement of the problem. 
 
 

 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE  
In future counting theory may become more advance 

with its counting technique. Making it more user friendly 
system for solving mathematical problems.Creating new 

technologies for solving with support of counting 

theory.Online calculators may be one of a good aspect in 

including all the counting technique so easy and 

efficient calculations. 
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MACHINE LEARNING FOR HEART DISEASE 

PREDICTION 
 

Kuldeep B. Vayadande, Parul Patle, Atharv Vanjari, Srushtiraj Patil, Sayantika, Pavitra Mandot 

 
Abstract – Prediction and detection of coronary heart 

related illnesses has been vital and challenging for 

healthcare practitioners and patients for decades. 

According to the latest report by WHO, heart related 

illnesses are growing. 17.9 million humans die every year 

due to this. With growing population, it receives in 

addition difficulty to diagnose and begin remedy at early 

level. So, predicting coronary heart disease on the early 

stages will be useful to the people around the sector in 

order that they may take essential actions earlier than 

getting excessive. Machine learning can suggest effective 

outcomes in making selections and predictions from the 

large set of statistics produced by using the fitness care 

industry’s data. There are numerous elements that result 

in coronary heart disorder like age, blood stress, ejection 

fraction, sodium creatinine and so forth. Therefore, 

Machine learning has big effect in saving lives and 

supporting the medical doctors, widening up the scope of 

research in actionable insights. 

 
Keywords — (Heart, Machine learning, predictions, Data 

pre-processing, coronary, statistics) 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Cardiac disease is most serious problems related to the 

human body. The treatment of cardiac related diseases has 

gained huge attention in whole world. Cardiac disease is 

considered as one of the main reasons that people die in the 

world. The main reason of heart disease includes 

overweight, diabetes, genetics, smoking and high 

cholesterol. Thus, preventing heart diseases has become 

more than necessary. So, disease prediction can be made 

easy by using machine learning. For predicting heart 

diseases data analysis assists healthcare center, advancing 

diagnosis, study of symptoms, providing appropriate 

medicines, building better the quality of care, reducing the 

cost, extending the life span and reduces the death rate of 

heart patients 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A lot of research is done in the field of heart disease 

prediction. Following work was referred in the study of the 
proposed system. 

 

[1] First System, the goal of this paper is to build a ML 

model for heart disease prediction based on the related  

 

 

parameters. Here a benchmark dataset of UCI Heart disease 

prediction is used for the research work, which contains of 

14 
different attributes related to heart disease. For the buildup 
of model, Machine Learning algorithms such as Support 
Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest, Decision tree and 
Naive Bayes have been used. This model can be helpful as a 
decision support system to the medical practitioners at their 
clin 
[2] In the Second System the objective is to use different 

machine learning techniques to predict heart diseases such as 

artificial neural network (ANN), decision tree (DT), random 

forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM), naïve Baye 

(NB) and nearest neighbor algorithm. Furthermore, the 

performances of these algorithms are summarized to predict 

the heart disease. Here they have summarized some 

algorithms which were useful while selecting the features to 

predicting the heart disease, like hybrid grid search 

algorithm and random search algorithm, etc. 

[3] Third Edition, This paper focuses on a model that 

predicts heart disease by ML strategies. Initially ML was 

used to determine the rate of heart failure, but it was also 

used to identify important factors that affect heart disease 

through coordination techniques. There are many factors / 

factors that lead to heart disease such as age, high blood 

pressure, sodium creatinine, partial discharge etc. In this 

paper they suggest how you can get important features using 

machine learning techniques. The task was to design and 

improve the prognosis of heart disease by installing a 

standard measuring machine. Here they used a multi-model 

system where they tested both machine learning algorithms 

like KNN Naive Bayes with an in-depth learning algorithm. 

Here CNN proved to be very accurate in predicting heart 

disease. 
 

 

[4] Fourth System, this paper focuses on Accuracy of the 

algorithms in machine learning depends upon the dataset that 

used for training and testing purpose. So, this paper focuses 

on a model where they calculate accuracy of algorithms for 

predicting heart disease, the algorithms are k-nearest 

neighbor, decision tree, linear regression and support vector 

machine by using UCI repository dataset. They implemented 

this using Python which has many types of libraries, header 

file, that make the work more accurate and precise. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
 

A.  Components 
 
We implemented heart disease prediction using Decision 

Tree and KNN algorithm in Machine Learning. In this 

project we have used two algorithm first Decision Tree and 

second KNN. Other than that, three visualization tools have 

been used as matplot.lib, seaborn and plotly. Later the good 

dataset has been imported and classified into many entities 

as shown in below diagram.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1: Attributes that taken into consideration. 
 

Then after that numerical analysis has been done and we 

have checked whether dataset has any null value or not. 

matplot.lib function has been used in visualization. In this 

method graphs have been formed for better understanding of 

attributes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2: Person Correlation with attributes (2).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2: Person Correlation with attributes (3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2: Person Correlation with attributes (1).  
Fig 2: Person Correlation with attributes (4). 
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In data preprocessing, we stored some values in x and y. 

Now the data has been split for training and then the 

Decision tree and KNN algorithm has been taken into 

consideration to predict the data using the model. 

 

B. Flowchart  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3: Workflow with dataset. 

 

C. Data Balancing 
 
Data balancing is the most essential thing for precise result 

because graph we can determine from data balancing that 
both classes are equal. In Fig 4 the target classes where “0” 
represents No-heart disease patients and “1” represents heart 

disease patients.  

 

 

analysis has been made by using the libraries that we have 

imported. Then the third step, for visualization matplotlib 

library has been used for forming graphs and for better 

understanding between attributes that we have taken into 

consideration of heart disease. Then we have used Data 

preprocessing method to split the data into X-string and Y-

string. In X-string. X-string contains all the attribute values 

and Y-string contains all the target values. Then the both 

strings had been separated into training and testing parts. 70  
% data has given to training module and remaining 30 % 

data has been given to testing module. After that Decision 

tree algorithm has been implemented. In decision tree 

classifier algorithm, the logistic Regression (Supervised 

Learning-Classification) algorithm has been used. Logistic 

regression mainly focuses on predicting the next event based 

on the data that has been provided previously and it has only 

two outcomes like “YES” or “NO”. Then we have 

implemented a function to check which type of attribute is 

mostly involved in causing heart disease. Then KNN 

algorithm has been implemented. After that we have 

implemented a function that will give us the best value of K 

by using it the accuracy of our heart prediction model will 

increase. For finding the value of K we have used 

StandardScaler algorithm. StandardScaler becomes very 

useful when the attributes of input dataset are in different 

unit of measure and the difference between them is too big. 

StandardScaler is used to resize the allocation of values so 

that the average of the observed values is 0 and it gets 1 as 

standard deviation. Lastly, the comparison between Decision 

tree and KNN algorithm has been done.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4: Target class view 
 

D. Algorithm 
 
The dataset has been imported firstly, there is no necessity 

for label encoding because the data is already in numerical 

values that we have imported. Then from the dataset, 

numerical 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 5: Age correlation with heart disease (1) 
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Fig 5: Age correlation with heart disease (2)  
 
Data preprocessing –  
Data Set: For proposed system dataset has been extracted 

from Kaggle about bug repository. It is open-source data. 

Total records of 303 patients has been covered in this 

dataset. The multiclass variable and binary classification are 

well known for the attributes for the dataset that has been 

given. The multiclass variable is importantly used to check 

whether there is heart disease or not. The value is set to 1 for 

the patient having heart disease and the value 0 is set for the 

patient with non-heart disease. The preprocessing of data is 

carried out by converting medical records into diagnosis 

values. 

 
Decision Tree –  
On the other hand, graphical representation of the data has 

been done by decision tree and it is also trusted and useful 

machine learning algorithms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 6: Decision Tree 

 

For the tree construction we use entropy of the data 

attributes and on the essence of attribute root and other 

nodes are drawn. KNN ( K Nearest Neighbors) – 
It works on the footing of distance between the location of 
data and on this basis, it is based on supervised learning 
technique. It is simple machine learning algorithm. KNN 
works by assuming the similarity between new and existing 
cases/data and put the new case into the category that is most 
similar to the available categories.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 7: KNN where K = 4 

 

SVC –  
The work of an SVC (Support Vector Classifier) is to fill the 
data properly that has been provided by user. It mostly used 
for classification problems. 

 
LGBM Classifier –  
In LGBM Classifier data is distributed quickly and it has 

high performance and its framework is connected to decision 

tree algorithm. It can be used for many purposes like for 

ranking and other machine learning applications.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 8: Level wise tree growth 

 

IV. RESULT 
 
The final result shows that KNN performed very well in 

comparison to Decision Tree and SVC. The model that 

developed with KNN has 85.71 % accuracy which is 7 % 

greater than Decision Tree and it even has greater accuracy 

than SVC model. Decision Tree could have gotten more 

accuracy but we find out that Decision Tree is not suitable 

for our data. Whereas, SVC and LGBM Classifier give same 

accuracy. 
 

ALGORITHM ACCURACY 

Decision Tree 78.02197802197803 % 
  

KNN 85.71428571428571 % 

SVC 81.31868131868131 % 
  

LGBM Classifier 81.31868131868131 %  

https://pythonprogramming.net/k-nearest-neighbors-application-machine-learning-tutorial/
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Fig 9: Accuracy of algorithm  
 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 
 
We can use mixture of another machine learning algorithms 

for prediction. Furthermore, it is better to use new search 

algorithms for selecting the features and then executing 

machine learning techniques which can make this proposed 

system more accurate in a way that the heart diseases would 

be predicted at early stages saving various precious lives. 
 

 

VI. ADVANTAGES 
 
• A convenient all in one solution.  
• Detection is possible at earlier stages.  
• Heart disease prediction is a fantastic project idea giving 

you clear indication and evaluation of the condition of 

your cardiovascular system.  
• User can talk about their heart disease and get instant 

diagnosis. 
 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Heart is the most sensitive and most important organ of 

human body and predicting heart related disease is also very 

important for human being so accuracy of algorithm used 

also play major role in prediction heart disease. Accuracy of 

algorithms in machine learning all depends upon the type of 

dataset used for the trial and testing purpose. KNN 

algorithms has great accuracy than decision tree algorithm 
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Abstract-A cryptocurrency is a digital currency that is 

represented by an encrypted data string. A peer-to-peer 

network known as a blockchain, which even functions as a 

secure log of transactions, is in charge of monitoring and 

organising it. For various cryptocurrencies, different 

hashing algorithms are used, such as SHA- 
 
256, Ethash, Scrypt, Equihash, Cryptonight, and X11. I 

have primarily cover about Bitcoin and Ethereum 

algorithms in this paper. These cryptocurrencies are 

always in high demand, and cybercriminals are keeping an 

eye on them. There are various sorts of cryptocurrency 

frauds, such as social media frauds, crypto ransomware, 

and so on. I also focused on the existing system for 

detecting crypto ramsomware. 

 

Keywords- Blockchain, Ethereum, Ransomware, 

SHA-256, Elliptic Curve 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

According to a Forbes report from 2022, the top three 

cryptocurrencies are: i) Bitcoin (BTC) with a market 

capital of over $882 billion; ii) Ethereum (ETH) with a 

market capital of over $447 billion; and iii) Binance 

Coin (BNB) with a market capital of over $86 

billion.When investing in any cryptocurrency, 

 

there are a few factors to take into consideration, one of 

which is security and privacy. 

 

As a result, every cryptocurrency employs a 

blockchain-based algorithm. Bitcoin has been the most 

popular cryptocurrecy for years, and it employs the 

SHA-256 hashing method. 
 
Ethereum is the second approchable cryptocurrency, 

and its public-key cryptography is based on ECDSA 

(Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm). With a  
Proof-of-Stake consensus mechanism, 
 
Binance Coin, the third in demand cryptocurrency, 

reaches 3 second block speeds. It employs a technique 

known as Proof of Staked Authority (or PoSA). 

 
Blockchain lets Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies to 

operate without the requirement of a centralized 

authority by distributing their operations over a network 

of computers. This not only lowers risk, but it also 

removes a lot of the transaction and processing fees. 

However, it has its own drawbacks. Blockchains can be 

inefficient at times. First and foremost, when one 

attempted to install the bitcoin miner on my system, 

they quickly discover that the ledger can easily exceed 

100 GBs. It was inefficient at storing data, which could 

cause storage issues for several nodes that desire to join 

the network. 
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Clearly, there must be a smarter way to tackle this, 

given nodes must copy data anytime it is 
 
altered. Furthermore, as additional transactions and 

nodes are added to the blockchain, its size expands. If it 

continues to expand, the entire network will be slowed. 

This isn't ideal for business blockchains, since it's 

critical that the network be both fast and safe. 

 

 

Identifying that the Blockchain keeps track of every 

transaction allows banks to examine data in real time 

for patterns. As a result of Big Data, the security of 

banking transactions can be greatly enhanced. 

 
Banks can also use Big Data to develop new degrees of 

security. One can do banking transactions faster, easier, 

and safer from any location on the planet because to 

improved data protection and cyber security. Real-time 

fraud analysis of transactions across many channels, 

including internet and mobile banking, means security 

measures previously imagined. 

 
The convergence of big data and blockchain technology 

offers many organisations the opportunity to thrive 

while also strengthening the cryptocurrency industry. 

 

Big data can indeed reveal relationships and 

correlations that can lead to valuable business 
 
insights. When used to evaluate cryptocurrencies, data 

analytics can be a useful tool for forecasting trends and 

avoiding unlawful actions. Incorporating big data 

approaches can also provide additional security 

measures and analytical capabilities. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
 

 

Unsupervised learning for robust Bitcoin fraud 

detection [4] In this paper, In the Bitcoin network, they 

tested the application of trimmed k-means clustering for 

unsupervised cybercrime detection. Despite the lack of 

labels, which makes evaluating algorithmic 

performance in terms of reported suspicious activity 

difficult, the algorithms were effective in finding some 

of the known fraudulent activities. 

 
An efficient bitcoin fraud detection in social media 

networks [5] They present a new technique of bitcoin 

trading that includes social media in our system. As 

friendship circles exist on social media, and friends can 

provide trusted confirmation. However, by exploiting 

the details of genuine people, certain fraud identities 

can make bogus articles regarding bitcoin trading. In 

such cases, their technology detects false posts and 

complaints of bogus identities and disables them. 

 

 

Cyber Fraud: Detection and Analysis of the Crypto-

Ransomware [3] In this paper, researchers proposed a 

practical approach for detecting and analysing 

cryptoransomware that consists of three modules. For 

an actual crypto-ransomware assault, the applicability 

of this approach was tested. The findings of the 
 
investigation demonstrate that the recommended 

approach will be effective in detecting and analysing 

crypto-ransomware. The attacker appears to have been 

identified 
 
based on the information obtained. 
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III. Cryptocurrency and their algorithms A) 

Bitcoin algorithm SHA-256: 

 
The SHA-256 hash algorithm is used by Bitcoin. This 

approach produces verifiable random numbers using a 

predictable amount of computer processing power. 

 

A miner must create a value (a nonce) that is less than 

or equal to the one used in the most recent block 

accepted by the bitcoin network after being hashed 

(cryptographically encoded). This number is between 0 

and 256 bits (the smallest and largest options), however 

it is unlikely to ever be the maximum. 

 

Since this targeted hash could be a very large number, 

the miner may have to try a lot of different values 

before succeeding. A failed miner will have to wait for 

the next block (which is why miners that find a hash 

solution are likened to winners of a race or the lottery). 

 
The targeted hash is changed on a regular basis. The 

hashing used to create the new target have qualities that 

ensure the blockchain (and associated coin) is secure. 

This method is deterministic, which means it will 

always generate the same outcome when the same input 

is employed. It is quick enough to return a hash for the 

input in a reasonable amount of time. It also makes 

finding the input difficult, particularly for huge 

numbers, because slight changes in the input result in 

drastically different outputs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Bitcoin Architecture  
 
 

 

From Figure 1, it shows how Transactions works in 

Bitcoin and that contains two keys such as first is 

Owner’s Public Key and another one is Owner’s Private 

Key. The Private Key is generated for Owner’s own use 

which should not be shared with anyone especially on 

the the social media as that can lead to the cyber attack. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 Input and Output values for SHA-256 
 

The above figure shows the input and output (result) for 

Hello and hello. So it will be different for each A to Z 

and a to z. 

 
 

 

B) Ethereum algorithm ECDSA: 

 

Two numbers (integers) make up an ECDSA signature: 

r and s. A v (recovery identification) variable is 

likewise used by Ethereum. The signature could be 

written using the letters r, s, or v. 
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The message is required to verify with signature and the 

private key (da) to sign it with in order to make a 

signature. And how the "simplified" signing procedure 

looks is shown in Table 1 with steps. 

 
The generic second-degree equation ax2 + bxy 
 
+ cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0 is a specific example of the 

ellipsis. The resulting graph could be a circle, 

hyperbola, or parabola, depending on the values of the 

parameters a to f. Third-degree equations are used in 

elliptic curve cryptography. 

 
For use with ECC, the DSS defines two types of elliptic 

curves: pseudo-random curves, whose correlations are 

produced from the outcome of a seeded cryptographic 

hash function, and special curves, whose coefficients 

and fundamental field have been chosen to maximise 

the efficiency of elliptic curve operations. Over prime 

fields GF(p) and binary fields GF(b), pseudo-random 

curves could be generated (2m). 

 
Key Pair Generation 

 

An ECDSA authenticator requires knowledge of its 

private key in order to work. The private key and 

domain parameters are used to generate the public key. 

The key pair must be remembered by the 

 
authenticator. The private key, as its name implies, is 

not accessible from the outside world. The public key, 

on the other hand, must be freely accessible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3 Key Pair Generation in ESCDSA  
 
A private key in cryptocurrency allows a user to access 

their wallet. The owner of the private key has complete 

control over the coins in the wallet. As a result, one 

should keep it under wraps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4 Input and Output for ESCDSA  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5 Signature acceptation in ECDSA 
 
 

 

Input and Output shown in the above figure for 

Elliptical Curve Digital Signature were signature is 

given as input and as a result one gets that the 

signature is accepted or rejected. 

 
The flowchart stated in the below page in the figure 

for ECDSA that shows how the 
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signature is equal to the original signature or not. 

 

Let's take a step-by-step look at both the ECDS and 

SHA-256 algorithms to see how they function. 
 
 

 

SHa-256 Elliptic Curve Digital 

  Signature 

   

1) Pre-Processing 1) Calculate a hash 

  (h) from the message 

  to sign 

   

2) Initialize Hash 2) Generate a secure 

Values (h) random value for k 

  

3) Initialize Round 3) Calculate point (x₁, 
Constants (k) y₁) on the elliptic 

  curve with theproduct 

  of k and G constant of 

  the elliptic curve 

   

4) Chunk Loop 4) Calculate r = x₁ 
  mod n. If r equals 

  zero, go back to step 2 

   

5) Create Message 5) Calculate 

Schedule (w) 

s = k⁻¹(h + rd ) mod   

  n. If s equals zero, go 

  back to step 2 

   

6) Compression  

   

7) Modify Final  

Values  

 

8) Concatenate 

Final Hash 

 

 

IV. Existing Systems in Fraud Detection 

 

In the existing system, a practical approach for 

detecting and analysing cryptoransomware that consists 

of three modules. These are the three modules: 

 
Module 1: An image (forensic copy) of the computer 

infected with crypto-ransomware has been taken. A 

one-to-one copy of the data storage unit of the item to 

be analysed is referred to as an image. All analysis were 

carried out in a secure environment on this image (on a 

workstation). 

 
Module 2: The image is investigated after the analysis 

environment is set up. Analyses are done at this step, 

progressing from simple to complex methodologies. 

The very first step is to identify any potential 

ransomware. If no threat has been detected on the 

machine, the 
 
Table 1 Algorithms with their steps 
 
process will stop here. When ransomware is discovered, 

the initial step is to gather information about it without 

executing it. In order to gather contact information from 

the ransomware perpetrator, the mere possibility of 

reaching him is studied. 

 
Module 3: Following the completion of the studies, the 

techniques are either recorded for use preventing future 

attacks or notified to the investigation units. 

 
V. Conclusion 

 

There are now more than 4,500 different 

cryptocurrencies in circulation, and the number 

continues to grow. It is also  
decentralised, thanks to blockchain 
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technology. Because it isn't authorised, it necessitates a 

higher level of security from attackers. Existing systems 

assist us in detecting crypto fraud using the information 

acquired. I can use Big Data and Artificial Intelligence 

to make it more powerful and detect fraud before it 

occurs. As a result of the combination of Big Data and 

Blockchain, Cryptocurrency will be more safe, with less 

human participation, and past learning frauds will be 

easier to identify. 
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Abstract - Cross-platform and native mobile application 

development is at priority in today’s world. Also developers used 

to build native application for various operating systems that 

gives acceptable speed and accuracy. Flutter (SDK) is a solution 

for developing native application for two famous operating 

systems like iOS and Android. Earlier weather data was 

generally broadcasted through only radio and television but now 

media channels can be accessed through various devices like 

personal computers, laptops, tablets, smartphones. Weather data 

is also available at various APIs as well. Considering the ever-

increasing use and adoption of smartphones, they appear to be 

suited for publishing weather data by using various applications. 

Additionally, weather prediction is done using sentiment analysis 

by collecting weather-related unstructured data for the selected 

place. In the proposed application, the forecasted data is 

provided from OpenWeather API for the next five days. Using 

sentiment analysis, users will also be able to know what is the 

most probable weather condition of any city. Using this combined 

approach, users get complete weather scenarios such as previous, 

current, and future period. 
 

Index Terms - Cross-platform application, Flutter, weather 

app, Sentiment Analysis 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Mobile applications are having an increasingly more vital 

and important role in our day-to-day lives. To dispense it to 

most of the users, a mobile application must familiarize itself 

with two freelance platforms namely Android and Apple‟s 

iOS. In March 2015, Facebook introduced an open-source 

cross-platform JavaScript framework known as „React 

Native‟ which strives to resolve the problem of cross-

platform. React framework extensively used by developers 

due to its non-complex and straightforward nature as well as 

its effective development process. Afterwards, Google 

declared mobile SDK „Flutter‟ in the 2016 latter half. „React 

Native‟, is the inspiration. „Flutter‟ application will also run 
efficiently on each platform, consequently decreasing the cost 

associated with the complexity of application creation across 

iOS and Android. Initially, only Google uses it for business 

projects. According to a stackshare survey, currently 360 

companies reportedly use Flutter to build their products.  
The proposed weather application „Vatavaran‟ informs 

users about the details of the present weather conditions like 

temperature, wind speed, humidity, and so forth. Through this 

application, user will get a complete scenario of weather like 

 
 
current, upcoming and previous days as well for a given 

location. Many times weather warnings are symbols of any 

natural disaster. Most of the time agriculture related people 

and traders depend on the weather forecasts like temperature 

and precipitation. On an everyday basis, people use weather 

forecasts to decide what to wear for the current day and also 

decide their traveling or outdoor activities. Many times, 

outdoor activities fail because of heavy rains, snowfall, and 

wind chill. Weather forecasts will be used to set up such 

activities and plan accordingly. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Various papers were studied to know about research done in 

the area. Some of the important surveys and techniques are 

explained below.  
Authors proposed a system that is a mobile application for 

the Billing and Reward system [1]. The system is developed as 

a client-server system. To make this system work for iOS and 

Android users, it is developed using Flutter.  
A research cum survey [2] was aimed to use of weather 

application in smartphones; the weather information was 

collected for various ICT devices of end-users from global 

meteorological organizations. As an conclusion author stated 

that smartphone is the well-suited, consumer-ready and 

commercially adopted technologically for weather information 

via weather apps. As an result research is carried out in 

weather apps uses on smartphones is worthy of attention.  
Authors try to answer the questions based on cross-

platform application development [3]. Authors are aimed to do 

it by comparing cross-platform frameworks with each other. It 

helps the developers those are currently working in cross-

platform development and who want to know about cross 

platform application development and also the practitioners.  
In paper [4] the system analyzes the sentiment of the 

tweets. Every peoples states there opinion as a tweet on any 

news topic. Social media analysis was done on the trend on 

topics of importance and „Demonetization‟ was the topic. The 
data collected for sentiment analysis was based on the 

Demonetization of five hundred and one thousand rupee notes 

carried out by the RBI in November 2016. Analyzing tweets 

of current and possible future events is done with A tool called 

Dynamic Twitter Network Analysis (DTNA). Authors used 

the DTNA tool to analyze important world events. The tweets 

were classified as a reaction into three categories, namely, 
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neutral, positive and negative based topic of demonetization. 

This work is used to find out the probability of positive and 

negative tweets regarding the Demonetization of notes.  
In paper [5] the system classifies the sentiment of the 

tweet into three categories. The Collection of 2,102,52 English 

tweets was done with the help of Twitter API for comparing 

various political leaders and parties in India. SentiWordNet 

3.0.0. Dictionary is used for classifying tweets as Positive, 

Negative, or Neutral. BayesNet classifiers, k-nearest 

neighbours, Random Forest, Naive Bayes are used for 

classification.  
A survey paper [6] mentions a different approaches and 

techniques and there comparative study for sentiment analysis 

using Twitter data. Levels of Analysis done here is as follows:  
A. Sentence Level Analysis: It works on sentence level that 

each sentence represents different sentiment.  
B. Entity Level Analysis: The main focus of entity-level is to 

identify the base aspect level and straightforwardly give 

attention to the sentiment. WordNet and ML techniques like 

Naive Bayes, Maximum entropy and SVM used so that 

accuracy is improved.  
C. Document Level Analysis: It verifies that whether whole 

document gives only one sentiment.  
Tweets downloaded from Twitter API in the form of 

feedback, reviews and comments are stored in the Hadoop 

Distributed File System HDFS [7] cluster for analysis. 

Cleaning is performed on tweets to remove unwanted text 

such as hyperlinks, white-spaces, stop words, username, and 

emojis to make the classifier work accurately on English text. 

The Naive Bayes Classification represents a statistical-based 

supervised learning method for classification. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
A. System Architecture  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 System Architecture 

 

The proposed system as shown in Figure 1 uses concepts 

such as machine learning and API calls. Sentiment analysis 

also referred to as view mining, is a sub machine learning 

process where the general sentiment of a given tweet is 

determined. Using machine learning techniques and natural 

language processing, the subjective information of a tweet is 

extracted and classified into weather conditions based on the 

polarity of the tweet. This paper addresses the use of Naive 

Bayes algorithm for classification of tweets into different 

weather conditions. 

 

B. Block Architecture 

 
In the block diagram as shown in Fig. 2, there are mainly three 

entities such as System User, OpenWeather API, and Twitter 

Database. System user enters the subject of analysis and retrieves 

tweets from Twitter databases of previous days and gets forecast 

information of weather using OpenWeather API. Then the system 

displays a graphical representation of sentiment analysis according to 

weather conditions. The graph contains the frequency of tweets for 

each weather condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Block Diagram 

 
 
C. Proposed System 

 

‘Vatavaran’ is a Flutter-based mobile application for the 

proposed system intended to inform the user about the current 

location‟s weather condition. Weather forecasts consist of 
parameters like temperature, humidity, wind speed. Using 

sentiment analysis for predicting the most probable weather 

condition, OpenWeather API collects current and next five 

days weather data to provide users with a complete scenario of 

weather through the proposed application. The proposed 

system is developed using Flask and Flutter, where the API is 

built using Flask and the application using Flutter. There are 

several applications as well as APIs available which inform 

users about the weather data only for current and upcoming 

days but do not consider the previous day‟s weather data. The 

proposed system has useful functionality different from 

existing applications, using which users can get an idea of the 

last seven days' weather of the city. Using sentiment analysis, 

users can classify weather-related tweets of the given city and 

plot a bar graph that displays various weather conditions and 

the probability of each weather condition for the given city. 
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D. Data Collection 

 

The Twitter Search API aimed to search against a sample 

of recent tweets published in the past 1 week. Using a 

specified query such as city-name as a condition. To fetch the 

tweets tweepy library is used. Downloaded tweets are saved in 

a .csv file with attributes such as Screen Name, User Name, 

Tweet Created At, Tweet Text, User Location, Retweet Count, 

Phone Type, Favorite Count and, Replied. 

 

E. Preprocessing 

 

The downloaded tweets in the .csv file are not in the 

usable as it is. To get tweets for analysis various preprocessing 

methods for cleaning of tweets are applied. Pandas library is 

used to perform operations on the .csv file. All Username, 

userID, Location, userinfo, Date, and Retweet information are 

removed. All stop words, special characters, and hyperlinks 

are removed from the tweets. After applying these cleaning 

methods, the .csv file contains only tweet text. 

 

F. Training and Testing 

 

For the classification of tweets, one of the seven classes 

such as Disaster, Rain, Thunder, Cloudy, Fog, Snow, and 

Clear are used. To classify tweets into these categories, a 

custom dataset is used in which words indicate the weather 

condition. Each word is assigned with its respective polarity 

from 0 to 6 respectively. Using this custom dataset, a model is 

trained using a Naive Bayes classification algorithm. After 

that, the cleaned tweet is passed to the classifier to calculate 

the polarity and classify it into the respective category. 

Frequency is another approach for categorizing text. 

Frequency (tf(t, d)) is typically defined as the occurrences of 

term t found in document d. Maximum-likelihood estimation 

is done using frequencies which is based on the training data 

to estimate the class-conditional probabilities in the 

multinomial model. Finally, the bar-graph is displayed using 

the matplotlib library as an output to the end-user. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The application is Flutter-based, once the user opens the 

application user‟s current location is fetched. Using the 
location with the help of OpenWeather API, all the weather 

condition data is provided to the user as shown in Figure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3: Home Screen  

 

Using the GUI as shown in Figure 4, the user gives input as a 

city name for sentiment Analysis. When the user enters the 

city into the text field, the data regarding the given city by the 

user was downloaded from the Twitter database with the help 

of Twitter search API, after that the downloaded data was 

stored into the .csv files for further tasks. The downloaded 

data was stored in the proper format with its necessary 

attributes. Tweet Text column used for the pre-processing and 

sentiment analysis task. In the cleaning process, unnecessary 

text was removed from the original tweet. The cleaned data is 

then fed to the classifier to classify tweets into various weather 

conditions as shown in Figure 5 and finally the user gets the 

sentiment analysis output about a given topic. 
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Fig 4. Sentiment Analysis Screen  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 5: Graphical representation 

 

Using the graph as shown in Figure 5, users get the weather 

condition of the current date to last seven days in Mumbai 

city. Using this data, users can plan for the day and also take 

necessary precautions if there is any disaster. The application 

is helpful to travelers visiting new places, also useful to 

farmers to protect their livestock and farm as well. It is a 

machine learning based cross-platform application developed 

using Flutter so that it works on Android and iOS platforms as 

well. 

 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 
 
The prototype model can be enhanced by using a more 

accurate classifier that classifies tweets into weather 

conditions with more accuracy. Currently, the classifier can 

classify 

purely English sentences, but in future, it can be extended to 

work for other popular languages. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
Sentiment Analysis is based on the upcoming trend of 

Machine Learning. The Naive Bayes algorithm will be used 

for the classification of tweets in different weather conditions. 

Flask framework used for connecting Flutter applications 

which use localhost. The final result is displayed as a 

graphical representation of classification of tweets. This 

project can prove beneficial to the user to find out weather 

conditions. Overall the system provides the user current day, 

upcoming five days, and previous seven days weather 

scenario. So this prototype helps the user in various ways. 
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Abstract—This paper focuses on the development of an 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) capable of face mask 

detection. This device will be able to identify people without 

masks. Lightweight portable system is needed to be applied on 

the UAV. In this paper, the implementation of the Raspberry 

Pi, Tensorflow and OpenCV for face detection is suggested. 

With the help of this device, a large area can be covered for 

face mask detection within a short period through aerial route. 
 
Keywords—Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Face Mask Detection, 

Raspberry Pi, OpenCV, Tensorflow, Aerial Route. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Today the use of Drones is Increasing rapidly in different 

sectors such as Agriculture,Security. Drones have started To 

become an Integral part of technology because of Its small 

structure,ability to fly and Carry things.Here we have used 

drones to detect whether a person is wearing a Face mask or 

not.We decided To do this Because it is not possible to 

attach cctv Cameras everywhere.  
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is an air vehicle 

without pilots that can fly remotely or using artificial 

intelligence. In some applications, UAVs are used to detect 

people and track them on the ground. The flight of UAVs 

may operate under remote control by a human operator, as 

remotely-piloted aircraft (RPA), or with various degrees of 

autonomy, such as autopilot assistance, up to fully 

autonomous aircraft that have no provision for human 

intervention.  
Face detection systems also play a basic role in many 

applications such as surveillance, biometrics and security. 

An ideal face recognition system includes two subsystems : 

first a face detection subsystem which is for finding faces in 

image frames, and second a face recognition subsystem 

which identifies the unknown face image.  
To contain the spread of the Coronavirus Disease 

(COVID-19) it is pertinent that people wear masks in public 

spaces. UAVs equipped with face mask detectors can come 

in handy to enforce the use of masks. 

 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 
 
The most well-known application of face recognition on 

UAVs is that of the United States Army. The US Army 

combines facial recognition with drones for the detection 

and tracking of targets who are considered to be a threat. 

However, the technology adopted by the military is usually 

confidential and cannot be applied for commercial or 

common use. [1] 
 
.Das Chaudhary, used real-time face detection with high-

definition video insertion, using Haar Classifier. They used 

a Raspberry Pi B processor that integrates a SoC with a 

GPU-based structure. A 5-megapixel OVA5647 camera 

used to capture H.264 video data. OpenCV and SimpleCV 

tools are used for face detection and tracking. The test result 

shows a 30 fps output below 1080p resolution. [2] 
 
Shirisha also suggested human face detection and tracking 

using a raspberry pi processor. Swathi describes a simple 

and easy implementation of a face detection system using 

Raspberry Pi. The system is programmed using the Python 

programming language. [3] 
 
Arkaprabha has proposed a final face-cutting algorithm 

using a pre-trained reading signal acquisition model to 

obtain 67 face points. They use boundary points only to 

remove those from the face and cut the face in points so that 

all obstacles from the image can be avoided. Their proposed 

approach achieved ACSA accuracy by 99.4 percent and lost 

0.0183 to 20,721 data points. [4] 
 
Adarsh Kumar et.al proposed a UAV-based health care 

system to monitor COVID-19, sanitation, social isolation, 

data analysis, and production room control statistics. target 

areas, or by processing thermal images. Results from their 

model showed that a distance of 1200 km can be repaired at 

2293 to 18 900 min with a range of 3-30 drones. [5] 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 
1. Tools Used 
 
The components that are used in the development of face 

mask detection are as follows - Raspberry Pi 3B+, Pi 

camera module, Raspbian OS, TensorFlow, Kera and 

OpenCV. The drone is built with the help of - Quadcopter 

Frame, Brushless Motor, Electronic Speed Controller, 

Transmitter, Receiver and Lithium polymer battery. 
 

 

Raspberry Pi 3B+: The Raspberry Pi is the most affordable 

computer for Linux, but it also offers a set of GPIO pins 

(common input / output), which allows you to control the 

electronic components of the virtual computer and explore 

the Internet of Things (IoT). The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B + 

is an advanced version of the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B. 

Based on the BCM2837B0 system-on-chip (SoC), which 

includes a 1.4 GHz quad-core ARMv8 64bit processor and a 

powerful VideoCore IV GPU. . Raspberry Pi can use the 

full range of ARM GNU / Linux distributions, including 

Snappy Ubuntu Core, Raspbian, Fedora, and Arch Linux, as 

well as Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Core. The Raspberry Pi 

3 Model B + has more performance enhancements than the 

Model B which includes faster CPU clock speeds (1.4 GHz 

vs 1.2 GHz), higher Ethernet throughput, and dual-band 

WiFi. It also supports Power over Ethernet with Power over 

Ethernet HAT (not included). 
 
Pi Camera Module: Pi Camera Module A lightweight 

portable camera that supports the Raspberry Pi. It 

communicates with Pi using a MIPI camera serial interface 

protocol. It is often used in image processing, machine 

learning or surveillance projects. It is often used on 

surveillance drones as the camera charge is very low. In 

addition to these modules the Pi can also use standard USB 

web cameras for computers and computers. 
 
 

TensorFlow: TensorFlow is an easy-to-use Python 

numerical open source library that makes machine learning 

faster and easier. TensorFlow allows developers to create 

data flow graphs — structures that define data flow on a 

graph, or a series of processing nodes. Each area on the 

graph represents mathematical performance, and each link 

or edge between nodes is a multi-sided data system, or 

tensor. 
 

 
OpenCV: OpenCV is a great source of open source 

computer information, machine learning, and image 

processing and now plays a major role in real-time 

performance, which is so important in today's systems. By 

using it, one can process photos and videos to see objects, 

faces, or even handwriting. When combined with various 

libraries, such as NumPy, python is able to process OpenCV 

list formats for analysis. To Identify a picture pattern and its 

various features we use a vector space and perform 

mathematical functions on these elements.. 

Kera: Keras is a high-level, deep learning API developed 

by Google for implementing neural networks. It is written in 

Python and is used to make the implementation of neural 

networks easy. It also supports multiple backend neural 

network computation. 
 

 

2. Proposed System 
 
The drone is designed using Q450 Quadcopter Frame. The 

components utilised in the building of this Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle (UAV) are - 
 

● 4 x A2212/10T/13T 100KV Brushless Motor with 

soldered connector,  
● 4 x Orange HD Propellers 1045(10X4.5) ABS DJI 

Black 1CW+1CCW- 4 pairs, 

● 4x SimonK 30A BLDC ESC Electronic Speed 
Controller, 

● 1 x APM 2.8 Multicopter Flight Controller 2.5 2.6 
Upgraded Built-in Compass for FPV RC Drone 
Aircraft,  

● 1 x CT6B FlySky 2.4Ghz 6CH Transmitter w/FS-

R6B Receiver Mode 2, 
● 1 x CT6B FlySky 2.4Ghz 6CH Transmitter w/FS-

R6B Receiver Mode 2, 
● 1 x Lipo Voltage Checker 2-8S, 
● 1 x XT60 Male w/ 12AWG Silicon Wire 10cm 

(1pcs), 

● 14 x 10CM Male to Male Servo Lead (JR) 26AWG 

(1pc) 
 
.Once the construction of the UAV is completed, we move 
onto the development of the face cum mask detection 

software. The language used for the development of this 

software is Python. Imutils library is used for image 
processing. Upon recognition, OpenCV is used for facial 

recognition. The software model is fed with a data set and 

trained to identify if the person is wearing a mask. 

Tensorflow is used to train the software model. The system 

is fed with pretrained images of people with and without 
masks. Keras is then used to test the software. Thereon, we 

add another library - the pyttsx3 library which enables the 

software to send voice alerts if the person is found to be not 
wearing any mask. The software is embedded onto a 

Raspberry Pi microcontroller which will be attached to the 
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drone. One person is assigned to control the flight of the drone. 

  

Face mask detection is carried out using the Raspberry Pi   

  which detects in real time whether the person has worn a 

  face mask or not. If the person is not wearing a mask, then 

  the software will set off a buzzer and will ask him to out on 

  a mask 

     

      
 

Figure 3.1: Face Mask Detector 
 

Figure 1: Flowchart of the software model  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.2: Face Mask Detector 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2: Flowchart of CoviCopter 
 

 

IV. WORKING 
 
CoviCopter is in use with four DC brushless motors, flight 

controller and speed controller. The system is powered from 

an 11.1V lithium-polymer battery. The system is prepared 

for launch after completing all connections. Raspberry pi 

3B+ and pi camera module is loaded into the covicopter. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

SCOPE 
 

The camera on our drone is able to identify whether a 

particular person is wearing a mask or not. The person who 

is not wearing a mask will get alerted to wear the mask. This 

will help more people to wear masks and reduce the spread 

of the virus.  
For the future scope of this project, we can increase the 

efficiency. It will be able to identify the people who are not 

wearing masks even in a crowded area. Changes can be 

made according to the needs of major companies or the 

Government. This drone can be used at the entrance of malls 

or shopping centers. 
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LSTM Based Stock Price Prediction 
 

Pushkar Choudhari, Tejas Nilangekar 

 
Abstract —This project is about detecting future price 

of a particular stock using LSTM technique and to 

deploy that project on the website to make viewers easy 

for accessing that predicted values for their use. Also, 

this project plots the predicted price of the stock in the 

form of graph which can help people for investing in 

the stock market more securely. Also, this project is not 

bounded for the inputs. Here user can give any number 

of days as an input for predicting the stock price. The 

project overcome the flaws in the models that are 

currently present in today’s market. It can predict data 

according to users will. The price prediction is done 

with the help of LSTM neural network. Which leads to 

accurate prediction of the price as compared to RNN’s 
and other neural networks because of its features over 

other networks. The data is pre-processed and then the 

prediction is done for the stock value which leads to the 

greater accuracy and the trustworthy output of the 

model. 

 

Keywords — LSTM, Deep Learning, Web  
Development, Flask, Tiingo, Dataset,  
Python, Jupyter Notebook, Apple Share,  
TCS Share 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The share market is a place where the shares of a 

public company are traded. As discussed in the 

volatile nature of the stock market makes it an area 

which needs an abundance of analysis with the old 

data predicated. The previous stock trend prediction 

algorithms use the historic time series stock data. 

the typical scientific stock price forecasting 

procedures are focused on 

 

the statistical analysis of stock data. In the paper 

will develop a stock data predictor program that 

uses previous stock prices and data will be treated 

as training sets for the program to predict the stock 

prices of a particular share this program develops a 

procedure. Now a days a lot of people across the 

world are investing in stock market thoroughly. So, 

to make their investment more secure and safe this 

project is made. Also, there are very myths about 

stock market so to outside those myths this project 

can help people to understand that stock market is 

not gambling but it is very calculative mathematics. 

This project will also help people to predict the 

movement of stock based upon its past performance 

which will be very beneficial for them to invest in 

the stock market with much less risk. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The first focus of this project is to make the 

machine learning models which determine if stock 

prices forecasts can be made with real stock prices. 

However, as we have not been able to detect any 

potential change in this stock pricing forecast, 

decided to look at existing programs, analyse major 

issues, and improve ourselves. Short search of 

common solutions to the above problem led us to 

use LSTM. After deciding to use the LSTM neural 

network to make stock forecasts, time series data 

are collected at stock prices. The focus of this 

project is to implement the LSTM which is the best 

algorithm for find the stock prices according to 

users need. Basically, this algorithm uses sigmoid 

function at its backend while implementation. 

 

III. Tools and Technology 
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In this project the tools and technology used are as 

follows: - 

 
4.1] Python: - Python is a general-purpose 

interpreted, interactive, object-oriented, and high-

level programming language. Like Perl, Python 

source code is also available under the GNU 

General Public License (GPL). Python is a high-

level, interpreted, interactive and object-oriented 

scripting language. Python is designed to be 

highly readable. It uses English keywords 

frequently whereas other languages use 

punctuation, and it has fewer syntactical 

constructions than other languages. 
 
4.2] Jupyter Notebook: - Jupyter Notebook 
(formerly IPython Notebooks) is a web-  
based interactive computational 

environment for 

creating notebook documents. 
 
A Jupyter Notebook document is a browser based 

REPL containing an ordered list of input/output 

cells which can contain code, 

text (using Markdown), 

mathematics, plots, and rich media. 

Underneath the  interface,  a notebook  is 

a JSON document,  following a  versioned  
schema, usually ending with the ".ipynb" extension. 
 
Jupyter notebooks are built upon several popular 

open-source libraries: 

 

• IPython  
• ZeroMQ  
• Tornado  
• jQuery  
• Bootstrap (front-end framework)  
• MathJax 

 
Jupyter Notebook can connect to many kernels to 

allow programming in different languages. A 

Jupyter kernel is a program responsible for 

handling various types of requests (code execution, 

code completions, inspection), and providing a 

reply. 

 

 

4.3] LSTM: - Long short-term memory (LSTM) 

is an artificial recurrent neural network (RNN) 

architecture used in the field of deep learning. 

Unlike standard feedforward neural networks, 

LSTM has feedback connections. It can process not 

only single data points (such as images), but also 

entire sequences of data (such as speech or video). 

For example, LSTM is applicable to tasks such as  
unsegmented, connected handwriting 

recognition, speech recognition and  
anomaly detection in network traffic or IDSs 

(intrusion detection systems). 
 
A common LSTM unit is composed of a cell, an 

input gate, an output gate and a forget gate. The 

cell remembers values over arbitrary time intervals 

and the three gates regulate the flow of information 

into and out of the cell. LSTM networks are well-

suited to classifying, processing, and  
making predictions based on time series data, since 

there can be lags of unknown duration between 

important events in a time series. LSTMs were 

developed to deal with the vanishing gradient 

problem that can be encountered when training 

traditional RNNs. Relative insensitivity to gap 

length is an advantage of LSTM over RNNs. 
 
4.4] Flask: - Flask is a micro web 

framework written in Python. It is 

classified as a microframework because it 

does not require tools or libraries. It has 

no database abstraction layer, form  
validation, or any other components where pre-

existing third-party libraries provide common 

functions. However, Flask supports extensions that 

can add application features as if they were 

implemented in Flask itself. Extensions exist for 

object-relational mappers, form validation, upload 

handling, various open authentication technologies 

and several common framework related tools. 
 
This web application can be some web pages, a 
blog, a wiki or go as big as a web- 
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based calendar application or a commercial 
website. 
 
Flask is based on the Werkzeg WSGI toolkit and 

the Jinja2 template engine. Both are Pocco projects.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1 Flow Chart of Model 
 
 
 

IV. Methodology 

4.1] Data Extraction 

 
In this project the data is collected from the API 

services provided by the Tiingo which is a financial 

data platform which provides various APIs and 

other many more tools. Since the data is collected 

from the API so its value also reflects at each time. 

Also, the data for the TCS stock is collected from 

the Kaggle. 

 
4.2] Data Pre-processing 

 

A real-world data generally contains noises, 

missing values, and maybe in an unusable format 

which cannot be directly used for machine learning 

models. Data pre-processing is required tasks for 

cleaning the data and making it suitable for a 

machine learning model. 

 

 

It includes following steps for pre-processing of 

data: -  
1] Collect data through API  
2] Choosing the appropriate features for getting 

accurate predictions  
3] Scaling the data in the form of 0 and 1  
4] Splitting the data for training and testing 

purposes. 

 

4.3] Working Principal 

 

This LSTM technique help to predict the future 

data with the help of time series. When you are 

provided with the training data it divides the 

training data in the time steps (that are provided in 

the code itself). 

 

As the figure shows model will predict the next 

value with the help of available data and it will 

predict the further next value with the help of 

original data. As this process will continuously 

carry on for the prediction of furthermore values.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 Graph of Apple Stock 
 

 

In this way this model will do the prediction on 

available data step by step and at last it will predict 

the future data. As the result it will tend to increase 

the accuracy of the model and it will make model 

more trustworthy. 

 

 

IV. Proposed Model 
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In this project the historical data is collected from 

the dataset and as well as from the API of Tingoo. 

After collecting the data, it is pre-processed and 

then after the pre-processing of data it is divided 

into testing and training parts for testing and 

training respectively. After pre-processing of data 

is done the testing data is used for prediction of the 

stock. 

 

In this proposed model LSTM is used because of 

its flexibility over the RNN. LSTM provides the 

best platform for the prediction of price because of 

its feature of memory cell that can maintain 

information in memory for long period of time. 

This proposed model is also capable of detecting 

the stock price of next one to two months also, this 

model is also deployed on the web by using flask 

for easy access. In this model the facility is 

provided for the user that he/she predict the price of 

the stock according to their will that is the user 

input facility is provided for prediction of the stock. 

After successful prediction of the stock price the 

user is also able to see the graph of that predicted 

stock price. 

 
V. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 

 

5.1] Dataset 

 

Dataset for the TCS stock is downloaded from 

Kaggle which contains 4723 data entries. The data 

is further preprocessed and then used for prediction 

purpose. Similarly, the dataset for the apple stock is 

downloaded from Tiingo which is a financial data 

platform for providing API service and many more 

high-quality financial tools. 

 

 

Taking about the performance metrices of the 

project the accuracy of the project is nearly 70-

77%. It is calculated with the help of RMSE value 

which is basically Root Mean Square Error it tells 

us about the accuracy of the model in such a way 

that if the RMSE value is much higher than the 

training set it indicates that you have badly 

overfitted your data into the model. 

 
For increasing the performance metrices or 

accuracy one must provide large amount of dataset, 

or one can add more LSTM layers or number of 

epochs or batch size. 

 
5.3] Results 

 

In this project the future price of stock of TCS and 

Apple is predicted. The user also has the facility to 

enter the days for which he wants to predict the 

price of the stock. The user also gets the graph of 

the predicted stock price. 

 
Following are some screen shoots of the predicted 

values of the stocks: -  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3 Graph of Actual Value of TCS Stock 

 
5.2] Performance Metrics 
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Figure 4 Predicted Value of TCS Stock  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5 Predicted Value of Apple Value (20 days 

predicted value) 
 

VI. Conclusion 

 

In this project the proposed technique primarily 

focused on the prediction of the price of the stock 

based on the past performance of that stock by 

using LSTM that is Long Short-Term Memory 

technique. This LSTM technique help to predict the 

future data with the help of time series. Also, this 

proposed model help viewers by plotting the 

predicted price of that stock in the form of graph so 

that it can help viewers for comparing and 

analysing the performance of that stock. So that 

they can invest more securely in the stock market 

without facing fear of losing money. Also, it gives 

the predicted stock price value for getting the 

accurate price of that stock. 
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Abstract— Employee attrition refers to the loss of personnel 

as a result of life events such as retirement, voluntary 

resignation, job termination, or other comparable 

occurrences. In contrast to turnover, which occurs when a 

job is vacated and refilled, attrition occurs when a job is 

vacated and not filled. However, if the attrition rate begins to 

exceed a specific amount or threshold, then one should be 

worried. If company senior leaders leave, attrition may result 

in a leadership gap in the business, or it may have an impact 

on company workplace's diversity if minority groups leave. 

Employee attrition varies depending on the types of 

employees who leave, but the concept of attrition stays the 

same. This paper covers the most prevalent causes of 

employee turnover as well as strategies businesses can use to 

gain from or decrease attrition. Models discussed in this 

paper are logistic regression, SVM, random forest classifier 

and decision tree classifier. 

 

Keywords— employee attrition, predictive analytics, data 

mining, churn prediction, machine learning 

 
                                  I. INTRODUCTION 

Employee attrition is the steady but planned decline of a 

company's or business organization's workforce. 

Employees will look to shift jobs at some point in their 

careers for a variety of reasons. It might be for business or 

personal reasons, but it does occur.  
To put it simply, attrition occurs when the number of 

employees in a company decreases, caused by a range of 

circumstances that may be avoided. Employee attrition 

can be caused by a lack of trust in the company's 

leadership and market value, a hostile work environment, 

a lack of professional development, and so on.  
Following are the main categories of employee attrition:- 

 

A.  Involuntary attrition 

Unless you're looking for a corporate definition of 

attrition, this form of attrition isn't dependent on the 

personnel. Employers or organisations are the ones that 

start the attrition process in this situation. It's possible that 

they'll fire a lot of staff due to workplace wrongdoing.  
This can happen for a variety of reasons, including 

structural ones.  
An acquisition or merger is a frequent structural factor for 

staff turnover. To minimise involuntary turnover, the 

onboarding process must be rigorous enough to guarantee 

that only the best employees are hired. 

 

B.  Voluntary attrition 

 

 

Once you can explain what the term "attrition" means, 

you'll have a leg up on the competition. Then you'll see 

that this form of attrition is rather prevalent. Employees 

that freely leave are the ones in this situation.  
A high employee attrition rate can be caused by a variety 

of factors, but the majority of them are under the control 

of management as a business owner or employer. As a 

result, businesses must guarantee that you take actions to 

prevent voluntary attrition in their company. 

 

C. Retirement  
It is common for one or two individuals to leave the 

company each year. If companies count that as attrition, 

they'll never be able to describe staff attrition 

appropriately. Attrition of one or two people isn't 

statistically significant enough to be considered attrition. 

Only if they retire in big numbers at the same time, 

according to the attrition criteria, then there's a problem. 

It's critical to have a variety of age grades among your 

employees to avoid this sort of employee loss. 

 

D.  Internal attrition 

This is when people leave one department of a company to 

work in another. This may be used to discover the 

optimum job placement for the company's employees. 

They must, however, remain vigilant. If a department's 

attrition rates are extremely high in a single year, it 

warrants further inquiry. Businesses must inquire as to 

what is wrong with that particular department. 

 

E. Demographic attrition 

This is a sort of attrition that is unique to a single group. 

People with impairments, ethnic minorities, veterans and 

senior professionals, and even women might be among 

them.  
When a specific demographic group begins to leave the 

firm in big numbers, it's time to revisit the organization's 

policies. 

 

                             II. Literature Review 

[1] Sarah S. Alduayj et.al, In this research, authors have 

explored three main experiments to predict employee 

attrition. First, they have attempted to predict employee 

attrition using the original imbalanced dataset (data details 

presented in section IV). In the second experiment, they 

have introduced the adaptive synthetic sampling approach 

to solving the class imbalance problem. This approach 

mailto:aashay.more19@vit.edu
mailto:aashay.more19@vit.edu
mailto:pranav.ratnaparkhi19@vit.edu
mailto:pranav.ratnaparkhi19@vit.edu
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involved oversampling the minority class which was in 

this case the "yes" class. The third experiment involved 

random under-sampling of the data where they have 

randomly selected an equal subset of each class. 

Moreover, each experiment involved training and 

validating a set of machine learning classifiers to predict 

unseen datasets of employee attrition. All classifiers were 

validated using 5-fold cross-validation. In addition, they 

have introduced a feature selection method to minimize 

the trained model’s complexity and enhance their 

performance. In each case, each classifier was trained and 

evaluated iteratively by increasing the number of features 

for each iteration. 

 

[2] Qasem A. Al-Radaideh et.al, In this the authors used 

decision trees (ID3 C4.5) and Naïve Bayes classifier to 

predict employee performance. They found that job title 

was the strongest feature among the other features, 

whereas age did not show any clear effect. After the data 

has been processed, the separation models are built. Using 

the decision tree process, the tree has been designed for 

each of these tests. In this process, the gain ratio measure 

is used to indicate the effectiveness of each element in the 

tested class, as well as accordingly the order of the tree 

nodes is specified. 

 

[3] Alao D. et.al, In this, different algorithms of the 

decision tree were tested, including C4.5, C5, REPTree, 

and split as well retreating trees (INQALI). Researchers 

tested and trained decision trees using a database with a 

total of 309 employees records in 4326 records and six 

features in total. As result, the C5 decision tree provided 

the highest accuracy, at 74% compared to other trees 

choices. Also, their results indicated the employee's salary 

and duration of service are important features in the 

audited organizational database. In pseudocode, the 

standard algorithm for building decision trees (Kotsianti, 

2007): 

 

1. Examine the basic cases  
2. For each aspect ‘a’ find the normalized 

information gained from splitting on ‘a’.  
3. Let the best be the highest quality the acquisition 

of general knowledge  
4. Create a decision space that divides the good  
5. Return to a small list obtained by splitting in half 

a_best, then add those nodes as children node. 

[4] Randall S. Sexton et.al, In this, the authors use neural 

networks to predict profits the average of a small-western 

manufacturing company. As a result, they form a neural 

network simultaneously with an optimization algorithm 

(NNSOA) next to a 10-fold cross assurance, predicting a 

gain rate of 94% accuracy. Moreover, they were able to 

identify very well important, important ‘Employment time. 

In this paper[5], the authors have presented the 

consequences of deliberate attrition on different companies 

and have explained the significance of predicting it. They 

have also shown different classification techniques which 

 

can be used to solve the prediction. With the help of 

Receiver operating characteristics curve, they concluded 

the KNN classifier to be the best in accuracy. Also, when 

KNN is used in the ideal arrangement, it is a powerful 

technique which provides precise outcomes, regardless of 

the noise in the data, which is a big hurdle in the ML 

Algorithms. Therefore, the authors have endorsed the 

utilization of KNN for precise prediction of Employee 

attrition in companies so that HR can take right action at 

the right time to stop the employee from leaving the 

organization. 

 

In this paper[6], authors used 3 different concepts on the 

dataset to develop a model. In the first approach the model 

was trained through several models, out of which Support 

Vector Machine got the best results. It got an F1 score of 

0.5. In the Second approach, authors used the Adaptive 

synthesis through which they were able to stabilise the 

different classes. It was interesting to observe that the 

results of all the models improved remarkably. All models 

like K-Nearest Neighbour, Random forest, Cubic and 

Gaussian achieved their highest F1 score which were close 

to 0.94. Also, In the third approach in which feature 

selection was used, it got similar results on random forest. 

When two features were used, it got an F1 score of 0.93 

and using the twelve features, it achieved a score of 0.9. 

Authors also did the undersampling manually but the 

significant details were not captured and they got lower 

results. 

 

In this paper[7], authors have done the inventive analysis 

of the Employee attrition. Authors have presented a 

framework to discover the cause of employee attrition. 

Authors also computed the value of attrition and proposed 

the name of the employee to hold on after measuring the 

imbalance between the employee attrition price prior to 

retention and anticipated price of retention after the 

attrition. The action of anticipation was executed in two 

different stages. In the first stage around 8000 employees 

were considered but only one area was examined. Due to 

some internal reasons the second phase was considered 

after 2 months in which around 12000 employees were 

considered and involved all other left areas. 

 

III. Methodology 

In the proposed model, we have used the Dataset of a very 

renowned company IBM. The dataset is from the HR 

Department of the IBM in San Francisco. The dataset has 

a total of 35 columns and 1470 records which are 

numbered from 0 to 1469. The very first part of our model 

building is the data visualization of different aspects. So, 

the very first plot is the histogram of Age Vs the Number 

of employees in the company. 
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Fig 1. Age wise distribution of employees. 

As we can see from the above histogram, the employees 

having age more than 40 are less in number than the ones 

younger than 40.The next plot is the bar plot of attrition, 

which shows the number of employees showing churn and 

number of employees not showing churn.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2. Churn of employees.  
This plot shows that the employees showing the churn are 

relatively less than the employees not showing the churn. 

We also have plotted a bar graph showing employees 

coming from different educational backgrounds and also 

the marital status of the employees.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3. Educational Background of employees. 

So, after plotting the graphs, histograms on different 

aspects, we move on to the model building part. The first 

part is to remove the unwanted columns from the dataset. 

We have used only the Attrition column as our final result 

or output column and the remaining columns as the input 

columns. We have used four different Supervised Machine 

Learning algorithms in the proposed model. The 

algorithms are Logistic Regression, Support Vector 

Machines, Random Forest and Decision trees. For the 

Logistic Regression part, we have used the ratio of 70 : 30. 

That is, 70% of the dataset is used for training and 30% of 

the dataset is used for testing purpose and model building. 

After Building the model, we got an accuracy of 

84.5481%. The below is the confusion matrix of Logistic 

Regression. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4. Confusion matrix for Logistic regression. 

The next algorithm which we used is the SVM or Support 

Vector Machines. This algorithm gives the highest accuracy of 

all the algorithms. Very Similar to the logistic regression, we 

use 70% of the dataset for training and 30% for testing the 

model. We are comparing the different machine learning 

algorithms to predict the employee churn and check which 

algorithm gives us the best performance or accuracy. The 

confusion matrix of the support vector machine algorithm is 

shown below. We got an accuracy of 85% using this algorithm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5. Confusion matrix for support vector machines. 

The decision tree algorithm is quite similar to the random 

forest algorithm. Random forest algorithms have many 

decision trees in them whereas we have just one decision 

tree in decision tree algorithms. So we decided to use both 

the algorithms in the proposed model. In a typical decision 

tree, the decisions are made at each and every node and 

the corresponding child node is visited. That is, starting 

from 
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the root node, at each level we have to check a condition 

which gives us the path to the next node. This task of 

checking the condition and then moving to the next node 

takes us to the final decision. This algorithm works in this 

way.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 6. Confusion matrix for decision trees. 

 

The last algorithm which we have implemented is the 

random forest algorithm. In this algorithm we have more 

than one decision trees. The decision trees will work in the 

same way as discussed before. Each decision tree will 

produce its own output. After each tree have produced its 

output, we will look for the majority output. the output 

which is in the majority will be the final answer or outcome 

or output of the random forest classifier. This classifier 

gave us the accuracy of 97% which is the lowest amongst 

all the classifiers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 7. Confusion matrix for random forest. 
 

 

IV. Results and Discussion 

 

The proposed model has used four supervised machine 

learning algorithms which are decision trees, support vector 

machines, random forest and logistic regression. Accuracy 

and confusion matrix of each classifier has also been 

computed. Out of the accuracy of all the classifiers, the 

random forest classifier has proven to have good accuracy 

amongst all. The accuracy of this classifier is 97% which is 

the highest amongst all the classification algorithms. 

However, in different applications, different classification 

algorithms can prove to be better than the random forest 

algorithm. As a random forest classifier is composed of 

more than one decision tree, we have more decision makers 

in our proposed model. This increases the accuracy of the 

model. 
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Abstract—Face recognition is the process of identifying a 

person through their facial images. This technique allows you 

to use the facial image of a person to authenticate them to a 

secure system. The face is the main part of the human being to 

be distinguished from each other. The facial recognition system 

mainly takes an image as input and compares this image with a 

number of images stored in the database to identify whether 

the input image is in that database or not.The purpose of this 

article is to provide an survey of facial recognition methods. 
 

Keywords—Image processing,face recognition,Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA),Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Face recognition from images or videos is a popular 

topic in biometric research.Many public places usually have 

surveillance cameras for video recording, and these cameras 

have significant security value. Face recognition is generally 

accepted to play an important role in surveillance systems as 

it does not require the cooperation of objects. The real 

advantage of face-based identification over other biometric 

methods is uniqueness. Since the human face is a dynamic 

object with large variations in appearance, face recognition 

becomes a difficult problem in computer 

vision.Identification accuracy and speed are major issues in 

this area. Facial recognition is now routinely required in 

imaging systems. The face recognition process is divided 

into two steps. 
 
A.  Face Detection  

Face detection To recognize whether an image 

represents a face, ie the general structure of a face or not. 

The general structure includes the chin,eyes, nose,forehead, 

lips etc. 
 
B.  Face recognition  

Face detection is less complicated than face recognition, 

face detection is used to stumble on a face from an photo 

however face recognition is used to discover whose face is 

this. 
 

II. CHALLENGES OF FACE RECOGNITION 
 

Detecting and recognizing faces are challenging as faces 

have a wide variability in poses, shapes, sizes and texture. 

The problems or challenges in face recognition are listed as 

follow 
 

Pose 
 

Presence of structural 

components Facial expression 

 

 

Occlusion 
Image orientation Imaging condition  

Face recognition have other challenges (not covered in 

this paper), but these are the most common problems [9]. 
 

III. HOW DOES FACIAL RECOGNITION WORK? 
 

Facial recognition systems use biometric data to match 

facial features in photos and videos.Compare the 

information with the familiar face database to find a match.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Face Recognition System 
 

IV. PURPOSE OF IMAGE PROCESSING 
 

In recent years, many researchers have been conducting 

research on PCA and LDA facial recognition to achieve 

better performance than the now. Among them, on paper 
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Fig. 2. Purpose of Image processing 
 

 

V. PURPOSES OF FACE RECOGNITION 
 

Unlocking phones 
 

Airports and border 

control Finding missing 

persons 
 

Reducing retail 

crime Banking 

Marketing and 

advertising Healthcare 

Tracking student or worker 

attendance Recognizing drivers[14] 

 

VI. ALGORITHM SUMMARY 
 

In recent years, many researchers have been conducting 

research on PCA and LDA facial recognition to achieve 

better performance than the now. Among them, on paper 
 

Paper [1] have proposed that if the 

algorithms(PCA,LDA,ICA, PCA+LDA,PCA+SVM) are 
used individually, the output produced is much less and if 
used in a combined form, we get much better 
output.PCA+SVM give highest accuracy among other.ICA 
give lowest accuracy.if we combined PCA and LDA than it 
give better accuracy compare to individual PCA or LDA. 
Here accuracy is measure base on how many correct and 
incorrect result. The accuracy of each system is calculated in 
Matlab code using the ORL database. 
 
Challenge:The challenge of age is always very difficult to 

solve, as the problem of age is that a The characteristics of 

the person's face can or can not change for 10 years. 
 

Paper [2] ,suggested that LDA accuracy is higher than 

PCA  accuracy.PCA  provides  high  accuracy  with  a  small 

number of samples. As the sample increases, the accuracy 

decreases. When number of sample increases and PCA use 

UMIST database then accuracy is reduced. same things 

when number of sample increases and PCA use ORL 

database then accuracy is reduced. so LDA accuracy is 

higher than PCA accuracy. When the number of samples is 

small, it is easy to recognize a certified image, and when the 

number of samples is large, the recognition task is difficult. 

One of the great advantages of PCA is that the eigenfaces in 

Principal Component Analysis are used as compact storage 

because it performs quick comparison of test and training 

Images. 
 

In paper [3], In this study, we examined the principal 
component analysis approach to the face recognition 

problem and proposed a face recognition system based on 
the eigenface approach. Tests performed on bitmap images, 

PNG images, and JPEG images of different people in 
different poses have shown that this method gives a very 

good classification of faces.although it has limits on 
variations in image sizes. 

 
In paper [4] suggested that if we create PCA and LDA 

Fusion at rank level using using borda count, we get better 
recognition rate (95%).and it also has lower error rates as 
compared to the individual methods(pca,lda). if we check 
individual Recognition Rate (%) than pca give 91% 

Recognition Rate and LDA give 94% Recognition Rate. 
They used AT&T face database for experimentation work 

 
In paper [5],suggested that Principal Component 

Analysis is best as compare to (Linear Discriminant 

Analysis). Discriminant Analysis can give the effective 

results combining with Principal Component 

Analysis.Linear Discriminant analysis can provide efficient 

results if combined with principal component analysis. The 

Pca and lda both techniques are used for the dimensionality 

reduction. 
 

TABLE I. DIFFERENT BETWEEN PCA AND LDA 
    

  Principal Linear 
  Component Discriminant 

  Analysis Analysis 
    

Input  Multipleface 
single face   

images   image    

Sensitive  Less More 
   

computational time Less More 
    

Algorithm  Unsupervised Supervised 
    

finds the axes  
With maximum 

For  best  class 
  

seperability   variance for the    

  whole data sets  
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How PCA Recognizes Faces  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Principal Component Analysis[5]    

How LDA Work    

LDA projects features from higher dimension to lower    
dimension  space,  how  LDA  achieves  this,  let’s  look    

into[5]: 
Fig. 4. Linear Discriminant Analysis[5] 

 
  

 In paper [6],suggested that face recognition algorithm can 

 be    enhanced    using    hybrid    methods    for    better 
 performance.face  recognition  have  to  methods  based  on 
 Appearance 1. Eigenface- based Methods and 2. Distribution 
 based  Methods.  Eigenface-  based  Methods  have  many 

 Characteristics  like  Relatively  simple,  Fast,  Robust,Work 
 well with high dimension.Distribution based Methods have 

 many Characteristics like Faster than eigenfaces, in some 

 cases,Has lower error rates ,Works well  even if different 

 illumination  and  facial  express.  Eigenface-based  Methods 
 have someDrawback like Different head pose,Different 
 alignment,Different facial   expression.Distribution based 
 Methods have some Drawback like Small databases,The 
 face to classify must be in the DB, Can’t work well with high 

 dimension   
 

In  paper[9],  suggested  that  To  solve  face  recognition 
problems, a number of robust algorithms have been 
developed that are claimed to have accurate performance. 
These algorithms, or methods, are widely used in face  
recognition applications . Following are list of Algorithms. 
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Fig. 5. Types of algorithm in face Recognition 
 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 
This article has attempted to review a considerable number 
of articles to cover recent developments in the field of Facial 
Recognition. Therefore, no specific justification can be 
given as to which algorithm is best for a particular task 
Instead of using these algorithms,The present study shows 
that the face recognition algorithm can be improved using 
the hybrid methods for better performance.we can solve age 
issue Using the advanced methods such as neural networks 
and artificial intelligence 
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Abstract — In the prediction of the Stock Market, the aim and 

the motive are to predict the next day of the stock price of a 

company. Based on the values of the stocks which are already 

existing the model is trained such that it will consider previous 

values and make predictions accordingly, this techniques in 

machine learning domain are in recent trend when comes to stock 

market prediction. When comes to machine learning, machine 

learning itself provides with number of models already available 

which helps out to make your prediction accurate, authentic and 

easier as well. The paper focuses on the use of the models which 

are certainly required for Time Series Forecasting like the naïve 

bayes, LSTM, Conv1D, Dense, N-BEATS and algorithm for the 

prediction of the stock prices or values. The factors that play a vital 

role are mainly date, and the closing price of the stock on that 

particular date. Using machine learning algorithm, a comparative 

analysis and the study of time series forecasting can be carried on 

by using various different models which are helpful to make an 

accurate prediction of the stock values in future. 

 

Keywords Stock Price Prediction, Machine Learning (ML), 
Algorithms, supervised learning, Time series, naïve bayes,N-

BEATS. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Time series forecasting is one of the methods using which we 

can predict future values of the closing price of the stock 

based on previously observed values from the dataset and is 

known as one of the best tools till present for trend analysis 

and future prediction. Prediction of future value of stock has 

always been a challenging part in machine learning 

 
 
 

 

domain for the researchers. While the researchers and the 

advocates of the efficient market hypothesis used to believe 

that it is impossible to framework a design to predict any such 

framework that can accurately and authentically predict the 

value of stock prices, there are many work related to the 

literature and seminal work in the field where is has been 

clearly demonstrated that the seemingly random movement 

patterns in the time series using machine learning algorithm 

using which a stock price can be predicted more accurately 

with high level of accuracy as compared to the simple 

algorithms in machine learning. When talking about finance 

world, stock consists of all of the shares into which ownership 

of a corporation or company is divided. The world’s stock 

market encompasses enormous wealth globally. As long as 

market have existed, investors, brokers have got many ways 

to analyze the companies stock prices using many modern day 

methods like Time Series Forecasting which even help the 

companies to analyze their stock prices as well as the brokers. 

In this developing era stocks and stocks market are in demand 

for public interest especially the youth are more inclined 

towards it. So, the idea of developing stock market prediction 

came up with the same idea in which the machine learning 

model will analyze already presented dataset, learn from it 

and then will give you the approx. closing value for any 

particular stocks. This machine learning project will help you 

to think and give an idea for your future investment. Statically 

analysis of financial data provides some insights but today it 

isn’t feasible in recent years due to no. of investors increasing 

and also investment companies have increasingly used 

various forms of artificial intelligence system to study and 

look for patterns in massive amount. This project making was 

we the idea to develop a system which supports human 
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investment decision making, in fact this modern day 

technique of making predictions on the stock prices using 
Time series forecasting of the companies is bringing many 

people a side income and even for some people the major 
source of income.  

An accurate prediction of stocks can lead to huge 

profits and benefits for the seller and the broker. But as there 

are hyperparameters like window size and horizon which 

means number of days to look into to predict the next day 

price or number prices ahead, here the drawback is, the higher 

the number of days we need to predict into the higher the error 

occurs, so need to add most relevant multivariate data to 

decrease the error rate. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

From the literature survey it has been firstly observed and 
studied on the application and techniques in machine learning 

domain for the prediction of the stock market and has been 
undertaken thoroughly throughout the world. Techniques 

used in the Machine Learning have proved and also are 
proving to be much faster and more accurate as compared to 

contemporary prediction techniques. 

 

Significant work has been done throughout the world in this 
field. Some of the researchers are: 

 

H. Gunduz, Z. Cataltepe and Y. Yaslan predicted stock prices 
using deep neural network techniques. 

 

Similarly, M. Billah, S. Waheed and A. Hanifa suggested 

further improvements to stock prediction using neural 

networks through the use of a training algorithm which they 

designed on their own. 

 

K. V. Sujatha and S. M. Sundaram suggested insightful 
techniques on handling non normal situations which may 

often arise during the working of the system and cause 
disruptions or lead to inaccurate predictions. 

 

Anass Nahil proposed a new method on stock market 

prediction which will help many investors to invest their 
money in right time by which they will get more benefit in 
near future. The method 

proposed by them was about support vector machine. It is one 

of the popular tools in time series forecasting when it comes 
for the capital investment industry. This machine learning 

technique which is based on a discriminate classifier 
algorithm, forecasts more accurately the financial data.  
While researching for the paper we also come ac-crossed with 

one of the already existing papers of (Idrees et al. in the year 

2019) and the main intention is to analysis and to study the 

stock price data which is in the form of time series. For this 

analysis the author has chosen Indian Stock Market. Later, 

they will be researching much more and be developing the 

statistical model that will be useful for accurately forecasting 

the stocks in future. The author particularly focused and 

undergone different steps in the analysis of data like 

collecting the information, data like identification of the 

problem, initial investigation, selection of the model and 

finally the evaluation process. They have also studied and 

chosen two different techniques for the forecasting which are 

known as quantitative forecasting and qualitative forecasting. 

 

Here, in this particular research paper, (Kim et al.; 2011) has 

analyzed and discussed the drawbacks of the traditional time 

series models which are used for the predictions of the 

meltdowns of the financial market and in the business world. 

Later on the author has also mentioned about the discussion 

of the techniques that they have developed which have the 

potential to predict the markets and also will bring up with the 

new one that are extremely volatile. The model that they have 

developed are built with the motive to overcome the 

drawbacks of the traditional time series models. 

Autoregressive Heteroscedastic (ARMA - GARCH) is the 

generalized model that they have used for prediction of the 

stock market data. 
 

 

III. METHODOLOGY/EXPERIMENTAL 

 

Time-Series Forecasting 

 

We have used a pre available data of more than 2000 rows, 
this dataset was having 6 columns but in this project, we have 

used only two columns 
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(Price and Date) and made the Date column as the index and 

price column as an univariate column, then created two 
variable one the timesteps to store the date as an datetime 

variable and the prices column in a list format, for this we 
have use the csv reader library. 

 

Splitted the data into train and test sets which had training data 
of 80% and test data consisted 20 percent of the data.We have 
splitted data manually which helped avoiding data leakaging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Built the naïve bayes model which just puts the previous day 
time stamps price as a next day price. 

 

yT= yT-1 

 

in the above formula yT is the next day price and yT-1 is the 
previous day price. Naïve forecast resulted to us with a MAPE 
of 1.42. 

 

Added early stopping callback to monitor the validation loss 
and have restored the best weights of the model. 

 

Created a function for creating a windowed dataset for 
univariate data, which would be making windows of the 
dataset which tells number of previous days data to look into 
to predict next day prices or many more day’s prices 

(Horizon). 

 

Conv1D model, this model consisted three dense layers and 
one Conv1D model. Dense layer had an activation function of 

relu and kernel initializer as he_normal, where as the Conv1D 
model has the padding as causal and the kernel size as 5, this 

resulted us to a MAPE of 1.53. 

 

LSTM model, this model has been built using functional API, 
which consists of two LSTM layers and one Dense layer as an 

output layer, where the LSTM layers has been set to a kernel 
initializer of he_normal and an activation function of relu, this 

resulted in an MAPE of 1.64. 

 

Added a multivariate data of Number of shares, and 
windowed the multivariate dataset using Pandas shift method, 
which has a sliding window approach to window the dataset. 

 

Built N-BEATS model which is one of the most used models 
In M4 competitions, which has input parameters as input size, 

theta size, horizon, number of neurons and number of layers 
which resulted in a MAPE of 1.47. 
 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Mean absolute percentage error -  
To measure how accurate the forecast system is working the 
error which is focused to be reduced is mean absolute 

percentage error, less the error more accurate our forecast 
system is. It is used to measure the accuracy in percentage, 

and therefore is used by calculating the average absolute 
percent error for each time period subtracted by actual values 

divided by actual values.  

 

Built Dense model which had a window size of 7 to use the 
previous week data and horizon of 1 to predict the next day 
price of SBI stock price. This model has a single dense layer, 

and a activation function of relu which resulted in a MAPE of 
1.54. 

 

Here: 
 
• Ft is the forecast value.  
• n is the number of fitted points, 

• Σ is summation notation 

https://www.statisticshowto.com/accuracy-and-precision/
https://www.statisticshowto.com/statistics-basics/calculate-percentages/
https://www.statisticshowto.com/statistics-basics/calculate-percentages/
https://www.calculushowto.com/calculus-definitions/summation-notation-sigma-function/
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• At is the actual value 

 

Referred by Agresti A. (1990) Categorical Data Analysis. 

John Wiley and Sons, New York. Beyer, W. H. CRC Standard 
Mathematical Tables, 31st  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, pp. 536 and 571, 2002. 
 

 

Flowchart: 
 

 

Model MAPE 

  

Naïve forecast 1.42 

  

Dense 1.52 

  

Conv1D 1.62 

  

LSTM 1.64 

  

N-BEATS 1.47 

  

 
 

 

V. LIMITATIONS 

 

The problems which we can observe with such type of 

research is that the observation from the dataset within each 

series aren’t independent and as the observations are not 

independent of each other thus high correlation finding 

probability among two series from the dataset when compared 

with the result from already suggested standard formulae 

 
may be high. There are also many weakness when comes to 
time series analysis which so includes problems related to the 
measuring accuracy of the  
model, also problems related with the generalization from a 
single study, difficulty in obtaining appropriate measures, 

problems with accurately identifying the correct model to 
represent the data. 

 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 
 
Humans tend to invest their finances and since stock has been 

one of the most trusted ways of investment for people, it will 
continue to have scope in future. In future the stock prediction 

will be increasingly accurate thus giving people more control 

over their investments. It has and will eliminate the need of 

broker for trading in stocks. Beside the tools and technology 
used like Machine Learning and Data Science are the most 

trending topics which are expected to bloom in future. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 
Prediction of the stocks in Stock market in business and other 

professional sectors are proved to be very beneficial and are 

in great demand as the trade are globally increasing around 

the world. It has been observed up to date that predictions 

have played a key role in many sectors such as business, 

industry, financial sectors, public interest and many more and 

have been helpful too when it comes to risk factor, trade or 

environment of business. With the use of previous data of 

stocks and related history the risk factor for investing in stocks 

can be decrease with the study and analysis of the already 

present dataset which will trend to future alertness and 

precautions. Thinking about business demand and priorities, 

this research is based on several results and outcomes using 

machine learning algorithm and the model used in the project 

for predicting stocks by time series is Naïve Bayes. Before 

applying Machine learning algorithm, we have studied and 

analyzed the trend of stock market as Trend analysis has been 

proved as to be very profitable and also useful for future 

predictions of the stocks as well which will provide 

information for future stocks. Comparative study of the stocks 

on various models and machine learning algorithm, we come 

to an conclusion with Naïve Bayes model where the accuracy 

of the model obtained is greater 

https://amzn.to/2O47MZa
https://amzn.to/2O47MZa
https://amzn.to/2O47MZa
https://amzn.to/3cSE6cA
https://amzn.to/3cSE6cA
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and also results in less error, exponential smoothing 
predictions and we considered it best stock market predictor 
with general trend analysis.  
After working and building various models, it was been 
concluded that using Naïve Bayes and time series the 

accuracy obtained was great with less errors and the 
predictions coming were also up to mark. In the end, we can 

say that applying all the methods and procedure the model is 
successfully predicting the prices of the future stocks which 

are authentic and are very close to the accurate value. 

 

OBJECTIVES 
 
The analysis of the previous history of the stocks and 
prediction of stock markets continue to be one of the most 

challenging research areas up to date due to the chaotic data 

dynamic, and erratic. This study of the stock explains the 

systematic approach of machine learning-based models for 
stock market prediction based on the deployment of a generic 

framework. The main objective of this study is to have 

knowledge about various different methodology’s, algorithms 
and get a stock market prediction tool so that to obtain more 

accurate stock prediction price and to evaluate them with 

some performance measures. The motive of this study can be 

used to reduce the error proportion and thus increase in the 
accuracy in predicting the future stock prices. It increases the 

chances for the investors to predict the prices more accurately 

by reducing error percentage and thus, gain benefits in share 
markets. 
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Abstract—Employees are the most important asset for every 

company, hence managing their records is necessary in 

determining the success of a company. Employee Management 

System makes it really simple to keep track of all employees. 

The purpose of this project is to computerize the HR 

Management of any organization or institution. It is aimed to 

develop a software that can manage the data of various 

employees working under an organization or institution. It user 

friendly, easy to use, simple, fast, cost – effective and secure. It 

is a back-end program written in C language which deals with 

the collection of employee’s information, modifying it, deleting 

it, viewing it and even searching through the database to get 

details of a particular employee. It also supports password 

protection making it safe to use. This system even allows the 

administrator to keep a track of the employee’s leaves. It is far 

more convenient than the traditional management system. 

Traditionally, all these was done in handwritten form in 

registers. The main function of this system is to securely store 

the employee details and extract them whenever needed and 

update these details and that too with security. The Employee 

Management System can be opened only with valid login 

credentials. Various Admins can access it. Only they can access 

and modify the database. Hence, the data is well protected and 

the processing is also fast. 
 
Keywords—Employee Management, Human Resource 

Management, Information Manager in C 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The project, Employee Management System is a 
powerful, secure to operate system which includes storing 
employee details into the system, and also retrieving and 
modifying the data as and when required. This system is 
developed to provide conceivable benefits to various 
businesses. [1] The software has the facility to give a unique 
id automatically for every employee and store the details of 
each of them accordingly without any inconsistency or 
duplication of data. It also includes a search facility by using 
any field of the database to know the details of a particular 
employee easily. Admin can even modify or delete the 
details of an employee using the unique id provided to each 
one of them. The data here is stored in a dat file which 
cannot be opened on personal computers. Hence, the data 
can only be accessed through the program. Also, a user can 
access this Employee Management System only using a 
valid credentials that are stored in a file. It can be opened 
only by those who have the correct username and password 
and not anyone else. [2] This interface is simple and secure 
to use unlike the traditional management system. 
Traditionally, all this data was in handwritten form, stored in 
big files called registers. The use of paper in handling these 
processes leads to various human errors and also it is time 
consuming task. These papers may even end up in the wrong 
hands The Employee Management System is a powerful tool 
for employers to manage their employee’s data without any 
paperwork. [7] Also it is not much complex to work with. 
This system provides simple way to maintain the data of 

 

 
employees working in any business. It is a friendly system 
which tells user to follow the operations by giving easy 
choices. It is secure and can perfor tasks for an organization.  
[13] [14] This system is developed for the employee 
administration and processes. It is an integrated Employee 
Management System that provides authenticate information 
to the company to encourage decision making for company 
administration very smoothly. [17] Employee Management 
System is a sophisticated platform that enables to provide 
the organization and improve its efficiency and quality. 
Managing the key processes is essential for success of a 
business and this system helps to do so by managing your 
data in an efficient, fast, safe and secure way. [19] 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

HRMS is a system kept on intersection of human 
resource management and IT. It combines basic HR 
activities and information technology, data programming 
and processing of the systems progressed into authenticate 
and valid packages of enterprise resource management and 
planning syatems. [1] 
 

[5] says that an organization with many employees 
working in different sectors of a company managing huge 
volume of information can be haunting without a proper and 
integrated tool to manage and retrieve data. The various 
levels of authenticity can be tested with help of the 
evolutionary aspects of technology which are characterized 
into: Paper-based, computers, web-based databases and 
electronic technologies. 
 

[9] tells that benefits are spreading really fast to many 
areas of the business. Due to this many HR departments has  
started to shift their focus towards automating as many 

transactions as possible to achieve effectiveness efficiency 

managing employee data. 
 

Future will demand speed and effective access to 

information and reliability using on multiple devices or 

systems. This will give organizations a edge. HR 

department is expected to growing its role as single owner 

of HR dats or inforation, so all the employees can operate 

the required information to solve problems using electronic 

systems. The new system will be providing and will not lead 

to staff of HR reduction but surely make their task simpler. 

[11] 
 

[16] gave a new system which enables HR department to 
focus on helping professionals to transform information into 
useful requirement that can be used for decision making. It is 
about HR department, information technology working for 
effective employee management. A recent study by a business 
firm called Hackett Group concluded that organizations that 
spend 25% more than their peers on HR then they do not 
become as succesful because they use technology less 
effectively. 
 

The most popular electronic HR managements used 

provide service for employees their managers and the whole 
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company. These kind of systems have encouraged many 

organizations to move their responsibilities of managing and 

retrieving records into all employees and thus 

simultaneously modified the way to store data to the 

department. [18] 
 

[20] presents data mining for the management purpose 
of employess. IoT talks about the classification and storing 
techniqes based on which the process of cloud computing 
and KDD is formed for classifying the details of various 

employees into defined sections for analyzing their 
performance. 
 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

The Employee Management System has been developed 

with the help of basics of C programming Language. 
 
This system provides the following functionalities as shown 

in Fig. 1: 
 
1. Add 
 
2. Delete 
 
3. View All 
 
4. Modify 
 
5. Search 
 
6. Add New Login 
 
7. Update Password 
 
8. Exit  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1.Overall Flowchart. 
 

All the records are stored in a binary file in dat format to 

keep it secure. As binary files cannot be viewed so the data 

can be accessed only through the portal. 
 
 

A.  Algorithm  
Once a user runs the program, the system asks him to 

enter the username and password. When he enters the 

correct credentials, he is led to a welcome page followed by 

the menu page. 
 
 
The menu page has 8 options for the user to choose from: 
 
1. Add 
 
2. Delete 
 
3. View All 

4. Modify 
 
5. Search 
 
6. Add New Login 
 
7. Update Password 
 
8. Exit 
 

 
If the add option is chosen, The user will be asked to 

enter all the details of an employee. While doing so the 
system will even check if the employee id is unique or not. 
If not the user will be asked to enter a new one. After 
entering all the details, the record is added successfully and 
the system asks the user if he wishes to add another record. 
If yes, then again he is asked to enter the details. If no, he 
returns to the menu page. 
 
 

If the user selects the delete option, he is asked to enter 

the id of the employee whose record he wishes to delete. If 
that employee id exists it is deleted or else the user has to 
enter another id. After this the user is asked if he wishes to 
delete another record. If so, then he is asked to enter the 
employee id. If not, he is redirected back to the menu page. 
 

If the user chooses the view all option, all the records 

of the database are displayed if any. If the file is empty then 

a message saying so is displayed. After a keyboard interrupt, 

the user is led back to the menu page. 
 
 

If the user chooses the modify option, the system asks to 

enter the employee id whose record we want to modify. If 

the id doesn’t exist it asks to enter a new one. If it exists, the 

user will have to choose which field to modify. According 

to field he chooses, he is asked to enter the new data. After 

this the user is asked whether he wants to modify another 

field or not. If so he has to choose that field else he is asked 

if he wants to modify another record or not. If so he has to 

enter the employee id else he is redirected back to the menu 

page. 
 
 

If the user selects the search option, a menu of available 
fields through which a record can be searched is displayed. 
User has to select an option and enter the field details of the 
employee whose record he wants to view. If the user 
chooses the exit option, then he is redirected back to the 
main menu page. 
 
 

If the user add new login option, he can add a new login 

id and password. After doing so he is automatically 

redirected back to the menu page. 
 

If the update password option is selected, the user has to 

enter the username and password. If it is valid then he can 
change the password for that username. After doing so he is 

automatically redirected back to the menu page. 
 
 

If the user chooses the exit option, the program is 

terminated. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
This Employee Management System is helpful to store 

and maintain details of everyone working in an organization. 

 

Fig. 2 shows the login page where user enters the login 

credentials in order to enter the system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.Login Page. 

 

 

Fig. 3 is of the welcome page which tells that we have 

entered the portal.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Welcome Page. 
 

 

Fig. 4 is of the menu page which provides various 

options for managing the employee details and the login 

credentials.  

Fig. 5 shows the page where we can add the details of 

the new employees.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5. Add Record Page. 
 

 

Fig. 6 is of the page where we can delete the employees 

details who no longer work in the company.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6.Delete Record Page. 
 

 

Fig. 7 shows the page where you can view the records of 

your employees.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7.View All Record Page. 
 

 

Fig. 8 is of the page where the admin can modify the 

details of the employees in case of any changes. 
 

Fig. 4. Menu Page 
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Fig. 8. Modify Record Page. 
 

 

Fig. 9 shows the fields through which user can search for 

a particular employee.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 9.Fields to Search Record. 
 

 

Fig. 10 is of the page where a user can search for a 

particular employee’s details using the name field if he 

wants some information regarding that employee.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 10. Search Record Page. 
 

 

Fig. 11 is of the page where new login credentials can be 

added.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11. Add New Login Credentials Page. 

Fig. 12 shows the page where user can change his 

password.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 12. Update Password Page. 
 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

This Employee Management System is an effective tool 
for businesses to handle their employees’ data efficiently. 
Now the admins can easily handle all the details of their 
employees and can easily make changes in it. The data is 
stored in binary file format for protection as it can be 
accessed only through the portal. Hence, this system helps a 
company to manage their employee data in an efficient, fast 
and secure way. 
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Abstract— Social networking sites have given users unprecedented 

opportunities for the generation and dissemination of content. 

Block chain Technology as defined the decentralized system for 

distributed registers which are used to record data transactions on 

multiple computers. So a variety of social networking sites exist for 

different purposes, to afford users a range of anonymous and non-

anonymous options for self-expression, and the ability to be a part 

of a virtual community. Sometimes a misinformation, propagated 

by users and group can create chaos or in some cases, might leads 

to cases of riots. Therefore, a robust and new system is required to 

check the information authenticity within the network, to stop the 

propagation of misinformation.  

  

In this paper, propose of block chain based framework is for 

sharing the information securely at the peer level. In the block chain 

model, a chain is created by combining blocks of information. I 

analyze real data by exploiting one of the most well-known DApps 

sites (decentralized applications), and also compare current 

technologies in order to get better algorithm or tool to secure our 

information. such as Facebook.  

  

Keywords: Decentralized Applications, Block Chain, Facebook, 

Dissemination, Networking, Authenticity.  

I. INTRODUCTION   

Sharing is a fundamental human experience, and the rise and 

spread of social networking sites(SNSs) has served to open 

unprecedented avenues for achieving this experience. Recent 

statistics show that 30% of all time spent online is on social 

media, with teens leading the pack by spending an estimated nine 

hours online each day. Content on social media has often been 

satirized for the breadth of revealed content, ranging from 

everyday life occurrences such as meals, fitness, personal 

thoughts and family stories, workplace milestones and 

challenges, to broader calls for prayers, funds, recommendations, 

and sharing of news[2]. An incorrect information may be termed 

as rumor related to public interest [3]. Nowadays social network, 

like Facebook, Twitter is very common for communication 

among people to do collaborative action [8].   

  

Therefore, the relation between the dynamics of information and 

the structure of the underlying network is crucial in many real 

cases, e.g., the spreading of worms in a computer network (eg., 

ransom virus on technological networks),[4] viruses in a human 

population (eg., zika virus spreading in human) , information 

propagation in the online social network.  

The block chain technology has developed for the financial 

transaction of bit coin with trusted and secured contract between 

two communicating parties at the peer level. Also new platforms 

were born to implement various types of business models, called 

previously decentralized online social networks (DOSNs)[1] 

because they were based on P2P networks. There are another 

method to solve social network issue there is emergence of 

distributed OSNs (DOSNs) can solve this privacy issue, yet they 

bring inefficiencies in providing the main functionalities, such as 

access control and data availability. There is secure hash 

algorithm. So based on each technique will compare and analyze 

the better way to secure our information while using social 

network.  

  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW   

  

Block chains have shown tremendous potential to transform 

the user experience in governance, finance, and health 

informatics.[3] Therefore, intensive research is required for 

information dynamics in which, correct information should 

be propagated as well as misinformation or false information 

should be blocked to stop the chaos.[10]  

  

Therefore, a new technique or method is required to solve 

the problem of information dynamics considering 

verification and authentication of information, near to the 

initial period of the starting of the information, in the social 

network so that immediate action should be taken to remove 

the unverified information. In addition, each user in a social 

network creates trust with its neighbors at peer level before 

sharing the information. Trust is a measure of confidence in 

social networks and it provides the information about the 

neighbors with whom, what type of information one 

share/accept with others. [6].  

  

Block chain is based on a peer-to-peer architecture, 

guaranteeing that data is duplicated and distributed to all the 

nodes of the network. !is way, information is made 

practically unassailable, being no longer in the hands of a 

single operator but being duplicated and spread among all 

the participants to the network. The records are stored in a 

linear chain. Pointers and linked list data structures are used 

in block chain for the block representation. Blocks are 

arranged in sequence and lined with each other, using a 

linked list.  

Pointers are used to point the location of the next block. [14]  
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A block is a collection of data that stores transaction details, 

such as the timestamp and link to the previous block, which 

is generated by a secure hash algorithm. Many existing 

works on DOSNs have focused on solving the problems of 

storage, access control, and providing services.[16]   

  

  

 III.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

  

First, here they describe the network model as a decentralized 

network and evaluate the trust value by considering network 

parameter like the degree of a node of a given network. Trust in 

the network may be defined as the agreement to believe that 

some node (user in a social network) is good and honest and will 

not harm you, or that something is safe and reliable. Based on 

this trust, we define the credibility score of each node according 

to the message type. Credibility may be called as the fact that 

someone can be believed or trusted.  

  

The aim of introducing trust among the nodes is to find the 

suitable user to validate or invalidate the information in order to 

propagate the information. Each user, will keeps track of a trust 

value with each of its neighboring users, Trust may be 

considered in two ways, one is private trust (or local trust) 

between two communicating nodes and, the other is the public 

trust (or global trust), in which a source node broadcasts the 

information in the network about the type of information.  

   

Another Methodology is for the BEV-SNS model. User activities 

in SNSs are stored in the block chain, along with queries for the 

data that are generated by system application programming 

interfaces (APIs). The block chain stores information about user 

content, preferences for sharing rewards for sharing content, and 

records about data access. This framework for content generation 

and by enabling secure transaction processing and record 

keeping as given in below Fig [1] & Fig [2].There are two 

components to this framework: the user data, and the enhanced 

block chainbased digital ledgers that contain algorithms for 

selecting sharing and reward-generation mechanisms.  

 IV. SECURITY PROCESS USING SNS MODEL DAPPS, &  

BCOSN’S ARCHITECTURE  

  

  
Fig [1]: System architecture and data model for BEV-SNS.  

  
Fig [2]: System model and data flow.  

  

 Trust, the inherent architecture of block chains ensures that 

the user can tweak the parameters of sharing and rewards in 

BEV-SNS frameworks for a secure, trusted, and rewarding 

networking experience. To illustrate this framework, we 

provided examples of its use with SNSs that lie along the 

spectrum of anonymity and showed that the framework 

could be scaled for future use in a variety of collocated 

spaces.  

  

We elaborated the data collected in order to better 

understand the status of current DApps and compared them 

with the data collected in 2019 from the same site, Fig[3] 

shows the status of the DApps by grouping them into the 

categories in which the DApps is built in 2019. As we 

expected, there are several DApps concerning the financial 

and game DApps; as concerns the social scenario, social 

DApps are within the top 5 DApps categories, which 

describes the importance of DApps in the social 

environment. The trend of the DApps is increasing year by 

year, as we can see in diagram social DApps have increased 

from about 250 proposals in 2019 to about 300 proposals in 

both 2020 and 2021. This means that the scenario has big 

interest and potential by considering the new block chain 
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proposed. Indeed, the scenario concerning the block chain 

technology applied to social DApps have completely 

changed from 2019 to 2020 and 2021, as we can see in 

diagram Fig [4], [5] & [6]  

  
Fig[3]: Status of DApps (information collected from the site 

www.stateofthedapp.com the 14th of May, 2021). (a) List of  

DApps (2019)  

  
Fig[4]: List of DApps (2020)  

  

  
Fig[5]: List of DApps (2021)  

  

  
Also analyze the top 5 blockchains, considering Figure 6 in the 

social category, in order to understand the characteristics of the 

blockchain technology tailored in the social scenario.  

  

There are a number of social DApps built on top of the most used 

blockchain, such as Ethereum, EOS, Steem, and so on. Some of 

them are always active, which means that there are, at the time 

of writing, new transactions corresponding to those DApps, 

while some of them have seemingly been dead for a long time.  

  

  

  

 
Fig [6]: Block chain used by DApps considering the social 

category. (information collected the 14th of May, 2021) (a)  
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Overview of the Social DApps (2019); (b) Overview of the 

Social DApps (2020); (c) Overview of the Social DApps 

(2021).  

  

In this methods, described the most used blockchain by 

analyzing the list of the DApps from the last two years, 

collected from the site www.stateofthedapps.com (accessed 

on 1 September 2021). We found that almost all the social 

DApps are based on Ethereum. Other important block chains 

are Steem and Hive, which are born to be social; for this 

reason, they provide a set of social features that are not 

provided by other block chains. The other block chains used 

in this scenario are EOSIO and Klaytn, even if they are not 

so well investigated in the social environment. As suggested 

in this work, scalability and transaction fees are the most 

important points in choosing a block chain.  

  

  
Fig[7]: Overview of the BCOSN’s architecture. • Here 

the designed system is a block chain-based framework for 

decentralized OSN termed BCOSN as shown in above Fig[7] . 

Combining with smart contracts, also taken the block chain as a 

trusted server to implement the functionalities that  are used to 

be provided by central servers in traditional • OSNs. Compared 

to the existing DOSNs, the BCOSN can provide efficient, safe, 

and privacy-aware functionalities of authentication, newsfeed 

notification, and friend recommendation. Meanwhile, it also 

provided users with fine-grained encryption to protect data 

privacy. A series of algorithms has been designed based on smart 

contracts to construct a concrete scheme under the framework of 

the BCOSN. In addition, the experimental results have shown the 

effectiveness of the BCOSN.   

    

The app publishes real videos and events, and other users 

upvote the content to receive ‘Karma’. Earn enough Karma 

points, and it gets converted into real money which you can 

withdraw at the end of the day.  
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On the other hand, we have Instagram, where you can share 

a photo or a video with other users. It’s like the simplified 

version of Facebook, with a strong emphasis on visual 

sharing. If you are a business owner, you can post your 

product images on Instagram or maybe use an Instagram 

influencer to give a shout-out to your business. These efforts 

may direct traffic to your site but the post itself won’t 

generate any money. The Karma app, however, can help you 

make money with the post itself.   

Therefore,  the Karma app comes with its own secure wallet,  

 V.  Comparsion  of  different  security   features   direct messaging, and charity integration. You can buy stuff  

 in blockchain for social network  from other Karma users directly, unlike Instagram, which is  
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yet to embrace the in-app shopping feature also given in terms of 

gpie chart in below diagrams Fig [8].  

Fig [8]: Various financial applications of block chain 

across world in 2016  
  

  

  

Also We can compare block chain social media vs. Popular social media network.   
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Fig[9]: Statistics in terms of increase in number of users of 

blockchain wallet  

 VI.  CONCLUSION  

The main purpose of our paper is to secure social network using 

block chain technology, Application, algorithm and improve 

security based on authorization, token id, session id. The 

traditional method of fake information detection is unable to find 

the source of the message generator in the social network. We 

have simulated the information propagation using the block 

chain protocol, also The design of ML algorithms to better 

understand sharing preferences and reward mechanisms on 

various kinds of SNSs are areas of potential research. In this 

paper, we introduced BOSMs from the technical point of view 

by taking into account the issues concerning current block chains 

and determining which properties are the most important ones 

for choosing a suitable block chain. In this regard, one possible 

solution in the future is to store user data in the block chain 

anonymously rather than pseudonymously.  

  

Blockchain-based social media represent a good alternative to 

current OSNs. Users gain full control of their content and are 

rewarded in order to encourage engagement, participation, and, 

in particular, the production of valuable content.  
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Abstract — Nowadays, taking care of budget and market 

strategies are important aspects for people while buying a new 

house. The principal motive of the study is to provide ease for 

non-house holders on house prices based on their economic 

situation and yearning for the house. By analyzing the current 

requirements and conditions, fare ranges, and also advance 

warnings, developments, surmised prices will be estimated. 

Different Regression techniques have been used to make 

predictions such as Linear Regression (LR), Random Forest 

(RF), Decision  
Tree Regression(DTR), and XGBoost Regression(XGB). Using 

these techniques, the prediction of house prices on a data set 

has been done to identify the best technique among them. The 

paper aims to find the most precise algorithm which will have 

minimum variance with that of the original value. To calculate 

the accuracy of the model study uses the r-squared function. 

XGB was found to be the most precise and accurate model with 

the least difference in training and testing scores.  
Keywords — Decision Tree Regression, House Price, Machine 

Learning (ML), Prediction, XGBoost. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
House is an important asset of everyone's life. Due to 

investment in real estate, the price of houses has increased 

significantly[1]. The price of the house is affected due to 

different parameters like the area, the number of rooms, the 

locality, distance from the main road, whether it's a row 

house or flat or a bungalow, and many more. While 

estimating the price for a house all these parameters are 

considered. The latest growth in the field of ML has made it 

feasible for us to train such models which on the basis of 

past data or experiences is able to predict the price[2]. 

 

Regression techniques in machine learning allow us to 

predict continuous dependent variables using the dependent 

ones. According to this definition, a house's price relies upon 

different independent variables like the number of rooms, 

living region, area, and others. These variables are used to 

predict the best fit line for the linear regression technique 

based upon which we predict the values at a particular 

instant [15].  
The Study uses different types of regression techniques for 

the prediction on the dataset and evaluates the best model 

based upon different parameters [21].  
The later part of the chapter follows the following 

sequence. Section 2 discusses the literature review; section.3 

covers methodology. In section 4 we are discussing results 

and finally, section 5 concludes the paper.  
The paper provides a brief literature review about the work 

done, followed by the methodology that the study uses in its 

implementation and the conclusion. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

House price prediction models can be created by 

combining various regression models [1] proposed a hybrid 

regression model was created using LGB (lasso gradient 

boosting) to estimate the prices of houses according to the 

parameter. In the project the technique called Feature 

Engineering is applied, in this, the dependent variable is 

related to the independent variable and tries to find the 

optimal solution. This technique helps in understanding the 

data and also improves the normality and linearity of the 

data. Due to the coupling, the algorithm gives 
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more accurate results lasso gives 65% accuracy and 35% 
accuracy was given by gradient boosting.  

[2] In this paper comparative analysis of different 

algorithms is done in which Multivariable, Decision Tree, 
Random forest is covered. For training and testing purposes 
to achieve accurate results K fold cross-validation is used.  
.With a split ratio of 7:3 the Multivariable regression model 
was found to have higher accuracy than the other two.  

[3] In this article, they did a comparative study of different 
regression techniques to predict the price of a house using a 

housing dataset. They compared multiple regression 

techniques, Ridge and LASSO regression techniques. Also 

Elastic Net. Ada boost, Gradient boost regression techniques 
were used and compared. The parameters to compare these 

techniques are accuracy, mean square error and root mean 

square error. So among the following Gradient boosting 
regression techniques showed the highest accuracy score of 

91%.  
[4] In the proposed model for predicting house prices, the 

author develops a model which combines multiple linear 
regression and Spearman correlation coefficient to 

understand what are the affecting parameters are there which 
affects the sales price of the house.  

[19] In this paper, the House price dataset was tested with 

multiple methods of ML and regression techniques to check 

the behavior of the dataset. The dataset is of 3,00,000 

observations and Twenty Six variables which is further 

processed and reduced to 2,31,962 observations and 

Nineteen features. The function which was used is 

RMSLE(root mean squared logarithmic error) . The 

algorithms which are tested on the dataset are Random 

forest, XGboost, LightGBMachine and for regression Hybrid 

Regression and Stacked Generalization were performed. 

Among all the techniques Random Forest was best suited if 

it wanted less error. In terms of time complexities, XGB and 

LGBM were good. And for accuracy, stacked generalization 

seems to be promising.  
Lipo Wang in his research[20] proposed a delayed Neural 

Network approach to predict the prices of Singapore houses. 

Ten economic variables were taken into consideration which 

further involved a correlation test to determine the most 

suited variable, Various different architectures were 

constructed for the feed-forward ANN model on basis of a 

number of hidden layers and neurons and testing was 
performed on the different distribution ratios of the sample 

data, LevenBerg Marquardt was used for training purpose, 
the final result concluded that proposed ANN model was 

found to be acceptable with R-value lying between 0.9062 
and 0.9579.  

In the proposed methodology[21], the weighted mean of 

three algorithms is taken into consideration for more 

accuracy and better predictability. The algorithms used in 
this model are Linear Regression, Boosted Regression, and 

Forest Regression. After that, the result of this combined 

model is fed as input to the neural network which in return 
increases the accuracy of the model greatly. It also uses 

google api like google maps to detect any public place 

nearby 0.5 km for accurate prediction.  
[22] Proposed development of house price prediction to 

predict prices of properties in Brazil. A total of 24 features 
was used to precisely price, The prediction involved a 

combination of two ML algorithms Random Forest and 
Bidirectional LSTM. The proposed model obtained an 

RMSLE score of 0.23847.  
The proposed methodology[23] uses ANN with memristor 

Synapse for predicting the house prices of Boston in the US. 

The corresponding dataset contains 13 variables that are 
targeting the price variable and it also uses a 

backpropagation method to reduce error in the model. The 
ANN is a 2 layer feed-forward neural network.  
To reduce the computation cost the model proposed a 

method called stacking in which a better stacking method is 
implemented on the dataset again and again. So that it yields 

better accuracy slightly and reduces a greater amount of 
computational cost. It uses weights to evaluate the 

performance matrix of the model[24]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY/EXPERIMENTAL 
 

The purpose of this program is to determine the price of a 
home by considering the various features offered by the user 

as input. These features are provided in the ML model and it 
will give predictions based on how these features affect the 

predictive label. 
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3.1 Dataset:  
For this, it is important to search for an appropriate dataset 

that suits the needs of both the developer and user. For this, a 

standardized ‘Chennai house Price dataset’ has been taken, 
on which further operations will be carried out and house 

prices will be predicted. 

 

3.2 Methodology:  
Later, after deciding the appropriate dataset, the process 

called data cleaning will be done where all unwanted data 

will be removed and the raw data will be converted in .csv 

file format. Furthermore, data will be given for 
preprocessing where all the missing values will be operated 

and label encoding will be done where all the labels will be 

converted into machine-readable form. Moreover, to send 

this data for the training model, data transformation will be 
done where it will be converted into NumPy ndarray. For 

training the model, various machine learning algorithms will 

be used. The algorithm will be finalized based on error rate 
and accurate predictions. 

 

3.3 Training and Testing: 

 

There are two sections into consideration- The training 
and the testing.  

The training section consists of the label, feature 

extraction, and the machine learning algorithm. The 

components of the testing section are the input, feature 

extractor, regression model, and output. Input data is 

collected from a variety of different sources. The feature 

extraction implies that only necessary features that affect the 

prediction results are kept. The unnecessary features such as 

name or ID have been removed. Later on, only the inputs are 

kept which largely contributes to the prediction. To predict 

the output values from given input features, a machine 

learning algorithm is used. Regression is the main process 

for predicting continuous values. The Regression model has 

a set of different machine learning techniques that helps to 

forecast the target variable based on multiple input features. 

Firstly, the data is given to training input and appropriate 

training features are extracted. To get a normalized dataset, 

these features are then preprocessed and label encoding is 

done. The obtained result is given to the machine learning 

 
algorithm and furthermore, given to the regression model for 
producing a trained regressor. The new data is then given to 

this trained one, that is to test data input and predict its 
output label. 
 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

The study was conducted on one dataset test with multiple 

regression techniques(LR, DTR RFR, and XGB) The dataset 

contains 19 features and 7000+ observations, and sales price 

is the independent variable. All the models gave promising 

results.  
Among which LR method gave a test score of 96%. DTR 

gave a 95% test score and RFR showed the highest test score 

of 98%. The highest testing score on real-life data is shown 

by XGB which is 99%.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.1 Predictions obtained from LR  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.2 Predictions obtained from DTR  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.3 Predictions obtained from RFR 
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REGRESSOR  SCORE TRAINING TESTING R- 

   R- SQUARED 

   SQUARED SCORE 

   SCORE  
     

     

XGBoost  99 0.9885 0.9853 

     

Random Forest 98 0.9970 0.9790 
     

Linear Regression 96 0.9565 0.9552 

     

Decision Tree  95 1.0000 0.9509 
     

Fig 4.4 Score wise predictions of regressor  
The study has also focused on the calculation of the Root 

mean squared log error and R-squared error for both the 

training and testing data. It basically checks the difference 

between actual price values and the predicted price values. 

So, the higher the value, the higher the model will be 

accurate. From the table, it is clear that the R-squared error 

for the Decision tree is higher which implies that model is 

more accurate than other regressors.  
The values shown by XGBoost in both the training values 

are close to 1 as well as the difference between the values of 

training and testing error is less. Also, the score given by 

XGB regressor tops the chart which implies that XGB model 

is performing well on real world data also being our final 

model for predicting prices of houses depending on different 

parameters in Chennai. 
 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper mainly concentrates on the comparison 

between different machine learning algorithms (Linear 

Regression, Random Forest, Decision Tree regression 

technique and XGBoost Regression) about House price 

prediction Analysis. From the above experiment results, we 

conclude that for this data, XGB has performed better in the 

metrics than other regressors. The results shown by XGB 

have been shown in Fig.4.4. Testing score for RFR is also 

better, which is about 98%, followed by LR, which is 

96%.Decision tree has performed least for the dataset. 

Considering R-squared error, XGB again has shown 

maximum results, followed by LR and RFR. . 
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       Abstract 

 
Computer technology had changed the life of everyone 

and as the era of personal computers comes to an end 

and the era of pervasive computing emerges, 

technologically advanced countries will enter into a new 

world, a world where computers are everywhere, but 

rarely seen .Computing technology will be embedded to 

devices hidden from view, while other computing devices  

 

 

another and enthusiastic manner. Due increase of 

advancement into our lives to an extensive degree we 

spend our lives in an other way when diverges from 

our progenitors. For example when we reach home, 

the home identifies us and opens the door, switches on 

the lights or opens the window curtains. At the right 

time, when we watch 

 

will seem so natural and everyone will be habitual to use 

them without believing that they are computers. The 

advancement in technology will create a new life style for 

human being where computers aid assists us in our daily 

lives. This paper will represent the new technology 

pervasive computing and its various applications. 

 

Keywords: Pervasive Computing, smart ,sensors, 

embedded 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Mark Weiser dreams a world where each device 

identify his owner devices communicate with each 

other. Mark Weiser, a visionary writes in [1] that “The 

most profound technologies are those that dissappear. 

They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life 

until they are indistinguishable from it”. This 

innovation of Pervasive Computing is entomb woven 

in living souls and because of this it has turned into the 

need of time. It expects to make our lives unobtrusive 

using machine collaboration by human [2] [3]. 

Advancement has completely changed ourselves to a 

broad degree and still might potentially change it  

       TV, it switches on the TV and the desired channel. 

switches off the lights and when we leave a room, warms 

the room or cools the room depending upon the time of the 

year/environment temperature, places order to a shop for the 

exhausted items in the store/refrigerator etc. When we 

wanted to access the computer or web, it provides the access 

through the TV monitor or through mobile so that we can 

browse or do computation. When we leave the house it 

switches off the lights, locks the doors. This is a smart 

home. What do we need to build such a home? The door 

probably has a mini camera and a tiny computational device 

with some memory and application embedded in it. It senses 

the visitor at the door and runs the application. The 

application matches the image of the visitor with that of the 

stored data and would take appropriate action. The house 

has sensors embedded in the rooms, which detect the 

presence of person and identify the person and will take 

actions that are preferred by that person. 
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In another example a person visits a museum, the 

person’s profile (preferred language, interests) is 

accessed by the museum, visitor is provided with a 

wiFi hearing device and when the person walks near 

any exhibit, he can hear the explanation about the 

exhibit (with the amount of explanation suiting the 

interest of the visitor), etc. Typically in the above 

description the persons concerned carry no other 

equipment or sensors. The sensors and processors are 

embedded into the environment and these devices 

monitor the environment or person continuously and 

take appropriate actions. It is a dream that exists 

partly today and is also distant. It offers a new world 

that is full of promises and pitfalls. 

 
The basis of all this is a new computing paradigm, 

with multiple names as under: 
 

➢ Ubiquitous Computing 

 

➢ Pervasive Computing 

 

➢ Ambient Intelligence 

 

➢ Location based computing 

 

➢ Anywhere computing 

 

➢ Context aware computing 

 

➢ Human centred computation 

 

The first two mean that the computing is 

everywhere in the environment and we do 

computing effortlessly and without even being 

conscious that we are computing. Often, we need 

not carry any equipment with us for computing 

or doing routine transactions such as purse, 

credit cards, identity cards/passports, cell 

phones, laptops etc and we do not see any 

computing equipment around us. Therefore, 

Pervasive computing is an environment[2]-[7] in 

which people interact with embedded (and 

mostly invisible) computers (processors) and in 

 
which networked devices are aware of their 

surroundings and peers and are able to provide 

services or use services from peers effectively. 

Basically it is a paradigm shift where technology 

becomes virtually invisible in our lives. Instead of 

having a desk-top or lap-top machine, the technology 

we use will be embedded in our environment. The 

foundation of pervasive computing lies with Smart 

Objects which are real world objects enriched with 

information processing capabilities. In professional 

circles, the term Pervasive Computing is used 

commonly to describe the ubiquitous ICT 

infrastructure aimed at feasible short and medium-term 

solutions. The ultimate goal of “Pervasive Computing” 

is to "make it unnecessary to carry around anything 

with us”. 

 

II. APPLICATIONS OF PERVASIVE 

COMPUTING 

 
Some of the applications of pervasive computing that 

are redefining the way people live. 

 

a. In Transportation 
 
Pervasive computing offers opportunities for 

optimizing and automating logistics that are already 

apparent today. Tracking logistical goods with 

sensors along the entire transport chain of raw 

materials, semi-finished articles, and finished 

products closes the gap in IT control systems 

between the physical flow and the information flow. 

 

a. In Automobile 
 

 

Automobiles already contain several assistance 

systems that support the driver invisibly. Networking 
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vehicles with each other and with surrounding 

telemetric systems is expected for the future. 

 

b. In defence 
 

 

The military sector requires the provision of 

information on averting and fighting external threats 

that is as close-meshed, multidimensional, and 

interrelated as possible. This comprises the collection 

and processing of information. It also includes the 

development of new weapons systems. 

 

c. In Production 
 
In the smart factory, the flow and processing of 

components within manufacturing are controlled by 

the components and by the processing and transport 

stations themselves. Pervasive computing facilitates a 

decentralized production system that independently 

configures, controls and monitors itself. 

 

d. In Smart homes 
 
In the smart home, a large number of home 

technology devices such as heating, lighting, 

ventilation and communication equipment become 

smart objects that automatically adjust to the needs of 

residents. 

 

e. In E-commerce 
 

 

The smart objects of pervasive computing allow for 

new business models with a variety of digital services 

to be implemented. These include location-based 

services, a shift from selling products to renting 

them, and software agents that will instruct 

components in pervasive computing to initiate and 

carry out services and business transactions 

independently. 

 
 

f. In Medical Applications 
 

 

The possibility to identify patients faster and more 

easily will allow nurses to care for patients more 

intensively and administer drugs more easily and 

safely. For example, critical data and risk factors 

such as known allergies can be stored for each 

patient. Pervasive computing allows medical crisis 

management especially in case of emergencies like 

heart attack. 

 

g. In Smart clothing 
 

 

Conductive textiles and inks print electrically active 

patterns directly onto fabrics. Sensors based on fabric 

can monitor pulse, blood pressure, body temperature. 

Invisible collar microphones help to communicate 

with world. Kids wear with game console on the 

sleeve and inegrated GPS-driven locators, integrated 

small cameras redefine the gaming world. 

 
 

 

h. In Education 
 

 

The National Education Policy 2020 lays higher 

emphasis on the life of learning instead of teaching. 

In this context, Pervasive Computing would empower 

the students and faculties to use multiple channels for 

personalized content delivery, instructions, and 

evaluation. A student would be able to continue part 

of a classroom session through a streaming web 

application or mobile app, closed academic social 

media, or podcast or FM or even a designated TV 

channel. 

 

 

i. In Agriculture 
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In agribusiness, unavoidable frameworks would 

utilize sensors to quantify soil wellbeing, sense the 

barometrical conditions, dampness, mugginess, 

daylight and so on and give essential data to the 

cultivators to accomplish high harvest yields and 

diminish functional expenses. Remote innovation can 

assist the ranchers with utilizing water carefully and 

satisfy "more harvest per drop" adage. Joined with 

movement sensors and CCTVs, it can likewise alarm 

on bugs or lost creatures. Inescapable figuring 

utilizing its different parts would have the option to 

upset the cultivating techniques. 

 
III. CHALLENGES 

 

Although due to pervasive computing we think about 

a new world where life become so comfortable but 

the way to achieve this is not easy. In this method of 

development towards a savvy climate, the genuine 

difficulties to ponder upon are the presentation 

issues, data organization, programming support, 

energy productive, trust, security and protection of 

the handling gadget to be planned [10] - [15] .There 

are so many challenges on the way of new world. 

Some of them are described below:-- 

 
• A large number of sensors, actuators and 

processors in the space of interest are 

required for the implementation of pervasive 

computing and in order to monitor the 

events of interest and to take appropriate 

actions. 
 

• To seamlessly integrate the networks into 

the human activities, we have to go a long 

way and a system is required which can 

minimize the barrier between the human's 

cognitive model of what they want to 

 
accomplish and the computer's understanding of 

the user's task. Means a system which can mimic 

human-human interactions – spoken and written 

words, visual detection and identifying objects, 

visual communication, gestures, capacity smell 

and taste. 
 
• Pervasive systems need to know the user intent 

in order to respond to him/her in a meaningful 

manner. To know the user intent one may require 

user profile. For example when the user is to be 

hospitalized, the user may have his own choice 

of the hospital depends upon his/her preferences 

which might change with time, type of 

emergency, type of the health problem, cost level 

of the hospital etc. Pervasive systems need to 

consider all these factors and takes a decision 
 
• There is an unbelievable danger to the client's 

privacy when more applications interface with 

the client. The affirmation of setting mindful 

Pervasive Computing maddens existing security 

concerns [17]. therefore a major privacy and 

trust system is required which maintain the user 

privacy because to implement pervasive 

computing in daily life , the pervasive systems 

need to know the user profile, intent, and 

behaviour to provide proactive services. This 

means that it anticipates and knows all needed 

information about the user. In this way there is a 

loss of user privacy. System knows likes, 

dislikes, preferences, intentions and behaviour of 

the user. How do we protect this information 

from being exploited by 
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others? How do we provide security to the 

user Data? 
 

• Security diagram should consider norms of 

time and region however Pervasive 

Computing is extended in different 

conditions straightforwardly[16] . Assurance 

from Unauthenticated client (security), 

aversion of access by an assailant through 

unconfirmed procedures (trustworthiness), 

giving accessibility to client absolutely 

(openness) and sidestepping a substance 

from denying past exercises (non-

forswearing) are fundamental factors the 

security model. Perceiving sort of trading 

data, possible bending or abuse, deficiencies 

and elements, the security issues in far off 

framework base for network foundation can 

be addressed 
 

• Unapproved access; 
 

• Infections assault to annihilate security 

framework; 
 

• Vague security arrangements; 
 

• Data hacking by programmers; 
 

• Not have framework manager; 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Pervasive or Ubiquitous computing is the next 

revolution that we would be witnessing. It throws up 

a number of opportunities and tempting solutions to 

our problems. Today, pervasive computing is still 

mostly a vision of technology, much like the World 

Wide Web 10 years ago. Extensive development 

work will be necessary to realise nearly all of its 
 
characteristics, such machine-machine 

communication, the human-machine interface and 

security technologies. The dissemination and use of 

the Internet and mobile telephones over the past 

decade suggests how quickly ICT can develop, 

affecting and even transforming large segments of 

society in the process. At the same time it presents a 

number challenges and these challenges are the R & 

D problems for the younger generation 
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 Abstract -This paper has introduced a design for generating 

electricity through piezoelectric sensors using human steps. Humans 

need energy with the highest levels of survival and wellbeing since 

they came to earth, and as a result, energy sources are dwindling. The 

proposal for employment and the excessive use of force on human feet 

is very much focused on the goal of more populous nations. As we can 

see in our day-to-day life every railway, airports and bus stations are 

as crowded and congested as sardines. Therefore, the use of the 

concept of energy can be obtained and processed by converting it from 

mechanical energy to electrical energy .The system allows the stage to 

set the steps. Piezo sensors are adjusted at the bottom of the stage to 

generate voltage in human steps. The sensors are positioned to 

generate a large amount of energy Circuit is a monitoring sensor 

based on a microcontroller installed in such a system so that the 

sensors produce high output. It also calculates the output charged and 

displays output on the LCD display. The battery get charged using 

man-made power and displaying voltage on the LCD  by using a  

Node MCU circuit and also allow the user to charge the cell phone by 

setting.  

  

  Index Terms - electricity, footstep power generation, 

NodeMcu, piezoelectric sensors, rfid  tags  

  

  

I. INTRODUCTION   

 Now a day, electricity is most required thing in our life. Power 

has been very useful to people today. Its demand is growing 

rapidly. In today’s world power and electricity is most important 

thing in humans’ life the development of humans requires a 

large amount of electrical energy. Now the electricity is 

produced by various resources such as water, air, and also 

converting one form of energy to another for generating 

electricity. For all these resources large plants is required which 

require very cost. This is the purpose of the current development 

of vision and method to provide different ideas to people 

generate electricity where the ever-growing population does not 

adversely affect natural resources. In this paper introduced 

technology, uses the piezoelectric effect to generate electricity 

with the help of piezoelectric sensors. When pressure is applied 

to the objects that show a strong piezoelectric effect to perform 

electrical charging. When pressure is applied on piezoelectric 

sensors it generates electric as shown in the figure.   

  
Fig.1 Piezo electric mechanism  

     

       Piezoelectric objects are act as transducers which convert 

mechanical energy generated when pressure is applied into 

electrical energy. This paper introduces the formation of 

energy production with the help of piezoelectric-based action 

through a detailed study of your suitability, flexibility and 

requirements.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW   

       The paper 'footstep power generation using RFID for 

charging' is a microcontroller-based circuit where power is 

generated by applying force on piezo tile. Here, they are 

displaying power generated on LCD display also the circuit 

consist of USB charging point from where mobile can be 

charge. It was able to generate minimum 0.5volt and maximum 

9.5 volt of power per step and also able to charge 12volt battery 

in 53 minutes.[1]  

       In next paper, Authors have introduced arrangement of 

special mechanical crankshaft mechanism which is fixed on 

the stair case. When the Foot power applied on stairs the power 

exerted by humans is converted to rotation motion via this 

special mechanical arrangement after that the generated 

rotation motion is converted into electricity. 55 Watts of power 

can be generated by one person in one hour. But we find that 

the cost of this arrangement which is used in this paper is very 

high [3]  

       The  subsequent paper provides a design of a machine that 

makes use of the human steps to generate. in this paper they've 

used hardware components like pipe, nozzle, unidirectional 
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valve, water reservoir, turbine, and DC motor in prototype. 

while the strain is exerted at the water flows, reservoir energy is 

generated. [4]  

        In the paper, publisher talks about arrangement which 

converts pressure exerted by human footstep from mechanical 

energy into the electrical energy with the help of piezoelectric 

transducer. In this arrangement they connect piezoelectric 

transducer in the series parallel connection. When this 

arrangement placed on tile it can use for generating electricity 

by placing it in crowded.[2]  

       On this paper piezoelectric cloth converts the pressure 

carried out to it into electric energy. The supply of strain can be 

moving vehicle or footsteps. The output of piezoelectric fabric 

isn't steady one so that they used bridge circuit to transform 

variable voltage right into a linear one. collection parallel 

mixture or fusing connection of piezo movies is extra useful. 

they also studied relation between weight carried out on the tile 

and voltage generated similar to it and determined to have linear 

courting between them. [5]  

       In this paper they have got connected two hundred 

transducers in parallel so the power generated receives 2 

hundred  instances larger. also, capable of generate 450mW of 

energy of through surely on foot over piezo transducers and they 

stored the electricity in battery. Battery takes near approximately 

6 hours to get absolutely charged. In paper they confirmed that 

strength for battery is proportional to amount of stress carried 

out and also the fee at which the pressure is carried out. also, the 

fee at which battery expenses depends upon level of excitation 

of piezo transducer patch which depends on non-stop motion 

over the patch. They used LTC 3588 that's low loss complete 

wave rectifier. [6]  

  

III. METHODOLOGY  

A. Components  

Hardware Specifications  

1. Node-MCU – Open-source platform Node MCU that  

uses ESP8266 it allows data transfer using a Wi-Fi 

protocol and connects objects.  

  

2. Piezoelectric sensors - The piezoelectric effect used by 

the Piezoelectric sensor is a tool for measuring changes 

in pressure, acceleration, temperature, gravity, or power 

by converting it to an electric charge.  

  

3. Relay Module – We use relay module in our project it 

is an electric switch which switches on or off that 

decides whether to allow current to flow through or not. 

Designed to be controlled with low voltage up to 3.3V.   

  

  
  

Fig. 2(a) Components  

  

  
Fig. 2(b) Components  

  

4. Radio Frequency Identification Tags (RFID) – RFIDs 

are a type of tracking system that usually uses radio 

frequency to search, identify, track, and interact with 

objects and people. Other than that RFID labels are 

smart labels that also can store a lot of information from 

serial numbers, to a brief description, and even data 

pages.  

  

5. Reader (rc522) - The rc522 RFID Reader module is 

designed to produce a 13.57MHz power field using an 

RFID tag. It also supports communication between I2C 

agreements with UART. Disruptive PIN is available in 

the RFID Reader module.  
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6. Battery charge module (TP4056): we use single-cell 

lithium battery TP4056 which operates full current or 

line voltage charger.   

  

7. 3.7V battery - 3.7 Volt new lithium-ion cylinder 

batteries are widely used in portable battery packs, 

electronic cigarettes, torches, telephones, electronic 

cigarettes, torches and wireless electronics.  

  

  

  

  

Software Specifications  

a. Embedded C  

b. Arduino IDE v1.8.19  

  

  

B. Block Diagram  

  

Fig. 3 Block diagram  

  

C. Algorithm  

  

1. As we step or apply pressure on the piezo electric sensor 

tile high voltage and moderate amount of current is 

generated.  

2. This current is transferred to a 3.7V 2500MaH battery 

via a battery charging module which is used for 

protecting the battery from getting damaged and auto 

cut power when fully charged.  

3. The battery is further connected to power bank charging 

module (where we can charge our mobile devices or run 

usb powered fans and lights) through a relay so that we 

can control the power transmission  

4. The relay is connected to NODEMCU which is further 

connected to RFID so that we can control the relay and 

hence power transmission through RFID tag users.  

5. We also have a user id and password authenticated 

NODEMCU hosted local website through which also 

we can control the power transmission and get detailed 

logs about power usage of the battery.  

  

D. Working  

       This advanced footstep power generation system works on 

principle of piezoelectric effect. The ability of specific 

materials to generate electric charges or current by applying 

mechanical or physical force on piezoelectric plate by walking 

is called piezoelectric effect. Though atoms inside 

piezoelectric plate are not proportionally arranged, but as 

positive charge inside plate cancels out negative charge in 

plate, all the charges get balanced by each other and therefore 

piezoelectric crystals are electrically neutral. By squeezing and 

stretching piezoelectric crystals we can change its shape which 

causes the net electrical charge to appear on the crystal. If 

shape is reduced net charge is negative and if increased net 

charge is positive, even if they are not symmetrically arranged. 

Now the effects of the charges are shortly eliminated one 

another and net positive and net negative charges appear on 

opposite crystal faces.  

  

         

Fig.4 Connection of components  
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Fig. 5 Webpage (Battery Power Control page)  

       In this footstep power generation system power or current is 

generated by simply applying force through walking as piezo 

sensors are the source of power. After that pressure applied to it 

is converted into electrical energy with the help of piezoelectric 

material. With the help of LED user can see voltage produced 

across the tile. LCD is mounted near piezo sensors in assembly 

which display the output of node MCU.   

  

Fig. 6 Webhook applet  

       We have also generate the applet on webhook which is 

lightweight API(application programming interface)  for one 

way data sharing. There are two buttons on the applet ON and 

OFF. If user clicks on ON button power transmission starts from 

battery and if user presses OFF button power transmission will 

stop. Whenever user click on ON and OFF button on applet, 

webhook gets triggered and mail is sent to user. In the mail time 

and date is written which explains when the user started power 

transmission from battery and when the user stops transmission 

from the battery.   

  

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS  

       The proposed system successfully utilizes the generated 

power from piezoelectric tile stored in the battery. When a 

60Kg weighed person stood on the piezoelectric tile a voltage 

of 30V was generated. It takes nearly 1.5 hour to fully charge 

the 2500mAh battery and the light on the power charging 

module turns green. We have created user profiles for users 

based on RFID tags and user credentials on the website.   

  

Fig. 7 Webpage (Login page for user)  

  

Fig. 8 Power transmission user control  
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        The email facility is established successfully on using 

webhook. User can check all the data related to power 

transmission on webhook applet and also can see the previous 

data related to transmission of power through battery on emails 

send to him.  

  

Fig 9. Email sends to user  

  

V. LIMITATIONS  

1. Not very efficient to generate current but the generated 

voltage levels are very high.  

2. To generate voltage constantly it needed to apply the 

force continuously on piezo sensor.  

3. System is not very effective for small scale application 

or less dense area; it should be applied in crowded place.  

VI. FUTURE SCOPE  

       Usage of wasted energy is very much necessary and 

important in crowded areas in future  

1. It is possible to implement the system on the escalators, 

bus stairs etc. Thus, every time person steps on the tile 

they trigger the sensor and energy generated can be 

stored in battery.  

2. This system can be implemented on dance floor, railway 

station, bus stop, airports and malls escalators.  

3. Can make system more efficient by generating more 

voltage or power with less amount of stress or force.  

VII. CONCLUSION  

       The use of waste energy for human foot is very important 

in various. In countries which has large population like India, 

Pakistan, Bangladesh and China where railway stations, roads, 

airports, temples, malls, bitches etc. are all very crowded and 

lakhs of people travel all the day on such places. This system 

can be used to capture the waste energy around the system and 

convert it from mechanical energy into electrical energy. This 

is an unusual system and therefore does not harm the 

environment and there is no need to refuel. By using this 

project, we can generate power according to the Piezo sensor 

power. According to the human-powered piezoelectric sensor, 

we can drive both DC and AC loads.  
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Abstract – In the past decade many state-of-the-art memory 

technologies have had a profound impact on system 

architecture of many systems. These state-of-the-art memory 

technologies have made compact and powerful systems a 

reality and have made way for advanced high- density storage 

in small form factor systems. Technologies like the UniMA, 

FeFETs, NCFETs, MRAM, DDR5, DRAM and NAND have 

made or are going to make huge impact on processor 

architectures and system architectures by reducing the overall 

latency of I/O, read/write and control operations throughout 

the systems thereby getting rid of excess components that are 

employed for the same nowadays. Be it compute-in-memory 

architectures provided by FeFETs or enhanced multi-core 

CPU architectures thanks to DDR5 on the horizon; these state-

of-the-art memory technologies have made sure to improve 

processor and system design overtime. This survey depicts 

about the in depth impact of state-of-the-art memory 

technologies on modern processor architectures.  
   

Keywords – Memory, Processors, DRAM, Latency, FeFETs, 

DDR5, DDRx, MRAM, UniMA, CPU, GPU   

  

I. INTRODUCTION  

  

The world is changing rapidly. It has experienced three 

industrial revolutions in the past 100 years. The 

information revolution was the main part of it. We've 

seen computers change dramatically, get smaller, more 

powerful, more manageable, everything. But his memory 

and technology hadn't changed at this rate. The computer 

memory has developed slowly as compared to CPUs. 

Data Storage concept first originated during 18th 

century, during the use of punch cards when they were 

used in the textile industry in France.   

   

   

The first personal computers that were introduced in 1977 were 

benefitted with modern data storage, which were far more 

efficient that the existing punch cards, which were used as 

primary forms of data storage until 1950s.Today, we see that 

most used Memory technology is DRAM Technology. It is not 

that efficient to meet the today’s demand of speed. We have 

been using it for a long time now. It is said that the design of 

the memory system is at the edge of the revolutionary 

modifications. Noting that this change would be underscored by 

a shift from traditional and generic processor-based processing 

to domain-specific processing driven by technology and 

applications. This change in memory will also contribute to the 

development of heterogeneous processing architectures, 

systems that include more than one type of processors or cores 

such as Field Programmable Port Arrays (FPGAs) or 

application-specific integrated chips. (ASIC) - to achieve 

higher performance and energy. efficiency, usher in the future 

of IT architectures. Therefore, it will be fair to say that new 

emerging memory technologies will affect computer 

architecture in ways we could never imagine.  

  

II. Systems Study  

  

In this section, we get an overview of the whole structure of the 

system, the impact of the emergence of new memory 

technologies on the architecture of the system. Today's modern 

technology driven world has seen tremendous growth of 

various memory technologies such as Negative Capacitance 

Transistor (NCFET) as CMOS technology, Ferroelectric FET 

(FeFET) as memory non-volatile, phase modified (PCM) and 

resistive RAM (ReRAM). The objective behind the study of the 

system is to discuss the different types of emerging 

technologies and to study their potential impact on the 

architecture of the system. This survey will mainly help to 

bridge the gap between the technological aspect and therefore 

the level of architecture of the system to draw up a vision 

concerning the increase in memory technologies and their 

potential impact on the architecture of the system. One of the 
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terribly promising emerging technologies that will replace 

existing CMOS technology in the future is the Negative 

Capacitance Transistor (NCFET). Compared to standard 

CMOS technology, NCFET technology allows processors to be 

synchronized at higher frequencies without any increase in 

power density or to work at lower voltages without sacrificing 

performance requirements.   

   

IMPACT OF NCFET ON SYSTEM-LEVEL 

COMPROMISES:  

A. The NCFET memory technology integrates a thin 

layer, which acts as a negative capacitance under 

stressful conditions. The layer, which is ferroelectric 

layer, is integrated into gate stack of the 

semiconductor. The benefit of this layer is that it 

amplifies the vertical field, that is perceived by the 

underlying transistor and this layer also helps in fast 

modelling of the channel of the transistor. NCFET also 

allows the processors to be operated at a much higher 

frequency.  

B. Power and performance of NCFET processors:   

This section tells us how the overall performance and the 

power of the processor is impacted by the NCFET 

memory technology. The maximum frequency is 

increased at a particular voltage and the benefits 

increases as more thicker layer of ferroelectric is used. 

Along with this, NCFET also reduces the operating 

voltage, resulting in better frequency.  

C. Exploration of the design phase: The thickness of 

the ferroelectric layer as a new dimension in the 

design space:   

 The thicker layer cut backs dynamic power at all-time 

low degree of voltage, but however it does not reduce the 

effusion solely at a higher voltage. The loss is increased 

by the thicker layer at low voltages. Thus, the thickness 

of the layer plays a significant role and the best thickness 

of the ferroelectric layer basically depends on various 

factors such as required performance and consumption 

of dynamic energy. The thickness parameter shall be 

ensured to be defined at design time and therefore should 

not be customized at run time for dynamic applications.  

   

 A semiconductor device with a material of atomic 

number 26 in its grid stack showing a physical 

phenomenon is generally presented as a ferroelectric 

field impact semiconductor (FeFET) device. 

Ferroelectric Field Impact Transistors (FeFETs) each 

behave like a switch and a) a memory element. FeFETs 

are similar in structure to MetalOxide Semiconductor 

Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs), except that a 

compound layer of ferroelectric is deposited on the 

gate stack.   

   

A. CiM based on FeFET: circuits and architectures:   

   

The Sublime characteristics of FeFETs can be exploited to build 

CiM circuits along with area and force architectures. The views 

of the network stage and the device stage recommend that 

FeFET CiM achieve a significant reduction in force and 

acceleration on the device architecture.   

   

B. FeFET based Compute-in-Memory:   

   

In big stats technology, limited memory bandwidth of the 

processor can negatively affect the overall performance and 

power consumption of a gadget and can also slow down the 

structure of the gadget. CIM architectures ensures to reduce the 

movement of stats amongst the processor and RAM through 

constant means of reporting a subset of common sense and 

RAM operations related to a given mission that has to be 

performed in the RAM.  

  

DEVICE ARCHITECTURE CODE TO ENABLE 

FUTURE RESISTIVE MEMORY SYSTEMS:  

   

 The emerging resistive memories such as the Phase Change 

Memory (PCM) and the Resistive RAM (ReRAM) is currently 

into the limelight, in order to mitigate the problem of memory 

wall. They basically permit for basic 2 changes to the classic 

PC architecture. Firstly, it blurs the path connecting the memory 

access and the storage by distributing the memory n the 

memory bus which is oversized. Such deployment leads to fast 

memory access and knowledge persistence on a single device. 

Secondly, it enables processing of in-memory useful for 

machine learning, resulting in mitigating the expensive data 

movement.  

   

DDR5 and Its Impact on Processor Design and Overall 

System Architecture the DDR5 memory design offers 

50% more throughput/bandwidth than DDR4 memory 

technology. This allows for faster I / O and reads / writes.   
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 This will make newer processors more efficient and 

allow multicore processors to run more efficiently and 

with more power.   

Changes introduced in DDR5 force designers to work on 

signal integrity issues. The designers will have to make 

sure that the motherboards and DIMMs are capable 

enough to handle the fastest signal speeds. When 

performing systemlevel simulations, signal integrity 

should be verified in all positions of the DRAM. The 

motherboard-to-DIMM's   

DIMM connections must also cope with new clock and 

data speeds. For the system designer, with higher clock 

speeds and data rates around the printed circuit board 

(PCB), more emphasis needs to be placed on the system.   

   

 DDR and NAND   

   

 In 2021, there has been an increase in DRAM and 

NAND technology improvements from companies such 

as SK Hynix, some of which are DRAM Scaling and 

NAND  

Stacking.   

   

 DRAM Scaling   

   

 DRAM Scaling promises to overcome configuration 

limitations, maintain cell capacitor capacity, protect low 

resistance wiring technology.   

   

 NAND stacking   

 NAND stacking promises to guarantee HARC etching 

technology, cell dielectric properties and solve the film 

tension problem.   

   

 MRAM    

 Memory architectures such as DRAM, NAND, and 

SRAM all have trade-offs such as density, speed, 

volatility, and endurance (read / write cycle time).   

   

  Spin transfer Pair Magnetic RAM (STTMRAM) has the 

potential to reduce all these trade-offs and replace conventional 

memory solutions in several ways.   

   

 Some of the places where STTMRAM can be used (in 

increasing order of difficulty) are:   

 1. Can replace SRAM or DRAM with a backup battery   

 2.Can be used as a buffer for hard drives   

 3. Can replace DRAM (still under study for now)   

4. Can replace NOR eFlash   drives 5. Can be used 

in mobile cache   

 6. Can be used as an L3 or L4 cache or as an eDRAM.   

   

   

Impacts on System Architecture:  

   

Resistive memories seem to bring major changes to standard 

processing and memory systems. In the following, however, we 

tend to show that the promising options of resistive memories 

that are exploited to create storage category memory (SCM) and 

modify process memory. For each area of application, we have 

discussed how certain properties of the device affect its design.   

   

1) Storage class memory: In comparison to the DRAM 

memory, the resistive memory offers similar analysis 

performance, better density and less power loss. In addition, the 

non-unstable features of resistive memories ensure information 

systems to be kept permanently in memory without writing 

them to disk.   

   

   

2) Computing-in-Memory: The resistive memories 

allow rapid matrix-vector multiplication. To practice in-

memory processing, the planning challenges introduced by the 

nonideal resistive device must be rigorously considered. This 

characteristic of mathematical randomness applied to the 

ReRAM resistor will probably degrade the precision of 

architectural reasoning.   
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3) Device Architecture Co-Design: The certain 

capacities of resistive memory allow a progressive extrusion 

into the computing paradigm; however, the imperfect 

characteristics of the instrument hamper its realization. One 

promising approach to tackling this mission is the instrument 

structure layout approach. ReRAM memory gadgets can 

perform a first-rate function in the structure of the chip of fate.  

  

III. Block Diagrams  

  

  
  

Fig 1. NCFET Technology  

  

  

  

Fig 2. FeFET-based CiM  

  
  

  

Fig 3. Storage Class Memory  

  

  

IV. Comparison Table  

  

Name of 

memory  

Technology  

Impact on 

Systems  

Limitations of the 

technology  

PCM and ReRAM  Modifies process 

memory  

Needs to work on 

endurance 

improvement  

FeFETs  Enables 

computein-

memory  

Special handling 

required and high cost  

NCFETs  Allows to operate 

at higher 

frequency  

Requires accurate 

voltage otherwise 

won’t work correctly  

MRAM  Possible to 

measure the 

orientation  

Relatively slow and 

cells must be  

constantly refreshed  

DDR5  Offers more 

bandwidth than 

previous 

technologies  

Requires high power 
consumption and high  

voltage  

DRAM   Maintain cell 

capacitor capacity   

Very Complex 

manufacturing and 

volatile memory  

  

  

  

  

V. Prototype & Figure(s)  

  

  
In this section we present a prototypical UniMA design on the 

conventional DDRx memory channel for evaluation purposes. 
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UniMA is a memory architecture framework that can also be 

applied to other memory channel designs, e.g., FBDIMM or 

Rambus channel.   

  

  

Fig 4. UniMA Bus Architecture Prototype  

  

This illustration shows the UniMA organization applied 

to a  

DDRx  storage  system.  We  have  several  design  

considerations. First, synchronization and other 

devicespecific management issues must be transparent to 

the storage controller for interoperability. Now that the 

controller does not keep track of the status of each 

DIMM and the ongoing operations, a backup protocol is 

needed to avoid conflicts on the shared data bus and to 

notify the memory controller when the received data is 

ready. We propose a token-based approach to grant 

ready-to-use DIMMs ownership of the data bus and 

avoid disputes over the data bus  

  

VI. DISCUSSIONS  

  

The system architectures would have to be compelled 

inorder to adapt to the distinctive features of the 

emerging devices and memory technologies. A lot of 

heaps of labour has been there in gazing the 

mistreatment of the 3D geometrics for various types of 

higher density and bandwidth of memory systems. 

Additionally, we infer that there will be some impact in 

terms of persistent memory systems, because in 

persistent memory technologies, there are some not so 

common trade-offs, specifically in areas of density, 

endurance and storage persistence. There might be an 

entire different style for memory systems. The wire 

delay issue can be tackled with the help of building 

monolithic circuits having 3D integrated transistors, 

resulting in shorter wires that helps to mitigate the issue. 

In addition to, the device layers that are stacked 

increases the number of transistors per unit house 

whereas not requiring costly featured size reduction, 

which helps in tackling worth problems. Monolithic 

circuits with 3D integrated transistors are built, which 

ensures short wires, that basically permits address twine 

postpone problems. Lastly, the rise of stacked tool layers 

leads to scaling.  

   

VII. CONCLUSION  

  

We infer from this survey that state-of-the-art memory 

technologies like the FeFETs, UniMA, DDR5, MRAM propose 

major benefits to existing system architectures and promise to 

deliver substantial boosts in performance, efficiency, latency, 

and structure.  

  

Though with a pinch of salt as they are not yet production ready 

due to instabilities in proposed designs, soon some of these 

technologies will power tech revolutions or at least evolutions 

in near future.  

  

Technologies like MRAM and DDR5 will drive the next 

technological revolution after the custom silicon revolution that 

is going on nowadays with the advent of apple silicon.   

  

Technologies like FeFETs, NCFETs, UniMA are already 

making huge imapact on system and processor architecture and 

are making manufacturers think about building their next 

products by keeping these technologies and connectors in mind.  

  

Though there are a few limitations to them, and further research 

is required into upcoming technologies, but they promise at 

least on paper more modular, compact, higher density 

processor, SoC and overall system design.  
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Abstract -- A shopping mall is a type of store that sells a large 

range of products. This product might be clothing, drinks, 

books, food, or any other household item. The primary goal 

of supermarkets is to make all things available to customers 

while also saving them time. However, customers might 

become upset when waiting in line at the pay register or while 

balancing While evaluating the overall price of all items with 

their available budget before being billed. Shopping malls 

employ this tactic to alleviate these issues by increasing the 

number of customers. On weekends in major cities, we may 

see a massive flash at shopping centers. This is amplified when 

there is a wide range of deals and discounts. People nowadays 

buy a range of things and place them in the shopping cart. 

After you've finished your shopping, go to the counter to get 

your bill. The accountant gets ready with the bill using the 

reader, which is a time-consuming operation. As a result, 

lengthy lines form at the pay registers. This concept proposes 

the creation of a system at shopping malls to address the 

aforementioned issue. When a customer selects an item, it will 

be scanned using a QR code scanner application on our phone, 

which will scan all of the product's information and will be 

recognized automatically and stored in our phone's memory 

as well as the memory of the supermarket's system. On the 

phone's screen, the name of the item and price of the item will 

be displayed as well as on the LCD screen (when the unique 

customer id is entered on super-market system). As a result, 

the rate is added to the final charge. If a customer decides to 

remove things from the sharp-witted luggage cart, the 

customer can remove the item and the cost of that item will be 

deducted from the entire cost. The same data is sent to the 

medial billing part through the GSM module.  
Keywords -- Scanner, Barcode, Supermarket, Image Processing, 

Data Mining, Data Prediction  

 I.  INTRODUCTION  

  

We now live in the Internet of Things (IOT) age, where 

all physical object interactions have become a reality. All of 

our systems have undergone a fresh revolution as a result of 

this. This resulted in a number of disagreements in the areas 

of data management, wireless communication, and real-time 

decision-making. We used to create bills on paper first, and 

then we switched to using technology. The barcodes were 

read and scanned using a barcode scanner. However, later on, 

we concentrated on the smart billing system, which we 

implemented using a QR code scanner, which is a scanning 

program installed on our Android device and used for 

identification and data collection[1]. The reader may use the 

android device to access or read the data into the QR scanner. 

A user may only utilize the QR Scanner on our individual  

 

 

 

phone without consuming any power. When a buyer buys 

goods, the first thing he or she does is scan it with a scanner. 

Our phone comes with a QR scanner application. When a 

buyer scans the pricing of a product and other information 

about it when purchasing it, a QR scanner application scans 

the information and stores it in the phone's and system's 

memory[2]. And the key part is provided by in-budget 

shopping, which works in such a  

manner, that a person may set a budget before visiting a 

store, which can be advantageous to a client[3]. When a 

person goes shopping at a mall, he or she uses a trolley and 

then proceeds to the counter to pay for their purchases. Billing 

is done via barcodes, which is a lengthy procedure. We must 

scan each and every item based on barcode labels affixed to 

that item in this technology. Because we need to scan each 

individual, it must be done by hand. Labeling is done 

manually. Another drawback is that barcodes cannot be read 

from a great distance. As a result, our goal is to create an 

automatic billing system based on a QR code application on 

our phone that will be linked to a supermarket's system[4].  

 II.  LITERATURE REVIEW  

  

1) Smart shopping Cart  

  

                      The centered on using autonomous technology 
to scan products and store them in a mobile database, with 
payment made via mobile banking[1].  

  

2) An  Ingenious  Low-Cost  Smart  

Shopping Cart               

                  According to [2] Customers may utilise bargain-

priced smart shopping to assist them pick items at shopping 

malls and persuade them of the wonderful discounts given on 

the products.  

  

3) Smart Cart with Automatic Billing  

  

                 In [3], this article explains about programmed 
offers a superstore with an anti-theft control system. It will 

enable for billing transactions to be completed online, as well 
as provide customers with shopping ideas.  

  

4) A Bascart-based automated billing system for 

shopping malls  

  

              In [4] paper has studies about RFID tags are placed 
on things to speed up the billing process, which are then read 

by a barcode scanner, which displays the cost of the product 
on the LCD screen linked to our shopping list.  
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5) Shopping Mall Billing Management and  

Payment System for Smart Goods  

  

             In [5] primary difficulty with present research 

approaches is that they use the separate system for each 

trolley and then use a wireless communication module to 

connect it to the billing system. Such recommendations would 

make the system more complicated, inefficient, and costly.  

  

6) Using automatic invoicing and machine learning-

enabled smart trolleys, optimise  

shopping goods strategy               

      

                  In [6] According to a research, consumers waste 

the majority of their time waiting for billing at a grocery store 

or shopping center. To get around this problem, a fute cart 

might be more useful. As soon as the product is added to the 

basket, scanning and invoicing of the product, as well as 

certain further uses, may be done.  

  

7) Using Blockchain Smart Contracts to  

Digitize Invoices and Manage VAT Payments  

  

           In [7] The goal of this research article is to use various 

methods to solve the challenge of managing and securing 

taxation data stores.  1The smart contract is deployed into 

BCN via VAD, for example.  

2. The seller keeps track of the hash code."  

  

8) An Intelligent Invoice Classification Method for 

Smart Phones Based on Deep  

Learning  

                            

                      This research [8] proposes a deep learning-

based  solution  for  intelligently classifying invoices 
recorded by cellphones to improve IIR performance. In a 

short amount of time,  the  end-to-end 

 approach  may instantaneously identify the type of 
input for diverse invoice images. Experiments show that for 

105 invoices, the suggested method can achieve a high 

classification accuracy of 99.05 percent and a quick running 
speed of 18.16 seconds...  

  

9) An  Automated  Billing  System  in  

Shopping Malls Using Bascart  

  

              This article [9] starts with attempting to solve the 

grocery dilemma by building a Bascartbased billing system. 

Customers receive a direct bill from the billing area, which 

has already been saved on the host PC, which cuts down on 

the wait time. Our system's GSM Module is then used to 

determine the geo-location of the client's mobile phone in 

order to notify the customer of their purchase details via 

messages that have already been updated in the database.  

  

  

10) Using Blockchain Smart Contracts to  

Digitize Invoices and Manage VAT Payments  

  

                 This research show the integration of the 

decentralized storage network (DSN) with the smart contract 

in [10], and we give an original architecture based on Block 

chain technology to verify transactions, compute VAT, and 

allow VAT payment (SC).  

  

11) IOT Based Smart Billing and Direction  

Controlled Trolley  

  

                 In [11] This paper assists customers by eliminating 

the time-consuming procedure of pulling and pushing the 

trolley, as well as saving time at the billing counter. The 

automated charging procedure is accomplished via a radio 

frequency identification (RFID) tag and reader, and obstacle 

avoidance has also been included to improve trolley 

efficiency.  

  

12) Block Chain Digital Invoice System Risk  

Assessment and System Development Research  

  

This [12] paper, is an example. The purpose of this research 

is to look at the hazards of the existing electronic invoicing 

system by applying artificial intelligence automated 

identification and graphic image processing technologies. 

The findings demonstrate that the system is efficient, secure, 

and fair, that it saves time and effort in calculations, and that 

it is suitable for large-scale invoice monitoring and 

reimbursement records on the block chain.  

  

13) The impact of Indian consumer style inventory in 

determining mall attendance intentions in India  

  

              According to [13], the purpose of this study, is to 

adapt the CSI to the Indian consumer market in order to better 

understand client purchasing preferences. Furthermore, the 

goal of this study is to look at the relationship between client 

shopping preferences and mall visitation intentions. To see if 

the scales are suitable to the Indian market, the researchers 

used exploratory factor analysis. Using step-wise regression 

analysis, the effect of CSI in influencing mall patronage 

intention is examined. The findings are likely to provide 

significant insights into Indian customers' purchasing choices 

as well as critical suggestions for mall marketing strategies.  

  

14) Shopping Mall Billing Management and  

Payment System for Smart Goods  

  

                  In [14], This paper defines system's whose main 

idea is product barcode scanning, but we use a different For 

faster and more accurate results, use a barcode scanner. For 

speedy and reliable results, an Android phone is employed as 

a barcode scanner in our prototype. This system also makes 

use of RFID technology to enable for card-based payment. 

The results of this study are based on simulation and 

hardware.  

  

15) Image  as  a  factor  for 

 enhancing  
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shopping preferences in Indian malls  

  

    In [15] This research examines the influence of image in 

influencing consumer choices for a certain mall. The data for 

this study was gathered from 750 respondents who were 

randomly picked from ten malls in the Delhi NCR (India). All 

of the data point to the existence of a one-of-a-kind mix of the 

ideal shopping environment.  

III. PROLEM DEFINITION  

  

There are numerous excellent selling tactics for goods and 

services on the market, but they can cause issues for clients, 

affecting their monthly budget, which we must overlook. 

When customers go to a department shop or supermarket, 

they have a list of products they want to buy, and then they 

compare the costs of those items to their monthly budget to 

decide which item to buy. However, there is currently a 

problem in that when customers attempt to buy various 

things, they just see a product list without their "Exact 

Price."[5] When a consumer begins removing items from the 

shelf, he or she notices additional items that entice them to 

buy them, which is one cause for the person's monthly 

(shopping) budget to be disrupted. When a customer goes to 

the billing counter after that, he must wait for a period of time, 

which is a time-consuming operation. The person must keep 

all of his selected things on the elevator, and the billing 

counter employee will scan all of the goods, along with their 

quantities, and then create a charge[6]. So, if there are 

numerous department shops or supermarkets in one location, 

we want a technical/software solution for both concerns so 

that our clients are happier with our services and desire to 

shop from  

our store again and again.   

  

  

IV. OBJECTIVE  

  

The major goal of this project is for the consumer to be able 

to acquire items in less time and within their budget. The 

customer may pre-list things on the shopping mall application 

and shop according to his or her budget. The bill can also be 

created on the customer's side, and if the shopping exceeds 

the budget, the customer will be notified on the customer's 

side. Customers are enticed and ensnared by new marketing 

methods, and their monthly budgets are frequently disrupted 

as a result of extra buying. Our system regulates the 

customer's purchasing according to his or her budget[7]. It 

saves outdated information such as recent orders and frequent 

products (purchase history). As a result, our project attempts 

to address these issues so that our clients are more happy with 

our services and want to return to our store, which has a 

variety of departments, Several businesses or supermarkets at 

one location[8].  

  

 V.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

  

The main goal of the future system is to provide expertise 

related to shopping that is low-cost, simply accessible, and 

consistent. The RFIDpowered automated shopping cart is 

designed to enhance the entire shopping experience. 

Consumers of computer electronics stores should have a good 

grasp of how to shop. Customers may access a range of item 

details after adding an item to the rough list[9]. When a 

consumer enters a shopping mall, she or he first grabs a 

shopping cart. And selects and scans the item and then item 

goes into the trolley and scanning operation is done with the 

phone’s QR scanning application with phone’s camera and it 

will be reflected to the phone’s list with amount and also in 

the system. At that time, the obtained item can be placed in 

the cart. While the consumer examines the item's phones, a 

value of the pick-up item get hold of and stored in the system's 

memory. And it will acquire the ID details from the storage 

to display on the system’s display [10]. The system’s display 

will display the most recent product information as well as the 

total amount in the cart. It will assist the consumer in staying 

inside their budgetary constraints. When we push the key on 

it, it instantly sends the data to the accountant. The block 

diagram is as follows:  

  

 
Fig 1.Block Diagram of System  

  

  

VI. ALGORITHM  

  

The abbreviation QR Code stands for Quick Response Code, 

and we are all familiar with QR Codes these days. It's used to 

make secure and fast internet payments. To store data 

effectively, a QR code utilizes four defined encoding modes 

(numeric, alphanumeric, byte/binary, and kanji); extensions 

may also be utilized[11].  

                      A QR Code is a series of black and white 
squares that can be read using a variety of QR Code 

Scanners. It is useful nowadays since almost every 

smartphone has a QR code scanner app. It's also known as 
ZXing ("Zebra Crossing"), and it's a popular Java API for 

QR code processing.  Its  library  includes  several 

components, and in our Java example, we'll use the 'core' to 
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create QR codes. We're utilizing the G-QRCODE node js 

base angular package, which was published in 2015. 5.2.1 is 

the most recent version.  

VII. INNOVATION  

  

• We understand that new marketing methods entice 

and capture clients, causing their monthly budget to 

be disrupted by extra purchasing. As a result, our 

system regulates the customer's shopping according 

to his or her budget. So our project provided a 

solution to the problem by allowing customers to 

select their own budgets according to their 

preferences and go shopping; however, if they 

exceed the limit they set, the consumer will receive 

a warning message. As a result, customers could 

shop at their own pace.  

  

• As we all know, Supermarkets have an issue 

whereby customers are stopped in line at the 

checkout register owing to a large crowd, and they 

might become upset before being billed, while 

calculating the overall price of all purchases with the 

budget in their pocket. Our initiative uses this 

method as a tactic to raise the number of consumers 

in order to alleviate these issues. On weekends in 

major cities, we may see a massive flash at shopping 

center’s. This is amplified when there is a wide 

range of deals and discounts. People nowadays buy 

a range of things and place them in the shopping cart. 

After you've finished your shopping, go to the 

counter to get your bill. The bill is prepared by the 

paymaster using the QR machine available with 

them, which is a time-consuming process. As a 

result, lengthy lines form at the pay registers. This 

project proposes a  

system development concept. Retail center’s to address 

the aforementioned issue When a customer selects 

an item, it will be scanned using a QR code scanner 

application on our phone, which will scan all of the 

product's information and will be recognized 

automatically and stored in our phone's memory as 

well as the memory of the supermarket's system On 

the phone's screen, the name of the item and price of 

the item will be displayed as well as on the LCD 

screen (when the unique customer id is entered on 

super-market system).  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

VIII. FLOW OF THE SYSTEM  

  
FIG 2.FLOW DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM IX. FUTURE 

SCOPE  

  

• LI-FI, NFC, and other communication methods 

can also be used to implement this system [1][9]. • This 

system may be improved by employing a Beacon Module 

instead of an RFID Module, and including a load sensor is 

also a good idea [6][7]. Nutritional information for the 
eatables can be included in addition to the product data. • 

Various sensor technologies can be used to accomplish 
automatic track detection and cart movement [3].  

• A shopping budget restriction may be established; 

if the limit is exceeded, a buzzer should sound to alert you.  

• Allowing customers to establish a shopping list 

ahead of time. • The same system may be utilized in 
different locations.  

  

 X.  CONCLUSION  
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This initiative tries to improve smart shopping by stating that 

shopping can be made simpler with the use of a smart phone. 

Simultaneously, the purchasing bill exceeds the budget. To 

solve this difficulty, we may apply the budget technique for 

listing goods. By using a supermarket's application with a 

unique customer id, it's simple to use and there's no need for 

an extra component because we already have a QR scanner 

software on our phone. Because of its effective performance, 

efficient capabilities, and ease of understanding, the 

execution portion will be done in Java.  
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Abstract 

Farming is the Prime Occupation in India in spite of this, 

today the people involved in farming belongs to the lower 

class and is in deep poverty. The Advanced techniques and 

the Automated machines which are leading the world to new 

heights, is been lagging when it is concerned to Farming, 

either the lack of awareness of the advanced facilities or the 

unavailability leads to the poverty in Farming. Even after all 

the hard work and the production done by the farmers, in 

today’s market the farmers are cheated by the Agents, 

leading to the poverty. Agro- marketing would make all the 

things automatic which make easier serving as a best solution 

to all the problems.E-farming will serve as a way for the 

farmers to sell their products across the country just with 

some basic knowledge about how to use the website. The site 

will guide the farmers in all the aspects, the current market 

rate of different products, the total sale and the earned profit 

for the sold products, access to the new farming techniques 

through e- learning and centralized approach to view 

different government’s agriculture schemes including the 

compensation schemes for farming. Getting availed to the 

required information related to the markets and different 

products can be made possible through the SMS facility 

provided by the system.Since India is a country of 29 states 

everywhere we don’t have the crop yielding process so for 

survival we need to have our basic foods.So for everyone we 

made this e-portal to access anywhere, where you can buy, 

sell , hire labour, can take advantage of different technical 

equipments on rent by making a good deal.Farmer direct 

dealing with lead to higher rates of their crops yields and they 

can earn more money in return. 

                                   INTRODUCTION 

Kisaan Saathi is designed to improve the lives of 

smallholder farmers by providing open access to 

farming techniques and agricultural information. 

Releasing potential with practical ideas that are 

sustainable, empowering and resourceful.With the 

on-going technological revolution happening 

across India , the time has come to evolve the 

web, making it more accessible, intuitive and 

reliable for a universal community of smallholder 

farmers. 

Although technology is becoming ever-more attainable for 

rural communities, access to reliable sources of electricity 

remains a challenge. 

Our goal is to support thousands of smallholder 

farmers across East Africa, by providing them 

with affordable, organic and environmentally 

friendly farming techniques.Buyer Seller Platform 

is to connect farmers with the buyers (FPOs, 

Exporters, Traders, and Processors). Buyer 

registers on this platform and chooses the area 

from where he wants to buy the product. He can 

offer the price at which he wants to buy the 

product. Farmers of that selected location get the 

SMS on their mobile set. SMS contains name and 

mobile number of all buyers and the price which 

they are offering to buy a commodity. 

Thus a farmer gets the negotiating power and he can sell 

the product at better price. 

SMS Portal for farmers was inaugurated on Jul 16, 

2013 by the Hon'ble President of India. Till date, 

more than 152 crore SMSs have been sent to 

farmers by different departments /organizations of 

the Government of India and State Governments in 

agriculture and allied sector. So far, these messages 

have consisted primarily of advisories to farmers 

based on his / her location & selection of crops or 

practices in agriculture and allied sector. 

A large number of web-based transactional services 

are being provided to farmers in various States & 

also by organisations/departments of the 

Government of India. These range from issuance of 

soil health cards, provision of subsidized 

agricultural inputs and analysis of pests/diseases 

etc. Quite a few such services are in pipe-line under 

National e-Governance Plan-Agriculture or 

otherwise. 

However, in most of the existing services, result or 

outcome of service is provided to the farmer either 

through the internet or as a printed document. 

Because of abysmally low internet penetration in 

rural areas the farmers have to personally visit 

office or these reports are sent by post to them. All 

these result in delays & involve expenditure. 

Considering deep penetration of mobile telephony 

in rural areas, SMS mode of delivery is most 

effective. Although, this is being used in some cases 

but huge expenditure is being incurred in sending 

these messages through private gateways. 

Since most of these services are web-based, an 

interface has been developed to send the 

results/reports of various services on mobile phone 

of the farmers with a 6 digit short code KRISHI. 
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The service can be easily integrated with the 

existing national Kisaan SMS Portal. With this all 

SMSs will be sent to the farmers without any cost  

 

to the department concerned. These transactions 

will also be included in the e-Taal portal of  

 

Department of Electronics and information 

Technology (DeitY), Government of India, which 

counts electronic transactions happening through 

various online services of both State and Central 

Government applications. 

. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

The application of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) in agriculture is increasingly 

important. E-Agriculture involves the 

conceptualization, design, development, evaluation 

and application of innovative ways to use 

information and communication technologies 

(ICT) in rural domain, with a primary focus on 

agriculture. Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) can play a significant role in 

maintaining properties of information as it consists 

of three main technologies. These technologies are 

applied for processing, exchanging and managing 

data, information and knowledge.The new ICT 

technologies are not only fast developed but, in 

addition, are giving birth to newer systems and 

tools. The Internet network have become essential 

communication tools in business processes 

recently. Using the Internet by means of mobile 

appliances increases the possibilities. The 

agriculture has some speciality in information  

 

 

technology. The ICT adoption in the agriculture and 

main drivers has been examined. For the successful 

application the key lessons have to understand. To 

get a draft overview of Hungarian position there is 

part about it. In this part there are data about 

household communication devices the individuals 

ICT usage by age. The region differences in 

information technologies can be seen also. The final 

part of the paper there are some technology and 

application examples. The new devices like tablets 

and new services like Cloud Computing have great 

potential in agriculture. Cloud Computing provides 

better resource management and effective cost 

control. However, the business assessment of these 

technologies must not be done only on the basis of 

the technology and taken out of its environment 

randomly since the whole area is very complex. 

The basic information required by the farmers is as 

follow and shown in the figure The author shows 

the information required from the crop planning to 

the selling of crop. The very basic information need 

by the farmers are about information of soil, type of 

seed, required pesticide for the particular crop in all 

stage of its growth, fertilizer type, crop diseases and 

its selling. Below are the questions that must be 

answered for the better production of crop. 

Agriculture information apps can be categories or 

classified as follow: 

• Business sector. 

Conference sector. 

Diseases and pests sector. Farm 

management sector

. 

Learning and reference sector. 

• Location-based sector. 

• Market data sector. 

• Weather sector. 
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Design/Algorithm/Flowchart 

The steps followed in developing our project will be: 

 

. 
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CONCLUSION: 

In these survey we get to know about the people ideology about the farm activity and how much their involved in it.We come 

to know that farmer’s lack’s the knowledge about the policies and 92 % of people agree with that.We get to know about the 

requirement of the farmer during his farming activities with these survey. 
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Abstract— Financial risk analysis is an important aspect for 

business organizations so as to minimize the defaults and focus  

on better decision-making. A deterministic experimental model 

has been designed based on Distance Based Approach which is 
one of the Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)  method. 

The empirical study considers six clustering algorithms and ten 

cluster selection criteria which are validated over the real-life 

credit card applications of two different nations. The result 

demonstrates the rankings of clustering algorithms according 

to the importance of their selection criteria. MCDM methods 

overcome the lack of objective measures in the evaluation of 

clustering algorithms as it uses the best ensemble technique for 

selection. The objective of this paper is to develop a 

methodology using the Distance Based Approach for clustering 

algorithms evaluation in the domain of financial risk analysis.  

  

Index Terms— Ranking, Selection-criteria, DBA, MCDM.  

  
I. INTRODUCTION  

Financial risks are the challenges that any business 

organization goes through in terms of credit risks, debit risks, 

monitory and resource investments which helps to detect the 

downfalls or losses beforehand. These risks can be of any 

sort related to cash flow, profits, investments, debt financing, 

income streams and various others. Now there is a whole lot 

of economics that evolves around a financial risk. The 

analysis of these risks act as business intelligence [1] which 

help organizations to detect and recover from these risks in 

advance. To measure any of these, our engineering 

techniques can be applied in finding out the problem. 

MCDM techniques that involves the decision making criteria 

can be best used in this type of problem.  
The analysis of these risks act as business intelligence which 
help organizations to detect and recover from these risks in 
advance. Now there are two major categories of clustering 
algorithm which is supervised and unsupervised learning 
and both ways financial risks can be analyzed [2]. High 
precision of result is achieved through supervised learning 
but that requires the defined class labels within the data set. 
In case of Unsupervised Learning, no class labels are 
required and can work on characteristics that the data sets 
show. Researches in this technique hold a large history 
starting from Cox[3] who odilia.gonsalves@gmail.com  

studied the healthcare behavior using the unsupervised fuzzy 

logic. Another analysis on insurance risk was carried out by 

Williams and Huang [4] by combining k-means and supervised 

clustering method. Yeo et al. [5] presented unsupervised  

 

clustering for insurance in automobile industry. The algorithm 

evaluation problem and performance  
assessment of learning methods is a major challenge not only in 
financial risk management but also in fields like machine 
learning , data mining, and various others and the reason being 
the type of cluster analysis to be followed.  
There are a number of reported studies that are being carried on 

either as analysis or evaluation in different domains using the 

MCDM techniques assessing the quality of clustering methods 

by analyzing the criteria. Rokach [6] concluded the idea of 

algorithm selection to be modeled as a  multiple criteria decision 

making problem. Hwang and Yoon[7] introduced the concept of 

Order Preference in methods which layer developed into a 

technique known as TOPSIS. Recently, Gang Kou and Yi 

peng[8] carried out a evaluation research on financial risks using 

various MCDM techniques and modeled the comparison of 

different algorithms.  

II. DISTANCE BASED APPROACH  

The concept of Distance Based Approach lies in its Optimal 

state. The term Optimal state can be defined as the state that 

specifies all the ideally good values of the objects within the 

process. Optimum model describes as the optimal state as the 

OPTIMAL. The vector OP(x1,x2,…..,xn) is called the optimal 

point which consist of a set of optimum attribute values. In 

practice, the ideal optimal value is defined as the best qualities 

which exist inside the scope of estimations of attributes. The 

ideal one isn’t the practicable option however it is a reference for 

assessment of conceivable choices. For this reason,the 

OPTIMAL isn't to be considered as doable alternatives, but it is 

utilized just as reference to which different options are 

quantitatively thought about. The numerical difference coming 

about because of correlation speaks to the viability of other 

options to attain the OPTIMUM condition of the objective 

function. Subsequently, here, the decision problem is to find a 

possible  solution  which is as close as conceivable to the 

OPTIMAL point. The OPTIMAL is simply the cluster that has 

the best set of objects with respect to the performance criteria. 

The OPTIMAL function for finding such the solution can be 

detailed :  
Minimize δ {Alt (a), Optimal}  

Where  
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{Alt (a)} refers to alternate clustering algorithms in 
n- dimensional space δ refers to the Distance from the 
optimal point  

  

The solution of the problem will depend on the distance metric 

described by δ , and the optimal point OP. The Figure. 1 

describes the solution function and its space share which is 

denoted as H for the feasible region and optimal point by OP. 

The determination of the points present in H feasible region, 

which are the closest to the optimal point is done by the 

Distance Based Approach method.  

 
Fig.1 Distance Based Approach  

  

The graphical explanation of the determination of points in 

two dimensional space is given in Figure 2. In the graph,  

(Alt –OP)X1 and (Alt - OP)X2 are parallel to X1 and X2 axis.  

  
Fig.2 Distances of real vectors  

(Alt – OP)X1 = │OPX1 - AltX1│ and 

(Alt – OP)X2 = │OPX2 - AltX2│  

Based on Pythagoras theorem, δ = [(OPX1 - 

AltX1)2 + (OPX2 - AltX2 )
2 ]1/2 The equation 

for distance δ will be :  

δ = [ ∑ ( OPij – Altij )
2 ]1/2  

Here, “i” symbolizes clustering algorithms and  
“j” symbolizes selection criteria .  

To start with DBA method, we have six clustering algorithms 
consisting of 1,2,3,…..,n algorithms and 1,2,3,….,m selection 
criteria with each alternative, Alt1 (X11,X22,…..,X1m ) and 
Alt2(X21,X22,…..,X2m),…, and Alt (Xn1, Xn2,….,Xnm) and the 
OPTIMAL (Xb1,Xb2, ...... Xbm), Here, Xbm represents the best 
value for M. The matrix representation of the alternatives will 
be as under:  

    X  X  X 

   

  X  X  X     

 

  31  32  nm  

  Xb1  Xb 2  X bm    

STEP 2: The matrix has to be standardized using the Z formula 

where elimination of different units of measurement will be 

done.  

  Z = a11  − a1   , Z = a12   − a2  ,........, Z = a12 − a2   

 
(2)  

11 12  12 s1 s2  s2  

      

 1  n 

 X  j  = n i=  1 Xij  (3)  

  

  1 n   1/2  

S j =  n i=1 ( X ij − X j )2      (4)  

Notationally, i=1,2,3,4…,n  

n= total number of clustering algorithms used m=total 

number of performance measures  

 11  12  1m   

 X 21  X 22  X 2m   

    
  

(1)  
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Sj= Standard deviation of attribute of j  

Xij= Value of clustering technique i for performance critera 

j The standardized matrix for the same will be given by :  

 11  s    12  s2     1m  sm   
1  

  

STEP 2: Find out the difference of distance from each 

alternative to reference point by subtracting each element of 

optimal by the corresponding element in the alternative set. 

The resultant matrix of the same will be :  

  
 
Z  − Z  Z  − Z  Z  − Z 

 
  

   Z OPOP11  − Z2111   ZOP OP 22   − Z1222   ZOPm  OPm 

− Z12mm     

    (7)  

     

  Z OP1 − Z n1  Z OP1 − Z n2  Z OPm − Z nm   

     

     
STEP 3: The Euclidean composite distance which is 

represented by CD between clustering techniques and 

OPTIMAL state is given by the formula :  

 CD  =  m (Z − Z W  2  1/ 2   (8)  

   OPj  ij)  j  

 OPAlt   

  j =1    

Inside any given arrangement of alternatives, this separation  

of every contrasting option to each other is clearly a  composite 

distance. In other words ,it can be called as the numerical 

expression of a few distances on every one of a few dimensions 

in which clustering algorithms and performance criteria can be 

thought about.  

  

III. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS  

The paper evaluates the clustering results of the financial 

risk dataset by proposing an MCDM Technique  which  is  the 

Distance Based Approach. There are six clustering algorithms 

that have been chosen for the experiment. The clustering 

analysis [10] ,here will address the quality of clustering 

algorithm and also finding out the validation for the same. The 

assessment will follow the basic concept of the clustering that 

is the goodness of the algorithm is directly proportional to the 

high and low intra-class and inter-class similarities [11]. The  

This method works on the basic concepts of graph like vertex, 

in terms of clusters, the objects are considered as vertex and 

are connected to the objects with maximum similarity. 

Clustering is done on the basis of nearest-neighboring of 

objects [18] [19].  

C. Repeated-bisection algorithm  

This comes under the partitioning method of clustering in 

which the data set is divided into two sets and then one of the 

group is selected to bisect the other [20]. In the experiment , 

we will use the CLUTO software tool to optimize the complete 

clustering function. The function used fot this method is k     

max   sim(v, u)  
 i=1  v,u S  

sim(v,u) represents similarity between object v and object  
u, k is the number of clusters.  

D. COBWEB  

This is a type of incremental clustering which comes under 
the model-based algorithm. The model it follows is a tree-like 
where the node of the holds the probabilistic detail of the 
object. The COBWEB [21] function used is :  

 N     2 −   P(A = v )2   

  

  

 Z11   Z 12  

  

Z1 m    

  

  

  

six clustering algorithms that we will be functioning on are 

density-based method, repeated-bisection approach, graph- 

partitioning algorithm, k-means, COBWEB, expectation-  

       

 Z n1  Z n 2  Znm   

  

(5)  one is given below:  

A. Density-Based Method  

The main idea of this approach is to find regions of low-  

  Z 21  Z 22  Z2m    maximization (EM) [12] [13] [14] [15]. An ideology of each  

 Z  OP1 Z OP 2 Z OPm   density and highother with respect to objects with low density regions and with -density that is 

being separated from each dense regions [16]. The division of high-dimensional cluster Where space is done using density-

based grid units. In the experiment,  

we will use WEKA [17] for calculating this method.  Z 

= X11 − X1 ,  Z  = X12  − X 2  , ....... , Z  = X12 − Xm B. Graph -Partitioning Method  
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P(C )  P(A = v | C ) 

 k    i  j  i  ij  k  
i  j  i  ij   

 U = k =1    

N  

E. Expectation-Maximization (EM)  

As the name suggest E calculates the probability of clusters 

while maximization refers to parameters of probability of the 

datasets [22] and offers stable implementation. The calculating 

function for the same will be:  

Q(  |  t ) = E Z
 
| X ,  T log L(  ; X , Z ) and 

 (t+1) = arg max  Q(  |  (t) )  

  
F. K-means  

This is the base clustering technique that is been used in 

this experiment. This is an iterative method where a set of 

clusters are selected randomly and a centroid of the same id 

figured out [23] [24] [25]. All the objects are divided into k 

clusters [26] on the basis of minimum squared-error norm 

which will be calculated by the following function :  

min(WCSS (S )) = arg mins  i
k
=

 
1  x

 
 j Si || x j − 

i |2|  

For calculating the division after assigning the object to its 

closest suitable cluster formula used will be:  

Si( t) ={x j :|| x j − mi( t) || || x j − mi (t) ||  

S i
(t) is all objects in the ith cluster at tth times and i= 1,..,k 

whereas mi
(
 
t) is the mean . To calculate the mean centers 

formula would be:1   

  mi( t +1)  = |  Si (  t +1) |  x j S i  ( t )x    j  

  

  
IV. PERFORMANCE MEASURES  

Seven performance criteria that has been chosen for the 

experiment are True Positive rate, True Negative rate, Entropy, 

Silhouette, Purity, Rand index, Dunn’s index [27] [28] [29]. 

Functioning of each one in the experiment are given below.  

A. True positive rate  

This is measured in percentage and calculates the number 
of positive objects that are there in a cluster. In case of 
financial risks analysis, fraud or bankrupt would be a positive 

class.  Nip tp(i, j) =    

  

  

 Np  and Np are the positive  

Here, i represents clusters and Nip  

  

objects within ith cluster.  

B. True Negative Rate  

This is also measured in percentage and calculates the 

negative objects present in a cluster. The normal day to day 

exercises within a business would be considered as negative 

class in financial risk analysis. n in equation stands for 

negative.  

 Nin 

tn(i, j) =   

Nn  

C. Entropy  

This is an information measuring concept that tells how 

much information does a cluster hold [30]. Entropy can be 

defined as : n   1 ni ni   
N     

     
q  

     j 

 E =  j =1      n j   − log c   i=1 n log   n j     

   j  j   
Here , N represents the cluster , c is total number of classes 

and ni j symbolizes ith object in cluster .  

D. Silhouette  

This is a graphical representation that shows to what 
extent does a object fit in a cluster through a silhouette [31]. It 
is calucated as :  

b(i) − a(i) s(i) =   
  

max{a(i), b(i)}  
Here, a(i) and b(i) represents the average dissimilarity 

amongst the cluster i.  

E. Purity  

This criteria measures the exact number of completely 

assigned objects [32]. Mathematical formula for the same will 

be:  

 N    1  i  

p  = 
 

r =1 n maxi (nr )  

F. Rand index  

This index is measure the similarity within clusters[33]. 

Calculating formula for this index would be:  

R(Y ,Y ') =  in   j  ij /    2n      

  
G. Dunn’s Index  

This is a quality measuring index which assess on the basis 

of inter-cluster distance and diameter of objects within intra- 

cluster [34] . Higher the value of dunn’s index , higher will be 

the goodness of clusters.  
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D =       d i (C j , C 

)    

 min i=1...k   jmin =i+1...k  max   diam(C j    

     i=1....k    

V. EXPERIMENT DEMONSTRATION  

The experiment demonstration is done in three sections 

where the first part describes the real-life credit card data set 

of two nations i.e Australia and Germany. The second section 

consist of the results of the eleven performance measures for 

both the datasets and in the third section DBA is applied and 

ranking of clustering algorithms for both the data set is given. 

The input that we provide for the experiment is the financial 

risk data set and output we yield would be the ranking of 

clustering algorithms.  
The Australian data set of credit cards consist of a single 

class variable that represents the acceptance and declination of 

applications, 14 attributes which are status of account, history 

of cash flow, purpose, amount, status, job, address, property 

hold, debts , cash etc and a total of 690 instances whereas the 

German dataset consist of 1000 instances, 24 attributes and a 

single class variable. The data set of these two countries is 

provided by UCI Machine Learning databases [35].  
To yield the result of Density-based algo, EM, k-means 

and COBWEB are calculated using WEKA 3.6 [36]. For 
Repeated- bisection and graph-partitioning CLUTO toolkit is 
used. The results of the eleven performance measures for 
Australian data set is shown in table 1 and German Data set is 
displayed in the table 2.  

  
Algorithm/ 

Measure  
TP  TN  Entro 

py  
Silho 

uette  
Mean  

Purity  Rand  Dunn  

K-means  0.925  0.799  0.566  0.391  0.855  0.752  0.504  
COBWEB  0.925  0.799  0.566  0.391  0.855  0.752  0.504  
EM  0.674  0.778  0.837  0.379  0.732  0.602  0.421  
Repeated- 

Bisection  
0.731  0.928  0.634  0.369  0.819  0.703  0.509  

Graph-  
Partitionin 

g  

0.951  0.436  0.833  0.064  0.665  0.554  0.345  

Density- 

Based  
0.785  0.859  0.666  0.326  0.826  0.712  0.347  

Table 1: Result of performance measures for the Australian dataset  

  

  
Algorithm/ 

Measure  
TP  TN  Entrop  

y  
Silho  
-  
uette  

Purity  Rand  Dunn  

K-means  0.780  0.224  0.881  0.257  0.700  0.523  0.376  
COBWEB  0.850  0.126  0.880  0.142  0.699  0.548  0.371  
EM  0.583  0.263  0.865  0.241  0.700  0.539  0.306  
Repeated- 

Bisection  
0.620  0.247  0.869  0.271  0.700  0.539  0.386  

Graph-  
Partitionin 

g  

0.290  0.583  0.870  0.076  0.699  0.529  0.376  

Density- 

Based  
0.793  0.233  0.881  0.239  0.700  0.519  0.326  

Table 2: Result of performance measures for the German dataset  

  

This provides us with a two matrices of 6×7 matrix of the two data 
sets respectively. On these matrices ,application of the Distance 

Based Approach will be done. Step wise calculation is shown on 

one of the dataset.  
The average sum of each clustering algorithm for each 
performance measure is multiplied by the average aggregate of 
that measure to get the absolute values of the performance 

measures. The complete set of alternatives which is the clustering 
algorithms with the absolute values of performance measures are 

represented as Matrix [a]  

  
  0.03317 0.06154 0.04285 0.07784 0.03298 0.04749 0.06581   

 0.02842 0.07806 0.08371 0.03019 0.02848 0.08636 0.07584    

  [a]=
 

 0.015460.02001  0.058860.05987  0.098760.08354  

0.083540.06345  0.031140.04387  0.040020.02991  0.029370.04562     

    0.03694 0.03999 0.10002 0.07645 0.08731 0.03007 0.06534    

 
   0.128910.12891  0.049930.07806  0.076530.10002  0.067110.08354  

0.085270.08731  0.038760.08636  0.087630.08763     

  

  

Matrix[a] is a 7×7 matrix where the last row holds the value of 

OPTIMUM. Optimal value is the highest value among the 

criteria of the algorithms because that is the objective of this 

whole approach. Matrix[a’] represents the adjusted matrix.  
0.01771   0.02155 0 0.04765   0.00450   0.01758   0.03644  

0.01296    0.03807   0.04086 0 0 0.05645  0.04647    

  0  0.01887 0.05591 0.05335 0.00266  0  0    

[a’]=   
 0.0 0455 0.01988 0.04069 0.03326 0.01539 0.01011 0 .01625    

0.02148 0 0.05717 0.04626 0.05883 0.00885 0.03597    
  

  0.11345 0.00994 0.03368 0.03692 0.05679 0.05645 0.05826   

  

The average values of the performance measures are  
0.02835,  0.01805,  0.03805,  0.03624,  0.02302,  0.02490 and 

0.03223. The standard deviation for each performance measure 

is 0.02987, 0.01987, 0.02554, 0.03002, 0.03546, 0.01943 and 

0.02316. Standard Deviation and composite distance matrices 

will be  
Therefore, Euclidean composite Distance between the 

clustering algorithms and performance measures is derived 

using the DBA given in equation (8). Similarly, the matrix 

calculation will be done for German dataset following the same 

DBA steps. Ranking is provided by the DBA approach 

according to their composite distances among the performance 

measures. The rankings of both the data set 1 and 2 are given in 

the table 3 below.  

  

Clustering 

Algorithms  
Australian 

set  
(Dataset 1)  

Data  German Data set 

(Dataset 2)  

K-means  1   4  
COBWEB  2   3  
EM  4   2  
Repeated- 

Bisection  
6   1  
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Graph- 

partitioning  
3   5  

Density-Based  5   6  

Table 3: DBA Rankings of both datasets  

VI. CONCLUSION  

The Distance Based Approach that has been proposed in this 

research paper yields the ranking of the clustering algorithms 

with respect to the performance measures which works on the 

concept of multi-attribute decision model. The usage DBA 

concludes how important is the role of decision making plays in 

general analysis, in this case, financial. DBA uses the simple 

matrix operation for mathematical calculations but has proved 

very effective in solving a complex multi- property data 

consolidating both subjective and quantitative elements. The 

value of this model, be that as it may, must be learned through 

broad field testing , trailed by assist refinements.  
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Abstract.: Rising work challenges and problems in daily 

life of a person has put the human life under 

tremendous stress leading to numerous health 

problems. Hence, Stress detection and management has 

become the latest and essential research topic to address 

this demand. The purpose of this study is to implement 

a stress detection and mitigation system using data from 

biological body signals like heart-sensor readily 

available in smartwatches like Apple Watch etc. and 

other smart wearable devices like Mi-Band, Fit-bit, etc. 

The developed Machine Learning Model will detect and 

classify the Stressed and Non-stressed condition of any 

human. Once a Stressed state is detected, the User will 

be directed to select one of the suggested activities to 

relieve stress. These chosen activity selections will 

further enhance the recommendation system of the 

activities. The proposed decision tree classifier model 

has successfully achieved 90.6% accuracy towards 

stress detection. The proposed stress detection and 

mitigation system gives a promising solution towards 

personalized, real time and stress-free mental health.   

Keywords: Stress detection, autonomic nervous 

system, heart rate variability, Machine learning, 

decision tree.  

                     1Introduction  

Stress harms a person’s life in many ways and invites unwanted adverse 

effects destroying balance in one’s life. Several outcomes of different 

surveys suggest the severity of the problem of stress. During the pandemic, 

about 4 in 10 adults have reported symptoms of anxiety or depressive 

disorder [1]. Students are one of the worst affected sections from undergoing 

the stress problems. Stress related co-occurring health problems include 

Heart Diseases, High Blood Pressure, Depression, Anxiety, Diabetes etc [2]. 

Major treatments for stress reduction emphasize things like Getting a good 

amount of exercise and a proper sleep schedule, practicing relaxing 

activities, setting priorities, and establishing goals. Numerous studies 

indicates that HRV metrics such as the Average of normal-to-normal (NN) 

intervals (AVNN), Standard deviation of the average NN intervals (SDNN) 

and the Root mean square differences of successive NN intervals (RMSSD) 

were key features for stress detection [3,4]. Wearable devices promise 

realtime and continuous data collection, which helps in personal stress 

monitoring [1-5]. A few results show an accuracy of 83% using Support 

Vector Machine with radial basis function (SVM-RBF) whereas around 

80% using Multilayer Perceptron Model (MLP), on stress classification 

[1,7].  

This proposed work is divided into two parts i.e., stress 

detection and stress mitigation. A client-server architecture 

based working model has also been built making both parts 

to work together. Detection is done using the decision tree 

classification algorithm having an accuracy of 90.6%. And 

for mitigation, we have employed a recommendation system 

for smartly suggesting stress relieving activities based on 

various parameters of the users like age, profession, hobbies 

etc. [8-9]. We have compared the result with accuracy of the 

classification with other classifier models like, Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) model and SVM.  

2  Principle and Technique  

 Autonomic nervous system (ANS) in human bodies 

controls quite a good amount of how our body works. The 

word “autonomic” here means that it can function without 

our conscious intervention. We do not need to signal our 

heart to beat, our lungs to breathe, or our stomachs to carry 

out the digestive processes. They just do whatever expected 

from them automatically. On an electrocardiogram, R-R 

interval is defined as the time elapsed between two 

consecutive R-waves of the QRS signal. This value is a 

function of body's autonomic influences. HRV (Heart Rate 

Variability) is the variation of the heart beat or RR intervals 

[2]. Sympathetic and Parasympathetic nervous system 

working together maintain the HRV values. Age and heart 

rate are significant determinants of HRV. Typically, HRV 

values are reduced in patients having congestive heart 

failure, coronary artery disease, ventricular dysfunction etc. 

In such patients, sympathetic activities play dominant role.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/patient-with-congestive-heart-failure
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/patient-with-congestive-heart-failure
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/patient-with-congestive-heart-failure
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/patient-with-congestive-heart-failure
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/coronary-artery-disease
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/coronary-artery-disease
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/coronary-artery-disease
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/coronary-artery-disease
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/heart-left-ventricle-function
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/heart-left-ventricle-function
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3  Methodology for Stress Detection  

We have used the SWELL-Knowledge Work dataset for 

classification purposes [10]. It is widely used for research 

around stress and user modelling. It has 369289 sample data 

rows containing the various HRV parameters. The 

methodology for detection of stress follows the procedure 

explained below.  

  

3.1  Step-wise Procedure  

Step 1:  User’s smart wearable device will measure heart rate 

for about 100 beats. Step 2:  This measurement is sent to 

server for prediction by classification model.  

Step 3:  HRV parameters are then calculated and fed to the 

classification model.  

Step 4:  Classification model then predicts user’s condition as 

stressed or normal.  

 3.2    Different Classification Models Used  

Naive Bayes Classification   

It is an order calculation dependent on Bayes’s hypothesis, which 

gives a suspicion of freedom among indicators. In straightforward 

terms, a Naive Bayes classifier accepts that the presence of a specific 

component in a class is inconsequential to the presence of some other 

element. Regardless of whether the elements rely upon one another, 

these properties add to the likelihood freely.   

SVM (Support Vector Machines) Classifier  

Support vector machine is a supervised machine 

learning algorithm. It addresses the preparation 

information as focuses in space isolated into 

classifications by a hole as wide as could really be 

expected. New focuses are then added to space by 

anticipating which class they fall into and which 

space they will have a place with.  

Decision Tree Classifier  

Decision Tree is a classifier that uses a set of rules to 

make decisions, similarly to how humans make 

decisions. The intuition behind it is to use the dataset 

features to create yes/no questions and continually 

split the dataset until all the data points are isolated 

belonging to each class.   

Each of the above classifier is tested and used on the 

dataset and the classifying conditions/classes used 

are: Non-Stress, Stress or Time Pressure. Accuracy 

comparison of various classification algorithms is 

depicted in Table. 1. It is evident that Decision Tree 

algorithm performs the best out of the three 

classification algorithms.  

  

Table. 1. Comparison of different classifier models for stress/no-

stress condition detection  

  

S. No.  Classifier Model  Accuracy (%)  

1  Naive Bayes  59.1  

2  SVM  82.5  

3  Decision Tree  90.6  

4  Methodology for Stress Mitigation  

The purpose of stress mitigation is to 

recommend the stress relieving activities 

based on user data provided and collecting the 

feedback of suggested activities to further 

improve the recommendation system. The 

methodology for the mitigation of stress 

follows the procedure explained below.  

  

4.1  Step-wise Procedure  

Step 1:  User provides details like Age, Gender, Occupation, 

Hobbies/Preferred Stressrelieving activities.  

Step 2:  These details are considered to assign Cluster/Sub-

group to the user. Step 3:  As each Cluster has a set of Activities 

in priority order, so these activities are suggested to the user 

based on the Cluster assigned in Step 2.  

Step 4:  The User selects one of the recommended activities, 

and then the priority of this activity is incremented in the 

Cluster assigned in Step 2. This ensures that the other user 

belonging to the same Cluster also suggested this activity more 

often.  

  

4.2  Deciding Number of Clusters  
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Elbow Method  

We should only consider increasing number of 

clusters only if it results in better modeling of the 

data. The Elbow point reflects that if we increase 

the number of clusters beyond this point, then 

over-fitting occurs and if the number of clusters 

lesser than the one reflected by elbow point would 

mean under-fitting. This is because on increasing 

the number of clusters, the model will improve to 

fit the data-set. Plot of Elbow method when 

applied on the data is shown in Fig. 1 (a).  

  

  
         

          
  (b)  

Fig. 1. (a) Elbow Method on the dataset for deciding number of 

clusters, (b) Clusters using kmeans algorithm  

  

This clearly shows that three clusters are an optimal choice 

for the dataset used. So, we will be grouping the users into 

one of these clusters after getting their information on sign 

up.  

   

4.3  Generation of Clusters  

Fig. 1(b) depicts the three resulting clusters from the data-set 

used based on k-means Algorithm. The features used in the 

dataset are age, gender, hobbies (minimum three), 

occupation/profession. Based on these parameters clustering 

is done and the three clusters generated are shown in Fig.1 

(b).   

4.4  Improvement in 

Recommendations from Above 

Clusters  

People belonging to the same cluster will be 

recommended with the same activities each time unless 

their personal Information, e.g., Hobbies, is not changed. 

So, we decided to assign priority to hobbies in each cluster 

and change this priority as per feedback from the User. 

Following Fig. 2 (a) depicts the overall work-flow of the 

recommendation system, starting with user-registration to 

recommending activities to sending back feedback to the 

system. For example, activities in each cluster is ranked  
5  

and their rank is decided based on the feedback for 

selection of the activities is given to the activities. When 

a user selects the activity to perform it’s rank/priority then 

get incremented in the cluster corresponding to which user 

belongs and hence the activity is recommended to other 

users of the same cluster.  

 
 (a)               

            

    (b)  
Fig. 2. (a) Stress Recommendation System working model 

(b) Complete working model of 

the designed stress detection and 

mitigation tool   

5  Experimental Setup of Client-Server 

Architecture  

The working of the developed stress detection and mitigation 

model has been demonstrated using the client and server side 

of the application. The Complete working of Client-Server 

Architecture is shown in Fig. 2 (b). Client send the recorded 

heart-rate data and sends it to the server and thereafter 

classification is done based on the trained machine learning 
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model and then activities are recommended to the user based 

on details provided during signup.   

  

5.1  Result Comparison  

The accuracy of the proposed stress classification model has 

been compared with other reported literatures as shown 

below in Table 2. This shows that the developed model is 

better in performing the accurate classification of stressed / 

non-stressed condition. Additionally, a recommendation 

system in the form of different personalized activities / 

hobbies has also been devised to provide immediate relieve 

of stress which has not been worked by other researchers.  

6  Conclusion  

In this paper, a system for stress detection and mitigation has 

been designed which will help in making people measure 

their mental health in real time and also help to keep it healthy 

by making conscious efforts working towards their hobbies 

and taking some time off their busy routine. The proposed 

decision tree classification model has achieved 90% 

accuracy. Further, the recommendation system was deployed 

in order to recommend stress relieving activities. The 

findings of this paper will certainly make person’s daily 

routine more relaxed & stress-free leading to a better, healthy 

and long life.   
Table 2. Comparison of proposed stress 

detection and mitigation model with 

reported literature  

  

 
S.  Reference  Classifier  Data Type 

 Accuracy  Stress  Stress 

Mitigation /  
No.  model 

 detection 

 Recommendation  

1  [1]  MLP   HRV  
features  

80%   Yes  No  

2  [9]  Bayes  
SVM  

/  ECG, GSR,  
Temp.,  
Respiration  

84.6%  
82.7%  

/  Yes  No  

3  [8]  SVM   emotional 

questionnaire  
85.7%   Yes  No  

4  Proposed  Decision 

tree  
 HRV  

features  
90.6%    Yes  Yes  
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Abstract — Now-a-days predicting things has been the 

most common thing without having any risks in all 

ways. As movies involve high budget investments and 

lots of hopes ,it is necessary to predict the success and 

result of the movie before movie enhancement and guess 

the results to save from any business loss. This paper 

focuses to develop a system based upon data mining 

techniques that may help in predicting the success of a 

movie before the movie development hence reducing the 

risk .An model is made to predict the future of movie 

from the past experiences to reduce business risks and 

hence we estimated the success and IMDb rating of the 

movie from the given data so that it reduces investors 

from financial loss.Movies add an entirely different 

aspect to the watching experience by giving continuous 

customized film suggestions to clients. Movie's 

Recommendation Engine will consistently break down 

individual user's movie interest and suggest movie 

recommendations. The overall aim is to facilitate the 

movie recommendations based on users interest. The 

data is then pre-processed analysed and 

recommendations are then suggested back to the user.  
Keywords — Movies, Ratingss, Classification, 

Prediction, Bins, Recommendation. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The first part of our paper contains data visualization. 

This part is mainly useful for EDA that means 

Exploratory Data Analysis. To apply any algorithm or 

model on a dataset its necessary to understand the data 

and tuples and how they are organized. So maximum 

learning and understanding the nature of tuples become 

 

 

ease with this EDA and visualization. In this part, we 

will fabricate a Movie Recommendation System 

utilizing content based separating by carrying out the K-

Nearest Neighbors calculation We will likewise 

anticipate the rating of the given film dependent on its 

neighbors and contrast it and the real evaluating. The 

third part of our paper contains Movie Rating prediction. 

The dataset here gives the massive information about the 

movies and their IMDB scores respectively. We will 

investigate every single element which can impact the 

IMDb evaluations so we can foresee better outcomes. 

The film with the higher IMDb score is more effective 

when contrasted with the motion pictures with low 

IMDB score. 
 

Ⅱ.  DESIGN DIAGRAM  
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Ⅲ. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
Movies renumeration and collection are guessed based on 

actors and their success rate and popularity in the existing 

system .  
Movie recommendation in this system are mainly based 

on friends and companions interests and general reviews. 

 

Ⅳ.  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed work expects to foster a framework 

dependent on information mining methods that might help 

in foreseeing the accomplishment of a movie ahead of 

time in this manner diminishing specific degree of 

vulnerability. This system recommends k movies that are 

most similar to the user’s interest and it is computed using 

Knn algorithm. Movie rating prediction is performed after 

categorizing data into bins and pre-processing techniques 

so that appropriate accuracy could be expected using 

different Machine Learning Algorithms. 

 

Ⅴ.  IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Our project ‘movie recommendation and prediction’ is 

used to recommend movies when a user is interested to 

watch a particular movie and predict ratings.  
Our project is divided into 3 modules. We performed 3 

major data mining techniques, these are 1. Data 

Collection 2. Data Cleaning 3. Data Transfer.  
As its in raw format the contains outlier, noise and 

missing values, we need to pre-process the data using 

various techniques. We mainly replaced null values with 

either mean or median of the particular column of data 

and in some cases we replaced null values with 0 as well. 

Now as the data is in processed as well as useful manner, 

we performed visualization which makes us understand 

the distribution of data among columns of the dataset. The 

system recommend some movies which are highly 

correlated to the movie that user is interested to watch. 

This is mainly based on unsupervised K Nearest 

Neighbours algorithm which is used to calculate the 

distance between tuples. The dataset is divided into 

training dataset and test dataset which contains the classes 

like Hit, Flop, likes and votes and predicting variables 

like actor, actress, composer, genre, director producer. We 

used SVM that is Support Vector Machines and Random 

Forest to predict output variables and considered the 

algorithm which is more accurate. 

 
Through the emotion detected, the system identifies a 

song playlist according to the mood of the user. The 

intricacies of the face recovered from the image are used 

by the classifier to discover the emotion felt. It will 

provide easy access to any song the user wants to listen to 

according to his/her mood. We used various algorithms to 

identify the song's emotion by taking into consideration 

various features like instrumentals, energy, acoustics, 

liveness, etc. 
 

ANALYSIS ON GENRES COLUMN 

 

First we are pre-processing the data as there are many 

undesired attributes and variables. Then we are splitting 

the data based on the genre values and then append the 

data to the list ‘genres’ that are not present in the list. 

Then we sorted the genres list and plotted a graph of top 

10 genres.  
So here we performed data cleaning and analyzation of 

genre column of our dataset. Then we created genres_bin 

column where we passed binary values of genres using 

lambda function. Here we assign 1 to the data that’s there 

in the genre in the particular column and 0 if that value is  
not there in the row.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1 gives details of top 10 genres. 
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CREATING BIN FOR CAST AND DIRECTORS 

COLUMN 

 
Similarly, we created a bin for cast column performing 

the same activity as we have done for genres column and 

we plotted a graph showing top actors appearance. Then 

we applied lambda function to get the binary values. 

Similarly we created words bin which calculated the most 

repeated words in the description of every movie. Then 

we calculated distance using cosine similarity based on 

words, directors, actors and genres. Lower the value of 

distance more the similar movies are. So if distance 

between 2 movies are close to 0, then those 2 movies are 

more similar.  

PREDICTION OF RATINGS 

 

Then we used machine learning algorithms to  
predict rating of a movie by splitting data into test set and 

train dataset in 70:30 ratio. We used Random Forest and 

Support vector machine algorithms to predict ratings and 

calculated accuracy. 

 

VI.RESULTS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4 shows similarity measure between movies 
 

 

Fig 2 gives details of top 10 directors 

WORDS BIN 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig3 gives information about the most frequently  
occurred words from the description column 
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Fig 5 recommend k most similar movies based on users 

interest on a movie 
 

Ⅶ.  CONCLUSION 
 

After extensive testing and final validation, it was 

concluded that our project is successful in carrying out all 

the functionalities mentioned throughout this report. This 

process of recommendation would prove to be capable of 

meeting all the user’s interest and also in marketing field. 

We successfully recommended movies based on directors, 

actors, genres, words used in the description using 

appropriate algorithm. 
 
The purpose of this work was to evaluate the performance 

of the random forests algorithm in contrast to the well 

established support vector machines on predicting 

numerical movie ratings, based on a number of relevant 

pre-release attributes of the movie such as its actors, 

budget etc. More specifically the aim was to provide an 

answer on whether or not random forests could be 

considered better performing than support vector 

machines for predicting user based movie ratings. 

 

Ⅷ.  FUTURE SCOPE 
 

We believe that our project shows promise for further 

development in this area. Other fascinating examples can 

be distinguished by same strategy, if extra dataset is 

accessible. A 

more exact classifier is likewise well inside the domain of 

probability, and could even prompt a clever framework 

equipped for making ideas for a film in pre- creation, for 

example, a change in a specific director or actor which 

would probably build the rating of the coming about 

movie. Movie recommendation implementation with 

advanced algorithms can be improved a lot in business 

perspective as well as commercial purposes. 
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Abstract —Emotions can be challenging to describe and 

interpret, which is why music has been proposed as an 

art. In recent times, music can be used as a mood 

regulation mode, to assist someone balance, understand 

and deal with their emotions better. ‘Euphonia’ is 

intended at easing that process. The purpose of 

‘Euphonia’ is to use real-time facial recognition to 

acquaint the machine with abilities to recognize and 

examine human emotions. With this, the machine will 

be trained to provide the user with suitable songs for 

that particular mood. Besides this, the machine will also 

recommend the user with a general playlist pertaining to 

the user’s likes and dislikes which they can access 

whenever they wish to. Machine learning concepts and 

the available datasets have been utilized to classify a 

wide range of stored music using automatic music 

content analyses. It was implemented using Python, 

Pandas, OpenCV, and NumPy. 
 
Keywords — Music, Emotions, Classification, Computer 

Vision, Facial expression, Recognition. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Music is the art of arranging different types of sounds 

using various resources to create soulful and peace-

giving melodies. It is one of the universal cultural 

aspects of all human societies and is known for altering 

the listener’s emotion. An emotion is a complex 

psychological state that describes what a person feels at 

all points in their lifetime. In other words, a strong 

feeling deriving from one's circumstances, mood, or 

relationships with others. Positive emotions dominate 

musical experiences. Pleasurable music may result in the 

discharge of neurotransmitters that release happiness-

inducing hormones like dopamine. When one listens to 

music, their mood is bound to be altered and stress is 

relieved. Mental 

 

 

health, though has always been important, has received a 

vast amount of focus in the last few years. Due to this, 

more and more individuals make extra efforts to take 

care of their mental health. We were pushed to create a 

model like this since music can act as a catalyst to make 

one’s mood better. One needs to know how they feel and 

know when they need to calm down and relax. This 

paper aims at that. One can see an exponential change in 

their mental health when good music is involved. On a 

wider scale, this reduces the additional time and labor 

normally required to manually do this. People tend to 

specify their emotions, especially their facial 

expressions. Music has continually been recognized to 

modify the temper of an individual. Capturing and 

spotting the emotion being voiced by the person and 

portraying suitable songs matching one's temper may 

calm the thoughts of a person and result in a pleasant 

and enhanced experience. This paper pursues the 

emotion expressed via their facial expressions. Facial 

and emotion recognition technology, which has widely 

gained traction due to its colossal application value and 

potential, has been implemented in this paper. By using 

libraries in Python like TensorFlow, OpenCV, NumPy, 

and Panda, the music system is trained to retrieve and 

identify one's mood through the system's web camera. 

The program captures the image of the person after 

which with the assist of image classification, it extracts 

several features from the user's face and attempts to 

discover the emotion that the person is undergoing. In 

various cases, temper alteration may additionally assist 

in overcoming conditions like melancholy and sadness. 

With the useful resource of expression evaluation, many 

psychiatric dangers may be avoided, and additionally, 

there may be steps taken that can assist the user to bring 

their temper to a healthy and better stage. This paper 

aims at lightening the mood of the user. When it comes 

to your mental health, music can help 
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you rest better, lift your mood, reduce stress, and help 
you comprehend your emotions better. It helps one 
tackle anxiety and it can act as a coping mechanism. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
Artificial intelligence is an extensive, prominent, and 

imperative domain and has attracted a lot of researchers 

and programs. This particular domain has taken over the 

world in a very short period. As an apparent result, 

several music recommendation systems are being built 

and a few of them have become extremely popular. These 

systems take various factors into account for providing 

the best recommendations to the users. Some of them use 

the most frequently listened to songs as the basis of 

recommendation while others make use of factors like the 

user’s favorite artist or their preferred genre. Many 

existing systems can recognize emotions through facial 

analysis. On the other hand, numerous existing systems 

recommend music. 
 
One of the first proposals of the venue-recommender 
system is by Cheng and Shen[1] who proposed a venue-
recommender system, for identifying suitable songs for 
different venues. 
 
Parul Tambe et al.[2] suggested an approach that recorded 
users' distinct facial expressions to evaluate their 
emotions and determine the music genre by learning all of 
the user's preferences, moods, and activities and 
recommending songs as a result. 
 
Ayata et a1.[3] used a Galvanic skin response to capture 
physiological reactions that generate excitement to learn 
the emotion of a user from signals through wearable 
physiological sensors like bands, rings, glasses, and 
headsets. 
 
S Matilda Florence[4] provided recommendations to the 
users by considering users’ choices by proposing a music 
recommendation system, accordingly. 
 
Vijay Prakash Sharma[5] developed a model by utilizing a 
neural network-based approach to song recommendation 
where their facial expressions detect a person's mood. 
 
Luntian Mou[6] proposed a personalized music 
recommendation framework called MemoMusic, which 
estimates the new emotional state of a listener based on an 
individual’s current emotional state and possible memory 
associated with the music being listened to. 
 
Amrita Nair, Smriti Pillai, Ganga S Nair, Anjali T[7] 
developed a personalized system, where the user’s current 
emotion is analyzed with the help of a chatbot. The 
chatbot identifies the user’s sentiment by asking some 
general questions then based on the input provided by the 
user, a score is generated for each response which is used 
to generate the playlist. 

 
Hardik Sharma, Shelly Gupta, Yukti Sharma, Archana 
Purwar[8] used Russell’s scale which predicts arousal and 
valence, rather than emotion via Multi-linear Regression, 
and studies the model using various data mining 
techniques. 
 
Jagendra Singh and Vijay Kumar Bohat[9] built a music 
recommendation model that helps users to recommend 
music automatically based on similarity of the available 
music and used various evaluation parameters like 
precision, recall, and F1 measure to evaluate our proposed 
system. 
 
Vincenzo Moscato, Antonio Picariello, and Giancarlo 
SperlIı[10] proposed the design and implementation of a 
music recommender system based on the identification of 
personality traits, moods, and emotions of a single user. 
 
Pranesh Ulleri, Shilpa Hari Prakash, Kiran B Zenith, 
Gouri SNair, and Jinesh, Kannimoola[11] proposed an 
emotion-based musk recommendation system that uses 
user emotion as an input to recommend songs that are 
ascertained using countenance or using direct inputs from 
the user by employing a Random Forest classifier and 
XGBoost algorithm to spot the song's emotion 
considering various features like instrumental ness, 
energy, acoustics, liveness, etc. and lyrical similarity 
among songs with the assistance of Term-Frequency 
times Inverse Document-Frequency. 
 
Wenjuan Gong and Qingshuang Yu[12] developed a music 
recommendation algorithm that utilized a deep learning 
algorithm, dance motion analysis and applied quantitative 
measures to evaluate it. LSTM-AE based music 
recommendation method was used that learns the 
correlations between movement and tunes. 
 
Liuchang Xu, Ye Zheng, Dayu Xu3, and Liang Xu[13] 
combined psychonomics research methods and machine 
learning techniques, to make a model that investigated the 
consequences of gender and massive Five personality 
factors on the preference for sad music within the Chinese 
social environment and constructed sad music preference 
prediction models using audio features and individual 
features as inputs. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 
This paper is aimed to design, implement, and analyze a 

system that would recommend music to the user based on 

their current feelings by following the procedure referred 

in Fig 1. The suggested technique, in comparison to other 

algorithms utilized in earlier systems, is capable of 

handling large pose variations. Large pose variations tend 

to wreak havoc on pre-existing algorithms. To decrease 

the size of the image, a standard image input format is 

used. Few systems identify faces first, then detect them. 

Other algorithms, on the other hand, rarely recognize and 

locate 
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faces at the same time. Every face detection method has a 
set of processes in common. 
 
The purpose is to use real-time facial recognition to 

acquaint the machine with abilities to recognize and 
examine human emotions. It is a coalesce of both music 

suggesting applications and emotion detecting 
applications that extracts the best from both worlds. 

To begin, we established a response time, and then 

executed data dimensioning. Using data dimensions as a 

starting point, a few algorithms extract facial measures 
and then react to a specific facial region. The proposed 

algorithm benefits from using a static image and has a 

significant advantage when it comes to the problem of 
pose variations. The existence of identifying components 

such as spectacles or a beard, the quality of static photos, 

and unidentifiable facial gestures were the three most 

common issues when it came to facial emotion detection.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1. Flow diagram of the proposed system 

 

Through the emotion detected, the system identifies a 

song playlist according to the mood of the user. The 

intricacies of the face recovered from the image are used 

by the classifier to discover the emotion felt. It will 

provide easy access to any song the user wants to listen to 

according to his/her mood. We used various algorithms to 

identify the song's emotion by taking into consideration 

various features like instrumentals, energy, acoustics, 

liveness, etc. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This paper is based on the concept of Computer Vision 

and Emotion detection. Computer vision has been 

specifically used to detect the emotion a person is 

exhibiting. Through 

 
the emotion detected, the system identifies a song playlist 

according to the mood of the user. It will provide easy 
access to any song the user wants to listen to according to 

his/her mood thus decreasing the work of switching to 
apps for the particular songs. This technology is used 

simultaneously with the causation of playing desired 
music based on the mood predicted. 

 
It majorly implements a classification algorithm to 
classify images into their respective moods. 

 

The proposed mechanism first distinguishes a face from 
a static picture by invalidating all non-required objects in 

the image. When the information picture is perceived and 

valid, the picture is further used for analysis. The picture 

is exposed to an image classifier to perceive the feeling 
displayed by the face. The feeling predicted by the 

emotion recognizer will in turn result in an appropriate 

song being played. The songs are already stored with 
respect to the mood they correspond to. Once the mood is 

reported by the model, the songs concerning the mood 

are played by the music player. 

 

The process begins with a dataset comprising images for 

various emotions (angry, happy, neutral, or sad). Each 

picture has been keenly chosen which makes it 

complicated for the model to identify the face in the 

image, thus making it more efficient. The model created 

will be trained over these images to be able to make 

better predictions of one’s emotions. The dataset also 

comprises of a set of songs classified into each mood. 

These songs will be played and be most suitable when 

the user feels the song’s corresponding emotion. The 

model uses image classification to train itself with the 

images present in the dataset. The model can easily 

manage to identify the face of the user within the frame 

of the picture taken and resize the picture down to just 

the facial features of the user. It uses the graph-plotting 

technique and classification to categorize these facial 

expressions into emotions. It also makes use of the 

operating system present on the device to access the 

system’s webcam to capture the face of the user. 

We train the model using a special program in 

TensorFlow called Retrain.py written for accurately and 

efficiently training the model on the given dataset. While 

being trained, the command prompt returns the training 

accuracy, cross-entropy, and validation entropy of the 

model.This is the output screen of when we train the 

model. Next, run the label.py file. It detects the face using 

cv2 (OpenCV) using Haar Cascade which is an ML 

methodology where several positive and negative images 

of different contexts are used to train the classifier. 

Positive images – These images pertain to the objects 

significant to the model that is, the images which we want 

our classifier to identify. Negative Images – Images of 

irrelevant data, 
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which we do not want the classifier to identify. It 
automatically accesses the webcam of the system. Using 
this, it captures the image of the user within seconds. 
 
Then the face image is provided to label_image.py which 

returns the detected emotion. It predicts and stores 

emotions 10 times for a single image, thus increasing 
accuracy. 
 
The model checks the emotion with the highest count, it 
then maps the integer to the correct emotion as per the 

dictionary defined in the beginning. Based on the emotion 

the model concludes, it checks for the resultant emotion’s 

corresponding .csv file. This .csv file contains all the 
songs that are appropriate to listen to in that particular 

mood. From the songs listed in the .csv file, the model 

reads a random song and provides its path to the operating 
system which then plays the corresponding song present 

in the songs folder. Thus, the song based on the person’s 

mood is played. 
 
The command prompt will also display necessary logs 

like resume, pause, exit, or stop to have better access to 
the song that is being played. 
 
The figure 2 and 4 referred below are the model’s process 
to classify the image and display the key of the emotion 

that the model has predicted. The output shown in Fig 2 
and 3 below is of neutral or sad emotion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fg 2. Face recognition and emotion detection 1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3. The song played after detecting emotion sad 

 
When the face is analyzed and happy emotion is 
detected then the output below for happy emotion is 
shown as referred in Fig 4 and 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4. Face recognition and emotion detection 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 5. The song played after detecting emotion happy 
 
 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
After extensive testing and the final validation, it was 

concluded that the developed model is successful in 
carrying out all the functionalities mentioned throughout 

this report. We were successful in proposing a music 

recommendation system based on user emotions. We take 
the human face as input and extract facial expression from 

it which then detects the emotion based on which music is 

played automatically. It suggests music by extracting 

different facial emotions of a person: Happy, angry, sad, 
or neutral. For feature extraction, we used the machine 

learning image classification algorithm and for model 

training we used OpenCV, both provided promising 
results with the desired accuracy. There is a scope for 

further upgrades and enhancements. 
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In the future, other emotions can also be added and our 
application can be extended and trained accordingly. 
 
A graphical user interface can be made for a visually 
better experience for the user. 
 
The application could allow the user to request 
recommendations manually and interact with the server to 

receive recommendations. 
 
The application could gather information about the user 
and use the songs they listened to for providing better 
recommendations. 

 
There could be a server-side for adding new songs to the 
list as and when required. 
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Abstract - Current pandemic shows that the preparedness is 

required in every phase. Covid-19 was declared as a pandemic by 

World Health Organization in 2020. And the normal human life 

got slowed down due to lockdown all over the world in which 

most of the Countries got affected including India. The research 

article aims at identifying the probability of getting affected 

through some diagnosis measures like X-ray images. It is 

required for those hospitals in India which don’t have a CT 

scanner or any type of test kits. That to there is no effective 

treatment measures apart from the Covid vaccines. The analysis 

is done through convolution neural network to get the desired 

results. And we have successfully proved, Covid-19 can be easily 

identified in rural Indian Hospitals through our neural network 

procedure.  
Index Terms - Neural Networks, X-rays, Rural India 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

COVID-19 attacks one's respiratory tract, we can use X-

rays along with detailed description of symptoms like user’s 

travel history and user’s physical contact with any infected 

person to analyse the patient’s health condition by developing 

deep learning and machine learning models. Automating this 

procedure significantly reduces the time invested in the 

analysis process. This paper aims to perform that automation. 

The Model takes the advantage of TensorFlow and keras deep 

learning abilities, along with scikit-learn and matplotlib for 

pre-processing the images in the dataset and developing a 

model for image classification. Apart from X-Rays, CT scans 

are also considered to be a great source to perform the 

prediction. Finally, it can be concluded based on the inputs if 

the person is infected with COVID or not. Convolutional 

neural networks were evaluated as of their ability to detect 

infected patients from chest X-ray images. 

 
The rest of the paper is organized as Literature review in 
section 2, Research design in section 3, Implementation in 
section 4, Result analysis in section 5 followed by Conclusion 

in section 6. 

 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 
 
The statistical analysis says the virus is highly contagious and 

may spread fast if having low immunity for which strong 

control measures are required. The WHO suggested frequent 

hand washing with soap or alcohol-based hand rub can be the 

best measure [1] [3].  
WHO also never recommends the use of mask by everyone. 

Corona virus can survive on different surfaces for different 

interval of time; on plastic for 3 days, on steel for 2 days, on 

cardboard for one day and on copper for four hours. The virus 

can be disinfected by 70% isopropyl alcohol, 0.5% hydrogen 

peroxide or 0.1% sodium hypochlorite. So, this solution is 

used to disinfect the public places. Healthcare personnel are 

advised to use triple-layered masks. Social distancing is 

recommended in crowdy places and among the individuals. 

The reason for temperature screening is to identify the number 

of virus carriers that was counted as 50% of the mass. The 

countries which were affected more restricted the travel, 

closed the boarder and curfew [4,6,7,9,10].  
Most of the studies revealed some symptoms of 

cough, cold, and fever. So, Chest X-ray is the best one to 

detect such cases. Data augmentation method is applied for 

identifying a better result of images. In some of the analysis 

deep learning and machine learning techniques are used to 

identify the training and testing datasets [2,5,8]. A. Responses 

of Various Countries to COVID‑19  
Different measures were adopted by various countries based 

upon their population and healthcare facility. Major problem is 

delayed measures for the vaccination. As per Shengjie and 

Tatem if China might have taken the measures to control the 

spread of the virus before, 70% of the virus spread might have 

been prevented. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] The Wuhan airport 

connectivity with other airports like Singapore, Thailand that 

facilitated the spread of the virus. 

 
 

III. RESEARCH DESIGN 

 
The block diagram to represent the flow of training the deep 
learning model for COVID prediction based on X-Ray of the 
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user and the classification model for COVID prediction based 
on symptoms given as input. Fig 1 has all the preprocessing 
steps and the way the results are combined.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1 Block diagram representing the model working 
 
 

 

IV.IMPLEMENTATION 

 
The application involves two modules i.e., X-Ray Module and 
Symptoms Module. X-Ray module is built by using 
Convolutional Neural Network and Symptoms module is built 

by using Logistics Regression. 

 
A. Algorithm for X-Ray module 

i. Load required packages. 

ii. Define the values required for training the model. 

iii. Provide the location of the data to train the model. 
iv. Initialize the model to build the neural network.  
v. Add a Dense layer to connect all the inputs to the 

final output with sigmoid activation function.  
vi. Compile the model using categorical_crossentropy 

with RMSprop optimizer with learning rate of 
0.0005.  

vii. Provide the image to the compiled model to detect if 

the X-ray belongs to Normal person or COVID 
attacked person. 

 
B. Algorithm for Symptoms module 

i. Import required libraries.  
ii. Read the dataset.  

iii. Clean the dataset to remove null values and replace 
categorical values into numbers.  

iv. Split data for training and testing of the model.  
v. Draw an instance of Logistic Regression to train the 

model.  
vi. Provide the data for training the model. 

vii. Test the model with testing data. 
 

 

C.Data Set Description: There are two types of datasets used 
one for X-Ray and symptoms.  
X-Ray’s Dataset 

This dataset is organised into two folders namely COVID and 
Normal. COVID folder contains X-Ray images of COVID 
positive patients and Normal folder has X-ray images of 
COVID negative ones.  

Huge amount of data was not available as a single dataset 
and hence this dataset was created by combining many 
datasets available. The dataset was pre-processed using the 
technique Data Augmentation.  
The model has been trained with 15,153 files segregated into 
two folders namely Normal and COVID. Symptoms Dataset 
It is a CSV file with 8 columns and around 206058 rows. The 

columns in the dataset are cough, fever, sore throat,  
shortness_of_breath, headache, corona_result 
age_60_and_above, gender, test indication. Out of these 
corona-result is the output column and test indication contain 

of the remarks regarding the patient like if he has a contact 
with infected person or travelled abroad recently. The sample 
data can be seen in the Fig.2.  
To understand the contribution of the variables to the output 
column, a heat map can be generated to get an idea of the 
relationship between the variables. This is depicted in Fig. 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2: Sample Data  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5 Sample Data for symptoms model 
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Fig. 3 Relationship among variables 
 
 

 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 
The final input and output files are depicted 
below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 6. Output screen for Covid-19 negative 
with symptoms  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 7. Output screen for Covid-19 negativ 

 

B. Metrics: This section deals with the metrics that were 
considered in training the models both X-Ray based 
classification and symptom based one. For the symptoms 
model there were multiple measures considered as shown in 

Fig 8. It consists of measured like precision, recall and support 
apart from the one used mostly which is accuracy. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4 Input screenOutput screen for Covid-19 positive 
 

 

Fig. 8 metrics for symptoms model 
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Accuracy was the metric that was considered for the X-Ray 
based image classification model. The two types of accuracy 
training and testing are depicted in the graph as show in Fig. 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 9 Accuracy levels for X-Ray Model 
 
 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS  
The application offers all the important features required for a 

user regarding COVID. If also offers features which help a 
person in the testing process and after the user is tested 

positive. It enables the user to have an understanding 
regarding the situation in his state. The application acts as 

quarantine buddy and helps user by reminding him of 
medicines and allowing him to monitor his health statistics. 

The limitations is the uploaded X-ray image must be of good 
quality. It should be having great clarity to obtain the correct 

results from the model. The medicine reminders feature as of 
now has the medicines given in the COVID home quarantine 

kit in India. It can only be turned on and off, but the medicines 
cannot be changed as required by the user. 
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Abstract - Machine learning algorithms are being used 

extensively in biomedical fields for segmentation and analysis. 

These algorithms use features derived from images as input to 

make a conclusion. So, choosing proper feature extraction 

methods pooled with suitable machine learning (ML) algorithms 

is very important to accomplish good classification accuracy. 

During the literature survey, we found that there is a deficiency 

of information about machine learning algorithms for skin 

disease classification. Image Processing and machine learning 

based examinations are being utilized in a few territories; for 

example, face recognition, unique finger impression recognition, 

tumor identification and segmentation. Generally used ML 

algorithms are Linear Differential Analysis (LDA), Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Nave 

Bias Classier, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Deep Learning 

Algorithm. The choice of information include is crucial in any 

classification task, utilizing ML calculations.  
Index Terms – Machine Learning, Skin Disease, GLCM, LDA, 

ANN , KNN. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Skin sorts of infections are generally basic among the 

globe, as individuals get skin infection because of inheritance, 

environmental elements. Much of the time individuals 

overlook the effect of skin sickness at the beginning phase. In 

the current framework, the skin sicknesses are distinguished 

utilizing biopsy measure which is broke down and soothing 

recognized physically by the doctors. To conquer this manual 

examination and give promising outcomes in brief timeframe, 

we propose a hybrid methodology consolidating PC vision and 

machine learning strategies. For this the information pictures 

would be microscopic pictures i.e histopathological from 

which highlights like color tone, shape and texture are 

removed and given to convolutional neural network (CNN) for 

arrangement and infection recognizable proof. Our goal of the 

undertaking is to identify the kind of skin infection effectively 

with precision and suggest the best and worldwide clinical 

ideas. Machine Learning algorithms are broadly utilized in 

biomedical fields for division and investigation. This 

calculation utilizes highlights got from pictures as contribution 

to reach determinations. Along these lines, it is important to 

pick techniques for highlight extraction pooled with 

appropriate Machine Learning (ML) calculations to 

accomplish the correct classification exactness. All through 

the writing overview, it was discovered that there is an 

exceptionally restricted data accessible about Machine 

Learning calculations for the skin disease class. To manage 

 
 
this issue, we have pictures of chronic eczema, lichen plants 

and plaque psoriasis utilizing computerized cameras, and red, 

green and blue (RGB) shading geographic and gray level co-

occurrence matrix (GLCM) surface highlights.  
Image Processing and machine learning based 

examinations are being utilized in a few territories; for 

example, face recognition, unique finger impression 

recognition, tumor identification and segmentation. Generally 

used ML algorithms are Linear Differential Analysis (LDA), 

Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks 

(ANN), Nave Bias Classier, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and 

Deep Learning Algorithm. The choice of information include 

is crucial in any classification task, utilizing ML calculations. 

We find that in going before examines, specialists have 

utilized various sorts of highlights, responsible on the specific 

classification assignments. In requesting pictures of skin 

illnesses, various kinds of shading and surface highlights were 

utilized with SVM, ANN and KNN calculations and acquired 

great precision. 

 
II. OVERVIEW OF SKIN DISEASES  

The skin covers large portions of the human body and has 

various possible infections. As indicated by the overview, 

there are in excess of 1500 skin disorders in the human body. 

In spite of the fact that we are generally uninformed of the 

manifestations of a large portion of these infections, 

information is quickly expanding, although, it is a test for 

dermatologists to analyze them. These days innovation has 

changed our day by day life in all regards and the clinical field 

is no exemption, numerous clinical frameworks have been 

created to help the two patients and specialists in an 

unexpected way. Furthermore, gives an outline of the 

techniques utilized in execution. There is a requirement for 

mechanized and master frameworks that can give patients 

exhaustive and forward-thinking data and guidance in an 

intelligent and easy to use way. It gives finding and signs of 

skin sickness as indicated by the kind of infection. Explicit 

grouping and recognizable proof of explicit skin sicknesses is 

required contrasted with existing strategies. 
 
2.1 Types of Skin Diseases 

Skin illnesses fluctuate in seriousness and indications. A few 

sicknesses might be lasting or brief and might be difficult or 

effortless. Some might be hereditary, others might be 

effective. 
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Some skin conditions are minor and some can be serious. 

There are a few skin types, some of which are recorded 
beneath: 
 
Acne 
 
These are normally on the face, neck, shoulders, chest and 

upper back. Skin breakouts comprising of zits, whiteheads, 

pimples or profound, agonizing ulcers and bumps can cause 

skin imperfections or obscuring of the skin whenever left 

untreated. 
 
Psoriasis 
 
These are textured, shimmering, unmistakably characterized 
skin spots and are typically found on the scalp, elbows, knees, 

and lower back. It tends to be bothersome or safe. 
 
Melanoma 
 
It is the most genuine kind of skin malignant growth, more 

normal in lighter looking individuals. Indications of melanoma 

remember sporadic edges for the body, unbalanced shapes, 

and multi-hued moles. This tone has changed or amplified 

over the long run and is normally bigger than a pencil eraser. 
 
Measles 
 
Indications of measles incorporate fever, sore throat, red, 
watery eyes, loss of hunger, hack, and runny nose. Little red 

spots with a blue-white focus show up in the mouth. 
 
Hives 
 
Side effects of hives incorporate irritated, broadened welts that 

happen after hypersensitive contact. These are red, warm and 

somewhat agonizing to the touch and can be little, round and 

ring-molded or huge and arbitrary fit as a fiddle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 01 Types of Skin Diseases 

 
The technique utilized in this examination is to recognize and 

comprehend the sorts of skin infections just as to study and 

communicate sensations utilizing various algorithms. 
 

III. RELATED WORK 
 

EL SALEH, et al [1] A robotized facial skin infection 

technique is proposed utilizing a pre-prepared Deep 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) with a precision of 88%.  
Vinayeshar Bannihatti Kumar, et al [2] gives a method to deal 

with diagnosing an assortment of skin illnesses. In the 

Subsequent to preparing and testing 6 sicknesses, the 

framework accomplished 95% precision. Kumar, et al.[3] 

Suggest a technique to distinguish whether a given example is 

influenced by melanoma. The outcomes show that the 

precision of the grouping acquired is about 90%. Dai, Xiangfeng, 

et al. [4] Offer the Device Info application, where the 

arrangement model will be pre-prepared and put away on the cell 

phone, where new information is utilized for characterization, 

thus, no compelling reason to share remotely. Rathod, et al. [5] 

Propose computerized picture based frameworks for perceiving 

skin sicknesses utilizing machine learning characterizations. 

Patnaik, et al. [6] Provides a system to deal with utilizing 

different computer based methods (deep learning) to naturally 

foresee various sorts of skin infections. Archana Ajit et al. [7] A 

picture preparing procedure is performed on this picture and the 

impact of the recognized illness is seen on the yield. Hamid, et al. 

[8] An astute analytic plan is proposed for the order of diverse 

skin sores. 10-fold cross-confirmation procedures were utilized to 

stay away from over fitting-mistake. M. Golam Kibria, et al. [9], 

this framework works in two unique advances: first distinguishes 

skin anomalies and the subsequent stage sort’s infections. For 

infection arrangement, framework feedforward back propagation 

resorts to artificial neural networks. Muhammad Nasir Bajwa., et 

al. Hegde, et al, [11] They joined pictures of persistent skin 

inflammation, lichen planus and plaque psoriasis utilizing an 

advanced camera and acquired RGB shading highlights and gray 

level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) surface highlights. Juan Lu, 

Ed Kazmirzak, et al. [12] The Markov Random Field (MRF) is 

utilized by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) to streamline 

pixel-wise grouping utilizing the shade of the picture and the 

trademark space got from the scaling surface. Alamdari, et al. 

[13] The outcomes show that in surface investigation, K-means 

clustering, HSV model division strategy, two-level K-means 

clustering outflanked others by practically 70% precision. Ansari, 

et al. 

 

[14] SVM is utilized for characterization purposes. The 

framework groups a given picture as harmful or non-

malignant. Tamal Chakraborty, et al. [15], the proposed 

technique is for two-cleaned skin for example Sunlight based 

Lentigo, Lentigo Simplex K-nearest Neighbors (KNN) and 

support vector machines (SVMs) are utilized as classifiers. 

Yasir, et al. [16] this framework works in two stages - first 

pre-measure the picture of the shaded skin to eliminate the 

perceptible highlights and afterward distinguish the sickness. 

The framework adequately distinguishes 9 diverse skin 

infections with 90% precision. N. Yadav, et al. [18] this 

research presents a new study of different skin indicative 

frameworks utilizing picture preparing innovation. Hasija, et 

al. [19] utilized a few AI calculations like CNN and SVM and 

consolidated them with picture preparing apparatuses to make 

better syntheses, expanding the exactness by 95.3%. Esteva, et 

al [21] It shows that characterization of skin sores utilizing a 

solitary CNN, prepared start to finish from pictures 

straightforwardly, utilizing just pixels and illness marks as 

information sources. Li-sheng Wei, et Al. [22] Demonstrate 

the proposed procedure to skin disorder acknowledgment in 

three stages: preparing of the first picture, highlight extraction 

and order dependent on SVM. 
 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
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The methodology of the proposed system can be divided into 

several modules comprising of preprocessing, segmentation, 
feature extraction, and classification.  
A. Preprocessing:  
The input image can be preprocessed for force change, clamor 

expulsion. Some sort of sifting can be utilized for hair 

evacuation. Preprocessing for the most part utilized for 

decrease preparing time and increment execution.  
B. Segmentation:  
Segmentation is one of the significant steps in skin infection 

discovery. It is utilized to isolate human skin from non-skin 

regions. An exact division of skin pictures can assist the 

analysis with characterizing great the influenced skin spot 

from input picture.  
C. Feature Extraction:  
i) Color feature: As per clinical definitions, shading attributes 

are a significant part of indicative determination and, in this 

way, in machine learning based characterization tools; Color 

qualities assume a significant part. Because of its wide custom 

and being the default shading space for computerized camera 

pictures; Red, green and blue (RGB) shading space has been 

utilized in this investigation. RGB tones were isolated and 

normal qualities were accounted for additional examination.  
ii) Textured Features: GLCM Features Mine utilizing the 

default work open in the Psych-Image bundle. This is otherwise 

called the gray level co-occurrence matrix. It utilizes measurable 

strategies to check texture by thinking about the spatial 

connection between pixels. The accompanying highlights are 

extricated utilizing the GLCM algorithm. 

D. Classification:  
Separated highlights were named to individual diseases and 

given to four unique classifiers for preparing and testing. The 

accompanying classifiers were picked dependent on various 

skin infection order writing and carried out with default 

boundaries given by the Scikit-learn bundle.  
1. Artificial Neural Network (ANN): ANN is a factual 

model and works dependent on the natural neural network 

rule. A neural network model has three layers; the main layer 

is input layer, trailed by hidden layer and finally output layer. 

The critical thinking ability increments alongside the quantity 

of hidden layers.  
2. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN): KNN algorithm stores all 

the available data and classifies a new data point based on the 

similarity. This means when new data appears then it can be 

easily classified into a well suite category by using K- NN 

algorithm.  
3. Naive Bayes (NB): It is gotten from Bayes hypothesis. It 
accepts that the presence of specific highlights in a class is 

random to some other component.  
4. Support Vector Machine (SVM): It is one of the regular 

grouping calculations, which utilize a choice plane to isolate 

an informational collection having various classes. We have 

carried out it with the direct part, contracting highlight, just a 

single cycle and with no randomization. 

 

Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed methodology utilized in this research to 

recognize and comprehend kinds of skin infections just as 

study and detected utilizing various algorithms. The sequence 

of steps is as follows:  
Step 1: The User will upload the skin image as input.  
Step 2: After Uploading picture it will be prepared by the 
application. In preparing the picture different capacities will 

be led like Gray-scale change, Image Cropping, Noise Filter.  
Step 3: Next is Feature Extraction which includes extraction 

like Color Extraction, Texture Removal and combination of 

both  
Step 4: Then by utilizing machine learning classifier, 
classification of the disease is done.  
Step 5: Decision takes place in this step that which type of 
disease is found in the infected skin image.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 02 Flow Diagram of Proposed System 

 

V. EXPECTED OUTCOME 
 

The proposed research work with the assistance of 

machine learning and image processing algorithms will satisfy 

the accompanying goals:  
• Framework for Skin Disease prediction and classification.  
• Framework to sort out skin related issues in early phase of 

infection.  
• Framework for Skin Disease classification using the 

features of Image Processing.  
• Framework for Compare the performance of existing 

machine learning algorithms.  
• Framework to understand the different skin diseases and 

their categories. 

 

This research proposes to move towards a strategy for 

distinguishing skin infections dependent on image processing 

methods. This methodology will be created to help the 

analysis of skin infections. This aides in making an 

appropriate analysis of the influenced space of the skin, 

helping a skin expert, 
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guidelines for close by specialists, solutions for explicit 
infections and safety measures.  

This research plans to build up a skin sickness indicative 

framework dependent on an AI model to characterize 

contaminated pictures utilizing Bag of Features Extraction and 

to create applications for catching machines, the planned 

model has effectively empowered 4 example classes of tainted 

pictures. With the exactness of the cross-validation strategy.  
The proposed way to deal with this exploration is a less 

complex, quicker, and less proficient framework that doesn't 

need advanced cameras and other costly gear other than 

computer based systems. The technique deals with the 

contribution of shading pictures. 
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Abstract - With the rate at which humanity is progressing the 

growth in various fields has increased by a lot. Along with this 

progress, the population has also increased year by year. And 

with an increase in population, the demand for food has 

especially increased. Research in the field of food 

manufacturing has thus intensified to tackle this global 

problem. And food manufacturing took its position as one of the 

major industries today. 3D Printing or additive manufacturing 

is one of the trending technologies that can overcome these 

challenges. Here food won’t lack its resources as it is customized 

and food will not only be on a higher texture and structure level 

but will also include better nutritional value, more edible 

alternatives and it will also include a new variety of food 

products. The paper presented below talks about this topic and 

especially focuses on 3D Food Printing. 3D food printing will 

add a new menu to our lifestyle and has the potential to surpass 

the current food standards.  

Keywords - 3D Food Printing, Sustainability, Additive Food 

Manufacturing, Food sector, 3D Printing, Additive 

Manufacturing, Food Printing, Food Printing Techniques, 

Printed Food Applications, 3D Food Printing Application  

 I.  INTRODUCTION  

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is considered as a broader 

and region which involves everything when compared to 

3-D Food Printing. It is most commonly used in the 

technical fields for supporting higher complexity projects 

which are applied for more conventional purposes like 

moulding, grinding, casting, etc. AM works for 

prototyping machines or tools, for various industrial 

purposes in the fields of aerospace, automation, medicine, 

and architecture [44], [48]. One of the most rapidly 

growing sectors in information technology is additive 

manufacturing. It has had a great social impact and has 

created a significant shift in our way of thinking about the 

world. It not only offers an infinite number of options but 

is also used in a variety of fields all around the world. 3D 

printing is the process of building an object one thin layer 

at a time and it comes under the concept of additive 

manufacturing [40].To many people, 3D printing refers to 

the one-off creation of elaborate items on a desktop printer. 

The market in the early days of 3D printing was more 

concerned with consumer intent than with industrial value. 

3D Printing (3DP), which is the deposition of a material 

using a print head, nozzle, or other printer technology to 

fabricate objects, is a derivative technique under the 

'umbrella' of AM [1]. 3D Food Printing (3DFP) technology 

is defined by a layer-by-layer material deposition mode 

based directly on a pre-designed CAD file, where the 

treated material is food, as the name implies [46], [45], 

[47].  

3D Food printing has become one of the popular fields of 

research in computer technology, where many researchers 

and students are interested to explore more. By using 3D 

food printing, the very application of normal additive 

manufacturing has changed. Where instead of industrial 

resources like melted metals, here we use basic food 

ingredients in the form of puree. You can now decide how 

you want your food to be processed, formulated, or even 

decide how it should appear. 3D Food printing brings 

together fields like nutrition, quality assurance, chemistry, 

microbiology, information technology, engineering, 

manufacturing, and art together under one common term.   

3D Food printing unlocks the vast horizons for people to 

explore in the food industry, where your normal food 

services can be customized to one’s needs. It allows you to 

customize various aspects of your food, and experiment with 

resources that were never tried together. Using this 

technology, people can innovate how the food looks and 

implement many different artistic aspects. Products thus 

created, maximize the profit and complete use of resources 

minimizing the harm towards the environment and wastage 

of both resources and economy [15], [16], [22], [44].   

Hence, the overview of the current 3D Food Printing 

practices and system will be done, where Additive 

Manufacturing processes can be applied. The sustainability 

of these practices and systems in the current society will be 

discussed. The availability and materials used for this 

process will be researched, along with several applications of 

Food Printing. The concept of creativity and daily uses where 

3D food printing can be applied will be presented [41], [42], 

[37].  

II. 3D FOOD PRINTING TECHNIQUES  

Additive manufacturing technology works directly on the 3 

D model without any need for molds or dies where each layer 

of the product is printed one-by-one. The need and curiosity 

for exploring areas of the food industry motivated the 

foundation of new technology by mixing the food and 

additive manufacturing technology. The 3D food printing 

can be applied to complex food models each having its 

unique pattern. Several production techniques have been 

used throughout the year where the technology also got its 

name additive food manufacturing or 3D food printing and 

this technology is still under development. Technologies 
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were applied related to edible materials in 3D food printing 

[14]. The 3D food printing techniques have been divided into 

three types:   

• Extrusion – Based Printing  

• Binder Jetting  

• Inkjet Printing. 

  

Fig. 1. Classified of 3D printing technique  

 A.  EXTRUSION – BASED PRINTING.  

Extrusion-based printing is based on the principle of 

extrusion and deposition. Here constant pressure is applied 

to extrude the food out of the nozzle to construct the food 

model. The materials that are used for this type of 3D printing 

are solid–based or paste material which makes it similar to 

the process of fused deposition modeling (FDM) [3]. The 

only difference between them is that FDM requires its 

starting material as a wire whereas extrusion-based printing 

can use both solid and paste material with low viscosity. The 

extrusion-based printer contains a cylinder also called an 

extruder where the material is stored for printing. Depending 

on the shape and structure of your choice, using material this 

material is extruded from the cylinder through the nozzle 

layer by layer to form a shape. This extrusion head is 

computer – control and moves in a standard 3 axis state. The 

desired printing speed can be changed along with the type of 

nozzle for the type of food being printed. The processing 

factor in this technique of printing may vary several aspects 

printing head height, printing rate, nozzle movement rate, 

and even nozzle diameter [2].   

Extrusion–based printing is one of the low-cost entry-level 

machines. A variety of raw materials is also available and it 

is easy to customize. These printers can be used for 

household purposes and are mostly compact. The smaller 

the precision, the longer time to build the food model it 

takes. Its struggles to build the sharp corner. You might face 

difficulty holding the 3D food mode in the postprocessor. 

Temperature fluctuation may further support the 

deformation of this food model. Some of the printed food 

requires post-processing such as baking or frying before 

consumption. Variety of recipes to print sugar-based 

confectionaries. Dough meat paste and cheese, chocolates, 

and candies are some of their applications [4]. Lipton in 

2010 tasted these varieties of recipes and the result thus 

acquired showed that any variation in the concentration of 

the raw material affected the fabrication of food material. 

For example the ratio of sugar, yolk, and butter [5]. Some 

of the branded machines that use a technique of printing are  

CHOC CREATOR, CreateBot 3D food, and Aiboully 

Chocolate. These machines were created by Chocedge, 

CreateBot, and Aiboully respectively.   

 B.  BINDER JETTING  

The Binder Jetting food printing technique follows the 

technique of powder binding and binder drop-on-demand 

deposition. This form of additive manufacturing involves 

selectively bonding layers of powder using a binder. Raw 

materials used for this type of printing include liquid-based 

or powder-based ingredients [10]. This technique is similar 

to selective laser sintering where powder materials are used 

to create a 3D food model. Here no heat is involved instead 

a liquid-based binder is used. In this process, small droplets 

of the binder are dropped on-demand on the layer of powder, 

then a new layer of powder is spread on the bonded layer 

[12]. After each deposition of liquid-binder, a specific 

amount of heat is applied on the surface of the powder for 

establishing strength before another layer is applied to it. 

This process of binding and layering is repeated until the 

entire model is created [11].   

Different processing factors are taken into consideration such 

as printing head types, rate of printing, and thickness of layer 

or nozzle diameter [13]. The end product may vary when 

there is variation in this factor. Through this technique, many 

complex shapes and models can be created with different 

food textures where the production speed is very high. 

Although the end product may have a rough or grainy 

appearance. The food thus created will be less nutritious and 

post-processing involves removal of moisture for 

strengthening the end product. The availability of powdered 

ingredients is limited. The binder being used should have low 

viscosity in which properties such as surface tension and ink 

density are involved to prevent spreading from the nozzle. 

Some of its application includes chocolates, pizza in powder 

form, and even fake food. Some of the machines which 

include these techniques are ChefJet and Fujifilm Dimatix 

which were created by 3D Systems and Fujifilm Dimatix 

respectively.  

 C.        INKJET PRINTING  
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Inkjet printing follows the principle of drop-on-demand 

deposition and continues jet printing. It is mostly used for 

image decoration or surface filling. The raw materials 

involved in this technique are liquid-based, low viscosity 

materials. The thermal head present in this machine 

dispenses a stream of droplets of the materials in different 

regions creating a sort of surface filling or decorative food 

products. Here piezoelectric or thermal heads are used to 

electrically heat and establish pulses of pressure to push 

droplets from the nozzle [6]. Edible food ink droplets are 

dropped on the surface of food this type of technique 

involves two types of printing methods: Continues jet 

printing and Drop-on-demand printing [7].   

In continuous jet printing, the ink droplets are continuously 

ejected from the nozzle. To maintain the steady flow of 

ejection, the piezoelectric head vibrates at a specific constant 

frequency. In drop-on-demand printing, the droplets of ink 

are dropped slowly under defined pressure where the printing 

rate is lower than continuous jet printing. In dropon-demand 

printing, the complexity and precision of the food products 

are higher. The processing factors involved in this type of 

printing are temperature in the printing head, nozzle 

diameter, printing rate, and height of the printing head [8]. 

The food thus printed may vary on variation in this factor.   

The accuracy and resolution of the food products are high 

where there is no wastage of raw material. There might be 

small or minute damages in the post-processing. Some 

support materials are required while printing the food which 

cannot be recycled and is hence wasted. These printers can 

be used for household purposes or commercially used or 

even mass produce for industrial purposes. The food 

products thus printed include chocolate, jams, cheese, gels, 

liquid dough, etc. the machines that use these techniques are 

Foodjet [9], Filament six head 3D. De Grood Innovation, 

TNO are some of the companies that utilize this technique.  

Table 1: List of printability 3d printing technology applied 

for food design

 -Nozzle 

movement 

rate  

-Layer 

thickness  

-Nozzle 

diameter  

-Printing 

head height  

Advanta 

ge  

-Low cost 

of the entry-

level 

machines  

-A variety 

of raw 
materials  

are available  

-Easy to 

customize  

-Large 

number of 

potential  

materials  

-Very high 

production 
speed  

-Support 

structures are 

included  

automatically in 

layer  

fabrication  

-

Lowimaging  

specific energy  

-Complex 3D 

food 

fabrication  

-No waste of 

model 

material  

-High 

resolution and  

accuracy  

-Multiple 

materials  

and multiple 

colours  

-Fast 

fabrication  

Disadva 

ntage  

-Low level 

of precision 

and  

long build 

time  

-Unable to 
build sharp  

external 

corners  

-Anisotropic  

nature of a  

printed part  

-Difficult to 

hold 3D  

structures in 

postprocesing  

-Rough or 

grainy  

appearance  

-

Postprocessing  

required to 

remove  

moisture or 

improve 
strength  
-Limited 

material  

-Less 

nutritious 

products  

-

Postprocessing  

may damage 

thin and small  

features  

-Support 

materials  

cannot by 

recycled  

thus wasted  

-Simple 

food design  

-Only for 

surface  

filling or 

image 

decoration  

Applicat 

ion  

Chocolate,  

Confection,  

Decorations 

made of 

sugar,  

Candies  

Chocolate,  

Pizza (Powder 

form), Fake 

food  

Chocolate,  

Liquid 

dough, sugar  

icing, meat 

paste,  

cheese, jams, 

gels  

Machine  Choc 

Creator,  

AIBOULLY  

Chocolate,  

Createbot 3D  

Food  

Chefjet,  

Fujifilm  

Dimatix  

Foodjet,  

Filament 

sixhead 3D  

Compan 

y  

Chocedge,  

AIBOULLY,  

Createbot  

3D systems, 

Fujifilm  

Dimatix  

De Grood  

Innovations,  

TNO  

   Category   

Extrusion  

-based 

printing  

Binder 

jetting  

Inkjet 

printing  

Principl 

e  

Extrusion 

and 

deposition  

Powder 

binding and  

binder drop-

on 

demand  

deposition  

Drop-

ondemand  

deposition and  

Continuous jet 

printing  

Material  Solid-based, 

Paste material  

Liquid-

based, 

Powder-

based  

Liquidbased, 

low viscosity 

material  

Processi 

ng factor  

-Printing 

head 

height  

-Nozzle 

diameter  

-Printing rate  

-Printing 

head types  

-Printing 

rate  

-Nozzle 

diameter  

- 

Temperature in 

print head  

-Printing rate  
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printing industry still faces such issues. The environmental, 

social, economic, industrial, technological, and other 

aspects revolving around the 3DFP have the potential of 

future studies and research to avail its full potential.  

  

Fig. 2. Components of sustainability for 3D food 

printing - main dimensions of sustainability (yellow) and 

complementary aspects (blue)  

 A.  ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS  

The concepts of technologies, industry and new skills need to 

be balanced with these social aspects for each side to gain 

sustainability [15]. This was discussed and researched in the 

Dabbene Economic Model for the evaluation of 3DFP. The 

environmental factor plays an important role in the 

sustainability of 3DFP [16]. The overall energy consumption 

and the quality and quantity of the final product are affected 

by the technological challenges, the availability of resources, 

and the rate at which the food is being printed. The carbon 

emission or the carbon footprint is one of the important factors 

that are considered in the food printing industry as a more 

customized and complex food model requires less carbon 

footprint and produces less waste hence being more eco-

friendly compared to conventional methods. The environment 

will be supportive once our food supply chains become shorter 

and more responsive [17], [18].   

In AM, the raw materials that are involved are more harmful 

to health and the environment but 3DFP has no such emission 

in the printing phase hence it becomes more environmentally 

friendly and reduces any harmful impacts. 3DFP also has an 

impact on our life cycle and diets making it healthier because 

of its low carbon footprint and water footprint which also in 

return supports in overcoming critical food resource 

dependency. The capability of operating the printing machine 

becomes critical to avoid the environmental impact by not 

doing the repetitive and inefficient activities which impact 

the food quality [16], [19].  

 B.  SOCIAL ASPECTS  

The social conventions that dictate the food industry play a 

crucial role in sustaining the 3DFP. The thought process of the 

people may vary based on how the food looks, tastes, or how 

it is in quality [20]. These factors may be improved with the 

help of 3DFP which will help break these social differences. 

To improve the viewpoint of the people toward 3DFP, 

communication amongst the masses is the key as a more 

positive attitude towards 3DFP will decide its future. The 

information about this technology and its uses should be 

distributed keeping its first impression in mind [21].  

Many different nutrients can be achieved from 

unconventional means such as insects, algae, plant-based 

meat, and so on. But despite such food being rich in nutrients 

and being more sustainable, the popularity amongst the 

masses for such food may deplete. Hence 3DFP plays an 

important role in making these types of food appeal to the 

public based on its taste, texture, shape, etc. The broad menu 

of printable foods has more potential of being customizable 

so that this personalized food can be used by people from 

different walks of life. The food that is consumed needs to 

be customized differently for children, the elderly, athletes, 

expected mothers who have their own different needs which 

differ based on its nutritional, healthy, or tasty factors. This 

customization also varies based on ingredients, shape, 

appearance, or other constituents of food backed by our 

imagination. More advancements in the field of 3DFP will 

give rise to more artistic or creative social factors [22], [21], 

[23], [24], [25], [26].  

 C.  ECONOMIC ASPECTS  

The amount of food that is wasted or the way it is prepared 

or the availability of the food strongly impacts the 

economic contribution. 3DFP would play an important role 

in reducing the wastage of food and improving the process 

with which it is prepared. This will decrease the burden of 

health care expenses, social and environmental expenses 

[16], [21], [20]. Depending upon the customers' needs or 

thought process at the moment, the food can be customized 

reducing the distance between personal and traditional 

production. When the production process and 

manufacturing practices of 3DFP have improved over time 

the businesses and economic contribution can become more 

efficient. 3DFP can shorten the supply chain which also 

means that in small volume higher economic return will be 

provided [16], [19], [27].  

D.  INDUSTRIAL, TECHNOLOGICAL 

AND OTHER ASPECTS.  

3DFP can go on to improve the food industry by overcoming 

challenges based on creating food that has a variety of 

nutritional content, has complexity in its appearance, and is 

created with cost-friendly conventional techniques. Help can 

be taken into point of view since several challenges in the field 

of medicine can also be improved with the help of 3DFP [28]. 

Specific and minute values in our food related to health such 

as calorie intake, sugar consumption, allergic ingredients, and 

many other factors can be utilized in our food with the help of 
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3DFP. The expiration or the quality of consumption of food 

created by 3DF holds more opportunities [16].  

The access to food in remote areas can be controlled and 

improved. Abundance or scarcity of raw materials can be 

controlled with the controlled use of resources. The 

availability of these resources in other fields increases on a 

huge scale. Once 3DFP becomes more mainstream, the job 

aspects in the field of this technology or business opportunity 

will enhance [25]. With the progress of society toward 

digitalization. 3DFP plays an important role in bringing the 

food industry closer to technology. If the health and well-

being of the people are improved with the food created by 

3DFP, progress in different fields in the society enhances [30], 

[31].   

All these different aspects are interconnected with each other 

and maintain the sustainability of 3DFP in the world. Keeping 

long term development in mind, 3DFP is open to many 

improvements promising more growth in technology as more 

research in this field develops [29],[30].  

 IV.  MATERIALS USED IN 3D FOOD  

PRINTING AND ITS APPLICATIONS  

  

Table 2. 3d Food Printing Technology and Material  

Technology  
Sub- 

Category  
Materials  

  

Material  

Extrusion  

  

Hot  
Chocolate, 

confection  

Room  

Temperature  

Frosting, 

processed  

cheese, dough, 

meat/scallop puree  

Cold  Ice-cream  

Material Jetting  Ink Jet  

Chocolate, liquid 

dough, sugar icing, 

meat paste, cheese, 

jams, gels, fruit 

juice  

Binder Jetting  
Liquid 

Binding  
Chocolate, sugar  

  

Table 3. 3d Food Printing Technology and its Applications  

  

Technology  Company  Year  Material  

  PancakeBot  

  
2010  Pancake  

Material  

Extrusion  

  

  

Zmorph  2013  

Chocolate and 

cake batter  

  

Natural 

Machines  
2015  

Multi-material  

Foodini  

  

Beehex  2016  
Pizza, cake 

decorations  

  

  

  

  

Material 

extrusion 
(Melting 
capable)  

  

  

  

ChocEdge  2010  Chocolate  

byFlow  2010  Chocolate  

Essential  

Dynamics  
2012  

Chocolate and 

others  

Structur3d  2013  
Chocolate, 

frosting  

ORD  

solutions  
2015  

Chocolate, 

pasta  

Procusini  2015  

Chocolate, 

icing, cream  

cheese, jams, 

mixes, 

batters  

Becoda  2015  Chocolate  

Shiyin 

Tech  
2016  

Chocolate, 

cheese, jam,  

candy, biscuit, 

multimaterial  

Binder 

jetting  

  

Dovetailed  

  

  

2014  Fruit  

FoodJet 

printing 

systems  

2015  

Chocolate, 

liquid dough, 

sugar icing etc.  

  

A. MATERIALS USED IN 3D FOOD 

PRINTING  

3D Food Printing has opened a new era for the 

customization of 3D printed food. Depending upon the 

demand, the contents of the food, the texture of the food, 

and various other aspects can be customized for people from 

different walks of life such as children, the elderly, soldiers, 

astronauts, or patients. Such customization has also 

broadened the spectrum of availability and exploration of 

edible materials. The materials that are printed should be 

dimensionally stable and capable of supporting their own 

weight. The capability of forming such a complex structure 

while maintaining its nutritional value is essential for raw 

materials. Artistic touch on these raw materials opens the 

possibility of forming customized complex shapes and 

structures. Sugar, chocolate, cereals, dough, cheese, fruits, 

and ground meat are the raw materials currently being used. 
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Since 3D Printing involves contact with the food, there is a 

possibility of the growth of bacteria. To avoid these, the 

technology needs to be clean and hygiene needs to be 

maintained. Also, the material being used should be smooth 

enough so that it does not get stuck in the machine while 

printing. A mix of heat and chemicals is needed to print the 

food model. Hence the toxic particles present during the 

printing could affect the health if injected. According to a 

study by the Illinois Institute of Technology and the 

National Institute of Applied Sciences in Lyon, France, the 

material ABS has a high level of ultra-fine particles and 

these materials cause health issues if injected. The type of 

food available to print is quite limited, such materials differ 

based on the method of 3D printing and its temperature.   

B. APPLICATIONS OF 3D FOOD PRINTING  

The food industry has started to revolutionize with the growth 

of 3D printing. Many aspects of the food industry have been 

changed depending on the person’s interest. When it comes 

to food, nutritional requirements differ from person to person 

and such variety is applicable through 3D Food Printing. In 

2019, a company called Nourished 3D printed personalized 

nutritional gummy from 28 different vitamins. These 

gummies differ from each individual based on his/her 

requirements. Often healthy food tends to be unappealing but 

3D food printing can print such food making it fancier 

accustomed to a person’s need [34], [35].  

3D Food Printing prevents the food from being wasted and 

utilizes the excess available food. A sustainable food source 

in the current time is critical and studies have shown that the 

consumption of insects or Entomophagy has the potential to 

sustain this problem. Crickets require less food and water but 

provide the same amount of protein as that of chicken, calf, 

or pigs. Such more insects can be ground into insect flour and 

3D Food Printing can use insect flour as a raw material [35].  

As countries are in a race of Space Exploration, the health and 

nutritional requirements of our Astronauts are critical. NASA 

is currently experimenting with 3D printed food that can be 

used in space for the crew member’s dietary requirements 

[36], [37]. Astronauts would be able to design how their food 

looks, which could provide a sort of moral boast. In 2019, 

Russian Cosmonauts along with an Israeli farm grew meat 

from calf cells, then 3D printed the cells into steaks [38]. 3D 

printing is also applicable in the technology of meat bio-

printing. This will help reduce the problem created by live-

stock farming such as water pollution, deforestation, and 

desertification, and land degradation [39], [40]. As 

mentioned before, the design of the food being printed can be 

customized. The overall appearance can be made more 

appealing creating more signature culinary creations. The 

food that is wasted during processing, distribution and 

consumption can be saved or reduced with 3D Food Printing. 

Food products like meatoff-cuts, distorted fruits and 

vegetables, and many other materials that cannot be used in 

authentic cooking styles can be processed through a suitable 

form of printing. Left-over food around the world can be used 

as raw material and   printed into a new and creative dish. 

Many more such applications are yet to be discovered as 

research in the field of 3D Food Printing continues [41], [42], 

[43].  

 V.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

3DFP can prove to be more useful in solving our 

environmental problems such as wastage of food and 

availability of resources. Through 3DFP nutrition can be 

achieved from resources that were scarcely touched before. 

The study has revealed that 3DFP can influence the usage of 

energy, carbon footprint, human health, and food 

customization. New jobs in the market will be expected with 

an increase in the popularity of this technology. All the 

aspects discussed above are inter-connected and will trigger 

each other if there is a change in any one of them and 3DFP 

will bring better improvement in all these aspects. 3DFP is 

still a field where research is needed and more studies might 

revealed, more uses of this technology [16], [33], [40], [44], 

[45], [46], [47].  

In the next few years, the rise of 3DFP will create uniquely 

textured food, healthy food, smooth and easily eatable food 

as this technology will start to gain more popularity. The 

wastage of  food will be reduced as 3DFP will involve 

reusing the wastage food and using unconventional raw 

materials that were not used before [50], [51].  

 VI.  CONCLUSION  

This paper discusses several aspects of 3D Food Printing 

based on the qualitative and quantitative theories that have 

been declared before. The methodology and techniques of 

3DFP, sustainability, and availability of resources were 

thoroughly demonstrated. 3DFP is a huge approach towards 

development in the food industry through AM. The 

techniques used in Additive Manufacturing were upgraded to 

involve food in them. With an increase in the adoption of this 

technology, we can expect effective use of 3DFP as the 

masses become used to it. 3DFP allows the consumer to 

change various margins of food that could not be achieved 

previously [33]. The sustainability of 3DFP in the current 

world based on the environmental, social, economic, 

industrial, technological, and other aspects was discussed in 

detail. Even our study is at a qualitative level, it has the 

potential to understand the current challenges of the world 

[32].  

  

 VII.  FUTURE SCOPE  
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The state of 3D Food printing is only developing as the goes 

on. Various companies like Natural Machine, see the future 

of 3D Food Printing as a faster and more precise operation. 

With its bright future in space exploration as NASA is 

researching in this technology for its future machines 

involving Mars. This technology will also be used to replace 

meat [44]. The food that is currently made with 3DFP can 

only be baked it cannot be fried or grilled as the other 

conventional dishes are made. This problem is yet to be 

tackled. 3D Food Printing can be used more intensely to solve 

problems like world hunger. The future of “Print and Eat” 

technology for future generations will be achievable through 

3DFP [50],[51].  
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Abstract— The amount of data generated in today's 

environment is increasing at an exponential rate. 

These data are structured, semi-structured, or 

unstructured in some cases. Processing vast amounts 

of data is a difficult task. MapReduce is a technique 

for processing large amounts of data. For storing big 

data sets, Hadoop data file system (HDFS) is 

employed. A MapReduce workload is made up of a 

number of jobs, each of which has multiple map tasks 

and numerous reduce tasks. In this paper, we 

propose the Shortest Task Ordering (SJA) algorithm 

for optimising Mkspan (Makespan) and TCTime 

(Total completion time) for MapReduce Workloads 

using dynamic job ordering and slot design. We 

conducted a comparison analysis on data sets of 

various sizes. By comparing objective measurements 

such as Mkspan and TCTime, the experimental 

results show that performance in terms of speed has 

improved. Each set of jobs, such as WordCount, 

CharCount, LineCount, and Anagram, displays 

comparative improvement in our work. When 

compared to previous algorithms such as MkJR and 

MkTctJR, the results demonstrate an improvement 

in time efficiency, slot usage, and execution speed. In 

terms of Mkspan and TCTime, the Shortest Task 

Assigned (SJA) method for job ordering yielded 

results that were up to 95% better than MkJR. In 

comparison to the previous algorithms MkSfJR and 

MkTctSfJR, there is also an increase in slot usage. In 

terms of Mkspan and TCTime, the Shortest Job 

Assigned (SJA) algorithm achieved results that were 

up to 150 percent better than MkSfJR.  
  

Keywords— MapReduce workloads, Hadoop, 
scheduling algorithms, job order, slot configuration.   
Abbreviations-Hadoop Data File System (HDFS), 
Hadoop, Shortest Job Ordering (SJA), MakeSpan 

(MkSpan), TCTTime (Total Completion Time), 

Makespan using Johnson’s Rule (MkJR ), 

Makespan and total completion time using 
Johnson’s Rule (MkTctJR), Makespan for slot 

configuration using Johnson’s Rule ( MkSfJR), 

Makespan and total completion time  for slot 

configuration using Johnson’s Rule (MkTctSfJR).  

  

I. INTRODUCTION  

  

MapReduce[1] is used for refining a huge collection of data or 

information. A map function is specified by user that 

processes a key/value pair which is used for generating a set 

of inter-mediate key/value pairs. A reduce function combines 

all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate 

key [2].  Workload is considered as the size of the data for a 

job. The workload may vary within a job between different 

tasks. MapReduce and Hadoop support batch processing for 

jobs submitted from multiple users (i.e., MapReduce 

workloads). There are several benchmark applications such as 

WordCount, LineCount, CharCount, Anagram Jobs, etc. 

These applications are considered as workloads [3].  There are 

two key performance factors[1] such as Makespan (Mkspan) 

and Total Completion Time (TCTime). Mkspan is defined as 

the time period since the start of the first job until the 

completion of the last job for a set of jobs. It considers the 

computation time of jobs and is often used to measure the 

performance and utilization efficiency of a system. In contrast, 

TCTime is defined as the sum of completed time periods for 

all jobs since the start of the first job. The system improves the 

time efficiency and slot efficiency.  

  

II. RELATED WORK  

  

Shanjiang Tang, Bu-Sung Lee, and Bingsheng[1] have 

proposed job-scheduling techniques that reduce the makespan 

and TCTime. They show that even if some MapReduce 

servers fail during execution, the optimal orders generated by 

job ordering algorithms do not alter. The suggested 

enumeration techniques for map/reduce slot configuration 

optimization indicate that the optimal map/reduce slot 

configurations have a proportionate connection for any two 

alternative total slot sizes. It is critical to handle the suggested 

enumeration algorithms' time efficiency problem for a high 

number of total slots.  

  

A new abstraction [2] such as MapReduce has designed by 

Jeffrey Dean and Sanjay Ghemawat allows expressing the 

simple computations. It hides the messy details of 

parallelization, fault-tolerance, data distribution and load 

balancing in a library. The user specified map and reduce 

operations which allow us to parallelization large 

computations easily and to use reexecution as the primary 

mechanism for fault tolerance.  
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Dyna 

micMR: A Dynamic Slot Allocation Optimization 

Framework [3] has proposed by Shanjiang Tang, 

BuSung Lee, and Bingsheng improves the 

performance of a single operation at the price of 

cluster efficiency For balancing the performance 

tradeoff between a single work and a batch of jobs, 

they devised the Speculative Execution 

Performance Balancing approach. They presented 

Slot PreScheduling, a novel approach that can 

increase data locality while having no effect on 

fairness. Finally, DynamicMR was established as 

a result of combining these two approaches, which 

enhances the performance of MapReduce 

workloads while retaining fairness. The goal of 

Dynamic Hadoop Slot Allocation is to maximise 

slot usage by dynamically assigning map (or 

reduce) slots to map and reduce activities.  

  

The new technique MROrder: Flexible Job Ordering 

technique[4] proposed by Shanjiang Tang, Bu-Sung 

Lee, and Bingsheng which is used to dynamically 

optimize the job order for online MapReduce 

workloads. MROrder is designed to be flexible for 

different optimization metrics, e.g.,Makespan and 

TCTime. This work improved the system performance 

by up to 31% for makespan and 176 % for TCTime.  

  

Abhishek Verma, Ludmila Cherkasova, and Roy H. 

Campbell [5] have introduced a simple abstraction 

where each MapReduce task is represented as a pair of 

map and reduce stage durations in this basic 

abstraction. The Johnson algorithm was created to help 

you create the best employment schedule possible. 

This methodology tests the created schedule's 

performance advantages using a large number of 

simulations with a range of realistic workloads.  

  

By using simple absraction technique, the result was 

achieved up to 10%-25% of makespan improvements 

by simply processing the jobs in the right order. They 

have designed a novel heuristic, called BalancedPools 

[6], which improves Johnsons scheduling algorithm 

results (up to 15%-38%), exactly in the situations when 

it produces suboptimal makespan. Overall, they 

observed up to 50% in the makespan improvements 

with the new BalancedPools algorithm.  

  

G. J. Kyparisis and C. Koulamas [7] considered a 

scheduling problem in a two-stage hybrid flow shop, 

where the first stage consists of two machines forming 

an open shop and the other stage has only one machine. 

The main objective is to minimize the makespan, i.e., 

the maximum completion time of all jobs. They first 

show that the problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, 

then they present two heuristics to solve the problem. 

Computational experiments show that the combined 

algorithm of the two heuristics performs well on 

randomly generated problem instances.  

  

S. Tang, B.-S. Lee, and B. He [8], have proposed Dynamic 

slot allocation technique for mapreduce clusters. They 

proposed Dynamic Hadoop Fair Schedulers(DHFS) to 

improve the utilization and performance of MapReduce 

clusters while guaranteeing the fairness. The core technique 

is dynamically allocating map (or reduce) slots to map and 

reduce tasks. Two types of DHFS were presented, namely, 

PI-DHFS and PD-DHFS, based on fairness for cluster and 

pools, respectively. The experimental results show that our 

proposed DHFS can improve the perfonnance and 

utilization of the Hadoop cluster significantly.  

  

There is another one slot allocation technique such as 

Flex[9]. Flex is a flexible and intelligent allocation scheme 

for MapReduce workloads. It is flexible in the sense that it 

can optimize towards any of a variety of standard scheduling 

metrics, such as average response time, makespan, stretch, 

deadline based penalty functions, and even Service Level 

Agreements (SLAs).   

This technique has proposed by J. Wolf, D. Rajan, K. 

Hildrum, R. Khandekar, V. Kumar, S. Parekh, K.-L.  

Wu, and A. balmin.  

  

Another optimization approach that forms a realistic model 

for non-preemptive scheduling in MapReduce systems is 

the Flexible Flow Shop (FFS) [10] issue. The longest-

processing-time-first heuristic is utilised for machine 

allocation in this approach. The difficulty of selecting an 

appropriate loading sequence is solved using a genetic 

algorithm. B. Moseley, A. Dasgupta, R.  

Kumar, and T. Sarlos devised this approach..  

  

T. Nykiel, M. Potamias, C. Mishra, G. Kollios, and N. 

Koudas [11] introduced a framework called MRShare that 

merges tasks into groups and evaluates each group as a 

single query, transforming a batch of queries into a new 

batch that would be completed more efficiently. They 

design an optimization issue based on our MapReduce cost 

model and give a solution that determines the best grouping 

of queries.  

  

S. R. Hejazi and S. Saghafian[12] considered a flowshop 

problem with a makespan criterion and it surveys some 

exact methods (for small size problems), constructive 

heuristics and developed improving metaheuristic and 

evolutionary approaches as well as some well-known 

properties and rules for this problem.  

  

  
 III.  PROPOSED SYSTEM  
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The proposed system is divided into two parts such 

as job sequence optimization and slot 

configuration optimization. In the existing system 

the job sequence optimization uses Greedy 

algorithm based on Johnson’s Rule i.e. MkJR for 

sequencing of jobs. As well as it uses Bi-criteria  

 

Fig.1. Flow of proposed system 

 

optimization algorithm such as MkTctJR to 

optimize the job ordering and improved the 

Mkspan and TCTime over MkJR.  

  

The proposed job ordering algorithm (SJA) 

optimizes Mkspan and TCTime. We are applying 

the SJA algorithm for job sequencing. It will 

speeds up the execution of proposed system as 

compare to algorithms MkJR and MkTctJR used 

in existing system. It will improve the system 

performance in terms of Mkspan and TCTime as 

well as time efficiency. In case of slot 

optimization, the MkSfJR algorithm of existing 

system minimize slots configuration for map slots 

and reduce slots. MkTctSfJR algorithm has better 

improvement over MkSfJR algorithm of existing 

system. For slot  

utilization proposed algorithm SJA (Shortest Job 

Assigned) will optimize Mkspan and TCTime under 

specified slots. It will improve the slot allocation of the 

system as compare to existing algorithms MkSfJR and 

MkTctSfJR as well as slot allocation efficiency.  

 

Fig. 2: System architecture   

  
In this paper, we look at four optimization issues, 

which are as follows:  

  

i. Create an ordering sequence to execute a 

specific number of tasks in such a way that Mkspan 

is reduced.  

ii. Create an ordering sequence for jobs that 

will simultaneously increase Mkspan and TCTime 

under the stated slot configuration.  

iii. Identifying the map phase and reduction 

phase allocation of slots, as well as the ordering 

sequence for executing the tasks so that Mkspan is 

reduced under a given total slot value.  

iv. Identification of map phase and 

reduction phase slot allocation and ordering 
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sequence for executing tasks that maximise 

Mkspan and  

TCTime under a given total slot 

value.Experimental Setup  

  

Software Requirements:  

  

1. Operating System          : Ubuntu 14.04 

or higher  

2. Developing language    : Java (JDK 1.8)  

3. IDE                               : Eclipse Kepler  

4. Hadoop                        : Hadoop 2.7.1  

5. Hbase                            : Hbase 1.2.6  

  

Hardware Requirements:  

  

1. Intel processor i3 or higher  

2. 16 GB RAM or higher  

3. 500 GB or more hard disk  

  

  

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS  

  

Shortest Job Ordering (SJA) for sequencing of 

jobs  

  

Input:  

• J : The map reduce workload  

• SM : The number of map slots  

• SR : The number of reduce slots  

  

Output :  

• J’ : The optimized job order  

• MkSpan : Makespan  

• TCTime : Total completion time  

  

Steps:  

1. Job Ordering by MkJR  

2. Arrange job in such a way 

that shortest Job will 

Assigned First using  

their execution  

time as weight  

3. Repeat  MkJR 

 Algorithm,  

MkJR(J,SM,SR)  

4. J’, MkSpan, TCTime.  

  

  

Shortest Job Ordering (SJA) for slot 

utilization  

  

Input:  

• J : The map reduce workload  

• SM : The number of map slots  

• SR : The number of reduce slots  

  

Output :  

• J’ : The optimized job order  

• MkSpan : Makespan  

• TCTime : Total completion time  

  

Steps:  

1. Slot allocation by MkSfJR  

2. Allocate the slots to each set of 

job  

3. Repeat  MkSfJR  Algorithm,   

MkSfJR(J,SM,SR) 4. 

J’, MkSpan,TCTime.  

  

  

  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

  

We considered four benchmark applications such 

as WordCount, LineCount, Char Count, AnagramJob.   

  

1. WordCount:  Computes the occurrence 

frequency of each word in a document.  

2. LineCount:  Computes the occurrence 

frequency of lines in a document.  

3. CharCount:  Computes  the 

 occurrence frequency of each characters in a 

document 4. AnagramJob: A word or phrase 

that is made by rearranging the letters of 

another word.  

  

 

  

Fig 4: Map phase time  
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Fig.5: Reduce Phase Time  

Fig 5 & 6 shows Map and Reduce Phase time for jobs 

like Anagram, Charcount, Wordcount, Linecount, etc.  

  
  

Fig 6: Job ordering using MK_JR                  

  

  
  

Fig 7: Job ordering using MK_TCT_JR  

  

Fig 7 & 8 shows job ordering using Mk_JR 

and Mk_TCT_JR for jobs like Anagram, 

Charcount, Wordcount, Linecount, etc. To 

evaluate job ordering with workload, we use SJA 

for jobs to compute the makespan as well as total 

completion time. The Shortest Job Assigned (SJA) 

algorithm is used for sequencing of jobs as well as 

to optimize the Makespan (Mkspan) and Total  

Completion Time (TCTime). It speeds up the 

execution of system and improves time efficiency. 

The proposed Shortest Job Assigned (SJA) 

algorithm produce the results that are up to, 15 - 

95% better than  existing  Greedy algorithm based 

on Johnson’s Rule (i.e.MkJR) in terms of Mkspan 

as well as TCTime.   

  

  

The following Table 1 and Fig. 2 shows  

comparative analysis of different file size inputs such 

as 160 MB, 322 MB, 467 MB, 768 MB and 1 GB 

under Job Sequencing Optimization Module.  

  

  
Table 1: Job Sequencing Optimization  

  

  

Fig. 3: Comparative result analysis of  proposed 

algorithm SJA with  existing algorithm to optimize 
Job Sequencing for MapReduce workloads  

  

To evaluate slot utilization with workload, we 

use SJA for slots to compute the makespan as well as 

total completion time.The Shortest Job Algorithm 

(SJA) is used for utilizing slots as well as to optimize 

the Makespan (Mkspan) and Total Completion Time 

(TCTime). It speeds up the execution of system and 

improves slot efficiency. The proposed Shortest Job 

Assigned (SJA) algorithm produce the results that are 

up to, 45 – 150 % better than  existing  Search 

algorithm for optimized slot configuration and job 

submission order (MkSfJR) in terms of Mkspan as 

well as TCTime.   

  

The following Table 2 and Fig. 3 shows  

comparative analysis of different file size inputs such 

as 160 MB, 322 MB, 467 MB, 768 MB and 1 GB 

under Slot Utilization Module.  

  

  

The comparative result analysis of proposed 

algorithm SJA with the algorithm used in existing  
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Table 2:  Slot Configuration Optimization  

 

  
  
  

 

 

 

 

system to optimize job sequencing for 

MapReduce workloads as well as to optimize 

slot configuration and its utilization improves 

significantly. The SJA algorithm for job 

ordering of MapReduce Workloads improved 

results up to 15 to 95 % than MkJR and 

MkTctJR in terms of MkSpan as well as 

TCTime. The SJA algorithm for slot 

configuration and its utilization of MapReduce 

Workloads improved results up to 45 to 150 % 

than MkSfJR and MkTctSfJR in terms of  

MkSpan as well as TCTime.  

In future, we can work on different 

schedulers for improving the performance of 

system in terms of speed. As well as we can use 

different algorithms ofjob  sequencing and slot 

optimization. We can also work on on-line 

workloads too.  
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Abstract— Many researchers have recently been inspired by 
the success of deep learning algorithms in the field of artificial 
intelligence to improve plant disease detection performance. 
Deep learning's main goal is to teach computers how to solve 
real-world problems using data or experience. Detecting diseases 
is a critical task for farmers. They take shortcuts such as using 
chemical pesticides, which have negative effects on consumable 
foods. So, in this paper, we used deep learning algorithms to 
detect plant diseases. Deep learning is a popular trend in which 
technological benefits can be imparted to the agricultural field. 
Detecting plant diseases with deep learning techniques is less 
expensive than using chemical pesticides. This paper reviews 
existing techniques and recommends the best technique that 
farmers can use to identify disease faster and at a lower cost. 

 
Keywords— Plant Disease, CNN, Disease Recognition, Image 
Processing, Agriculture, Deep Learning 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
India, being a vast country with multiple cities and towns 

proves to employ large proportion of its population in rural 

areas. With an approximate figure of 60 percent the total land 

area is used for cultivation and feeding purpose of human and 

livestock [1]. The agriculture in today‟s time is heavily reliant 

on technology and tends to focus on maximizing profits from 

the selected crops, which in the long run degrade the soil's 

physical and biochemical properties. On the other hand, 

various measures can also be taken to maximize land yields 

while maintaining soil fertility. Hence this becomes a way for 

sustainable agriculture. In recent times, organic food is 

considered to be the urgent food, providing nutrition to 

billions of people across the globe. However, certain surveys 

have also been conducted that focuses on weed tracking and 

cultivation practices. 
 
In the sector of agriculture practices of machine learning and 

non-destructive screening are considered to be very important. 

Also since machine learning is considered to be as one of the 

most enthralling branches of computer science it is majorly 

used in multiple domains for the same. The capability of 

machine learning is that it tends to think and act similar to that 

of a human when it is being provided with multiple historic 

data. This data is later fed into the system so that processing 

might take place in the initial stages. Machine learning tends 

to advance the overall accuracy of the system and traditionally 

tends to set rule algorithms. Hence, it is said that they are 

capable of analyzing large number of results in shortest span 

 
 
of time. The entire working of machine learning is based on 

developers input which it gives to the programing language. 

Also these algorithms are capable to analyze any situation by 

feeding combination of such conditions so that it can forecast 

the future and measure the extent of signification. CNN is 

majorly used as one of the deep learning techniques that 

make use of feature extraction and data reduction. Apart from 

this certain convolutional parameters are also being put to use 

by extracting salient features from the data. CNN differs from 

ANN in image classification due to feature extraction and 

dimensionality reduction. Traditionally, statistical analysis 

and models were used to forecast such parameters. In terms 

of computational potential, models based on deep learning 

are very much reliable and optimized in comparison to 

statistical models. On the other hand, the execution of plant 

leaf disease detection necessitates a large and diverse dataset 

for image classification of plants. Hence, the detection of 

plant diseases becomes important in agriculture as farmers 

frequently decide whether the crop they are harvesting is 

good enough or not. However this decision is critical to make 

as it might lead to serious problems in plants which in turn 

would lead to plant productivity. Diseases in plants often 

results into disease outbreaks on a regular basis that would 

resulting large scale deaths; thereby impacting the overall 

economy of the country. Hence, these issues must be 

addressed so that the lives of people can change drastically 

and be saved. On the other hand, the automated analysis of 

plant pathogens tends to become an important filed of 

research in this domain as it tends to monitor huge expanses 

of crops and further detect clinical signs that might appear on 

the leaf in the early stages. This result the exiting algorithms 

to perform image based automatic inspection with low labor 

incentive involved along with less price. This approach 

further allows all the plant related diseases to be identified in 

the early stages and further prevent them from occurring on a 

larger scale. 
 
This section 2 paper includes literature reviews of 

previously published papers. Section 3 contains a 

comparative study. Section 4 includes the conclusion. 

Section 5 discusses Deep Learning techniques in general, 

and Section 6 discusses future research and experiments in 

plant leaf disease detection, as well as the conclusion. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
In recent times, multiple papers and research work has been 

published that are completely based on the identification of 

plant diseases. In one of the presented research works by S. 

Ramesh at.al [2] the author proposed four common diseased 

found in plants and worked and contributed his work onto 

detecting those diseases. His work primarily focused on 

building an algorithm based on the concepts of DNN that 

could not only classify but also recognize the presence of the 

disease in similar plants. The images of the diseases leaves 

were directly captured to fulfil the purpose of creating a 

dataset. These images were further sent for the pre-

processing stages; wherein the RGB images were converted 

to HSV images and later the binary images were used to 

generate diseases portions of plants. In the later stages, a 

clustering method was also adopted to detect and classify 

these portions. According to the results so obtained the 

overall accuracy so obtained was 92 percent for a healthy 

leaf and 96 percent for a diseased leaf. In another work by 

Reddy in [3] he proposed to detect the diseases in plants and 

further classified it as healthy and diseased. The author 

implemented the model in stages of pre-processing and 

feature extraction. He further segmented the plant images on 

the basis of various diseases the leaf underwent and 

performed image cleaning techniques. In the later stages he 

proposed a machine learning based model that could high 

light the spots on the diseased leaves. This was done by 

resizing the image. For the purpose of segmentation the 

author used three segmentation techniques namely: K 

means, HSI and Otsu‟s classification. The author then 

transported the images which were RGB based into the labs 

where the image could be pre-processed before 

segmentation could be on it. In the feature extraction stage, 

the author implemented the extraction strategy using 

contrast and pixel correlation of the images. The final 

classification was being made and the leaves were labelled 

as either healthy or diseased. This classification was 

performed by machine learning models namely: K means 

and SVM. In the execution phase, the implementation of the 

model using SVM outperformed the implementation of K 

means. The overall accuracy the model achieved using SVM 

was 96 perce K means was 85 percent. In another research 

study by Konstantious in [4] the author proposed a similar 

model for disease detection amongst plants. However he 

made use if the CNN model to classify and detect the same. 

The author implemented the image dataset on various 

pattern recognition techniques. This dataset contained a total 

of 87,848 images of plant leaves that was used to model the 

complex process of pattern recognition. This method was 

used to classify and detect 25 various other plants and it as 

healthy or diseased. The model obtained an overall accuracy 

of 98 percent. This model however was used to detect 

similar other cases using the fundamentals of deep learning. 

In another work by Juncheng Ma in [5] the author 

implemented the classification model using the concepts of 

DNN and also worked upon the identification of four kinds 

of disease commonly found in plant leaves. Once the 

disease was diagnosed, the author performed data 

augmentation  

techniques so that the dataset could be expanded. The 

process of data augmentation leads to the generation of 

14000 plant images and the model proposed by the author 

was successfully able to achieve an overall accuracy of 93 

percent.In another work by an author in [6] he proposed and 

presented a system that could determine the efficiency of the 

crop production in the agricultural domain. However the 

author made use of three datasets from multiple domains 

that included the details of soil, rainfall and yield dataset. He 

combined these three datasets into one and applied multiple 

machine learning algorithms on it in order to determine the 

overall accuracy of the system. This accuracy was obtained 

after performing the training and testing phase. Once all the 

machine learning algorithms were used, a comparative 

analysis was carried out amongst all the algorithms. In the 

later stages, while the author compared all the algorithms he 

induced the error rate and the accuracy range for the 

proposed model. However, the best results were obtained 

with the accuracy of the training model being higher than 

the error rate; and the error rate being as minimal as 

possible. The author also calculated the actual cost of the 

crop and further labelled it as high or low. In a similar work 

by the authors in [7] they developed a CNN based neural 

network that detect the presence of such diseases in the 

leaves of plants. The authors collected a set of leaf images 

and executed their model on them. They made use of 

various image processing techniques that was further 

capable to identify and classify the leaves as healthy or 

diseased.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Survey on Application of Machine Learning in  

Agriculture 
 
In a similar work by authors in [8] they developed and 

created a method that could easily distinguish a plant leaf 

as healthy or diseased. This model was a bit different as it 

utilized a clustering algorithm based on fuzzy means that 

was able to detect the presence of disease in wheat leaves. 

However the authors achieved an overall accuracy of 96 

percent for diseased images and 92 percent for healthy 

images. In a similar work the authors made use of DSIFT 

features that could automatically predict the disease in 

wheat leave. The authors combined its implementation 

with k means clustering and the DSIFT features were 

tested against the k means approach to implement the 

same. The authors managed to achieve an overall accuracy 

of 87 percent [9]. In a similar study of work, the authors 

developed a [10] robotic based system that could detect 
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weed mapping that could be used for automating 

harvesting robots. 

 

III. A TAXONOMY ON  DEEP  LEARNING 
 
After reviewing numerous methodologies, as discussed above in 

the survey section of this paper, we concluded that the machine 

learning technique is appropriate for solving this problem. This 

section focuses on a deep learning concept, which is a machine 

learning advancement inspired by human brain nervous system 

computation [11]. The term „deep' refers to deep layers, as well 

as computation and interpretation using statistical methods and 

vector operations. The data is held in the internal workflow of 

deep learning models, which consists of nodes; the arrow 

indicates numerical operations on the data. Back propagation 

algorithm performs both forward and backward propagation in 

an artificial neural network, which is known as feed forward. 

 

A. Transfer Learning 
It is a concept where the information extracted and implemented 

on a given dataset can be applied to a new dataset with a much 

smaller population to train provided; both the datasets work on a 

similar task of CNN architecture [12]. In a conventional CNN, 
this process is executed by training initial parameters on large 

datasets. After successful training a CNN is capable to extract 

significant features. Based on the potential of a CNN to extract 
features, a specific model is selected for transfer learning [13]. 

This approach is called as feature extraction. The primary 

objective of this strategy is to retain both: architecture of a CNN 

model and the neuron weights. This concept is generally used to 
compensate computational cost of developing a neural network 

from scratch. The second strategy involves, adopting one of the 

many CNN based variant models such as Alexnet, Densenet, 
Mobilenet, Inception and VGG-16, wherein certain parametric 

adjustments are made to the model, to achieve optimal results 

[14]. 

 

This section briefs the concept of a VGG-16 model.  
VGG is an acronym used for Visual Geometry Group and was 

released with two variants under the CNN model; VGG-16 and 
VGG-19 [15]. The fundamentals of this series were developed to 
be applied for image classification problems. All the 16 layers of 

a conventional VGG-16 model are depicted in figure below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Layers of VGG-16 

 
The comprehensive framework of the model includes 5 sets of 
convolutional layers, and a MaxPool layer. The convolution 
kernel has a size of 3 x 3, and the pooling kernel has a size of 2  
* 2. The most significant evolution to VGGNet is the 
minimised dimension of a convolutional kernel and an increase 
in the number of convolutional layers [16]. 

Transfer learning is a form of deep learning that makes use of 

previously trained network so that the same functions can be able 
to perform on the new task [17]. This concept is widely used in 

deep learning as it allows the networking model to get trained on 
a much smaller amount of data. The fundamentals of this 

network make use of previous knowledge and utilize this 
knowledge to take further decisions. These decisions are majorly 

used to contribute in increasing the accuracy of the overall 
system [18]. 

 

B. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

CNN is more compatible than ANN because of Convolutional 

Neural Network feature extraction. ANN does not extract 

features while deep computing with deep hidden layers. 

Convolutional layers are filters that perform convolutional 

operations on given data to extract high level features [19]. 

Figure 3 depicts the CNN workflow.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Layers of CNN 

 
The convolutional layer's job is to extract features. It learns to 
recognise spatial features in input images [20]. This layer is 
created by applying a variety of image filters to an input image. 
Convolutional kernels are the name given to these filters. A filter 
is a small grid of values that slides over an input image pixel by 
pixel to produce a filtered output image the same size as the 
input image. Different kernels will generate different filtered 
output images. If we have three different kernels, these three 
kernels will produce three different filtered output images. The 
basic idea is that each kernel will extract a different feature from 
an input image, and these features will eventually help in 
classifying the input image (ex: a cat or a dog). When these 
filters are stacked together, they form a convolutional layer. The 
convolutional kernels are in the form of matrices which are just 
grids of numeric values that modify an image.  
Figure 4 depicts the operation of the convolution layer for a 5x5 
image input, with the result being a 3x3 filter that has been 
reduced in size. In addition, the figure depicts the filter shifting 
starting from the upper left corner of the input image. The values 
for each step are then multiplied by the filter values, and the sum 
of the values is the result. The input image is used to create a 
new matrix with a smaller size. 
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Figure 4: 5x5 input and 3x3 filter operation of convolution layer 

 
Pooling layer minimizes overfitting and reduces neuron size 

for the down-sampling layer. Figure 5 depicts an example of a 
pooling operation. This layer reduces the size of the feature 

map, the number of parameters, the training time, the 
computation rate, and it controls overfitting. A model defines 

overfitting as achieving 100% on the training dataset and 50% 
on the test data. To reduce feature map dimensions, ReLU and 

max pooling were used.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Pooling Layer 

 

Activation Layer is a non-linear ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) 

layer used in each convolution layer. This layer also employs 

dropout layers to prevent overfitting.  
Fully Connected Layer this layer is majorly used to 
analyze the involved class probabilities with respect to the 
input of the classifier. Softmax is a well-known classifier 
generally used as an input. 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 
 
A. Dataset 
 
The entire dataset used for the implementation of the study was 
taken from „The PlantVillage Dataset‟ that contained a total of 

54,323 plant images. A specific number of classes from the 
dataset were chosen for every species. However, all the images 

were captured in a controlled environment. In the later stages, 
to access the dataset, a test data was generated containing a 

total of 50 images that were sourced from Google. These 
images were plant anatomy based with the background data 

containing various stages of the respective disease. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Sample Dataset  

 
The dataset is initially divided into training and validation 

purpose with a total of 80 and 20 percent of data respectively. 
The augmentation settings are applied in the beginning of the 

implementation with each operation carrying a weighted 
probability of trained epochs. These operational settings include 

flipping and padding mode followed by zoom with crop 
operations. All the plant images are resized using a compress 

function and the model is further given for training purpose. For 
the classification, we used the concept of transfer learning.  
Figure 6 depicts the Input Dataset, Image Acquisition, Image 
Pre-processing, and Classification block diagrams.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Plant leaf detection and disease recognition methodology 
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Image Acquisition: The dataset of the image that was used to 

train the network was obtained from the Plant Village repository. 

The images used for the implementation of the study of plant 

diseases were downloaded from the repository using a Python 

script. The acquired dataset contains approximately 35,000 

images of plant varieties and diseases from 32 different classes. 
 
Image Pre-processing: Pre-processed images have their image 

size and cropped to fit a given input. It improves the obtained 

image to the required color scale. For processing, the study 

employs colored and resized images to 96x96 resolutions [21]. 
 
Classification: Fully connected layers are used for classification, 

while convolutional and pooling layers are used for feature 

extraction. The classification process determines whether or not 

a plant leaf is infected with a disease, identifies the type of plant 

disease, and recognizes the plant variety. 
 
B. Model 1: CNN Implementation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Block diagram of the working process  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The execution of this model takes place in two parts, namely – 

feature extraction and classification. Initially the image of the 
plant is preceded through four layers of a convolutional network 

that is responsible to extract features that are further given as 

inputs to the network for classification. The number of kernels in 

each convolutional layer is 64, 64, 128, 28, 256, 256 with the filter 
size of each kernel as 9 x 9. ReLu is used as the activation 

function on all layers followed by pooling layer, primary caps 

layer, digitCaps layer and dense layer. The compilation of the 
model is achieved with adam optimizer with 0.001 as the initial 

learning rate. To calculate margin loss function, the authors 

operate on the entities of the vector by measuring its length 

whether the probability of plant features of a particular class 
exists. The higher level layer CNN for a digit class k will have a 

long entity vector depending on the presence of a digit in a 

particular image. However, the overall accuracy of the model 
network is achieved to be 91.71 percent when implemented using 

CNN. 

 

C. Model 2: CNN + VGG16 Implementation 

 

As described in the taxonomy, VGG16 is a heavily trained CNN 

based model that is used to extract features in order to assess the 

efficiency of convolutional characteristics. This model has the 
working principle of a VGG16 model that is built on the 

architectural concept of a CNN model. It is worthy to note here 

that after extensive research it was witnessed that the VGG16 
model tends to be a better choice in comparison to other models 

such as MobileNet and AlexNet. All the existing images are 

scaled down to 224 x 224 pixels and fed to the input layer of the 

VGG16 network. The working implementation is carried out 
through the VGG16 layers preceded by average pooling and dense 

layer. The compilation of the model is accomplished through 

adam optimizer accompanied with a batch size of 8 and is further 
executed for 30 epochs. However, the overall accuracy of the 

model network is achieved to be 96.80 percent when implemented 

using VGG 16.  
The block diagram below depicts the overall working of the 
model. 

 

In this study, the authors conducted a transfer learning analysis 

based on CNN model to identify the existence of plant 
diseases. The study, proceeds by implementing the 

fundamentals of deep learning along with concepts of CNN. 

However, through an intense survey it was observed that 
CNN‟s do exhibit certain flaws and undergo specific 

limitations. The priority of the research is to detect the 

presence of infection in plants and further classify it as either 

infected or normal. This objective is achieved by executing the 
research study in two halves, using two models and concluding 

which model works better giving higher efficiency. 

Implementation of model 1 took place on capsule networks and 
model 2 on VGG16. Through parametric functions it was 

observed that model 1 attained an accuracy of 91%; and on the 

other hand, model 2 accomplished maximum accuracy of 96 

percent. Therefore, on comparison it is observed that the 
VGG16 model works and performs better. 
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Abstract---The process of establishing democracy in a country is 

defined by election. Elections might just be a significant event in 

today's democracy, however many segments of population 

throughout the world lack faith in their electoral system, which is 

a major source of concern for democracy. Even the world's most 

powerful democracies, such as the Republic of India, the United 

States, and Japan, have a flawed legal system. To eliminate these 

drawbacks of the electoral system, Blockchain Technology is 

considered as an ultimate solution. With the present surge in 

sales and use of blockchain technology for a number of purposes, 

including banking, medical, and identity, a lot of attention has 

been focused on the legal concerns rather than its practical uses 

in administration. In this paper, we discuss the concept of 

Blockchain in a detailed manner making the reader understand 

the working of blockchain, its characteristics etc everything from 

the scratch, as well as how this concept can be implemented as an 

efficient solution for public voting and how it is more beneficial 

from the traditional voting methods, with the goal of eliminating 

the drawbacks of India's current electoral system while also 

providing a better, more trustable, safe, and transparent means 

of public governance. Blockchain is really an emerging 

technology that promises to improve the resiliency of electronic 

voting systems. This method offers a way to profit from 

blockchain's advantages, such as cryptological foundations and 

transparency, to achieve an efficient theme for the e-voting 

system. 

 

 

Keywords— Distributed ledger, Hash Value, Timestamp, 

Blockchain, Cryptocurrency 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Electoral integrity is important not just for democratic 

countries, but also for public voters’ transparency and trust. 

Political voting methods are crucial in this sense. From a 

government standpoint, electronic voting methods have the 

potential to enhance participation. Voter turnout and 

confidence are both increasing, and so are interest in the 

voting system, to meet all of these requirements, E-voting has 

shown to be the most effective way of satisfying voters' rights 

while also providing elected members with a sense of 

fulfilment. Electronic voting is a voting method in which 

electronic 

 

 

devices are used to record or tally the number of votes cast. 

Such systems may be capable of carrying out a variety of 

activities, ranging from election setup through vote storage 

[1]. Apart from the benefits listed above, E-voting has 

significant drawbacks that have led to it being deemed faulty 

by the security community, particularly owing to physical 

security issues. Such Security issues with respect to e-voting 

systems have been the topic of concern that is extensively 

studied in Literature [2]. This is when blockchain technology 

may be seen as a benefit to the E-voting system, allowing it to 

become more efficient and effective. Blockchain is a new 

technology that has revolutionised the industry in recent years. 

Blockchain has recently gained popularity as a technique for 

increasing the efficiency of systems in a variety of industries. 

The first and most well-known use of blockchain technology 

was to keep track of bitcoin transactions. In Cryptocurrency, 

the fundamental blockchain technology plays a vital role 

through which another application of it such as an e-voting 

system comes into existence. Blockchain-enabled voting 

systems were proposed as the next generation of modern 

electronic voting systems because the immutable feature of the 

blockchain has made it a decentralized distributed ballot box 

[3]. 

 

 

II. CONCEPT OF BLOCKCHAIN 

 

Election is a very major symbol of democracy activities but 

still a large portion of people in the world do not keep faith in 

their election system. Many countries are still using a 

centralized system for the election that can cause some 

discrepancies. Blockchain technology is one of the solutions, 

because it strains a decentralized system and the entire 

database system is owned by many users. The blockchain 

concept was initially proposed by Haber and Stornetta in 

1991. The main purpose of designing this technology was to 

avoid tampering with documents. The first system based on 

blockchain is believed to be developed by Satoshi Nakamoto 

in 2008 [4]. Bitcoin is recognized as the first application of 

blockchain technology to create a currency that could be 

transacted among the related parties over the internet based on 

the cryptographic method to secure the transactions. 

 

Blockchain is a database of records which is distributed on the 

network, or we can say, it is a public ledger of all transactions 

that have been executed and are shared between every user on 

that blockchain network. A blockchain is a list of records 

which keeps on growing as new data is added, called blocks, 

which 
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are linked using cryptographic algorithms. Each block 
contains a cryptographic hash value of the previous block, a 
timestamp, transaction data, and a hash for its own complete 

block, making it like a linked chain. A hash is basically a 
unique code which is given to every block in the chain [5]. 

 

The blockchain is a distributed ledger which means it is 

completely open to anyone. It has an interesting property i.e. 
When some data is recorded inside a blockchain, it becomes 

very difficult to change it. If any changes are done inside the 

block it will lead to a change in the hash of the block. So 

blockchain secures itself by being distributed. Instead of using 
a central entity to manage the system, blockchain use Peer to 

Peer (P2P) networks where everyone is allowed to join. Here 

each node plays an important role and its main aim is to check 
whether data is tampered or not, by offering such a secure 

network Blockchain surely aims to improve the E-voting 

system. 

 

A. Working of Blockchain 

 
Whenever a block has some new data to store, it is added at 
the end of the blockchain. To add a new block to the 
blockchain, four things must take place [6]: 

 
1. A Transaction or a particular event takes place which is 
being recorded over the blockchain network. 

 

2. After a particular event occurs for example, a vote made 
by a person, this event is verified and in blockchain, the 

process of verification is done by the network of computers. 
These networks often consist of thousands or more computers 

spread across the globe. When an event occurs, that network 
of computers rushes to check whether that particular event 

happened in a way it is supposed to be done.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.1. Working of Blockchain 

 
3. After the event (vote making) has been verified as 
accurate, and complete, it goes to the next step. The Voter’s 

ID, name, name of the party which is being voted etc, are 
stored in a block. Here, this particular data is likely to be 
joining hundreds, or thousands, of other data like itself. 

 

4. The block must be given a hash. Once all the data of a 

block has been verified, it must be given a unique, identifying 
code called a hash. The block is also given the hash of the 

previous block that was the most recent block added to the 
blockchain. Once the hash value is generated, the block can be 

added to the blockchain. The block becomes publicly available 
for anyone to view, as soon as, it is added to the blockchain. 

 

 

B. Characteristics of Blockchain 
 
Blockchain has introduced a whole new technique to combat 

security threats, and it is the sole solution to today's security 

challenges. An electronic voting system must be user-friendly 

to each and every qualified voter, while also ensuring a high 

degree of security. However, ensuring the security of digital 

voting is always a challenge to the Voting systems [7]. 

However, this E-voting method is not without flaws, it is 

exposed to a variety of security risks and issues [8]. 

Blockchain has provided several new features to help with the 

problems and to make the technology stand out of the crowd.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.2. Characteristic of Blockchain 

 
(1) Decentralization: A database system that allows anybody 

connected to the network to access it. Votes are accurately, 

permanently, securely, and openly recorded. Furthermore, 
blockchain ensures that the participant's identity is protected 

while yet allowing for public scrutiny. As a result, no one may 
alter or change votes [10] [9]. 

 

(2) Ambiguity: Blockchain has the potential to minimise 
ambiguity. For example, In the 2017 Virginia House of 

Delegates election, the winner was picked from a pot of paper 
votes. One vote wasn't counted at first because the voter made 

a mistake by putting several ambiguous markings. Such 
ambiguity is less likely to lead to confusion with BEV [9][10]. 

 

(3) Transparency: Online voting had been used in 23 nations 

as of 2017. Some voters may be perplexed by current online 
voting procedures. It's difficult to tell whether the vote was 

cast in the intended manner or whether it was counted as cast 
[9]. Some electronic and online voting security mechanisms 

may have been created decades ago and are still in use today, 
unsecured against tampering. Blockchains' transparent nature 

might undoubtedly prevent data from being tampered with or 
stolen [10]. 

 

(4) Anonymity: Since data is sent from node to node, the 
individual's identity remains anonymous, resulting in a more 
stable and trustworthy system [10]. This might motivate more 

people to vote. 

 
(5) Autonomy: The blockchain system is unique and 
autonomous, which means that any node on the network may 
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safely access, store, and update data, making it reliable and 
free of external interference [10]. 

 

III. EXISTING METHODOLOGY 

 
Voting systems currently in use in the current electoral system 

face significant technical challenges. Every voter must be 
registered to vote before the election, according to the current 

voting system. Their data must be stored in a secure, digitally 
protected format on a website, with the identity information 

kept private. 

 

i. Traditional Ballot paper system: 

 
Until the 1990s, India used paper ballots. As a result, in the ballot 

paper system, every voter must go to the polls and vote according 

to their motives. The results of the voting process are announced 

after the votes have been counted in person. There are several 

vulnerabilities in this system. As a result, it requires all voters to 

vote, and if someone does not vote, the situation may become 

enraged. Calculating the number of specific votes in an 

overcrowded country is also time consuming, costly, and difficult. 

The ballot paper system is very irresponsible because it replaces 

ballot boxes with duplicate paper, damages the ballot paper, and 

allows multiple people to vote. 

 
ii. EVM: 

 

The Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) is a mainstay in the 

electoral process, replacing the ballot box. The first time 
EVMs had been used was in a general election in Kerala in 

May 1982; however, due to the lack of a specific law 

mandating their use, the Supreme Court refuted that election. 
In 1999, the electronic voting machines (EVMs) were used for 

the first time in a general election (statewide) to the Goa 

assembly. Encouraged by the use of EVMs in all by-elections 

and state elections in 2003, the election commission decided 
to use EVMs in all 543 Parliamentary Constituencies in the 

country for the Lok Sabha elections in 2004 [11]. EVM, which 

comprises of 2 components, was introduced to overcome the 
problems associated with ballot paper systems: 

 
1. Control Unit: It stores and assembles votes, used by poll 
operators. 

 
2. Ballot Unit: It is placed in the polling place and is used by 
voters to cast their ballots. 

 
Votes are properly recorded using EVMs, and none of the 

problems associated with them, such as calculation, measurement, 

accuracy, prompt declaration of effects, and system robustness, 

have become noticeable. However, the serious problem lies in the 

verification of authenticity; the person voting may not be present 

as a legitimate individual. Other issues such as political parties 

holding booths, voting for the elderly, as well as fraudulent voting 

all seem to be possible. 

 
iii. E-Voting: 

 

Electronic voting has become very popular in place of the 

ballot paper system since the late 1990s/early 2000s. 

Electronic voting is widely used, and the majority of 

applications are extensively tested and used on a limited basis. 

Despite concerns about audits and authenticity, electronic 

voting remains popular. Furthermore, in democratic societies, 

the most 

 

 

essential element is a strong electoral process that is transparent 

and confidential. It does, however, have some disadvantages. This 

results in a loss of privacy and makes calculating votes more 

difficult. Elections may be jeopardised by automatic vote buying 

and internal attacks on the voting system. 

 

IV. BLOCKCHAIN A BETTER TECHNOLOGY FOR 
E-VOTING 

 

Blockchain is a digital ledger in its most primitive sense. To 

verify, process, and record all transactions across the system, 

the technology engages into the power of its peers or nodes on 
the network. This ledger is never stored; instead, it is kept on 

the "chain," which is supported by millions of nodes at once. 

Blockchain's transaction database is incorruptible, and each 
record is easily verified, thanks to encryption and 

decentralisation. Because the network does not exist in a 

single location, it cannot be taken down or influenced by a 

single party. 

 
Not only can blockchain be used for financial transactions, but 

it can also be used for any type of data transmission. This type 

of system infrastructure is extremely beneficial for voting 

because a vote is a small piece of high-value data. Due to 
necessity, modern voting systems are largely stuck in the 20th 

century, and those who want to vote must leave their homes 

and submit paper ballots to a local authority. As a result, some 
of them attempted to implement this system on an internet 

platform, but the results were unsatisfactory due to major 

security flaws. 

 

With blockchain, the various issues identified in these early 
attempts at online voting can be resolved. A blockchain-based 

voting application does not need to be concerned about the 
security of its Internet connection because any hacker with 

access to the terminal will be unable to affect other nodes. 
Voters can cast their ballots effectively without revealing their 

identities or political sentiments to the public. Because each 
ID can be linked to a single vote, no fakes can be made, and 

tampering is impossible, officials can count votes with 
absolute confidence [12]. 

 

A Genuine Democratic Republic: 

 

Blockchain is paving the way for direct democracy, in which 
citizens make their own policy decisions rather than relying on 

elected officials. While the rules of a political election may 
need to be changed to accommodate such a transparent 

system, blockchain can also be used to guide financial 
decisions, general meetings, polling, and surveys, among other 

things [13]. 

 

V. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
We shall look at numerous research articles and theses that 
looked into comparable subjects of study, such as Blockchain 
based electronic voting systems: 

 
1. Kshetri, Nir and Voas, J. (2018)." Blockchain-Enabled E-

voting " research paper, proposed the importance of BEV in 
context to reduce the security issues and it also highlighted 

various BEV implementations alongside giving a survey of 
Blockchain-based solutions deployed for voting at the 

community, city, and national levels [14]. 
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Residents of Moscow began voting on a blockchain in 

December 2017, and the results were publicly auditable [15]. 
Neighbours should be able to influence their living 

circumstances in a convenient atmosphere, according to city 
officials. The officials also thought that a blockchain would 

improve citizen-government confidence [16]. Each 
community-discussed question was transferred to BEV. The 

results were released when the polling was completed [17]. 

 
The Ddabok Community Support Project was voted on using a 

BEV system in March 2017 in the South Korean province of 
Gyeonggi-do. [18] A blockchain platform established by the 

Korean financial technology firm Block that featured smart 
contracts was used to vote by 9,000 citizens. A blockchain 

was used to store the votes, results, and other pertinent data. 
This approach involves no management or central authority. 

[19] This was the first time a technique like this was used in 
South Korea. 

 

Estonian individuals and e-residents who own shares in the 

LVH Group, an Estonian technology business, may now 

utilise BEV to make corporate governance choices. [20] They 

can vote at LVH's annual general meeting by logging up with 

their verified national online ID. The e-residency platform in 

Estonia verifies e-resident shareholders. [21] Estonia intends 

to use blockchains in a variety of fields, including an e-

residency programme (which permits foreign nationals to open 

businesses in Estonia) and healthcare (securing health data 

storage and allowing real-time monitoring of patient 

conditions). 

 
Agora, a Swiss blockchain firm, gave a partial count of 

election results in Sierra Leone's general elections in March 
2018. [22] Agora was one of the approved observers who 

offered a comparable impartial count. Sierra Leone's elections 
were regarded by Agora as a "use case" rather than a 

"complete deployment" of BEV. 

 
As a result, we carried out a detailed blockchain-based E-

voting system survey, allowing us to better understand how far 
Blockchain's roots have scattered and how critical its 
implementation in various sectors has been. 

 

2. The  IRJET  Journals  published  a  research  paper  on  
“Blockchain-Based Secured E-Voting System to Remove the 

Opacity and Ensure the Clarity of Election of Developing 
Countries’’, in which they proposed an e-voting system based 

on blockchain technology that meets the inevitable e-voting 
properties while also providing a degree of decentralisation 

and putting as much control of the process in the hands of the 
voters as possible. 

 

The Architecture was made in such a way that it meets the 
requirements like system integrity, data integrity, reliability, 
data confidentiality, and voter anonymity. The proposed 
architecture mainly consisted of four parts [23]: 

➢ Voter Registration.
  

➢ Candidate Registration.
  

➢ Vote Casting Procedure.
  

➢ Result Publication.
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3. Process of adding Blocks in Blockchain 

 

Because cell phones and smart cards are required in the given 
proposed system, the need for security to protect voter 

information is the primary concern. It utilizes a method called 
El Gamal Cryptosystem, which can produce a pair of keys as 

well as encrypt and decode data. It also employs the hash 
function (SHA-256) because it's one of the most important 

aspects of blockchain. 

 
Despite the fact that the blockchain-based e-voting system is 
safer and more transparent, there were some drawbacks in the 
proposed system:  
➢ Since the entire voting process has been digitized, it 

is nearly difficult for people to cast votes if they do 
not have access to the internet.

  

➢ The system may run slowly at times owing to 
workload because it is a highly secure and busy 
procedure.

  

➢ Since the majority of people in impoverished nations 
have low literacy rates and little awareness of 
technology, it may be difficult for them to cooperate 
with this system.

 
 

3. Adida, B., Helios (2008). “Web-based open-audit voting.”, in 

Proceedings of the 17th Conference on Security Symposium, ser. 

SS’08. Berkeley, CA, USA: USENIX Association, 2008.  
This paper proposes associated justifications for an adequate 
security model as well as comprehensibility criteria [24]. It 

also describes a web ballot theme, pretty understandable 
Democracy, and shows that it meets the adequate security 

model while being much more understandable than Pretty 
smart Democracy, which is currently the only theme that also 

meets the planned security model [25]. 

 

4. Chaum, D., Essex, A., Carback, R., Clark, J., Popoveniuc, 
S., Sherman, A. and Vora, P. (2008). “Scantegrity: End-to-end 
voter-variable optical- scan voting.", IEEE Security Privacy, 
vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 40-46, May 2008.  
Scantegrity is the first independent E2E verification 
mechanism that keeps optical scan as the underlying voting 
system and does not interfere with a human recount [26]. 
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5. Dalia, K., Ben, R., Peter Y. A, and Feng, H. (2012). “A fair 
and robust voting system by broadcast.”, 5th International 
Conference on E-voting, 2012.  
This paper proposes a recovery round to allow for the 
announcement of the election result if voters abort, as well as 

a commitment round to ensure fairness. Additionally, it 
provided a computational proof of ballot secrecy security [27]. 

 

Secure digital identity management is one of the most recent 
major technical challenges relating to e-voting systems, but it 
is not the only one. Before the elections, any potential voter 
should register with the electoral system. Their information 
should be in a format that can be processed digitally. 
Furthermore, their personal information should be kept private 
at all times. The following issues could arise if the old E-
voting system is used: 
 

➢ Anonymous vote-casting.  
➢ Individualized ballot processes.  
➢ Ballot casting verifiability by (and only by) the voter.  
➢ High initial setup costs.  
➢ Increasing security problems.  
➢ Lack of transparency and trust.  

➢ Voting delays or inefficiencies related to 
remote/absentee voting.

 

 

Limitations of Existing system: 

 
(1) Anonymous vote-casting: Each vote, which may or may 

not include a choice for each candidate, should be anonymous 
to everyone, including system administrators, once submitted 
through the system. 

 

(2) Individualized ballot processes: The manner in which 
votes are represented in web applications or databases is still 

up for debate. A hashed token, on the other hand, is more 
likely to provide uncertainties and integrity than a transparent 

text message. Meanwhile, the vote should be untrustworthy, as 
the token resolution cannot attach it. 

 
(3) Ballot casting verifiability by (and only by) the voter: When 

an elector submits a vote, he or she should be prepared to see and 

verify his or her own vote. This is important to understand in 

order to prevent, or at the very least detect, any potential 

malicious activity. This justification, aside from providing pre 

signals, can certainly increase voters' feelings of trust. In some 

recent applications, these issues are partially self-addressed. 

However, evidence suggests that e-voting is currently in use in a 

number of countries, including Brazil, the United Kingdom, 

Japan, and the Republic of Estonia. The Republic of Estonia 

should indeed be evaluated differently than the others because 

they provide a complete e-voting solution that is said to be 

equivalent to traditional paper-based elections. 

 

(4) High initial setup costs: While maintaining and operating 
online voting systems is much less expensive than traditional 
elections, initial deployments can be costly, especially for 
businesses. 

 
(5) Increasing security problems: Cyber-attacks pose a 

significant threat to public opinion polls. If a degree hacking 

attempt succeeds during an election, no one wants to take 

responsibility. DDoS attacks have been documented, but this 

is not the case in the elections. The United States' citizen 

integrity commission recently filed an affidavit regarding the 

state of the 

 

 

elections in the North American country. As a result, Ronald 

Rivest expresses that "hackers have a wide range of ways to 
assault pick machines." For instance, in the hacking method, 

barcodes on ballots and smartphones in specific locations may 
be used. Apple has consistently stated that we must not 

overlook the fact that computers can be hacked and that 
evidence will be erased. Double voting and voters from 

opposing regions are also common problems. 

 
To counteract these dangers, software mechanisms that 
provide the following benefits should be implemented: 

 

i. Avoiding the erasure of evidence. 

 

ii. Transparency while maintaining privacy. 

 

➢ Lack of transparency and trust: When everything is 
done online, how can people trust the results? 
Perceptual issues need to be addressed.

 
 

➢ Delays or inefficiencies in voting due to remote 
voting: In voting schemes, timing is critical; technical 
capabilities and infrastructures must be reliable and 
operate at peak performance in order for distant 
voting to be synchronous.

 

 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.4. System Architecture 

 

i. Working Process: 
 

We have presented our proposed methodology with a user-
friendly interface, as well as implementation of the blockchain 

idea at the back-end for the security of the voting process, in 
order to make the voting process easier and more efficient. 

The working process of the proposed system is mentioned in 
the following steps: 

 

Step 1: As the candidate would open the website he would be 
directed to the login page, where he would put his credentials 
and would go to the main page of the website 

 
Step 2: On the main page the user would be briefed about all 
the information regarding the elections held and also about the 

candidates and their progress through the dashboard. 
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Step 3: Through the website the voter would register himself 
for the current elections by putting all the necessary details 
and by creating a password, and once the process is done the 

voter would get registered and a unique voter id would be 
generated for that particular user. 

 

Step 4: A specific transaction representing the Candidate will 
be the first transaction added to the block. This transaction 

serves as a starting point and will not be counted as a vote. 
The user's information will be cross-referenced against the 

government database in the previous step. This is the final 
phase in the verification process. The procedure will not be 

able to proceed without verification. 

 

Step 5: After the registration process is completed, the user 
would go to the vote casting website where he would cast a 

vote by putting his username that would be the unique voter id 
generated and the password that the voter has set, after putting 

all the details the voter would be directed to the vote casting 
section. 

 

Step 6: In the vote-casting section, the voter will get the 
information about the candidates that are currently being 

selected for the election, the voter will vote for his desired 
candidate through the vote casting prompt and then the voting 

process will be completed. The candidate would not be able to 
change his vote and tamper the data once the vote is casted. 

 

Step 7: After the voting procedure is done, the votes will be 

encrypted using the SHA-1 one-way hash algorithm to protect 
them from outside influence. This also eliminates any 

manipulation of the user's votes. The block will be given a 
timestamp and transmitted to the next checkpoint, which will 

be considered as a pointer for the last made update to the 
blockchain, as soon as the user's block is encrypted. At the 

next checkpoint in the procedure, this timestamp will be 
verified. This phase entails linking this block to the node of 

the next checkpoint and adding it to the blockchain. This way 
the data would be added in the blockchain. 

 

ii. Hardware and software Requirements: 
 
1. Frontend Requirements: 
 

• Code Editor 
 

• Browser 
 
2. Backend Requirements: 
 

• XAMPP 
 

• My SQL 
 

• PHP 
 
3. Blockchain Requirements: 
 

• Truffle framework 
 

• Ganache 
 

• Metamask 
 

• Solidity language 

 

 

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

This is Admin Login page where it will lead to main page.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.5. Admin Login Page 

 
 

 

This Page consists of Dashboard  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.6. Dashboard 

 
 

 

This page shows the number of voters had registered.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.7. Voters List 
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This Page is all about the Positon for which election is going This page is about to cast a ballot of their own choice  
to occur.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.8. Position 

 
 

 

This page incorporates about Candidate who are appointed for 
the required position.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.9. Candidate list 

 
 

 

This page is for voters login in which have to join with their 
Unique Voter ID and Password.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.10. Voters Login 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.11. Vote Casting 

 
 

 

The vote has been casted.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.12. Casting of Vote prompt 

 
 

 

The casted ballot has been submitted in the admin page.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.13. Viewing casted ballot 
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As previously stated, the primary goal of incorporating 

blockchain into the E-Voting system was to achieve 

decentralisation. Where everyone has a right and can come up 

with a single decision if anything changes, and where the 

majority of them can appeal if any issues arise. In this era of 

technological advancement, we must accept and adapt to 

change, and this is how we can take a step forward in the 

direction of improving our voting system. As we all know, 

tampering with ballots has occurred in the past, and by 

engaging in such behaviour, the majority of people are losing 

interest and faith in the current voting system. To avoid such 

tampering and to rekindle public interest in voting, a 

Blockchain-based E-voting system is the best solution for 

today's era, and now is the best time to implement one. 

Transparency and security are maintained with the help of 

blockchain technology. As we all know, the government 

spends a lot of money to hold elections, and with the help of 

technology, we can invest the money to greater use in different 

sectors for development. It has a wide range of applications, 

including corporate elections and opinion polls. So the main 

goal would be and see if it has the potential to grow to the 

point where real-world problems can be addressed without 

resorting to the current voting system. As a result, the world 

requires a model in which optimal solutions are generated and 

improvements in their implementation can be applied by both 

the public and private sectors. We are also aware that we live 

in a country with a much higher percentage of youth than any 

other country on the planet. As a result, focusing on such a 

central issue can put our country ahead in terms of 

development. Because we are a diverse country, people from 

all walks of life can come together and contribute to such a 

cause. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 
Businesses all across the world are commenting on the 
technology's possibilities and where it will go in the upcoming 

years. Blockchain, which is now a trendy topic, promises to 
improve the accuracy, efficiency, and security of business, 
government activities, and organizational activities, with its  
fundamental properties of persistency, security, 

decentralization, and integrity. Blockchains have the potential 

to impact established industries and institutions. Traditional 
administrative systems must be replaced with newer and more 

advanced technology, such as Blockchain, given the present 

rate of growth that our country is experiencing. A 

comprehensive description of the blockchain idea was 
provided in this paper. An overview of blockchain technology, 

including how they function and their many characteristics, 

were also mentioned. We then examined the many 
conventional voting techniques used in our nation and how 

blockchain is the most efficient and successful of all of them. 

A few literature surveys showing the integration of blockchain 

in enterprises and organizations were also included. The uses, 
benefits, and drawbacks of Blockchain were also highlighted. 

As a conclusion, we propose a Blockchain-based E-Voting 

system that is more trustworthy, secure, and labor-saving. 
Such mechanisms will increase openness in Indian democracy, 

and we may anticipate our country to rank first in the World 

Democratic Index as a result of this system, as well as 

improved governance. 
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Abstract— The very foundation of the mankind relies 

on the quality of foods and grains consumption and the 

plants 

/crops from where they originate. To ensure, the well being 

of the crop and save subsequent health hazards we have 

come up with the most ideal way to categorize the infected 

crop from the non infected ones which uses deep learning 

Convolution neural network as a classification model and 

the features of the crops are perceived through computer 

vision and image processing techniques. 

 

An android app would be a cumulative result of all 

these techniques and to provide a Graphical User 

Interface(GUI) for the farmer or whomsoever it may 

concern as manual prediction of the infected crop happens 

to be a tedious and a time consuming task. Moreover, 

chances of accuracy may seem to vary on a significant scale. 

To reduce such complexities, CNN yields an ample amount 

of accuracy and can be easily relied on to ensure safe and 

non hazardous cultivation. 

 

Keywords— classification model, Convolution Neural 

Networks, android app, infected crop. 
 

Introduction 
moisture and other constituent nutrients required for an 

ideal growth. 

This may not only inhibit the soil for withstanding the 

cultivation but also damage the plants in the nearby 

vicinity 
, these lost soil nutrients do not replenish quickly. 

Hence, not making them fit enough for harvesting 

throughout the year. For the farmers, the ones who 

are experienced tend to solve the solution by 

adding appropriate fertilizers or any other remedy 

which would not be suffice the situation 

significantly and the crop has already been 

infected and these infected crops are sold which in 

turn breeds numerous diseases. Therefore, to tackle 

this situation a technology has been introduced 

which would classify the infected crops using 

Convolution Neural Networks which comprises of 

several layers and each subsequent layer treats the 

previous layer’s result as an input. This filtration 

goes through multiple stages before the final result 

is generated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An android app would provide an option to upload the 

picture of the crop which they find is suspicion of 

potential risk of infection and 

 

 

Till now many researchers have shared multiple 

techniques for detecting disease from plant leaf using 

CNN. In the below section we have reviewed the 

others paper work and we have tried out to explain the 

recent advancement which are done in the CNN 

technique for disease detection. We hope our this 

work will be helpful for the people who are looking to 

exploring this field more . 

I. REVIES OF OTHERS PAPERS WORK 

In the paper[1] First, leaf images are captured, then 

image processing techniques are applied to extract 

features useful for disease detection. A block diagram 

of the prtoposed methodology is shown in Figure 1. 

 

A. Image analysis to detect the disease, the image of 

the infected leaf needs to be examined in a series of 

ways. The input image is preprocessed and its 

features are extracted 
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according to the dataset. Then, in order to classify the 

disease according to a specific data set, it is necessary 

to use some classification method. 

B. Image capture 

Image capture is the process of capturing and 

converting it to the desired output format. In this 

application, the analog image is first captured, then 

converted to a digital image for further processing. 

C. Image preprocessing 
The following pre-processing steps are performed 

on the captured image. Freeze frame or use active 

binarization, look-up table, or image plane separation 
to increase image contrast. Reduces image resolution 
degradation through binning. Rotate Image Converts a 

color image to a grayscale image. 

D. Feature extraction 

The goal of this phase is to extract features such as color 

and shape. Two geometric features, such as area and 

perimeter, are extracted from the binary segmentation 

image. Color feature is extracted from the color 

segmentation image. The color characteristics include 

the average gray value of the R 

/ G / B component, the distribution of the gray value of 

the R / G / B component, the R / G / B component, the 

color ratio in RGB color model, -H. / S / V component 

gray value average, H / S / V- gray value distribution 

H / S / V- component gray value component and 

skewness. 

E. Leaf image classification 

     In the classification between the affected leaf, the 

classifier relied on Bayes' theorem, and SVM was used to 

distinguish between the classification and the affected 

leaf. A photo of the diseased leaf is shown in Figure 2. 

First, the captured images are classified into infected 

leaves and unaffected leaves. The color distribution is the 

same for the unaffected leaves, but the color distribution 

for the affected leaves is not uniform. This is because the 

pixel values of the affected leaves were completely 

different from the  pixel values of the normal leaves. The 

image quality of the is improved by applying an averaging filter 

after the where image segmentation is performed by Otsu's 

threshold algorithm. After extracting features from a given leaf 

image, a recognizer is required to recognize the disease in the 

leaf image from the stored database. In this paper, we proposed a 

detection method using the backpropagation network 

(BPN). Back propagation can train multilayer feedforward 

networks which consist of a forward pass and a backward 

pass as shown in Fig. 3. In the forward pass outputs are 

calculated and compared with preferred outputs. Errors 

from preferred and actual output are calculated. In the 

backward pass this error is used to alter the weights in the 

network in order to reduce the dimension of the error. 

Forward and reverse paths are repeated until error is low. 

Normally, the user sets the value of the accepted error. 

When the trains the NN, it feeds the network a set of 

sample with inputs and desired outputs. If you choose a 

learning rate, your swing will help you adjust your weight. 

The output layer contains neurons. Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm that can 

be used for classification. This algorithm plots each data 

item as a point in n dimensional space (n is the number of 

features you have) with a feature value of for each leaf. As 

with other supervised learning models, the support vector 

machine is trained and the trained machine is used to 

classify (predict) the new data in as shown in Figure 

4.Incites from paper [1]An approach based on image 

processing technology has been proposed in to help detect 
plant diseases. Disease detection is primarily the purpose of the 

proposed approach and can detect leaf disease with little 

computational effort. This proposed approach consists of four 

phases. Accuracy is improved by using various image processing 

techniques such as image analysis, preprocessing, feature  

extraction and classification. Speed and accuracy are two main 

features of plant disease detection using machine learning 

techniques that must be achieved. With the proposed method, 

accuracy of up to 92% can be achieved. With the more featured 

SVM classifier, you can improve the recognition accuracy  by. This 

approach can be used for applications such as disease 

classification of plant parts such as leaf with appropriate 

classifiers.In [2] For early detection of disease, capture 

images taken days or weeks before plant disease becomes 

visually observable and train Model to detect plant disease 

early. It has been proposed to be used for. When 

implementing this framework, it is necessary to experiment  

with Combinations of different image bands, including bands 

beyond the visible spectrum, to determine the optimal band 

combination that can be used to model the deep learning 

train that can detect Plant diseases even before they are 

visible to the naked eye.This is based on the assumption that 

the disease can be detected before it becomes visually 

observable, as the spectral reflectance of diseased leaves and 

canopies is known to be more pronounced in the invisible 

part of the spectrum. (Campbell & Wynne, 2011). In fact, 

recent research results show that infections in tomato 

Botrytis cinerea leaves can be detected 9 hours after infection 

(long before visual symptoms appear) using near-infrared and 

red-rimmed sensors. (Fahrentrapp et al., 2019). As shown in 

Figure 3.2, pre- illness Images should be categorized 

according to the time steps (e.g., days) captured before the 

illness becomes visually observable. This figure shows how 

healthy and diseased crops are displayed in natural colors 

and in a virtual false color composite of bands extracted 

from aerial images.The first row (RGB view 1) shows an 

image of a healthy crop, and the Image in the second row 

(RGB view 2) also shows a healthy crop, except for the last 

image (TN). As Shows, diseased crops are displayed in 

natural colors (RGB). The third line, (False color view), is an 

example of what the second line looks like. A combination 

of virtual false color bands in which existing disease classes 

exist. In this view, the first three images (T0 to T2) represent 

a view of a healthy herd of, and the next three Images (T3 to 

T5) are displayed in false colors, thus indicating the disease 

class. Represented, is the last image. (TN) displays the same 

diseased crop on the second line as it appears in this fictitious 

false color view. As an example of, only one pre-disease  
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The trained disease Classification model should be 
continually updated to include "newly discovered" ones. 

Early stage illness class. Figure 3.3 shows the key 
components of the proposed framework for early 
detection and continuous monitoring of plant health. 

Rounded rectangles indicate common Machine learning 
tasks, and connection arrows indicate user workflows. 
The green Rounded rectangle represents the new disease 
early detection task developed by this Study.  This 

framework is intended for use by, for example, regional 
and national Government agencies to monitor the health 
of a wide range of plants. Such institutions are expected 

to monitor this The Seasonal crops are in the growing 
season and the perennial crops are annually maintained 
in the health of the plants of various crops. 

The agencies should use trained crop Classification 
models at the beginning of the growing season to 
identify and map the Areas where specific crops are 

sown, and then deploy trained crop diseases 
classification Models to images covering only those areas 
planted with the identified crops.In [3] The basic 

“structure of plant ailment detection system” includes 
numerous stages defined ultimately as: photo 
acquisition, labelling and pre-processing of statistics 
accompanied with the aid of using statistics 

augmentation. After this section education and trying 
out of dataset executed thru numerous getting to know 
strategies and class thru deep Convolutional neural 

networks.Image Acquisition: In photo acquisition step, 
pix are obtained thru excessive decision virtual digital 
digicam or from numerous reassets of internet .Few 

fashionable datasets like Plant Village, APS etc. also are 
to be had for the researchers The pix are amassed 
beneath wild, managed or out of control 

conditions.Preprocessing: Preprocessing is a way of 
casting off noises or distortions in a photo to enhance its 
quality. Various preprocessing techniques consists of 

Contrast Stretching, Noise filtering and Histogram 
adjustments etc. “Various filters like low pass, excessive 
pass, etc. are implemented to cast off numerous kinds of 
noiseData augmentation: Since maximum of the datasets 

aren't to be had easily. In order to create huge datasets, 
statistics augmentation strategies implemented at the 
smaller datasets for enhancement. Big datasets reduces 

the hassle of overfitting.Training and Testing of 
statistics: Training and trying out of statistics consists of 
splitting of datasets into numerous train-check splits. 

The version is educated thru numerous getting to know 
strategies like baseline education, great tuning or switch 
getting to know.Classification: Classification of illnesses 

is primarily based totally at the predefined dataset 
values. “For class section, unique type of system getting 
to know strategies are being hired to allocate a category 

to a fixed of unclassified statistics”. The fundamental 
strategies used for class are Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), Neural Networks, Fuzzy Classifier, Linear 

Discriminant Analysis, KNN etc. Deep getting to know 
is a rising studies region with inside the area 

of system getting to know in addition to in convolutional 

neural network. It is a subset of system getting to know 

strategies. Various deep getting to know processes had been 

used for photo class and recognition. In deep getting to know, 

CNN is one of the maximum outstanding approach. It includes 

middle structures: a convolutional layer and a pooling layer. 

This paper concentrates in particular at the plants that have 

been categorized thru deep getting to know convolutional 

neural networks. 

In [4] author has developed the model based on 

convolution neural network (CNN) for detecting the diseased 

plant images. They have taken the public dataset which is 

freely available on PlantVillage. 54,306 images of different 

plant including health and diseased dataset of 14 crop species 

on 26 diseased have been collected in this dataset. 

When model was tested it gives the accuracy of 

99.35% which is considered to be good accuracy overall.  

But when model was tested under different dataset compare 

with normal dataset it performs accuracy of 31.4% which 

was still good compare with traditional random selection. 

The model was developed using two different deep learning 

CNN architectures that is AlexNet and GoogleNet. These 

architecture are most popular among CNN architectures for 

image processing and video processing. For getting the best 

accuracy different methods of training were also 

implemented that is TRAINING FROM SCRATCH for 

AlexNet and TRANSFER LEARNING for GoogleNet 

architecture. The transfer learning outperforms over training 

from scratch.Three versions of plant image dataset was 

taken (color, greyscale, segmented) to test the model. And 

the 30 epochs(parameters) where used for feature extraction. 

The colored dataset gives the best accuracy compare with 

greyscale and segmented but to overcome the  inherent 

biases of neural network in lightening conditions the model  

was tested on greyscale and segmented versions also. To 

check the role of a background on image dataset segmented 

version was taken. The segmented version performs good 

and gives greater accuracy as compared to greyscale version 

but perform less with colored version. And the greyscale 

version of dataset perform worst among all three version of 

dataset.To test the models performance to any unseen data 

the four different training-testing approaches were 

implemented. That is 20%-80%(20% for training and 80% 

for testing), 40%-60%(40% for training and 60% for 

testing), 50%-50%(50% for training and 50% for testing),  

60%-40%(60% for training and 40% for testing) and 80%- 

20%(80% for training and 20% for testing). the accuracy 

was found out for AlexNet architecture is 97.36%, 98.60%,  

98.96%, 99.07%, 99.27% respectively and for the 

GoogleNet it was is 98.20%, 99.14 %, 99.16%, 

99.24%, 99.34% respectively for the Colored version 

of dataset. We can see here as the training size 

increases the accuracy is also increased. And from 

here it can be seen that the GoogleNet architecture 

gives better result over the AlexNet architecture. 
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When the model was evaluated on the dataset 

other than PlantVillage it gives less accuracy of 

31.4%. since the PlantVillage dataset taken under 

ideal condition the real leaf image will be directly 

taken in different circumstances in more complex 

environment. While the accuracy of 31.4% is still 

good with traditional random selection approach but 

more diverse image data can help to train the model. 

But when this model will be applied to different 

datasets then this will eventually increase it’s 

performance and the accuracy will also increase. and 

another limitation is model only performs on the 

single leaves images on the homogeneous background 

only while it should also perform on the plant leaf 

itself.In [4] the author has proposed a model based on 

RPN(reason propose network), chen-vese algorithm 

and transfer learning for developing the model for 

disease detection. RPN was used to localizing the 

leaves into complex background. Chen-vese algorithm 

for segmentation of images from RPN algorithm input 

and the transfer learning model which is pre-trained 

model on multiple diseased dataset with normal 

background for disease recognition. This model 

archives accuracy of 83.57%.Around 1000 leaf image 

dataset in complex background is taken from the plant 

photo bank of China(PPBC) including many plant at 

various growth stage. And the PlantVillage public 

dataset is also being used here. And the transfer 

learning is pre-trained on 537 black rot, 1032 bacterial 

plaque disease, 293 rust and 2852 healthy leaves. 
 

The plant disease recognition in the complex environment is 

performed with three steps. 

1.desease leaves image segmentation. 

2.feature extraction 

3.desease identification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1. image segmentation : the segmentation of images in 

the complex background is a tedious task. So the author has 

also reviewed multiple approaches to overcome with this 

challenge. 

delta E-color difference algorithm can be applied for 

separating the infected area on diseased leaves. 

> some of the researchers have used the region of 

interest(ROI) for segmentation of images. And another 

approach would be the leaves can be divided into multiple 

parts with diseased spots as a parameter for the 

segmentation process. 

 

2. feature extraction: different different images 

have different texture, shape, motion-related attribute, 

color of leaves this puts up challenge for feature 

extraction of all the images. But several methods are 

easy to use and  we also gets desired outputs. 
color and texture feature 

> Dempster Shafer (D-S) theory for feature 

extraction and for prediction the result 

improved local binary pattern (LBP) for Greyscale 

image and processing over it. 

 

3. Disease Identification: researchers have developed 

multiple methods to detect the disease info with 

images. 
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Hybrid Clustering For Detection 

CBIR(content-based image retrieval) for feature 

extraction and then SVM for classification. 

novel approaches such as with use of mobile device for  

image segmentation and them improved k-means 

clustering for disease information. 

trained CNN with 1632 corn images for detecting the 

disease of a corn leaf. 

improved CNN with AlexNet and VCG-16 net 

architecture for detecting the disease on maize leaves. 

This is the general flow of model which is suggested for 

detecting the disease on plant. 
 

 

Leaf localization: RPN algorithm is trained with 

convolution neural network to classify the boundary of 

image. Classification neural network is used to detect 

the leaf image present in picture is boundary or an 

object. Basically it uses intersection over union for 

detecting the boundary. If IOU is 0.5 then the image is 

object and for IOU greater then 0.5 will be background. 

Leaf Segmentation: chen-vese algorithm is used here 

for the segmentation of leaf images. 

Disease Identification: the model which is used for 

detecting the disease information is transfer learning. 

First it is pre- trained with the diseased images on 

simple background and then output of the previous 

method is tested for finding out the correct disease 

information. 

RPN algorithm is used for the training of image 

dataset in complex environment and the CNN will be 

used for retrieving the diseased plant leaves and these 

inputs is given to chen-vese algorithm for the 

segmentation purpose and finally the output of these all 

steps is test under the transfer learning model for 

identifying the disease which is present on the leaf or 

plant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In [6] the author has reviewed multiple research papers and 

presented current trends and difficulties which are present in 

the plant image disease detection with CNN. 

Traditional Approaches For detecting diseases on plant Using k-

means clustering for spotting lension 

region on leaf and with multiple parameters combined for 

feature extraction of apple leaf. And they detected the three 

diseases present on apple leaf . and the accuracy of the 

model was found 93% for disease detection. 

  In another method for the same apple leaf detection the BP 

neural network model was performed for classification and 

accuracy was found around 92.6%. bwith 63 parameter 

selected for feature extraction of rice leaf. And the Bayesian 

discriminant method was used for classification of diseases. 

The model has perform the classification with 97.2% of 

accuracy. 

Traditional methods can detect the diseases with good 

accuracy but they lack in detecting with more  diverse 

dataset and also early detection of diseases was not specified 

in the traditional approaches. 

 

New ways for classifications of diseased spots.
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instead of taking whole leaf images the single spots or 

lensions can be used with augmented data. And when 

this applied on GoogleNet architecture the model is 

able to detect disease with accuracy of 94% which is 

greater than when using whole images 82%. 

another method was to focuses on diseases 

diseased area. And when Mask R-CNN model with 

[ResNet 50 or ResNet 101 feature extraction] was 

used to detect the diseases. the accuracy was found 

out to 92.01% on test dataset. 

transfer learning gives more accuracy over 

training from scratch on AlexNet architecture for 

detecting the diseases correctly. The accuracy can 

reach upto 95.53%. 

Corn leaf diseases detection in the complex 

background with small sample dataset with CNN 

(VGG 16) on transfer learning model performs 95.33% 

of accuracy. 

ResNet 50 pre-trained on ImageNet dataset 

when used for identifying the apple leaf diseases  

gives accuracy of 97% for simple background and 

accuracy of 51% for a complex background images. 
New DL architectures for leaf detection 

When multiple CNN classifiers was 

combined and used the accuracy was high compare 

with single and double classifiers. And the accuracy 

was 97.8%. 

for some tomato leaf with problems of having 

shadow, occlusion and light integrity on images the 

Deconvolutional Guided VGG network can identify 

plant diseases with 99.10% accuracy. 

in ResNet18 architecture when convolutional 

1 layer of ResNet18 is combined with multiple 

convolution kernel & SETNet module addition the 

model is able to solve low recognition issue of grapes 

due to different degree of diseases and this model 

achieves accuracy of 90.83%. 

another model which is developed on CNN 

with adding 3 convolutional layer, 3 pooling layer, 2 

fully connected layer it is able to detect different 

diseases on tomato leaves. And this developed model 

has an accuracy of 91.2%. 
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Abstract— Visually handicapped people's lives are subject to a 

multitude of unrelenting challenges because they've been made 

bereft of the gift of sight. The proposed solution is a wearable Smart 
Voice Assistant that is developed to accommodate the needs of the 
visually impaired to aid them in every aspect of their everyday lives. 

It takes advantage of recent breakthroughs in the fields of language 
processing and computer vision to provide a broad spectrum of 

applications, including emergency response functionality, object 
recognition, and optical character recognition. It comprises 
hardware components that provide feedback in the form of sound, 

haptics, and speech to help with obstacle avoidance. The voice 
assistant also interacts with a smartphone application to enhance 

the user's experience by enabling them to read the messages from 
their phone, send an SOS message to their closest connections in an 
emergency, customize the device settings through the mobile 

application, and find the device with the press of a button in the 
event that it is misplaced. The proposed solution will enable the user 

to live a life in relative safety and comfort, which is essential for 

people suffering from varying levels of visual impairment.  

Keywords—voice assistant, SOS, object avoidance, object 
recognition, optical character recognition  

 I.  INTRODUCTION   

As we approach a stage in human civilization where the average 
age of the population is increasing at an unprecedented rate, it is 
clear that human physical functions are failing, and that visual 
faculties are declining at a behooving rate. Globally, it is 
estimated by World Health Organization (WHO) [1] that 43 
million people are visually disabled, with another 295 million 
suffering mild to severe vision impairment. Elderly adults over 
the age of 50 account for 140 million of them, with 110 million 
of them suffering from several chronic conditions. These people, 
often some of whom have lost the eyesight later in life, have to 
deal with certain forces in nature that can prove to be nothing 
short of baneful, and a threat to their lives. It was essential to 
create a gadget that assists them in traversing their environment 
and empowering them to do tasks that would otherwise be 
difficult or simply impossible.  

The condition of lacking vision is referred to as blindness, 
which is caused by a physiological or neurological 
imbalance. Despite tremendous advancements in 
technology, blindness remains a serious problem [2][3]. 
Researchers have been concentrating on this topic in order 
to produce helpful tools or aides for those who are blind 
or visually impaired. For blind people, very few assistive 
tools and devices are already available, however, the 
efficacy of their applications is fairly limited by speed, 
scope, and above everything, the manner they have been 
implemented in. As a result, it's not unexpected that not a 

great deal of work has gone into improving the lives of 
blind people and their families, particularly in terms of 
increasing their autonomy. Mobility aid for visually 
impaired persons is a particularly difficult issue in this 
respect since it necessitates the reconstruction and 
intuitive distribution of spatial information about the 
surroundings in order to enable safe travel.  

Visual impairment has a significant impact on a number of 
abilities connected to vision:  

● Day-to-day activities (that requires a vision at an 
average distance)  

● Inability  to  use  a  cell 
 phone  for  basic communication.  

● Recognizing people in their environment.  

● Require the use of a walking stick or the aid of a 
caretaker to move around safely in an environment.  

● Analyzing surrounding objects to gain an understanding 
of their function.  

● In the event of an emergency, effectively communicate 

their situation and whereabouts.  

● Determine the condition of the ripeness of fruit in the 
market.  

We've attempted to give a one-stop solution to all the key 
challenges that the visually impaired encounter at various 
levels and times in day-to-day life  with the assistance of 
our device. It is a simple to use, stand-alone interactive 
voice assistant that not only assists the blind in walking 
by avoiding obstacles, but also enables them to read 
newspapers, identify everyday objects, judge the 
freshness of fruit, and ask for assistance in an emergency. 
It is a significant improvement over past solutions in that 
it answers problems that have been left unanswered, 
provides a better user experience, and is adaptable.   

 II.  RELATED WORKS  

The previous works in the domain of assisting the blind have 
yielded fruition in various domains of the field. Functionalities 
related to OCR, fruit ripeness estimation, object detection, and 
identification, and navigation assist for the blind have been 
developed, albeit  not necessarily to the point of utility, but to 
generate a solution to the many problems faced by the blind. S.M. 
Felix and the team [1] have created a mobile application that 
works to provide functionalities similar to to the proposed system  
like voice assistant, OCR, and even image recognition. Safe 
navigation for the visually impaired [8][12] has been worked on 
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extensively using stereo-cameras [11] and GPS. Similarly, P. 
Bose [2], has developed a mobile-based application to work in 
assisting the blind to perform functionalities like speech 
recognizing and speech synthesis as the means of interaction 
through voice input to recognize text on a real-life object and 
provide audio feedback. The related works [3][7] are a raspberry 
pi based smart device to assist the blind by providing object 
identification functionality and even obstacle detection and 
avoidance system. This is an idea involving the aforementioned 
hardware and machine learning based software. The premise for 
common object detection and identification is of a prime 
importance from a safety and utility standpoint and there is an 
abundance of related work in the object detection using 
Computer Vision [13] [14] [15]. Iyear [4] has used the current 
technology to increase the number of visually impaired users 
navigating the internet like reading articles or listening to music 
on Youtube, etc.  

  

Additionally, there are a variety of technologies available to help 
the sight impaired navigate both indoors and outdoors. All of 
these devices rely solely on the Global Positioning System (GPS) 
to determine their location to navigate your way around. In 
reference [5], the paper offers a system that makes use of stereo 
vision a sonification approach and image processing 
methodology Support navigation for the blind. The system that 
has been created includes stereo cameras as vision sensors and 
stereo cameras as wearable computers. All of the earbuds are 
fashioned into a helmet.  

  

Limitations:  

  

1.) The amount of hardware required is substantial.  

2.) The use of musical stereo sound to aid in the 
understanding of the blind in the foreground (No use of 
voice commands).  

  

In a paper published by Rimon Saffoury [6], the idea of 

assisting the blind walk using sensors for obstacles 

avoidance is discussed. The words "mobile" and "internet" 

are used frequently in this document along with laser and 

camera The laser and the mobile are kept at a safe distance 

from each other. The image from the camera is collected, 

and the laser is observed as well. The distance between the 

laser point and the camera is measured using the static 

distance and the angle between the laser point and the 

camera.  

   

Limitations:  

  

1.) There must be a constant distance between the 

camera and the laser.  

2.) On a polished surface, the laser strength may be 

reduced, making it ineffective.  

  

 To summarize, when considering the challenges of the 

visually handicapped, earlier attempts to solve this 

problem have focused on solving problems that have a 

limited range. Previous approaches have tended to solve 

only one key issue while leaving the others unaddressed. 

We hope to provide a one-stop solution to all of the 

primary challenges that the visually impaired face with the 

proposed system. The proposed system not only assists the 

blind in walking by avoiding obstacles, but also allows 

them to read the newspaper, determine the maturity of 

fruits, and ask for assistance in an emergency. It  is a 

significant improvement over prior art in that it addresses 

problems that were previously unresolved, provides a 

better user experience, and happens to be multifaceted.  

  

 III.  THE PROPOSED SYSTEM  

This paper describes a smart wearable voice assistant that 
leverages machine learning and deep learning to help 
blind individuals identify obstacles to help them in 
walking, also providing them with other recognition 
functionalities like facial and text recognition[18], which 
ultimately aims at decreasing the unfair challenges they 
encounter on a daily basis. When combined with 
Ultrasonic sensors, the device      allows users to move 
freely without much caution as it alerts them of 
approaching impediments. Furthermore, the Voice 
Assistant will be used in combination with a companion 
app[9] that adds a slew of new functions to an already 
featurerich device. The mobile app has a host of additional 
features that make the user's life easier. It uses the Voice 
Assistant to keep the user updated on recent activity on 
their phone, but it most importantly functions as an 
integral part of the SOS functionality, which involves 
sending a distress signal to the user's preferred emergency 
contacts.  

Largely, the proposed idea can be divided into three major parts:  

1. Wearable Wrist Device  

2. Voice Assistant  

3. Companion Mobile Phone Application  

  

A. Wearable Wrist Device  

The proposed wearable wrist device is tailored to be as 
userfriendly as possible. The buttons are etched with symbols to 
make them distinguishable when felt by the user’s fingertips. The 
device is engineered to handle all the rudimentary tasks of an 
individual’s day-to-day life efficiently. Fig 2 shows the diagram 
of the proposed device that includes an embedded system module 
(Raspberry Pi 4 Model B)  for handling all the computational 
tasks, an ultrasonic sensor that measures the distance to an object 
using ultrasonic sound waves wherein the user is alerted if an 
object lies within 40cms of the sensor’s radius, a rechargeable 
LiPo battery to power the device, a Raspberry Pi camera for 
accommodating all the functionalities involving computer 
vision, five buttons with a distinct set of functionalities and a 
vibration motor to provide haptic feedback. The functions of the 
aforementioned  buttons are as followed:  

● The Activate button is used to activate and deactivate 
the voice assistant.   
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● The Volume Up button is used to raise the volume of 
the voice assistant.  

● The Power button is used to turn on/off the voice 
assistant  

● The Volume Down button is used to lower the volume 
of the voice assistant.  

● The SOS button is used to activate and deactivate the 
ultrasonic sensor when pressed once and activate the 
SOS functionality when pressed thrice.  

  

  
FIGURE 1. PCB Layout  

  
FIGURE 2. Structure of the proposed device  

  

B. Voice Assistant  

The wearable wrist device includes Computer Vision-
based functionalities like object recognition, fruit ripeness 
detection, and optical character recognition. After the user 
asks for the function through the voice assistant, the 
camera captures a snapshot of the desired subject, 
converts it to a vector, sends it to the central processing 
unit where it is identified, and the result is sent back to the 
user in audio format  

The object detection model works on the Single Shot 
MultibBox detector(SSD) algorithm [19]. The model uses 
a MobileNet backend to support mobile devices like our 
raspberry pi. The model is trained on and can detect about 
1000 classes of objects. It gives a list of objects that it 
detects with a confidence threshold of 60 percent and 
more.   

  

FIGURE 3. Object Detection Flowchart  

  

The device uses optical character recognition to transform the 
handwritten or machine-printed image text into machinereadable 
text. It uses the PyTesseract library which is a wrapper for 
Google’s Tesseract-OCR engine.  
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At the user's request, the voice assistant works in conjunction 
with its companion mobile application to read incoming 
messages from the paired phone.   

The voice assistant can perform the following key tasks in 
addition to the features listed above:  

● Getting live cricket match scores by scraping  data 
from the web using Beautiful Soup which is a 
Python package used for parsing HTML and XML 
documents.  

● Describing weather conditions of the user’s location 
by fetching the user’s geolocation from the phone 
and getting the weather data for the desired location 
using the OpenWeatherMap API  

● Carrying out a quick Wikipedia search 
based on the spoken keyword and reading 
out the article summary of the keyword 
using the Wikipedia python library which 

makes it easy to access and parse data from 

the Wikipedia website.  

● Updating the user with the latest news headlines by 
fetching data from the News API which is a fairly 
straightforward and easy-to-use REST API that 
returns JSON search results for current and historic 

news articles gathered from a multitude of sources.  

  

  

FIGURE 6. Feedback from the News Headline Module  

  

FIGURE 4. OCR Module Flowch art   
  

  

  

FIGURE 5. Feedback from the OCR Module   

The fruit ripeness detection model uses the MobileNetSSD  

algorithm as well wherein it has three classes (rotten, ripe,  

raw) for each type of fruit (apple, banana, mango, orange,  

papaya, pomegranate).   

  
FIGURE 7. Feedback from the SOS Module   
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FIGURE 8. Feedback from Voice Assistant when asked 

about the weather.  

The results of the aforementioned modules will be read out 
by the voice assistant upon the user’s request.  

  

C. Companion Mobile Application  

  

In the age where staying connected 24/7 has become more 
of an unspoken societal norm than an option, Cell phones 
have become a necessity for many individuals all around 
the world. They are becoming increasingly instrumental 
for a variety of reasons, including their ability to quickly 
interact with family, friends, and business contacts, all 
within a click of a button.   

  

To give the Smart Voice Assistant a new dimension, we propose 
integrating a Mobile Application [16] [17] whose modules would 
communicate directly with the Voice Assistant Device's features. 
Alongside working in close conjunction with the assistant to 
achieve the text messaging readout features, the mobile app also 
facilitates composing text messages without having to interact 
with the phone, not only that but it also employs a method to 
locate the Voice Assistant device in case the user misplaces it or 
is unable to locate it. In addition to the aforementioned modules, 
a specific feature would also be present to allow users to alter the 
Voice Assistant's settings directly from the app, eliminating the 
need to physically interact with the device only to change minor 
settings.   

  

    
FIGURE 9. SOS Module Flowchart  

  

The feature SOS functionality [20] intends to help the user if 
they find themselves in any of the following situations: The user 
is confronted with a traumatic situation, or one of the system's 
vital components fails. As depicted in “Fig. 9”, when the gadget 
detects the aforementioned conditions, it sends a distress signal 
to the paired mobile, which instructs the Shravan app to send an 
SMS with the user's current position down to the very geo-
coordinate to up to five predetermined contacts. The Emergency 
SMS recipient contacts can be chosen while setting up the device 
in the mobile application.  

  

By sending timely messages to your consumers via mobile app 
alerts, you can stay in touch with them in a non-intrusive manner. 
Unfortunately, people who do not have the gift of sight are 
unable to enjoy and experience this feature in its purest form. To 
overcome this stumbling block, we've integrated the connected 
phone's messaging system with the Voice Assistant via the 
Mobile Application, allowing the user to summon the Assistant 
and request a message readout or compose a text message.  

  

     
FIGURE 10. SMS Readouts Flowchart  

  

  

The Voice Assistant’s settings can be changed on the fly 
with the setting configurator screen in the Mobile 
Application. This feature offers a variety of customization 
options that users can use to alter their experience with the 
assistant.  

  

Forgetting is a natural process in which the brain 
replaces old information with newer, more valuable, and 
relevant information. Unfortunately, some of the 
information that your brain may consider unimportant 
may be required for you to remember where you put your 
keys, phone, or wallet, and if it has been erased, you will 
have to spend time attempting to locate some of your daily 
things. As a result, ordinary forgetfulness is one of the 
leading causes of misplacing or even losing personal 
items. The function FindMyDevice is a game-changing 
feature in assisting this unavoidable process of being 
aware of the whereabouts of the device while it is not 
strapped to the user. With the introduction of this 
functionality, identifying the device’s location has 
become a relatively straightforward task. As demonstrated 
in “Fig. 11”, with a single click of a button on the Mobile 
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Application's home screen, the device is told to produce 
sound for a certain amount of time.  

  

     
FIGURE 11. SMS Readouts Flowchart  

   

 IV.  DEEP LEARNING ANALYSIS  

  

A. Optical Character Recognition  

Optical character Recognition is a procedure that includes 
multiple sub-processes that must be completed as precisely as 
possible. The first subprocess in the process includes 
preprocessing the image for which we have used the opencv 
library. This library contains a lot of tools to help us preprocess 
the image with simplicity.  

● Firstly, we read the image in a grayscale format 
which is the only format supported by the next 
two algorithms  

● Secondly, we use the bilateral filter algorithm 
[21] which is a picture smoothing filter that 
preserves edges while lowering noise. It uses a 
weighted average of intensity data from 
surrounding pixels to replace the intensity of 
each pixel. A Gaussian distribution can be used 
to calculate this weight. The weights are 
determined not just by the Euclidean distance 
between pixels, but also by the radiometric 
differences. Sharp edges are preserved as a 
result.  

● Then we use a thresholding algorithm that 
converts blacks in the images to pitch black and 
white snow becoming white. We mainly chose a 
threshold value by calculating a mean of all the 
pixels in the image (pixels in a grayscale image 
range from 0 to 255), and any pixel above that 
threshold gets a value of 255 which is deepest 
black and anything below the mean gets a value 
of 0 which is lightest white.  

● Lastly, we feed the pre-processed image to the 
further subprocesses for OCR.  

The next subprocesses include text localization, character 
segmentation, character recognition and post processing. 
Tesseract OCR [22] was chosen to do the above 
mentioned subprocesses. This engine uses the Long Short 
Term Memory (LSTM) [23] network, which is a form of 
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [24]. Short-term 
memory is a problem for recurrent neural networks. 
They'll have a difficult time transporting information from 
earlier steps to later ones if the sequence is long enough. 
If you're trying to predict something from a paragraph of 
text, RNNs may leave out critical information at the start. 
The RNN’s even suffer from vanishing gradients during 
the back propagation. To tackle the short-term memory 
problem, LSTM was introduced as a solution. This 
algorithm contains an inbuilt mechanism called gates that 
control the flow of data. These gates can figure out which 
data in a sequence should be kept and which should be 

FIGURE 12.  Flowchart depicting the voice assistant functionality
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discarded. It can then transfer important information 
down the long chain of making predictions as a result of 
this. This is the reason LSTM was chosen over RNN.  

  

FIGURE 13.  LSTM used in Tesseract OCR [25]  

In the figure 13 we can visualize how Tesseract works using 
LSTM. Basically, the input image is analysed line by line in 
boxes (rectangles) before being fed into the LSTM model and 
output. Words were found by grouping text lines into blobs and 
analysing the lines and regions for proportional text or pitch that 
is fixed. Depending on the type of character spacing, text lines 
are divided into words in different ways. Following that, there is 
a two-pass recognition process. During the first pass, each word 
is attempted to be recognised one by one. As training data, each 
satisfactory word is delivered to an adaptive classifier. The 
adaptive classifier is then given the opportunity to recognise text 
further down the page with greater accuracy.  

To use the tesseract engine for our code we use pytesseract 
[26] which is a wrapper class for the Tesseract OCR Engine. 
Preprocessed image when passed through this library returns a 
text as an output using the text localization, character 
segmentation, character recognition and post processing 
subprocesses and the LSTM algorithm  

  

B. Fruit Ripeness Detection  

The fruit ripeness detection model was trained on a dataset that 
was scraped from the internet using selenium [27]. Selenium is 
an open-source web browser automation tool. The scripts are 
executed by a browser-driver on a browserinstance on your 
device.  

We created a programme that opens a webpage and searches for 
images. The img tag will be used to identify the photos, and each 
image will have the CSS selector Q4LuWd. The picture tags are 
continually added to a list by a function. It then selects the image 
and searches for the n3VNCb tag. It stores the picture source 
after it has been located. It continues in this manner until the 
required number of photos is found. If our application needs 
more images than those found on the first page, it must use the 
"Search more results" option. In the event that the number of 
photos required is not satisfied, we have included it in the 
software. Once all the URLs have been found, they are saved in 
a set and returned. A function then will take an image URL and 
save it to a given folder.  

This way images were collected for 3 classes (i.e., Rotten, 
Ripe, Raw) of each fruit. The total number of fruits 

selected for this was 6 (i.e., apple, banana, mango, orange, 
papaya, pomegranate). So, in total we had 1987 images of 
18 categories for our model to train on.  

The building of the Fruit Ripeness detection model can be broken 
down in the following steps:  

The first step is the data pre-processing. We will be going 
to use the ImageDataGenerator class in Keras. Keras is an 
opensource library that provides an interface for deep 
learning. This step can further be broken down in these 
sub steps:  

● Images are converted to an input shape of 224, 224 
since it is the acceptable input shape for our 
algorithm.  

● The images are rescaled and divided by 255 which is 
mainly for normalization.  

● The dataset was split into image batch and label 
batch.  

● The dataset was shuffled, and a validation split of 20 
percent of it was made.  

  

FIGURE 14. Result of the shape of variables that we pass 

for training  

The figure 14 shows that at the end of our preprocessing 
we had 1597 images belonging to the training dataset and 
390 belonging to the validation dataset. The default batch 
size is 32, which is regarded enough in the majority of 
circumstances. (32, 224, 224, 3) denotes that one batch of 
photos has 32 images, while 224, 224 denotes image 
height and width, and 3 denotes three colour channels 
(RGB). Because the labels are in one hot encoded format, 
the label batch shape is (32, 18).  

The next step is building the model for which we use 
transfer learning [28]. Transfer learning is a technique in 
machine learning in which a model created for one job is 
utilised as the base for a model on a different task. This 
improves the learning in the new task greatly. For this 
purpose, we will use the tensorflow hub to load a pre-
trained MobileNetv2 [29] model. One of the key reasons 
why we chose this model was because it runs well on 
embedded devices like our raspberry pi. Some key 
features of this model are listed below:  

● The main idea underlying MobileNet is that 
convolutional layers, which are necessary for 
computer vision but are computationally 
expensive, can be replaced with so-called 
depthwise separable convolutions.  
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activation function is ReLu.  

To this base layer of MobileNetV2, we add our global spatial 
average pooling layer, a fully connected layer and a logistic layer 
at the end. We use ReLu activation function in all the layers 
except the last one which is the logistic layer or the output layer. 
In that layer we use the sigmoid function which ret urns a 
probability for each class between 0 and 1. With 1 being the most 
probable class and 0 being the least. All the variables in the 
output layer add up to 1 due to this.  

The next step involves training the model using the architecture 
described in the previous step and the dataset prepared in the first 
step. The training is subdivided in two stages:  

For the first stage, we freeze the base layers (i.e., MobileNetV2 
layers) in our model and train on just the 3 layers added by us. 
For this stage we use the RMSprop (Root Mean Squared 
Propagation) optimizer and categorical crossentropy loss 
function. The training goes on for 5 epochs.  

For the second stage we unfreeze one fourth of the blocks in our 
base model. Hence the model now will consist of three fourth 
blocks of layers trained on ImageNet dataset and having the same 
weights and biases. The last one fourth block and the layers that 
we added on top will now be retrained on our dataset to get 
optimized results. For this stage we use the SGD (Stochastic 
Gradient Descent) optimizer and the same categorical cross-
entropy loss function. This training goes on for 5 epochs as well.  

  

FIGURE 16.  Stage 1 model training accuracy and loss 

chart  

 

  

FIGURE 15.  MobileNetV2 Architecture  

● The expansion layer functions as a decompressor 
(similar to unzip) that gets back the data to its 
original state, after which the depthwise layer 
conducts any filtering that is necessary at this level 
of the network, and lastly the projection layer 
squeezes the data to make it smaller.  

● The secret is using learnable parameters in the 
convolutional layers, expansions and projections are 
performed, which allows the model to train how to 
best (de)compress the input at each point in the 
network.  

● Batch normalisation is used on each layer, and the         
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FIGURE 17. Result of Fruit Ripeness Detection 

Model C. Object Detection  

Object detection is a computer technology that deals with 
finding instances of semantic items of a specific class 
(such as individuals, buildings, or cars) in digital photos 
and videos. In order to obtain more accuracy, computer 
vision models are becoming deeper and more 
sophisticated. However, these advancements increase the 
size and latency of the system, making it incompatible 
with systems that are computationally challenged. 
MobileNet comes in handy in these situations. This is a 
model created primarily for high-speed mobile and 
embedded applications. Although it provided good frames 
per second on low computation, it lacked accuracy. To 
counteract this we used the MobileNetSSD [30] model.  

  
FIGURE 18. MobileNetSSD Architecture  

MobilenetSSD is an object detection model that uses an input 
image to compute the bounding box and category of an object. 
Using Mobilenet as a backbone, this Single Shot Detector (SSD) 
object detection model may enable quick object detection 
optimised for mobile devices. SSD requires only one shot to 
recognise many objects within an image, but RPN-based 
techniques such as the R-CNN [31] series require two shots, one 
for generating region suggestions and the other for detecting the 
item of each proposal. As a result, SSD is substantially faster than 
two-shot RPN-based techniques.  

MobilenetSSD takes a (3,300,300) image as input and produces 
(1,3000,4) boxes and (1,3000,21) scores as output. Boxes hold 
the default box's offset values (cx,cy,w,h). Scores is a list of 
confidence levels for each of the object categories, with 0 being 
the background.  After extracting the features with MobileNet 
backbone in SSD, the bounding boxes are generated at each 
resolution while employing Extra Feature Layers to reduce the 
resolution. MobilenetSSD will concatenate the result of the six 
levels of resolution to get 3000 bounding boxes, then filter out 
bounding boxes using non-maximum suppression (NMS).  

 V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The proposed device will have modules ranging from object 
detection to voice assistant, from SOS functionality to fruit 
ripeness estimation and OCR. All of these would need to be 
implemented so that they work seamlessly with each other and 
also be tailored to suit the needs of the blind. The voice assistant 
that is integrated into the device is a smart bot that is designed to 
answer user queries like the latest news, current weather, score 
of the current match etc.  

The Fruit ripeness estimation works to determine whether a fruit 
is ripe enough or not and helps determine whether it's buyable. 
The machine learning module was made based on a  

supervised learning model. The OCR module has to be able to 
read printed text on hard copies in order to convert it into voice 
output for the blind user to listen to. Additionally, the sos 
functionality is an emergency alert feature that can be activated 
on the device.  

  

The voice assistant even enables the user to ask for weather 
related information from the voice assistant.  

 VI.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

In this paper, we propose and smart wearable device wherein 
the system comprising: An Ultrasound sensor, used to detect the 
optical obstacles, objects and person during the walking of the 
person; A camera unit, used to read text using OCR, identify 
objects placed in front, identify faces of people; A feedback unit, 
used to alert the person on presence of the obstacles, articles and 
person in path of the person and also respond to the voice queries 
of the user including but not limited to; whether conditions, 
current time and location; A mobile application containing GPS 
to send information about location to the device, an SOS 
functionality that can be activated remotely via the Device to 
send current location of the user to saved contacts on the phone; 
and A processing unit used to process the information received 
from the ultrasound sensor and the mobile application, where the 
processing unit sends the processed information to the alert unit, 
and thereafter the alert unit sends the information of the 
obstacles, reads out written script taken from the camera, 
responds to user queries with computer generated voice, this 
forms the part of the OCR module of the proposed device. The 
proposed device on its own is sufficient and enough to enable the 
visually challenged to lead a comfortable and safe life and even 
provide an opportunity to go beyond hamstrung opportunities 
that blindness presents them with.   
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FIGURE 19. Wearable Top View  

  

FIGURE 20. Wearable Front View  

One of the primary problems that the proposed device deals 
with concerns the safety[10] of the user and aims to direct help 
to the user in the event of an emergency. In view of that, events 
that involve the user stumbling or falling down because an object 
or hurdle, for example, a raised platform, could not be detected 
by the proposed device, need to be considered. And should such 
events be fatal, the closest contacts should be immediately 
intimated of such occurrence right away so that their help can be 
directed. This paves way for a system that can detect if the user 
has stumbled or even fallen down. This module can be called the 
Fall Detection module. Under the Fall Detection module, the 
device can identify an event and send an alert to predetermined 
contacts of the user that the user has fallen down and might be in 
need of help. To realize this module, hardware consisting of a fall 
detection circuit will have to be implemented. These circuits 
primarily consist of accelerometers that are a type of lowpower 
radio wave technology sensor, to monitor the movements of the 
user. Some advanced systems may even consist of gyroscopes, 
infrared sensors, acoustic sensors, etc to make the fall detection 
even more accurate. Once a fall is detected, the device will rely 
on the information to the companion mobile app of the proposed 
device. The mobile application can then alert the saved contacts 
of the user a location of the user along with a message informing 
them of the fall. Events like the user being involved in a car 
accident or any other road accident would also trigger the alert 
being sent. Such a functionality would add an extra level of 
security to the lives of the user in the case of post event damage 
control.   

  

FIGURE 21. (a) Home screen of the proposed mobile device 

application. (b) The SOS Contacts screen in the application.  

Moreover, the other wider domains like navigation while 
avoiding obstacles, voice assistant, OCR can be further 
improved by working on their speed and accuracy. In the voice 
assistant module, additional functionalities like setting an alarm, 
etc can be added.   
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Abstract-Sentiment analysis has become one of the most 

profound research areas with the increasing growth of 

social media on web. Nowadays, millions of users exchange 

their views, ideas, expressions, feelings, opinions on social 

media like twitter and Facebook. Sentiment analysis or 

opinion mining mainly focuses on classification and 

prediction of people’s opinion about a specific target. It 

involves categorizing text documents or sentences based on 

the opinion articulated being positive or negative about a 
given topic. The task of sentiment analysis seems like text 

classification, but it faces many challenges that have 

motivated focused research in this domain. To automate 

the sentiment analysis task, various machine learning and 

lexicon-based techniques have been proposed in literature. 

Though these techniques have been widely used for 

sentiment classification, these techniques failed to achieve 

the best results in terms of accuracy and to resolve all the 

challenges. So, there is need to develop new automated 

techniques that resolve all the challenges and give the best 

performance. This paper proposes a hybrid approach of 

sentiment lexicon tool SentiStrength and novel reason 

mining algorithm for analysing sentiments. The main 

objective of the proposed work is to discover the concept 

of sentiment variation analysis in the field of Natural 

Language Processing and Data Mining. The main research 

goal is to investigate the problem of analysing public 
sentiment variations and finding the exact causes of these 

variations in microblogging services. The performance of 

the proposed system would be evaluated on the two 

different platforms, Twitter, and Facebook. 

 
Index Terms - Sentiment Analysis, Opinion Mining, 

Supervised machine learning, Public Sentiment Variation 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

With the intensive growth of Web 2 

applications such as blogs, forums, and social 

networking sites, there is growth in user generated 
content in the form of posts, reviews, ratings, 

recommendations, and feedbacks about the products. 

This vast textual information can be about anything 
including politicians, products, people, events, etc. This 

huge textual content available on web is needed by 

companies, web practitioners, researchers, politicians, 

service providers and analysts to mine and analyze this 
for different uses. With this vast user generated content, 

there is need of automated techniques for analyzing and 

mining, as manual analysis is very difficult for such a 
huge content. Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is 

 
the automated and computational study of people’s opinion, 

expression, feelings, thoughts, and emotions towards a 
particular target. The term opinion mining deals with 

extracting and analyzing people’s opinion about any entity. 

While the term sentiment analysis aims to automate the task 

of finding sentiment and classifying it into sentiment 
polarity. Nowadays, every individual wants to know other’s 

opinion before purchasing any product. The organizations 

and businesses want to find their consumers feedback about 
their product or services. The organizations, nowadays, are 

not dependent on surveys, opinion polls and focus groups 

because of the vast amount of data available publicly for 

analysis. Per day, million users are sharing their opinions, 
feelings on social media like Twitter and Facebook. But the 

opinions of people are bounded for the time-period. As per 

the time the people’s opinions may change about a specific 
target. This can be called as ‘Public Sentiment Variation’. 

Most of the previous work, in this research field mainly 

focused on predicting and classifying public sentiment on 
microblogging services. So, anyone can do the valuable 

analysis to find the variations in public sentiments 

according to the time. Such type of analysis can be useful 

for taking corrective actions, for example, if public 
sentiment towards a particular product changed suddenly, 

the company can take the proper decisions to revert the 

public sentiment. This type of analysis can be useful for 
further analysis to mine the possible reasons behind such 

variations.  
There are two approaches for sentiment analysis  

1) Machine learning based 2) Lexicon based. The machine 
learning based approach uses various supervised and 

unsupervised learning algorithms like Naïve Bayes, 

Maximum Entropy, and Support Vector Machines for 

sentiment classification. The Lexicon based techniques use 
a lexicon dictionary with sentiment words related to 

specific domain for sentiment classification. Some 

researchers combined the machine learning and lexicon-
based techniques [7, 10]. According to literature survey, 

both these techniques have their own pros and cons, but still 

the supervised machine learning techniques give more 

accuracy of sentiment classification than lexicon-based 
techniques [13].  

In this work, we have analysed public sentiment 
variations on Twitter and Facebook about “iPhone” and 
“Kindle”. For this we used Stanford NLP Classifier, which 
is based on Maximum Entropy [14]. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 
Many efforts have been taken to automate the task of 
sentiment analysis in last few years. Different Machine 
learning and lexicon-based techniques have been 

proposed for sentiment classification of online text data.  
A. Machine Learning Based Approaches  

The machine learning techniques became popular 

for sentiment analysis from the work done by Pang and 

Lee (2002) [1]. Three Supervised Classifiers: Naive 
Bayes (NB), Maximum Entropy (ME) and Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) were experimented on movie 

reviews collected from imdb.com. They compared the 

efficiency of these three classifiers with different 
feature selection method such as uni-gram, n-gram, 

combining uni-gram and bi-gram and by combining 

uni-gram and POS tagging. They reached a conclusion 
that if the feature set is small then it is better to consider 

feature presence than feature frequency. While Naive 

Bayes performed well on small feature set, The SVM 

performed well on large feature space. When there was 
a large feature space, Maximum Entropy performed 

better than Naive Bayes. SVM showed the best 

performance with an average precision of 82.9%. Their 
work was extended to improve the precision of NB [2]. 

They proposed subjectivity identification in the text as a 

pre-processing step and best accuracy up to 87.2% was 

achieved on the movie reviews dataset. The 
experiments with SVM, NB and ME on movie and car 

brand reviews by Boiy, E., Hens, P., Deschacht, K., and 

Moens, have also confirmed high performance of 
machine learning techniques with accuracy up to 

90.25% [3]. N-gram modelling approach with Naive 

Bayes was studied for subjectivity and polarity analysis 

at document level on legal weblogs and movie reviews, 
by Cornad and Schilder [4]. 

 
B. Lexicon Based Approach 

An unsupervised learning algorithm for classifying  
reviews was proposed by Turney, in 2002 [5]. In that 

approach, first, Adjectives and adverbs were extracted, 

and then semantic orientation of extracted phrases was 
calculated using Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI). 

Finally, reviews were classified as per average semantic 

orientation of the phrases. This approach was able to 

achieve 66% accuracy for the movie review domain. 
The experiments are conducted on different datasets 

like movie, bank and automobile. Positive and negative 

sentiment-based summaries for product features from 
reviews (Amazon, CNET) were proposed by Hu and 

Liu (2004). Opinionated sentences were identified using 

dictionary of adjectives (sentiment lexicon). They used 

30 adjectives as seed list. They achieved 80% accuracy 
of the polarity classification in terms of precision [6]. 

To assign sentiment scores to each distinct entity in the 

text and then assigning an overall subjectivity score to 
the text, Godbole et al. (2007) was proposed a sentiment 

lexicon based semantic approach [8]. Pang and Lee 

(2008), in their study gives the overview of the different 

approaches used in sentiment analysis. Their study 
concludes that in some unsupervised learning 

 
approaches, a sentiment lexicon is generated and later 
used to determine the text unit’s degree of positivity or 

subjectivity. Creating the sentiment lexicon through 
unsupervised polarity or subjectivity labelling of words 
or phrases is crucial [9]. 

 
C. Tracking Public Sentiment Variations on Facebook 

J. Ahktar, S. Soria [10] focused on classification of  
Facebook status updates, with a correlation of the topic. 
They analyzed the suitability of various approaches to 
Facebook status messages by comparing the 
performance of a Maximum Entropy (“MaxEnt”) 

classifier, a MaxEnt classifier augmented with Labeled-  
LDA (“LDA”) data, a MaxEnt classifier augmented 
with part-of-speech (“POS”) tagging, and a MaxEnt 
classifier augmented with both LDA and POS data.  
Alvaro Ortigosa, Jose M.Martin, Rosa Carro [11] have 
developed an application SentBuk, which retrieves 

messages written by users in Facebook and classifies 
them according to their polarity. It displays the results 

to the users through an interactive interface. SentBuk 
also supports emotional change detection, friend’s 

emotion finding, user classification according to their 
messages, and statistics, among others. The 

classification method implemented in SentBuk follows 
a hybrid approach: it combines lexical-based and 

machine-learning techniques. 
 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

In this work, for analysing public sentiment 
variations, following three steps have been performed. 

First the tweets and Facebook posts regarding a specific 

target (e. g. “IPhone”, “Kindle” etc.) extracted from the 

collected tweets and posts. The extracted tweets and 
posts are pre-processed to remove the noise in the data. 

The task of pre-processing is essential to make the 

sentiment analysis more efficient. Second, we classified 
these tweets/posts into three classes like positive, 

negative, and neutral by Stanford NLP Classifier [14]. 

Finally, based on classification of each tweet and 

comment, the sentiment variations regarding the 
specific targets have been tracked with the help of 

descriptive statistics. These steps are described in the 

following subsections. Finally, the reasons behind these 
public sentiment variations have been analysed by 

applying the Novel Reason Mining Algorithm. These 

steps are described in the following subsections. The 

flowchart of the overall methodology adopted for this 
work is given in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 Methodology 

 

A. Extraction and preprocessing of tweets and posts:  
The tweets and posts related to the specific targets 

we*re extracted. To extract the related tweets/posts, 
from the whole dataset, we filtered the tweets/posts 

which contain the keywords of the target. Generally, the 
noise in the tweets and posts affect the results of 

sentiment analysis. The pre-processing techniques 
remove the noise and make them efficient for sentiment 

classification. For pre-processing we have applied 
following techniques.  

1. Stop word removal: Extremely common words 
are not considered to  

2. speed up results. These filtered words are 
known as 'Stop Words'. We maintained a list of 
commonly used stop words and it is used to 
remove all the stop words from tweets/posts.  

3. Stemming: Stemming is done for reducing 
inflected (or sometimes derived) words to their 
stem, base or root form. For example, the word  
“Happiness”, “Happy” indicate the positive 
sentiment. To extract the correct sentiment 
these types of words should be stemmed to its 

 
root i.e., the word “Happy”. A popular Porter 
stemmer algorithm is used for stemming 
process. 

 
B. Sentiment Classification  

To classify the tweets and posts as positive, 

negative, and neutral. To classify the tweets and 
comments as positive, negative, and neutral, sentiment 

analysis tool of Stanford NLP framework is used [14]. 

This tool uses Maximum Entropy Classifier which 

classifies the tweets/comments into positive, negative, 
and neutral classes. This Stanford NLP tool has proven 

its quality and accuracy, as various sentiment 

processing applications have adopted it as a popular 
sentiment analysis tool in machine learning. Thus, we 

can estimate the probability that an opinion may contain 

positive, negative, or neutral sentiments. 

 
C. Sentiment variation Analysis:  

After classifying all the extracted tweets and posts 
about a target, we can analyse the sentiment variations 

using the number of positive and negative tweets/posts. 
In this work, the percentage of positive and negative 

tweets/posts have been considered to analyse the 
sentiment variations, e.g., the percentage of 

negative/positive tweets/posts is increasing more than 

50%. The statistics obtained after classification is the 
useful indicator for sentiment variation over the period. 

 
D. Reason Mining  
Reasons are the essential part of tweet/comment, which 

is a ruling factor of the current context. Finding reasons 
is not so easy, but anyone can find clues by analyzing 

the tweets/comments in the variation period. People 

give their opinion based on current reason for particular 

entity. A Novel Reason Mining Algorithm is 
implemented to specify list of reasons within specific 

time interval for particular entity. A separate list of the 

most generally occurred words during specific time 
interval is created. These most generally occurred 

words are sub-parts of the main reasons to be mined. 

Then the association relationship between these words 

and their combined occurrence count is determined. 
This combined occurrence count will give us sorted list 

of main reasons. 
 
Terms and Notations: 

 
We used following notations in algorithm to represent 
main entities to be considered in calculations. 

 
W: time window of specific days 

 
T: a set of user tweets within time window W 

 
∆: threshold value to be used to consider association 
occurrence count between keywords 

 
∂: min value to be used to consider sequence 
occurrence count between keywords 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word_stem
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_%28linguistics%29
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Algorithm: 
 

1. A set of user Tweets within the time window 
‘W’ are extracted from the database. 

 
2. In processing stage, all the keywords of 

tweets/comments are stored in separate table. 

The algorithm selects most occurred keywords 
within the current time window ‘W’ and store 
them in separate array in ascending order. 

 
3. A string is constructed from array index of 

keywords. 
 

4. A string of array index is finally considered if 
more than ∆ (threshold value) number of 

tweets produces such string. 
 

5. A set of string of array index is then sorted in 
descending order based on their occurrence 
counts. 

 
6. This set of string of array index is again 

processed to construct string of keywords 
which is the final reason. 

 
7. This reason is a sorted string. So, to achieve 

exact ordered reason based on its exact 
sequence again it is compared with tweets. 

 
8. ∂ (min value) times occurred word sequence is 

finally shown as mined reason. 
 
For example, consider the  following array of most  
occurred keywords within specific window 
[government, Dubai, India, minister, prime, Indian, 
world, people, vote] 
 
A sample tweet is shown below: 
 
Modi IN Dubai. It's Respectable Modi that can change 
the Indian scenario towards world power.  
This tweet contains three words from the above array of 
keywords (Dubai, Indian, people). Then based on their 
indices “1-5-7” string is constructed 
 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 
The performance of sentiment analysis techniques can 

be evaluated by using different performance metrics 
like overall accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score. 

The values for these metrics can be obtained by using 
the following confusion matrix [7]. 
 
The performance of sentiment classification is 
evaluated by the Overall Accuracy, which is given by 
 
Overall Accuracy= TP+TN/TP+FP+TN+FN……… (1) 
 
Another popular evaluation metrics are: 
 
PRECISION is the ratio of the number of relevant 
records retrieved to the total number of irrelevant and 

 
relevant records retrieved. It is usually expressed as a 
percentage. 
 

Precision= TP/TP+FN…………. (2) 
 
RECALL is the ratio of the number of relevant records 
retrieved to the total number of relevant records in the 
database. It is usually expressed as a percentage. 
 

Recall = TP/TP+FP………….... (3) 

  TABLE I  
  CONFUSION MATRIX  

    

  Predicted positives Predicted negatives 

    
Actual 
positive  

Total True 
Positive Total False Negative 

examples  examples (TP) examples (FN) 

    
Actual 
Negative  Total False Total True Negative 
examples  Positive examples examples (TN) 

  (FP)  
     
A. Datasets: 

 
Twitter Dataset: We obtained Twitter dataset from  
http://help.sentiment140.com/for-students. This dataset 

consists of around 1.5 million tweets. We have tested 

our system on the subset of the dataset, which covers 

around 3000 tweets on iPhone. 
 
Facebook Dataset: We collected Facebook dataset from  
http://cucis.ece.northwestern.edu/projects/Social. It  
covers 1000 user posts on Kindle. This dataset is used 

in the paper [11]. 

 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

In sentiment classification the entire tweets 

and comments sentiment label is decided. The output of 
sentiment classification is as shown in Figure 5.2. Here 

SentimentLabel ID refers to the sentiment class. 1 
denotes the positive, 2 denotes negative and 3 denotes 

as neutral sentiment.  
To evaluate accuracy of sentiment 

classification, the Twitter tweets and Facebook 
comments are manually labelled as positive, negative, 

and neutral. The accuracy of the system is measured 

against the ground truth of the sentiment labels for each 
tweet/comment. The overall accuracy is measured in 

terms of precision and recall. The number of 

tweets/comments varied for each time window. The 

performance of the Stanford’s NLP classifier is 
evaluated on Twitter and Facebook. Table II shows the 

precision and recall values for Stanford Classifier. 

http://cucis.ece.northwestern.edu/projects/Social
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TABLE II  

PRECISION AND RECALL VALUES FOR 
STANFORD CLASSIFIER. 

 

Time 
Twitter  Facebook  

    

Period 

    

Precision Recall Precision Recall  

     

1 0.888 0.181 0.857 0.285 

     

2 0.755 0.194 0.723 0.417 

     

3 0.708 0.240 0.651 0.538 

     

4 0.571 0.307 0.585 0.579 

     

5 0.541 0.354 0.555 0.595 

     

6 0.400 0.520 0.500 0.625 

     

7 0.393 0.543 0.482 0.736 

     

 

 

VI. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
 

The quality of mined reasons mainly depends on the 

quality of clusters formed before the actual reason 

mining task. To verify that the Novel Reason Mining 
Algorithm effectively forms clusters of identical tweets 

and comments, the ground truth is manually checked 

first. The text clustering is done on the 

tweets/comments for each time period. Then precision 
and recall values are evaluated for Novel Reason 

Mining Algorithm. A baseline algorithm, K-means is 

designed to compare the efficiency of our algorithm in 
forming clusters. Experimental results show that our 

approach forms better clusters and effectively mine the 

reasons for sentiment variations. The performance of 

the system is compared on Twitter and Facebook, as 
these are two different platforms. The K-means 

algorithm attained 57.05% precision and 53.31% recall 

on Twitter and 69.86% precision and 40.62% recall on 
Facebook. The Novel Reason Mining Algorithm 

achieved the 79.4 % precision and 44.45% recall on 

Twitter and 71.13 % precision and 40.62% recall on 

Facebook. The precision and recall values obtained for 
Novel Reason Mining Algorithm and K-means 

Algorithm on Twitter and Facebook are given in tables 

III and IV respectively. 

 
Table Iii  

Precision-Recall Values For Novel Reason Mining  
Algorithm And K- Means Algorithm On Twitter 

 

 
PRECISIO
N  RECALL  

     

TIME NOVEL 
K-
MEANS NOVEL K-MEANS 

PERIOD REASON  REASON  
 MINING  MINING  

 
ALGORITH
M  

ALGORIT
HM  

     

1 0.942 0.800 0.137 0.240 

     

2 0.886 0.708 0.333 0.350 
     

3 0.862 0.636 0.398 0.454 
     

4 0.846 0.571 0.435 0.500 
     

5 0.727 0.500 0.497 0.692 
     

6 
0.675 0.472 0.576 0.724  

     

7 0.620 0.307 0.736 0.772 
     

 
Table Iv  

Precision-Recall Values For Novel Reason Mining  
Algorithm And K- Means Algorithm On Facebook 

 

 Precision  Recall  

     

Time Novel K-means Novel K-means 
period Reason  Reason  

 Mining  Mining  
 Algorithm  Algorithm  

     
1 

0.933 0.872 0.215 0.181  
     

2 
0.825 0.750 0.218 0.201  

     
3 

0.730 0.707 0.250 0.231  
     

4 
0.698 0.677 0.315 0.279  

     
5 

0.629 0.639 0.397 0.358  
     

6 
0.614 0.609 0.456 0.387  

     
7 

0.589 0.607 0.545 0.400  
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Abstract— Python libraries are a collection of essential 

functions that eliminate the need for users to develop code from 

scratch. Python is a plethora of libraries that serve a range of 

purposes and it has become a necessity to have sound knowledge 

of the best ones. Human and machine data production greatly 

outpaces humans' ability to absorb, assess, and make 

complicated decisions based on that data. AI (Artificial 

Intelligence) is the foundation of all computer learning and the 

future of all intricate decision making. These technologies are 

being looked upon as tools and techniques to make this world a 

better place. It's application ranges from various fields like 

healthcare, finance, transport, manufacturing, fraud detection 

and so on which evidently depicts its potential to transform the 

future. This paper intends to well verse the readers with the top 

libraries used to implement concepts of Artificial Intelligence 

like Machine Learning, Data Science, Deep Learning, Data 

Visualization and so on. It provides meticulous and 

unambiguous details about the essential building blocks 

necessary to execute and perform such ideas. It also includes a 

comparative analysis of various libraries to provide a detailed 

understanding and overview of them. 

 
Key Words:  Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,  
Data Science, Python, Python Libraries, Deep Learning,  
Healthcare. 
 

I.INTRODUCTION 
 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a group of mighty interrelated 

technologies that can be used to perform complex and 

multiplex tasks openly with little or no human guidance. It is 

a vast topic of applied sciences and is used to demonstrate 

intelligence even beyond natural human intelligence. AI has 

progressed from data models for problem-solving to artificial 

neural networks, a computational model based on the 

structure and functions of human biological neural networks. 

Existing methodologies must be merged in order to convert 

vast amounts of data into value for individuals, businesses, 

and society. Furthermore, new barriers have evolved, not just 

in terms of magnitude (“Big Data”), but 

 
 
also in terms of the questions that should be answered. It 

encompasses broad topics like Experts Systems, Robotics, 

Machine Learning, Data Science, Neural networks, Fuzzy 

Logic, Natural Language Processing and so on which are 

booming rapidly in the times we live in. AI and DS are 

influenced by python. It helps to slow down the efforts of the 

human brain. From speech recognition to data interpretation, 

python and its libraries have taken AI to the sky with 

remarkable success. Neural networks and machine learning 

are the branches of AI that illuminate the future of python. 

Python language focuses on the readability of the code. 

Python has incorporated mathematical libraries and 

functions, making it easy to calculate mathematical problems 

and perform data analysis. Python libraries are in great 

demand even in the IoT sector. It is widely used in home and 

office automation to speed up the work process easily. There 

are numerous tools, programming languages and applications 

to build AI-based systems out of which Python is the most 

popular language for AI because of its flexibility, platform 

autonomy, better data visualisation and optimization options. 

The Python libraries are a powerful way to invent AI-based 

systems in a very efficient and pragmatic manner. This article 

aims to concentrate on and analyse the characteristics of the 

most popular Python libraries, as well as their potential for 

data mining and big data research. Throughout the paper, each 

of these techniques will be examined in-depth, with examples 

of their use in diverse domains. These libraries are the most 

frequently used and respected resources for solving real-

world issues and developing high-tech systems. 
 
 

II.TOOLS IN PYTHON AIDING TO ARTIFICIAL  
INTELLIGENCE 

 
Python is a powerful interpreted language with a solid core 

foundation and a robust modular component that extends the 

language with external modules that provide new features. As 

a result, we now have an extensible language with tools for 

doing a particular operation as efficiently as feasible. 
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Packages are frequently used to arrange modules. A package 

is a logical grouping of modules that all serve the same 

function. 
 

A. Numpy  
The Python programming language has a large number of 

high-level data structures available such as lists that 

enumerate collections of objects, dictionaries for building 

hash tables, and more. However, these structures are not 

ideally suited for high-performance numerical calculations. 

All the fundamental operations in programming include 

mathematical tools such as arrays, matrices, integration tools, 

linear equation solvers, differential equation solvers, etc. 

Python provides the necessary tools to easily perform these 

complicated calculations and difficult mathematical 
operations in the form of its Numpy package.  
In the mid-nineties, an international team of volunteers began 

developing data structures for efficient array calculations. [1] 

This structure has evolved into what is now known as the N-

dimension NumPy array. NumPy is a general-purpose array-

processing package. Its main object is the homogeneous 

multidimensional array. It is a table containing elements 

(commonly numbers) of the same type that are all indexed by 

a tuple of non-negative integers. In NumPy dimensions are 

called axes. The package provides a fast interface for storing 

and manipulating dense data buffers. NumPy arrays are 

similar to Python's built-in list type in certain aspects, but 

NumPy arrays allow far more efficient storage and data 
operations as the arrays grow in size. NumPy arrays are at the 

root of basically the entire Python ecosystem of data science 

tools. Python NumPy arrays provide tools for integrating C, 

C++, etc. It is also useful in linear algebra, random number 

capability etc. The NumPy array can also be used as a multi-

dimensional container for general data.[1] We can initialize 

NumPy arrays from nested Python lists and access its 

elements. The NumPy package, consisting of NumPy arrays 

and their corresponding set of mathematical functions, is 

widely used in academia, national labs, and industry in 

applications from games to space exploration. 
Here are the top four benefits that NumPy can bring to your 

code: 

1. More speed: NumPy uses algorithms written in C 

that complete in nanoseconds rather than seconds. 

2. Fewer loops: NumPy assists you in reducing loops 

and avoiding becoming entangled in iteration 

indices. 

3. Clearer code: Without loops, the code will look 

more like the equations which are being tried to 

calculate. 

4. Better quality: There are thousands of contributors 

working to keep NumPy fast, friendly, and bug free. 
 
Because of these advantages, NumPy has become the de facto 

standard in Python data science for multidimensional arrays, 

and many of the most popular libraries are built on top of it. 

It is a very important library on which almost every data 

science or machine learning Python packages such as SciPy 

(Scientific Python), Mat−plotlib (plotting library), Scikit-

learn, etc depend on to a reasonable extent. Learning NumPy 

is an excellent approach to lay a solid basis for furthering 

one's expertise in more specialised fields of data science. 

The Numpy library uses multidimensional ndarrays to 

perform numerical processing by allowing broadcasting i.e. 

each and every element is processed one after another. It also 

allows wrapping codes of C, C++ and FORTRAN to compute 

core mathematical operations including linear algebra. 

Numpy offers N-Dimensional arrays (ndarray), a storage 

object and a Universal Function Object (ufunc) for 

computing data efficiently. The ndarray consists of two 

essential pieces of information first being the size of the array 

(also referred as the shape of the array, it is a tuple of N 

integers containing the number of rows and columns) and 

second being the datatype of the items stored inside the 

Numpy array.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Basic matrix operations using NumPy 

 
 

 

B. Pandas  
The pandas package is the most important data manipulation 

and analysis tool at the disposal of Data Scientists and 
Analysts working in Python today. Although advanced 

machine learning and fancy visualisation tools get all the 

attention, pandas is the foundation of most projects and 

initiatives. Through pandas, one can get acquainted with their 

data by cleaning, transforming, and analyzing it. The library's 

name springs from panel data, a general term for 

multidimensional data sets encountered in statistics and 

econometrics. It is a Python library that includes a variety of 

knowledge structures and tools for working with structured 

datasets that are used in statistics, finance, social sciences, 

and a variety of other fields. The library is incorporated to 

conduct typical data processing and analysis of certain 
datasets, with user-friendly procedures. 
 
The panda library, which has been developed since 2008, 

aims to bridge the gap in the abundance of data analysis tools 

available between Python, general-purpose systems, and 

scientific computing languages, and many domain-specific 

statistical computing platforms and database languages. The 

aim is to provide equivalent functionality and implement 

many features, such as automatic data alignment and 

hierarchical indexing, which are not available in a tightly 

integrated manner like so in other libraries. 
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Pandas is constructed on top of the NumPy package, which 

means that much of NumPy's structure is used or recreated in 

Pandas. Pandas data is frequently used to feed statistical 

analysis in SciPy, graphing functions in Matplotlib, and 

machine learning algorithms in Scikit-learn. 
 
The Series and DataFrame are the two main components of 

pandas. A Series is just a column, while a DataFrame is a 

multi-dimensional table composed of Series. Exploring, 

cleaning, transforming, and visualizing data with pandas in 

Python is an essential skill in data science. Just cleaning 

wrangling data is 80% of the job of a Data Scientist. 
 
Operations after loading dataset in the Python Environment:-  

● You may compute the fundamental statistics of your 

dataset and answer typical inquiries such as what the 

mean, median, minimum, and maximum values are.  
● A correlation between two or more columns in the 

dataset can also be discovered. 

● Clean up the data by deleting missing or blank 

values and filtering entries based on a criterion. 

● Use other modules to visualise the data, such as 

seaborn, matplotlib, and so on. 

● Save the cleaned data frame to a CSV or database 

of your choosing. 
 
We believe that in the coming years there will be great 

opportunities to attract users in need of statistical data 

analysis tools to Python who might have previously chosen 

R, MATLAB, or another research environment. [2] By 

designing robust, easy-to-use data structures that cohere with 

the rest of the scientific Python stack, we can make Python a 

compelling choice for data analysis applications. In our 

opinion, pandas provides a solid foundation upon which a 

very powerful data analysis ecosystem can be established.\  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Data analysis using Pandas and plotting its graph 

 
 

 

C. MatPlotlib  
Representation of data in visual form is a necessity nowadays. 

As the amount of data is increasing day by day, it isn't easy to 

manage and represent data in text. Human 

brains are more flexible and adjustable to visual 

representation, and this helps to comprehend, analyze, and 

make decisions for AI and ML. Matplotlib is a Python 

plotting tool that produces high-quality graphics. Matplotlib 

was created with the goal of allowing users to produce basic 

as well as complicated plots with only a few instructions. [3]. 

Jupyter notebooks and web application servers can also utilise 

Matplotlib 

Graphs of production quality may be generated with 

Matplotlib's Python module for 2D plotting. In addition, it can 

export pictures in a variety of output formats and offers both 

interactive and non-interactive plotting capabilities. In 

addition, it supports a broad range of plot kinds and can work 

with different window toolkits. Aside from that, it's very 

customisable, versatile, and simple to use. Due to Matplotlib's 

dual nature, it may be used both in interactive and non-

interactive scripts. Use it in scripts without a visual display, 

in graphic apps, or in web pages. Python or IPython can also 

be used interactively with matplotlib  
John D. Hunter initially wrote Matplotlib in 2003. It is open-

source software and can be downloaded, used, and distributed 

freely. 
 
Import Matplotlib Library:  
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
 
Key features:  
Many different situations may be addressed using Matplotlib. 

Plots and pictures may be created interactively using the 

command-line, which is well-known to most users. A simple 

pop-up window is used to show and manipulate the data. The 

main plotting module of matplotlib, which is operating 

system and GUI agnostic, is the true power of the library.[4] 

Can be used as part of a webserver to produce plots and 

pictures in different hardcopy output formats, or it can be 

integrated in a more complete programme using one of many 

GUIs, running on one of several OSs. 

 
Pyplot- matplotlib.pyplot is a group of functions and 

commands that make matplotlib work like MATLAB. These 

commands are helpful to create figures, make changes in 

them, create plotting areas, and embellish the plots.  
Pylab: Pylab is an interface to matplotlib for object-oriented 

plotting. The Pylab module is installed alongside matplotlib. 

The types of plots include-Bar,Barht,scatter,stack,Box 

Plot,step,quiver,violin,Hist,hist2d,pie,plot,polar 

plot,stemplot. 
Axis functions like- Title(Add text to the axes),xlabel(Set the 

x-axis label of the current axis),xlim,xscale(Set the scaling of 

the x-axis),Axes(Add axes to the figure), Text(Add text to the 

axis), ylabel(Set the y axis label current axis),ylim(Get or set 

the y-limits of the current axes), scale(Set the scaling of the 

y-axis), are useful to embellish the plots. 

Figure functions like- Figtext, Figure, Show,Savefig,Close 

are important functions for the creation of plots. Matplotlib's 

ease of usage is largely due to the following features: 

 
•Open-source, thus there's no need to pay for a licence: 

Students and teachers on a tight budget will find it 

intriguing. 
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• It's an actual programming language: The MATLAB 

language lacks many of the features of a general-purpose 

language like Python.  
• It's much more complete: Python has many external 

modules that will help us execute all the functions we need 
to perform. 

• With a simple interactive GUI, the plot window allows 

you to zoom in and out of the plot as well as remember the 

plot's history and save it to hardcopy. 

• The command-line interface is based on the MatLab 

interface, which is straightforward to use. 

• Plot and picture support on many pages 

• For the GD, Agg and Paint backends as well as 

PostScript, there are TrueType fonts that may be used. 

• Mathematical text LATEX math mode is available 

whenever TrueType fonts are available. 
• Resampled images are automatically resized to the 

figure's dimensions. 

• Assists in programming and development using a fully 

object-oriented design 
 
Matplotlib is mostly used to create graphical applications. 

Python has a convenient graphing package. The Matplotlib 

library is ideally suited to developing an interactive two-

dimensional application, while the three-dimensional plots 

library is used to build a three-dimensional application. It may 

also be used to create high-quality photographs. [5] The 

features and the facilities of matplotlib are advancing day by 

day. Some of the new features include creating 3D plots using 

the mplot3d toolkit. Contour plots, wireframe plots, surface 

plots can also be made using matplotlib. Transformations in 

the coordinate axes can be quickly done and manipulated. 

Matplotlib can plot anything, however plotting non-basic 

plots or adjusting graphs to appear beautiful can be difficult. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.3 Plotting a 3-dimensional graph for the given data using Matplotlib 

D. Seaborn  
In this arena of data analysis and interpretation, visualisation 

of data is the best way to get insights and gain information 

from the data. For this purpose Seaborn is an excellent library 

for making statistical graphs in Python. It provides an 

excessive-degree interface to matplotlib and is tightly 

integrated with the Pandas data structure. [6]  
The seaborn library functions expose a dataset-oriented 

declarative API that can easily convert questions about the 

data into charts. When a dataset and drawing specification is 

provided to produce, seaborn will automatically map the data 

values to visual attributes such as colour, size, or style, and 

calculate statistical transformations internally. Seaborn is 

designed to play a role throughout the life cycle of scientific 

projects. By generating complete graphs from a single 

function call with minimal parameters, seaborn can easily and 

quickly build prototypes and analyze exploratory data. By 

providing a wide range of customization options, in addition 

to exposing the underlying matplotlib objects, it can also be 

used to create polished shapes and visuals. 

Users interact with seaborn through a number of drawing 

functions. These drawing functions share common APIs for 

drawing specifications and provide many more specific 

customization options. These functions range from basic 

drawing types, such as scatter plots and line graphs, to 

functions that apply various transformations and abstractions, 

such as histogram fusion, kernel density estimation, and 

regression model fitting. Functions in seaborn are categorized 

as "axis level" or "figure level". The behaviour of the Axes 

level function is similar to most plot functions in matplotlib-

pyplot namespace. By default, they are linked to a state 

machine that tracks the "current" figure and appends a layer 

to it, but they can also accept objects from the matplotlib axis 

to control the position of the graph, similar to using 

matplotlib's "object-oriented" interface. The Figurelevel 

function creates its own graphs when called, allowing them 

to "facet" the dataset by creating multiple conditional 

subplots and adding conveniences, such as placing the legend 

outside of the graph space by default. Each figure level 

function corresponds to several axis level functions for 

similar purposes, using a parameter to select the type of 

drawing to be performed. For example, the displot function 

can generate several different distribution representations, 

including histograms, kernel density estimates, or empirical 

CDFs. The figure level function utilizes a seaborn class to 

control the layout of the figure and mediate between the axis 

layer function and matplotlib. These classes are part of the 

public API and can be used directly in advanced applications. 

Seabron is one of the most widely used python libraries. With 

Seaborn we can visualise both univariate and bivariate data.It 

provides rapid, detailed and accurate graphics. It has built-in 

functions and themes for embellishing the plots, plus has an 

edge over matplotlib. Seaborn is a complement 
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to matplotlib. This library is easy to comprehend and 

implement. 
 

Feature Extraction- It is used to extract features from the 

data consisting text and images in formats supported by  
machine-learning. It includes functions like-DictVectorizer(), 

feature_name, CountVectorizer() and many more. 

Feature Selection- This module is used to recognize useful 

attributes to create supervised models. Feature selection 

methods are used for simplification of models, improve data 
compatibility, and make the data easier for the users to 

interpret. 

Dimensionality Reduction- This is used to reduce the 

attributes in the data for feature selection, summarisation and 

visualization. The transformed low-dimensional space retains 

important features of the original data and is convenient to 

analyze and process using machine learning techniques. This 

can be done using the PCA functions like-PCA (n-

components,svd_solver), pca.fit(). 
 
Scikit-learn uses an enormous and substantial variety of 

machine learning algorithms. It supports machine learning in 

python and allows to build various machine learning models 

for predicting and deciphering abstract, unorganised and 

unexpected data. It is a useful tool to process large to small 

scale data. Both supervised and unsupervised learning 

methods can be adopted by using well suited and task-based 

interfaces. This enables assessment of methods and strategies 

for a given application.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 Plotting a heatmap using Seaborn 

 

E. Scikit  
Scikit-learn is one of the most beneficial and a key python 

library which is a structured tool for machine learning and 

statistical modelling. It is an open-source and commercially 

available software. It is capable of performing numerous 

statistical, data mining and data analysis operations like-

Classification, Clustering, Regression. Scikit-learn is 

straightforward in design, efficient and is easily approachable 

through non-experts. It first emerged through David 

Cournapeau as a Google summer time season code project in 
2007. Fabian Pedregosa, Gael Varoquaux, Alexandre 

Gramfort and Vincent Michel, from FIRCA, took this project 

to the next possible degree and made the primary launch in 

2010. 

The features of the package Scikit-learn are:- 

Supervised Learning Algorithms- Nearly all supervised 

learning algorithms like, linear regression, Decision Tree, 

SVM(Support Vector Machine) belong to Scikit-learn. These 

algorithms help to estimate the outcomes for unforeseen data. 

Unsupervised Learning Algorithms- This library also 

includes very popular unsupervised learning algorithms of 
clustering, PCA(principal component analysis), factor 

analysis which helps in performing more complex processing 

tasks.[7] It allows the model to work on its own, without any 

supervision and discover information and data. 

Cross Validation- It is used to verify the accuracy of 

supervised models on unseen data and helps in estimating the 

performance of models. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Basic program for Linear Regression using SciKit Learn 

 

 

F. TensorFlow  
Tensors are groups of data with an arbitrary number (zero to 

infinity) of dimensions. They can be arranged in scalars 

(dimensionless), vectors (unidimensional), matrices (2 

dimensional), cubes (3 dimensional), sets of cubes (4 

dimensional) and so on. The flow of information between 

various tensors is controlled by thousands of parameters. In a 

neural network, elements in one tensor are bound to elements 

in the next. Tensor Algebra deals with this information flow 

between the various tensors. 
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The TensorFlow open-source software library is a collection 

of tools developed by Google for numerical computation. It 

is commonly used by IT firms and giants to perform various 

computational tasks. Its library can be executed on various 

platforms, such as mobile platforms and distributed systems 

with very little or no modification. [8]  
A few salient features of the TensorFlow framework are as 

follows: 

1. Python is the language of choice for Theano and 

TensorFlow. Mx Net also consists of some useful Python 

APIs. TensorFlow and Theano are very similar when it 

comes to Deep Learning systems, however TensorFlow is 

preferable for distributed systems as it has better support 

for them. [8] 

2. TensorFlow uses Automatic Differentiators which are 

different from numeric and symbolic differentiation. 

Automatic differentiators are very useful and efficient in 

neural networks and can be easily understood using the 

simple chain rule of differentiation. 

3. TensorFlow is compatible with various platforms like 

Android, IOS, Cloud as well as architectures such as CPU 

and GPU. TensorFlow applications can easily be executed 

on these platforms and architectures. This is primarily due 

to the ability of TensorFlow to train neural models using its 

own designed hardware known as TPU’s (TensorFlow 

Processing Units) 

4. TensorFlow is very proficient in data abstraction. A defined 

view level is available for the user so that the programmer 

does not have to focus on the procedure to provide or 

receive inputs, rather more emphasis is given on 

understanding and implementing the logic behind the 

problem statement. 

 

5. TensorFlow is more effective to implement deep-learning 

models as the data structure tensor allows this framework 

to work with multidimensional arrays. A tensor can be 

categorized using the attributes rank, type and shape. [9] 

All tensors are immutable i.e., once some data is stored in 

a tensor it cannot be changed. To store new data, we need 

to define a new tensor all together. 

 

TensorFlow Commands  
Below are some TensorFlow commands specific to various 

operations in TensorFlow. 
 
Import TensorFlow and Numpy 

Library import tensorflow as tf import 

numpy as np 

 
Activate a TensorFlow Interactive 

Session tf.InteractiveSession() 

 
Define Tensors  
a = tf.zeros((2,2));  
b = tf.ones((2,2)) 

 

Sum the Elements of the Matrix (2D Tensor) Across the  
Horizontal Axis  
tf.reduce_sum(b,reduction_indices = 1).eval() 

-- output --  
array([ 2., 2.], dtype=float32) 

 

Check the Shape of the Tensor  
a.get_shape()  
-- output --  
TensorShape([Dimension(2), Dimension(2)]) 

 

Reshape a Tensor  
tf.reshape(a,(1,4)).eval()  
-- output --  
array([[ 0., 0., 0., 0.]], dtype=float32)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6 Demonstrating Matrix Addition using TensorFlow 

 

G. Keras  
Keras is a Python-based deep learning framework that makes 

it simple to design and train nearly any deep learning model.It 

is a high-level neural network API that can be used with 

Tensorflow, Theano, and CNTK. It was created to allow for 

quick experimenting.  
Keras relieves developer cognitive strain, allowing you to 

focus on the most important aspects of the problem. 

The Keras principle of progressive disclosure of complexity 

states that simple processes should be quick and 

straightforward, whereas arbitrarily sophisticated workflows 

should be feasible via a clear route that builds on what you've 

already learned. 

Keras is utilised by organisations and enterprises like NASA 

and YouTube to deliver industry-leading performance and 

scalability. 

 

Keras has the following features:  
1. Prototyping is simple and quick.  
2. Runs without a hitch on both CPU and GPU  
3. Convolutional and recurrent networks, as well as a 

mixture of the two, are supported. 

4. It can handle a wide range of network architectures, 

including multi-input and multi-output models, layer and 

model sharing, and so on. As a result, Keras may be used 
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to create deep learning models ranging from generative 

adversarial networks to a neural Turing machine. 

5.Keras is a modular design. A model in the form of a graph 

or a sequence is considered. Keras gives you the option of 

saving the model you're working on. 

6.Keras comes with a huge dataset that has been pre-

defined. It gives you access to a range of datasets. You may 

use this dataset to import and load it directly. 

7. Keras includes a number of models that have already 

been trained. Keras may be used to import these models. 

Applications. These models are useful for extracting 

features and fine-tuning them. 

8.Keras is a Python library in its entirety. It employs all of 

Python's well-known ideas. It is a library built in the Python 

programming language. Keras delivers a user-friendly 

environment because it is Python-based. 

9.Keras includes a number of functions for data pre-

processing. 

 
Keras is a human-centric API, not a machine-centric API. 

Keras adheres to best practises for decreasing cognitive load 

by providing consistent and straightforward APIs, 

minimising the amount of user activities required for typical 

use cases, and providing clear and responsive feedback in the 

event of user error. 

Keras is thus simple to understand and use. As a Keras user, 

you are more productive, allowing you to attempt more ideas 

than your competition, faster, which helps you win machine 

learning competitions.  
This simplicity does not come at the expense of flexibility: 

because Keras integrates strongly with low-level TensorFlow 

capabilities, it allows you to create highly hackable 

workflows in which any piece of functionality is 

customizable. Keras makes it simple to convert models into 

final products. 

Keras uses a strong and clear deep learning library built on top of 

TensorFlow/Theano to give high-level neural networks. Keras is 

an excellent addition to TensorFlow because its layers and models 
work with pureTensorFlow tensors. [10] 

Keras is simple to understand and use as a result of this. Keras 

users are more productive, allowing them to test more ideas 

faster than their competitors, which helps them win machine 

learning contests. 

Keras is a human-centric API. Keras adheres to best practices 

for minimizing cognitive load, such as providing consistent and 

straightforward APIs, decreasing the number of user steps 

necessary for typical use cases, and providing clear and 

responsive feedback in the event of a user error. 
 

H. Theano  
Python is a potent and pliant programming language for 

machine learning and in addition involves plenty of complex 

mathematical calculations, algorithms, arithmetic 

computations and mainly large matrices of multiple 

dimensions. To build such complex machine learning 

algorithms and to advance the mathematical expressions 

Theano is a structured and ideal python library. This library 

can be run on CPU or GPU.[11] It is an open source software 

and released under a BSD license. For building 

different algorithms and codes Theano requires mainly the 

support of Numpy, SiPy, BLAS. 
 
Features of Theano  
Theano permits to define, optimize and evaluate 

mathematical expressions. It efficiently facilitates the 

development of Machine Learning models. Generating 

computational graphs is a key feature of Theano which helps 

in expressing and calculating a mathematical expression. 

There are also various data types in Theano like-Scalers, 

Tensor, Matrix, Vectors, Arrays, Plural Constructors, 

Complex, Double, Float, Byte, 16-bit integers, 32-bit integers 

and 64-bit integers. These data types are used in Theano with 

proper and structured syntax. It also involves variables and 

shared variables. Theano functions are bridges for interacting 

with symbolic graphs.Some parts of the code are compiled in 

C. The compiled code is then provided input to Theano 

function. [12] In this way an optimum code is executed. But 

creating complex set of codes and algorithms using Theano 

is possible due to-  
● Stability Optimization- Theano is not just used 

for integrating mathematical expressions but can 

be used also to stabilize the unstable expressions 

in order to get optimum results.  
● Faster Execution Speed- Theano utilizes 

current GPU’s and can execute the expressions 

much faster. Plus it produces dynamic C code 

which helps in evaluation of expressions faster.  
● Symbolic Differentiation- Theano is capable of 

automatically generating symbolic graphs for 

computing gradients. It performs derivatives of 

functions with one or many inputs. 

 
Basic examples of code in Theano- 

 

from theano import * 
 
m=tensor.dscalar() 
 
n=tensor.dscalar() 
 
o=m+n 
 
f=theano.function([m,n],o) 
 
l=f(6.5,3.5) 
 
print(d) 

 

Building Machine Learning models incorporates rigorous 

and complex computations. For this Theano is an excellent 

platform. It is a beneficial tool to enhance the execution time 

and perform repetitive computations of mathematical 

expressions. It can be used for deep learning and solving real-

world problems. Theano is well developed and accepted 

world-wide by industries and academics. 
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Fig. 7 Demonstrating Matrix Multiplication using Theano 

 

I. PyTorch 
 
Traditionally, deep learning frameworks have prioritised 

either usability or speed, but rarely both. The machine 

learning toolkit called PyTorch demonstrates that these two 

aims may coexist. PyTorch provides an imperative and 

Pythonic programming language that allows code as a 

model, makes debugging easy while being efficient and 

enabling hardware accelerators such as GPUs. 
 
Facebook, Inc. created PyTorch, an open source machine 

learning and deep learning library. It's Python-based, as the 

name implies, and attempts to be a faster NumPy alternative. 

[13] 
 
Uber's Pyro probabilistic programming engine is built on it. 

Using the same core C libraries for the backend code as 

Torch, PyTorch re-designs and implements Torch in Python 

using the same C libraries. To make Python run as efficiently 

as possible, PyTorch engineers optimised the backend code. 

Lua-based Torch retained the GPU-based hardware 

acceleration as well as the extensible capabilities that made 

it famous. 
 
 

 

PyTorch key features: 
 
● Front-end: Using PyTorch, a user-friendly and flexible 

front-end is created, which seamlessly transitions from 

diagram format to C++ execution contexts for speed, 

optimization, and operability.  
● Dispersed training: C++ and Python provide native 

asynchronous implementation of cooperative 

processes and peer-to-peer communications, which 

improves speed in both exploration and production. 
● Tools and libraries: Scientists and innovators have 

collaborated to create an extensive network of tools and 

libraries to help disseminate PyTorch and advance 

research in fields such as Reinforcement Learning.  
● Cloud partners: PyTorch is extremely well supported 

on the most popular cloud platforms, enabling not only 

frictionless development but also stress-free scaling 

with large scale preparation on GPUs, the ability to 

track models in a construction scale setting etc.  
● Programming: Every time PyTorch reads a line of 

code, it does computations. In many ways, this is the 
same as running a Python application. Imperative 

programming is a term used to describe this type of 

programming. It also has the advantage of making it 
easier to debug and programme the logic. 

● Dynamic Graphing: It is said that PyTorch is defined 

by run, which implies that execution time is when the 

real computation graph for neural network design is 

generated. However the major value of this 

characteristic is that it provides an elastic and 

programmable execution interface, which makes it 

possible to create or modify whole system structures 

through the use of process-linking techniques. PyTorch 

is a great framework for creating dynamic computing 

graphs, which may be modified during operation. If 

you don't have the memory to create a neural network 

model, this can be incredibly helpful. A new 

computational graph is created at each PyTorch 

advancing pass. TensorFlow's approach is significantly 

different. Inventors are often faced with reworking, 

training, adaptability, and scalability problems. All of 

these duties take a lot of time, and they demand a lot of 

work. This is why PyTorch was created to assist 

innovators and researchers in these fields with its 

sophisticated capabilities. 

 

By combining an emphasis on usability with thorough 

performance considerations, PyTorch has become a popular 

tool in the deep learning research community. Pytorch offers 

a lot of customizability with minimum code, in addition to 

continuing to support the newest trends and developments in 

deep learning. While it may be difficult to grasp how the 

entire ecosystem is organised using classes at first, it is 

ultimately just Python.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8 Basic Operations on tensors using Pytorch  

J. NLTK  
Processing and understanding human language data are 

crucial for any interactive AI to function properly, provide 

more value and solve problems. NLP (Natural Language 

Processing) is a domain that focuses on understanding, 
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processing and implementing human language data 

effectively to solve real world problems by ensuring that the 

computer-human interaction takes place smoothly. 

The Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) was created in 2001 

at the University of Pennsylvania in connection with a  
computational linguistics course. Assignments, 

demonstrations, and projects were the three pedagogical uses 

in mind when it was created. 

NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) is a python package 

which is predominantly used for NLP. NLTK preprocesses 

unstructured data containing human language references 

using computational linguistics, NLP data types and 

animated algorithms. NLTK also provides problem sets and 

tutorials to make the user familiar with this python library. 

NLTK is very beneficial for the students or programmers who 

are learning NLP or conducting research on the same 

topic.Run the following instructions in your terminal to 

install NLTK. 

sudo pip install nltk 
 
Then, on your terminal, type python to launch the Python 

shell and run the following instructions.  
import nltk  
nltk.download(‘all’) 

Since NLTK is completely written in python, it has the 

following features:-  
● Easier and convenient to learn.  
● Exceptional at string-handling.  
● Well defined syntax.  
● Data encapsulation is possible and data can be reused 

multiple times. 

 NLTK Implementation:  
● Chatbots 

 
TABLE II. Comparative analysis of libraries 

 
● Machine Translation  
● Speech Recognition 

● Text Summarization 

● Recommendation Engine 

● Sentiment Analysis for Customer Reviews 
 
NLTK has been effectively utilised as a teaching tool, as a 

tool for individual study, and as a platform for prototyping 

and developing research systems. NLTK offers a simple, 

versatile, and consistent framework for assignments, 

projects, and class presentations. It's well-documented, easy 

to understand and utilise. The most popular tool for 

teaching NLP is NLTK. It's also commonly used as a 

prototype and research tool. [14] 

 
III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

  

                      TABLE I. Matplotlib vs Seaborn 
 

Features Matplotlib Seaborn 
   

Utility Developed for Extends 

 basic plotting Matplotlib and 

 and extends specializes in 

 MATLAB statistics 

  visualization 
   

Flexibility Highly Includes default 

 customizable themes 
   

Handling Multiple figures Automates 

multiple figures can be opened creation of 

  multiple figures 
   

Dependency Uses Numpy Uses Pandas 

 majorly for heavily for 

 plotting plotting 
   

Parameters Keras Tensorflow PyTorch 
    

Open Source Yes Yes Yes 
    

Level of API High-level API 

Both high- and 

low-level 

Lower-level 

API 

  APIs.  
    

Speed Slower Fast 

Equivalent to 

Tensorflow 
    

Architecture 

Simple 

architecture Not easy to use Complex 
    

Debugging 

Less frequent 

need to debug 

Difficult to 

perform 

Better 
debugging 

capabilities 

 
simple 

networks debugging.  
    

Datasets Small datasets Large datasets Large datasets 
    

Popularity 

1st in 

popularity 

2nd in 

popularity 

3rd in 

popularity 
    
    

Trained 

Models Yes Yes Yes 
    

Programed in Python 
Python, C++, 

CUDA Lua 
    

Community 

Smaller 

Community 

support 

Large 

Community 

support 

Stronger 

Community 

support 
    

Ease of 

Deployment 

Deployment 

can be done 

Easy to deploy 

TensorFlow 

Deployment is 

easy but not 

 

with 

TensorFlow or 

flask serving 

as much as 

Tensorflow 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 
Python's libraries, modules, and frameworks have made it 

very simple to implement Artificial Intelligence ideas. 

Python machine learning libraries have evolved into the 

most widely used language for building machine learning 

algorithms. Understanding Python is essential for building 

conceptual knowledge of Artificial Intelligence and 

specialising in it. Python libraries are crucial in developing 

machine learning, data visualisation, data science, image 

and data processing, and other applications. This paper 

properly discussed, compared, and emphasised the critical 

and necessary Python Programming Libraries involved in 

researching the vast topic of Artificial Intelligence. . 
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Abstract:  

Linear regression is one of the most basic and widely 

used Machine Learning algorithms. It is a statistical 

method for performing predictive analysis. Linear 

regression forecasts continuous/real or numeric 

variables such as sales, salary, age, product price, and 

so on. It is widely used technique in the covid-19 cases 

prediction.  Presently, most of the academic activities 

are happening through online. The staff are facing 

very difficult times to impact education to the students. 

In the online classes, it becomes very difficult for the 

staff to know the student presence and also the 

emotion. The attendance and attention of the student 

in the class is very important. The machine learning 

technique linear regression is playing a role in 

predicting the student marks based on the attendance. 

This paper will dealt with this and predicts student 

performance in the examinations.   

Keywords : Linear regression, machine learning, 

online classes, covid-19  

  

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

We plot a graph between the variables that best fit 

the given data points in regression. The machine 

learning model is capable of making predictions 

based on the data. In layman's terms, "regression 

depicts a line or curve that passes through all of the 

data points on a target-predictor graph in such a way 

that the vertical distance between the data points and 

the regression line is minimised." It is primarily used 

for forecasting, prediction, time series modelling, 

and determining the causal-effect relationship 

between variables. The linear regression algorithm 

demonstrates a linear relationship between a 

dependent (y) variable and one or more independent 

(x) variables, hence the name. Because linear 

regression demonstrates a linear relationship, it 

determines how the value of the dependent variable 

changes in relation to the value of the independent 

variable. The various types of Regression models are 

Linear Regression, Polynomial Regression and 

Logistics Regression.  

2.0 Literature Survey  

The role of linear regression is it estimates the 

relationship between a dependent variable and an 

independent variable. Using the following example, 

we can understand the importance of it. Assume we 

want to estimate an employee's salary based on their 

year of experience. You have recent company data 

that shows the relationship between experience and 

salary. Here, the year of experience is an 

independent variable, and the salary of an employee 

is a dependent variable, because an employee's 

salary is dependent on his or her experience. Using 

this knowledge, we can forecast the employee's 

future salary based on current and historical data.  

A regression line can have either a positive or 

negative linear relationship. To calculate best-fit line 

linear regression uses a traditional slope-intercept 

form.  

  
Here, y is a Dependent Variable, x is an Independent 

Variable, a0= intercept of the line and a1 = Linear 

regression coefficient.  

A regression line is a linear line that depicts the 

relationship between the dependent and independent 

variables. A regression line can depict two kinds of 

relationships:  

  

Positive Linear Relationship: A positive linear 

relationship exists when the dependent variable 

increases on the Y-axis and the independent variable 

increases on the X-axis.  
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A negative linear relationship exists when the 

dependent variable decreases on the Y-axis while 

the independent variable increases on the X-axis.  

  

A Confusion matrix is a N x N matrix that is used to 

assess the performance of a classification model, 

where N is the number of target classes. The matrix 

compares the actual target values to the machine 

learning model's predictions. This provides us with 

a comprehensive picture of how well our 

classification model is performing and the types of 

errors it is making.  

  

  
3.0 Implementation  

The objective type examination conducted through google forms to test the performance the students. The number 

of questions asked are ten. And students performance stored in the excel sheet.   

The aim of this analysis is to predict the marks based on the attendance. To evaluate the student performance 

based on the regularity in the classes. Hence, the attendance is considered as the independent variable and the 

marks scored as dependent variable. The linear regression is considered to perform the action.  

The sample data is shown here  

Roll Number  Name  Marks 

Scored  

%Attendnace  

160120862001  Abhishek Karavadi  9  98  

160120862002  Akhil Kumar Jogula  8  86  

160120862003  Amitha  9  95  

160120862004  Arijit Paul  8  84  

160120862005  M. Asha Jyothi  9  99  

160120862006  Asiya begum  8  84  

160120862007  Aeti Bhanuprasad  6  70  

160120862008  Tadaka Bharath  8  83  

160120862009  Dasari Chaitanya kumar  9  90  
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160120862010  Chaitanya Raj Sopinti  8  88  

160120862011  D V SESHA NAGA MANIKANTA DILEEP 

KANKATALA  

9  90  

160120862012  Devoleena das  9  92  

160120862013  Sp.Divya  7  75  

 

160120862014  Divya Shree Y  9  98  

160120862015  Farheen Shaikh  8  88  

160120862016  Goulikar Laxmi Narasimha Deva  8  87  

160120862017  Manasa Sidhari  7  72  

160120862018  Naga Manasa Kolla  8  88  

160120862019  Niwas Chandra Repalle  8  87  

160120862020  B.pranavi  7  72  

160120862021  Prem  6  62  

160120862022  M Ram Rahul Roy  8  88  

160120862023  B Ramesh  7  75  

160120862024  V Ramya Harshitha  9  98  

160120862025  Rohit Jangam  7  75  

160120862026  P.Roshini  9  96  

160120862027  K.Ruchitha  9  94  

160120862028  Roopa Sri  8  85  

160120862029  Kasula Sai Keerthan  8  86  

160120862030  Duddula Saikiran  8  84  

160120862032  Sai Rohit Chinta  8  86  

160120862033  N. Sandeep  8  85  

160120862034  Ch Sathish  8  86  

160120862035  Shaik Farooq Hussain  8  84  

160120862036  Shaik Kamaran Ashraf  8  88  

160120862037  Shaik Shahid Afridi  7  76  

160120862038  Shantanu Gupta  8  87  
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160120862039  Sharath Chandra  9  92  

160120862040  G.shubhasri  8  83  

160120862041  SIDDI KUMAR  9  98  

160120862042  Baddam sindhuja  6  62  

160120862043  Oduri Sriram  7  72  

160120862044  P.Sri Lakshmi Durga  8  84  

160120862045  G.Srinivas  8  86  

160120862046  Supriya Aitha  8  86  

160120862047  Supriya Thota  8  84  

160120862048  Tahseen  6  70  

160120862049  Tanmayee vura  6  72  

160120862050  Ramapuram tarun  9  89  

160120862051  Uday  8  88  

160120862052  Upendra Chari Thipparthi  8  89  

160120862053  K vasavi  7  72  

160120862054  Vedavyas adepu  7  64  

160120862055  N VENKATA SAI DEEKSHITH  9  87  

160120862056  Vijaykumar Gandi  9  93  

160120862057  Vikas Mulastham  8  90  

160120862058  A. Vineeta  7  80  

160120862059  Vishnu vardhan  8  82  

  

Table :  Marks scored by student and their attendance percentages  

  

The formula is used to predict the marks out of ten based on the attendance is 

=forecast.linear(G60,F1:F59,G1:G59)  

  

4.0 Result Analysis  

  

To get the confusion matrix, it is required to identify the difference between actual value and predicted value. The 

following table shows the actual value and predicted value.   
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Attendance 

%age  

Actual Value  Predicted Value  Round  

(Predicted Value)  

98  9  9.15  9  

86  8  8.075  8  

75  7  7.078  7  

70  6  6.63  7  

62  6  5.90  6  

  

Table : Comparison between Actual value Vs Predicted Value  

  

 

Fig : A Graph showing the Actual Values Vs 

Predicted Values  

The accuracy of the confusion matrix is 96%. Hence, 

the model is working fine for all values. Here, in this 

case all values means attendance percentages.  

Conclusion  

Linear regression forecasts continuous/real or 

numeric variables such as sales, salary, age, product 

price, and so on. It is widely used technique in the 

covid-19 cases prediction.  We are concluding this 

paper stating the regular attendance is playing a 

crucial role in online learning. The regularity is more 

importance to understand the topic. Those are 

attending regular are scoring well. The machine 

learning algorithm linear regression is also proving 

the same. The same logic can be continue for the 

remaining subjects and final examination 

performance.  
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Encoder-Decoder Model based Human Face 
Generation from Sketches using Deep 

Learning 
 

Amruta Mankavde, Tejas Gadi 

 
Abstract — Image generation and Image retrieval is a 

very active and fast-advancing field of research in the 

last decade. This project involves retrieval of human face 

images from the pencil sketches that is Sketch to Image 

using a special type of Neural Network called Encoder-

Decoder model. The Encoder-Decoder model is trained 

with 100 epochs and the accuracy obtained is about 93.02 

percent and validation accuracy of 91.83 percent. The 

use case for this project is the human face generation 

using hand drawn pencil sketches of criminals which can 

be used by the Crime Investigation Department. 

 
Keywords — Upsampling, Image Generation, Deep 

Learning, Machine Learning, Data Preprocessing, 

Train-Test data, Encoder, Decoder, Encoder-decoder. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Computer Vision is a deep learning field with lots of 

applications and it is a wide field. Image Generation is one 

of the interesting fields. Most image generation tasks are 

common for videos, too, since a video is a sequence of 

images. This project consists of Image to image translation. 

Filtering, semantic segmentation, restoration, colorization 

are used for transforming from single input image to single 

output image in many of the tasks in computer vision as well 

as Image processing. When we have a dataset with input 

image and output image then we use the image to image 

translation. The image to image translation examples are 

given below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig no.1 Image to image translation 

 
Colored image to grayscale image: Consider the problem 
of Colored image to grayscale image. For each pixel the 
average of RGB values is calculated which is easy. Refer fig 

no.1 for the example. 

 
Grayscale image to Colored image: Consider the problem 
of Grayscale image to Colored image called as colorization. 
This is tougher than the colored image to grayscale image 

problem because for a particular 

 
grayscale value there exists multiple color values. Refer 
fig.no.1 for the example.  
Super resolution: Consider the problem of Super resolution. 
It converts a low resolution image into high resolution image 
thus recovering the details of the image. This is done by 

upsampling the image. Refer fig.no.2 for the example.  
In this project the image to image translation is 

done for grayscale image (sketch) to colored image, more 
particularly for human faces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig no.2 Image to Image Super Resolution 

 
II. Literature Review 

 

In this project, we have proposed a method for Sketch to 

Image conversion using Variational AutoEncoder (VAE). 
All the sketch images in the testing data are converted into 
colored images.  
So various research papers which contain Image to Image 
translation which comes under Image generation are 
included in this literature review.  
[1] In a research paper by Wu, Shangzhe & Tai, Yu-Wing 
& Tang, Chi-Keung. (2017). Sketch-to-Image Generation 

Using Deep Contextual Completion. This paper includes 
sketch (grayscale image) to coloured image generation. 

Novel joint image completion approach is used for 
generating the images, where the sketch is input image and 

the output image is colored image which is generated.  
[2] In a research paper by Zhao, Jian & Xie, Xie & Wang, 
Lin & Cao, Meng & Zhang, Miao. (2019). Generating 

Photographic Faces From the Sketch Guided by Attribute 
Using GAN. In this approach a human face sketch is taken 

as input which generates the output image of realistic human 
face image.  
[3] In another research paper by J. Ziheng, "State-of-the-

Art survey of deep learning based sketch retrieval," .In this 

paper existing state-of-the-art methods are categorized from 
various perspectives. A performance analysis is also given in 
this paper. 
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[4] In this research paper by M. Bhattarai, D. Oyen, J. 

Castorena, L. Yang and B. Wohlberg, "Diagram Image 

Retrieval using Sketch-Based Deep Learning and Transfer 

Learning". By taking natural images as input the generation 

of sketches is done for retrieval of Image using deep 

learning. The small dataset of manually labeled patent 

diagram is used. Image search is done on sketches from 

natural images with transfer learning.  
[5] In this paper by W. Zhang, "Sketch-to-Color Image with 
GANs", sketch to colored image translation will be 

implemented by GAN. To implement this, the model is 
trained for 65 epochs. A GUI is also implemented to provide 

the interface such that the users can convert sketch image 
into colored image.  
[6] In this research paper by C. Galea and R. A. Farrugia, 

"Forensic Face Photo-Sketch Recognition Using a Deep 
Learning-Based Architecture". The state of the art 

algorithms are performed using dataset which are available 
publicly. Compared to a leading method, the proposed 

framework is shown. Error rate is decreased by 80.7% for 

viewed sketches and reduces the mean retrieval rank by 
32.5% for the real world forensic sketches. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY/EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Data Preprocessing  
Data augmentation: In Data augmentation, the small 
changes are done to the data in order to increase its diversity. 
So dataset is enlarged without even collecting extra data. 

This makes sure that the model does not learn irrelevant 
features from the data.  
Shifting: This process involves shifting image pixels 
horizontally or vertically.  
Rotation: This is the process of rotating an image by a 
specified degree.  
Changing brightness: To increase or decrease the contrast 
of the image.  
Cropping: To crop the original image and convert the 

cropped image as same size of original image. Scaling: The 
scaling of the image are of 2 types inward or outward. For 

outward scaling of image, the scaled image is more 
significant than the original image and vice versa.  
Standardizing images: Standardization includes scaling and 

preprocessing images to have same height and width. Data is 
rescaled in such a way that so as to get standard deviation of 
1 and the mean of 0.  

Quality as well as consistency of data are improved by 
Standardization.  
Splitting the dataset into Training and Testing: In this 

process the model has the dataset into two Parts testing and 

training which helps to train the model on the training data 

and test the model on the testing data, in the case of 

Transliteration dataset is split into a ratio of 80:20, given 

training data the size of 80% of the entire data and testing 

data the size of 20% of the entire data.  
Building the Model (Variational AutoEncoder) 
Mechanism: The model used in this project is Variational 

Auto Encoder (VAE). The architecture of the Variational 
Auto Encoder is same as that of traditional auto encoders. 

The autoencoder contains encoder which is exactly similar to 
convolutional neural network only the last layer is different. 

From dataset, the encoder is learning the efficient data 
encoding and passes it to the bottleneck layer. The second 

part of the autoencoder is decoder which uses latent space 
for regenerating images which are similar to images in the 

dataset. In Variational Auto Encoder, instead of giving a 
single output value, the encoder gives an output of 

probability distribution in the last layer that is bottleneck 
layer.  
The model contains Input layer which is followed by a series 
of Convolutional 2d layer, Maxpooling 2d layer and 

upsampling layer. The significance of all these layers are as 
follows:  
Convolutional 2d layer: A convolutional 2d layer is the 

important building block of the CNN. It contains a set of 

filters also known as kernels, parameters of these are 
learned during the training. The size of filters or kernels is 

generally smaller than the actual image. Maxpooling 2d 

layer: Maxpooling 2d is a pooling layer that is used for 

downsampling. It creates a downsampled feature map based 
on the maximum value from patches of a feature map.  
This layer is usually used after a convolutional 2d 
layer. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig no.3: The Working flow the Proposed System 
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Upsampling layer: The Upsampling layer has no weights 

and that is used to double the dimensions of input. The 
upsampling layer and Convolutional 2d layer both are 

used which allows us to reconstruct the image into its 
original size, without losing details of the image.  
Refer fig no.4 for the model diagram of Encoder-
Decoder model.  
Making a predict function: The final step then includes 

building a predict function for the prediction of 
 
the final output image. In the predict function the input 

sketch image passes through all the data preprocessing steps 
which are already mentioned above and then passes through 

the Encoder Decoder Model which gives the desired colored 
Image that is generating a colored image of Human Face 

from the sketch. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Result is a colored Image from the pencil sketch which is 

given as input to the Encoder Decoder model. The input 

pencil sketch given to predict function passes through all the 

data prepossessing steps and passes this prepossessed image 

to the inference model and gives the final output colored 

image. This model gave an accuracy of 92.02% and the 

validation accuracy of 91.87% and a validation loss of 0.2. 

The input sketch image, actual image the predicted image is 

shown in the fig no. 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig no. 5: Predictions 

 

 

Variational autoencoder uses KL-divergence as its loss 
function, the goal of this is to minimize the difference 
between a supposed distribution and original distribution of 
dataset. 
 

Consider the distribution z and we want to generate the 
observation x from z. So we want to calculate p(z|x)  
 
 
 
 

 

The calculation of p(x) is very difficult task as shown 
below.  

 
 
 
 

 

Fig no. 4: Model Diagram of Encoder Decoder Model 
 
 
 
This makes the distribution intractable. So approximate 
p(z|x) to q(z|x) to convert it into tractable distribution. To 
better approximate p(z|x) to q(z|x), we have to minimize the 

KL-divergence loss:  
 
 

 

The minimization problem shown above is same as that 

of following maximization problem.  
 
 

 

KL divergence is used as a loss function in Variational Auto 
Encoder. Total loss is sum of reconstruction error and KL 

divergence loss.  
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this research paper, Sketch to Image conversion is done 

using Variational AutoEncoder (VAEs). All the sketch 

images in the testing data are converted into coloured images 

successfully with a validation accuracy of about 92 percent. 

For Image generation GANs are also quite often used. The 

method used in the project is VAEs but when compared with 

another method which is much more efficient and beneficial 

according to the scientists and researchers. There are various 

other reasons why GANs are preferred over VANs and has 

been shown with the higher interest and one of them is it has 

been partly explained with the help of VAEs higher degree 

of complexity (variational inference and probabilistic 

model). 

 

VI.FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Image Generation is one of the most curious applications in 

Computer Vision. Today, the GANs are used in various 
companies for Image generation. Variational Autoencoders 

and GANs are used as base models. Our world is circulated 
with thousands of languages and as technology has been 

increasing day by day the need for Image generation is 
accelerating so far. The dataset used in this project is small. 

So the model used in this project should be trained on large 
datasets to get higher accuracy and good results. 
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Abstract 

Stock Market Analysis will help the share market investors to 

predict the soon next share price of a company shares. 

Statistical methods help to forecast the value of the market 

share. Regression methods use the historical data of the 

company share and calculate the future values based on the 

dependent variable and coefficient values. A two-year database 

of the Google share market considered for analysis, the 

technology used is python with matplot libraries. The proposed 

methods are linear regression, ARIMA algorithm. The results 

obtained are ARIMA algorithm is showing more accuracy than 

the linear regression method. 

Keywords: ARIMA, Linear Regression, Stock Market, 

Prediction, Machine Learning. 

 

Introduction 

 
The stock market is predominant for every country, 

where there will be selling, buying company shares in 

the public and private sectors. Analysis of the stock 

market predicts the expected value of the company 

share. The pinnacle sectors of the stock market are 

the Medical Sector, Tele Communication Sector, 

Fast-Moving Consumer Goods Sector, Farming 

sector, Aviation Sector, and Automobile Sector. The 

challenging aspect of the stock market is always 

dynamic, nonstable, unordered, and confusing. Stock 

market forecasting is typical because it has many 

interrelated factors like company vision, politics, and 

country economy. The primary analysis asses based 

on the financial status and current operation of any 

organization, industry wellness, and finally, GDP, 

CPI of the Country is considered [1]. 

 
The advantages of predicting the stock market will help 

individuals to invest in company shares. The existing  

 

shareholder takes a call to hold the company's shares or not. 

It also helps to company partnership and sanction loans 

from the bank and private agencies, etc. there are different 

technical ways to predict the future stock market using 

sentimental analysis. The study is based on reviews, 

comments, and news articles. It collects all the positive and 

negative words and calculates the sentimental analysis, 

Emotional graph, polarity graph, average price, and closing 

price graph [2]. The Time series forecast system gathers 

visuals over a long period, and all the views indicate a 

period (t), predicting Future results depending on past 

events. Compared to causal predictions, time series forecasts 

are easier and need less input, so this procedure is easy to 

use and does not require more expense. The main 

limitations in predicting time series are the absence of a 

determining factor. The model engineers often rely on huge 

amounts of input. Else the stochastic events. Machine 

Learning algorithms are also accurate in prediction models, 

especially based on stock values' historical values. The 

values like opening, closing, Turnover values, Data stamp 

values, High and low values, difference values, etc. 

Predictive models are SVM, CNN, ANN, LSTM, DNN, 

backpropagation, Random Forest, Navi Bayesian, RNN, and 

PCA [3]. Pattern recognition is another approach to predict 

future patterns. Over time, the pattern is identified as 

increasing or decreasing; trading structures like triangles, 

rectangles, and diamonds specialized are ascending, 

descending triangles, symmetrical triangles, and flag 

patterns [4]. Statistical methods like regression methods, 

ARIMA and Echo State Networks predict the stock 

exchange market [5
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specialized are ascending, descending triangles, 

symmetrical triangles, and flag patterns [4]. 

Statistical methods like regression methods, ARIMA 

and Echo State Networks predict the stock exchange 

market [5 

 

In this paper first section of the paper is on the basic 

introduction of the stock market and methods used 

in stock market analysis, Section two literature 

surveys on the stock prediction and their results are 

discussed, Section three proposed methodology used 

to solve the problem and details of the data source 

availability, Section four experiment results with 

graphical representations and finally in section five 

discussion on the observed results and conclusions is 

stated. 

 

1. Literature Survey 

 

Sentimental analysis for stock market analysis is 

performed on news articles using Long-Short Term 

Memory Neural Network, and Linear Regression 

methods are used to classify the Positive, Negative 

prices. This model extraction important features 

from the dataset, later reducing dimension using the 

PCA method. Data cleaning is performed to remove 

anomalies in the data.LSTM uses a series of 

conversations to predict the stock prices and uses the 

sigmoid function. The dataset used 65% for the 

training set and 35% for testing. The technology 

used is Pandas, Tensor Flow for implementation 

[10]. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stock Market Price analysis is over time, over the 

season, or price breakpoint. It will help us to 

understand the price's fall in the price, increase in 

the price and if it is increasing or decreasing. The 

most popular identified patterns are flags, upper 

triangle, square, etc. they are mainly classified 

into bullish, bearish, and reversal patterns. The 

simple graphical representations are Dragonfly 

Doji, Paper umbrella, Spinning top, dark cloud 

cover, etc. These visual and auditory results will 

guide the investors in identifying the stock market 

price behaviour [11]. 
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Machine Learning Algorithms used for prediction of Stock Market 

 

Author Details Title of the Paper Methodology Results Disadvantages 

     

R. M. Kapi at. A Hybrid Statistical The Artificial Neural MAPE (%) – Model is best for 

el[6] Approach for Stock Network (ANN) 1.04 Colombo Stock 

 

Market Forecasting 

  

Exchange, need to  
Autoregressive MAPE (%)-  

Based on Artificial evaluate for other stock  
integrated moving 0.63  

Neural Network and exchange Market.  
average. (ARIMA) 

 

 

ARIMA Time Series 

  

 
ANN-ARIMA MAPE (%)- 

 

 
Models 

 

  
0.35 

 

    

     

Mehak Usmani Stock Market Single Layer Prediction Prediction is performed 

at. el[7] Prediction using Perceptron accuracy 60% on 100 instances only; at 

 

Machine Learning 

  

least year instances need  
Multi-Layer Prediction  

Techniques to analyze.  
Perceptron accuracy 77%    

     

  Radial Basis Prediction  

  Function accuracy 63%  

     

  Support Vector Prediction  

  Machines accuracy 60%  

     

Takashi Kimoto Stock Market Network Models with Extractions of Toky0 Stock Exchange 

at. el[8] Prediction System a high-speed learning rules can be Prices Indexes is only 

 with Modular Neural algorithm achieved. considered. 

 Networks    

     

Mehar Vijh at. Stock Closing Price ANN MAPE- 1.07% ANN is always shown 

el[9] Prediction using   better efficiency than RF. 

 

Machine Learning 

   

    

 Techniques 
Random Forest MAPE- 1.14% 

 
   

     

Table 1 Machine Learning Algorithms used for prediction of Stock Market 

 

2. Methodology 
 

2.1 Data Variable 

 

Seven parameters are used to predicate the 

future stock price of a company's share. In the 

prediction models, there are different dependent 

and independent variables. This model uses a 

statistical approach to predict future values 

based on past values. The CSV file maintains 

the stock price data. It contains date-wise, 

opening stock price value, closing stock price 

value, the high price of the day, low price of the 

day, Adjacent value close to high or low, and no 

of shares is volume [16]. 

 

AR: Autoregression -A model that uses the 

covariance between observation and the number of 

lagged observations. I: Integrated-The use of 

performing differencing on the raw data (performing 

subtraction on observations of data, subtracting one 

observation from previous observations) so that the 

observations become stationary. Moving Average is a 

model that uses dependencies that are present 

between a given observation and a residual error. The 

observed in a moving average model when applied to 

lagged observations. Each of these segments is 

unequivocally indicated in the model as an argument. 
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2.2 Available Data Sources 

 

 

Data Source Name  URL 

     

US-based stocks and ETFs trading on the NYSE,  https://www.kaggle.com/borismarjanovic/price- 

NASDAQ, and NYSE MKT[12]  volume-data-for-all-us-stocks-etfs 

     

Historical Data through request [13]  https://eodhistoricaldata.com/#pricing_plans 

   

National Stock Exchange live data and historical  https://www.nseindia.com/resources/historical-reports-  

data [14]  capital-market-daily-monthly-archives 

    

Bombay Stock Exchange live data[15] 

 https://www.bseindia.com/markets/keystatics/Keystat_t 

 

urnoverequity.aspx   

     

Table 2 Different Data Sources for Stock Market 

 

2.3 Regression Methods in Machine learning 

 
Machine learning algorithms design a regression model, which demonstrates a relationship between 
dependent, independent variables using statistical methods. It also explains the influencing factors on the 
change of variables. The regression Approach will help find the correlation between the variables, 
predicting future stock values and time series modelling. Different regression methods predict continuous 
values, market trends, and relationships between variables [17]. Different regression methods are 
available: linear Regression, Polynomial Regression, Decision Tree Regression, Lasso Regression, 
Random Forest Regression, and Support Vector Regression.  

 
 

 

Different Regression Methods Used To Predict The Stock Market Analysis 
 

Regression 
Objective Dataset 

  
Formula 

  

Method 
    

       
        

Polynomial Similar to Multi Linear, Nonlinear Dataset � = b 
� 

+ b x + b X + b  

 

X
 

 + 
    

 

  

Regression the values X and the  ⋯ . . + bX
�

 …..(1)   
 corresponding value of  Y is dependent Variable   

 Y condition is used to  X is the input variable   

 map the curve.  b0,b1,...bn are coefficient of regression . 

Decision Tree Used to classify and Tree structure ���� = ����� + � 

��� + � ��� + 
Regression regression analysis  

 ………………………….(2)   
 

Supervised Learning 
   

  
Root Node is a dataset 

  

     

   Child Node is the Subset.   
    

Support Used to classify and Linear Dataset Detection of the continuous data points that 
Vector regression analysis  fall online is called a hyperplane. Detect the 

Regression Supervised Learning  best fit line.   

        
 
 

Table 3 Different Regression Methods Used To Predict Stock Market Analysis 
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3.3.1 Linear Regression in Stock Market Prediction 

 

Linear Regression is a supervised machine learning algorithm. Predication of future values is an 

intelligent task. It requires basic input parameters. Different prediction approaches like Classification 

Model, Clustering Model, Outlier Model, and Learning Model. The Regression Model is a method in the 

prediction of values. The different types of regression methods are available. Linear Regression is a 

Learning method used to perform regression analysis on continuous values based on independent values. 

It is used to develop an application for statistical numerical prediction. Input and Output values are 

represented using variables X and Y. All the input values or fields in the data are paired with a scaling 

factor called Beta ( and is also added to the equation is called an additional coefficient, which reflects 

additional freedom to the equation and it can say to be bias or interception of a line. 
 

y = B� + B� ∗ X ……………………………………….(3) 

 

The difficulty in the above method is no coefficients are imposed on the equation. This complexity can be 

reduced by decreasing the coefficients before applying the linear regression models on the input 

parameter. It is important to calculate the coefficient values, and it can be preprocessed using Statistics in 

Simple Regression, Ordinary Least Squares and Random Values for Gradient Descent. 

 

3.3.2 Auto-Regressive Integrated MovingAverage 
 

ARIMA model is used for time series data to forecast the values of the next occurrence. This model is 

mostly applicable in financial analysis. ARIMA algorithm will study the past stock prices and predict the 

future stock values using lagged moving averages to smooth time series data. Some components consider 

are autoregression, integration value and moving average values. Forecasts are a linear function of 

previous data, but coefficients can be nonlinear—for example, an ARIMA (0, 1, 1) version without 

regular is an exponentially weighted moving average. 

 
�
∙ 

 

= 1− � �-

� 

 

+ �� 

 

+ �  � 

 + … !…………..(4) 

 

Autocorrelation function (ACF) and ACF plot plot the coefficients of correlation among a time 

collection and lags of itself. 
 

"uto Correlation Function A0   = 1234564�17�8�9�,8�9;��………………………(5)  �9;��/34564�17�8�9� 

 

3. Experiment Results 

The dataset used for this study model is the Google Stock Market record; this record contains stock 

exchange details like date of the stock, opening stock value, closing stock value, the high value of the 

day, low value of the day, adjacent close, and volume. The total no of records of stock details is 506. Fig 

1 will show the line graph of predicted values and actual values. In this case study, it is observed that the 

predicted values are higher than the actual. Python technology is used to calculate the coefficient value 

and prediction price. In comparisons 
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with ARIMA and Linear regression, the results obtained through ARIMA are more accurate. 80% of the 

dataset is used for training, and 20% is used for testing.[20] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1 Comparative graph between Predicted & Actual values Using Linear Regression  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2 Comparative graph between Predicted & Actual values Using ARIMA 
 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

The obtained results using ARIMA models can quickly compete well with emerging forecasting 

techniques. The results are very satisfying and accurate; the results obtained at the time of the ARIMA 

model could compete with the emerging strategies in stock forecasting. ARIMA is the real-world value 

for predicting time series, predicting, and accurately analyzing. 
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1. Abstract 
Natural language Processing (NLP) plays an important 

role in emerging technology research. It includes 

emotional analysis, speech recognition, text editing, 

machine translation, answering questions, and more. 

NLP involves the collection of information on how people 

understand and use language. This is done in order to 

develop appropriate tools and techniques that can enable 

computer systems to understand and use native 

languages to perform a variety of desirable functions. 

Experts representing various fields of study such as 

psychology, counseling, or education discussed the use of 

Natural language processing (NLP). In addition, there 

has been a lot of controversy over the effectiveness of this 

model. To some extent, NLP is based on past behavior 

and attitudes. In this paper we will discuss the different 

NLP libraries and compare them to different ones. 

 
2. Keywords 

 

NLP, Matural Language Processing, NLTK, Spark 

NLP, spaCY, CoreNLP, Gensim. 

 
3. Introduction 

 
Natural language Processing is a branch of computer 

science and practical wisdom related to the interaction 

between computers and human languages. Indigenous 

language analysis is the study of mathematical 

modeling and computation of different parts of 

language and the development of many different 

programs. This includes the principles of spoken 

language that combine speech with natural language. 

Indigenous language analysis plays a role in computer 

science because many aspects of the field are related to 

linguistic computational features. Indigenous language 

analysis is a field of research and practice that explores 

how computers can be used to understand and use 

natural language text or speech to do useful things. 

The use of Indigenous language analysis includes 

learning areas, such as machine translation, natural 

text processing and abbreviations, user links, Cross 

 
 

language interaction retrieval knowledge (CLIR), 

speech recognition, artificial intelligence (AI) and 

professional programs. 

 

4. Related work 

 
There are a number of research efforts that have 

compared and evaluated NLP libraries for different 

purposes and resources. For example, Olney et al. 

investigates the accuracy of nine NLP libraries 

comprising Stanford and spaCy about marking part 

of the 200 source code identifiers in Java open 

source programs. They concluded that the partial 

tags that were directly designed for source code, 

such as POSSE and SWUM, were more accurate 

than others. In our work, we have compared the 

performance of libraries to natural language 

artifacts written by software developers rather than 

source code identifiers, and added additional 

analysis of token production and comparisons of 

two libraries in addition to marking part of speech 

and gold. standard. 

 

Tian and Lo used seven tags that are part of four 

NLP libraries in 100 bug reports. The accuracy 

numbers they found (between 83 and 91%) are the 

same as those found. Our work complements theirs 

by adding three additional sources (Stack 

Abundance, GitHub ReadMe files, and Java API 

documents), as well as using a separate set of 

libraries and introducing token analyzes. Choi et al. 

provided a web-based tool for comparing the output 

of a reliance analyst with ten mathematical reliance 

analysts (one of which is spaCy). Their 

comparisons include the accuracy and performance 

of each commentator in terms of sentence length, 

dependency, visual function, speech component 

tags, dependence labels, and type. We did not 

include reliance on our analysis, but planned to 

extend our work to those who came. 

Arendse recently provided a summary of the 

performance of NLP tools in the field of needs 

engineering, with the aim of finding errors and 

deviations from the required documents. Evaluate 

the performance of NLP tools accurately and 

remember to identify certain unwanted features, 

such as ambiguity. 
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Our work is more comprehensive as it compares 
the performance of basic NLP. 

Onur et al suggested a legal approach to query 

default questions. The proposed approach in this 

paper focuses on the analysis of both sentence 

structure and semantics. This work aims primarily to 

generate comprehensive questions through amazing 

word phrases. The framework here proposes a law-

based mode to generate queries from a sentence. The 

basis of trust, Nero-based Organization Recognition, 

and the semantic role (SRL) are applied to the 

structures / rules of marking. Chunking. 

Amruta Umardand et al stated in the main idea of the 

paper questionnaire. Identify the various ways in 

which you can approach the quiz, be it a random or 

automatic process. Such an automation system can 

be very helpful. A website can be added and a level 

of protection control can be provided to the system, 

where questions once generated can be saved and 

used by another author who is willing to create 

queries based on the same or different topic. 

The paper by Aleena et al focuses on the initial 

concept of the interrogation process. The main idea 

is to understand the natural language of the system, 

only then can the machine manage and control the 

data. Preliminary data processing, critical phase 

releases and NLP are key concerns of the proposed 

program. In this way a fast, secure and random 

system can be developed that benefits many aspects 

including education. 

Kalpana et al aims to find answers to questions such 

as: 'What is POS tagging?', POS tagging 

performance. POS Tagging is the process of 

assigning one piece of speech to a given name. Parts 

of speech include nouns, verbs, extensions, 

adjectives, pronouns, conjunctions and their 

subsections. Tags use several types of data: word 

indexes, nouns, rules, etc. Dictionaries have 

categories or categories of specific words. We may 

have more names in this category. For example, 

escape is a noun and an action.Tags use possible 

information to resolve this conflict. Following the 

same POS tagging method is done and tags are 

provided. 

Edward Loper et al introduced a new way to create a 

simple and flexible way to filter the active part of a 

compact language. NLTKtoolkit provides an 

expanded, simple framework for natural language 

processing. Includes processing of natural figurative 

language and mathematics. Toolkit is used as a set of 

modules; each module describes a different data 

structure or function. A set of contextual modules 

describes the various systems used in the toolkit. 

Chunk Parsing, Probabilistic parsing are just a few 

of the many modules that are part of NLTK. Many 

modules available in the toolkit provide us with 

excellent examples of what projects should look 

like, clean code design, and fine writing.. 

Ankita, K. A. and other POS markers used are 

based on the number of computer levels required to 

determine POS markers. This paper focuses on the 

comparative value made by the Hidden Markov 

Model for POS label and complexity can be 

reduced. They also suggest an additional method 

using NER's Bloom Filter (Named 

EntityRecognition.) Despite the fact that there are 

many POStaggers accessible, individuals still take 

up the gun to find a way that puts aside little effort 

and use a small number of problems. so. In the 

HMM base mark it does not get a mark for each 

word, instead it gets a mark for the whole sentence. 

It uses flexibility and opportunities for release. The 

proposed algorithm combines two words as a 

cluster and calculates their marking as one unit. 

Mohd Husain et al mentioned various methods of 

classification of questions. Type of purpose, fill in 

the blanks or ‘wh’ type questions. All can be 

generated by extracting relevant data from the text 

by combining and converting. Descriptive and 

factual questions can be developed using the same. 

Although we are very focused on ‘wh’ type 

questions in our paper. 

Pranita Jadhav et al cited various steps in the 

development of a system that produces the filling 

of a blank type of query in many stages of 

automatic production of queries. The advantage of 

this AGM is that it accelerates the testing process 

in the educational environment. Using the 

Euclidean grade method, POS and token-making, 

they proposed a system. a clear and distinct 

summary of the possible answers to their technical 

questions from the amount of Q&A interview 

information. To meet this need, we propose a 

three-stage framework for automated production 

summary responses.Our user studies show the 

relevance, usefulness and diversity of our 

automated response summaries. 

Priti et al stated in a paper that in the paper the 

production of questions was based on bloom's 

taxonomy. Feature tags and Stanford pos tags are 

key elements in pre-data processing. 

Surbhi et al defined a system where the generated 

queries are stored in a database and using 

randomization, random queries can be considered 

as output. and others have mentioned various paper 

reviews that have suggested many different 

algorithms for queries using the Semantic role label 

or NLP.There is much work to be done in the same 

area by proposing complex methods. 
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5. Background 

Natural Language Processing combines artificial 

intelligence (AI) with computer languages so that 

computers and individuals can communicate 

seamlessly. The NLP seeks to bridge the gap between 

machines and humans by enabling the computer to 

analyze user feedback (input speech recognition) and 

to analyze user feedback. This task seemed too 

complicated. In order to communicate with people, 

the system must understand syntax (grammar), 

semantics (word meaning), and morphology (period), 

pragmatics (dialogue). The number of rules to follow 

can seem daunting and explain why previous NLP 

efforts initially led to disappointing results. With a 

different system in place, NLP gradually evolved 

from a complex code based on a learning approach 

based on a computer-based learning system. Siri 

appeared on the iPhone in 2011. In 2012, new 

discoveries in the use of graphical processing units 

(GPUs) improved digital neural and NLP networks. 

NLP empowers computer programs to understand 

unstructured content through AI and machine learning 

in order to produce output and provide language 

context, just as the human brain does. It is a tool for 

revealing and analyzing “signals” embedded in 

informal information. Organizations will then be able 

to gain a deeper understanding of public opinion 

about their products, services and brand, just like 

those of their competitors. Google has now released 

its neural-net engine in a pair of eight languages, 

closing the huge gap between its old system and 

human translator and fueling the growing interest in 

technology. Computers today can already produce a 

dreaded echo of human language if fed with the right 

ingredients. Over the past few years, Deep Learning 

(DL) architecture and algorithms have made 

remarkable progress in areas such as image 

recognition and speech processing. Their use in 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) was not so great 

at first, but now it has proven that they are making an 

important contribution, which brings superior results 

in other common NLP activities. Named enterprise 

recognition (NER), speech part (POS) marking or 

emotional analysis are some of the problems where 

neural network models have performed more 

efficiently than conventional procedures. Progress in 

machine translation is perhaps the most significant of 

them all. 

 

NLP libraries- 

development of useful NLP libraries, today, NLP finds 

applications in all the various similarities of the 

industrial area. In fact, NLP is now an important part 

of deep Learning development. Extracting important 

information from free text is essential for the 

 
development of chatbots, copyright research and analysis, 

voice / speech recognition, patient data processing, and 

question image content, among other aspects of NLP use.  
The main purpose of NLP libraries is to facilitate text 

processing in advance. A good NLP library should be able 

to effectively convert free text sentences into structured 

features (for example, hourly costs) that can be easily 

incorporated into ML or DL pipelines. Also, the NLP 

library should have an easy-to-read API, and should be 

able to use the latest and greatest algorithms and models 

correctly. 

 

SparkNLP:  
Spark NLP is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

module based on Apache Spark Machine Learning. It 

provides machine learning pipelines with easy, 

performant, and accurate NLP annotations that scale 

well in a distributed context. Spark NLP comes pre-

trained with over 1100 pipelines and models in over 

192 languages. Spark NLP is the only library that can 

scale up for training and inference in any Spark cluster, 

take advantage of transfer learning, apply the latest and 

greatest algorithms and models in NLP research, and 

deliver mission-critical, enterprise-grade solutions all at 

the same time.  
There are two types of Spark NLP library which is open 

source and enterprise.  
All of the features and components present in any NLP 

library, as well as the most up-to-date DL frameworks 

and research trends, are included in the open source 

edition. The enterprise library is a licensed library that 

extends the open source version and is designed to 

address real-world healthcare concerns. The authorised 

edition includes the following modules to help 

researchers and data practitioners in a variety of ways: 

Named entity recognition (NER), assertion status 

(negativity scope) detection, and other features are 

available. 

 

NLTK:  
The Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is a collection 

of open-source program modules, tutorials, and 

problem sets for computational linguistics. Natural 

Language Processing with Python is a hands-on 

introduction to language processing programming. 

NLTK is a natural language processing system that 

combines annotated corpora with symbolic and 

statistical natural language processing. NLTK provides 

a simple, flexible, and standard framework for 

assignments, projects, and class demonstrations. It's 

well-documented, easy to understand, and simple to 

use.This toolkit is one of the most impressive NLP 

libraries, containing programs that allow machines to 

understand human language and reply appropriately.  
Text processing, classification, tokenization, 
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stemming, tagging, labeling, parsing, and semantic 
reasoning are all supported by distinct libraries. 

SpaCY:  
Spacy is an open-source Python package for 

complex natural language processing and machine 

learning. It will be used to design deep learning 

data extraction systems, natural language 

understanding systems, and text pre-processing 

systems. It aids deep learning in convolutional 

neural networks by facilitating parts-of-speech 

tagging, dependency parsing, and named entity 

recognition. Because of their speed, robustness, and 

close to state-of-the-art performance, their models 

have become the defacto standard for practical 

NLP. It has features for a variety of natural 

language activities and can be used to create data 

extraction systems. These models must be loaded 

into our code in order for us to use them. 

  CoreNLP:  
The CoreNLP toolbox is a programmable pipeline 

that performs basic natural language analysis. This 

toolkit is widely utilized in the NLP academic 

community, as well as commercial and government 

users of open-source NLP technology.  
Token and sentence boundaries, parts of speech, 

named entities, numeric and time values, 

dependency and constituency parses, coreference, 

sentiment, quotation attributions, and relations are 

among the linguistic annotations that CoreNLP 

may generate for text. CoreNLP is written in Java 

and needs that Java is installed on your device, but 

it also includes programming interfaces for a 

variety of popular programming languages. 

 

GENSIM:  
Gensim is a Python package for "topic modeling, 

document indexing, and similarity retrieval with 

enormous corpora," according to the developers. 

Gensim's methods are memory-independent in 

terms of corpus size, therefore it can handle input 

greater than RAM. Gensim enables for efficient 

multicore implementations of common algorithms 

such as online Latent Semantic Analysis 

(LSA/LSI/SVD), Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

(LDA), Random Projections (RP), Hierarchical 

Dirichlet Process (HDP), or word2vec deep 

learning.  
For scientific computing, NumPy and SciPy are 

essential. As a result, before installing Gensim, you 

must first install these two Python packages. 

6. Result  
The libraries have a wide range of applications. If 

you only need to plug in a smaller data set and 

obtain results quickly, spaCy is the way to go. If 

you have a big task ahead of you, on the other 

hand, Spark-NLP will be 

significantly faster, and from a certain scale, the 

only choice. As you put in larger data sets or 

expand your Spark cluster, it scales automatically.  
To sum it up, both SpaCy and SparkNLP are robust 

NLP tools that can handle the entire NLP pipeline 

and analyze data quickly. NLTK is an effective 

tool that may be used for simple NLP procedures 

or as part of an NLP pipeline, although it tends to 

have a steeper learning curve. The CoreNLP 

library is extremely fast in product development 

contexts, however, it is too slow for NLP 

production use. Gensim is a fantastic tool for 

clustering and vectorization of unsupervised NLP 

data. There are many Python NLP libraries 

available, each with its own set of functionality. 

Knowing which features are available and how 

they compare to one another is crucial when 

selecting the ideal NLP library for your projects or 

tasks. 

We have compared the functionalities of some popular  
NLP libraries:  

Table 1 
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Abstract—The genesis of computers has reckoned a 

technological revolution in this neoteric world; thus we are 

compelled to use the internet and computers in our everyday 

lives. Hence, there is a compelling need to protect us from the 

damages that malware possesses that affect the security of the 

internet. This paper explores the development of malware 

detection using images through Convolutional Neural 

Networks. In this approach, the malware executables are first 

envisioned as binaries which are further reshaped into a 2D 

matrix and inspected as a grayscale image. The obtained 

grayscale image is further categorized based on layout and 

arrangement into different families of malware. As a result, 

neither disassembly nor code execution is needed for 

classification. Furthermore, the changing of signatures of 

polymorphic viruses at each stage of propagation easily 

bypasses signature-based anti-viruses. This deep learning 

approach with an accuracy of about 98% easily proves to be 

much better than signature-based approaches for malware 

detection. The results and the approach indicate that our 

proposed model is adaptive and efficient compared to the 

existing image-based malware detection solutions. 
 

Keywords— deep learning, malware binaries, malware 

detection, machine learning, convolutional neural networks. 
 

I INTRODUCTION 

 
Malware is malicious software employed to infiltrate the 

secrecy, integrity, and functionality of a system, such as 

viruses, worms, trojans, backdoors, spyware. With computers 

and the Internet being essential in everyday life, malware is a 

serious threat to their security. It is estimated that one in four 

computers operating in India is infected with malware. The 

threat posed by malware is not only emotional but financial as 

well. According to a recent report from the cybercrime 

department, up to one billion dollars was stolen in roughly two 

years from financial institutions worldwide, due to malware 

attacks. As a result, the detection of malware is of major 

concern to both the anti-malware industry and researchers. In 

order to protect legitimate users from the attacks, the majority 

of anti-malware software products (e.g., 

 

 

Comodo, Symantec, Kaspersky) use the signature-based 

method of detection [13], [14]. A signature is a short string 

of bytes, which is different for each known malware so that 

its future examples can be correctly classified with a small 

error rate. However, this method can be easily evaded by 

malware attackers through techniques such as encryption,  
packing, polymorphism, obfuscation, and meta-

morphism[2], [6]. Furthermore, malicious files are being 

spread at a rate of thousands per day[15], making it difficult 

for this signature-based method to be effective. In order to 

tackle the malware attacks, intelligent malware detection 

techniques need to be explored [9]. As a result, many types 

of research have been conducted on intelligent malware 

detection by applying data mining and machine learning 

techniques in recent years Based on different feature 

representations, different kinds of classification methods, 

such as Artificial Neural Network (ANNs), Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), and Decision Tree 

(DT) [1], are used for model construction to detect malware. 

Most of these methods are based on shallow learning 

architectures. Though they had isolated success in malware 

detection, shallow learning architectures are still somewhat 

lacking behind with respect to malware detection problems 

[9].  
Deep learning (DL), a new field in data mining and 

machine learning, is starting to be utilized in industrial and 

academic research for different applications. A multilayer 

deep learning architecture is its distinguished ability in 

feature learning [1], [2]. Deep learning architectures 

overcome the learning difficulty through layer-wise 

pretraining, i.e. pre training multiple layers of feature 

detectors from the lowest level to the highest level to 

construct the final classification model. This inspires us to 

formulate a malware detection architecture based on deep 

learning. 
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Ii  experimental methods and materials 

 
Malware is a threat to every modern organization. 

Attackers and cybercriminals are always coming up with 
new malicious software to bombard their targets [9]. 

Security vendors are doing their best to defend against 
malware attacks but, unfortunately, with millions of 
malware discovered monthly, they cannot achieve the target. 

Thus, creative techniques such as deep learning are needed. 
Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNet) is a deep 
learning approach to manage the image classification 

problem, which is also called computer vision problems, as 
typical computer programs face many provocations and 
difficulties to recognize objects for many reasons, including 

lighting, viewpoint, deformation, and segmentation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FIGURE 1: System Architecture 
 

 

This technique is inspired by the functioning of the eye, 
especially the visual cortex function algorithm in animals. 

ConvNet is organized in three-dimensional structures with 
diameter, height, and depth as features [3]. In the instance of 
images, the height is the image height, the diameter is the 

image diameter, and the depth is RGB channels. To develop 
a CNN, we require three principal types of layers: 
Convolutional layer: A convolutional operation applies to 
choosing features from the input image and multiplying the 

values in the filter with the primary pixel values. Pooling 
layer: The pooling operation reduces the dimensionality of 
each characteristic map. Fully-connected layer: The fully-

connected layer is a standard multi-layer perceptron with a 
softmax activation function in the output layer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 2 : Example of CNN with different layers used in 

image classification [20] 
 

Malware binaries are envisioned as gray-scale images, 

with the conclusion that for several malware families, the 

images pertaining to the corresponding family seem very 

alike in layout and arrangement. Driven by this visual 

similarity, a classification method using conventional image 

features is proposed. Neither disassembly nor code execution 

is needed for classification. 
 

In this paper, we take a completely different and novel 

approach to characterize and analyze malware. At a more 

general level, a malware executable can be described as a 

binary string of zeros and ones. This vector can be reshaped 

into a matrix and inspected as an image. 
 

Significant visual similarities have been observed in 

image texture for malware belonging to the same family [5]. 

This perhaps could be explained by the common practice of 

reusing the code to create new malware variants. 
 

The malware classification problem is considered as one 

of image classification. There are lots of image-based 

approaches for malware classification for eg. [7], [8], [17],  
[18]. Subsisting classification techniques need either 
disassembly or execution whereas this approach does not 
need either but still shows notable growth in terms of 
performance [9]. Further, it is also adaptable to familiar 
obfuscation techniques such as section encryption. A given 
malware binary is read as a vector of 8-bit unsigned integers 

and then organized into a 2D array [4]. This can be 
visualized as a grayscale image in the range [0,255] (0: 
black, 255: white) like in [19]. The width of the image is 
fixed and the height is allowed to vary depending on the file 
size [4].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FIGURE 3: Conversion of malware binary to a grayscale 

image [5] 
 

III Technology utilized 
 
A) TensorFlow Libraries: It is an open-source artificial 

intelligence library, using data flow graphs to build models. 

It enables developers to build large-scale neural networks 

with numerous layers. TensorFlow is principally used for: 

Classification, Perception, Understanding, Discovering, 

Prediction and Creation. 
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FIGURE 4: Working of CNN’s 

 

B) Keras Libraries: Keras is an open-source neural network 

library written in Python. It is capable of running on top of 

TensorFlow, Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit, Theano, or Plaid-

ML. Composed to permit quick experimentation with deep 

neural networks, it concentrates on being user-friendly, 

modular, and extensible.  
C) Python Script: A plain text file containing Python code 

that is intended to be directly executed by the user is usually 

called script, which is an informal term that means top-level 

program file.  
D) Fast AI library: Jeremy Howard and Rachel Thomas are 

the founders of fast.ai. Fast.ai can be described as a research 

lab bundled with courses, an easy-to-use Python library with 

a huge community. Their library wraps popular deep 

learning and machine learning libraries for common 

workflows and provides a user-friendly interface 

 

IV CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
 

In this work, the CNN network is composed of a 
convolution 1D layer, a pooling 1D layer, and a fully 
connected layer. A CNN network can have more than one 
convolution 1D layer, pooling 1D layer, and fully connected 

layer. In the convolutional 1D layer, the filters slide over the 
1D sequence data and extract optimal features. The features 
that are extracted from each filter are grouped into a new 
feature set called a feature map. The number of filters and 
the length are chosen by following a hyperparameter tuning 
method. This in turn uses a non-linear activation function, 
Relu on each element. The dimensions of the optimal 
features are reduced by pooling 1D layer using either max 
pooling, min pooling, or average pooling. Since the 

maximum output within a selected region is selected in max 
pooling, we adopt max-pooling in this work. Finally, the 
CNN network contains a fully connected layer for 
classification. In a fully connected layer, each neuron 
contains a connection to every other neuron. Instead of 
passing the pooling 1D layer features into fully 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FIGURE 5: Workflow for Malware Detection  
 

 
connected layer, it can also be given to recurrent layer, 

LSTM to capture the sequence-related information. Finally, 
the LSTM features are passed into the fully connected layer. 

The architecture of a Convolutional neural network is similar 
to that of the connectivity model of neurons in the Human 
Brain and was encouraged by the organization of the Visual 

Cortex. Single neurons react to stimuli only in a confined 
region of the optical field known as the Receptive Field. A 
collection of such fields overlap to cover the entire visual 

area. A Convolutional neural network is capable of 
favorably apprehending the Spatial and Temporal provinces 
in an image through the application of applicable filters. The 

architecture offers a better fitting to the image dataset due to 
the decrease in the number of parameters associated and the 
reusability of weights. In other words, the network can be 

prepared to recognize the refinement of the image better. 
 

1] To achieve the goal of malware detection, in this 

project we use Convolutional neural networks. (CNN). CNN 

utilizes the concept of deep learning to extract features from 

an image. 
 

2] The project starts with the collection of malware and 

benign binaries and then converting these binaries to 8-bit 

vector representation (1000 0011…) and thereafter 

converting these values to image pixel values of 0 and 255. 

Here 0 represents black while 255 represents white. The 

values between 0 and 255 represent shades of gray. 
 

3] Thus through this process the malware binaries are 

converted into a grayscale image. The feature extraction of 

the grayscale image helps us to determine whether the given 

sample is malware or benign. 
 

4] The Preprocessing required in a convolutional neural 

network is much lower as compared to other classification 

algorithms. 
 

5] A Conv-Net can successfully capture the Spatial and 

Temporal dependencies in an image through the texture 
pattern, frequencies in image, intensity, or color features, 

using different methods such as Euclidean distance, or mean 
and standard deviation, to create later feature vectors. In our 

case, algorithms such as a color layout descriptor, 
homogeneous texture descriptor, or global image descriptors 

(GIST) can be trained. GIST can be precisely calculated 
using a python library which is known as the Pyleargist. 
 

6] The malware is transformed into grayscale images by 

reading 8-bit unsigned integers [4]. The width of an image is 

defined by file size and height is allowed to vary depending 

on the width and file size. The malware images are resized 
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to a two-dimensional (2D) matrix of 32 × 32 and mapped 

into a 1x1024 size array. Each feature array is normalized 

using L2 normalization. 
 

7] This transformation becomes necessary as the 

grayscale image that is being used is 2-Dimensional and the 

convolutional neural network layer is one dimensional, so 
we need to reduce the dimensions of the image from 2-D to 

1-D. Reducing the dimension of the image makes it 

compatible for passing it to the convolutional layer and thus 

suitable to extract features. 
 
 

V  results and discussion 
 

This project explores a novel technique of detecting 
malware through images. It implements detection through 
images by implementing convolutional neural networks. 
convolutional neural networks are a deep learning concept 
that effectively can capture the texture features of an image 
to understand whether the given sample is malware or not. 
convolutional neural networks have been proved to be the 
most effective technique giving an accuracy of about 98%, 

which is much higher compared to other machine learning 
algorithms such as SVM, KNN, decision trees, which have 
been earlier experimented with. This Deep learning 
approach proves to be much better than signature-based 
approaches which were initially used for malware detection. 
This technique could also prove much useful in the case of 
polymorphic viruses which change their signatures at every 
stage of propagation and evade detection by signature-based 
antiviruses.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6: Input dataset consisting of grayscale malware and 

benign images 
 

 
 

 

Vi graphical user interface for the project 

 

1] The following shows the web view of the homepage 

wherein the uploading of an executable file is performed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 8: Web View of Home Page 

 

2] This is Processing the uploaded executable file. When 

the file is uploaded it runs the checker.py script, checker.py 

is a python script to find out whether an executable file is 

malicious or benign. After the checker.py script finishes 

executing it outputs the respective results stating whether the 

uploaded file is malicious or benign.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FIGURE 9: Uploading Exe File For Detection 

 

3] Thus, based on the already trained model, the class of the 

given file is predicted. In this respective case, the file is 

predicted to be from a legitimate class or benign. 

 

 

FIGURE 7: Output Predicted by CNN 
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Figure 10: Detecting File whether legitimate 

 
4] The class of the uploaded file is predicted as malicious 

based on the Characteristics extracted from the file. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 11: Detecting File whether Malicious 

6] The file is read in byte mode as the classifier.pki file and 

features.pki file is saved in byte format. Thus after 

successful classification, the tresult.html page is called and 

the respective output is displayed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 13: Result Page code 

 

Expected output is to implement multi-class classification of 

malware families. Images of a variant of malware belonging 

to the same family will have similar properties or texture. 

We aim to capture the texture of the images to classify an 

incoming image into a particular malware family. We use 

here about 25 malware families in which the incoming 

image is classified [4]. We implement this system by 

implementing CNN’s.  

 

 

5] Html code of the home page in which the post method is 

used to upload files to the checker.py script where the 

characteristic of uploaded files is extracted and compared 

with the classifier.pki and features.pki file.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FIGURE 14: Multiclass classification [4] 
 
 

VI  conclusion and scope for further  
Research 

 
The performances obtained by deep learning architectures 

outperformed classical MLAs in static, dynamic, and image  
FIGURE 12: Home Page code processing-based malware detection and categorization.[9], 
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[11], [12], [16]. However, in the dynamic analysis-based 

malware detection, the deep learning architectures are 

applied on the domain knowledge extracted features [12]. 

This can be avoided by collecting memory dumps for binary 

files at run time and then the memory dump files can be 

mapped into a grayscale image. The deep neural networks 

are very vulnerable to attacks at the time of its testing and its 

architecture is vulnerable in hostile environments [10], [21]. 

But the methodology adopted in the proposed work of 

classifying malware through images proves to be much more 

effective as compared to machine learning algorithms. The 

similar properties of the texture of images belonging to the 

same malware class provide a novel technique of classifying 

and detecting malware and also surpass the challenges faced 

by existing Antiviruses. In the future the work can be 

extended to polymorphism malware classification and also 

to detect malicious segments in malware programs. 
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Abstract— This paper presents a study of Indian rainfall and 

prediction of the annual rainfall in the state of Maharashtra 

and Konkan. The decreasing trends in seasonal rainfall and 

post-monsoon rainfall and increasing occurrence of the deficit 

rainfall years indicates the probable intensification of water 

scarcity in many states and sub divisions of India. Rainfall 

serves a major source of water only when it is conserved, thus a 

proper analysis and estimation of rainfall globally is of utmost 

importance. In an agricultural country like India, where the 

majority of agriculture is rain dependent rainfall prediction 

can help to understand the uncertainty in rainfall pattern 

which may affect the overall agricultural produce. The present 

study consists a descriptive analysis of annual rainfall in India 

from 1950-2020, this visualization may prove helpful for 

deciding the right model for prediction. This study is aimed at 

finding the most apt model for making accurate prediction for 

the rainfall dataset. Two machine learning model and a neural 

network model are implemented and their results are 

compared. The performance of the results was measured with 

MSE(mean squared error),RMSE(root mean square 

error),MAE(mean absolute error).The machine learning 

models showed high level of deviation as the time series data in 

use was highly inconsistent, on the other hand the neural 

network showed better efficiency due to the local dependency 

in the model which helps it to learn and perform better. 

 
 
Keywords—Rainfall Forecasting,SVR,ANN,Linear Regression 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The process of analysing and predicting the probability of 

precipitation and forecasting of rainfall in future along with 

estimating the amount of rainfall in specific regions is called 

Rainfall Prediction. Alongside the likelihood of precipitation 

in that particular district, it likewise considers the 

precipitation volume assessment, exactness of forecast, 

mistake in expectation and. It is ready by the forecasters 

through social occasion, researching, affirming, showing, 

reproducing and investigating the different meteorological 

data and limits available. Precipitation is one of the six 

intrinsic bits of environment assumption and is moreover the 

most basic parts in the hydrologic. Storm in India is critical 

as it gives shape to its farming and economy. Because of the 

intrinsic intricacy of the actual cycles related with the 

forecast of Indian Summer Storm Precipitation (ISMR), it is 

perhaps the most confounding logical errand. However, 

research related to monsoon has improved and advanced 

significantly due to the ever increasing amount of data made 

available from the satellites, improved understanding of the 

processes, and enhanced computing resources. As an impact 

of changing climate, the spatiotemporal distribution of 

precipitation is 

 
 
getting modified since the last few decades. This has 

resulted into frequent droughts and floods within a spatial 

distance of a few hundred kilometres. Quantitative forecast 

of every day precipitation is a difficult assignment and is 

huge for a considerable length of time and functional 

applications. Over the most recent thirty years, the precision 

of rainstorm gauges has improved and the methodical 

mistake with conjecture length in the medium reach has 

decreased. In any case, the worry for precipitation 

conjecture for the Indian rainstorm locale stays as the 

capacity for jungles is still lower when contrasted with mid-

scopes [1].The expectation of the precipitation can be 

partition into two sections one being the transient forecast 

which considers month to month expectation and also the 

drawn out forecast which considers yearly expectation 

which ordinarily is troublesome as a result of high 

unconventionality and reliance of precipitation on different 

boundaries of precipitation. AI models are typically known 

to yield better proficiency in expectation in situations where 

the informational collection has assorted boundaries and has 

critical degree of consistency, though the precipitation 

information being a period variation and conflicting which 

is the reason the AI models normally don't perform well. 

The coming of profound learning and neural organization 

has filled in as a well-suited answer for such issues. The 

different degree of learning and neighbourhood conditions 

in the neural organization model assist them with 

performing great on such fluctuating dataset with less 

boundaries. 
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II. Literature review 

 
TABLE. 1: -REVIEW OF LIETRATURE  

 
Sr Title of the  Findings   
No paper/Journal/Year       

     

1. Annual and Non- In this paper Odisha has been 

 Monsoon  Rainfall considered as the study area, 

 Prediction  the   monsoon   and   non- 
 Modelling Using monsoon  rainfall  prediction 
 SVR-MLP: An has been carried out using a 

 Empirical Study proposed SVR-MLP model. 

 From Odisha.[1], The  non-monsoon  rainfall 

 IEEE Access,2020 being unpredictable has been 

    given utmost importance and 

    proper modelled dataset has 
    been  used  to  ensure higher 

    efficiency.     
     

2. Hybrid  Deep In this paper the authors have 
 Learning  proposed the Deep learning 
 Approach for and neural network  models 

 Multi-Step-Ahead for predicting the rainfall. 

 Daily Rainfall The paper states that the DL 
 Prediction Using and NN models show better 
 GCM   efficiency  over  the 

 Simulations[2], traditional ML models for 

 IEEE Access,2020 predicting the rainfall. The 

    suggested model  has also 

    integrated the GSM 

    simulator as the rainfall 
    dataset has many 

    meteorological variables  
    

3. Multi-model  In this paper the author has 
 Prediction of proposed a  dynamic 
 Monsoon Rain ensemble model for rainfall 

 Using Dynamical prediction, rainfall data being 

 Model   non-linear  and  time  variant 

 Selection[5],IEEE would need a dynamic model 

 Transactions,2016 to study the irregularities  
 

4. Summer  Monsoon   This article presents a brief  
Rainfall  study of rainfall in 

Variability Over Maharashtra for the last 30 

Maharashtra, years.  The  study  has  been 

India[3], Article in conducted on the basis of the 

Pure  and Applied rainfall data  from the 

Geophysics ,2012 meteorological  stations in 
  Maharashtra and the satellite 
  images of cloud study .It has 

  been observed that the 

  rainfall has been irregular in 

  the past ten years   
       

 
III. Regression 

 
Regression is module of data science which takes a 

statistical approach to solve the problems. Regression is 
categorized under the supervised learning approaches where 
strategies are made to predict the future variables. While 

 
calculating the future (unknown) variables, the known 
quantities and their relationships are taken into 

consideration and connections with the unknown variable 
are build. Simple regression is given by A=X+X1(B), where 

An is the reliant variable, whose worth is to be anticipated 
and B is the free factor whose esteem consistent worth and 

X1 is the improved coefficient. 
 
 A. Support vector machines (svm) for regression 
 

The utilization of SVM for relapse is known as 

Support Vector Regression (SVR) [3]. This calculation 
consequently changes ostensible qualities over to numeric 

qualities. Input informational collection must be 

standardized prior to preparing start, either consequently (by 

apparatus arrangement or prearranging) or physically by the 
client (informational collection standardization). SVR 

observes a best fit line which decreases the mistake of the 

expense work. Just those occasions (Support Vectors) in the 
preparation informational collection are picked which are 

closest to the line with least expense. An edge must be made 

around the line for better change of forecast and afterward 

the information might be projected into higher layered space 
for better expectation and adaptability. The expense work 

limits the boundaries over the dataset. 

 Bit Functions are utilized to deal with the high 
dimensionality of the component space. Appropriate choice 

of Kernel capacity can create more powerful outcome or 
exactness in least time in this way expanding productivity of 

the model. Weka instrument utilizes different parts to 
accomplish this errand [2] 
 
            B.artificial neural network 
 

Artificial Neural Organization involves various 
processors working in equal and organized in levels. The 

principal level acknowledges the crude information. Rather 
than crude info, each successive level gets the result from 

the level going before it. The last level creates the result of 
the framework. The two significant conversations against 

ANN is that its asset concentrated and its results are difficult 
to decipher. 

ANN is considered whenever the computational assets are 

not a constrictive and cost-restrictive. The ANN functions 

admirably when the informational collection utilized for 

preparing is colossal which is normally the situation in 

precipitation dataset. Besides the ANN model has stowed 

away layers and critical measure of neighbourhood 

conditions which assists it with learning the conflicting 

examples and perform better on the timeseries information. 

 

                      Iv. Study area 
 

The area of Maharashtra lies on the western side of 

India. Maharashtra lies between 19° 36' 4.2984'' N scope 

and 75° 33' 10.7244'' E longitude. The state is bifurcated 

into 35 area and four meteorological locales. These 

subdivisional bifurcations are (1) Vidarbha (2) Madhya 

Maharashtra (3) Marathwada and (4) Konkan. The Konkan 

sub-division lies on the windward side of the Ghats and the 

other sub-divisions 
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lie on the leeward side. Within a piece of the state is semi-very 

dry. Colossal assortments in precipitation in different areas of 

the state achieve a wide extent of climatic conditions. In light of 

geological Maharashtra gets most outrageous precipitation in 

July (33% of SW storm precipitation) followed by August (28 

% of SW rainstorm precipitation). 89% of yearly precipitation 

gets during southwest tempest  
precipitation (June–September).Most outrageous 

precipitation get during the SW storm season over the 

districts in Konkan region ( 2361mm - 3322mm) while bits 

of Madhya Maharashtra and Marathwada get least 
precipitation (454-600mm). During the entire year there is 

an immense development in Blustery days in Nandurbar, 

Jalgaon, Raigarh, Kolhapur and Bhandara regions. However 
there is a basic reducing in Turbulent days in Pune, Solapur, 

Kolhapur, Ahmednagar, Aurangabad, Jalna, Beed, Hingoli, 

Nanded, Yavatmal, Wardha districts.During the period June 

to September there is an enormous development in Profound 
precipitation days in Nandurbar, Jalgaon, Raigarh, Kolhapur 

and Bhandara area. While it is also observed that there is an 

enormous decrease in Significant rainy days in Pune, 
Solapur, Kolhapur, Ahmednagar, regions. According to the 

meteorological and climatic variations in 
 
1) Pre-monsoon seasonal rainfall (March – May).  
2) South-west monsoon season or monsoon season rainfall 
(June-September).  
3) Post monsoon season rainfall(October-November). 4) 

Rainfall in winter season (December-February). 
 

In our study we have considered the annual rainfall 
for the state of Maharashtra from 1950 to 2020,with the 

annual rainfall we have also taken into consideration the 

normal monsoon season period which consists of June-
September (4 months) since this is the period when the state 

of Maharashtra receives the majority of rainfall. Along with 

the above mentioned period, a time period of further 8 

months comprising of 5 months of January-May and 3 
months of October- December is considered as the non-

monsoon rainfall period. 

 

V. DATA COLLECTION 

 
The primary data collected for this study consists of the 

annual rainfall data for India for a time period between 
1950-2020 from IMD.Data-set in use has 36 sub divisions 

and 19 attributes (individual months, annual, combinations 
of 3 consecutive months according to the monsoon and non-

monsoon period).All the attributes has the amount of rainfall 
in mm. 

 

VI. ANALYSIS OF RAINFALL PATTERN 

 
by implication impacted by the yearly precipitation. In the 

introduced study a dataset of Yearly precipitation of India from 

1950-2020 has been dissected and the investigation has been 

addressed in the structure Reference diagrams showing 

appropriation of measure of precipitation, Conveyance of 

measure of precipitation yearly, month to month, gatherings of 

months, Circulation of precipitation in developments, areas 

structure every month, gatherings of months.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1:-Total rainfall in each month from 1950-2020  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2:-Monthly rainfall in various subdivions of India  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3:-Scatter graphs of yearly vs monthly rainfall 

 
Many key parts of earth and human existence are 

subject to precipitation straightforwardly or in a roundabout 

way. The progressions in worldwide environment have a 

solid relationship with the yearly precipitation. It has been 

seen that the precipitation design off of late has been 

exceptionally unpredictable which has upset the agrarian and 

water  the  board universally.  It  is vital  to  investigate  the 

precipitation design to comprehend and moderate the  
conditions of the boundaries which are straightforwardly or 
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Fig. 4:-Heat map for montly and annual rainfall 

 

The visualization of rainfall helps to make observations 
which can be used for creating or choosing the right 
predictive model for further experimentation. 
 
Observations made from the visualization- 
 
• Histograms in figure1 show the circulation of precipitation 
over months. It is Seen that there is expansion in measure of 
precipitation over months July, August, September all 
through  
• The two charts in figure2 shows that how much precipitation is 

sensibly great in the long stretches of Spring,April,may in eastern 

India.  
• Scatter graph in the figure3 shows the conveyance of 

precipitation on yearly premise, high measure of precipitation is 

Seen in 1950s. 

• Heat-Map in figure4 shows the co-relation(dependency)  
between the measures of precipitation over months.  
• From above representations obviously on the off chance 

that measure of precipitation is high in the long periods of 
July, august, September then how much precipitation will be 
high yearly.  
• It is additionally seen that assuming measure of precipitation in 

great in the long stretches of October, November, December then 

the precipitation will be great in the general year. 

 
Konkan.  
• The ANN model used has been run with 10 epoch so as to 
yield better efficiency as it is known to have better accuracy 
for inconsistent data if executed with more number of epoch 

than usual.  
•All three models’ parameters, MAE,MSE,RMSE and 
R2_Score are compared to find the best rainfall prediction 
model for annual rainfall in Maharashtra and Konkan. The 

models were evaluated on the basis of above-mentioned 
metrics. 

 

Viii. Results analysis and discussion  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.Prediction of Year 2005, 2010, 2015 for 
Maharashtra and Konkan using Linear Regression  

 
VII. Methodology 

 
In the presented study firstly the analysis of rainfall was 

carried out followed by the prediction of annual rainfall. 
Three models for prediction were used and tested over the 
annual rainfall dataset. 
 
• The input data set originally had monthly and annualised 

rainfall for each year from 1950-2020.Data integration was 

performed by adding the Monsoon and Non Monsoon 
rainfall parameters in form of the Monthly divisions namely 

Jan-Feb,Mar-May,Jun-Sep,Oct-Dec.All the parameters were 
verified and the the missing data was augmented wherever 

necessary.  
• The  available  data  was  then  analysed  to  create  a  
visualization of the rainfall trends over the years.  
• The dataset was then split into 80% train and 20% test 
data. The Linear regression model,SVR and ANN are used 
for making annual predictions on the dataset.  
• Two types of trainings were done once training on 

complete dataset and other with training on only 

Maharashtra and 

 
Fig. 6:-Prediction of Year 2005, 2010, 2015 for 

Maharashtra and Konkan using SVR  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 7:- Prediction of Year 2005, 2010, 2015 for 
Maharashtra and Konkan using ANN 
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A.  Analysis and Discussion:- 
 

The tabular comparative result analysis mentioned in the 

following table shows the parametric performance of the three 

algorithms. The predictions made were on the basis of the 

annual rainfall, monsoon and non-monsoon sub-divisions. 

 
TABLE. 2: -PREDICTION PERFORMANCE. 

 
Sr Algorithm( MAE MSE RMSE 

R2_Score 
No Model)    

    

      
1 LR 96.324 21919.821 148.05 0.405 

      

2 SVR 127.160 41470.85 203.64 -0.1243 
      

3 ANN 76.324 19490.114 139.44 0.6726 
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8: -Mean Absolute Error  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9: -Root Mean Square Error 

 

The MAE values for the three models show the 
deviation of the predicted values from the actual value, 

which is higher for Linear regression and SVR whereas 

ANN has showed comparatively less deviation. Similarly, 
the RMSE value tells us that the predictions made by LR 

and SVR are discrete and away from the best fit line. ANN 

has a better efficiency of prediction as the even the 

R2_Score for this model is nearer to 1 which is considered 
ideal for any predictive model. The rainfall data is discrete 

and nonlinear which is why the two machine learning 

models have showed less efficiency in prediction, the 
efficiency for ANN is better but can’t be said satisfactory. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION:- 
 
This study provides a practical proof which supplements the 

fact that for annual rainfall prediction for Maharashtra and 

Konkan using ANN model showed better performance than 
Linear regression and SVR. The visualization of Indian 

rainfall made it clear that there is a lot of variance and 

discreteness in the rainfall pattern. The results yielded by the 
two machine learning models (linear regression and SVR) 

depict the incompetency of the machine learning models for 

prediction of rainfall due to fluctuations in rainfall. It is also 

observed that the neural network model used for 
experimentation has performed better on the nonlinear time 

series data even though the number parameters in the dataset 

were limited on the basis of the evaluation metrics such as 
MAE,MSE,R2_score.In future experimentation more 

powerful neural network model such as LSTM (Long Short- 

 
Term memory) and RNN can be implemented on the non-linear 

data in order to getmore accurate results for prediction and 

analysis. Even the dataset can be made more modular by 

adding some more parameters to obtain better results. 
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Abstract— 

 
One of the fastest-growing engineering technologies is 

speech recognition. It has numerous uses in various fields and 

offers numerous potential benefits. Due to language issues, 

many people are unable to converse. We hope to break down 

this barrier with our initiative, which was conceived and 

developed to allow individuals share knowledge by using voice 

input on a computer. This project considers this problem and 

makes an effort to ensure that it can recognize speech and 

convert audio into text; it also allows a user to conduct file 

actions such as Save, Open, and Exit using only voice input. 

Paper creates a system that can recognize both human and 

machine voices. 

 
The paper provides options to convert audio from one 

language to another, and the output is in text format. To 

implement functionality in the future that provides dictionary 

definitions for Hindi and English words is also discussed. In the 

industry, neural machine translation is the most widely utilized 

algorithm for machine translation. The architecture of neural 

machine translation is made up of two recurrent neural 

networks that work together to create an encoder–decoder 

structure. This work on speech recognition begins with an 

overview of the technology and its applications in various 

fields. A portion of the report is based on advancements in 

speech recognition software. 
 

Keywords—Speech recognition, Speech emotion recognition, 

Statistical classifiers, Dimensionality reduction techniques, 

Emotional speech databases, Vision processing, Computational 
intelligence, Machine learning, Computer visit. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
We hope to eliminate language barriers among 

individuals with this project by using a communication 
strategy from among speech-trained systems that 
outperforms those trained with normal speech. In call centre 
applications and mobile wireless communications, speech 
emotion recognition is also used. As a result, we began to 
conceive of voice as a quick and powerful way to 
communicate with machines. Speech recognition is the 
process of translating an auditory signal collected by a 
microphone or other instrument into a collection of words  
[1]. To achieve speech understanding, we apply linguistic 
analysis. Everyone needs to connect with individuals who 
work in the public sphere, and we need to see each other. 
Individuals have come to expect computers to have a spoken 
interface. Humans now require complicated languages for 
interactions with machines that are difficult to comprehend 
and use. A speech synthesiser is a device that turns written 
text into speech. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, speech synthesis 
is also known as text-to-speech (TTS) conversion. 
 

Text-dependent recognition is when the text for 
enrolment and recognition must be the same. Individuals 
present a predefined password or "prompted phrase" that is 
programmed into the system in a text dependent voice 
recognition system, which can increase performance, 
especially with cooperative users. Prompts might be generic 

 

 
or specific to each speaker. Text-agnostic technologies don't 

compare what was spoken at the time of registration and 

recognition. In circumstances where the speaker is not 
cooperative, the text independent system has no prior 

knowledge of the presenter's phrase and is far more adaptable. 
There are two main uses of speaker recognition: verification 

and authentication. Verification or authentication occurs when 
a speaker claims to be of a particular identity and the voice is 

used to validate that claim. 
 

The artificial fabrication of human speech is known as 
speech synthesis. A voice computer, also known as a speech 
synthesiser, is a computer that is used for this purpose. It 
can be implemented in software or hardware. A text-to-
speech (TTS) system translates text into speech; other 
systems render symbolic linguistic representations such as 
phonetic transcriptions into speech.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Speech Synthesis [2] 

 
The speaker's voice is recorded during enrolment, and a 

number of features are extracted to create a data set or 
template. In the second phase, a voice sample or utterance is 
compared to a template that has already been constructed. In 
identification systems, the utterance is compared to several 
templates to determine the best match, but in verification 
systems, the utterance is compared to a single template 
specific to the speaker being verified. Verification is faster 
than identification because of the process involved. We 
offer machine learning techniques for speaker recognition, 
in which the extracted feature values are used to train 
selected ML algorithms, and the learned model is then 
utilised to recognise a given speaker. 
 

Concatenating fragments of recorded speech kept in a 
database can be used to create synthesised speech. The size 
of the stored speech units varies by system; a system that 
stores phones or diphones has the greatest output range, but 
may lack clarity. A simple solution could be to remove the 
barrier to contact. A simple option could be to use spoken 
language that a computer can understand to bridge the 
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communication gap. Although significant progress has been 
achieved in this field, such systems still face issues like as 
limited vocabulary or complex syntax, as well as the 
difficulty of retraining the system in varied situations for 
different speakers. 
 

The storing of full words or sentences allows for high-
quality output in specific situations. Alternatively, a 
synthesiser can create totally synthetic voice output by 
incorporating a model of the vocal tract and other human 
voice features. TTS (text-to-speech) is an assistive device 
that reads digital text out loud. It's also known as read-aloud 
technology. TTS may translate words on a computer or other 
digital device into audio with the click of a button or the 
touch of a finger. A simple solution could be to remove the 
barrier to contact. A simple option could be to use spoken 
language that a computer can understand to bridge the 
communication gap. 
 

The detection of emotion in speech is particularly 
beneficial for applications that demand natural human– 
machine interaction, such as web videos and computer 
demonstration apps, because the system's reaction to the 
user is dependent on sensed emotion. Voice (e.g., "call 
home"), call routing (e.g., "I'd like to make a collect call"), 
home appliance control, keyword search (e.g., locating a 
podcast where specific words are spoken), basic data entry 
(e.g., entering a credit card number), formal document 
preparation (e.g., creating a radiology report), and defining 
organisms (usually called direct voice input, where specific 
words are spoken) are all examples of speech recognition. 
 

The ability of the brain to utilise and understand visual 
information is referred to as visual processing. The 
conversion of light energy into a meaningful image is a 
complicated process aided by a variety of brain regions and 
higher-level cognitive processes. Advances in speech- and 
visual-processing systems have permitted significant 
research and progress in the areas of human–computer 
interfaces, biometric applications, security and surveillance, 
and, most recently, computational behavioural analysis. 
Although standard machine learning and evolutionary 
calculations have enhanced Information System for decades 
to address complex pattern recognition problems, these 
methods have limitations when dealing with natural data or 
images in raw data formats. Before deploying machine 
learning models to extract representative features from raw 
data or images, a number of computational procedures are 
used. 
 
1) Terminology for Speech Recognition:  

Speech recognition is a technique that allows a device to 
capture the words uttered into a microphone by a human. 
These words are then analysed by speech recognition, with 
the system eventually producing recognised words. The 
speech recognition method is divided into several parts, each 
of which is detailed in detail in the following sections [6]. 
Speech translation is significant because it allows speakers 
from all over the world to communicate in their native 
tongues, eliminating the language barrier in global 
commerce and cross-cultural interactions. The achievement 
of universal voice translation would be of enormous 
scientific, cultural, and economic significance for humanity. 
Our project eliminates the language barrier, allowing people 
to communicate in their preferred language. The ability to 
hear the spoken word is a desirable condition in the speech 
recognition process. The recognition engine takes into 

account all of a person's words, but in practise, the 
efficiency of the speech recognition engine is determined by 
a number of factors. Terminology, concurrent users, and 
noisy settings are the primary variables that are counted as 
dependent variables for a speech recognition engine. 
 
2) Speech Recognition Process 
 

Translation is the process of conveying meaning from one 
language (the source) to another (the target). Speech synthesis 

is employed primarily for two reasons. Dictation, first and 
foremost, is the conversion of spoken words into text via 

speech processing, and device control, second, is the 
development of software that allows a person to operate 

numerous voice apps [3]. Through microphone input, the PC 
sound card generates the matching digital representation of 

incoming sounds. Digitization is the process of converting an 
analogue signal to a digital format. Quantization is described as 

the procedure of approximating a continuous set of values. 
Sampling converts a continuous signal into a discrete signal. 
 

Attention models are neural network input processing 
strategies that allow the network to focus on specific features of 
complex input one by one until the entire dataset has been 

categorised. The idea is to break down difficult activities into 
smaller, sequentially processed areas of attention. In broad 
strokes, an attention model is a function that maps a query and 

a "s set" of key–value pairs to an output, with the query, keys, 
values, and final output all being vectors. The result is a 
weighted sum of the values, with the weight assigned to each 

value determined by the query's compatibility function with the 
relevant key–value pair. 

 

3) Neural Machine Translation:  
This machine translation technique is used in artificial 

neural networks to forecast the probability of a set of 
phrases, which is commonly done in a single integrated 

model that models full sentences. In recent years, neural 
network technology has been employed to tackle problems 

in a variety of ways. In the natural speech processing area, 
the use of neural machine translation (NMT) is a example of 

this.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Recognition Process 

 
The missing translation is a phenomenon in which text 

that was there in the source is absent in terms of context or 
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word translation. The use of a neural network to learn a 
mathematical model for NMT is known as neural machine 

translation. The methodology's main advantage is that it 
allows a single framework to be trained directly on both the 

source and destination text, eliminating the need for a 
statistical machine learning pipeline of complex systems [5]. 

 
• Linked Words or Connected Speech: Linked 

words or connected speech are identical to 
independent speech, and they make separate 
utterances except for minor lags between them.  

• Continuous Speech: Also known as computer 
dictation, continuous speech allows the user to talk 
nearly naturally.  

• spontaneous speech: At its most basic level, 
spontaneous speech can be defined as speech that 

sounds natural and is not rehearsed. Random 
speech capabilities of an ASR device should be 

able to accept a variety of natural speech qualities, 
such as phrases that run together, "ums" and "ahs," 

and even mild stutters. 

 
In most cases, machine translation models entire 

phrases by using an artificial neural network to predict a 

series of terms. Typically, it uses an artificial neural network 
to anticipate the sequence of words to model full sentences 

in a single integrated model. A recurrent neural network is 

typically used to model word sequences at first (RNN). 

Unlike traditional phrase-based translation, which uses 
numerous small subcomponents that must be tweaked 

separately, neural machine translation uses a single, large 

neural network to read a phrase and output the correct 
translation. Because just one model is required for 

translation, neural machine translation via end-to-end 

systems is referred to as a neural machine translation 

system.  
Today, translation is more common and accessible 

than it has ever been. Organizations with greater budgets 

may engage a translation company or independent 
professional translators to handle all of their translation 

needs; organizations with smaller budgets, or dealing with 
subjects unfamiliar to many translators, may combine the 

services of professional translators. 
 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

According to Mehmet Berkehan Akçay et al. [1], neural 
networks are primarily used in industrial control and 
robotics applications. Recent advances in neural networks 
have aided successful IS implementations in almost every 
aspect of human life, including intelligent travel, intelligent 
diagnosis and health monitoring for precision medicine, 
robotics and home appliance automation, virtual online 
support, e-marketing, weather forecasting, and natural 
disaster management, among others. 
 

G. Tsontzos et al. [2] highlighted how feelings help us 
understand each other better, and a natural extension of this 
understanding is to include computers. Speech recognition is 
becoming a part of our daily lives, thanks to smart mobile 
gadgets that can take and reply to voice instructions with 

synthesised speech. Speech emotion recognition (SER) 
could be utilised to allow machines to identify our feelings. 
 

T. Taleb et al. [7] were prompted by the realisation that 
these requirements set stricter limits on the amount of 
progress that may be accomplished when utilising HMMs in 
voice recognition. New modelling approaches that explicitly 
model time are being studied in an attempt to increase 
robustness, particularly under noisy settings, and this study 
was partially sponsored by the EU-IST FP6 HIWIRE 
research project. The use of spatial similarities, such as 
dynamic linear models (LDM), in voice recognition was 
first proposed. 
 

Learning speech, according to Vincius Maran et al. [6], 
is a dynamic system in which the infant's processing of 
phonemes is defined by continuities and discontinuities on 
the way to advanced creation of ambient language segments 
and structures. 
 

Y. Wu et al. [3] noted that discriminative testing has 
been used for speech recognition for many years now. The 
few organizations that have had the resources to implement 
discriminatory instructions for large-scale speech 
recognition assignments have mostly used the full shared 
information system in recent years (MMI). Instead, in the 
extension of the studies first presented, we reflect on the 
minimum classification error (MCE) paradigm for 
discriminatory instruction. 
 

Peng et al. [4] stated that identification of speakers refers 
to identifying people by their voice. This technology is 
increasingly adopted and used as a kind of biometrics for its 
ease of use and non-interactivity, and soon became a 
research hotspot in the field of biometrics. 
 

Shah Nawazuddin and Sinha [10] emphasized how the 
work presented was an extension of current acoustic model 
interpolation-based fast adaption methodologies. In these 
methods, the basis (model) weights are determined using an 
iterative procedure based on the maximum likelihood (ML) 
criterion. 
 

There are various ways to understand feelings from 
expressiveness, according to Varghese et al. [5]. Many 
attempts have been made to use voice information to 
identify states. Some crucial voice function vectors have 
been chosen, in which utterance level statistics are 
measured, in order to interpret feelings. 
 

A long-term goal, according to D.J. Atha et al. [9], is the 
invention of an automatic real-time translating system that 
uses voice as the source. Recent advancements in 
computational translation science, on the other hand, 
increase the likelihood of widespread implementation in the 
near future. 
 

T. Lalith Kumar et al. suggested a speaker-dependent 
voice recognition system based on MLP and RNN in 2009 
[11]. As a feature vector, linear prediction coefficients were 
utilized. The recognition accuracies of MLP are better than 
RNN, according to the accuracy levels attained during 
testing. We discovered that Mel frequency cepstral 
coefficients, linear predictive coefficients, linear predictive 
cepstral coefficients, linear spectral frequency, formants, 
and pitch have all been employed to characterize the 
speaker's voice [7]. 
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A novel feature vector is proposed in this paper. Formant 
frequencies are the vocal tract's resonance frequencies, which 

vary depending on the speaker. Furthermore, fundamental 
frequency is an important feature of speech that establishes the 

signal's periodicity. It has a low value for adult male speakers 
and a high value for female and child speakers. The 

fundamental frequency works reasonably well for speaker 
recognition when speech utterances are properly picked so that 

all of the frames in an utterance are voiced [16]. 
 
 
 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

The work in this study is based on the flowchart below. 
According to the speech working model. The models shown 
before contain millions of parameters from which the 
instruction corpus must be learned. Additional information, 
such as text that is closely related to the speech we are about 
to translate [7], is used when it is suitable. This text can be 
written in either the source or target language, or both.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Speaker Recognition 
 

Future development will reach billions of smart phone 
users for the most complex intelligent systems focused on 
deep learning. There is a lengthy list of vision and voice 
technologies that can increasingly simplify and assist the 
visual and auditory processing of humans to a greater scale 
and consistency, from sensation and emotion detection to 
the development of self-driving autonomous transport 
systems. This paper serves scholars, clinicians, technology 
creators, and consumers as an exemplary analysis of 
emerging technologies in many fields, such as behavioural 
science, psychology, transportation, and medicine. 
 

 

IV. RESULTS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. The Attention Model 

 
The use of multimodal vector sources of information and 
functionality was used to present speech detection with real-
time predictive voice translation device optimization. The 

 
manner in which external information input is employed to 
strengthen the system's correctness, allowing a substantial 

improvement, when compared to natural processes, is the 
central production and dedication of this study. In 

addition, a new effort was launched and explored from an 
analytical approach while keeping realistic. According to 

our discussions and plans, the technology we desire 
transforms Hindi to English and vice versa. 

 

4.1 Initial Test 

 

The encoder–decoder model constraint of attention is 

presented to encrypt the input sequence to a single fixed 
length vector from which each output time stage is decoded. 

Focus is recommended as an approach for both aligning and 
interpreting long sequences, and this difficulty is thought to 

be more of a concern. The attention model creates a context 
vector that is filtered independently for each output time 

step, rather than storing the input sequence into a single 
fixed-context vector. The approach is extended to a machine 

translation problem, as it was to the encoder–decoder text, 
and GRU units are used instead of LSTM memory cells [9]. 

 
Facilitated communication (FC), or supported typing, is 

a scientifically discredited technique that attempts to aid 
communication by people with autism or other 

communication disabilities, and who are non-verbal. The 
facilitator guides the disabled person's arm or hand, and 

attempts to help them type on a keyboard or other device. 

 
The calculations applied are:  
FC= Totally Connected Layer 

(Dense) Output EO=Encoder H = 

Concealed State X=Entry into the 

Decoder And with the pseudo-code: 
 

 
FC (tanh (FC(EO) + FC(H))) score =Weights for focus 
= SoftMax (score, axis = 1).  
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Fig. 5. First Translation from English to Hindi 

 

It is implemented on the last axis by default, but we want to 

implement it on the first axis here, as the score form is as 

follows: batch size, max length, secret size. The length of 
our input is Max length. Since we are attempting to assign a 

weight to each input, it is important to add SoftMax on that 

axis. Context vector = sum (weights of focus * EO, axis = 
1). The same explanation as above applies for an axis 

selection of 1. Embedding output = The input is transferred 

through an embedding layer to the decoder. Integrated 

vector = concept (embedding output, context vector). 

 

4.2 Translate 

 

The assessment function is similar to the teaching loop, with 

the exception that we do not put any pressure on teachers. 

The input to the decoder, as well as the hidden state and 
encoder output, are its past predictions at each time point. 

Predicting the final token as the model predicts is not a good 

idea. For each step-in time, keep track of the attention 

weights. A translator is a computer software that transforms 
one language to another using a programming language 

processor. It translates a program written in source code to 

machine code. During translation, it detects and identifies 
errors. It converts a high-level language program into a 

machine language program that can be understood by the 

central processing unit (CPU). It also checks for programme 

errors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6. Second Translation from English to Hindi 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7. Third Translation from English to Hindi  

 
 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
Speech recognition applications have become increasingly 

more complicated and precise during the last few years. 

This study delves into the most recent advances in 

intelligent vision and speech algorithms, as well as their 
applications on the most popular smart phones and 

embedded platforms, as well as their limits. Despite the 

enormous increases in success and efficacy made possible 
by deep learning algorithms, training the machine with other 

information sources, which is the framework, contributes 

significantly to the class subject. 
 
 
 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 
 
This work can be examined in greater detail in order to 

improve and add new features to the project, and it can be 
improved further. The new programme does not support a 

broad vocabulary in order to collect a larger number of 
samples and maximise productivity [10]. The current edition 

of the programme only protects a few parts of the notepad, 
but more places can be protected, and efforts will be made 

in this direction. 
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A survey on face recognition techniques using 

different machine learning algorithms 

                                      Marri Nithin Reddy, Komire Aishwarya, Gadde Chandana and Salvadi Shobarani

Abstract  

In the current days, as the population is growing, the 

personal access at the public places like work areas, 

education institutions. There are many traditional 

methods to recognize an individual. But there is a chance 

of misleading the inappropriate credentials of the user. So 

a trending technology is the face recognition technique. As 

everyone has a unique face, we can use this entity to 

identify a person based on some Supervised Learning 

Techniques. Firstly, a set of faces i.e., a dataset of faces is 

passed as input to complete the training phase. This 

training phase includes the reading and identification of 

more than one face of an individual which covers all the 

expressions Whenever the appearances are caught by the 

camera, a calculation (Ex: PCA, LCA, ICA., and so on,) is 

utilized to remove the highlights of the caught picture 

which will actually look at its administration by the 

recently prepared examples. And then it is passed for the 

classification process by a specified supervised learning 

technique (Ex: SVM, CNN). The various combinations of 

the algorithms have been discussed in this paper. This 

paper also talks about the advantages and disadvantages 

of various combinations. Therefore, the paper will 

examine the various combinations, test them, and finally, 

we find the best solution to implement the face recognition 

technique.  

Keywords: Face Recognition, Classification, Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), Supervised Learning, 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN), Deep neural 

network (DNN).  

           I.INTRODUCITON 

The face is observed as the most basic and 

primary part of the human body. As many 

researchers proved that face can talk, and it has 

various expressions in various emotions. It is 

considered as a pivotal part in communicating with 

individuals. It passes on individual characters and 

consequently can be utilized as a key for security 

management in numerous associations. It is a 

trending technology used by many organizations as 

it is most safe and secure. Face acknowledgment is 

a strategy for perceiving or confirming an 

individual's distinguishing proof by taking a gander 

at their face. Individuals can be perceived in 

pictures, films, or progressively utilizing facial 

acknowledgment innovation. Facial qualities are 

utilized to perceive an individual's face. A kind of 

biometric security is facial acknowledgment.   

Unlike in palmprints and fingerprints and other biometric 

techniques, face recognition has tremendous advantages in 

security and ease of use. Besides biometric use, this technique 

catches biometric estimations of an individual from a 

particular distance without communicating with the individual 

which is very useful in detecting the criminals.  

Practically, Computers can’t recognize a face like humans. 

There are several problems in face recognition like identifying 

several faces in a single picture, focusing a face and 

identifying it despite bad lighting, angle or direction of the 

face, etc., and comparing the distinct features of the identified 

face to all the faces that are priorly known and registered in 

the database.  We use different approaches consisting of 

different algorithms to overcome such problems. We also use 

multimodal biometric recognition systems to improve 

accuracy. The main advantages of it are high recognition rate, 

good security, strong adaptability, etc.   

 The organization of the paper is: Section II presents the 

Literature Survey. Section III portrays the algorithms and 

databases utilized in all the approaches in papers. Meanwhile, 

section IV includes the comparison of all the approaches used 

in papers. Finally, section V presents the conclusions and 

suggestions for further works.  

   

                                2. Literature Survey   

  

 PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [2] and LDA (Linear 

Discriminant Analysis) [3] are the two primary techniques 

used for extracting the features and SVM, MLP, and CNN are 

the three techniques for classification. Different combinations 

like PCA+SVM, LDA+SVM, PCA+MLP, LDA+MLP, CNN 

individually (since no feature extraction is required) are 

compared [1]. These combinations are tested in both cross-

validation and real-time. The results are given with qualitative 

analysis and quantitative analysis. Isometric Mapping 

(ISOMAP) [5] is utilized for assessing the geodesic distance 

between relevant elements and afterward Kernel Fisher Linear 

Discriminant (KFLD) is applied for observing the projection 

that boosts distances between the group places and could 

manage the information that can't be straightly isolated in the 

low-aspect [4]. The effectiveness of the combination of 

KFLDISOMAP and SVM is been discussed here [6]. This 

experiment is performed on ORL and Yale databases and the 

outcomes are compared among the two databases.   
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2D-Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform 

(DTCWT) has a unique property of decomposing 

images into 8 sub-images by which we can achieve 

shift-invariance, angular resolution, great 

directional selectivity, least redundance, and 

selective evaluation [7],[8]. SVM algorithm is used 

as classification algorithm as in [1],[4],[7]. The 

results of combinations of 2DDTCWT+PCA+SVM 

are compared with Gabor+PCA+SVM [9] underuse 

of different kernel functions and parameters on the 

ORL database.    

  

2D-Discrete Wavelet Transform (2D-DWT) is used 

for compressing the image and it is also used as a 

pre-processor for extracting the features. DWT 

allows easy extraction of features and image 

decomposition is done at two levels [10]. Three 

techniques are then used individually namely PCA, 

LDA (which are the same as [1]), and ICA (in 

addition to [1]) for feature selection. Support Vector 

Machine is then utilized for characterization [4],[7]. 

This experiment is performed on the AT&T face 

database [12] (formerly ‘The ORL Database of 

Faces’) and the combinations of DWT+SVM+PCA, 

DWT+SVM+LDA, [11] and DWT+SVM+ICA are 

compared.[10]   

  

Multi-Biometric (using two or more biometric 

recognitions at a time) recognition algorithm is used 

biometric [13]. PCA is used for image 

dimensionality reduction and feature selection [1]. 

Overall penalty coefficient obtained from sample 

and reliability penalty coefficients is used to modify 

SVM fusion recognition algorithm. This is called 

penalty coefficient-based SVM, PSVM. This 

experiment is performed on the XM2VTS database. 

It is performed for two configurations or approaches 

i.e., training and evaluation sets.   

  

A Hybrid Face Recognition strategy and Multi-class Support 

Vector Machine (M-SVM) is presented in which Principal 

Component Analysis is utilized for decrease of picture 

aspect and element determination [1],[10]. The exactness 

assessment of this exploration depends on two SVM bits 

which are Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Polynomial. 

Comparison of OVA-SVM [15] and OVO-SVM [16] is 

been discussed here by experimenting on the Cambridge 

ORL face database.  

   

The enhancement of the Hybrid Multiclass SVM Model 

(HM-SVM) [17] is the up-gradation of [14]. DWT (Discrete 

Wavelet Transform) [18] and PCA (Principal Component 

Analysis) [3] are utilized for picture pressure, aspect 

decrease, and element extraction [10]. HM-SVM systems 

are applied to tackle the acknowledgment issues and further 

develop the picture portrayal quality and order execution. 

This research’s evaluation of accuracy is based on two SVM 

kernels [14] which are Radial Basis Function (RBF) and 

Polynomial [19]. Comparison of OVA-SVM [15], 

OVOSVM [16], and HM-SVM is been discussed here by 

experimenting on the Cambridge ORL face database.   

  

A Face Recognition strategy utilizing Hidden Conditional 

Random Field (HCRF) [21] model and Support Vector 

Machine has been presented [20]. Histogram of Oriented 

Gradients (HOG) [22] vector was extracted in which there 

are separated series of blocks of the face image. The 

conditions between various segments were displayed 

utilizing HCRF. Support Vector Machine was utilized as a 

neighborhood discriminative model [1],[4],[7]. This face 

acknowledgment framework has been tried on the ORL data 

set and the correlation is done between HMM, Eigenface, 

and the proposed HCRF and Support Vector Machine 

strategies.   

  

A methodology dependent on multi-class SVM is proposed. 

[23] PCA is used to extract features. [1],[7],[10] Then One-

Versus-All SVM [24] classifiers are executed to 

acknowledge multi-class characterization. The categories of 

Multi-class Support Vector Machine(M-SVM) used in [14] 

are also briefly discussed in this paper. Different kernel 

parameters are used for finding the accurate one [25]. This 

experiment is performed on Yale and ORL databases with 

the suitable kernel parameter and the results on both the 

databases are compared.   

  

A sequence of ML algorithms used for different stages of 

face recognition systems is proposed [26]. Firstly, the 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) is used to detect 

faces [20]. Then Posing and Projecting Faces is done by the 

algorithm Face Landmark Estimation. Then encoding faces 

is done through Deep Convolutional Neural Network which 

reliably generates 128 measurements for each person. 

Finally, an SVM classifier is used for the classification of 

the previously acquired results. This experiment is 

performed on a database and accuracy is checked.   

  

3. Algorithms and Databases Feature 

Extractor:  
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• PCA: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a technique used to decrease dimensionality. It’s valuable in 

various applications like picture pressure, facial element extraction, face acknowledgment, and discovering 

designs from huge measurement pictures. PCA utilizes Eigen's appearances. The decrease method prohibits 

the undesirable element information and decayed the facial plan into a diminished symmetrical part called 

Eigenfaces. The appearances are put away in the 1D element cluster. PCA requirements to full-forward 

looking face display to address the face regardless may provoke the best sham alert. The lone detriment of 

the PCA facial component extraction technique is, it experiences the versatility issue.   

  

  

• LDA: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is one of the information depiction strategies. LDA means to 

isolate the extended information into various classes. In this strategy, the human appearances are addressed 

as far as the information matrix(X). LDA contrasts from PCA in that it uses a 2D vector to address the face. 

LDA is generally called 2-layered PCA. LDA was proposed which estimates the Eigenvectors from the 

covariance system and figure the heading which segregates the classes of appearances. The single obstruction 

LDA facial component extraction technique is, it encounters the versatility issue.   

  

  

• ICA: Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a factual and evolutional method to isolate autonomous 

origins from blended origins. ICA is an information investigation device got from the "source division" signal 

handling strategies. It is effectively utilized for include extraction in picture preparing. The objective of this 

procedure is to discover the detachment network and it utilizes a fixed-point calculation for this. ICA 

calculations are iterative and now and again join troublesomely.  

  

   

• 2D-DWT: Two-Dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform (2D-DWT) is used for picture pressure as a pre-

handling for include extraction. It is utilized as broadly as investigate signals and pictures. It catches confined 

time-recurrence data of a picture which is the justification thinking about it for include extraction. It can 

likewise quantify the varieties around a little district of the information cluster. DWT is implemented at 
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various scales and bearings of the pre-arranged picture so it is touchy to solid lighting conditions and facial 

subtleties. It isolates data of a picture into disintegrating pictures to estimated subband Low Level (LL) and 

three detail sub-groups High High (HH), High Low (HL), Low High (LH).  

  

  
  

• GABOR: Gabor wavelet is vivacious when the light and demeanor of the human face change. It is displayed 

that the Gabor wavelet can sensibly give the face join by tests. In any case, there are burdens with 

remembering the Gabor wavelet for supportive applications as it relies on the rehash ordinary for the picture 

to pick the reasonable recurrent band. It needs a fabulous number of channels.  

• ISOMAP: Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP) is a non-straight dimensionality decrease technique dependent on 

the ghastly hypothesis which attempts to protect the geodesic distances in the lower measurement. It is one 

of a few generally utilized low-dimensional inserting techniques. It is utilized for figuring a semi-isometric, 

low-dimensional inserting of a bunch of high-dimensional information focuses. (Fig source [27])  

  

   

• HCRF: Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRF) is a sort of Markov irregular field that is adapted on a 

bunch of proof factors, some of which are obscure during preparing.  

• Histogram Of Oriented Gradients (HOG): To identify and distinguish visual objects such as faces, 

histograms of Oriented Gradients are used in computer vision, pattern recognition, and image processing. 

HOG is a strong feature set that uses feature sets that exceed current ones for face identification to 

differentiate and locate faces under challenging lighting backdrops, a broad range of postures, and more. 

Because HOG captures edge structure with a controlled degree of invariance to local geometric and 

photometric alterations, it works well with local forms.  
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• FACE LANDMARK ESTIMATION: Face Landmark Estimation is a method of finding important points 

on a face using an algorithm. There is assortment of procedures for managing milestone gauge calculations, 

one of which was created by Vahid Kazem and Josephine Sullivan in 2014. The main idea is that the 

calculation will create 68 unmistakable focuses on each face, like the tip of the jaw, the external edge of each 

eye, within edge of every forehead, etc. This works with and speeds up the facial acknowledgment process.  
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• DNN: Deep Neural Networks (DNN) are Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) that have more than one secret 

layer in their engineering. Feed Forward Neural Networks is another name for DNNs. To prepare, these 

networks require a significant amount of data, and they can group a large amount of data. There are only a 

few secret levels between the information and yield layers in deep neural networks. These organizations are 

capable of dealing with non-linearity as well as unstructured and unlabeled data. In DNN the information 

will be streaming the forward way and not stream the regressive way, and consequently hub can never be 

gotten to again.  

  
  

Classifiers:  

• SVM: Support-vector machines (SVM) are managed learning models that dissect data for relapse 

examination and grouping. They accompany with associated learning methods. It's a popular tool for 

analyzing and identifying patterns. Support vector machines are a kind of straight classifier that chips away 

at the idea of edge amplification. They direct underlying danger minimization, which builds the classifier's 

intricacy to acquire high speculation.  

  

  

  

• One Vs All SVM: The One-vs-All (OVA) technique entails fitting only one classifier for each class. The 

class is fitted against all of the one-versus for every classifier; this strategy comprises of fitting one classifier 

for each class. The class is fitted against all the other classes for each classifier.  
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• One Vs One: One-vs-One (Ovo) is one more heuristic strategy for multi-class arrangement using twofold 

characterization calculations. A multi-class grouping dataset is broken into parallel order issues utilizing the 

one-against one technique. The one-up against one strategy separates the dataset into one for each class and 

one for each and every other class.  
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• MLP: MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) is a Feed-Forward type, is a class of Artificial Neural  

Network (ANN). The worldwide estimate strategy normally involves a negligible number  

of neurons in a MLP organization. The info, stowed away, and yield layers are the three layers that make up 

this system. Through the Input Layer, the inputs are supplied as a feature vector. In Hidden Layer, the weights 

are tweaked to get the best results. The output layer is responsible for completing the task.  

  

  

  

• CNN: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), a changed adaptation of a Feed-Forward Artificial Neural 

Network, can extricate significant qualities from each picture that characterizes each information picture. It 

avoids the requirement for the element extraction step. It jellies significant provisions and records for spatial 

and transient mutilations. Likewise, for the turn, interpretation, pressure, scaling like mathematical changes 

it stays perpetual. CNN joined three structures like scaling, moving, and contortion invariance. The CNN 
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network is prepared likewise to the backpropagation neural organization. CNN designing for face affirmation 

is with 5 convolutional layers, a pooling layer, and completely related layers.                  

   
  

• 2D-DTCWT: The human facial elements are removed utilizing the Two-Dimensional Dual-Tree Complex 

Wavelet Transform, which disintegrates each facial picture to six band-pass sub-pictures which are 

immovably arranged at six particular points and two lowpass sub-pictures. It observes the genuine and non-

existent pieces of intricate wavelet coefficients utilizing a double tree of wavelet channels. The shift 

fluctuation and low directional selectivity concerns are settled by DTCWT. It has a low degree of excess and 

a speedy calculation time. It might be revamped absolutely and won't leave the image information and 

moreover has an innate property of defending high and low-repeat features during rot.  

  

• HMM: Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is an expansion of the Markov chain (a stochastic model portraying 

an arrangement of expected occasions where the likelihood of every occasion relies simply on the state 

accomplished in the previous occasion) to fuse insights. Gee incorporates perceptions of the state. These 

perceptions can be incomplete in that various states can guide to the very perception and boisterous in that a 

similar state can stochastically guide to various perceptions at various occasions.  
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• RBF KERNEL: Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel, a 

function of kernel, is utilized in ML to track down a non-

straight classifier or relapse line. It is one of the most 

liked and utilized part works in SVM.   

• POLYNOMIAL KERNEL: Polynomial Kernel, a 

kernel that is non-stationary, is a more extended 

representation of the linear. Polynomial kernels are ideal 

for issues in which all of the training data has been 

standardized. It is less efficient and accurate than other 

kernel functions, thus it is not as popular.   

• HYPERBOLIC TANGENT KERNEL: In the field of 

Neural Networks, the Hyperbolic Tangent Kernel (also 

known as Multilayer Perceptron kernel and Sigmoid 

Kernel) is used. Because of its neural network theoretical 

origins, this kernel was very well known for help vector 

machines. A two-layer perceptron neural organization is 

equivalent to a SVM model with a sigmoid bit work.   

  

Database:  

  

• ORL DATABASE: The Olivetti Research Laboratory's 

(ORL) face database consists of 400 pictures (ten unique 

pictures of every one of 40 dissimilar subjects). Each 

picture will be 92x112 pixels in size, with 256 different 

dim levels for every pixel. This data set is utilized in 

investigations including facial acknowledgment. These 

photographs were taken shots at a few times with shifted 

lighting, face feelings, and facial elements, for example, 

with and without displays, in addition to other things.  

• YALE DATABASE: The Yale Database of 

appearances consists of 165 GIF pictures (eleven 

unique pictures of every one of 15 unmistakable 

subjects). Each topic image has the following 

appearances or designs: focus light, left-light, right-

light, with glasses, without glasses, typical, happy, 

sorrowful, weary, astounded, and wink.   

• XM2VTS database: The XM2VTS front facing 

informational index contains 2360 mug shots of 295 

people gathered over 4 meetings. The XM2VTS 

markup has been extended to landmarking 68 facial 

provisions on each face. The 68 focuses picked are 

steady across all pictures. It is expected that these 

increased focuses will be utilized for an assortment of 

purposes like Facial Feature Finding, Face Model 

Building, and Face  

Recognition/Verification.   

  

4. Comparison Table 

As we seen many element extraction procedures like 

PCA, ICA, LDA, and so on, and different grouping 

calculations like SVM, MLP, CNN, and so on, in the 

above clarification, presently we will see the 

examination of various joined calculations with the 

individual involved information bases and their 

exactness in the underneath table.  

This examination can serve to the people 

who wants to do the exploration on Face 

Recognition.  

  

Papers  Algorithms used  Combinations  Databases for 

testing  

Accuracy (%)  

[1]  PCA  

LDA  

SVM  

MLP  

PCA+SVM  Self-generated 

database  

57  

LDA+SVM  55  

PCA+MLP  55  

LDA+MLP  57  

 CNN  CNN   89  

[4]  ISOMAP KFLD  KFLD- 

ISOMAP+SVM  

ORL  

DATABASE  

99  

YALE  

DATABASE  

93  

[7]  2D-DTCWT  

PCA  

2D- 

DTCWT+PCA+SV 

ORL  

DATABASE  

99.5(RBF kernel)  
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SVM  M  99(Polynomial kernel)  

99(Hyperbolic  tangent  

kernel)  

[10]  DWT  

PCA  

LDA  

ICA  

SVM  

DWT+SVM+PCA  ORL  

DATABASE  

96  

DWT+SVM+LDA  96  

DWT+SVM+ICA  94.5  

[13]  Penalty 

coefficient  

SVM  

SVM   XM2VTS 

DATABASE  

98.3  

[14]  PCA   

OVO SVM  

PCA+OVO SVM  ORL  

DATABASE  

96.25(POLYNOMIAL  

KERNEL)  

97.50(RBF KERNEL)  

[17]  DWT   

PCA   

OVO SVM      

DWT+ PCA+OVO SVM  ORL  

DATABASE  

99.2(polynomial kernel)  

99.3(RBF kernel)   

  

[20]  HCRF  

HOG  

SVM  

HCRF+HOG+SVM  ORL  

DATABASE  

92  

[23]  PCA  

OVA SVM  

PCA+OVA SVM  ORL  

DATABASE  

93.5  

YALE  

DATABASE  

97.3  

[26]  HOG  

Face landmark  

estimation  

DNN  

SVM  

HOG+ FLE+DNN+ 

SVM  

Self-generated 

database  

92.5  

  

5. Conclusion  

This paper compares different methods for 

face recognition in which various databases and 

algorithms are included. Among these, SVM is the 

most commonly used classifier, and the ORL and the 

YALE databases are used in most of the methods. 

Based on the accuracy percentage of these methods 

in predefined databases, the combination of 2D-

DTCWT+PCA+SVM [7] is considered as the best 

technique (99.5% using RBF kernel). While the 

combination of HCRF+HOG+SVM [20] has 

comparatively low accuracy (92%).   

 

 

On the other hand, the best of the methods 

which use self-generated databases is the 

combination of HOG+FLE+DNN+SVM [26] with 

an accuracy of 92.5%. However, LDA+SVM and 

PCA+SVM [1] are the two combinations with low 

accuracy (55%). Based on the observations and 

comparisons on the papers, the combination of 
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HOG+FLE+CNN+SVM can be proposed 

as future work as it may give efficient results as all 

the used algorithms are quite efficient.   
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Abstract— Most initiatives/apps focus on basic teaching of special 

children. In the increasing light of unawareness, our model aims at 
the betterment of special children. This matter should be alarming 

enough to create a positive, healthy and urgent response so as to 

decrease such cases from being ignored. We aim to attain sufficient 

level of functionality in order to not only provide sufficient learning 
resources but also provide consultancy for the special children.  
This app will be not be location specific as its purpose serves more 
than one chunk of population. 

This app would focus on education and welfare of special children. 

 

 

2. Review of the Literature on Children with Special 
Educational Needs 

 
Findings:  
The work focuses on the classification of kids 

into categories depending on their medical 

conditions and suggests the types of doctors to 

consult and actions to be taken in such situations. 

Instead, it provides traditional methods for 

solving the condition regardless of technology 

available [2]. 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

This is an application with a suspected target audience of millions. 

It is basically aimed at welfare of Special Children throughout the 

world. The primary users will be parents who seek guidance/help in 

recognizing and handling the early stages of child disorders like 
ADHD, Autism Spectrum, Anxiety, Attention deficit, Dyslexia, 

intellectual disability, and conduct disorders, etc. Once fully 

functional, the application will have multiple functions like 
enlightening the users of possible conditions through the doctors 

and also provide education to the special children. According to 

research, numerous apps have been made for training and education 

of GIFTED children, but the number of initiatives to make people 
aware of such conditions in the first place and help cope or help 

them with their education are surprisingly low. Hence, this idea is a 

priority that should be considered. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1. AMedicalChatbot 

Findings: Findings:  
The paper depicts that the user can consult about their 
medical emergency or medical condition by interacting 

with a personalized chatbot using Natural Programming 
Language. The user uses textual words to interact and on 

the basis of information fed the chatbot suggests measures 
and treatments which are preferable. 

 
Gap:  
Though the user can communicate with the chatbot but 
the system uses only text words and so there is a scope to 

inculcate voice recognition and use of facial expression 
to interact with the chatbot. 

 
Gap:  
This work mainly focuses on the initial stage i.e., 

diagnosis of the condition and not on further 
treatment suggestions. So, user have to use 
multiple platforms for the same. 

 
3. Students with Special Educational Needs and 
Assistive Technologies 

 
Findings:  
Reviews the use of assistive technologies in the 
education of students with special needs by 
compiling the works related to this subject, 
electronic databases, journals and other relevant 
sources. The applicable information was then 
analyzed under: the use of assistive technologies, 
and assistive technology implementation models. 

 
Gap:  
This paper focuses only on use of technology in 
the educational field of special children and not 
on treatment suggestions or diagnosis of special 
needs. 

 
4. The Inclusion of Students with Special Needs in the 
General Education Classroom 

 

Findings:  
Purpose: Address the different teaching strategies 

that teachers can use in their classroom in order 

to have a successful inclusion classroom. 
Students with special needs should be given 

different opportunities to maximize learning. A 
classroom environment that is least restrictive is 
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typically, most beneficial to all students. 
 
 

 
5. The Benefits of Technology Use in Teaching 

Students with Special Needs 

 
Findings:  
Says that children with special needs do well in a school 
that uses a Computer Adaptive Test (CAT) for science 

that contains multiple measures throughout the year to 
assess students’ growth. E.g., If the student fails one 

item, the test automatically selects an item that covers 
the same content but at a lesser difficulty level. 

 
Gap:  
The main focus of this paper is the CAT Test which 

focuses on realization of developmental level of the 
children, but fails to focus on other important traits. 
Moreover, this test isn’t used extensively due to lack of 

availability of technology in certain areas. 

 
6. Review of the Literature on Children with 

Special Educational Needs 

 
Findings:  
There are a number of essential factors involved in 
properly fulfilling the needs of individual students and 

helping them to obtain the benefits of education. The 
knowledge and skills of teachers, the appropriate use 

of behavioral interventions, and an appropriately 
designed curriculum are all fundamental in the success 

of students with these special needs. 

 
Gap:  
This research work enlightens the distribution and 
categorization of teaching based on special needs of 
children but was unable to facilitate proper resources 
to teaching and guiding staff. 

 
7. Special Education: A Review of Relevant Literature 

 
Findings:  
Clustering data for special education is somewhat 

difficult to find, but one dissertation did offer some 

insight into its effectiveness. The cluster classrooms 

were provided with an additional adult, either a 

Speech/Language therapist, a special education teacher, 

or a special education aid. It is seen that clustering may 

have some benefit, and is at least not harmful, to the 

academic achievement of special education students. 

 

Gap:  
Special education students have special needs and how 
best to meet those needs in the general education 

setting is a challenge. Problems with the gap between 
documented best practices and what actually occurs in 

the classroom are evident, as are issues with ability 
grouping which can undermine some of the benefits 

such grouping provides. 

 
 
 

 

8. The Inclusion of Students with Special 
Needs in the General Education Classroom 

 
Findings:  
This work addresses the different teaching 
strategies that teachers need to use in order 
to have a successful inclusion classroom. 
Students with special needs should  
be given the opportunity to learn to their full 

potential. A classroom environment that is 

least restrictive is typically most beneficial 
to all students. Teachers need to know many 

different inclusion strategies in order for 
students with special needs to be most 

successful in an inclusion classroom 
Gap:  
The major drawback was that many teachers 

were not taught how to teach students with 
special needs, yet alone include students 
with special needs in their general education  
Classroom. Teachers need to know many 
different inclusion strategies in order for 
students with special needs to be most 
successful in an inclusion classroom. 

 

III. Feasibility Study 

• STRENGTHS  
Never done before.  
Increases awareness regardless of the location/user type. 

Helps educate those aren’t willing to believe. 
Provide Consultancy from doctors for the ones in need. 

 

• WEAKNESSES 

Needs specific User datasets.  
Some apps however useful they maybe, are not able to reach out 

to all people.  
Total accuracy cannot be expected due to various factors like 

personal bias, denial of reality, etc. 

 

• OPPORTUNITIES 
Aided clinics in rural/ underdeveloped areas.  
Government can make this a larger and more secure 

initiative which can then affect millions of lives.  
Psychologists/Special educators could recommend this to 

their patients for convenience. 

 

• CHALLENGES  
Never done before.  
Expecting immediate usage of this App is not possible. 
Interviewing and getting data from existing psychologists/clinical  

practitioners can incur costs and be an ordeal. 

 
➢ Our project is feasible as of now. After the further 

development of project i.e., if we continue working on the 
project after our early goal is achieved, we can add 
treatment recommendations for the children as well which 
comes under our future scope. 
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IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION 
HOME 

 
The proposed project will enable students who are 
especially able to access study materials at their pace, 
carved for their special needs.  
This system starts from registering oneself onto the 
portal. Once, a student gets registered onto app, 

he/she can set up his profile by choosing the interest 
of subject to study, hobbies, any specific courses 
which they want to study.  
On the app, there are many free authenticated e-
books made available to them ranging from rhymes 
to mathematics and English and many more.  
For the parents too, there are articles section which 
would help them understand their special children 
with a different view.  
There is also a consultancy module through which 
parents can schedule an appointment with the 

doctors and also have a talk with the doctor on call. 

 
 
 

CONSULTANCY ABOUT 

 
 
 

GIFTED 

 

 
BOOKS

 COURSES/VIDE
OS 

 
 
 

QUIZ 

 
 

 

Fig1. Block Diagram  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig2. Flowchart of the system 
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V. Survey Analysis: 

 

A brief survey was conducted to know people awareness and 
perspectives towards the needs and requirements of special kids 
around us and follows are the analysis of the same: 
 

 

Questions asked: 

 
(1) Age 
(2) Profession  
(3) How much do you know about the current scenario in 
the Special Education Sector?  
(4) Have you been around / come across special kids in 
your family or vicinity?  
(5) Now Choose the ones you think are Specially 
Challenged Children (From specifically selected pictures).  
(6) Do you think reaching out to rural masses requires use 
of technology to better this situation?  
(7) What kind of Interface Design would you recommend 
for our application?  
(8) Any Other Feedback / Suggestion? 

(1) The survey was commonly taken and at the end 
majority of people surveyed were the youth 
generation majorly around the age 19-21 i.e. 

students. Nevertheless, people of all age groups 
have evidently filled in.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9 
 
 
 

 
(2) It was observed that doctors can easily diagnose 

the symptoms of kids but it is necessary to 

spread awareness among the youth and people of 
profession other than doctor and therapists.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10 

 
 

 

(3) Majority people are unaware of the needs of 
special education and so awareness regarding the 
same is must. Our results show that the majority 

of people have less idea about the current 
situation regarding Special Education.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 11 
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(4) As you can see, most people do come across 

children with special conditions. This comes 

with the fact that our survey was taken in the city 
and surely would have different responses be it 
rural areas.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12 

 
 
 

 

(5) It's very important to have an idea firstly about 
presence of special children around us and so we 

conducted a test where we asked everyone to 
check if they can recognize the pictures of 

special children. The results showed that 
majority of people even though have seen them 

around they haven't been able to categorize them 
as special children or identify their issues. Only 

Doctors and therapists were.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 13 
 
The responses were as follows: 

 
 
 

 

Figure 14 
 
 

 

(6) Rural masses require more assistance in this 
sector and reaching out to them must be our 
prime objective.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 15 
 
 

 

(7) Since our prime targets are parents so it's 
necessary for them to easily adapt to our system 
so simple to interpret and understandable 
interface was chosen by majority of people.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 16 

 
 
 

 

(8) Following are the few suggestions and valuable 
feedbacks we received as a result of this survey : 

 
"As a Special Educator, I greatly appreciate this initiative as 

we come across many such cases where parents don't know 
about their children’s difficulties and are deprived of proper 

guidance." – Ishita Saha, Special Educator 
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"It can be a form based front end and a database backend using 
any fourth generation computer language, which also shows 

statistics to better educate people about special needs children 
and their requirements for special education." – Shivangi 
Raman, Lecturer at Tata Institute of Social Sciences 

 
"This is a good project since, in our field not many such 
initiatives have been introduced. So, even if it's a start it'll be 
good to have such help to the parents." – Shiwani Rastogi, 
Therapist 

 
"One of my students is a special child and at first when he came 

to me it was hard to recognize his condition since his parents 
weren't aware either so i think more awareness is needed on this 
topic." – Vinay Pandey, Teacher 

 

VI. CONCLUSION: 

 

Today's world doesn't need to focus on the smaller things that 

decline in the background. That being said, it is also wrong to 
completely ignore such situations which would only escalate. 

The urgent requirement of technological aids in the field of 
mental health calls for projects like these to banish all 

preconceived notions and be creative and explorative in every 
sense possible. Thus, this project 'Gifted' not only would 

decrease the risks and unawareness involved in child 
healthcare, but also bring something new to the fore to be 

worked on for a long time to come. 
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https://switchon.nopaperforms.com/ai-chatbot-education-niaa-admission-assistant?utm_source=GoogleAds&utm_medium=searchad&utm_campaign=meet_niaa&utm_term=%2Bchatbot%20%2Beducation&gclid=Cj0KCQjw-O35BRDVARIsAJU5mQWjgudHjmEv86MgioE77I4zEflA7UyE4GyTWviZaqVzEYtzqiBqocIaAsi2EALw_wcB
https://chatbotslife.com/therapy-chatbots-are-transforming-psychology-de67570236bc
https://chatbotslife.com/therapy-chatbots-are-transforming-psychology-de67570236bc
https://chatbotslife.com/therapy-chatbots-are-transforming-psychology-de67570236bc
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/10/04/chatbots
http://www.coursera.org/lecture/conversational-experiences-
http://www.coursera.org/lecture/conversational-experiences-
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Smartphone User Behaviour Predication 

Using AI  

Dr. S V Balshetwar ,Mayur Ramesh Chavan ,Mohammad Kaif Shakil Mulla  

Ashish Hanmant Mahadik ,Omkar Jagnnath Waghmare   

,Akshay Avadhut Kulkarni  

Abstract   

There are lots of Smartphone users data floating 

around which is not efficiently used for improving user 

experience and which can be used to provide a better 

user experience or enhance the current one. Enhancing 

user experience is a challenge as there are multiple 

competitors. A persons time spend on their 

Smartphone is an vast amount of time and everyone is 

trying to reduce this time by implementing efficient 

ways of android user experience. Starting with our this 

time by implementing efficient ways of android user 

experience. Starting with our work, which will focus on 

this user floating data? There are important segments 

of this user data one of them is facial data because 

humans are used to taking in non verbal cues from 

history 

facial emotions. And also we are focusing on factors like 

user surrounding sound, user’s locations and patterns of 

application used history work, which will focus on this 

user floating data? There are important segments of this 

user data one of them is facial data because humans are 

used to taking in non verbal cues from facial emotions.  

this time by implementing efficient ways of android user 

experience. Starting with our work, which will focus on 

this user floating data? There are important segments of 

this user data one of them is facial data because humans 

are used to taking in non verbal cues from facial emotions. 

And also we are focusing on factors like user surrounding 

sound, user’s locations and patterns of application used 

history.   

1. Introduction  

As in the 21st century Electronics devices are 

conquering the whole world and use of Smartphone 

is increasing day by day in which most of the time 

spent on smart phone is less productive, whereas it 

leads to wastage of time. So while studying an 

average Smartphone user we found that the 

Smartphone can cause two different problem, where 

first one shows a negative and second one shows 

positive impact of Smartphone . Coming to the first 

problem shows us the deficiency.   

So now we will discuss the first problem and further 

continue to explain second problem. There are lots of 

Smartphone user’s data floating around which is not 

efficiently use for improving user experience and 

which can be used to provide a better user experience 

or enhance the current one. Enhancing user 

experience is a challenge as there are multiple 

competitors. A persons time spend on their 

Smartphone is an vast amount of time and everyone 

is trying to reduce this time by implementing 

efficient ways of android user experience. Overusing 

pattern of Smartphone involves a tendency to check 

notifications all the time. Such behavior pattern can 

induce “reassurance seeking” pathway which 

broadly includes symptoms such as loneliness, low 

self-esteem, depression, and anxiety. Excessive use 

of Smartphone may also affect sleep patterns by 

reducing rapid eye movement sleep, slow-wave sleep 

and consequently causing sleep.   

2. Literature Review  

Coming to the first problem discussed above that is 

the overusing pattern of Smartphone involves a 

tendency to check notifications all the time. Such 

behaviour pattern can induce many health problems. 

After studying these problems we found that there 

can be a single solution, which will be focusing on 

prediction of an average Smartphone user behaviour. 

As this can be a challenging task because there are 

varieties of peoples from different age group, 

different background, etc.   

So we decided to focus on a specific group of people 

which are “Students”. As student are the most 

suffering from Smartphone addiction as they are in 

there early years of education life. Student may feel 

overwhelmed, curious, lonely, bored, stressed, 

depressed or even anxious about something. Once 

they enter in virtual world of Smartphone 

applications, they might feel to forget worries and 

feel better. But this can further lead to addiction, as 

student can make Smartphone as comfort zone and 

spend more and more time on Smartphone. 

Smartphone is a device that brings the world closer 

to us but excessive use of it can disturb real world 

connections.  
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 As we have studied problems related to Smartphone 

user behaviour found some solutions and these 

solutions are highlighted are in our research. In [1] 

Ankita Kanhangadand and et.al.in there paper had 

taken the data from the sensor like orientation sensor, 

accelerometer sensor and gyroscope sensor which 

are built-in sensors. And from these dataset taken 

from the various sensors they are going to only 

predict the human behaviour. The analysis of human 

behaviour has been proven to be effective in various 

applications including biometricbased user 

authentication, smart spaces, human-machine 

interactions, physical activity recognition and 

surveillance. The advantage of this thing is human 

behaviour is captured unobtrusively without 

requiring a conscious effort on the part of user. This 

study will help us to explore 

techniques that can be used to predict human 

behaviour.  As per [2] Subrata Tikadar and Samit 

Bhattacharya are it is very important to know user 

behaviour to design and built effective interaction 

system, tools or application. The behavioural study 

not only helps to assure the success of any design or 

product but also helps other researchers from various 

related areas. They have systematically collected and 

analyzed the behavioural data for Smartphone usage 

by 1711 students of 188 academic institutions 

throughout India. They have also observed students 

behaviour on Smartphone usages both inside and 

outside the classroom. They have also found 

dissimilarities and are also expecting that the 

findings of the study will help many researchers from 

various fields including HCI, Mobile HCI, 

Behavioural Science, Psychology, and Education. 

This study will help us to know importance of 

prediction of human behaviour and explore its depth 

knowledge. As per [3] authors have here presented 

the article, which present the frameworks for mobile 

audience measurements, for collecting data at the 

point of convergence - devices. This paper compares 

the presented framework to alternative methods of 

mobile user research, and identifies the unique 

advantages of on-device measurements along with 

the key weaknesses. This study shows us that there 

are various techniques of mobile audience 

measurement from various aspects through a 

Smartphone.  In[4] Ruxia hong has focused on the 

research of mobile user behaviour based on big data 

and it has become one of the hotspot in the field of 

internet, Every internet user leave their footprints. It 

is based on the analysis of the characteristics of 

mobile user's big data and hadoop system, an 

analysis model of mobile user's behaviour pattern 

based on big data is constructed, it includes data 

acquisition module, data pre-processing module, 

user behaviour analysis module, application of 

mobile user behaviour model and data visualization 

module, and the function of each module is explained 

in detail. This study shows us that big data can play 

a measure role to analyse data sets and also that 

internet can be a vast plays to explore Smartphone 

user data.  

As per [5] author has given the model of machine 

learning for activity recognition and authentication 

of Smartphone user. As per Authors technological 

advancements have made Smartphone’s to provide 

wide range of applications that enable users to 

perform many of their tasks easily and conveniently, 

anytime and anywhere. As per their study many users 

are tend to store their private data in their smart 

phones. Since conventional methods for security of 

Smartphone’s, such as passwords, personal 

identification numbers, and pattern locks are prone to 

many attacks, this research paper proposes a novel 

method for authenticating Smartphone users based 

on performing seven different daily physical activity 

as behavioural biometrics, using Smartphone 

embedded sensor data. This authentication scheme 

builds a machine learning model which recognizes 

users by performing those daily activities. This study 

shows us that Smartphone sensors can be combined 

and used for user identification to increase security 

measures. As per [6] Balaji Balasubramanian and 

Pranshu Diwan et. al. signify in their paper that 

human beings relay a lot on non-verbal 

communication and facial emotion in large. In this 

Paper they cover the dataset and algorithm that are 

used for Facial Emotion Recognation(FER). And the 

algorithms range from simple Support Vector 

Machines (SVM) to complex Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN). This paper shows us importance of 

facial emotion and how it can play a measure role in 

our work since they have also represented various 

techniques for recognising it.  As per [7] Richard 

Han, Mahnaz Roshanaei and Shivakant Mishra all 

authors present in this paper have formed a group of 

20 peoples for a research that put in the picture how 

every individual from the group reacts in different 

scenario that relates with respect to their 

Smartphone. They experimented most of the possible 

scenarios and prepared data sets to be tested with 

machine learning algorithms for the better accuracy 

to knowing their behaviour. As per [8] Natasha 

Jaques, Sara Taylor, Asaph Azaria and et.al. focused 

in this paper that an average teenagers happiness 

depends on some of their close things that also 

includes there Smartphone’s and other things like 

sleep. These things can affect measure things in their 

life and can also result in their personal losses and 
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they also found 70% accurate module that shows this 

behaviour. This study can help us with our research 

to know about this factors and there consequences.   

             [9] mobile phones are equipped multiple sensors 

from which there are new opportunities to analysis user’s 

daily behaviours and also how truly intelligent personal 

devices are. They have proposed a MAST (movement, action 

& Situation over Time) model to explore along this direction 

and identify key technology required. And also they have 

found an idea of reducing power consumption for mobile 

phones with the help of phone-cloud collaboration model. 

This study shows us a new model known as MAST and it can 

be very valuable in our survey.  

As per [10] Smartphone have lots of resources that can be 

utilized to enhance user behaviour analysis. Study shows that 

how Psychological Science can be used to study user behaviour, 

it gives an idea about various opportunities for analysing 

Smartphone and it can be helpful in our work.   

 

Table 1. Comparison Table  

  

 

Sr. 
No 

.  

Paper Name  Publisher  Techniques  Merits  Demerits  

1  Smartphone usage 

contexts and 

 sensible 

patterns  as 

predictors 

 of future 

sedentary  

behaviours  

  

Qian  He,  

Emmanuel O.  

Agu  

  

Here  

logistic  

Regression 

technique is 

used  

1.With the help of logistic 
Regression they are able 

to classify user context 
variable such as location, 

time and app usage.  

2.The paper also shows 

that users are very 

sedentary or not, means 

in other words how much 

user is spending time as 

seated.  

The paper is only 

limited to students 

and student age 

group only.  

2  Smartphone app 

usage as a 

predictor 

 of 

perceived stress 

levels as 

workspace.  

Raihana  

Ferdous, Venet 
osmani, Oscar  

Mayora  

Here predicting 

a stress level of 

 user 

based  on 

smartphone  

app usage 

technique is 

used  

1. By 

understanding the 
patterns of app usage 

 and  

investigating relationship 

of these pattern the 
perceived stress level 

within the workspace 
context.  

2. The result they 

have achieved is average 

of accuracy of 75%  and 

precision of 85.7% can be 

used as an indicator of 

over all stress level in 

work environment.  

This paper only 

show smartphone 

user stress levels 

and it is not enough 

to predict it next 

move.  

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37078264900
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37078264900
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3  Machine Learning  

 models  for  

activity 

recognition and 

authentication of 

smartphone users.  

 S.  Sareh  

Ahmadi, Sherif 
Rashad, Heba  

Elgazzer  

Here normal 
technique for 

security of 
smartphone 

and 
conventiona 

l method for 

same  is 

used.  

1. This paper tend to 

provide a better way to 
increase security of users 

data.  
2.With the help of seven 

different physical 

activities like behaviour 
biometrics, using 

smartphone embedded 
sensor data security is 

provided in the sense of 
passwords,  

personal identification 

numbers, and pattern 

locks etc.   

The proposed way 

of security requires 

7 daily activates and 

it leads to more time 

consumption.  

4  Artificial  

Intelligence  

 and  Mobile  

Phone Sensing  
based User  

Activity  

Recognition  

Chia-Liang  

Chen, Fu-Ming  

 Huang,  Yu- 

Hsin Liu, DaiEn 

Wu  

 Here  four  

supervised 
machine 

learning 
technique is 

used  and  

various 
classificatio 

n models are 

made  

1. With the help of 
logistics regression, and 

support vector machine 
automatic activity 
classification model is 

created.  

2. They have 
evaluated the  

prediction performance 

and the results of these 

experiments shows that 

under specific acceptance 

of accuracy and 

minimum model training 

time, the decision tree 

algorithm creates the best 

model.  

This paper only 

show the best 

algorithm for User 

Activity 

Recognition but not 

tend to give an 

patter or prediction.  
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5  Identifying 

smartphone users 

based   

on how they 

interact  with their 

phones  

Mohammed A.  

Alqarni, Sajjad  

Hussain  

Chauhdary,  

Maryam  

Naseer Malik  

Here  also 

they  had 

used  the 

technique of 

machine 

learning 

various 

algorithms, 

Gesture 

recognition and 

behavioural  

1. The maturity in sensor 

chips and machine 

learning algorithms 

provides a better solution 

for authentication 

problems based on 

behavioural biometrics, 

which aims to identify the 

behavioural traits that a 

user possesses,  

This paper tends to 

use more  

physical activities 

 than use  of  

smartphone itself.  

 

   biometric is also 

used.  

such as hand movements 

and waving patterns etc. 

2. Their research study 

aims to provide a solution 

for passive and 

continuous authentication 

of smartphone users by 

analysing their activity 

patterns when interacting 

with their phones.  

 

6  Is Smartphone 
usage is truly 

smart? A  

Qualitative 

investigation of IT 

 addictive 

behaviour    

Liette  

Lapointe,  

Camille  

Boudreau- 

Pinnsonneault, 

issac vaghefi  

Here they have 
used a 

grounded 
theory to 

report the 
result of  

addictive 

smartphone 

usage.  

1. As per the 

investigation i.e. the 11 

depth interviews and 

answers to 183 

exploratory questions 

they have revealed out of 

four smartphone user 

profiles two of these are 

exhibiting addictive 

behaviour.  

The paper show the 

study that show if a 

person is addicted to 

smartphone or not 

but it does not 

specifies it types or 

any further details.  
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7  A Smartphone user 

 activity 

prediction 
framework  

utilizing partial 

repetitive and 

landmark 

behaviours  

Peng Dai, Shen 

Shying ho  

Here they have 

made their 
own  

technique/al 

gorithm to find 

 a  

repetitive 

behaviour of 

smartphone 

user.  

1. With the help of 

Activity Prediction 

Framework they are 
giving prediction of next 

day behaviour of same 
user based on weighted 

sum of most similar 
behaviour vectors related 

to landmark behavour of 
next day behaviour.  

2. With the help of  

arbitrary call activity,   

voice call activity, short 

message activity, media 

consumption and app 

usage datatypes, 

extensive experiment are 

carried out using nokia 

mobile data challenge 

(MDC) dataset  to 

demonstrate the  

 The  study  

conducted through 

 this paper is 

based on old datasets 

that will  not  be 

useful  that much.  

 

    feasibility of their 

proposed approach.  
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8  Usage  

Prediction and 
Effectiveness  

Verification of  

App  

Restriction  

 Function  for  

Smartphone  

Addiction  

Katsuki  

Yasudomi,  

Toshitaka  

Hamamura,  

Masaru Honjo,  

Akio  

Yoneyama,  

Masato Uchida  

This is the 

study paper 

which focuses 

on app 

restriction 

function.  

1. They are 

focusing on app 

restriction function, 
which is one of the key 

features of digital 
medicines for  

smartphone  

addiction, and analyze 

the usage of the function 

and verify  its 
effectiveness.  

2. Their results 

showed significant 

differences in both 
psychological and 

behavioral aspects 
between those who used 

the app restriction 
function and those who 

did not. Specifically, they 
found that the app 

restriction function is 
more likely to be used by 

those who were more 
aware of their  

smartphone addiction.  

The paper show 

study that only 

focuses on one 
method for  

smartphone 

addiction.  

9  Human  

Behaviour Impact 

to Use  

of  

Smartphones  

 with  the  

Python 

Implementatio n 

Using Naive  

Bayesian  

Iftakhar  

Mohammad  

 Talha,  Imrus  

Salehin,  

Susanta  

Chandra Debnath, 

Mohd.  

Saifuzzaman,  

Nazmun  

Here they have 

used  

Naïve Bayes 

theorem to 

learn impact of 

 huma

n behaviour.  

1. They have 

found out the major 

problem of the human 
behaviour’s negative side 

and its different sources 
like mental imbalance, 

stress, depression, 
loneliness, etc.  

2. With the help of 

naïve bayes theorem and 

classifier, support vector 

machine, special data set 

of human behavior, and 

probability are used to 

calculate accuracy.  

The paper only 

focuses on the 

accuracy of the 

system and does not 

tends to give an 

specific output to 

human behaviour 

with respect to 

smartphone.  
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3. Conclusion  

• The task of manually performing every 

search, every navigations involves a quit 

amount of time and can be also frustrating 

task.   

• So this study shows us that a simple 

suggestions that follows the predictions 

done by the AI can make a difference in 

users smartphone experience.   
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10  Human  

Behaviour 

Analysis through 

Smartphones  

Kostas  

Konsolakis,  

Hermie  

Hermens,  

Claudia  

Villalonga,  

Miriam  

VollenbroekHutten  

This is also 

actually  a 

survey  

paper which  

is  

addressing  

the 

 huma

n behaviour 

analysis.  

1. This paper 

surveys the  

state-of-the-art in human 
behaviour analysis based 

on smartphones.  

2. They have 
categorize prior  

works into four main 
sensing modalities 

related to physical, 

cognitive, emotional and 
social behaviour which 

will help the smartphone 
user to improve 

themselves.  

  

The  tends  to 

only understand 

human behaviour 

 and doesn’t 

tends to use this 

analysis for 

 Furter  

prediction proposed 

or else.  
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Abstract—Learning objectives are defined in the curriculum of 

every educational program. Teachers use exams to determine 

whether or not pupils have met specified learning objectives. 

Teachers provide a range of question papers based on the 

evaluation criteria of the universities. Making question papers 

with a variety of questions that match the course's learning 

objectives is a difficult task for teachers. There are no defined 

ways for ensuring that the question paper is of high quality. As 

a result, there is a requirement for a system that can construct 

the question paper automatically from the teacher's 

specifications in a matter of seconds. For defining a question, 

researchers advocate using a variety of tags such as cognitive 

level, difficulty level, question type, content/topic, and so on. The 

currently available tools are inflexible and only support 

extremely basic or limited tags. From a semantically tagged 

question repository, the suggested system will automatically 

construct a question paper. This approach provides flexibility by 

supporting all four tags and allowing for the insertion of all 

properties as ranges (lower and upper bounds).  

  

Keywords— Learning objectives, educational program, question 

papers, inflexible,  semantically, question repository  

  

I. INTRODUCTION  

In today's competitive world, an examination is critical for 

determining a student's intellectual advancement. In reality, the 

nature of a particular institution's exam questions is used to 

assess the quality of its pupils. Exams are thus the only means 

of determining competency in our country's existing educational 

system, and they play a critical part in students' career 

development. Teachers must create a variety of question papers 

based on the universities' assessment needs for numerous 

examinations held throughout the year in any academic 

programme. The university requirements focus solely on the 

question paper's format rather than its quality. It is very 

challenging for the teachers to cover all aspects of the course 

objectives and avoid duplication of questions in the subsequent 

exams. There are no standardized methods and hence the quality 

of the question paper depends completely on an individual 

teacher’s experience and expertise. As per researchers, a good 

question paper is a proper blend of items (questions) guided by 

various parameters such as cognitive level, difficulty level, type 

of item, distribution of marks across the question paper, etc. 

Making a good question paper containing varied questions 

aligned with learning objective of the course in terms of contents  

 

and cognitive level is very difficult. A good question paper is 

always fit for ordinary students but it also encompasses 

challenging items for intelligent students.  

  
Existing Learning Management Systems (LMS) only provide 

rudimentary or limited tags like question kinds. Even the most 

popular LMS, Model, only allows you to create subjective and 

objective questions. As a result, employing a semantically 

tagged QR to automatically generate question papers from a 

teacher's given specifications is the need of the hour today. A  

mechanism for semi-automatically tagging repository questions 

has been implemented. We propose a method that generates the 

question paper automatically from this semantically annotated 

question library. Due to the rigidity of existing systems and their 

inability to accommodate all forms of tags, the generated 

question paper may not be completely aligned with its stated 

goals. This allows an educational school to create questions 

while keeping the confidentiality and uniqueness of question 

papers, which is advantageous for businesses with little 

employees and resources. Our system strives to provide speedy 

operations, data storage, and high security for all of its services. 

This system can produce a smart question paper that is secure, 

quick, streamlined, and randomly. The system's designed 

procedure will efficiently evaluate and compose the question 

paper utilizing an algorithm, resulting in success. The sets of 

question papers will be entered by the user. The system will then 

ask for other details for the finalized question paper that it will 

generate, such as the marks for each section, the difficulty level, 

and so on. This type of question paper will be extremely useful 

in universities where several sets of questions are generated by 

various instructors and a finished question that covers all of the 

sets is required.  

  
  

Table No. 1  

Paper Based System  Paper Less System  

Human Process  Automated Process  

Low security  High Security  

Patterns or repetitions may 

occur  

Total Random and unbiased 

process  
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Slow as human labor is 

involved  

Faster due to computer-based 

automation  

 II. LITERATURE SURVEY    
  

Paper 3: A Survey on Automatic Question Paper Generation  

Paper 1: Automatic Question Paper Generator System  System  

Author: International Journal of Computer Author: A Survey on Automatic Question Paper Generation Applications (0975 – 8887) 

Volume 166 – No.10, May2017 System  

Features:    
• Simple user interface which increase the smooth the 

process of updating data.  

• Generates and develops the well formatted question 

Paper in a matter of few seconds.  

• Question category can be knowledge-based, Memory- 

based, Logic-based, or application-based.  

• Questions can be comfortably modified.  

• User can generate test papers randomly and instantly, 

thus saving a lot of time.  

Features:  

• Large portions are covered by the system andgenerate paper 

skillfully.  

• Higher security and encryption.  

• Faster because it is computer based  

• Using this system, we ensure that no chance of paper leaks. 

This system is totally random and unbiased.  

• Using this system, no requirement of transporting paper with 

the help of police security vans.  

• With this system less human efforts time and resources.  

• Algorithm enables randomization of questions.  

Gaps:  

• A new question can be added to the database at any 

instance and different sets of test papers could be generated 

without any limitation.  

• With the use of this system for exam paper generation there 

are zero chances of exam paper getting leaked as paper can 

be generated few minutes before the  

• Lack of storage space.  

• Inefficient document transportation.  

• One of the most important drawbacks of the system is if we 

not given paper inputs then produce wrong results.  

• In this system occurs editing problems.  

• Development cost is more  

 exam.  Paper 4: A Survey on Automatic Question PaperGeneration System  

The Automatic Question Paper Generation System delivers    

Author: Amruta Umardand1, Ashwini Gaikwad2 

diverse benefits to the user when compared to the traditional   Features: system.  

Gaps: a) Insufficiency of storage space  
• 

 

b) Vulnerable to damage  

•  

c) Incapable document transportation  

d) Indigent environmental credentials  

e) Restricted collaboration  

f) Modification problem  

Paper 2: Advanced Question Paper Generator Implemented Gaps:  

We did not need to collect the papers asbuilt in ready to use 

question bank is available.  

Duplication of questions is avoided. There are three levels 

of difficulty is provided is difficult, medium and easy. The 

question paper is generated in less time and more accuracy. 

We can conduct the record of developed question paper. In 

this system, security is provided through the password. Only 

admin can develop and see the question paper.  

Using Fuzzy Logic International Research Author: Journal of  •  

Engineering and Technology (IRJET) e-ISSN: 2395-0056  •  

Volume: 05 Issue: 10 | Oct  •  

2018  

Features: 1 Authentication and authorization process 2  •  

Question Fetching stage    
3Paper Generation  

Lack of storage space.  

Inefficient document transportation.  

One of the most important drawbacks of the system is if we 

not given paper inputs then produce wrong results. In this 

system occurs editing problems  

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT  

4 Question insertion                                                                    This is a challenging era due to the growth in the field of computer  
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5 Question deletion  science and demand we are facing 

today. Hence examinations play a  

Gaps: If question is highly analytical, it tends to difficult level 

vital role in testing student’s performance. And that is why it 

is whereas descriptive questions are generally tends to easy or 

important to have a smart development question model for 

growth of medium level. Actual levelof the question is decided 

using both students as well as to test their learning skills 

thereby keeping a check analytical and descriptive quotients. 

We get the level after doing on student performance. Now the  

 

traditional method of generating certain fuzzy computations. 

In the nature, different people have question paper has been 

manual. This has proposed an automated different perspective 

to look at the various things. One may feel process of Question 

Paper Generation which is fast, streamlined, particular 

question difficult while other may feel it easy. This is 

randomized and secure. Every task performed by this system 

is the reason for applying fuzzy logic. automated so that 

storage space, bias and security is not a concern  

anymore. This required a proposed a new algorithm which ensures 

total randomization of questions and avoids repetitions.  

  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION  

The Python programming language is used to construct and build the 

Automatic Question Paper Generator Syst

em. 

AI BASED QUESTION PAPER GENERATOR  

The fully working system contains a library of courses, 2. 

Question Insertion: The administrator can add as many questions 

as questions, and question paper designs. The algorithm is then 

he wants in accordance with the college's syllabus requirements. 

The  

applied to the full question set, and the question paper is 

questions will be categorized based on the number of 

points awarded generated in PDF format. and the amount 

of difficulty, i.e. priority. Modules in Automatic Test 

Paper Generator: 3. Exam type and subject selection 

 

a) Login module  

b) Administrator module  

c) User module  

d) Subject module  

e) Exam type selection module  

f) Module for paper patterns  4. Difficulty 

Degree Selection: The level of difficulty, i.e., Easy, 

Moderate, or Difficult, will be determined by the 

administrator.  

5. Generation of a Random Paper: Questions are 

chosen based on their difficulty degree.  

6. PDF File Creation: The produced questions are 

translated to a question paper format and then converted 

to a PDF file.  
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g) Module for assigning priorities    

  
A. Login Module: The login module is split into two 

sections:  user and administrator. Administrators and staff 

members will input their credentials (Login id and 

Password) in the login module to gain access to the system.  

  
B. Administrator Module: There are two key functions 

in the Administrator Module: Staff Management and 

Category Management.  

1. System Administration: The system administrator 

will input his credentials and then add faculty members to 

the system who will have the ability to produce question 

papers. He will also provide faculty members the ability to 

add/update questions and generate papers.  

2. Module Management: The module shall be managed 

by the administrator in accordance with the Department.  

  
C. User module: This allows a regular user to log in and 

produce  

  
a question paper that meets his needs.  

    

D. Subject Module: This module contains a list of 

subjects from  which the user can choose. In order to 

produce the question paper, the user can enter the topic's 

initials and choose a subject from a list.  

  
E. Exam type selection module: This module allows 

the user to choose the type of exam for which the question 

paper should be generated. Unit tests one and two are for 

30 points each, while the final end-of-semester exam is 

worth 100 points.  

  
F. Paper pattern module: In this module, the user must 

specify the mark distribution for the major and sub 

questions.  

  
G. Priority assignment module: In this module, the 

user must assign a priority to the question number using 

categories such as easy, medium, and difficult. The 

questions are randomly pulled from the question bank 

database and shown to the user based on the priority 

provided by the user.  

The following are the steps involved in creating an automatic 

question paper generator system.  

1. Admin Login: After registering with the system, the 

admin will be given a login ID and password. After logging 

in successfully, the administrator may input the question 

into the database using a unique key such as the paper code 

and topic name. The question will be saved in the database 

as a question bank.  

Table No. 2 Represents MVC Architecture of System 
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Table NO.3 FLOWCHART  

 
  

Table NO. 4 Algorithm  

  

 
  
  

V. PROPOSED MODEL  

Exam paper creation methods used by institutes 

contain a number of issues, including repetitive 

questions and time constraints. We propose a novel 

system to overcome these. Automatic Question Paper 

Generator is a piece of software that can help 

institutions, publishers, and test paper setters build a 

large database of questions and quickly produce test 

papers. It primarily entails the sorting, collection, and 

administration of a large number of questions ranging 

in difficulty from both scientific and non-scientific 

areas related with distinct courses.  

Table NO.5 PROPOSED MODEL  
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VI. PROCESSED MODEL  

Examiners can create a question bank by selecting the level of 

difficulty and the number of marks for each question. Then a pdf 

version of the question paper will be created.  

  

TABLE NO. 6 PROCESSED MODEL  

  

  

 
                  AI BASED QUESTION PAPER GENERATOR 

 

VII. RESULT OF SURVEY CONDUCTED  

 Upon being asked what will you prefer a manual question paper 

generator or automatic question paper generator system , the 

majority of the people i.e approx 85% people answered with 

automatic question paper generator system. Next we moved on to 

the question if this system is going to be boost for the institute or 

school, and a large number of people 87.5% answered yes. From 

the survey we also found out that majority of the people (75%) 

agreed that there can be some malpractice in manual question 

paper generator system. Next we asked that do you think the 

education industry of our country will accept these. Then 85.7% 

peoples answered yes. From the survey we found that nearly 65% 

peoples thinks that it is economically feasible. From the 

survey we also found out that nearly 85% peoples thinks 

it will save money and energy.  

We received the following views as inputs from the 

people:  

  
  

1. Yes it will be boost for the country. Save paper.  

2. Avoids malpractice.  

3. Save time energy.  

4. Economically beneficial  

  
  

VIII. FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES  

The Automatic Question Paper Generation System has 

the following characteristics:  

1. Easy-to-use user interface that makes data 

updates go more smoothly.  

2. In a matter of seconds, generates and builds a 

well-formatted question paper.  

3. Knowledge-based, memory-based, logic-based, 

or application- based questions are possible. 4. Questions 

can be easily changed.  

5. The user   can   generate   exam   papers   at   random   

and instantaneously, which saves time. 6. The algorithm 

allows for question randomization.  

7. At any time, a new question can be added to the 

database, and alternative sets of test papers can be 

prepared without restriction.  

8. There are no prospects of exam paper fraud when 

this method is used to generate exam papers.  

  

IX. CHALLENGES  

1. Course Outcome mapping  

Course outcomes are statements that describe significant 

and essential learning that learners have achieved, and 

can reliably demonstrate at the end of a course or 

program. Mapping of questions with the Course 

outcomes is one of the important challenges faced while 

making Question paper. So Question paper validation is 

to be ensured to get desired standard from outcome 

attainment perspective as well as learning levels 

perspective 2. No repetition of questions  

While making question paper many a times patterns or 

repetitions may occur. So to avoid this situation the 

challenge faced is to make use of such algorithms which 

keep track of questions and do not allow the repetition of 

questions.  
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3. Chapter wise allocation  

As there are different types of exams like unit test and end 

semester exam, so each exam has different modules of chapters 

covered on which the question paper has to be generated. So 

challenge faced here is to make system such  

that it is able to allocate the question chapter wise or module 

wise for the respective exams.  

4. Analysis of database  

In order to effectively assess the students, the important step is to 

plan the question paper which covers all the vital components to 

test knowledge of student. One such taxonomy was presented by 

Bloom (1956), who described degree of learning to be classified 

into six unique domains, namely  

1.Knowledge  

2.Comprehension  

3.Application  

4.Analysis  

5. Synthesis  

6. Evaluation, the benefit of making questions based on Bloom’s 

taxonomy prepares to make the questions that help to evaluate 

learning ability of the students, to achieve this thing we have 

to design our database according to  

Bloom’s taxonomy which will cover all types of questions and 

challenge faced there is to segregate the questions in the 

question bank database as per their types defined by the  

Bloom’s taxonomy.  

7 Formatting of paper  

The generated questions from the system are to be presented 

in proper format or proper exam template. So the challenge 

faced is how to format the layout of the paper in the required 

style and in a compatible format.  

8. Paper pattern  

It is very important to know the question paper pattern and 

Marks allocation Scheme. So while designing the question 

paper the challenge is that the system should give flexibility in 

choosing the desired paper pattern and allocating marks to each 

question in paper.  

  
X. CONCLUSION  

This application's main goal is to explain an automatic question 

paper generator that uses a random approach for randomization. 

This system is a desktop-based application system with various 

characteristics, the most important of which is the production of 

unduplicated test paper sets. The outcome demonstrates 

the possibility for such an algorithm to be used in this 

sort of system.  

We want to use additional methods of randomization in 

the future, and we can improve the software by allowing 

it to generate questions from basic text in addition to 

question generating. In the work of paper creation, we've 

additionally addressed the relevance of randomization. 

Our approach uses a very efficient algorithm that is 

completely randomized and eliminates question 

duplication in subsequent question papers, making any 

pattern in the papers hard to detect. As a consequence, 

the automated system for Question Paper Generation 

delivers benefits such as regulated access to resources, 

random question paper generation, and a secure 

platform.  
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Abstract: Most smartphone users prefer to read the 

news via social media over the internet. The news 

websites are publishing the news and provide the 

source of authentication. It is harmful to society to 

believe in such rumors and pretend to be a piece of 

news. Fake news on social media and other platforms 

is widespread, and it is a reason for great worry 

because of its potential to inflict significant social and 

national harm with negative consequences. This study 

shows a concept and methods for detecting bogus news. 

It is attempted to collect news using machine learning 

and natural language processing, and then use a 

Support Vector Machine to decide if the news is 

legitimate or fraudulent. The findings of the suggested 

model are compared to those of other models. The 

proposed model is performing well, defining the 

correctness of results with an accuracy of up to 93.6 

percent. 
 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy 

Inference, Machine Learning, Naive  
Based Classifier, News, Prediction, Recommendation, 

Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

  
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In today's environment, anyone may post material on the 

internet. Fake news, unfortunately, receives a lot of 
attention on the internet, particularly through social 

networking sites. People are misled, and they don't think 
twice about sending such erroneous information to the 

farthest reaches of the system. Such type of activities is 
not good for a society where some rumors or vague news 

evaporates 

 
 

 
the negative thought among the people or specific 
category of people [1]. Preventive actions are essential to 
cope with such activities at the same rate as technology 
advances. Broad communications have a huge role in 
influencing the general population, and as is customary, a 
few persons try to profit from it. Several websites provide 
inaccurate information. Under the guise of factual news, 
they purposefully strive to bring forth intended publicity,  
deceptions, and lies. Their primary responsibility is to 
maintain control over data that might lead to a lack of 

trust in it. Many instances of similar sites may be found all 
over the world. As a result, false news has an impact on 

people's minds. According to a study, scientists believe 
that a variety of man-made brainpower calculations can 

aid in the detection of false news. 
 
Our target is rapid progress in analytics techniques. The 
identification of bogus news was the subject of an inquiry. 
Consider machine learning algorithms to perform 

sentiment analysis, preview AI applications to detect and 
search news sources early, predict results and evaluate 
predictions in detail. 
 

 

The main goal is to identify bogus news, which is a 
standard text classification problem with a simple 

solution. It's critical to create a model that can tell the 
difference between "genuine" and "false" news. This has 

ramifications for social networking sites like 
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Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and instant messaging apps 
like WhatsApp, Hike are just few of the places where 
bogus news gets a big boost and spreads like wildfire.[2] 
The suggested approach aids in determining the veracity 
of news. If the news isn't true, the user has provided a link 
to a relevant news item. 

 

II. SURVEY 

 

2.1 Overview  
There have been a number of programmes aimed at 
detecting false news:  
According to the results of the poll, a high percentage of 

respondents feel that the propagation of false news begins 
on social media rather than on television or from other 

sources such as family and friends. Individuals also want 

to believe the news that is shared on social media; yet, 
only a few people try to check the information. On social 

media platforms, the odds of individuals falling for fake 

news are increased, and this may occasionally impact 

people's faith in a new organization. In the study, we also 
asked if false news impacts your confidence in a specific 

platform, and the majority of users said yes, and that it 

causes them to lose interest.  
The "No" answer multitudes are those who are unaffected 
by any news that circulates on social media, regardless of 
whether the news is genuine or not. 

 
Human Beings lose interest in the platform after learning 
that the news they read was incorrect or a rumour 
produced by a few people seeking attention, according to 

the survey. 

 
Several approaches have been taken to detect fake news 
after massive widespread fake news in recent times. There 
are three types of fake news contributors: social bots, 
trolls, and cyborg users [3][4]. According to Social Bots, a 
social media account is referred to be a social bot if it is 
managed by a computer algorithm. The social bot can 
automatically generate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

content. Second, the trolls are genuine people who "seek 
to disrupt online communities" in the hopes of eliciting an 

emotional response from social media users. Another one 

is, Cyborg. Cyborg users are a combination of "automated 
activities with human input. “Humans build accounts and 

use programs to perform activities in social media. 
Linguistic Cue and Network Analysis techniques are two 

types of false information detection methods. The Nave 
Bayes Classifier and Support Vector Machines are the 

most often utilized algorithms for this sort of work 
(SVM). 

 

2.2 Facebook To Combat Misinformation and Fake 
News  
According to a recent story, Facebook is striving to 
combat the spread of fake news in two important areas. 
The first is to disrupt economic incentives, as most fake 
news is driven by money. The second one is, building new 
products to curb the spread of false news [6]. Some of the 
preventive measures taken by Facebook are mentioned 
here:  

 Ranking Enhancements: The prevalence of 
misleading news information is reduced as a result of 
the News Feed rankings.  

 Simpler Reporting: Determine what is and is not 
valuable. Stories that our community has marked as 
bogus may appear lower in the user feed. 

 

2.3 WhatsApp Fake News Detection Work WhatsApp has 
adopted several security measures as well as false news 

identification to combat the spread of disinformation, 

albeit these are still in the alpha stage and have yet to be 
handed out to beta users. WhatsApp testing Suspicious 

Link Detection‟ feature: This feature will alert users by 

putting a red label on links that it knows to lead to a fake 

or alternative website/news. Additionally, if a message 
has been forwarded from a device more than 25 times, the 

message could be blocked. [2] 

 
2.4 Outcome  
As previously said, many large organizations are striving 

to protect themselves against rumors, and the emphasis 
should be on real news and verifiable material. In the 

majority of cases, machine learning and natural language 
processing are employed in the extraction process. 

Classifiers, models, and analytical algorithms must all 

work together to authenticate news reports. 
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In this investigation, the authors will combine SVM with 

Nave Bayes as an existing best-fit approach. SVM is the best 
option for binary classification. 

 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

 

There is one main module p r o p o s e d  m o d e l 

 

Login Model Verifies the user before giving access to give 

their input and help to improve our model’s efficiency. The 
Model uses Logistic Regression and Ensemble Learners To 

evaluate the performance of algorithms, we used different 

metrics. Most of them are based on the confusion matrix. 

Confusion matrix is a tabular representation of a classification 
model performance on the test set, which consists of four 

parameters: true positive, false positive, true negative, and false 

negative.  
News Suggestion /Recommendation System  
News suggestion suggests recent news and suggests the news 

related to the news that the user has given for authentication. If 
the news is fake, then this news suggestion gives the related 

news on that topic. The news suggestion suggests the news 

based on keywords that you give in your news that you wish to 

authenticate.[4] 

 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1 Approach 

 

These are the 4 possible Because recognizing the category 

of news is difficult due to the multi-dimensional nature of 

fake news. It is a practical strategy that must include a 

variety of viewpoints in order to precisely address the 
problem. This is the reason the proposed strategy is a mix 

of Naïve Bayes classifier, Support Vector Machines, and 

semantic investigation. Rather than using computations 
that can't replicate subjective capacities, the proposed 

technique is entirely based on Artificial Intelligence 

approaches, which is essential to precise order between the 

real and the phoney. The three-part system combines 
Machine Learning calculations with controlled learning 

procedures and traditional language preparation strategies. 

 

4.1.1 Naive Bayes  
A Naive Bayes classifier is a supervised machine learning 

algorithm that uses Bayes‟ theorem. The variables that 
are used to generate the model are independent of each 
other. It is proven that this classifier itself provides pretty 

good results.[9] 

  
((|)= ( |) 

=1  
= (1| )× (2| )×… ×(|)  

The classification is conducted by deriving the maximum 

posterior, which is the maximal P(Ci|X) with the above 

assumption applying to the Bayes theorem. This 
assumption greatly reduces the computational cost by only 

counting the class distribution. Naive Bayes is a popular 

algorithm that is used to find the accuracy of the news 
whether it is real or fake using multinomial Naïve Bayes. 

Many algorithms focus on a common principle, so it is not 

the only algorithm for training such classifiers. To check 

if the news is fake or real naïve Bayes can be used. 
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4.1.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)  

SVM is a good algorithm to extract the binary class based 
on the data given to the model. In the proposed model, the 

work is to classify the article into two categories either 
true or false. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a 

supervised machine learning algorithm that can be used 
for both regression and  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1 Use of Naïve Bayes Classifier 

 

classification purposes. It is based on the idea of 
finding the hyper-plane that best divides the dataset 

into two classes. Hyper-planes are decision boundaries 
that help the machine learning model classify the data 

or data points. How the classification of the data 

 
point is done using hyper-planes can be seen in figure 

4.2 depicted below:[11][12] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.2Depiction of hyper-plane dividing the 
dataset into two classes 

 

Also, the benefits of utilizing the SVM strategy are 

that it will in general be exceptionally precise and 

performs incredibly well on datasets that are semi-

structured structured. Moreover, this method is truly 

adaptable since it tends to be utilized to arrange or 

even decide numbers. Likewise, support vector 

machines can deal with high dimensional spaces and 

will in general be memory proficient.[18] 

 

 

4.2 System Architecture  
The Below Fig shows the algorithm which will be implemented to get the authenticity of news.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.3 Flow Diagram – Classifier  
Training 

 
 
 
 

 

4 
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Fig 4.4 Flow chart – Proposed Model 
 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 

The four current techniques are examined for implementation purposes. When the accuracy of the four models discussed 
above are compared to the proposed model, the accuracy among the top 200 results is obtained in table 1. The 

demonstration is done using python programming following results are achieved. NLP basically means is the ability of a 
computer program to understand human language as it is spoken and written -- referred to as natural language. It is a 
component of artificial intelligence.  
In deep learning, a convolutional neural network(CNN) is a class of artificial neural network, most commonly applied to 
analyze visual imagery 

 

Table 1 Result Comparison 

Article Accuracy Implementation Method 
   

R. V. L, C. Yimin, and C. N. J (2016) 76% NLP 
   

M. Granik and V. Mesyura (2017) 74% Naive Bayes 
   

Y. Seo, D. Seo, and C. S. Jeong (2018) 86.65% CNN 
   

Jain A., Khatter H., Shakya A. (2019) 93.50% Naive Bayes, SVM 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 
Finding the veracity of news that is available on the 

internet is critical. The components for spotting fake news 

are described in the study. A realization that not all bogus 
news will spread via web-based social media. Currently, 

to test out the proposed method of Naïve Bayes classifier, 

SVM, are used. In the future, an algorithm that uses 
hybrid ways to achieve the same goal may yield superior 

results. Based on the models used, the described system 

detects bogus news. It also supplied some suggested news 

on the subject, which is quite helpful to any user. In the 
future, the prototype's efficiency and accuracy can be 

improved to a certain extent, as well as the suggested 

model's user interface. 

 
Through this project, we will deliver a web application 

that will act as a guidance system to users which provides 
quick news and caters to all the needs of it. Our user-

friendly and handy web app interface will further enhance 

the user search experience by realigning the system-
centric to users' interests and requirements. 
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Abstract—This Use of Clickbait in the social media platforms 

have increased and they are increasing day by day. Clickbaits are 

the articles and the headlines that exaggerate the facts and their 

main motive is to make the user “click” it. This links will go to 

miss leading websites which creates a nuisance on the internet. In 

social media clickbaits are very commonly used and Detection of 

Clickbait is a very cruicial process . This paper, proposes a 

method using the Convolution Neural Network (CNN ) for 

detecting the clickbaits on the social media platforms. This 

method focuses on the textual features considering the word 

sequence information and learning word meanings from whole 

dataset. We create Corpus using different social media platform 

and use deep learning method instead of going other various 

processes. This method achieves the high accuracy in the 

identification of clickbaits. 

 

Keywords—clickbait detection, Convolution Neural 

networks,deep learning. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A popular trend in the online social media today is the 

prevalence of clickbait, which is nothing but online content of 

misleading nature, with the sole aim of attracting many 

viewers attention and urging them to visit their web page. 

Clickbaits are characterized by poor content with little 

valuable data and the agencies which deploying them are 

heavily dependent on revenue by ad-streams. Therefore, they 

create eye catching 

 
 
 

 
titles which urge users into clicking them, thereby 

generating revenue. [1] These are some examples of the 
clickbait that might appear on the social media platforms: 

 
 

➢ “Burger Kings Admits To Using Horse Meat In 

Burgers, Whoopers”[11] 

 

➢ “ I Thought "English" Was Funny -- But Indian 

Misspellings Are SO Much Funnier.”[12] 

 

➢ “The future of Starbucks is Slower and more 

Expensive, See Why?!’’[13] 

 

 

As you can see from the above titles, the articles are very 

eye catching to attract the users to click them. But however 

upon clicking them it leads to some misleading website where 

you get only little valuabe cotent. The amount of clickbait in 

the social media platforms have increased significantly in the 

last few years and it has lead to such extent that now some 

news publishers also use this technique. Even though research 

in the field of clickbait detection is still in an early phase, a lot 

of attention has come towards clickbait. Because of the 

increase in the wide spread of the clickbaits in social media 

and news a backlash has been started on the social media 

platforms. 

 

Recently various machine learning and deep learning 

approaches have achieved great performances for detection of 

the cickbaits. Frameworks such as Random Forest (RF), Long 
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Short Term Memory (LSTM), Logistic Regression (LR), are 
capable of finding useful features depending on the end task. 
 

So in contrast to this, the proposed method uses the 
Convolutuion Neural Network based on deep learning 

approach for click bait detection. In particular the use of 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is to represent the 

articles as fixed size, continuous and real valued vectors as the 
input to classifier. To begin with CNN the convolution filters 

are used to extract the useful textual features and n-gram 

features and a max pooling layer which is used to select the 
most important and informative feature from the whole. This 

approach provides more accuracy in the identification of 

clickbaits. 
 

The Related work is discussed in section II. In section III 
Proposed Method. Dataset & its Features in section IV. Finally 
in section V the details of Experimental Results and Analysis 
is compared. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

The rationale why clickbait works is widely attributed to 

teaser messages opening a so-called “curiosity gap,” 

increasing the likelihood of readers to click the target link to 

satisfy their curiosity.[2]. The Classification of the titles into 

clickbait and non-clickbait articles has been done previously 

by many other machine learning approaches like, Random 

Forest(RF) [2][5], Support Vector Machine(SVM) [5], Long-

Short Term Memory (LSTM), etc. Researchers mainly focuses 

on the data collected from the news websites but very few 

have done with the social media sites. This paper focuses on 

the textual features of the articles from the data collected in 
the corpus.  

persons in the tweet, emotional polarity, stop-words number, 
simple words number and punctuation number. Page features 
are the features of the data on the web page that tweet links to, 
including the page’s readability, the content length, n-grams 
and other content-related features. 
 

Chakraborty et al.[5] compared the differences between 
clickbait and normal articles in various views. Four different 
types of features are used in their research: sentence structure 
features, n-grams, special words and POS features. 
 

In contrast, this proposed method mainly focuses on the 
textual and linguistic features of the articles such as n-gram 
features. For baseline we use TF-IDF (Term frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency). Other content based features 
such as presence of quotes, exclamations, questions are taken 
into consideration. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The main difference between clickbait and normal 
headlines is the textual characteristics of the headline. It can 
be questioning, exaggerating, wondering, exclamatory,etc. 
Therefore, different features of the articles are taken into 
consideration in this model. This proposed method is useful 
for automatically inducing useful fearures for the end task. 
 
As shown in the fig.1 the proposed system consists of 3 main 
sections followed by (1) collecting the data corpus (2) word 
embedding of the text data into vectors which goes as an input 
to the CNN model. 
 
As seen in the a fig.(1),it shows the flow of the system from 

left 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.(1) Proposed System Architecture 

 

Wang et al.[3] represented the similarity between a 

headline and the content by the similarity between the 

headline and the core sentence of the article. They also 

proposed a method for extracting the core sentence from the 

article. Some other methods like calculating semantic 

similarity between sentences can also be adapted into 

clickbait-detection tasks. 
 

Potthast et al [4] proposed a model detecting clickbait on 
Twitter. Three different machine learning algorithms are used 
in their work. The algorithms include logistic regression, naive 
Bayesian and random forests. Three types of features are used 
in their research, including text features, page features and 
tweeter features. Around 203 text features in their work, 
including the tweetter tags provided by authors, the mentioned 

 
to rght. In the Training section the collection of the dataset is 
done and Preprocessing of the data before making a corpus. 
The data collected is a mixture of Random Clickbait and Non-
clickbait articles from the different social media sites. Unlike  
[2] who only utilized the data from a single source, we 
collected data from the multiple sources. 
 

 

A.  Word Embedding 
 

The word Embedding Layer learns the word matrix. 
Whatever the word articles which are used for the input to the 
CNN is to be converted into vectors as a its input for 
classification. Words are represented as Dense, continued and 
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real valued vectors, which is also knows as word vectors [6]. 
In this proposed system we use pre-trained Word2vec model 
for the classification. 

 

B.  Convolution Filters 
 

The next layer is the Convolution filter which learns the 
different features from the embedded word matrix. 
Convolution filters are also called as kernels. Each kernel gets 
the weight W as input from the word matrix. It will also have 
a bias b. Features f of the word matrix are taken into 
consideration for the classification of the output. The output of 
the CNN is in the form of new vector representation of the 
input. So the final equation of this can be defined as 
 

Y = wf + b ...(1) 
 

 

C.  Max Pooling 
 

The outputs of the convolution layers are passed through 
the MaxPooling Layer. It is a fully connected linear layer. The 
main approach of this layer is to combine the data as a whole 
and find out the maximum values, the most important feature 
from the obtained data. 
 

 

D. SoftMax Function 
 

The final layer is a fully connected layer, which takes all 

the outputs of the max-pooling layer as input and utilizes a 

dropout [7] mechanism. It is essentially a regularization 
method which is used to prevent over-fitting while training the 

data. The output of the softmax function is limited to (0,1) 
which indicates that the possibility of the corresponding article 

is a clickbait or non-clickbait. 
 

IV. DATASET AND FEATURES 
 

Since the dataset is not directly available, an own dataset 
has been made which includes over 20000 of clickbait and non 
clickbait articles. Some of the data is also provided by 
http://www.clickbaitchallenge.org/, [9] giving us a sufficient 
amount of data to include in our corpus. 
 

Data  is  extracted  from  various  social  media  sites  viz. 
facebook, reddit, twitter, buzzfeed, scoopwhoop, etc. 
 

Different baseline features and TF-IDF features are 
considered. Mostly textual and linguistic features of the 
articles are considered for the process. TF-IDF shows the 
importance of a word and gives a term frequency showing 
how many time it appears. Different Features of the articles 
has their own different meanings. 

 

GloVe Vectors 
 
Basically, GloVe Vectors are the representations of the words 
in vector. It is a well known model that learns from the co-
occurrence of the information i.e how likely they appear 

together in a text corpus and how many times they are 
repeated in the same. It is also called as Global Vectors. 

V. DEEP LEARNING MODELS 
 
A. Convolution Neural Network 
 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are known to 
have good performance on data with high locality, when 
words get more care weight about the features surrounding 
them. For our classification problem, we are trying to get high 
position in text given their short length and their tendency to 
focus on cyberbullying. We used CNNs that received input 
text in the form of sequences of integer representations of 
stemmed unigrams.[9] 
 

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been applied 

to various domains and have improved machine-learning 

performance significantly in the last six years. In the nature 

language processing (NLP) area, Word2Vec is the most 

popular model to produce word embedding, which can 

discover  
semantic information of words. Based on that, CNN uses 

kernels with different sizes to find various features from the 

input text. These features are automatically detected and are 
used to train a neural network for the next corresponding task. 

Thus, CNN understands the input text from different 

perspectives, and it can be applied to various nature language 

processing tasks.[9] For example, CNNs are applied to part-

of-speech recognition, named entity recognition , relation 

extraction , event extraction and sentence similarity 

calculation  
. Agrawal [1] shows the performance of using CNN to detect 
clickbait. However, there is no optimized CNN model for 
clickbait detection until now.[9] 
 

Our character processing included the conversion of 
emojis into word representations, and the removal of non-
Latin characters. We also removed frequently occurring url 
components (e.g., names of popular websites), metadata 
encoded in the main body-text (e.g., ‘RT: ’), and a variety of 
social media platform-specific features. Hashtags and @-
mentions were reduced.[9] 
 

 

B. Technology used 
 

1) Hardware Rquirements:  
• Intel Processor IV and above  
• 2 GB RAM  
• 160 GB Hard Disk  

2) Softwares:  
• Visual Studio Code  
• Python 3.6.3 

 

VI. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 

For the Evaluation matrics we will be using the common 
Recall, precision, F1-score and Accuracy metrics. We also 

consider ROC-AUC which calculates the Area under the 
Curve comparing the probability of precision and Recall  

All of the Results will be presented in Graphical Format 
with Bar Graphs as well as in tabular format  

The results will also show a comparative analysis with 
other machine learning approaches like SVM, Random Forest, 
LSTM. 

http://www.clickbaitchallenge.org/
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VII. CONCLUSION 

 
The nuisance of the Clickbait is increasing day by day in 

social media. To restrain such thing, we proposed a Neural 
Network Model to determine how ‘clickbaity’ an article can 

be. In our proposed system CNN algorithm is used as and 
Comparative result analysis is done ased on different features 

of the headlines. We belive that some modifications to our 
model can improve the system performance.  

We developed a deep learning model with CNN which 

gives a strong classification of the articles into Clickbait and 
Non-Clickbait. We aim to make this model publicly available 
on the social media platforms. 
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Abstract— Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a disastrous 

growing interstitial lung disease (ILD) and it does not have any 

cause or cure. Once Pulmonary fibrosis harms the lungs, it cannot 
be cured entirely. But still it's early recognition and proper 
treatment can control the disease. It causes scarring within the 

lungs over time. As an effect, people face breathing difficulty and 
can cause shortness of breath even at rest. Genetic studies raise 

hope for help in identifying patients with idiopathic pulmonary 
fibrosis (IPF) at an early age. Recent researches utilizing chest 
computed tomograms (CTs) in smokers and in the general public 

which have illustrated that imaging deformities indicative of an 
initial stage of pulmonary fibrosis are not unexpected and are 

correlated with respiratory symptoms, physical examination 
abnormalities, and physiologic decrements expected, but are not so 
much critical than those noted in patients with IPF. Recent 

researches have also illustrated the robust and cloneable 
correlation between a common MUC5B promoter polymorphism 

and pulmonary fibrosis in the presence of irregular imaging 
findings in the common people. In this paper proposes a model, 
which is trained on OSIC dataset and will help to find the 

progression in this deadly Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. 

 
Keywords - Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IDF), Interstitial 
Lung  Disease  (ILD),  Multiple  Quantile  Regression,  Ridge 

Regression, Elastic Net Regression, Convolutional  Neural 

Network (CNN) 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Pulmonary Fibrosis is a very severe and dangerous disease 

which doesn’t have any medication or cure. So curing this 

disease is very difficult[1]. This disease causes damage to the 
tissue present in our lungs..This disease makes the lung tissues 

thick and hard which in turn causes difficulty in breathing. As 

and when the disease grows, the lung tissue condition 
becomes worse. The worst part is, the development of this 

disease is different for different patients[1]. So, there is no 

such defined development of this disease at certain stages. 

That is why, for some of the patients of Pulmonary Fibrosis, 
the stages can develop slowly while for others it can grow at a 

very rapid pace. Nevertheless the pace of development of the 

stages, the number of stages and their names are fixed[3]. 
They are mild, moderate, severe and very severe.  

In order to diagnose an individual for this disease, a doctor has 

to do a lot of checkups such as the capacity of the lungs, Oxygen 

level of that person, CT scan images of the lungs and a lot 

more[5]. If disease is diagnosed at a very early stage, there are 

chances for the patient to completely recover from this disease. 

But if the results are predicted late, then even if it is diagnosed, it 

cannot predict the speed of development of the four stages and 

conditions of the lung tissues[1]. So even the doctors can give 

proper medications to such patients. A recent study shows that 13 

to 21 people out of 100000 people suffer from Pulmonary 

Fibrosis disease[2]. Take look at data from the 

 
United States, there are around 30000 to 40000 people who 

are suffering from the dangerous disease [2]. So in order to 
predict the progression of these diseases, this paper proposes 

have decided to make a model using Machine Learning 
algorithms and a neural network which can predict how the 

disease may progress in an individual patient.  
For training and testing the model a good dataset is needed. 

In this paper the OSIC dataset i.e Open Source Imaging 

Consortium dataset from the kaggle[3]. This is a tabular 
dataset which contains 2270 records and 7 columns. The 

columns are Age, FVC, Gender, Patients, Smoking Status and 

Patients names. Along with the tabular data set, proposed 
model are also using the image data to train the model[3]. The 

model are using 176 CT scan images of the lungs which have 

damaged tissues because of this disease. The CT scan images 

contain the images of the lung conditions right from early 
stage to the very severe stage. Here is the image of the image 

dataset which shows uniformity as well as the diversity[3].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 1. Uniformity in data set.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              Fig 2. Diversity in dataset  
There are also some characteristics in the tabular dataset 
which are shown below. 
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Fig 3. Distribution of Smoking status 

 

For training the model, proposed model have used the ridge 
regression as well as the effnet CNN. The CNN model will 

help us predict disease for image data and the ridge regression 
will help to predict the disease for tabular data input. By using 

these two algorithms, the accuracy of the model will increase 
and it will be more accurate than the current model. This 

research paper will also be able to predict the progression of 
the disease using the model. 

 
Fig. 1 and Fig 2. Gives a glimpse on the dataset, latter being 

representative of diversity and other representing uniformity. 
They are the CT scan slices used for training the dataset on. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

M. L. K., Zhou, et al. [1] In this paper the author has said that 
the initial knowledge suggests that the progression of upset 

pneumonic pathology is related to the presence of bound 

organisms inside the staphylococci and eubacterium genera. 
more analyses are needed to spot a particular bacteria and to 

substantiate that this can be a mixture of the cause. The role of 

the respiratory organ microbiome within the pathologic 

process of upset pneumonic pathology is unknown. We tend 
to investigate whether or not different microbic signatures 

were related to the progression of upset pneumonic pathology. 

 
Ley et al. [2] here author adds that Clinical information is 

commonly used to diagnose and predict mortality in patients 
with IPF, which includes indications for the progression of the 

disease, to predict the risk of further physical and functional 
illnesses in the future. The genetic and genetic markers that 

enhance the prognosis for normal stages of disease 
progression in IPF are much needed. This is in contrast to 

hospitalization with respiratory and mortality. 

 
Salisbury et al. [3] In this journal, authors are evaluating the 

software's ability to multiply variable components to accurately 

detect interstitial detection on a computed tomography scan in 

patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. The multifactorial 

measurement of the fibrosis level is similar to that of a radiologist 

and is associated with an increased risk of progression (> 10% 

decrease in FVC), hospitalization, or death in patients with 

idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Patients with 10% or more of the 

total lung volume affected by fibrosis initially have a much worse 

survival rate of 60 weeks excluding events compared to those less 

than 10%. 

Kolb & Collard. [4] here the author states that Idiopathic 

pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is traditionally classified by terms such 

as “mild”, “severe”, “early” and “advanced” based on tests of 

lung function. This approach allows doctors to monitor the 

progress of the disease and to advise patients and their families. 

However, it is not known whether the components of this model 

reflect a biological or clinical phenotype and the therapeutic and 

prognostic value of this system is limited. New IPF platforms 

have recently been developed. The GAP model incorporates four 

fundamental variables that have been identified as predictors of 

outcome, as indicated by systematic regression. These factors are 

gender (G), age (A), and two variables of the lung science (P) 

(significant forced force and pulmonary carbon monoxide 

distribution). The clinical use and accuracy of stage models may 

be further enhanced in the future with the integration of variable 

parameters that can be measured over time, as well as biological 

data from biomarkers that may be able to accurately measure 

disease activity. The development of an evidence-based IPF 

platform model that builds on current IPF platform approaches is 

an important goal of improving IPF management. 

 
 

 

Kärkkäinen el at. [5] the author goes on to say that Idiopathic 

pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is progressive interstitial pneumonia 

with an unexpected course. This study aims to re-evaluate the 

group of patients with IPF by the 2011 IPF guidelines and 1) to 

identify groups of patients when they are classified according to 

their survival times and 2) to assess the Composite Physiologic 

Index ( CPI), Gender-Age-Physiology (GAP) index or clinical 

variables can predict death. Retrospective data were collected and 

patients were divided into smaller groups according to their 

observed life span. Differences in clinical variability, CPI and 

GAP levels, and comorbidities were investigated between small 

groups. Death predictions were obtained by analyzing the Cox 

risk proportional hazard. A total of 132 patients were included in 

the study. The course of the disease was rapid (≤ 2 years) at 

30.0%, median (2–5 years) at 28.0%, and slow (≥ 5 years) in 

29.0% of patients. Pulmonary function tests (PFT) and CPI 

initially strongly differentiated between the acute disease study 

group and those patients with longer survival times. However, the 

predictive accuracy of the investigated clinical variables was less 

than 0.80. Rates of patients with comorbidities did not differ 

between subgroups, but most patients with a rapid course of the 

disease were diagnosed with heart disease after an IPF diagnosis. 

Most patients with a rapid course of the disease were divided into 

GAP I and II phases, but all patients in GAP phase III had an 

acute course of the disease. The best various forecasting models 

include age, gender, and CPI. The GAP platform had a slightly 

better accuracy (0.67) than CPI (0.64) predicting 2-year 

mortality. Although patients with a rapid course of the disease 

may be initially classified according to the terms of PFT and CPI, 

the accuracy of predictors of any single clinical variability, as 

well as CPI and GAP, remained low. The GAP stage could not 

identify most patients with rapid disease progression. It is 

challenging to predict disease progression and death in IPF even 

risk models. 

In this paper[6] the authors have shown the comparison 
between various Machine learning models’ performance to 

analyse Pulmonary Progression. This type of prediction 
analysis, if used effectively in medical sectors, can help the 
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patients for analysing their lungs condition from Ct scan and 
the corresponding other information so that the treatment can 

be started as early as possible. Early treatment can improve 
the survival rate of a patient. Thus, ML can help Doctors to 

understand their prognosis in a better way when they are first 
diagnosed with IPF. Hence, machine learning algorithms are 

adding remarkable value to the  
healthcare industry along with the society aiming towards a 
healthy and normal social lifestyle. 

 
In this paper[7] the author went on to say that thirty-nine cases 

enlisted from January 1986 to July 2008 were examined. Out 

of those, 32 patients were included (Twenty-Three in 
Avicenne Hospital and Nine in Louis Pradel Hospital) and 7 

were excluded (Two with no  
HRCT scan, Four patients not meeting the ATS/ERS criteria 
for IPF and 1 with Sjogrën’s syndrome). The 32 patients with 

AIPF were set side by side with 64 matched controls with 
symmetrical IPF. Authors also concluded that AIPF might be 

related to locoregional factors including gastro-oesophageal 
reflux that may be responsible for both disease expansion and 

the occurrence of acute exacerbations. 

 

In this paper[8] the author goes on to say that Idiopathic 

pulmonary fibrosis is a swiftly progressive illness of unknown 
causes characterized by consecutive acute lung injury with 

successive scarring and end stage lung disease. Treatment at 

the moment remains largely supportive, with indication that 

patients’ satisfaction and survival may be improved by 
referring to centers specializing in the evaluation of interstitial 

lung diseases. Even though no drug therapy has clearly been 

identified to benefit patients with idiopathic pulmonary 
fibrosis. Also, many novel investigational agents promise for 

future study. Given the poor prognosis identical with 

idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, patients should be sent to 

regional centers of expertise for enrollment in therapeutic 
clinical trials  
or for lung transplantation. 

 
In this paper[9], 168 patients from the placebo group were 

under observation for evaluating interferon-γ1b. It was found, 
23% of patients needed hospitalization for a respiratory 

disorder and 21% of them died. Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 
was perhaps the leading cause of death in 89% of patients who 

had died, and probable acute clinical retrogression resulted in 
death in 47% of these patients. 

 

III.METHODOLOGY  
With the image, metadata, and baseline FVC as input, the task 
was to employ machine learning algorithms to create a 

forecast. It wasn't an easy task. It was difficult to model the 
relationship between CT scans and patient FVC values using 

typical Computer Vision algorithms due to the limited amount 
of data provided. 

 

i. Inputs and outputs of the model  
As previously stated, the input data consisted of dicom-
formatted chest CT scans that produced a 3D chest CT scan, 

as well as some other metadata fields that defined each patient 
in general. An example slices from one of the CT scans is 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4. Slice of a CT scan  
 
Here's an example of the patient's additional metadata fields 
(Fig. 5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 5. Slice of a tabular dataset. 

 
Each patient had an initial CT scan that linked to the first 
week in their metadata, as well as additional weeks that 
described how their FVC evolved over time. 

 
Only the first week's data, as well as the initial CT scan, were 
provided for each patient's test set. Not only was it necessary 

to anticipate the "FVC" values for the coming weeks, but it 
was also necessary to show the "Confidence" score for each 
projection. 

 

ii. Proposed Model  
The combination of two models, EfficientNet B5 and 

Quantile Regression Dense Neural Network, proved to be the 
most effective.  
Quantile Regression depended on tabular data manually, but 
EfficientNet employed CT scan slices in addition to tabular 
data.  
Because those two models were developed slightly 
differently, combining them was a solid option for getting a 
high score due to the diversity in their predictions. 

 
following steps were performed proposed model:  

• Both models were taught from the ground up. 
Chose 30 epochs for Effnet b5 and 600 epochs to 
train Quantile Regression. 

 
• Then conducted some feature filtering by 

eliminating the precomputed "Percent" feature, 
which made the predictions worse. 

 
• In terms of model mixing, just awarded the 

Quantile Regression model a higher score because 
it seemed more dependable. 

 

iii. Testing 
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Perform Label Encoding on tabular 

data’s non – numeric features. 
 
 

 

Resize Images to 512*512 resolution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Train Effnet B5 model on CT scan  
slices for 30 epochs on Kaggle GPU  
accelerator (NVIDIA TESLA P100) 

 
 

 

Load tabular data and perform data 
cleaning on it 
 
 
 

 
Feature filtering by removing ‘percentage’ 
column as it was precomputed. 
 
 

 

Train tabular data on multiple quantile 
regression. 

 

 

Simple model blending performed on Effnet  
CNN and Quantile regression models 

 
 
 

 

Get FVC score and confidence from 

sample Blended model 
 
 

Fig. 6 Proposed models flow diagram 

 
A  lot  of  different  things  were  tried,  but  they've  all  failed 

miserably on both LB and CV. 

Here are a few things considered: 

 
• Using methods from the public notebooks, calculated 

lung volume and passed it as a feature to both models 

 
• The CT scan augmentations did not work well; 

perhaps should have spent more time testing them. 
 

 

• On tabular data, in additional models, including 

XGBoost and Log Regressions. Because it was clear 
from the FVC that trees do not work in this 

environment, have avoided working with trees since 
the beginning. 

 

 
• Effnet CNN model was trained on Kaggle GPU 

accelerators (Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU), the time taken to 

train both the model was found out to be 20 minutes. 
 

 

IV. Results and discussion  
The values focused are aiming to predict using the proposed 

model is FVC value, which is interpreted as available lung 
capacity for a patient who’s diagnosed with Pulmonary 
fibrosis. This FVC value gives us a good idea about the 

progression of this ailment. The unit for FVC is in milli-litres. 

 
In addition, the use of statistical methods in medicine is 

recommended in the medical field as fully understand how 
they perform, and they behave as expected. The conclusion to 

avoid using overly complicated methods can be applied to the 
diagnosis and prognosis of other diseases as well.  
Accuracy of the proposed model is 94.1% which was higher  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 7 Sample output of proposed model 

 
than the previous 91.8% which is an improvement from the 
previous. 

 
Fig. 7 shows the sample output, which includes predicted 
FVC value and the confidence interval. 

 
Dropping the percentage column from the training dataset 

gave us better yield for accuracy. This observation was quite 
interesting and needs to be analysed further. One reason might 
be because this feature was computer prior to training. 
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One peculiar thing which observed is these spikes, one may 
get sometimes during the prediction. This might be because of 
some outlier and not some error in proposed model.  
This doesn’t affect the accuracy that much so it’s better to 
ignore it. It can be noise or miscalculated value which aroused 
during collection of this dataset.  
Fig. 8 shows comparison between ground truth and 1

st
 and 

third quartile intercept. The plotlines for them are quite close 
which tells us there is low variance in the result.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 8 Predicted result vs actual value 

 

V. Conclusion  
The best model for use turned out to be blending of both 
quantile regression on tabular data and using Effnet CNN on 

CT scan slices. Gave a higher score to the regression model 
because it resulted in higher accuracy. For evaluation, use data 

from the last 3 weeks on the patient and pass it to the 
proposed model. Along with predicting FVC values also gave 

confidence intervals.  
The accuracy of proposed model was 94.1%, which 
when compared to previous models (accuracy 91.8%) is 
an improvement. Table 1 shows the comparison between 

proposed model and the model which was previously 
available. 
 
 

 Accuracy Model 

Previous 91.8% Effnet CNN linear decay b1 
Model   

Proposed 94.1% Model ensembled on Effnet CNN 
model  linear decay b5 + Multiple quantile 

  regression  
Table 1 Comparison between previous and proposed model 
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Abstract— Detection of anomalies in the data termed as 

outliers is known to be an important concept in the field of data 
mining for effective clustering. An outlier is defined as an 

unclassified pattern that does not fall in any classified groups 

of data. It is a method that is used in many applications now a 

day, such as fraud detection, telecommunications, fault 

diagnosis in machines, and other data streams. Various 
clustering techniques can be used in determining outliers. The 

paper discusses the survey on different outlier detection 

methods, which can be classified on the basis of statistics, 

distance-based, density-based and much more. We discuss 
their motivations, advantages, disadvantages and recent 

researches based on this stream.  
  

Keywords—Outlier Detection, outlier types, classical 
outlier detection, spatial outlier detection  

  

  

 I.  INTRODUCTION  

With the tremendous increase in the size and 
complexity of the data streams used in various areas, the 
anomalies in these large data’s have also come into the 
picture. These anomalies/ unclassified objects are known as 
outliers. It is an important method in data pre-processing 
that brings data into classes based on some similarities and 
outliers are the data that does not belong to any of the 
classes. Various outlier detecting techniques have been 
developed over  years, and many types of research have 
been going in this area. For dealing with anomalies, 
clustering i.e defined as a process for grouping of data 
objects into a cluster or labeled class is used effectively. 
The clustering method is widely used over many areas such 
as Image processing, analysis of data etc. The process 
identification of outliers also can be implemented in various 
real-time applications such as in sensors, fraud credit card 
detection, finding defects in hardware’s, network intrusion 
detection, stock market analysis etc.  

Outliers can be present in any type of data so there may 
exist a wide variety of techniques in various fields like 
machine learning, data mining, digital image processing 
and other. Effective processing of data cannot be achieved 
in presence of outliers, so it is very important to remove 
these exceptions in order to enhance the performance of 
systems.  

Data Cleaning- is the process that is used for identifying and 
removing irregularities as a pre-processing step.  

  

 
  

Fig 1: steps in outlier detection  

  

The fig1 shows the basic steps that are followed in the 
process of outlier detection. Initially, the database is taken 
for pre-processing phase, and then the data is divided into 
modules to improve the performance. Then various detection 
approaches are applied to identify irregularities effectively 
and handle them to get correct and useful data.  

The final data can be viewed visually.  

  
The paper is presented in following manner-Ist Section gives 
the introduction about outliers, IInd Section defines its types, 
IIIrd Section gives a detailed view of various approaches 
used in finding outliers, Section IV represents the literature 
survey of the existing outlier detection algorithms and  
lastly, the conclusion is given in Section V.  

 II.  OUTLIERS AND ITS TYPES  

  

A. Defining Outliers  

Generally, Outlier is the term used for the objects that do 
not belong to any of the classes after an efficient processing 
of input data. They possess abnormal behavior. They evolve 
as a result of my execution or run-time errors. The fig2[1] 
below defines outliers in 2-dimensional space area. As seen, 
the data objects are grouped into three regions i.e. N1, N2, 
O3. Observations show that most of the data objects fall in 
the classes N1 and N2 and the points that do fall in any of 
the classes that are Out1, Out2 and points in O3 are termed 
as Outliers.  
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Fig 2: outlier in two-dimensional dataset  

  

  

B. Types of Outliers:  

  
a) POINT OUTLIERS[2]  

• An instance that is irregular with respect to rest 
of the data  

• Easiest form of outlier  

• With reference to fig2- out1,out2 are said as 
point outliers  

• Example-credit card fraud detection taking 
money spent as an attribute  

  

 
  

  
b) CONTEXTUAL OUTLIERS  

• Data  instance  irregular  with 
 respect  to context[3]  

• Also known as conditional because they rely on 
conditions on context  

• Instances explained using following attributes:  

1. Contextual: related with finding the context of 
that particular instance, the example is time- 
related data, where time is the context that 
defines the position of the instance in the entire 

sequence and in spatial data-longitude and 
latitude are the attributes.  

2. Behavioral: related to non-contextual 
parameters of that instance.  

  
  

c) COLLECTIVE OUTLIERS[4]  

• Data subset deviates from whole data  

• Inconsistent data object  

• Individual data objects may not always be said 
as an outlier  

  
  
  
  
   

Black objects form collective 

outlier  

  
  

d) GLOBAL OUTLIERS:  

1. Object that deviates from rest of data  

2. Simple type anomalies  

3. Also referred as point anomalies  

4. Mostly these type o outliers are identified by the 
detection methods  

  

  
III. VARIOUS APPROACHES USED IN FINDING OUTLIERS  

 Methods are discussed below:   
A. Statistical distribution-based Outlier detection:  

This is one of the oldest techniques[5] that are used in 
determining anomalies, from a given dataset. Vast no of 
distributions are known like Gaussian in which 
implementation is done on basis of statistical distribution [µ, 
SD], outliers are the point with low probability. The 
drawback would be working with the single parameter and 
good knowledge of distribution. Most of these work in 2D 
space, however increasing space results in complexity.  

  

B. Distance-based Outlier detection:  

This approach overcomes the major drawback of the 
statistical method. The distance between the objects is the 
major parameter for determining the outliers. The points are 
selected and checked using method[6]and the observations 
can be normal or not depending upon whether it is near or  

  distributions 

are known  
used    

Depth- 

based[15]  
-Searching 
performed on 
borders  of  
data space  

-No  fixed  
data 

distribution -

efficient  

-limited  to  
labeling  

Statistical data  

N2   
O3   

Out2   

N1   
Out1   
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far away from neighboring points. However, nowadays the  

methods for detection of irregularities is defined by Austin et 
al[7].  

  

C. Deviation-based Outlier detection (imp  

In this method, outliers are identified as the points that 
deviate from the basic features of the given dataset. Thus, 
eliminating anomalies reduces variance. The method is 
concerned with an ordered pattern in[8]to find deviations. 
Jagadish et al[8] proposed a histogram based approach but has 
one limitation of not being able to work with streaming data. 
Kaur)  

  

D. Density-based approach  

This technique is defined based on differences in densities 
between local points. It is determined using LOF (Local Outlier 
Factor) parameter. Density-based approach uses density 
distribution of objects. This method checks how an object gets 
isolated from rest of the data based on local outlier if high value 
termed as outliers and rest is data set. The high local outlier filter 
depicts the high probability of being outlier[9].  

  

E. Space-based approach:  

In this method, we use Euclidean distance to find neighbors 
by using the method defined by Kou et al. which uses parameters 
such as the center of distance and bottom length weighed while 
comparing with rest non-spatial parameters[10]. Adam et al.[11] 
and Liu et al.[12] Proposed methods considering both spatial and 
semantic attributes for detecting outliers irregularly distributed.  

  

F. Graph-based approach:  

In this technique, spatial neighbors are identified based on 
graphical connectives. This approach uses graphical connectivity 
for spatial neighbors; a technique proposed by Yufeng Kou et al. 
that specify graphs using KNN in this domain and continuously 
separates edges with high weights or regions that have 
dissimilarity with rest of the data. This method exhibits 
followings advantages[13]:  

• Detecting outliers with accuracy  Table 1: Classic Outlier 

detection techniques  

  

• Efficient in finding outliers  

  B. Spatial Outlier Detection:  

  
 IV.  LITERATURE SURVEY  

  

A. Classic Outlier Detection Techniques:  

  

  

    noisy data.  

Table 2: Spatial outlier detection techniques  

  

Distance- 

based 

approach[16]  

-local 
approach  
-variations in 

resolutions 

are 

automatic. -

linear runtime  

-can be costly 
when mining  
large data  
-difficult 

 to find 

data with dense 

neighborhood  

Depends on 

distance of  
individual 

points  

Deviation- 
based 
approach[5]  
6280  

-works  for 

any  data 

type. -

heuristics 

methods can 

be used. -

Very easy to 

define outlier.  

-defining 
outmost 

 point  
difficult  

Large datasets  

Density-based 

approach[17]  
-specification 
of clusters in 
advance is 
not required.  
-noisy data  
-robust  

-Identify 
irregularly 
shaped clusters -
identify clusters 
  with 

points that may  
lie  in 
 other 

clusters.  
-cannot work  
when  large 

differences 

 in 

densities.  

Used  for  
local 

neighbors of 

data points  

Space- 

based[18]  
-Easy implementation.  
-Euclidean distance -

specifying clusters in 

adance  is  not 

important.  

-Complex structure  
-does not work 

effeciently with real- 

time dta.  

Graph- 

based[19]  
-implementation  is 

simple.  
-good  visualization 

capability.  

  

-Specifying clusters is 

not important.  

-high complexity in 
some cases.  
-slower  
-Once the point for 
merging or spiltting is 
decided in a process, it 
cannot be altered. -not 
much efficient  
-cannot work with  

Technique  Advantages  Disadvantages  Applications  

Statistical  
Approach[14]  

-Global 
method -
Various 
testing 
methods  
-many  data  

-work with one 
attribute only -
less flexible  
-curse of 

dimensionality 

-statistical data  

Statistical 

data,  
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 V.  CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we have discussed that detecting anomalies 
in the data known as outliers is known to be an important 
concept in the field of data mining for effective clustering in 
a well-structured manner. With this exercise, we were able 
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to attain a better understanding of various diversions of 
techniques used in outlier analysis and wide-spectrum of 
applications.  
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 Abstract— Data Mining methods have become an integral 

process for extracting information and representing data from 

large data-sets. Clustering is one such process where data is 

grouped together based on the similarity that depends on various 

parameters. In recent times, clustering has gained wide attention 

of researches due to its ability of discovering important 

knowledge from a given data-set be it huge or small.  The division 

of clusters with different objectives requires more precise and 

accurate methods to be chosen. These objectives may vary from 

minimizing inter cluster distances to computing large amount of 

data efficiently. In this paper, various clustering methods have 

been discussed and various techniques that lie under each one of 

them. A comprehensive comparison of all the methodologies is 

also done to get a concise overview of all the clustering 

techniques.    

Keywords— Clustering, partitional, hierarchical, grid-based, 

density-based, model-based clustering, Soft-computing 

clustering.   

I. INTRODUCTION   

The popularity of data mining started notably in the 1990’s 

allowing organizations to mine the huge data in retail companies 

and financial community. The evaluation of data mining 

applications started with text mining, image mining and graph 

mining extending to clustering these days. With the advances in 

storage technology and growth in internet applications, data 

analysis and data classification has become the need of every 

technology. The natural grouping of such huge data to discover 

whether the data of particular type falls in different groups by 

making quantitative comparisons and computations is 

important. Clustering [1] can be defined as a unsupervised 

learning where we are not provided with classes but a partition 

is to be made on the basis of properties that the objects show 

and thus form clusters. Practically, a cluster is a subjective entity 

that varies according to the person’s interpretations and 

observations with respect to the domain knowledge. For high-

dimensional data we require automatic algorithms which are 

best suitable for the type of data one is working on. To deal with 

the number of clusters in the given data, thousands of clustering 

algorithms have been published and that continue to appear [2]. 

The analysis of multivariate data is the requirement of many   

  

  

  
 

 

disciplines of computers and that’s where the need of cluster  

analysis arises.  

The three main purposes of data clustering are stated below.  

• Classification: to figure out the similar 

characteristics of a given set of data  

• Compression: to organize the data and summarize 

the properties of given clusters.  

• Forming structure: to get an overview of data, 

generate algorithms, detect anomalies and identify 

the features  

    

The development of clustering methodology has a wide 

range of interdisciplinary researchers. Computer scientists, 

mathematicians, biologists, social scientists, medical 

researchers, psychologists, taxonomists, engineers and others 

who process and collect data have all contributed to clustering 

methodology.  

 

II. THE CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS  

The categorization of Clustering is done as: Partitional 

Clustering, Hierarchical Clustering, Model-based Clustering, 

Density-based Clustering, Grid-based Clustering and 

Softcomputing Clustering are some of the methods that are 

described in this section.  

  
A.  Partitional Clustering  

Partitional clustering, as the name suggests creates initial 

separations within the group of objects. The objects are moved 

from one group to another using the relocation technique. 

Minimizing the total square-error is the goal that is to be 

achieved. So the basic concept that this technique follows is to 

discover the groupings in the data by optimizing a specific 

objective function and then improving the quality of partitions 

iteratively [3]. Total square-error is given by the mathematical 

function where n is the number of objects into a set K clusters 

so that the sum of squared distances is minimized; ck  is the 

centroid of cluster [4].  

TSE(C) = ∑ ∑ ║xi - ck║2   

K-means, K-medoid, CLARA (Clustering for Large  

Applications), FCM (Fuzzy C-mean Clustering), CLARANS 
(Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomized 

Search) are commonly used methods which fall under this 

clustering.   
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K-means: This follows the simplest and core rule of clustering 

that is dividing the clusters into groups and finding its centroids. 

Each object in the cluster is to be assigned to a cluster that has 

a closest centroid. When all objects have been assigned, the 

position of k centroids is recalculated. The steps are to be 

repeated until the centroids does not move. This provides us 

with a separation of the objects into clusters from which the 

metric is to be minimized and can be calculated [5].  

K-medoid /PAM: PAM follows the k-medoids algorithm. 

Kmedoid method calculates the  medoids  instead of the mean. 

A medoid can be defined as an object of the cluster which shows 

minimum dissimilarity with all other objects. This technique is 

best for small set of data rather than large data [6].  

CLARA: This is an extension of k-medoids method [7]. The 

representation of data is done by a small portion of data and 

ignores the huge set of data which can be more than several 

thousand observations. An optimal set of medoids are generated 

from the sample. Average dissimilarity between every object in 

the entire data set and the medoid of its cluster is measured and 

this function is called the cost function. Minimization of the 

sampling bias with minimal cost is the final resultant [8].   

FCM: Fuzzy c-means [9] algorithm is the extension of k-means 

clustering method in fuzzy set domain and has become the most 

widely used one among its category. Its application goes widely 

from image recognition, pattern recognition to wireless 

networks, sensors and many more. The only disadvantage of 

this method is its sensitivity to noise and outliers however, it 

performs better in case of most of the issues in clustering 

process [10].  

CLARANS: Clustering Large Applications based upon 

Randomized Search is a medoid-based algorithm. In 

CLARANS, k-medoids are calculated from n objects by 

searching through graphs. A set of k objects are selected as 

medoids in a graph. And with each iteration CLARANS selects 

a set of randomly chosen nodes. The neighbor node can be 

chosen if it has better medoids. This process is repeated to find 

a better solution [11].  Table 1 shows the values for various 

partitional clustering algorithms.  

  

Table.1- Various partitional algorithms  

  

Algorithm  Data Type  Time 

Complexity  

Dataset 

Size  

K-means  Numerical  O(n k d)  Large  

K-medoid  Categorical  O(n2dt)  Small  

CLARA  Numerical  O(k(40+k)2+ 

K(n-k))  

Large  

FCM  Numerical  O(n)  Large  

CLARANS  Numerical  O(kn2)  Large  

  

B. Hierarchical Clustering  

  

Hierarchical clustering gives a detailed insight of each 

step of converging different clusters made and creating 

various dendogram which helps to figure out which 

combinations are useful and where to terminate the process 

[12]. The clusters created have a predetermined ordering 

from top to bottom or bottom to top. The data available is not 

partitioned in a single step instead a lot many sequential steps 

are to be followed to cover all objects in the cluster. 

Hierarchical clustering is done by two techniques 

agglomerative and divisive [13].   

  

Divisive Method   

In divisive method, objects are partitioned into finer 

groupings. First we find out a simplified splitting procedure 

for division of clusters in sub clusters. This procedure is 

applied recursively until each sub cluster is in its own 

singleton cluster. This method follows the reverse process of 

that followed in agglomerative method.  

  

  

  

Agglomerative method  

  

In this method, firstly the objects are assigned to its own 

cluster. Secondly, we evaluate the similarity (eg. distance) 

among the clusters and then fuse the clusters showing 

maximum similarity. Finally, these steps are repeated until we 

are left with a single cluster.   

  

The distance among various clusters is measured using four 

linkage methods.   

Notationally,  

• X1,X2,…,Xk = Cluster 1 observations  

• Y1,Y2,…,Yl  =  Cluster 2 observations  

• d(x,y) = distance between an object with observation 

vector x and with vector y .  

a) Linkage Method d12  between Clusters 1 and 2  

  

Table.2 - Types of Linkages in Agglomerative clustering  

  

Linkage  Distance   Description  

Single 

Linkage  

d12 = mini,j d(Xi , Yj)  The minimum 

distance between 

elements of each 

cluster.  

Centroid 

Method  

   d12 = d (x , y)  This involves 

finding the mean 

vector location for 

each of the clusters 

and taking the 

distance between 

these two centroids.  

Average 

Linkage  

dj=1 d(Xi 

,Yj)  
𝑘𝑙 

The mean distance 

between elements of 

each cluster.  

Complet 

e  

Linkage  

d12 = maxi,j d(Xi , Yj)  The maximum  

distance between 

elements of each 

cluster.  

  

C. Density-based Clustering  
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Density- based Clustering aims at easing the discovery of 

arbitrary clusters. The main idea of this approach is to find 

regions of low-density and high-density that is being separated 

from each other with respect to objects with low density regions 

and with dense regions. The division of highdimensional cluster 

space is done using density-based grid units. Cluster center is 

defined by units containing high density and low-density units 

form the boundaries [14].     

DBSCAN, OPTICS, DENCLUE are some of the common 

density based clustering techniques which will be discussed 

below.  

  

Density-based Spatial Clustering of application With Noise  

(DBSCAN)  

  

   DBSCAN [15] discovers objects with high density regions 

and connects them with the corresponding clusters 

densitybased notions to define clusters. There is no advance 

knowledge about the number of clusters and objects with noise 

are also taken into consideration however any variation in 

density makes it difficult to detect noise points. Handling 

noise and ability to discover clusters of arbitrary shape is the 

major feature of this technique.   

  

 Ordering Points to identify the Clustering Structure   

 (OPTICS)  

OPTICS technique prefers high density clusters and  provides 

output in a particular order. This ordering is equivalent to 

density-based clustering identifying the implicit clusters in a 

given data set. High time complexity and less efficiency with 

huge data acts as  an  disadvantage for this approach [16] [24].    

  

DENsity-based CLUstering   (DENCLUE)  

DENCLUE works with density functions and radius is the 

primary input requirement of this technique. The major 

feature of this technique is working with erroneous data and 

faster processing as compared to DBSCAN [17]. Table 3 

shows the various required parameters for density-based 

clustering.   

  

  

Table.3 - Parameters for different Density-based algorithms.  

  

Algorithm  Data Type  Density  Input 

Requirement  

DBSCAN  Spatial data 

with noise  

No  Cluster Radius,  

Minimum number  

of objects  

OPTICS  Spatial data 

with varied 

density  

Yes  Density  

threshold  

DENCLUE  Spatial data 

with varied 

density  

Yes  Radius  

  

  

D. Grid-based Clustering  

  

In grid-based clustering, operations are performed on cells 

rather than data points. What adds variation to this method is 

its functioning on the segmented data space and 

nonconsideration of the original data objects. A grid structure 

is formed and the clustering is performed on these grids. The 

processing time is directly proportional to the size of grids 

[18].  

 

 

The main feature of this method is its high computational 

efficiency. CLIQUE (Clustering in Quest), MAFIA (Merging of 

Adaptive Intervals Approach to Spatial Data Mining),  

STING (Statistical Information Grid Approach to spatial Data  

Mining), WAVE CLUSTER, O CLUSTER (Orthogonal  

Partitioning Clustering), ASGC (Axis Shifted Grid Clustering 

Algorithm) are some of the most common Grid-based 

Clustering [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]. A basic comparison of all 

these methods is given below.  

  

 

 

 

 

Table.4 - Parameters for different Grid-based algorithms.  

  

Algorithm  Data 

Type  

Complexity  Input 

Requirements  

WAVE 

CLUSTER  

Numerical  O(n)  Wavelets  

ASGC  Spatial  O(md)+O(n)  Objects in 

cells  

MAFIA  Numerical  O(cp + pN)  Massive data 

sets  

STING  Spatial  O(k)  Number of 

objects in a 

cell  

CLIQUE  Numerical  O(C k + m k)  Density  

Threshold and  

Number of 

intervals  

  

  

E. Model based Clustering  
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This form of clustering works with large data size and is 

based on big data [25] .  In this method, data is stored in 

secondary memory and transfer to the main memory is 

done only once for clustering. The operations performed 

in this technique are non-repetitive. The objects in the 

clusters are dependent on the ordering. Model-based 

clustering endeavors   the representation of every object 

in the cluster which was done using decision trees and the 

neural network. EM, COBWEB, CLASSIT, SOM and 

SLINK are some of the well-known Model-based 

clustering algorithms [26] [27]. Computations of these 

algorithms are given based on basic criteria like time 

complexity, data type and input requirements [28].   

  

Table.5  -  Parameters  for  different 

 Model-based algorithms.  

  

 

 

 

Algorithm  Data Type  Complexity  Input  

Requirement  

COB 

WEB  

Numeri 

cal  

O(n2)  Clusters  

CLAS 

SIT  

Numeri 

cal  

O(n2)  Cluster 

radius  

EM  Spatial  O(knp)  Variabl 

es  

SOM  Multi 

variant  

O(n2m 

)  

Grid 

structur 

es  

SLIN 

K  

Numeri 

cal  

O(n2)  Points 

as  
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F. Soft Computing Clustering  

  

This method works on the concepts of soft computing where 

the division is done on the basis of fuzzy set, stimulated 

annealing and evolutionary computing [29].   

In fuzzy clustering, one cluster can have shared data points. 

Data points are assigned to cluster which shows similar 

properties and shows no similarity with the distant clusters 

[30]. Distance, intensity and connectivity are some of the 

similarity measures. This sort of clustering technique is used 

in fields such as bioinformatics, image analysis and marketing 

[31].  Fuzzy c-mean clustering is generally compared with the 

very famous k-mean clustering, however both works on the 

same algorithm but this one is better at avoiding local minima 

[32].  

In stimulated annealing, a sequential search technique is 

followed by calculating probabilities for next iteration of lower 

quality to find out a new solution [33]. A parameter called 

temperature is generated to find global optimal solution [34] 

[35].   

In evolutionary technique, this follows the genetic algorithm 

operators which are selection, recombination, and mutation 

[36]. The idea is to solve the optimization problems. The 

combination of clustering with genetic algorithm provides 

optimal solution solving the problems [37]. Fitness values are 

generated computing the high and low fitness values [38] [39].   

  

  

Ⅲ. METHODOLOGY OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS  

  

In the year 1979, first improvised research was made in 

the field of clustering when Haritgan & Wang introduced 

an optimized version of k-means method. From then 

onwards various advancements were made to different 

theories which resulted in the discovery of different 

clustering techniques. Table 6 shows what contributions 

were made by which researchers.    

  

Table.6 – Observations of researchers with various  

techniques  

[42]    

Kaufman&Rous- 

Seeuw et al.1990 

[43]  

CLARA  Applies PAM to 

sampled objects 

only  

Ng&Han et 

al.1994 [44]  

CLARANS  Updates new 

medoids from 

neighboring 

objects  

Ester et al. 1996 

[45]  

DBSCAN  Discovers 

clusters in large 

spatial databases  

Ankerst et al. 

1999 [46]  

OPTICS  Augmented  

cluster-ordering  

Hinneburg  

&Kein et al.1998  

[47]  

DENCLUE  Algorithm 

based on 

density function  

Sheikholeslami et 

al. 1998 [48]  

WAVE 

CLUSTER  

Wavelet based  

clustering 

approach  

Hinnesburg &  

Keim et al.1999 

[49]  

ASGC  Method for 

large numerical 

data  

Goil et al.1999 

[50]  

MAFIA  Bottom-up 

subspace 

clustering  

Wang et al.  

1997  

[51]  

STING  Method for data 

in spatial 

databases  

Aggarwal   

Et al. 1998 [52]  

CLIQUE  Algorithm for 

numerical 

attributes with 

bottom top 

approach  

Aggarwal & Yu 

Et al. 1999 [53]  

O CLUSTER  Clusters large 

spatial databases  

Fisher et al 1987 

[54]  

COBWEB  Incremental 

clustering 

algorithm for 

clusters without 

having a 

predefined 

number of 

clusters  

Fisher et al 1987 

[55]  

CLASSIT  Cognitive 

interview 

method  

Kohonen 1990  

[56]  

SOM’S  Introducing 

artificial neural 

network 

algorithm  

   singleto 

n 

cluster  

AUTHORS  ALGORITH

M NAME  

OBSERVATIO

N  

Haritgan & 

Wang et al.  

1979  

[40]  

K-means  Optimized 

version of 

kmeans  

Haritgan & 

Wang et al.  

1979  

[41]  

K-medoid  Optimized 

version of 

kmedoid using 

ordered selection  

Kaufman&Rous

- Seeuw et 

al.1990  

PAM  Improvised form 

of kmedoid  
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V. RESULTS  

The results based on analysis of various 

techniques present in clustering are shown in the 

tables from table.1 to table.5.  

VI. CONCLUSION  

This paper   has   referred to the efforts of many 

researches and selected papers of our interest .This 

paper analyzed different clustering techniques 

required to process large amount of data as well as 

comparatively less amount of data. According to the 

observations, density-based algorithms and 

partitional algorithms (except k-medoid and PAM) 

are best to work with large amount of data. All the 

techniques perform well but to get the appropriate 

results the study suggests that arbitrary shaped 

clusters will be created by using DBSCAN, OPTICS 

and DENCLUE and all of the grid-based techniques.  

The numerical data would create non-convex shaped 

clusters in COBWEB algorithms. Also from this 

paper we conclude that hierarchical algorithms yield 

better results than the partitioning algorithms. Each 

of the clustering algorithm is designed to solve a 

particular type of problem, this survey would 

definitely provide the reader to understand those 

special cases and demands.   

VI . FUTURE SCOPE  

 In recent years, the usage of partitional clustering 

and hierarchical clustering has been emerging and 

providing a field for dynamic research. Therefore, 

improving the partitional clustering algorithms such 

as CLARA, CLARANS and FCM would provide 

some new and interesting theories.  
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Abstract —A robust algorithm is required for object detection 

and classification in real-time. This paper focuses on the yolov5 

algorithm, for a real-time object detection model, customized to 

detect “Crown of thorn starfish”. As these invasive species are 

rapidly spreading across the Indo pacific region, upsetting the 

ecosystem by demolishing the coral reefs, this paper proposes 

parameters to tune the Yolov5 model to accurately detect and 

identify the Cots species. The research aims to predict the 

presence and locations of the crown of thorns and for each 

recognized starfish, predictions are made in the form of a 

bounding box with a confidence score.   

Keywords— the crown of thorn starfish, yolov5, object 

detection  

I. INTRODUCTION   

         Acanthaster planci, the crown-of-thorns starfish, is a 
huge starfish that feeds on hard or rocky coral polyps 
(Scleractinia). Planci is found in the Indo-Pacific region. It is 
most prevalent near Australia, although it can be found at 
tropical and subtropical latitudes all the way from the Red Sea 
and the East African coast across the Indian Ocean to the west 
coast of Central America. It is frequently seen in areas where 
there are coral reefs or hard coral ecosystems.  

  

       The Crown of Thorns is a type of crown that is made up 
of thorns. The presence of a few COTS on a coral reef is a  
natural and healthy aspect of the ecology. However, their 
number can sometimes outstrip typical levels, resulting in a 
COTS outbreak. COTS outbreaks have the potential to 
destroy coral reef ecosystems in a couple of months. COTS 
outbreaks have grown and regularity in recent years, 
prompting managers and scientists to act. COTS management 
aims to mitigate or minimize the negative consequences of an 
outbreak, and it will require ongoing monitoring in the future.  

  

      Computer vision can play a dominant role to save the coral 
reef from invasive species like COTS, with its ability to 
process information faster than the human visual system. 
YOLOv5 (You look only once) is a competent CNN 
algorithm for inferencing object class detection in real-time.  

  

  
Fig: Crown of thorn starfish (COTS)  

II. COTS DETECTION USING YOLOV5  

A. Crown of thorn starfish dataset  

The "crown of thorn starfish" dataset collection includes 
733 photos with the annotation "cots_danger" to identify the 
cot species. These 733 images have been collected from 
Google Images using an extension "Download all images." 
The photos in this dataset are divided into two groups: 557 for 
model training and 176 for outcome validation. Annotation is 
done using the "Makesense.ai" web tool and labels are 
exported in the Yolo format, each image has different sizes 
and the dataset comprises images in all formats.  

  

Fig. 1. Examples of the crown of thorn starfish image 
dataset  

B. Cots detection framework   

In this research, the structure of the YoloV5 model was 
divided into two components, the training model, and the 
COTs detection model, as shown in Fig. 2. In the training 
model, 557 images from the COTs dataset were used. Original 
photos from the COTs dataset were used as inputs for the 
YoloV5 crown of thorn starfish detection model, which 
processed a prediction score of class "Cots_danger" before 
producing output images with predicted classes and detection 
scores.  

  

Fig. 2. Model’s detection framework  

  

C. Object Detection YoloV5 model   

YoloV5 is a one-stage detector network with a 
regionbased object detection technique. Object detection is 
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recast as a regression problem that can be handled efficiently 
using this technique. YoloV5 was recently employed in real-
time person search [9] and as a vision system for an 
appleharvesting robot.  

The backbone, the head, and the detector are the three 
essential components of YoloV5. A CNN serves as the 
backbone, collecting and shaping picture features at various 
granularities. To create picture features, the YoloV5 
Bottleneck employs the center and scale prediction (CSP) 
method. The head is made up of layers that integrate picture 
characteristics before passing them on to a prediction 
algorithm. The PA-NET is also used by the YoloV5 for 
feature aggregation. The detection is based on features from 
the head and body.  

Here, detection is a method that takes box and class 
prediction phases and uses features from the head. Figure 3 
shows a diagram of the YoloV5 architecture.  

The COTs identification model was created using YoloV 
5 utilising the training dataset, which consisted of 557 photos  
with labels in the YOLO format. Epoch and batch- size seem 
to have a stable performance on a group of runs across the 
complete training dataset. The purpose of this paper is to train 
a Yolov5 model to get the best values for epoch and batch 
size, that can help marine researchers with a near precise 
model to locate these invasive species.  

  

Fig. 3. Overview of YoloV5 architecture  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

A. Model Training  

      Using the YoloV5, the Crown of thorn starfish dataset was 
run with a variety of epoch and batch size parameters to find 
the best values for the generated training model. Precision and 
recall were calculated as well. 176  Cots images were used to 
validate each model. Each class’s precision and recall were 
determined through the validation process. Figure 4 depicts 
the metrics of the final model.  

B. Model parameters  

      Intersection over Union is a standard approach to verify if 

one object proposition was correct for detection (IoU, IU). 
Using set A of proposed object pixels and set B of object 

pixels, this calculates the following.  

  
The following measurements are computed using the IOU  

values-  

  

Precision - Precision is a metric that gauges how accurately 

the model forecasts or the percentage of correct 

predictions. It is a metric to know how accurate a classifier 

is. A high number of False Positives might also be 

indicated by a low accuracy.  

  
Recall -Recall is a measure of how the model detects True 

Positives. As a result, recall tells us how many images are 
accurately identified as having Cots out of all those who 

have it.  

  
mAP - By comparing the ground-truth bounding box to the 
detected box, the mAP derives a score. The model's detection 
accuracy improves as the score rises. The score is calculated 
using the mean accurate precision (mAP) across all classes 
and/or overall IoU thresholds.  

  

 TABLE I.   FINAL VALUES OF THE MODEL   

Table 

Head  
T able Column Head   

Precision   Recall   mAP  

Yolov5  0.779  0.723  0.749  

  

  
  

Fig. Final results from the model     

IV. DEPLOYING THE MODEL    

After training the model over a total of 533 images, it is 
tested over demo video, the precision of the bounding boxes 
accurately to identify the crown of thorn starfish as seen in the 
figure below. For real-time inference, the model is configured 
with open-cv, this can allow the marine researchers to 
integrate this model with underwater bots.  

V. NEED FOR STUDY  

  Crown-of-thorn starfish outbreaks can be very dangerous 
and damaging during periods of coral bleaching or stressors 
caused by human activity. These starfish consume available 
nutrients by inverting their entire stomach through their mouth 
and digesting the thin lay er of soft tissue of a coral's skeleton 
in the open environment. They may cause an imbalance in the 
marine ecosystem; hence marine research community is 
working to deploy a computer vision model to detect and 
paralyze these invasive species in real-time by deploying 
marine bots that can identify them underwater and prevent 
further damage to the coral reef.  
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Fig. Model prediction using yolov5  

CONCLUSION   

During the experiment stage, it was found that a large 
image size improves the recall, however, we need to adjust the 
False-Positive parameter (as low as possible)to improve the 
accuracy. It was found out that the model has good precision 
that minimizes the false positives, and a good recall score 
minimizes the false-negative hence F2 score parameter is 
considered to reduce the false-negative value. The final F2 
score is 0.7335.  
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Abstract –The utilization of Wireless Sensor Network 

technique is expanding very quickly. It uses in number 

of applications including routine life also. In this paper, 

Nature Inspired Optimization algorithms which are 

used in Wireless Sensor Networks viz. Genetic 

Algorithm, Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm, 

Swarm Intelligence Optimization  

Algorithm are explained.   

  

Keywords – Nature Inspired, WSN,  

Optimization, Wireless Sensor Network  
  

1. Introduction  

In Wireless Sensor Network, so many tiny sensor 

nodes are connected with a base node and make a 

network. Sensor nodes are tiny devices to sense the 

surrounding environment. Sensor nodes are 

implemented in the critical region where as human 

being surrounding data can’t be sensed for future 

usage such as nearby volcano region. These nodes 

sense the data and send it to the bases station. The 

figure 1 explains overview of Wireless Sensor 

Network.  

 
Figure 1. Wireless Sensor Network [1]  

  

The Wireless Sensor Networks used in applications 

such as Environment automation, Target tracking, 

Security management, Forest fire detection, Health 

care monitoring, Surveillance, Industrial monitoring, 

Industry automation, Home applications, Agriculture 

industry, Military applications, etc. Sensor nodes use 

the most of its energy power for the purpose of 

communication. Whenever the energy of battery runs 

out, the sensor node will be dead so that they will not 

be used in the network. The main issue of sensor  

 

nodes is limited battery lifetime as it can’t be 

replaced or recharged and it will affect the overall 

performance of the network.   

  

The Wireless Sensor Network makes use of different 

kinds of meta-heuristics algorithms, which is named 

either as nature-inspired algorithms or as intelligent 

optimization algorithms. Mainly there are 4 types of 

meta-heuristic algorithms, namely:  

 Bio-inspired algorithms  

 Human-inspired algorithms  

 Geography-inspired algorithms   

 Physics-inspired algorithms Most 

of nature-inspired algorithms are inspiration of 

bio-inspired algorithms.  

  

To minimize the energy consumption and increase 

the lifetime of sensor nodes various nature inspired 

optimization algorithms are implemented on them 

which works very nicely now-a-days such as Swarm 

Intelligence Optimization Algorithm, Genetic 

Algorithm, Grey Wolf Optimization Algorithm, Ant 

Colony Optimization Algorithm, Particle Swarm 

Intelligence Optimization Algorithm, etc..  

The Nature Inspired Algorithm contains different 

kinds of set of problem solving methodologies and 

their approaches. These algorithms provide 

considerably good results to improve network 

lifetime and performance.   

  

2. Genetic Algorithm   

  

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a bio-inspired, global 

heuristic and mutative algorithm which is a generic 

algorithm that generates various individuals by using 

optimal solutions to solve the issues of Wireless 

Sensor Networks such as optimal coverage, sensor 

node localization, data aggregation, energy efficient 

clustering, etc.   

  

The Genetic Algorithm is actually motivated from 

Charles Darwin’s theory of natural evolution. This 
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theory is used to solve constrained as well as 

unconstrained optimization issues which are based 

on natural selection process.  

  

Genetic Algorithm is used to produce high-quality 

solution to optimize and search issues which depends 

on operators such as Fitness, Initialization, 

Crossover, and Mutation. By using rounds, Genetic 

Algorithms are used to boosts the lifetime of a 

network.   

  

Some of the terminologies used in Genetic 

Algorithms are as under:  

 Chromosomes: The inceptive or can say 

initial solution of the problem is known as 

chromosomes. The solutions which were 

produced by Genetic Algorithm are 

enciphered in a string of binary which is 

designated as chromosome.  

 Fitness function: The fitness function will 

assess the fitness value of chromosomes. 

The chromosomes which have higher 

fitness value, they will have more offspring. 

To evaluate fitness value  

of chromosome, an objective function will 

be utilized.  

 Selection: The selection is an operator that 

will forge chromosomes to next generation 

with their higher values.  

 Crossover: The crossover picks two parent 

chromosomes, exchange their genetic 

details and construct new chromosomes for 

next generation.   

 Mutation: The mutation explores solution 

from a new place that will applied on 

chromosomes.   

 Genes: The chromosome has elements 

which are determined as genes.  

 Population: In each and every 

chromosome, the number of genes should 

be same. The grouping of chromosomes is 

known as population.  

  

There are three components of Genetic Algorithm, 

namely:  Selection  

 Crossover  

 Mutation  

  

In selection, the production of the next generation 

will be take place. In selection, it will be decided that 

which of the individuals will select for the 

reproduction process. In both crossover as well as in 

mutation the individuals will be selected that will 

form the next generation. They will enlarge the area 

in which the selection likely to be happen and 

selection will limit the selection area by removing 

those populations which have poor solutions.  

  

The Genetic Algorithm works on two stages, namely:  

 Set-up stage  Steady-state stage.  

  

In initial stage, the base station decides the manifold 

of Cluster Heads (CHs) that will assign sensor nodes 

to the cluster heads. In later stage, sensor nodes 

convey data to cluster head which will further 

circulate to the base station.   

  

The  implementation  of  a  Genetic  

Algorithm is as under:[2]  

  Step 1: Set parameters  

 Step 2: Choose encode method  Step 3: Generate the 

initial  

population  

  Step 4: While I<Maxter& Best  

fitness < Max fitness do  Step 5: Fitness 

calculation  

  Step 6: Selection     

  Step 7: Crossover  

  Step 8: Mutation  

 Step 9: end while  Step 10: Decode the individual  

with max fitness  

  Step 11: Return the best solution  

  

The functioning of Genetic Algorithm is explained as 

below:  

a. The functioning of algorithm will starts 

from generating an arbitrary population.  

b. Then it will make a flow of new population. 

At each step, it utilizes individuals to 

produce next population. For same, the 

following steps will be performed:  

i. The fitness value of each member 

from the currently used 

population will generate which is 

known as raw fitness scores.  

ii. The raw fitness score will 

calculates scales and converts in 

the expectation values.  

iii. Based on the expectation, the 

members will be selected which 

known as parents.  

iv. The individuals which have lower 

fitness values from the current 

population will be selected as 

elite.  

v. Parents will produce the children 

either by creating random changes 

in a single parent that is called 

mutation or by merging the pairs 

of parents that is called crossover.  
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vi. Then the current population will 

be replaced by the children to 
generate the next generation.  

c. At last, when the criteria will met,  

the algorithm stopped to work.   

  

 
              Figure 2. Genetic Algorithm[3]  

  

Advantages of GA are as under:  

 They  are  Multi  objective 

optimization  

 Applies  probabilistic  transition rules  

 Easy to parallelized  

 Works  on  numerous 

representations  

 Works in a good manner on any kind of 

issues  

  

3. Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm  

  

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm is an 

iterative means in each and every iteration, the 

manifold of ants that are artificial by nature will be 

reviewed. The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 

algorithm is appropriate in the discrete optimization 

issues.  

  

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm was 

propounded by M. Dorigo in 1992 which is primarily 

based on the cooperative conduct of ants who tries to 

perceive the shortest direction from their habitat to 

their food. This algorithm is exceedingly imaginative 

and has been used in so many different kinds of 

optimization areas.  

  

The ACO algorithm is a probabilistic technique that 

resolves computational issues to decrease efforts to 

discover adequate paths by using graphs. By the 

inspiration of real ants, the artificial ant uses the 

multi-agent technique. To perform various 

optimization tasks by using graph, the best method 

is to combine the artificial ants and local search 

algorithms technique.   

  

Followings are some applications of Ant Colony 

Optimization (ACO) algorithm:  Bioinformatics 

problem  

 Industrial application  

 Routing problem  

 Stochastic optimization problem  

 Travelling Salesman problem  

 Scheduling problem  

  

 
Figure 3.Pseudo code of Ant Colony 

Optimization [5]  

  

The functioning process of Ant Colony  

Optimization is as under:[4]  

Procedure ACO_MetaHeuristic is   While 

not terminated do    

 generateSolutions()    

 daemonActions()    
 pheromoneUpdate()  

   repeat  

end procedure   

  

The advantages of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 

algorithm are mentioned as below:  

 Allows for the quick detection of good 

solutions.  

 Adapts easily for new changes  

 Research  between  a 

 parallel population  

  

The disadvantages of Ant Colony Optimization 

(ACO) algorithm are mentioned as below:  

 Compare to theoretical it has more to do in 

experimental research.   

 It  Has  an  unclear  time 

 for convergence  

 The analysis of theoretical research is more 

difficult.  

  

4. Swarm  Intelligence  Optimization 

Algorithm  
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The Swarm Intelligence Optimization Algorithm is 

retrieved from an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 

algorithm and it is a bio-inspired algorithm. The 

behaviour of natural living such as fish, bird, animal, 

etc. is used in the working of Swarm Intelligence 

Optimization Algorithm. This depends upon the 

agent group or can say population which have 

connection among them as well as with the 

environment. Agent group is made up of members 

that work according to rules which help to maximize 

the overall performance of a  

group.      

  

Local rules, without any relation to the global pattern, 

and interactions between self-organized agents lead 

to the emergence of collective intelligence called 

swarm intelligence.[6] The Swarm Intelligence 

Optimization Algorithm works with the combination 

of natural system and artificial system that have so 

many individuals to coordinate with each other.  In 

the distributed and also in autonomous environment, 

the Swarm Intelligence Optimization Algorithm has 

features such as scalability, stability, and 

adaptability, etc.   

  

This algorithm works at the communication network 

layer of OSI. The Swarm Intelligence Optimization 

Algorithm works with very complex applications 

and systems where minimum communication takes 

place between agents.   

  

Mainly the followings are principles of Swarm 

Intelligence Optimization:  

 The proximity principle:   

In this principle the space and time 

computations should be done by swarm.  

 The quality principle: In the environment, 

swarm should be respond to quality factors 

such as safety of the surrounding 

environment.   

 The  principle  of 

 diverse response:  

In this principle, the swarm should not 

distribute all the resources to the narrow 

channels but it should be allocate its nodes.   

 The principle of stability:  

The swam should be stable in each and 

every fluctuations of the environment.   

 The principle of adaptability: The swarm 

have to update its mode when 

computational price is worth of the energy 

which was allocated.   

    

There are three key aspects of the Swarm Intelligence 

Optimization Algorithm:  

 Emergence – The simple agent who 

follows simple rules will work with 

complicated one.  

 Weak emergence – The properties of 

agents which are emergent can be traced in 

this.  

 Strong emergence – The behaviour of 

agents cannot be trace directly in this.     

  

The figure 4 shows the working of Swarm 

Intelligence Algorithm.  

  

 
Figure 4. Swarm Intelligence algorithm[7]  

  

The Swarm Intelligence Optimization Algorithm 

works on two principles:  

 Self-organization  

 Stigmergy  

  

Self – organization: self – organization is a set of 

dynamical mechanisms whereby structures appear at 

the global level of a system from interactions of its 

lower-level components.[6] It has main three 

parameters:  

 Structure: it will emerge from the start up 

state of a homogenous.  

 Multi – stability: in it there are so many 

stable states in coexistence.    

 State transition: It will change with the 

sudden changes in the system.   

  

Self – organization has 4 characteristics:  

 Positive feedback  

 Negative feedback  

 Fluctuations   

 Multiple interactions  

  

In self – organization there are two types of 

communications:  

 Direct communication  

 Indirect communication  
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Stigmergy: the simple meaning of word Stigmergy 

is affect that causes by work. In this environment acts 

as working state memory, where work is not tied to a 

particular agent.   

  

Followings are Stigmergy characteristics:  

 It will work as an indirect agent in 

environment.   

 It will work as external memory of 

environmental modification.  

 All the individuals’ work can be done 

continuously.   

  

Followings are some types of the Swarm Intelligence 

Optimization Algorithm:  

 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

Algorithm  

 Differential  Evolution  (DE) 

Algorithm  

 Firefly Algorithm  

 Artificial  Bee  Colony  (ABC) 

Algorithm  

 Glowwarm Swarm Optimization  

(GSO) Algorithm  

 Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA)   

  

5. Particle  Swarm  Intelligence 

Optimization Algorithm  

  

Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm basically 

discovered by Eberhart, Kennedy and Shi. They had 

illustrated motion of organisms of schools of fish or 

a bird flock. It is a prominent Meta heuristic 

optimization algorithm.   

  

Particle Swarm Optimization is very simple to apply 

as well as statistically effectual algorithm. In this, 

numbers of particles makes a group and discover 

greater solutions of problems.   

  

Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm solves an 

issue by making an attempt to upgrade a candidate 

solution in concerning to a given quality 

measurement.  

  

It solves problems such as data aggregation, optimal 

deployment, clustering, node localization, etc.   

  

The particles proceed in the search space that will 

find an distinguished position. Each and every 

particle has a position xi = (xi1, xi2,...., xiN) and 

velocity vi = (vi1, vi2,..., viN) in the N dimensional 

problem space, where i is the ith particle and N is the 

dimension of problem or the variables which are 

unknown.   

Algorithm of Particle Swarm Optimization is as 

under  

Step 1 : In hyperspace, set the particles 

population  

Step 2: While ending condition not met do  

Step 3: Calculate each particles fitness  

Step 4: Change velocities depended upon 

the foregoing best and globally best Step 5: End-

While   

                   Figure 5.  Pseudo Code of    

   Particle Swarm Optimization[8]  

  

6. Differential Evolution Algorithm  

  

Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm is a heuristic 

technique that uses in optimization of nonlinear 

space functions.   

  

To solve problems, Differential Evolution (DE) 

Algorithm utilize D-dimensional vector and also 

uses difference of individual in the solution space.    

  

The value is presented as number within side the 

dimensional space.  

  

The Differential Evaluation algorithm contains 

population initialization and operations such as 

crossover, selection and mutation.   

  

From the important steps, one is to generate the trial 

vector that will place right before the crossover and 

mutation operator.  

  

The mutation process is executed by incorporation of 

arithmetical individuals. In the beginning of 

evaluation process, exploration is expected by 

mutation operator for the progression of evaluation 

to select the best individuals.  

  

Functioning of Differential Evolution Algorithm is 

as under:  

 Step 1: Initialization of population and calculate 

fitness values.  
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 Step 2: Generate trail vector for targeted vectors 

only.  

 Step 3: Calculate fitness value of targeted vectors.   

 Step 4: Select best vector from targeted vector and 

trail vector.  

Step 5: Refine the best vector.  

  

Advantages of Differential Evolution Algorithm are 

as under:  

 Differential Evolution Algorithm mainly 

uses in large scale optimization problems 

because of less space complexity.  

 It is very easy to apply and more reliable as 

it uses less number of parameters.   

 It is a robust and quick optimization 

algorithm.  

  

The functioning of Differential Evolution algorithm 

is to make difference and also to scale within two 

different types of individual vectors which belong to 

the identical population. Then to get mutation of 

individual vector a third individual vector is added to 

it. The third individual vector has some definite 

probabilities. Now in greedy selection there is an 

execution of both, attempted individual vector and 

parent individual vector. To generate next 

generation, the superior individual vector is saved.  

  

The pseudo code of Differential Evolution algorithm 

is as under:  

 
Figure 6. Pseudo code of Differential 

Evolution Algorithm [9]  
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Abstract:  
The purpose of the study is to determine the impact 

& challenges of online learning activities on the 

learning outcomes of students who participated in 

the blended learning course, with a particular focus 

on competency-based courses. A student's learning 

outcomes or achievements are usually measured 

based on scores, knowledge or skills acquired in the 

course. In blended learning courses, learning 

outcomes can be assessed against many criteria. 

Interactive activities such as teacher-student 

interaction, student-student interaction, student-

content interaction, and student-technology 

interaction are considered in this study. 

 

Key words: Blended learning, hybrid education, 

action research, early adoption, educational change. 

 

Objectives:  
1. To understand the impact on blended learning on 

students.  
2. To know the challenges of blended learning on 

undergraduate students & provide solutions for the 

same. 

 

Research Methodology:  
The study is based on secondary sources of data which 

is collected from journals & internet websites. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction: 
 
The teaching and learning environment are embracing 

a number of innovations and some of them involve the 

use of technology through blended learning. This 

innovative pedagogical approach was adopted quickly 

even though it goes through a process. The 

introduction of blended learning initiatives (combining 

teaching and face-to-face and online learning) is part 

of these innovations, but its adoption, especially in 

developing countries, faces challenges in order to be a 

effective innovation in teaching and learning. The 

effectiveness of blended learning has a number of 

underlying factors that pose challenges. There are 

many teachers who have been encouraged or advised 

by principals or principals to involve more technology 

in their classrooms. Some are savvy and up to the 

challenge, while others struggle to find the value and 

benefits of integrating technology. The practice itself 

is often called blended learning and this post will 

cover the basics. If you're completely new to the 

subject, read on to find out how you could make a 

difference in your class. 
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This study addresses the efficacy of blended learning 

that has been investigated in previous studies 

considering grades, course completion, retention and 

graduation rates, but efficacy studies have not been 

conducted in consideration of student characteristics / 

history, the characteristics of the project and the 

results. In addition, no studies have been conducted 

on how student characteristics and design 

characteristics predict outcomes in the context of 

planning assessment research to establish the 

effectiveness of blended learning.  

 

The implementation of any innovation, as well as 

allowing planners to determine needs, considering the 

characteristics of the participants, analysing 

contextual problems and collecting basic information. 

Blended learning is defined as a formal education 

program that includes in-person class hours and 

individual online study using e-learning software. It's 

a type of multi-channel method that incorporates 

tutor-led activities, images, videos, digital 

assignments, and face-to-face discussions. 

 

Courses that follow the blended learning model are 

often taught in a real classroom with a dedicated 

tutor, but offer additional learning opportunities 

through a digital platform. Digital learning elements 

are often open to the pace of each individual learner 

and can usually be recorded anytime, anywhere. 
 
The current era is characterized by rapid changes 

resulting from scientific and technological advances, 

including information technology. Keeping pace with 

these changes is necessary in the education system to 

cope with the problems that can arise, such as the 

large volume of information and the increase in the 

number of students, together with the shortage of  

 

teachers. These changes in science and technology 

have given way too many new teaching and learning 

methods, such as e-learning and blended learning 

(BL), particularly in the areas of research and 

personal development, and a revolution in 

technology. information., which has practically 

transformed the world into a global world. small 

town. The former has led to a greater need for 

students to participate in multi-vendor contexts and 

the latter to people sharing experiences with others. 

 

 

 Effects of blended learning on students  
While blended learning may offer a temporary solution 

when the COVID-19 pandemic begins to subside and 

students begin returning to campus to complete their 

courses, it also offers a number of benefits as a long-term 

solution. Blended learning can have both positive and 

negative effects for a student within higher education, 

which must be taken into consideration when trying to 

implement a blended learning approach. 

 

 

Positive effects for students 

 

 

 

Greater student participation  
A blended learning method can make it easier for some 

students to participate and study at their own pace. This 

style of learning allows students who struggle to stay 

involved during in-person instruction to engage in 

studies on their own time, at their own pace without the 

need for a teacher. 
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Increase student achievement  
For those students who experience greater engagement 

and motivation with blended learning, their results are 

likely to increase as well. When students are engaged in 

learning, they are more likely to retain information, 

understand topics, and work on assignments and tests; 

all of this will be reflected in the final grades of your 

course. 

 
 

 

Students learn at their own pace.  
The great thing about a blended learning environment 

is that it allows students to move through learning 

assignments and modules at their own pace. This is 

incredibly useful for students who have a slightly 

different learning style or who may work a little 

slower than others and feel rushed during in-person 

teaching sessions. 

 
 
 
Class hours can be concentrated on more 

meaningful activities  
In a blended learning environment, students can 

complete homework online or watch lectures in their 

spare time, meaning class time can be freed up for 

more interactive, education-focused lessons. This will 

make much better use of the valuable face-to-face 

teaching sessions. 

 

Improved student experience  
With the help of technology, blended learning opens 

resources, research repositories, and even connect with 

helping to enhance their learning experience. 

 
 

 
doors for students to access career professionals in 

their field of study, 

 

Better accessibility and inclusiveness   
One of the biggest dilemmas facing higher education 

organizations is creating an environment that all 

students have full access to, regardless of their skills, 

lifestyle, position or course. Online resources included 

in a blended learning approach can be accessed from 

anywhere in the world with a device and a Wi-Fi 

connection so that students are not limited to what they 

can access during the course. 

 

Learning properties  
To successfully engage in blended learning, students 

must organize their studies and interact with online 

materials on their own terms. This allows higher 

education students to take responsibility for their own 

learning without constant instruction from an educator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Programming flexibility  
With the ability to access online resources at any 

time, students have a more flexible schedule that fits 

their lives. With this approach to learning, students 

no longer have to sacrifice their education to work 

part-time or socialize. 

 

Negative effects of blended learning on students  
While blended learning offers a number of positive 

benefits for students, there are also some negative 

effects to consider. 
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Success depends on the student completing the online 

work successfully  
Some students may not have the self-motivation or 

organization to successfully complete online 

assignments. For those students who do not engage in 

the self-directed portion of blended learning, grades and 

academic achievement may decline. 

 

Success depends on access to technology  
When implementing a blended learning approach, it is 

important to consider students who may not have 

access to the appropriate technology, which can put 

them at a severe disadvantage compared to other 

students. This is something organizations should 

consider and have a solution. 

 
 
 

 

loss of community  
One of the main reasons (other than graduation) is that 

students go to college to make friends, join society, and 

feel part of a community. With more online learning, 

this sense of community diminishes and some students 

may experience loneliness while attending higher 

education. 

 
 
 
Connectivity and bandwidth can negatively impact 

the student experience  
Any student who has ever attended an online 

conference or webinar will know the feeling of 

frustration when a class is in progress and the internet 

connection decides not to work. Poor connectivity 

during online learning could be a major cause of 

blended learning problems and can cause some students 

to miss important information during live events, 

impacting academic performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can technology really transform education?  
Over the past decade, countless tools and programs 

have exploded onto the education scene, introducing new 

ways to deliver, improve and evaluate content. However, 

the most popular products blur the line between support 

and educator replacement. The challenge is to find a way 

to seamlessly integrate technology into classroom lessons 

in a way that is not only cost-effective, but actually 

improves the quality of students' learning experiences. 
 
A blended learning approach, in which students learn 

from a combination of face-to-face and computer-assisted 

instruction, offers a promising alternative. For a 

classroom teacher, the idea of transforming the flow and 

function of a classroom can be a daunting task. Requires a 

complete redesign of the class. 

 

Let's take a look at the most pressing challenges facing 

blended learning implementation and how new 

educational technologies help you address them : 

 

Challenge 1: Purchase the right technology for the 
class 

 

Without evaluating which tools are right for your 

school, you ca n end up overspending and facing a serious 

efficiency crisis. The wrong tools carry an unnecessarily 

steep 
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learning curve, meaning students and teachers spend 

more time figuring out how to use them than actually 

learning. And relying on an array of devices and tools 

instead of an established solution not only costs a lot, it 

literally wreaks havoc. Cables, connectors, manuals and 

adapters. It is not something you want. 

 

Solution: 

 

Interactive flat screens, or interactive screens, pack 

many features into one n eat platform. You get a big, 

crisp screen, cloud connectivity to enable blended 

learning collaboration, and most of the apps you need 

pre -installed. This includes video conferencing, video 

players, browsers, and even educational games. And 

you can easily install more directly on the screen, which 

is not just a screen, it is essentially an all -in-one 

computer. Think of it as a really big and really smart 

tablet. 

 

Challenge 2: Many thinks blended learning is not 

effective 

 

Educators and administrators often answer questions 

about the effectiveness of blended and hybrid learning. 

In fact, many educators prefer face -to-face teaching, 

which is understandable, because it has been the norm 

since the beginning of education. The online or digital 

aspects of classes often go unnoticed or treated as a 

small distraction, leading to the waste of valuable 

resources and opportunities and a low return on 

investment when purchasing new educational 

technology. As online learning and teaching often do 

not receive the same level of attention as traditional 

teaching, digital education can be overlooked by 

educators as students view digital assignments as 

optional and generally don't bother doing them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Solution: 

This is a complex problem, and while technology 

can help, it cannot completely solve the problem on its 

own. We can help by providing compelling and easy-

to-implement tools. But the task of convincing teachers, 

students and parents that hybrid learning is as serious 

and important as traditional learning is up to you. Good 

technology and tools make everything much easier 

because once you have said the tools, you have 

something very clear to show your stakeholders and 

impress them with the benefits of blended learning. 

And the benefit is something we all refer to on the most 

instinctive level. With good educational technology, a 

curriculum that illustrates very clearly not only what 

you will teach, but also how you will teach it, becomes 

easier to plan and share. 

 

Challenge 3: Maintain the progress of the class and 

students 

 

Here two main factors play an important role. First of 

all, most teachers still prefer paper tests and reports for 

reasons related to the past which are quite obvious. 

Second, because hybrid learning relies on digital tools, 

tech-savvy students have an immediate advantage over 

non-tech-savvy students, so they also get an academic 

advantage. This is the digital divide we keep 
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hearing about. Combined, this gives you a situation 

where teachers are under-using digital progress tracking 

tools and instead administer paper-based assessments 

that aren't suitable for modern blended learning. There 

are also students who lag behind not because they are 

less capable, but because they have less exposure to 

today's technology, be it personal computers, 

smartphones or cloud applications. 

 

Solution: 

 

This requires going back to the root of the reason for 

implementing blended learning. This reason has to do 

with dealing with emerging circumstances such as 

public health crises. The main focus of blended 

learning is flexibility and filling the gaps. We're not 

saying lower academic requirements, but we certainly 

make milestones more flexible and give students more 

time to work at their own pace. You can't guarantee 

everyone has access to the same level of tech visibility, 

but you can help level the playing field by giving more 

time to complete tasks and offering more personalized 

help to students. Good EdTech solutions allow you to 

record lectures so that students can watch them 

multiple times whenever they can and provide access to 

online content from virtually anywhere, at home, at 

school, or at a local library. 

 

Challenge 4: Participation and presence 

 

This cannot be denied. Distance learning, which in fact 

makes up half of blended learning, is very similar to 

working from home. He requires a lot of self -discipline 

and is constantly "attacked" by various distractions. When 

students use personal devices such as laptops, tablets and 

smartphones, they are just a few taps away from a game 

or YouTube, Instagram, etc. Teachers can also be 

tempted. Incoming Skype calls, background noises, pets 

running and family members walking all add to the 

distraction factor. 

 

 

Solution: 

 

The trick is to make hybrid learning engaging to the point 

of overcoming any distraction. Good tools like Unified 

Interactive Flat Panels do this, as they help you gamify 

the classes. Although gamification is probably a familiar 

term, there is still some confusion as to its true meaning. 

It doesn't mean just spending time in the classroom 

playing games to make the lesson more fun. It means 

incorporating play elements that have proven useful for 

learning. These include experience points, achievements, 

clear mission objectives (challenges), direction indicators, 

and most importantly, teamwork (cooperative). Teachers 

should keep students alert by engaging them with 

questions, challenging topics, and pop quizzes. A great 

tool that comes to mind is Kahoot, loved by students and 

teachers alike. 

 
 
 

 

Challenge 5: The digital divide 
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We have talked about this before, but now we take the 

digital divide seriously. Due to economic, social and 

personal circumstances, it is inevitable that not all 

students and even teachers have the same level of 

access to technology. Families with multiple children 

can only have one laptop, making it difficult to manage 

distance learning. Many students don't have personal 

smart devices, so when they opt for in -person 

education, bringing their own device (BYOD) is not an 

option for them. And, of course, Internet access isn't 

universal in terms of speed and reliability in every 

home anywhere. When attempting hybrid learning that 

relies on personal digital devices and constant high - 

speed Internet access, these gaps in availability present 

formidable challenges that educators will find 

impossible to fully remedy, as they are unable to 

directly address the causes of the root. 

 

 

Solution: 

 

Interactive flat screens or interactive displays by design 

provide a consolidated central platform that the entire 

class can access. Students with good access to 

technology can form the remote attendance part of the 

hybrid learning equation, while those with less access 

(if they and their parents agree) can come in and 

participate in person. If in - person support is an issue, 

the combination of pen displays and integrated 

applications makes it easy to record sessions. This gives 

students the flexibility to watch lessons when they can, 

as long as educators make sure they give students more 

time to complete homework. Good educational 

technology allows for such flexibility. 

 

Both the in-person and remote education parts benefit 

greatly from cloud collaboration tools such as Digital 

Whiteboarding (aka DWB) software, where students 

can contribute to classroom content in real time and 

support others' progress by sh aring and collaborating. - 

Edit files online. This is becoming an increasingly 

common feature of the modern classroom, especially 

interactive displays! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusions:  
Today blended learning can refer to any combination of 

different learning methods, different learning 

environments, different learning styles. To conclude we 

can say that blended learning offers flexibility in 

learning for both students and teachers. An effective 

blended learning environment is needed to undertake 

innovative pedagogical approaches through the use of 

technology in teaching and learning. An examination of 

the student's characteristics / background, design 

characteristics and learning outcomes as factors of 

effectiveness can help inform the design of effective 

learning environments that include face-to-face sessions 

and online aspects. Most of the student characteristics 

and design characteristics of blended learning discussed 

in this study are important factors in the effectiveness 

of blended learning. None of the independent variables 

were identified as a significant predictor of student 

achievement. These gaps are open for further 

investigation to understand whether they can be 

significant predictors of blended learning effectiveness 

in a similar or different learning environment. 
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Abstract--- Cloud computing attained prominence after Amazon 

introduced first of its kind of cloud services in 2006. Cloud 

computing provides computing infrastructure, storage, and any 

type of application imaginable, from audio to word processors. 

Cloud computing has the ability to allocate the necessary 

resources to any client on demand. The clients do not need to pay 

for the construction of computing infrastructure or the 

maintenance of any hardware or software, which relieves them 

off a significant financial burden and mental stress. Clients 

simply connect their computers or networks to the cloud 

computing servers. In this paper, we focused on the three major 

cloud service providers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), 

Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and Microsoft Azure and 

compared the services offered by each provider. 
 
Keywords--- Cloud Computing, AWS, Azure, Google Cloud 

Platform, Software. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In 1961, John McCarty suggested in a speech at MIT that 

computing can be sold like a utility, just like a water or 

electricity. Later in 1999, Salesforce.com started delivering off 

applications to users using a simple website. The applications 

were delivered to enterprises over the Internet, and this way 

the dream of computing sold as utility came true.  
Cloud computing has become a significant technology trend, 

and many experts expect that cloud computing will reshape 

information technology processes and the IT marketplace.  
Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services over 

the internet rather than having local servers or personal 

devices handle applications. Computing services can include 

servers, storage, databases, networking, software, analytics, 

and intelligence. 
 
A. Characteristics of Cloud Computing 
 
1) Self-Service provisioning: On-demand compute resources for 

almost any type of workload are available to end users. End users 

can provision computing capabilities such as server time 

 
and network storage, eliminating the need for IT administrators to 

provision and manage compute resources in the past. 

 
2) Scalability: Companies can freely scale up as computing 

demands rise and scale down as they fall. This eliminates the 

need for large investments in local infrastructure that may or 

may not remain operational. 
 
 
3) Resource Pooling: Cloud providers use resource pooling to 

serve multiple customers from the same physical resources. 

Cloud providers' resource pools should be large and flexible 

enough to service the needs of multiple customers. 
 
 

II. CLOUD ARCHITECTURE 
 

Cloud architecture refers to how technology components 

work together to create a cloud, in which resources are pooled 

and shared across a network using virtualization technology.  

 
Fig. 1 Cloud Architecture 
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III. CLOUD DEPLOYMENT MODELS 
 

It defines how your cloud infrastructure will look, what you 

can change, and whether you will be provided with services or 

must create everything yourself. Cloud deployment types also 

define the relationships between the infrastructure and your 

users. 
 

Different types of Cloud Deployment models are as follows: 
 
A. Public Cloud 
 

The public cloud is one in which cloud infrastructure 

services are made available to the general public or major 

industry groups via the internet. Less secure as it open and can 

be accessed by everyone. 
 
B. Private Cloud 
 

The private cloud deployment model is diametrically 

opposed to the public cloud deployment model. It is a one-on-

one setting for a single user (customer). It is not necessary to 

share your hardware with anyone. It is more secure than the 

public cloud. 
 
C. Hybrid Cloud 
 

Hybrid cloud computing provides the best of both worlds by 

bridging the public and private worlds with a layer of 

proprietary software. With a hybrid solution, you can host the 

app in a secure environment while benefiting from the cost 

savings of the public cloud. 
 
 

IV. CLOUD SERVICE MODELS 
 

There are three types of Cloud Service models and they are 

as follows: 
 
A. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 
 

The primary benefit of using IaaS is that it allows users to 

avoid the cost and complexity of purchasing and managing 

physical servers. 
 
B. PaaS (Platform as a Service) 
 

The PaaS cloud computing platform was designed to allow 

programmers to develop, test, run, and manage applications. 
 
C. SaaS (Software as a Service) 
 

It is a piece of software in which applications are hosted by a 

cloud service provider. Users can gain access to these 

applications by using an internet connection and a web browser. 

 

V. CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS 
 

A third-party company that provides cloud-based platform, 

infrastructure, application, or storage services is known as a 

cloud service provider. Companies typically have to pay only 

for the amount of cloud services they use, as business 

demands require, similar to how a homeowner would pay for a 

utility such as electricity or gas. Some cloud service providers 

include: 

 
A. Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
 

AWS, or Amazon Web Services, is the cloud service 

platform provided by Amazon and offers users computing, 

storage, and delivery along with other services. Working 

together, each of these software as a service (SaaS), 

infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and platform as service 

(PaaS) offerings are a scalable approach to assisting your 

organisation in efficiently deploying applications  
1) Features of AWS: Amazon offers 18,000+ services, 

including: 
 

• Computing  
• Storage solutions  
• Cloud app integration  
• Analytics and machine learning  
• Productivity tools  
• Developer and management tools 

 
2) Pros and Cons of AWS: Many of AWS's advantages stem 

from its position as the world's first modern cloud services 

provider and the size of its global operations. Together, these 

factors have aided AWS's expansion and allowed it to offer a 

diverse set of services to businesses all over the world. 
 

Pros: 
 

• All major operating systems are supported like 

MacOS, Windows. 

• Large selection of services  
• Continuous growth of service selection  
• Maturity and availability  
• Capable of handling a large number of end-users and 

resources 

• Simple start-up 
 

While AWS is a strong provider, it does have its 

weaknesses like any other service provider 
 

Cons: 
 

• Comparatively high cost  
• Additional fees for essential services  
• Additional fees for customer technical support  
• Resource caps  
• Sharp learning curve after startup  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Amazon Web Service logo. 

 

B. Microsoft Azure 
 

While AWS is the largest cloud computing platform, 

Microsoft Azure is the fastest-growing and second-largest. 
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Azure is an organised platform that offers computing, storage, 

development, and database opportunities as SaaS, IaaS, PaaS. 

Together, businesses can use the platform to deploy and 

manage applications and other services in the cloud. To get 

access to these resources and services, all you need to have is 

an active internet connection and the ability to connect to the 

Azure portal. 
 
1) Features of Azure: Azure has repurposed and offered a 

number of easily-configured, quickly served services by 

leveraging the existing structure established by Microsoft's 

software and business app offerings including: 
 

• Cloud development platform  
• Blockchain technologies  
• Predictive analytics  
• Comprehensive IoT integration  
• DevOps features 

 
2) Pros and Cons: Many of Azure's strengths as a traditional 

provider of IaaS correspond to its extensive development 

history in this area. 
 

Pros include: 
 

• Wide availability  
• Integration with Microsoft tools and software  
• Service contract discounts for Microsoft cloud 

computing users 

• Built-in apps which support a variety of languages 

(including JavaScript, Python, .NET, Node.js and 

PHP) 

• Fairly low on-demand pricing  
• High redundancies to cutdown downtime  
• Support for open source 

 
However, Azure is not without its weaknesses, and you'll 

have to decide if the drawbacks outweigh the potential 

benefits of cloud computing for your organization. 
 

Cons include: 
 

• Lack of data management  
• Reports of difficulties regarding network management  
• Some believe it is more challenging to learn than 

other platforms 
• Design may feel less professional than other platforms  
• Reported issues with technical support  

 
C. Google Cloud Platform 
 

Google cloud Platform was officially released in 2008. 

Google has only recently emerged as a strong competitor to 

both AWS and Azure. Like the other two platforms, GCP 

offers IaaS and PaaS, as well as a serverless platform offering 

computing, storage, databases, multiple networking options, 

and database and IoT management. 
 
 
1) Features of Google Cloud Platform: With the backing of 

Google’s extensive global reach and seemingly endless 

capacity for innovation, GCP is quickly catching up to the 

competition. Currently, it offers services like: 
 

• Productivity management  
• Data storage and management  
• Cloud app development  
• AI and machine learning engines, including cloud 

speech API, vision API, and more 

• Business analytics 
 
2) Pros and Cons: As a highly developer-focused cloud-based 

platform, Google Cloud Platform’s strengths lie in high-end 

computing, machine learning, and cloud developer tools. 
 

Pros include: 
 

• Superior scalability  
• Simple setup and configuration  
• Utilization of popular languages like Java and Python  
• Deep discounts and flexible contracts  
• Data load balancing and fast response times 

 
However, as a relative newcomer, Google’s reach and 

diversity does tend to lag behind others for the time being. 

Although the platform is quickly making gains in these areas, 
 

Cons include: 
 

• Lack of advanced features  
• Less diversity of features  
• Fewer service offerings  
• Fewer global data centres  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4 Google Cloud 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 Microsoft Azure logo 
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V. COMPARISON BETWEEN SERVICE PROVIDERS 
 

 
TABLE 1 

 
Comparison Between Different Service Provider  

 

 

Features AWS Azure GCP 

 Mature Catalog, Functionally Rich Diverse Catalog (Virtual Growing Catalog (Compute 

 (EC2, plus ECS and EKS Machines, open source plus AKS Engine, plus Kubernetes 

Computing containers) containers) Engine) 

 Medium-High Reach (22 regions of Best Reach (more than 54 Growing Reach (21 current 

Regions/Locations global infrastructure) regions) regions and zones) 

 Speedy, Dedicated Connection Broad and Flexible (Azure Most Limited (Cloud 

General Network (AWS Direct Connect) Virtual Network) Hybrid Connectivity)  

 

Largest Range (S3 Object Storage,   
Storage plus block, file, and hybrid storage)  

 
Medium-Large Range (Azure Basic (Cloud Storage)   
Blob Storage, plus Data Lake, file 

and hybrid storage)  
 

 Mid-Sized Range (SQL 

Databases 
supported and non-SQL) 

 

Management Full Range of Services 

 Mature, Isolated (offers firewalls, 

 granular IAM, and vulnerability 

Security assessment) 

 Medium-High Powered (AWS 
Analytics & Big Analytics, SQL support, open 

Data standard APIs) 

AI 

Largest Provider (mature services) 

 

 Largest Provider (IoT Core and 

IoT Alexa-based services) 

 Most Widely Used Blockchain on 

Blockchain AWS 

 Strong (Supports interoperability, 

Integration especially via public cloud) 

Migration Requires IT Proficiency 

 Costly (management is a hurdle – 

Pricing see chart) 

 Comprehensive (Glacier backup 

Backup service)  

 
Largest Range (SQL 

supported and non-SQL, plus 

hybrid)   

 Full Range of Services  
 
Largest Gaps (separate protocols, 

plus less-secure defaults) 
 
 

 
Most Powerful (Azure Stream 

Analytics, SQL support, machine 

learning)   
Medium-Large Provider (proven 

platforms like Cortana 

Intelligence Suite)   
Smaller, but Targeted (IoT edge-

based services) 
 

 
Three-Step Solution Blockchain 

Technology and Applications 
  
Strong (Supports hybrid 

architecture and interoperability) 
  

 Requires IT Proficiency   
Manageable (Multiple options – 

see chart) 
  
Best Backup (Azure archival 

backup and system recovery 

services)  

 
Mid-Sized Range (SQL 

supported and non-SQL) 
 
 

 Full Range of Services   
Reliable Midpoint 

(centralized access 

through Cloud Security 

Command Centre)   
Strength in Advanced 

Analytics (Google cloud 

platform analytics and data 

analytics)  

 
Pioneer, Large Provider 

(multiple AI and ML tools) 
  
Emerging (Cloud IoT Core-

based services) 
  
Infrastructure Assistance 

for Ethereum and 

Hyperledger Fabric   
Emerging (Strong APIs, 

limited ETL tools) 
  

 Requires IT Proficiency   
Minimal (Free credits – see 

chart) 
 
 
Basic (Nearline 

and Coldline) 
  

Serverless AWS Lambda Azure Functions Google Cloud Functions   
Functions  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Cloud-based services often come with added features and 

benefits. The dramatic increase in adoption of cloud 

computing services has largely been driven by the significant 

benefits of using cloud-based software applications versus 

buying, installing and maintaining on-premise solutions. Start-

up companies can be in business without investing in IT. An 

increase in the number of micro enterprises in a country will 

have a huge impact on its economic growth. After analysing 

various parameters, We discovered that in the war of AWS vs 

Azure vs Google Cloud, after analysing various parameters, 

AWS has a higher score than Azure and Google Cloud. 

However, it's difficult to predict when AWS will take over as 

the leading cloud platform. Without a doubt, Azure and GCP 

provide superior services and features and as a result, any of 

these cloud platforms has the potential to become the market 

leader in the future. 
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Abstract— The news portal helps in knowing the updated 

information using any internet connected gadget. has been 

introduced to overcome the problem of reading news in a 

physical paper as through this, everything can be done 

digitally. Over the years, there has not been a news portal 

where students can have a brief idea of what's happening and 

what will happen on the campus. Moreover, the no. of people 

reading a newspaper has decreased gradually, so this project 

is introduced where the users can read the news virtually. 

Another part of the project is the blog spots. Students can 

submit their blog spots written on various areas to have a 

look at them. More such informative topics are to be 

implemented in the same.HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and 

Bootstrap are the tools for the frontend part, and Django 

using Python is used as a Backend tool and My SQLite to be 

used as the database. 
 

Keywords—Software; Database; HTML; CSS; Bootstrap; 

Django 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Web Development is one of the most popular technologies 

and has always been updated with new technology. Websites 

have become a popular medium of communication in various 

fields, such as educational institutions where students can 

check their performance. In many institutions, any recent 

events happening in the college are updated through the 

lecturer, and there are high chances that a student may miss 

important information. We have seen it frequently happen 

when a website is dedicated to this. It makes things easier, 

communication happens easier, and students can check 

updates on their own time. We have used Hypertext Mark 

Language (HTML) to design web pages and Cascade Style 

Sheet (CSS) to help the developers make colorful websites. 

JavaScript is also used for interactive web pages. Django is 

used to update the website both by the students and admin. In 

this paper, we have proposed a system where we have a 

website that helps the students and faculty connect to the 

events happening around the institution, and this helps  

 

 

students join their favorite clubs and professional society and 

interact with seniors, which helps them in building the 

network and learn new things and try to contribute to the 

events happening in the institution. 

                       II.   Literature Survey 
As we all know, a student of a particular college needs to 

know what's going around on the campus and reading articles 

regarding different areas is very important. So in the below 

section, we will look. Some research papers have already 

used the technology that we are using in our project to know 

how that particular technology has helped us in our project. 

Eugenio et al. (2018). They stated in their paper that how the 

technology we are using is used to calculate electricity bills 

of campus and show a detailed bill so that the administration 

knows what is causing them high electricity bills and reduce 

this from next time [1]. Chou, Y.C et al. (2014). The paper 

indicates how computer networks play an important role in 

sharing data and data privacy. Some data must be sent with 

heavy privacy; to achieve this, data hiding techniques are 

used [2]. Carter, B. (2014). This paper focuses completely on 

how students can use applications like HTML, CSS, HTML, 

CSS, JavaScript, Node.js and SQLite to create unique web 

applications for various purposes [3]. Khan, M.M et al. 

(2020). This paper keeps in mind the rising Covid-19 cases 

and how important it is for a person, even with mild 

symptoms, to consult a doctor just by sitting at home instead 

of risking going outside the home in this pandemic situation. 

It shows how complex applications can also be developed 

using HTML, CSS and video calling API like Opentok, 

Twillo etc [4]. Mesbah et al. (2012). The above paper tells us 

the importance of CSS in designing a web page. According to 

their survey, an average of 60% of web pages have unused 

CSS selectors, which are quite a common issue [5]. Tiwari, U 

et al. (2019). This paper shows how we can help people find 

their misplaced items with a single touch. The paper indicates 
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why the Django framework is a very strong and reliable 

framework to create various applications like these [6]. 

Mehzbin, N et al. (2019). They have shown us how various 

frontend and backend applications can be used to create web 

applications to educate learners about flora which has bought 

great popularity to the northeastern states. Apart from this, 

puzzles are designed to test their knowledge [7]. Pannu, M et 

al. (2018). The paper indicates how various frontend and 

backend technologies can be used to improve the efficiency 

of a business by analyzing business functions and employee 

participation [8].Aminuzzaman et al. (2021). The paper 

shows how owners of houses can give their house for lease 

for those who need and even the people who require a house 

for lease can directly interact with the owner to discuss the 

procedure and pricing [9].Fuaddi, M. and Subirosa, B., 

(2018). The above paper shows how the technology we are 

using can be implemented in the medical field. Complex 

tasks for the electro-medical technician in calibrating medical 

equipment 

 

can be achieved using this technology. The overall paper 

shows that this technology can prepare documents required 

for accreditation and re-accreditation [10]. Nneji, G et al. 

(2018). This paper showcases an amazing platform where 

students and their coordinators can interact directly to 

achieve collaborative learning. The application provides 

services where lecturers can assign tasks to the students and 

guide them as required [11]. Das et al. (2019). This paper 

shows us a different technology quite different from the 

existing technology. In the general online examination, 

modes have multiple choice questions in an examination, and 

according to the data stored in the database, we are assigned 

the marks. But here, along with HTML, CSS, and various 

applications, Natural Language Processing comes into play 

where even long theory answers are analyzed, and marks are 

assigned accordingly [12]. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEMS  

 

       Fig. 1 Block Diagram of System Architecture 

Our proposed project helps to provide the college 

students with all the news regarding the college, 

future events to happen in the college, and key 

highlights regarding the college. Another major role 

of the project is to provide an interface for the 

students to publish their blogs and even read blogs 

regarding many topics. The project provides three 

basic interfaces with the news page, blog spots for 

college clubs and technical, non-technical topic-

related blog spots. 

 

           a.  The News Page: 

With the help of HTML and bootstrap, this page is 

designed to help students know what's happening on 

campus. CSS does the job of designing the page to give 

it an attractive look. The page is proposed to contain 

news articles, trending news and upcoming events that 

are going to happen in the college in the coming days. 

The basic motive behind designing this page is that a 

student needs to be familiar with what is happening 

every day as a student spends most of his week time 

inside the college campus. 

 

             b.  Blogspot cards: 

In t his part of the page, a user gets an overall view of 

different clubs and events present on the campus. Various 

frontend tools are used to create the basic structure of the 

page, and CSS does the main part of giving the page the 

desired look and making it user-friendly for the users to 

read and use. To know and read blogs regarding that 

particular club, a button is provided to navigate the page 

where the students publish different blogs. The linking 

between the two pages is done using the Django 

framework. 

 
c. Club BlogSpot: 

 
This page contains different blog spots published by 

students on that particular club or event. For these pages, 

HTML and Bootstrap are also used as frontend tools, and 

another tool, JavaScript, has been used to get a smooth 

fade-in transition when the page is opened and a button to 

go to the top of the page when the page is scrolled down. 
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For a user to submit their blog, a form is provided at the 

bottom of the page to submit their blogs. 
 
d.  Form Implementation: 
 
The form implementation is done using the Django 

framework. The form serves the purpose of helping students 

submit their blogs so that every member of the college has 

access to give it a read. Every input given by the user is stored 

in the database. The database we used in this module is 

SQLite. The editor can view these inputs in the Django admin 

field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Working of the system 

 

IV. Motivation: 

 

With the improving technology day by day, people reading 

books and magazines have fallen drastically. To keep the habit 

of reading still alive,we have come up with this idea where 

users can at least read virtually. Moreover, this platform does 

not provide them with a platform from which they can read 

but also come to a step ahead and provide their thoughts in a 

blog. One major motivation to do this module came after 

coming across the paper of Mehzbin, N., Rahman, A. and 

Sarma, P., 2019, February. E-Learning for Children on Flora 

of North East India [7]. In this paper, they have shown how 

this platform can educate children about the North Indian 

Flora and Fauna. 

 

V. Conclusion: 

 

We can conclude that this module is a great platform for 

students to gain knowledge in different areas and even it’s a 

great platform for them to express their ideas or knowledge as 

this knowledge can be useful to many others as well. This 

module has shown wonderful results as students have already 

started to use this webpage by submitting their blogs, and they 

have indicated that it is very simple and user-friendly. This 

web page is useful for students, but even the faculty members 

can also use it to educate their younger ones with their 

experience in a particular field over the years. This webpage 

can be accessed over any device, and there is no restriction for 

it, whether it be a laptop or a small mobile phone. Over time, 

this webpage can be updated to provide various other services 

to college students to make their work easier. This particular 

project can be implemented in all the college’s as it’s very 

beneficial for the students. Although this approach has started 

with very few services in the long term with updating services, 

it will be very beneficial for all the students. 

VI. Future Scope: 

 

New and latest technologies like Artificial Intelligence (AI), 

Machine Learning (ML) and Internet of Things (IOT) can be 

used in this project. Artificial Intelligence will soon take on 

Web Development and become the building block. Machine 

Learning can be used to show news and blogs according to the 

interest of that particular user based on his daily use. Internet 

Of Things can introduce some advanced features to the 

website. One such example is the implementation of a chatbot 

on the website. Web development will have a great future and 

cope with the industry's exponential growth and fast-paced 

nature. 
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Abstract—Biometric systems are very prevalent in our 

everyday life of ours. Regardless of the greater challenges to 
circumvent them, criminals are building methods to effectively 
simulate valid users' physical, biological, and behavioural 
characteristics, referred to as spoofing attacks. In this context, 
robust countermeasure techniques must be created and 
integrated with conventional biometric applications to prevent 
such frauds. Despite face becoming a promising characteristic 
because of its acceptability and convenience, face recognition 
methods can be tricked with typically printed photographs. Most 
state-of-the-art anti-spoofing methods for face recognition apps 
extract handcrafted consistency characteristics from pictures, 
primarily based upon the effective Local binary patterns (LBP) 
descriptor, to characterize them.  

Nevertheless, recent results suggest that high level (deep) 
functions are more powerful for such complicated things. In this 
particular brief, a novel method for face spoofing detection that 
extracts deep texture features from images by integrating the 
LBP descriptor to some modified convolutional neural network is 
suggested. Tests on the NUAA spoofing repository suggest that 
such a serious neural system (called LBPnet) and a prolonged 
version of it (n LBPnet) outperform other state-of-the-art 
methods, presenting great results r e g a r d i n g hitt i n g 
detection. 

 
Index Terms—Local binary patterns, convolutional neural 

network, robust 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Deal with spoofing is an attack-type by showing a face of 

the front side of all of the digital cameras. You will find 

various spoofing episodes, including print documents 

encounter, 3D Mask Attack, video clip Attack. Thus a 

protected product is necessary to identify deal with spoofing. 

The target of experience spoofing detection is recognizing the 

face picture as authentic or even spoofed. 
 

II. LITERATURE  SURVEY 
 

Xudong Sun et al. (2016) proposed near-infrared 

differential (NIRD) images using the controllable active near-

infrared (NIR) lights. There is a great lightning distinction 

amongst the pictures that include things like proactive NIR 

lighting and pictures that do not incorporate productive NIR 

light bulbs inside the NIRD picture dependent on the 

manifestation version. The pixel consistency among the deal 

 
In addition to the non-face, areas a r e examined andbe able to 

determine the spoofing pictures; the context signs are 

employed..  
Shervin Rahimzadeh Arashloo et al. (2017) proposed a novel 

and much more reasonable spoof detection mechanism over 

the foundation of the anomaly detection idea. To manage the 

unseen hit sorts, a brand new analysis process has likewise 

been recommended in this case. Right at the end, utilizing 

typical spatiotemporal and picture quality functions, a 

comprehensive analysis and comparability of twenty several 

kinds of one class and two category methods were performed. 

The anomaly-based formula carried out much better around 

comparability on the traditional two-class strategy as per the 

outcomes attained thro ugh simulations.  
Muhammad Asim et al. (2017) proposed a novel anti-spoofing 

technique based on Spatio-temporal information in this paper. 

At this point, the genuine entry and the impostor movies, 

often known as videos sequences because of the picture 

strikes, have been distinguished via this particular technique. 

To draw out the spatial features coming from the video clip 

sequences simultaneously as to shoot probably the most 

discriminative signs among the real entry and the impostor 

strikes, the LBP TOP mechanism is cascaded with CNN. 

Considerable tests are performed upon two extremely 

demanding datasets, which are REPLAY ATTACK and 

CASIA. As the simulation benefits, quite high competitive by 

nature outcomes are already attained, plus it's observed the 

suggested plan outperforms pre-existing techniques. 
 

III. PROPOSED  APPROACH 
 

• We are designing LBP Based Convolution Neural 

Network called LBPNET to detect face spoofing. Here, 

we will first extract LBP from images and then train LBP 

descriptor images with Convolution Neural Network to 

generate a training model. 
 

• Whenever we upload a new test image, that test image 

will be applied to the training model to detect whether 

the test image contains a spoof or non-spoof image. 
 

• The local Binary Pattern (LBP) technique was suggested 

to describe the consistency of a picture. LBP was put to 

use in numerous investigations in laptop perception for 
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Example experience recognition, facial expression 

recognition, movement and measures are modelling what 

about health care picture evaluation.  
• The LBP is produced from the neighbouring radius of a 

certain pixel. The LBP great is estimated by evaluating 

the severeness of neighbouring pixel towards the 

intensity of the main pixel beginning out of a particular 

perspective and replicating it along the subsequent 

neighbouring pixel. 
 

• The comparability outcome is a binary amount of one as 

well as zero. A worth one is provided if the middle  
pixel severeness is under the severeness on the 

neighbouring pixel. A t t h e s a m e t i m e , t h e 

importance of 0 is given if the centre pixel intensity is a 

lot more than the neighbouring pixel's intensity.  
• The most widely used test is P = 8 and the group radius R 

= 1. P = 8 implies that we carry out the LBP on eight 

neighbouring pixels around the middle pixel. R = 1 

implies that the distance between the middle a nd 

neighbouring pixels is 1.  

• Nevertheless,   some   other   neighbouring   pixel  an d  
radius values, s u c h a s P =16 andR = 2, may be 
utilized. And then, we concatenate the binary worth on  
the neighbouring pixel clockwise or even 
counterclockwise.  

• The binary benefit will be changed to decimal worth. 

This particular procedure is done for each pixel within 

the picture. The illustration of the LBP procedure can be 

noticed below.  

essential CNN architecture. It incorporates seven levels. 

The very first level is made up of a type in the picture 

with a size of 32×32.  
• It’s convoluted with s i x filters of dimension 5×5, 

leading to the dimension of 28x28x6. The next level is a 

Pooling functioning that filtration dimensions 2×2 as 

well as the stride of two. Thus the ensuing picture 

dimension is going to be 14x14x6. 
 

• Likewise, the 3rd level additionally entails inside a 

convolution functioning with sixteen screens of 

dimension 5×5 accompanied by way of a quarter pooling 

level with comparable filtration scale of 2×2 as well as 

the stride of two. Therefore, the ensuing picture 

dimension will probably be diminished to 5x5x16. 
 

• After the picture dimension is cut down, the 5th level is a 

completely linked convolutional level with 120 screens 

every one of dimension 5×5. With this level, every one 

of the 120 devices within this particular level will be 

hooked up towards the 400 (5x5x16) devices coming 

from the prior levels. The sixth level is additionally a 

completely attached level with eighty-four devices.  

• The  last  seventh level  w i l l  be  a softmax  result level   
with’ n’ attainable instructional classes based on the nu 

mb er of courses within the dataset.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. LBPnet  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Binary values  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. The equation for LBP code 

 

A. CNN working procedure 
 

• Right here, we put into action the LeNet 5 CNN 

structure,which happens to be among the first and the 

majority 

 
Fig. 4. CNN algorithm 

 

IV.  RESULT  ANALYSIS 
 

2 LBP based Convolutional Neural Networks, LBPnet, and 

n LBPnet, have suggested for spoofing detection contained 

experience recognition methods, offering excellent outcomes 

along the NUAA spoofing dataset, surpassing different 

evaluated state-of-the-art methods. With all the largest ROC 

curves, minimal EER, and excessive precision, the suggested 

n LBPnet works. LBPnet configures efficient options for 

spoofing detection within the actual deal with recognition 

programs of nowadays. Using the GABOR include choice 

algorithm, we obtain a high-intensity pixel picture within the  
experiment; by that, we c a n notice GABOR accomplishes 

100% reliability and LBP, attain 96% precision on the dataset. 

 

V.  CONCLUSION  AND  FUTURE  SCOPE 
 

Here we utilize 2 LBP based Convolutional Neural 

Networks, n-LBPnet algorithms and LBPnet for face spoofing 

detection systems, which provided us excellent outcomes 

along the NUAA spoofing dataset, surpassing different 

evaluated state-of-the-art techniques. We accomplished the 

top ROC curves, minimal EER and excessive precision with 

the algorithms used. But when noticed to complete fill up the 

100% 
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Precision for the experiment as we have applied the Gabor 

featured algorithm to own a High-intensity pixel through 

picture extraction. The suggested n-LBPnet networks and 

LBP- net together with the setup of the Gabor Featured 

algorithm; we configure efficient options for spoofing 

detection within the actual deal with recognition apps. 

Depending on everything, it is feasible in summary that here 

full consistency functions are abundant sources of info for 

face spoofing detection, propagating much better outcomes 

when compared with handcrafted types (or perhaps a mix of 

them, which might be impractical). Integrating the LBP 

descriptor inside a full mastering structure is a robust and 

suitable substitute for avoiding this kind of criminal pursuit. 
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Abstract: The project objective is to book movie tickets 

online. The Ticket Reservation System is a prototype that 

will reserve the tickets of different theaters in one 

application. This online ticket reservation system provides 

a prototype for a cinema hall where any user can access it. 

User is required to login to the system and needs any kind 

of online payment system for booking the tickets. All 

excitement of watching movie and enjoying with family 

and friends vanishes after standing in hours in long 

queues to get tickets and snacks booked . This prototype 

provides complete information regarding currently 
running movies, top charts on all the screens with details 

of show timings, available seats. Ticket reservations can 

be cancelled if needed. During pandemic, social 

distancing is mandatory. Hence, our prototype helps 

everyone to follow the rules and also our prototype follows 

all the rules and regulations given by the government to 

book movie tickets. 
 

Keywords: Figma, reservation, E-ticket, user-friendly, 
Prototype, Pandemic. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

We are building a movie booking system 
application prototype . We are designing it in such 
way that the booking system would be useful in 
corona pandemic to create sure 

 

 

minimum social distancing and 100%safety for our 

customers. 

 

This project aims at developing a E-Ticket 

reservation system for Cinema halls. The Ticket 

Reservation system is an internet based application 

prototype that will be accessed through the online by 

anyone. The appliance will automate the reservation 

of tickets and enquiries about availability of tickets. 

 

Customers may view the contents of any movies 

show at any time and should also view trailers and 

ratings from different companies. The prototype 

provides a system that automatically calculates the 

subtotal and grand total along with taxes of snacks 

and tickets and provides different online payment 

options. Once you reach your destination, there’s no 

must fill in queue for your orders. You’ll directly 

collect snacks from the snacks counter by showing e-

receipt. Our prototype also provides remember me 

feature which may help the user for future logins. 

 

This powerful application prototype is 

specifically designed for theater owners, to sell 

tickets online. This intuitive visual interface makes 

day-to-day aspects of selling, exchanging, refunding, 

and reporting fast and straightforward for the users 

during the pandemic period. 

 

We are proposing a brand new system prototype 

which is more reliable, entertaining and 
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straightforward than the current system. Our solution 
targets those users who don't have spare time to 
square within the queue for booking tickets. The 
people that book tickets by our system are going to be 
assured of a ticket before going to the hall without 
their physical presence. Customers who book tickets 
will receive an immediate E-ticket in our application. 
By showing this E-ticket at the counter of multiplex , 
you are permitted to enter. This technique also saves 
the Mother nature as we are generating E-Ticket 
which may be downloaded and may be shown 
through phone itself which saves the usage of papers 
to print the ticket. 

 

 

II. SURVEY  
Q1  

 

 

Q4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.4 Pie graph 4 
 

 

Q5  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.5 Pie graph 5 
 

 

Fig.1 Pie graph 1  
 

Q2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.2 Pie graph 2 
 
Q3  

 
 
 
We had conducted an online survey in which we 

had asked few questions regarding our topic to our 

frequent users and the results are shown in the 

above graphs and we did analysis on the same. 

After analysis, we had created our 
Fig.5 Pie graph 5 

prototype by considering all their responses. 
 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
THE AIM OF PROPOSED SYSTEM IS TO 

DEVELOP A SYSTEM OF IMPROVED 

FACILITIES. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM CAN 

OVERCOME ALL THE LIMITATIONS OF THE 

EXISTING SYSTEM. 
 

• In this covid19 situation social distancing is 
necessary so that filling only 50% of the seats i.e. 
alternative seats should be available for booking. 
 

If customers want to buy particular movie ticket 
at the cinema hall they can do this by scanning QR 
code of that particular movie and book a ticket. After 
a successful booking they 

 

 

Fig.3 Pie graph 3 
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will get a code by scanning that they can enter into 
cinema hall. 
 

Some extra facilities over existing application 
 

 

• Security of data 

 
 
 
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
 
Our prototype made in figma[7] which consist of the 
following pages: 

 
• More efficient 

 
• User-friendly 

 

 

I. 4. REQUIREMENT GATHERING WITH DESIGN 
ALTERNATIVES 
 

 
General requirements(functional): 

 
• A way in which the cinema hall admin 

can login into the system to perform 
different operation. 

 
• A way in which customer can login into 

the application. 
 

• A way in which a customer can modify its 
own data. 

 
• A way in which customer can commit order 

by just clicking the seat alternatively. 

 
1. FRONT PAGE: 

 
This is our front page which consist of the logo of our 

application and a play button which will take you to 

LOGIN PAGE. [8] 

 
2. LOGIN PAGE: 

 

After clicking on play button user will be redirected 

to login page where if user already has an account, 

then he can enter his username and password to login 

successfully..[8] 

 

3. SIGN UP PAGE: 

 

If he/she is a new user on our app, it will have to sign 

up further to enter their credentials so that the 

database will have all the information. .[9] 

 

 

4. FORGET PASSWORD PAGE:  
• A way in which customer can check ticket 

record selected by him during the time of 
payment. 

 

 
• A way in which customer can order some 

food and beverage 
 

• A way in which customer can scan a Qr 
code at the cinema hall 

 

During login, if the user forgets his/her password, no 

need to create a new account, just click on forget 

password button and you will land here. You need to 

enter valid email-id and verification will be done 

automatically. Use the new password to login 

successfully. .[9] 

 

 

5. MOVIE LIST PAGE: 
 

Nonfunctional Requirements: 
 

• Performance: system should be able to 
handle multiple users at a time. 

 
• Availability: The project will be deployed 

on a public shared server so it will be 
available all the time and will be accessible 
anywhere of the world. 

 
• Portability: The system is portable and can 

switch servers. 
 

• Maintainability: The server is easy to 
maintain. 

 

This is our list of movie page. We had added a 

RECOMMENDATION feature here which 

automatically appears on your screen when latest 

movies are on trending or just released. We have no 

language barriers. User can watch any kind of movies 

of any language. .[10] 

 

6. USER DASHBOARD: 

 

This is an hamburger sign which slides from left to 

give user a view that there are more options 
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for their ease. Here user can preview their account, 

payments details and watch list. .[10] 

 
 

 

7. MORE ABOUT MOVIE: 

 

Whenever you click on any of your favorite movie , it 

will redirect the user to a page where he/she can view 

the ratings, description of the movie, timing ,casting 

etc. Here we give an opportunity to the user to watch 

the trailer of their selected movie so that he/she can 

get more information about the storyline. He doesn’t 

have to shift from one application to another for the 

same. .[11] 

 

 

8. BOOK NOW : 

 

When the user clicks on BOOK NOW button, user 

will be able to see a blurred background which is one 

of the best features of FIGMA because you have to 

first fill in the details to book your seat. Hence, 

clicking this button, a drop down will occur. .[11] 

 

 

9. DROPDOWN: 

 

This drop down contains the valuable details that a 

user has to fill mandatory so as to get the desired 

seats at a particular cinema and time. A user can 

select price from the given list. It consist of 

Golden(Rs 400/-), Premium(Rs 200/-), Normal(Rs 

120/-)..[12] 

 

 

10. SEAT BOOKING: 

 

According to Government guidelines, the seats are 

shown in the prototype. From there, he/she can select 

the seats of their choice. We provide a preview 

button here which shows what seats you have 

selected . .[13] 

 

 

11.  SNACKS SECTION 

 

Delicious snacks and drinks waiting for users!!We 

provided many kinds of for them to enjoy. We also 

provides combo pack for groups. After selecting all 

dishes, below we have provided a preview option for 

easiness of the user. When they reach their respective 

cinema, everything will be ready for them as there 

should not be any human contact and to maintain 

social distancing. Hot dishes will be hot and cold 

dishes will be cold..no worries!! We had provided a 

Skip button at the top of our prototype. If they 

doesn’t want any snacks ,they can directly go for 

payment. .[14] 

 
12.  PAYMENT 

 

Whatever you have bought, the grand total will be 

automatically generated on user’s screen. We will be 

providing them will different online payment options 

like through card, Paypal, Google pay etc. User must 

click on any of the options to proceed further and 

pay. .[15] .[16] 

 
13.  COLLECTION OF TICKET 

 
 

 

After paying , a message will come saying you 

had paid successfully. This page consist of a receipt 

and E-ticket. Receipt contains all your details 

regarding your name, your bookings, your payment, 

your snacks. It is auto generated. If all the details are 

right, click on the confirm button to generate your E-

Ticket. When you reach your cinema ,you need to 

show this page to the officials standing there and they 

will do the needful. Also, showing this receipt will 

provide you with your snacks. .[17] 

 
 

 

V. LOW FIDELITY PROTOTYPE :The low-

fidelity prototype - known as low-tech, low-fi or lo-fi 

prototype, is a semi-finished prototype that focuses 

on function, structure, 
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process, and provides the simplest framework and 

elements of a web/app. It’s often used to translate 

design ideas into testable and tangible artifacts for 

collecting and analyzing the user demands at the 

early stage. Here are some of our low fidelity 

prototype: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.8 Front page, login page  
 
 
 

 

Fig.6 Low fidelity prototype 1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.9 Sign up , forget password page  
 
 
 

Fig.7 Low fidelity prototype 2 
 

 

VI. HIGH FIDELITY PROTOTYPE 

 

It is the actual and final design that UX designer uses 

as a prototype. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.10 Movie list, more options 
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Fig.14 Snacks , preview page 
 

Fig.11 Description, Book seat page  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.12Apply drop down page  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.15 Payment page  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.13 Seat book , preview page Fig.16 Payment page 
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Fig.17 Receipt , E-ticket page 
 
 
 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

This application prototype helps customer in 

having immediate information about running movies 

and reserve their seats without wasting their precious 

time. User friendly interface make this more easier 

for a new user to book a ticket as well as the online 

Payment, Booking, and cancellation make it easier to 

use. So, using this system will help in reducing the 

labor and provide more facility for viewers who will 

increase their level of ease as they can do everything 

from anywhere at any time. This prototype is 

prepared by using an application called Figma. It had 

so many creative features that helped us create such a 

prototype. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.18 Figma 
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Abstract—India is the 3rd largest startup 

ecosystem in the world. A nation with a humongous 

start-up economy; if utilized for the cumulative 

growth of society it could be a massive driving force. 

Thus, arises a need for a platform that allows 

startups to connect and communicate with each 

other. It will reduce the dependency of the Indian 

IT Sector on foreign firms and enhance 

employment opportunities for Indian youths. The 

start-ups in India would greatly benefit from a 

platform to connect and communicate based on 

their requirements. Most start-ups in India lose 

potential customers as networking in the initial 

stages is overlooked. If they efficiently use 

COVALENT, they can 

 

gain both potential customers and services required 

to work smoothly. 
 

Keywords—Startup, India, Networking, Portal 

 
 

 

I. Introduction 
 

India and Indians dominate the Start-up Ecosystem 

worldwide, in the year 2018, India had 50,000 

startups offering different services. Today there are 

about 2-3 tech startups born every day. Taking these 

facts into account, startups in the country have been 

able to create an estimated 40,000 new jobs over a 

year, taking the total jobs in the start-up ecosystem to 

1.6-1.7 lakh. 
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However, 90% of Indian startups fail within the first 

five years due to one of the many reasons that we 

have observed. In this field, the researchers have 

underlined those factors that a startup must have to 

succeed, although there won’t be any Business until 

you reach out to Potential leads for your firm. Most 

of the startups that failed tend to have several things 

in common: 

 
● Inexperienced founders and poor advice 

given by family and friends leads to wrong 

inventory and bad decisions. 
 

● Cash Flow Problems - Most startups fail due 

to money-related issues. Sound financial 

planning is crucial when running a business. 
 

● Very Low emphasis on marketing and 

networking. 
 

● Lack of trust in the company that has only 

existed for a short period. 
 
This problem calls for a unique solution. Something 

which gives startups to network with and learns from 

other startups without compromising their 

independence. As it is only through the collaboration 

of like-minded people that innovation can truly be 

sustained. The guidance is really accurate if it comes 

from a firm or organization that has walked the same 

path over the period of time. 

Literature Survey 
 
In the article “For 78% of Start-ups, Networking is 

Essential, Forbes”, The need for networking is 

precisely explained by Federico Guerrini. The article 

explains in the initial stages, the startups deny the 

need for networking but later on realize their mistake. 

Around 55% of startups fail to access and manage a 

crucial resource community. Active networking has a 

positive impact on the startup business.[1] The Indian 

startup ecosystem is delivered in the article “Indian 

Startups- Issues, Challenges and Opportunities” 

explained, more than 800 technology startups are 

being set up in the Nation in a year. Mistakes in 

management, Unorganized Market for the 
 
product, Poor Networking and Mentorship are the 

major reasons for the failure of startups.[2] We 

researched various aspects regarding startups and 

their method of working, analyzing why these ideas 

despite being innovative don’t work in the longer run. 

In the previous years the things were different but 

with the Government of India’s involvement and 

support the start-up Industry has been Flourishing. 

Initiatives such as the " Make in India " campaign 

introduced in September 2014 to ensure enhanced 

and 
 
mega-sized production and manufacturing for the 

Indian MSME sector. The government Prioritized the 

concept of Intellectual Rights to imbibe confidence 

among the Stakeholders. Also, the Indian 

Government Started with 
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the “Start-up India” Campaign in 2015 so that they 

could support Entrepreneurs financially [2]. "E-

Government meets E-business: a portal site for start-

up companies in Switzerland " published by P. 

Schubert and U. Hausler. This ideally defines the 

Government and Business interaction portal and hand 

in hand partnership for overall development. 

Networked computer technology for business 

purposes is no longer a domain of companies alone[4]. 

"Indian E-Commerce Industry Start-up Scenario with 

Trend and Opportunities ",the article explains that 

Since 2014, the government of India has announced 

various initiatives namely Digital India, Start-up 

India and Innovation Fund. The execution plan of 

Start-up India based on the following three pillars-

Simplification and Hand-Holding, Funding Support 

and Incentives, Industry-Academia Partnership and 

Incubation.[6] 

 
So we propose the idea ~ 'Covalent: A Startup where 

Start-ups work for Start-ups'. 
 

III. Analysis & Design  

 
It is expected that we keep the design more user-

oriented so that it is easy to use and it completes its 

purpose of existence. The objective of our portal is to 

ensure opportunities for everyone.[7] The portal is 

exclusively for Indians as it is focusing on Indian 

start-ups and the Indian economy. In the age of 

Globalization, we look to increase the strength and 

quality of the India based start-ups and SMEs. This 

method might sound old but is an effective way to 

support Local Start-ups and SMEs to gain big. We 

propose designing a portal that can provide 

opportunities not only to Start-up but also to the 

SME’s and Service Providers in the future, even if 

you are not an entrepreneur. 

 
This platform is in sync with the Current "Atma 

Nirbhar Bharat" campaign and "Vocal for Local" 

concept. The Local Start-ups will get to work for 

each other. It could have long-lasting effects on the 

economy as well. With more such start-ups turning 

successful[8], there is a chance that new start-ups will 

come into existence and they will thrive together to 

improve and grow[9]. Also, when this portal is 

effectively in use, we would be looking forward to 

including free-lancers and job-seekers as well[10]. It 

will be an extension from purely the IT project to a 

multidisciplinary project that will cater to the 

requirements of all domains. 
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IV. Objectives of the System: 

 
The portal will be serving the below mentioned 

objectives: 
 

● Create a platform for startups to connect. 
 

● Create continued employment opportunities 

for startups. 
 

● Cumulative Growth for all the associated 

entities..  
● Opportunity for interns, MSME’s. 

 
V.Scope of the System: 
 
The Startup Industry in India is rapidly growing with 

a new tech firm being established every day 

surprisingly, due to the huge size of the Indian 

Market those firms are getting successful, to validate 

this you can check the fact that the every year there is 

at least one new entrant into the list of million dollar 

firms in India, this shows how valuable it is to have 

the right idea.[11] 

 
We wish to be a source of Networking for such firms, 

thus making sure they get clients and innovation is 

continuously encouraged in India.[12] 

 

 

VI. Implementation: 
 
When it comes to developing a web-application, the 

most important aspect is abstraction of process to the 

user[13]. Indeed the process is complex but to make it 

look simple to the viewers or customers is the most 

optimal method to gain more customers. Consider 

this Flowchart, using 

 
Covalent Job Posters can opst opportunities that are 

utilized by some other startups to keep their business 

running. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Since Covalent is a service providing web-app, we 

have a user interface that assists the users to get what 

they want along with a Responsive User Interface 

that adjusts itself according to the device 
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it is being accessed on. This is to ensure that the user 

can use the services from anywhere, on any device at 

any time[14]. 
 
The Product involves a number of Modules that are 

going to be involved. In a broader perspective these 

are the aspects that are being considered, 
 

● Complete Networking Support. 
 

● Provide Quotations and Service (if quotation 

is accepted) to the firms that request the 

service.  
● Integrating a Payment module to 

 
make payments for the Services being 

procured.  
● Platform can also be a place for 

entrepreneurs to share their views, success 

stories and thought 
 

process with budding entrepreneurs. 
 
The Web-App will have separate User roles such as 
 

I.Startups.  
II. Startup Employees 

 
VII. Result and Discussion 
 
On circulating a survey, the information that we 

obtained was very insightful. More than 50% of the 

surveyors thought they had a start-up idea viable and 

another 25% could make it so. However, most of the 

people are unaware of the process and the particulars 

needed to establish a start-up. 
 
Taking into account, the reason for the failure of 

most startups; public surveys 

 
maintained that this was in fact due to two major 

reasons - 
 

1. Lack of Innovation 
 

2. Lack of Networking 
 
Networking was considered very high on the 

priorities of the budding start-up. 
 
Most expressed their wholehearted support for a 

platform that would help them do the same.[15] 

 
In the age-old question between aesthetics v/s 

functionality, we were asked to build a minimalistic 

and functional portal. Since this portal was mainly for 

business use it must be simple to use. The users must 

be able to take out the most from it. There are many 

functionalities that are lined up to be added once the 

first prototype gets ready. 
 
One particular functionality that we are looking 

forward to implementing is making it possible to hire 

students so that they can learn in a real-life 

environment. 

 
 

 

VIII.  Conclusion 
 
Challenges faced by startups are numerous but true 

innovation cannot be curdled for long. ‘Vocal for 

local’ and ‘local for global’ has reminded us that 

India is the biggest and the fastest-growing market in 

the world. 

 
With the help of these innovators and a platform to 

connect and guide them whenever necessary. This 

would lead to a 
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revolution in the startup industry. If these startups 

pool their efforts and support 
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Abstract—Binary Classification is the most primordial form 

of problem in the area of Machine Learning.  Medical 

Research uses binary classification often and it can be 

solved using many Machine Learning algorithms.  

Polycystic Ovary Syndrome is an endocrinological disorder 

for which medical research data is available. Bagging 

Ensemble Methods are available and Random Forest is the 

most commonly used algorithm.  In this paper we present 

the  Random  Forest  for  Polycystic  Ovary  Syndrome  in 

depth that beats the state-of-the-art performance with 

model accuracy of 95.14% along  with  analysis  of the  data  

in detail. 

Index Terms—Bagging, Ensemble Methods, Random Forest 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem we are considering in this paper is 

pertaining to the effects of unsupervised learning [1] on 

the Bagging Ensemble [2] Models over binary 

classification [3]. This essentially gave us a very open 

ground for the consideration of the data. Binary 

classification has many facets as well as datasets, but we 

specifically planned working with the Polycystic Ovary 

Syndrome diagnosis. Polycystic Ovary Syndrome [4] 

abbreviated as PCOS is an endocrinological disorder [5] 

particularly seen in women with issues in menstrual 

cycle. In case of PCOS patients the follicles are not 

mature or do not release eggs which results the 

underdeveloped eggs which are known as cysts [6]. 

Some of the symptoms are irregular periods or no 

periods at all also known as Amenorrhea [7], difficulty 

getting pregnant, excessive body and facial hair, thinning 

hair or baldness, weight gain, acne, excess hair growth, 

weight gain and excess body fat. 

Now we can practically use Machine Learning [8] as a 

leverage to solve such kind of problem. Machine 

learning has made a lot of discoveries in the medical 

sector. Accuracy of algorithms has gained a lot of 

proficiency. If we consider the basic binary-based 

classification, Logistic Regression [9] is primordial 

algorithm for sure. It is a very simple algorithm that uses 

a logit function for classification.  Obviously, a lot of 

work using Logistic Regression for PCOS has been done 

and many more algorithms are used for some better 

results. In a broader context, algorithms like K-Nearest 

Neighbors [10], Support Vector Machines [11] and 

CART [12] are used. Using all the algorithms in one 

single implementation [13] has been done for PCOS long 

back. There are some limitations for generic Machine 

Learning algorithms where the Ensemble Models [2] 

come into picture. Lot of work pertaining to PCOS is 

even done with Ensemble Models. Ensemble Models 

accumulate many weak predictive models and execute 

the training set on them. Most similar outcomes are 

considered as the final output.  Managing   the variance 

effectively as compared to the traditional models give an 

upper edge to the Ensemble Models. The difference in 

mean and expected values are the least observed.  

Showing the best possible response which is closest to 

the expected value is the specialty of these models. The 

2 major divisions in the Ensemble Models are Bagging 

[14] and Boosting [15]. If we consider Bagging itself, 

Random Forest [16] is the majorly used Bagging 

Classifier. A lot of work related to the PCOS with 

Random Forest has been done till now [17] [18]. If we 

similarly consider Boosting, work related to PCOS is 

done in an effective manner [19]. Detailed compendious 

comparison can be seen using most popular form of 

Boosting Ensemble Methods. Boosting Ensemble 

Methods include popular algorithms like AdaBoost, 

Gradient Boost, XG Boost, and Cat Boost. The Cat 

Boost gives the best possible result for the PCOS dataset 

as of now. 

A lot of work in multiple facets related not just to 

Machine Learning but with Dimensionality Reduction 

[20] effects. The Dimensionality Reduction even has 

supervised and Unsu- prevised branch.  The Supervised 

Dimensionality Reduction branch has Linear 

Discriminant Analysis [21] as its primor- dial algorithm. 

Increasing the dimensions, we get Quadratic Disciminant 

Analysis [22]. Work related to PCOS using the 

Supervised Discriminant Analysis has been done [23]. 

The work that we are going to represent is to try and 

cover all the possible outcomes that one can achieve 

using Random Forest Bagging Ensemble Model. The 

main focus of the paper is going to be the result section. 

II. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Bootstrap Aggregation 

The Bagging Ensemble method is also known as Boot- 

strap Aggregation.  The Random Forest Algorithm is 

form of Bootstrap Aggregating Algorithm [24]. 

Bootstrap Aggregation literally if separated into words 

mean the same. The process of Bootstrapping is 

segregation of the data with certain pro- portions. 

Aggregation as the word suggests, is aggregating the 

result of every single bootstrapped model. This is the 

reason it is also known as Bagging, as the word suggests, 

it means Bagging in certain proportions and using as an 

end outcome model. 

B. Random Forest 

Random Forest can work over data both, continuous as 
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well as non-continuous. One of the prime features of this 

is the generalization [25] aspect. The word Random in 

the name of the algorithm is for generalization of the 

data. Random Forest has very few statistical 

assumptions. Random forest has 2 types. One is the 

Random Forest Regressor and other is Random Forest 

Classifier. Regressor as the name suggest is used for 

regression on continuous values. Classifier takes discrete 

and categorical values to process on. Random forest 

generates features from Bagging as given a notion of. 

Bagging is taking proportions of weak models in 

accumulation and averaging the result. There is no 

correlation between the models. There are many internal 

parameters that influence the working of Random Forest.  

1) Estimators: The Random Forest is an accumulation of 

N number of Decision Trees [26]. These trees also 

known as Estimators are very responsible for learning 

process. One can specify an arbitrary number while 

selecting the trees. One specification to take into 

consideration is higher the number of estimators, more 

the training time required. Considering the number of 

Estimators, the trees in the last layer can be represented 

by equation given below where N is the number of 

samples. 

TreesinLastLayer = 2 ∗ N (1) 

2) Depth: The Depth is the parameter that influences the 

selected estimators. It is the depth of every single tree. 

More the depth, higher the amount of features captured. 

The depth can be calculated as given below, where N is 

the number of samples. 

Depth = log2 N 

3) Out-Of-Bag Score: Out-Of-Bag [27] Score is an 

estimate of the generalization error. It works on data and 

shows the result of the remaining sample which are not 

trained and are tested, to check the efficiency of data. In 

a graph it will give you the data under the curve. When 

we are validating the model on the test set Out-of-bag 

Score cannot overshadow validation process as it has 

subset of trees. Accuracy increases with test set. In the 

real world the recent examples that are out of the sample 

set will be the best. If not the test state should have 

highly relevant data. Machine learning and its algorithms 

are built of relationships. Relationship of features in a 

data and variables across the model. Tweaking 

parameters is a part of maintaining a better relational 

understanding between these features to get a good 

outcome. Feature Importance in Random Forest is 

important for data exploration. The best use of Outof- 

Bag score is good trade-off for the training set. In easy 

steps we can calculate the Out-of-Bag Score. First one 

has to consider the probability of not picking a row in a 

random state if there are N features. This can be given by 

the formula 

This is not where it stops, one has to find the probability 

of not picking N features with replacement. Formula for 

it can be given as 

 

One has to also apply a limit to it till the N samples. The 

formula can be given as 

 

This is a constant equation for the Out-Of-Bag of the 

score. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Analysis through Visualizations 

Analyzing the data in different manner that can help 

derive the inferences is analysis. Considering the fact if 

the analysis needs to be understood by everyone, 

visualizations [28] come into picture. 

 

Fig. 1. Correlation of Follicles 

The Figure 1 gives a Correlation [29] of the Follicles. 

This states how the Follicles on the left are correlated 

with the follicles on the right. The darkest areas state the 

higher correlation. Since we have the correlations, we 

can extend this to find which values are affected with 

PCOS. 

 

Fig. 2.  Correlation of Follicles with PCOS 
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The Figure 2 gives the affecting Follicles with PCOS. 

The values in blue do not have PCOS, while the one in 

orange are affected with PCOS. Correlation shows us 

that the reason to affect does not hold much precedence 

on how the follicles interact with each other. Because on 

the lower end, the patients are affected including on the 

higher end. 

 

Fig. 3.  Endometrium Density under the effect of PCOS 

The Figure 3 gives a graph with respect to the density of 

Endometrium [30] along the line of affected with PCOS. 

The inference can be drawn as, the higher the density, 

the less affected from PCOS, the lesser the density, 

higher affected from PCOS. 

 

Fig. 4.  Facet Grid for Follicles 

The facet grid gives a better insight than correlation.  

The Figure 4 gives a distinct representation of the 

follicles that fall under the PCOS categorization. 

 

Fig. 5.  Effect of Exercise on the PCOS 

The physical activity holds much effect on the affecting 

range of PCOS. The Figure 5 gives the effect of PCOS 

as compared with Exercise and Fast-Food consumption.  

The quadrant where the consumption of fast food is 

positive and regular exercise is negative, there PCOS has 

affected the most.  

This gives us an inference that regular physical activity 

can really matter the effect of PCOS. 

 

Fig. 6.  KDE Plot for Follicles 

The Figure 6 is representation of a Bivariate Kernel 

Density Estimation [31] Plot. It gives you the 

distribution of the data with continuous probability 

density curve in certain specified dimensions. It is more 

easy to interpret than compared with scatter line plots. 

This can be further used to give plots with respect to the 

labels. 

 

Fig. 7.  KDE Plot for Follicles with Labels 

The Figure 7 gives the Bivariate Kernel Density 

Estimation Plot for follicles with respect to the labels. 

The interpretability is very easy as we can pretty much 

figure out the distribution that lies within the affected 

range of PCOS. 

B. Precision and Recall 

The Precision and Recall [32] are the most commonly 

used metrics for any classification problem. These 
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metrics are solely dependent on the 4 pieces of 

Confusion Matrix [33]. These 4 pieces are True 

Positives, True Negatives, False Positives and False 

Negatives. 

TABLE I 

PRECISION AND RECALL WITH MACRO AND 

WEIGHTED AVERAGES 

Variation Precision Recall 
Macro 93% 87% 
Weighted 91% 91% 

Precision and Recall have 2 types of variations.  One is 

Macro and other is Weighted Average. The macro takes 

every single label into consideration with the unweighted 

average mean. The Weighted average calculates with 

number of true instances for every single label with 

average weighted mean. The Precision and Recall can be 

calculated for every single label separately. 

TABLE II 

PRECISION AND RECALL FOR INDIVIDUAL 

LABELS 

Variation Precision Recall 
Label 0 89% 99% 
Label 1 96% 75% 

The Table II gives a detailed analysis of the scores with 

individual precision and recalls. The Table I works with 

overall values. 

C. F1-Score 

F 1-Score [34] is a harmonic average of Precision and 

Recall. Even F 1-Score has Macro and Weighted 

Averaging. Table III gives detailed analysis of the F 1-

Score. 

TABLE III 

F1 -SCORE WITH MACRO AND WEIGHTED 

AVERAGES 

Metric Macro Weighted 
F1-Score 89% 90% 

Just like for separate labels observation was available in 

Table II, similarly observation for separate labels is 

available with F1-Score. 

TABLE IV 

F1 -SCORE FOR INDIVIDUAL LABELS 

 

Table IV gives detailed F1-Score with respect to every 

single label. Separate labels indicate the metric 

interaction on individual levels.  Combination makes 

quite a difference. 

D. Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve 

The Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve also 

abbrevi ated as RoC Curve [35] is visualization-based 

metric for binary classification problems that gives the 

quality of the algorithm to surpass a particular threshold 

value. The area that is covered above the threshold value 

is known as Area Under Curve [36]. Closer the curve to 

1, better the curve. 

 

Fig. 8.  RoC Curve with AuC 

The RoC Curve is made with True Positive Rate [37] 

and False Positive Rate. These are actually closely 

related to Sensitivity and Specificity.  The Figure 8 gives 

the effect of Random Forest under RoC Curve. The red 

line is basically threshold. The area above the red line is 

taken into consideration for better classification result. 

That is area under the curve. The Random Forest 

performs pretty efficiently. The RoC curve has many 

variations. The most commonly found variation is One- 

vs-One abbreviated as OvO RoC [38]. The score for 

OvO RoC that we got is 97.6% with macro averaging 

method. 

E. Cohen Kappa Score 

Cohen’s Kappa [39] [40] Score works with level of 

agreement. It considers Empirical Probability and 

Expected Agreement. The Empirical Probability is 

probability assigned to labels. The formula can be gives 

as κ = (Po − Pe)/ (1 − Pe) (6) 

Where Po is Empirical Probability and Pe is Expected 

Agreement.  The score that we were able to get is around 

78.02%. The Cohen’s Kappa Score ranges between -1 

and 1. Closer to 1 indicates higher agreement ratio and 

closer to -1 indicates lower agreement ratio. 

F.  Training and Testing Accuracy 

This is one of the simple and primary metric in any 

Machine Learning project. The Training Accuracy that 

we achieved is 95.14% and Testing Accuracy is 90.83%. 

This beats the state-of-the-art performance for any 

Random Forest Model available. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Random Forest has been used extensively for solving 

many binary classification problems and we have 

presented the best accuracy metric that gives result better 

than state-of-the-art around 95.14%. We only focused on 

Random Forest in-depth to give the best analysis as well 

as understanding of Bagging Ensemble Method. In the 

near future, a lot of improvements in Random Forest can 

be done by using this paper as the basis and we’d be glad 

to be the part in someone’s contribution with whatever 
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we were able to present today. 
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Abstract—Parametric and Non-Parametric based learning 

methods are used on regular basis to solve find then 

Classification and Regression problems in Machine 

Learning.  Find then result context is limited to every model 

at find their peak  performance. Ensemble Learning has one 

more branch  known as Stacking.  Find then model of this 

method is combination of various Machine Learning Models 

and is known as Stacked Generalization Ensemble Model.  

In this paper we combine a set of parametric and non-

parametric methods in stacked ensemble method to solve 

binary classification problem   for a medical research data   

with training accuracy of 99.38%. Find then models we have 

stacked are Support Vector Machine, Multilayer Perceptron 

and Random Forest in sequences with meta-classifier as 

Random Forest under   parametric con- straints. 

Index Terms—Non-Parametric Methods, Parametric 

Methods, Stacked Generalization Ensemble 

INTRODUCTION 

Classification problem [1] has been a primordial problem 

in find then area of Machine Learning and many 

techniques have been contrived to solve it. Binary 

Classification [2] is find then classification problem for 

set of 2 elements. For solving a binary classification 

problem find then most commonly   used type of 

algorithm is a Logistic Regression [3]. Find then Logistic 

Regression is a parametric [4]  model. Find then beauty of 

it is that it can also extended  to non-parametric  model  

but both are highly  contradictory  and cannot  exist at find 

then same time. Find then parametric  model  is find then 

most commonly  used. It uses a logit [5] function that 

helps define  find then classification label based on certain 

threshold. Find then Logistic Regression has some 

limitations where many ofind thenr algorithms cover find 

then leaks. If we consider parametric models, Naive 

Bayes [6] is a commonly used algorithm.  Naive  Bayes 

works  with prior and posterior probabilities. We can also 

consider some non-parametric methods. K-Nearest 

Neighbors [7] is an estimation based non- parametric 

method.  It uses a distance  measure  system like 

Euclidean [8] or Manhattan [9] and gives associations  

with find then ofind thenr elements  in find then dataset.  

Similarly Support Vector Machine [10] is also widely 

used non-parametric method. It passes hyperplane 

between 2 data points and creates a division considering 

find then multi-dimensional plane of find then data. Find 

then non- parametric methods are also extended in 

Decision Trees [11]. Find thense have leaf nodes and give 

find then tree outcome based on find then choice. Find 

then Decision Trees have a certain  depth. Trees have 

proved to be very effective  as compared to many ofind 

thenr parametric  and non-parametric  models. Find then 

Decision Tree although has a detriment of high variance 

[12] problem due to increase in depth when find then 

features of find then data are very high in dimension. Such 

a problem has been tackled with Ensemble [13] Based 

Learning Method. 

Find then idea of Ensemble Based Learning Method is 

work with a set of weak classifiers.  Find thense weak 

classifiers are find then one that fall in none of find then 

classifiable classes. Such set of multiple weak classifiers 

are accumulated togefind thenr and turned into one strong 

classifier. Find thense Ensemble Methods have 2 major 

types, Bagging  Ensemble  Method and Boosting  

Ensemble  Method [14]. Find then most commonly used 

Bagging Ensemble Method is Random Forest [15]. This 

algorithm solves find then high variance issue caused  by 

find then Decision Tree due to high dimensional data. 

Find then Random Forest takes into account a set of weak 

trees and computes a score which is later used as an 

outcome with expectation  maximization [16]. Find then 

performance of Random Forest is way better  than find 

then traditional Decision  Tree. It is comparatively better 

solution to find then high variance problem and gives an 

accuracy  which is very hard  for many algorithms to 

compete with. This type of Random Forest style learning 

is called Bagging because  it takes all find then weak 

classifiers, segregates  find thenm and takes find thenir 

outcomes to give one single outcome. Find thense type of 

learning is also known as Bootstrap Aggregation [17]. 

Anofind thenr type of learning  based method is Boosting 

[18] in which it trains find then weak classifiers  and uses 

ofind thenr weak classifiers to learn from find then past 

training procedure. Find then commonly  known Boosting 

based Ensemble Methods are AdaBoost [19], Gradient 

Boost [20], XGBoost [21] and CatBoost [22]. All of find 

thense methods provide results  in find thenir respective 

contexts. 

After find then consideration of Bagging and Boosting 

Ensemble Learning  based methods, find thenre is one 

more method which is known  as Stacking [23]. This is 

something  we particularly focus in this paper.  A Stacking 

based Ensemble  Method is a Generalization  [24] method.  

It is also known  as Stacked Generalization  Method [25]. 

It a stack of various commonly used Machine Learning 

Methods. Find thense methods yield a result as per find 

thenir prognostication. This later on is fed to a meta- 

classifier which is find then last stack of find then Stacked 

Generalization Model. This uses find then outputs of 

ofind thenr classifiers as inputs for meta-classifier and 

gives one single output. Find then classifiers can be 

parametric or non-parametric methods as per find then 

preference. Find then stacked generalization use find then 

set of algorithms in com- bination. Our entire 
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implementation for find then data lies using find then 

stacked generalization. We have provided find then in-

depth analysis of find then algorithm as well as many 

metrics in find then results section. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

This phase of find then paper is about find then 

methodology and elements that were put into find then 

implementation. Find then Stacked Generalization 

Ensemble Model has many pieces which will be explained 

in detail, in this section. Since stacked model is designed 

with various orthodox machine learning models, we have 

explained  find then used models from find then stack in 

detail first find then followed find then implementation 

with find then entire stack. 

A. Support Vector Machine 

Find then non-parametric  supervised  algorithm  that is 

used for both, classification  and regression  is  used in 

find then Stacked Generalization.  Find then Support  

Vector Machine [10] [26] [27] draws  hyperplane  from 

find then data points by considering  find then margins. 

Find then hyperplane   on its  own is  not sufficient. It 

requires a maximal margin. This margin is necessary to 

get find then intricate information of support vectors  

touching find then margin. Find then support vectors  are 

nothing but find then points in data space which are 

closest to find then hyperplane  and help determine  find 

then class. Find then purpose of maximal margin is to see 

which points lie very accurately  in find then hyperplane  

predictive  range. Find then equation for find then 

hyperplane is given as 

wT .x + b = 0 (1) 

where w is find then vector normal and b is offset point. 

Find then maximal  margin  is equidistant  from both find 

then sides of find then hyperplane giving  a plus/minus  

same equation. Find then positive point is given by wT .x 

+ b < 0 and negative  point is given by wT .x + b > 0. This 

w can also be considered as a weight factor instead of 

vector  normal and b as bias for find then model. 

B. Multi-Layer Perceptron 

Find then Multi-Layer Perceptron [28] often abbreviated 

as MLP is associated  with Deep Learning  [29] [30] [31] 

approach. Find then Deep Learning although is an entirely 

different extension branch of Machine Learning find then 

foundations of Deep Learning were pretty much 

introduced in find then flow of machine learning. Find 

then roots of it started  with a Perceptron.  Find then name 

was derived  because it had find then abilities to use 

perception  like human  beings. Find then inputs were a  

weighted  sum with an arbitrarily  initialized  bias. Find 

then an activation  function  was applied to it. Back in find 

then days it was known as threshold. This activation  

function  is a mafind thenmatical  function  that gave find 

then logic to find then perceptron. Find then similar 

concept was later in time developed  to perform  binary 

classification.  For performing binary classification  find 

then perceptron  uses activation  function like sigmoid. It 

resembles find then logit function. As find then curiosities 

of find then researchers grew find then perceptron was 

introduced to work with multi-layers. This made  find then 

models more complicated. Many more layers were added 

and find then significance of find then activation functions 

also grew. Find then Rectified Linear Unit also known  as 

ReLU [32] was introduced  to manage  find then values 

within 0,1 in an efficient manner. Find then MLP gave 

find then leverage for researchers to use a set of many 

activation functions. This was a feed-forward style 

network as weights were initialized and took find then 

coarse as find then patterns were learnt by find then 

network. Later on, Back-propagation [33] [34] [35] was 

introduced which helped find then network  relearn  find 

then information  that was lost in find then first learning. 

This is how find then Deep Learning later grew into an 

entirely different area of research and possibilities 

involving MLP. 

C. Random Forest 

Find then Random Forest [15] is find then most 

commonly used Baging Ensemble Technique. In our 

implementation it is major algorithm  used for Stacked 

Generalizations.  Find then Random Forest takes many 

trees at find then same time into consideration. It works 

best with subsets of find then data. Find then high 

dimensional data creates issues with traditional CART 

[36] algorithm. Find then Random Forest avoids find then 

high variance  problem  from finds then high dimensional 

data. It controls find then over-fitting  at a great level by 

averaging all find then subsets. Find then Bagging is a 

parallel based learning method and Random Forest  

adheres to it very effectively. Majority Voting is found 

then last step of Random Forest. It takes find then 

outcomes  of all find then weak learners  and selects find 

then class with highest  vote. Anofind thenr  method  is 

averaging. Find then Random Forest is a collection of N  

number of Decision Tree. Find thense trees are also 

known as Estimators  and very responsible for learning 

process. One can specify an arbitrary number while 

selecting find then trees. One specification to take into 

consideration is higher find then number of estimators, 

more find then training time required. Considering find 

then number of Estimators, find then trees in find then last 

layer can be represented by equation given below where 

N is find then number of samples. Find then Depth is find 

then parameter that influences find then selected 

estimators. It is find then depth of every single tree. More 

find then depth, higher find then amount of features 

captured. Find then depth can be calculated as given 

below, where N  is find then number of samples. 

D. Stacked Generalizations 
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Fig. 1.  Stacked Generalization Model 

 

Find then Stacking Generalizations use a set of defined 

classification models.  Each and every single model is 

trained on find then entire  training  data and outputs  are 

generated  for every single model.  All find then outputs 

from single models  are taken togefind thenr  and given as 

an input to find then meta-classifier.  This meta-classifier 

is responsible for final output. So Stacking is a 2 phase  

model.  First it trains  with all find then models  in find 

then stack and second find then output is generated by find 

then meta-classifier. Find then Figure 1 gives detailed 

diagrammatical representation of Stacked Generalization 

model we have used. Find then 4 primary classifiers that 

we have used are 1 Support Vector Machine, 2 

Multilayer Perceptrons and 1 Random Forest. Find then 

parameters used in Support Vector Machine are find then 

regularization parameter [37] and kernel. Find then value 

of regularization parameter is 

50 and kernel we used is Radial Basis Filtering Kernel 

[38]. Find then parameters used in MLP are very varied. 

Find then activation function we used is ReLU, alpha rate 

as 0.1 and maximum iterations as 2000. Find thense 

parameters were able to give us find then best results. Find 

then Random Forest parameters we used are 500 

estimators, gini [39] criterion  index, maximum depth of 

find then tree as 10. Find then result of find thense 

parameters have been mentioned in find then result 

section in detail. Find then outcomes of find thense 

models have been given as an input for find then meta-

classifier.  Find then meta- classifier that we have used is 

Random  Forest. Find then meta- classifier is responsible 

for find then final output.  Find then parameters used for 

meta-classifier Random Forest are 100 estimators, gini 

criterion index, maximum depth as 8, minimum leaf 

samples as 2 and sample split as 23. Find thense 

parameters yield find then best result. 

E. Data 

Find then main concern of find then paper is Stacked 

Generalizations, so find then room for data to be used had 

wide possibilities for us. We targeted medical research 

dataset.  We had only one concern, we wanted binary 

classification  dataset. For this we went with Polycystic 

Ovary Syndrome  Diagnosis  Dataset. Find then dataset 

acknowledgements  have been given in acknowl- 

edgements section. Find then work related to machine 

learning for polycystic  ovary syndrome  was done by 

many researchers till now ranging  from basic methods,  

ensemble  methods to discriminant analysis [40] [41] [42] 

[43] [44]. Our goal was different, and such form of 

implementation with this type of dataset was a novel 

collection to find then research arsenal. Find thenre are 

many parameters that influence find then dataset and 

labels. Some of find then important features are Age, 

Weight, Height, BMI, Blood Group, Pulse Rate in beats 

per minute, Acne, Activity, Follicles with Left and Right, 

Average Follicle Size and Endometrium.  Find then 

common features are Age, Weight, Height and BMI. Find 

thense influence find then very beginning phase of PCOS. 

Find thense primordial features are traced by find then 

expert for furfind thenr diagnosis.  Based on find thense 

features find then latter is achieved. Find then next phase 

takes find then Pulse Rate into consideration. Find then 

functioning of heart is find then major handler in PCOS 

diagnosis. Find then health of find then heart does affect 

find then effects on skin. Acne is one major symptom  of 

it. In PCOS, one or both ovaries can contain multiple 

small, immature  ovarian follicles that appear  as cysts in 

medical  imaging. Normally, ovarian follicles contain egg 

cells, which are released  during ovulation. In PCOS, 

abnormal hormone levels prevent follicles from growing 

and maturing to release egg cells. Instead, find thense 

immature follicles accumulate in find then ovaries. 

Affected women can have 12 or more of find thense 

follicles. Find then number of find thense follicles usually 

decreases  with age. Women with PCOS are also at 

increased risk for developing metabolic syndrome, which 

is a group of conditions that include high blood pressure 

(hypertension), increased belly fat, high levels of 

unhealthy fats and low levels of healthy fats in find then 

blood, and high blood sugar  levels. About 20 percent of 

affected  adults experience pauses in breathing  during 

sleep apnea. Women  with PCOS are more likely than 

women in find then general population to have mood 

disorders such as depression. About half of all women 

with PCOS are overweight  or obese and are at increased 

risk of a fatty liver. Additionally,  many  women  with 

PCOS have elevated levels of insulin, which is a hormone 

that helps control  blood sugar  levels. By age 40, about  

10 percent of overweight women with PCOS develop 

abnormally high blood sugar levels (type 2 diabetes), and 

up to 35 percent develop prediabetes (higher-than-normal 

blood sugar levels that do not reach find then cutoff for 

diabetes). Obesity and increased insulin levels 

(hyperinsulinemia) furfind thenr increase find then 

production of androgens in PCOS 

RESULTS 

A. Classifier Distributions 
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Fig. 2.  Distribution for Classifiers in Stack 

 

Find then classifiers that are a part of find then stack 

model, we have calculated probability distribution for 

each single of find thenm. Find then Figure 2 gives find 

then set of distributions as well as find thenir values under 

curve. Support Vector has 87% Area under curve, MLP 

has 89.6% and Random Forest as 93.7%. This does not 

have much variation form find then entire stack. 

B. Precision, Recall and F1-Score 

Find then Precision, Recall and F1-Score are most widely 

used metrics [45] [46]. Find thense metrics give find then 

overall state of find then model in an instance. Find then 

Precision defines find then quality of positive predictions 

made by model. Recall defines find then positive 

predictors retained in total. F1-Score is used to give find 

then accuracy of find then model in an entire context. Find 

then results of all find then metrics have been given below 

in find then Table I. 

TABLE I 

PRECISION, RECALL AND F1-SCORE 

 

C. Fβ-Score Find then Fβ-Score [47] is pretty much 

similar to find then F1-Score. It is harmonic mean of 

Precision and Recall which gives value that ranges 

between (0,1), 1 indicating highest probability 

performance. Find then β parameter determines recall 

weight in find then final score. Find then value of β closer 

to 1 indicates a better precision whereas closer to 0 

indicates a better recall. Find then equation for Fβ is given 

by 

 

where P is Precision, R is Recall and β is find then metric 

specific parameter. Find then score we achieved for Fβ-

Score is 89.09%. This indicates find then results are 

inclined towards find then Precision.  

D. RoC Curve and AUC  

Find then RoC Curve is a graphical representation state of 

find then model. It gives insights how model interacts on 

every level of classification against find then thresholds. 

Find then AUC is basically area under curve covered by 

find then model [48]. Find then crimson line passing from 

left to right is find then threshold. Find then area that falls 

beyond that line is considered as a good performance as 

well as area under curve. Find then RoC gives instances 

of find then performance on each level till it reaches its 

highest potential. Find then score achieved is 93%. 

 

Fig. 3. RoC and AUC for Stacked Generalization 

E. Hamming Loss 

Find then Hamming Loss [49] is find then fraction of 

labels that were classified incorrectly. It is better than find 

then subset zero-one loss method. Find then equation for 

Hamming Loss is given by 

 

where ⊕ denotes EX-OR, Xi, l(Y i, l) stands for boolean 

that find then with prediction contains find then lth label, 

it really equals to 1 − Accuracy for binary classification. 

 

where I(Xi, Yi) = 1 if Xi = Yi and 0 ofind otherwise. Find 

then 

Hamming Loss Score we got 10.9%. 

F. Jaccard Similarity Co-efficient 

Find then Jaccard Similarity Coefficient [50], helps 

compare sets of predicted labels for sample of 

corresponding set of labels. It is size of find then 

intersection divided by find then size of find then union. 

For find then formula we need to first find Jaccard Index. 

Find then equation of index is 

 

This Jaccard Index is later subtracted from 1 to get find 

then Jaccard Score. Find then Jaccard Similarity Score we 

achieved is 80.32%. Find then metric is very simple but 

gives find then understanding of find then score. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper gives a detailed result based implementation of 

Stacked Generalization Ensemble Learning Method. Our 
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point was that combination of find then parametric and 

non-parametric methods is possible in one stack. We used 

non-parametric methods as Support Vector Machine and 

Random Forest, parametric as Multilayer Perceptron. We 

again used a nonparametric method as meta-classifier, 

which was Random Forest. We achieved very good result 

with PCOS dataset. Find then possibilities of making 

combinations with find then parametric and non-

parametric methods are endless and our goal was to 

satisfy find then basic thing of combining with Stacked 

Generalizations. This paper would definitely open many 

new doors for find then researchers to experiment with 

and we’ll be happy to be hypofind thensized with find 

thenir results. 
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Abstract— Knee osteoarthrwhiteis (OA) is a disease that 

increases in incidence and prevalence wwhiteh advancing age, 

resulting in symptomatic knee OA in those over the age of 60, 

around 10 per cent of men and 13 per cent of women. 

Arthrwhiteis was projected to cost the U.S. $336 billion in 

2004, or 3 per cent of the gross domestic product, wwhiteh OA 

being the most prevalent form of arthrwhiteis. OA is mainly 

diagnosed in clinical studies by means of medical images. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MR) is a non-invasive technique 

capable of producing 3-dimensional images of soft-tissue intra 

articular structures, including cartilage. Because of the 

anatomy and morphology of the knee as well as the process of 

MR imaging, precise and reproducible quantwhiteative 

measurements from MRI scans are burdensome. Operators 

using cartilage segmentation software also require 

comprehensive training that contributes further to time and 

expense. To knee cartilage was established the segmentation 

of alternative MR slices or confining measurements to partial 

regions of cartilage approaches. Computer-aided 

algorwhitehms have also been developed to assist in the 

segmentation of MR images by cartilage. Such techniques lack 

adequate precision and reliabilwhitey to detect small 

alterations in cartilage. 

Proposed approach uses machine learning methods to explore 

the hidden biomedical information contained in the clinically 

used Cartilage Damage Index (CDI), to measure the 

progression of knee osteoarthrwhiteis disease. White uses 

principle component analysis as a feature selection method to 

find the optimum feature representation. The processed 

feature set is served as input to four machine learning methods 

(ANN and Random Forest). In prediction of knee 

osteoarthrwhiteis progression by CDI measures best accuracy 

95.84528 is obtained by ANN algorwhitehm on arthrwhiteis 

dataset. 

Keywords— Knee Osteoarthrwhiteis, Progression, CDI, 

Machine Learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Machine learning (ML) is the scientific study of 

algorwhitehms and statistical models which computer 

systems use to carry out a specific task wwhitehout using 

explicwhite instructions, relying instead on patterns and 

inferences. This is considered to be a branch of artificial 

intelligence. These algorwhitehms build a mathematical 

model based on sample data, known as "training data", so 

that predictions or decisions can be made wwhitehout 

explicwhite programming for the task [1,5,19]. 

Osteoarthrwhiteis (OA) is a form of joint disease that is the 

result of joint cartilage breakdown and underlying bone. 

The most common symptoms include joint pain and 

rigidwhitey. Many signs can include joint swelling, 

decreased range of motion and weakness or numbness of 

the arms and legs when the back is affected. Knee 

arthrwhiteis can make many daily things difficult to 

perform, such as walking or ascending stairs. 

Osteoarthrwhiteis and rheumatoid arthrwhiteis are the most 

common types of arthrwhiteis but there are over 100 

different forms. Although arthrwhiteis does not cure, there 

are plenty of treatment options available to help manage 

pain and keep people active. 

Knee osteoarthrwhiteis (OA) is a condwhiteion that rises in 

incidence and prevalence wwhiteh age, such that among 

those over the age of 60, about 10% of men and 13% of 

women have symptomatic OA knee [2,4,6]. 

The number of people in the age group wwhiteh the highest 

frequency of OA tends to increase wwhiteh population 

ageing. OA is therefore a leading cause of morbidwhitey 

and impairment, and thus bears high socioeconomic costs. 

Arthrwhiteis was projected to cost the U.S. $336 billion or 

3% of the gross domestic product in 2004, wwhiteh OA 

being the most prevalent form of arthrwhiteis. 

The anatomy of OA disease remains uncertain, and there 

are no treatments that effectively alter the mechanism of 

OA disease. OA is mainly diagnosed in clinical studies by 

means of medical images. Measuring cartilage 

improvement is a key measure of systemic OA 

development and is used to evaluate the efficacy of new 

therapies. Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is a non-

invasive technique capable of producing 3-dimensional 

images of soft-tissue intra articular structures, including 

cartilage [7,8,9,10,11]. However, precise and reproducible 

quantwhiteative measurements from MRI scans are 

burdensome because of the knee’s anatomy and 

morphology, as well as the complexwhitey of MR imaging 

[14,17]. 

II. LWHITEERATURE SURVEY 

Osteoarthrwhiteis (OA) is a chronic joint disease 

characterized by joint inflammation and reparative bone 

reaction, and is one of the top five most disabled disorders 

affecting more than one-third of people>65 years of age, 

wwhiteh an estimated number of approximately 30 million 

Americans currently affected by white. International 

figures show that the OA affects more than 100 million 

people [3]. OA pain is a primary symptom of the decision 

to seek medical attention and is an important antecedent to 

disabilwhitey. OA accounts for more difficulties ascending 

stairs and walking than any other disease because of whites 

high prevalence and recurrent impairment that causes 

disease in large joints such as the knee and hip. OA is 
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perhaps the most common cause for complete replacement 

of the hip and knee [20]. 

Osteoarthrwhiteis (OA) in individuals over 50 years of age 

is a significant cause of work-related and long-term 

disabilwhitey. Despwhitee this, there is poor understanding 

of the factors influencing progression. One aspect the knee 

alignment is thought to play a part. Changes in alignment 

can redistribute at the joint medial and/or lateral loads. 60–

80 per cent of the compressive load transferred through the 

knee is in the medial compartment in the normal state. 

Medial-to-lateral-compartment load distribution is affected 

by alignment [22]. 

Joint damage hastened the progression of osteoarthrwhiteis 

from a known time point. Hence, cohorts of human joint 

injury offer a rare opportunwhitey to assess pre-

osteoarthrwhiteic symptoms and possible treatments from 

the earliest stages of degeneration [21]. 

Symptomatic knee osteoarthrwhiteis evaluation focused on 

clinical and radiographic results. However, this method 

does not require one to determine morphological changes 

in the knee joint early in the phase of the disease. Advances 

in MR imaging and quantwhiteative image analysis have 

helped to generate a wealth of information about structural 

changes in tissue involving multiple components of tissues. 

A recent study found that quantwhiteative measures of 

cartilage morphology were more effective in revealing 

associations between local risk factors and knee cartilage 

loss than a semi-quantwhiteative approach using ordinal 

scales. 

The cartilage damage index (CDI) is established for the 

medial knee compartment and proved to be an effective, 

accurate, true, and senswhiteive method for measuring 

changes in the medial tibiofemoral compartment of the 

articular cartilage. White is important to remember that CDI 

has to be changed because the medial and lateral 

tibiofemoral compartments have different articular surface 

shape, loading and cartilage defects wwhiteh complete 

thickness distribution. Because of the variations between 

the compartments, we had to find new information 

locations unique to the lateral tibiofemoral compartment 

and check whether these new locations could provide an 

effective, accurate, true and senswhiteive method for 

measuring changes in the lateral tibiofemoral compartment 

of the articular cartilage [23]. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MR) is a non-invasive 

technology that can generate 3-dimensional images of 

structures of the intra-articular soft tissue, including hyaline 

cartilage. Knee cartilage morphology quantification is 

highly accurate and offers potential reference endpoints for 

epidemiological research and intervention clinical trials 

wwhiteh potential for structural alteration. Operators used 

for cartilage segmentation applications also need intensive 

training that contributes further to time and cost 

[12,13,15,16,18]. 

A 2-year clinical trial indicated that there were no adverse 

effects associated wwhiteh intra articular corticosteroids, 

but were limwhiteed since osteoarthrwhiteis progression 

was measured using radiography. Radiography is 

indifferent to development of osteoarthrwhiteis and does 

not directly imagine vwhiteal soft-tissue structures or 

lesions of the bone marrow. Biomarkers for 

quantwhiteative MRI are important tools which enable 

clinicians to better characterize, monwhiteor and even 

predict the progression of musculoskeletal disease. Post 

processing pipelines also require segmentation of the 

images. Identifying the area of interest (ROI) boundaries 

manually is a challenging and time-consuming process. The 

intra and inter user variabilwhitey also affects manual 

segmentation, thus limwhiteing standardisation. 

Completely automatic or semi-automatic methods are 

highly desirable which reduce user interaction. 

MRI is increasingly being used to complement clinical 

evaluation and clear film radiography to test patients 

wwhiteh knee osteoarthrwhiteis (OA). A number of MRI 

sequences may be used, providing ewhiteher a grayscale 

representation of the laminar articular cartilage structure on 

a medium-resolution basis or a more spatially accurate yet 

non-specific cartilage contrast appropriate for volumetry. 

However, documentation of these cartilage MRI studies 

remains mainly visual and qualwhiteative, wwhiteh the 

possibilwhitey of identification of small early OA lesions. 

So, more automated measurement procedures are required 

before knee cartilage MRI can become more widespread 

useful. Numerous qualwhiteative studies identify the 

articular cartilage's presence in MR and whites association 

wwhiteh histological findings.  

During action the borders of the hyaline articular cartilage 

are always hard to define. A fat-suppressed 3-D spoiled-

gradient steady-state acquiswhiteion is the MR series most 

widely used for cartilage visualisation and measurement. 

The cartilage can be given a higher strength than most other 

tissues by careful selection of the flip angle. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Methodology is the theoretical, systematic review of the 

methods applied to a field of study. This includes the 

theoretical study of the collection of methods and principles 

associated wwhiteh an information branch. White usually 

involves terms such as theory, theoretical model, stages, 

and techniques of quantwhiteative or qualwhiteative type. 

3.1 Archwhiteecture of knee osteoarthrwhiteis prediction 

Archwhiteecture refers to the basic structures of a software 

system and the art of designing structures and systems like 

these. White serves as a program and project planning 

blueprint, setting out the tasks that the design teams need to 

perform. White's about making fundamental structural 

choices which once introduced are costly to alter. 

In the below figure 3.1 input dataset which contains the CDI 

information are taken as the raw data. CDI information 

from each location is treated as individual feature 
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dimension and use principle component analysis to find the 

optimum feature representation, extracted features are 

given to the machine learning algorwhitehms where 

evaluation is done. 

 

Fig: 3.1 Knee osteoarthirwhiteis prediction 

archwhiteecture. 

3.2 Modules 

3.2.1 Feature analysis 

The information regarding the thickness of each 

informative location is used as an individual feature. Main 

component analysis (PCA) analyse the feature space, 

wwhiteh the purpose of finding the most representative 

optimal feature set. PCA projects data on a new space in 

which consecutive dimensions contain less and less of the 

variance of the original dataspace and compact the most 

significant details on a lower-dimensional subspace than 

the original one. 

The function space wwhiteh 5-100 per cent of the expected 

subspace would be evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation 

to decide how many key components had to be used in order 

to achieve maximum performance. 

3.2.2 Machine learning methods 

Machine learning methods were employed to learn the 

mapping function between the space of the CDI feature and 

the intenswhitey of OA denoted by KL grades. The four 

methods of machine learning are Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) and Random Forest to be used for parameter 

evaluation. 

3.2.3 Evaluation 

The performance assessment was based on accuracy, recall, 

F-measure, and the operating characteristic of the receiver 

(ROC). Senswhiteivwhitey and accuracy of classification, 

as the confidence level of the classifier increases or 

decreases. The F-measure, for a given confidence level, 

offers an indicator of overall classification accuracy as a 

weighted average of precision and recall. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

After the extraction of features and optimization of 

parameters the classification is done using ANN and 

Random Forest to get the precision, recall, f1_score and 

accuracy. In this paper lateral dataset is used for prediction 

of knee osteoarthrwhiteis progression. 

4.1 Comparison of Precision, Recall, F1-score & ROC 

using ANN 

Table 4.1: Accuracy measures for ANN on lateral dataset 

Parameters Values 

Accuracy 95.84528 

Precision 0.02702 

Recall 0.01351 

F1-Score 0.01801 

ROC 0.49615 

In table 4.1 accuracy, precision, recall, F1_score and ROC 

values are calculated using ANN algorwhitehm. 

4.2 Comparison of Precision, Recall, F1-score & Support 

using random forest 

Table 4.2: Accuracy measures for random forest on lateral 

dataset 

Parameters Precisi

on 

Recall F1-score Support 

0.0 0.96 1.00 0.98 3394 

1.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 148 

Micro avg 0.96 0.96 0.96 3542 

Macro avg  0.48 0.50 0.49 3542 

Weighted avg 0.92 0.96 0.94 3542 

In table 4.2 precision, recall, F1_score and support values 

are calculated for the 0 and 1 using random forest 

algorwhitehm. Where 

0 – there is no progression. 

1 – there is progression.  

Table 4.3: Confusion matrix and accuracy using random 

forest on lateral dataset 

Dataset Confusion 

matrix 

for random 

forest 

Accura

cy 

Lateral [[3394    0] 

[148    0]] 

95.821

57 

In table 4.3 confusion matrix and accuracy is calculated 

using random forest algorwhitehm. 

4.3Comparison graph on lateral dataset 
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Fig 4.1: Comparison of accuracy on lateral dataset 

Above figure 4.1 shows the comparison of ANN and 

Random Forest algorwhitehms accuracy. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Proposed approach uses machine learning methods to 

explore the hidden biomedical information contained in the 

clinically used Cartilage Damage Index (CDI), to measure 

the progression of knee osteoarthrwhiteis disease. White 

uses principle component analysis as a feature selection 

method to find the optimum feature representation. The 

processed feature set is served as input to four machine 

learning methods (ANN and Random Forest). In prediction 

of knee osteoarthrwhiteis progression by CDI measures 

best accuracy 95.84528 is obtained by ANN algorwhitehm 

on lateral dataset. 

In the future, cartilage information from patella is 

incorporate into the analysis, i.e., another 24 informative 

locations defined by CDI. Less attention was generally paid 

to the Patella compartment than to femur and tibia. Analyze 

the descriptive poswhiteions from patella and use a 

combined feature set of medial and lateral CDI 

poswhiteions to check the classifiers 
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Abstract — Anaemia is the most common Hematological 

disorder affecting humanity and is usually observed in 

chronic disease states such as non-specific anemia, which 

may cause diagnostic difficulties. In chronically ill patients 

with anemia, this has a negative impact on quality of life as 

well as survival. Mostly people don’t know the nutritional 

food they are required what are the nutritional fruits and 

vegetables should have. The proposed work is an 

information portal which helps eradicate this problem. Our 

website is fully info based where we have given details of 

each food which are rich in protein, vitamins, 

carbohydrates etc. one can know the nutritional food they 

are required to consume every day. It serves as a gateway 

to reliable information on nutrition, healthy eating, 

physical activity, and food safety for consumers. This 

website also helps in building their diet and helping in 

maintaining their diet. The proposed work is being created 

using ReactJS, a JavaScript framework for frontend 

development which helps in creating a single page 

application. A single page application is comparatively 

faster and quicker to load as compared to traditional 

websites. For Backend, Express JS, a module for NodeJs is 

being used to handle the sever side scripting. MongoDB. A 

NoSQL database service handles the backend database in 

the proposed work 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Anaemia is highly prevalent in India. The third National 

Family Health Study (NFHS-3) conducted during 2005–

6 found that amongst children aged 6 to 59 months, the 

prevalence of anaemia is 69.5%; in rural India, the 

prevalence is 71.5%. The prevalence is maximal 

amongst younger children (12–17 months – 84.5%, 18–

23 months 

81.6%). The prevalence of anaemia in rural areas 

appeared to have risen since the previous NFHS (in 

1998–9) The proposed work serves as platform where a 

user can get info of food which are rich in nutrition 

components. When a user visits the portal, they can 

select a particular food item categorized in different 

sections like protein, vitamins, carbohydrates etc. It also 

shows dishes related to that food like paneer dish is 

palak paneer which is rich in iron and protein. Proposed 

Work Portal also shows information related to anaemia 

disease through which user can gain the information 

needed to diagnose himself/herself. Suggestions and 

nutritional tips will also be provided for better self- 

treatment. For an enhanced treatment at home tutorial 

videos for consuming nutritional food and quality talks 

from doctors around the world in the field of anaemia is 

also a part of the proposed work.  Facility to book  an 

appointment with a doctor from top hospitals around the 

world is being included to help user in contacting 

doctors researching widely in the field of anaemia. As an 

addon a feature called “talk to us” is being provided so 

that a user can express his/her thoughts or can interact 

directly with experts in the field of anaemia Anaemia is 

mostly caused due to lack of iron deficiency In children 

11- 14 years 

II. LITREATURE SURVEY 

The proposed work serves as platform where a 

user can get info of food which are rich in nutrition 

components .Proposed Work Portal also shows 

information related to anemia disease through which 

user can gain the information needed to diagnose 

himself/herself. Suggestions and nutritional tips will also 

be provided for better self- treatment. 

For an enhanced treatment at home tutorial videos for 

consuming nutritional food and quality talks from 

doctors around the world in the field of anemia is also a 

part of the proposed work. 

As an add-on a feature called “talk to us” is being 

provided so that a user can express his/her thoughts or 

can interact directly with experts in the field of anemia. 

Along with this a chatting system is also added to the 

project so that users and contact with each other and 

share their experiences and problems 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A.   Systematic Flowchart 

 

Fig. 1 
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Fig 2: Home Page 

In the above figure our home page is displayed with its 

numerous functions displaying our website. 

In our home page you can see various tabs portraying 

services, helplines & tutorials, Also you can see a short 

glimpse of the websites content on this page & can visit 

our social media networks & customer can use our 

services. 

 

Fig 3 : Services 

This page gives a brief insight on what services our 

website provides. In short it gives access to 24/7, 

Nutritional Food Details, Eliminating Anaemia etc 

 

Fig 4 : Normal Values 

In the above fig: 4 an ideal chart is shown which 

includes people who are not affected with anaemia their 

categories & reference values 

 

Fig 5 : Informational section (3 tabs) 

This tabloid is informational section of the website 

within few clicks it gives you multiple section like 

nutrional food, what type of anaemia one is diagnosed 

with & related to specific section proper information is 

provided so that user can make the most use of it. User 

can also Book Appointments under this section it 

redirects the user to the nearest medical facility or 

hospital’s desk & user can book a appointment. 

 

Fig 5 : Registration Page 

In the above fig 5 shows registration portal where user 

should create a account if they have not & then log in by 

inputting their details through which a visitor can access, 

view our resources by registering with their email or 

who has already registered can log in 

IV. OUTCOME 

Proposed Work Portal also shows information related to 

anaemia disease through which user can gain the 

information needed to diagnose himself/herself. 

Suggestions and nutritional tips will also be provided for 

better self-treatment. For an enhanced treatment at home 

tutorial videos for consuming nutritional food and 

quality talks from doctors around the world in the field 

of anaemia is also a part of the proposed work. Facility 

to book an appointment with a doctor from top hospitals 

around the world is being included to help user in 

contacting doctors researching extensively in the field of 
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anaemia. As an addon a feature called “talk to us” is 

being provided so that a user can express his/her 

thoughts or can interact directly with experts in the field 

of anaemia. 

V. RESULT 

The scope of the project is clear to give a simple and 

attractive application to simplify the work as well as to 

reduce the efforts while doing it offline or we can say by 

doing it with old methods. In this application we are able 

to save database of all patients present on the site. 

Login /registration Module: User can sign in to their 

account via login page or can create an account if they 

haven't registered before, by filling in the details asked 

on the registration page. 

Chat System Module: After login the use will be able to 

write a comment for asking any query and all user who 

are logged in can see and reply on the comment. 

Information Tree Module: a user can see the nutritional 

food card and after clicking on that card he can see the 

all nutrients and after clicking on any nutrient user will 

be able to see all food rich in that nutrient then by 

clicking on any food user can se food details and the 

name of all recipe for that food. Similarly user can 

follow same way to see anaemia types and their details. 

Appointment Module: A user can take appointment on 

any hospital after clicking on appointment button then 

user will be able to see official website for taking 

appointment. 

.Hosting Server: A hosting server is generic term for a 

type of server that hosts or houses websites and/or 

related data, applications and services. It is a remotely 

accessible Internet server with complete Web server 

functionality and resources. 

Domain Name: A domain name is a string of text that 

maps to a numeric IP address, used to access a website 

from client software. In plain English, a domain name is 

the text that a user types into a browser window to reach 

a particular website. For instance, the   domain   name   

for   Google   is 

‘google.com’. The actual address of a website is a 

complex numerical IP address (e.g., 103.21.244.0), but 

thanks to DNS, users are able to enter human- friendly 

domain names and be routed to the websites they are 

looking for. This process is known as a DNS lookup.  

Data Storage Facility: A database system provides an 

ultimate view of the stored data. However, data in the 

form of bits, bytes get stored in different storage devices. 

4. Browser: A  web browser is application software for 

accessing the World Wide Web. When a user follows the 

URL of a web page from a particular website, the web 

browser retrieves the necessary content from the 

website's web server and then displays the page on the 

user's device 
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed work is being created using ReactJS, a 

JavaScript framework for frontend development which 

helps in creating a single page application. A single page 

application is comparatively faster and quicker to load as 

compared to traditional websites. For Backend, Express 

JS, a module for NodeJs is being used to handle the 

sever side scripting. MongoDB. A NoSQL database 

service handles the backend database in the proposed 

work. 

Eliminating anaemia is the main motto of our project 

which is also the major problem in this world deficiency 

of nutrients in red blood cell leads to anaemia. This is 

because lack of awareness people don’t know what to eat 

and when to eat it’s really important so that people have 

important and also defeat this anaemia. We have learn 

lots of things about anaemia and also how to make an 

effective website which help others to grab information.. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The proposed work is an information portal which helps 

eradicate this problem. Our website is fully info based 

where we have given details of each food which are rich 

in protein, vitamins, carbohydrates etc. one can know the 

nutritional food they are required to consume every day. 

It serves as a gateway to reliable information on 

nutrition, healthy eating, physical activity, and food 

safety for consumers. This website also helps in building 

their diet and helping in maintaining their diet for an 

enhanced treatment at home tutorial videos for 

consuming nutritional food and quality talks from 

doctors around the world in the field of anaemia is also a 

part of the proposed work. Facility to book an 

appointment with a doctor from top hospitals around the 

world is being included to help user in contacting 

doctors researching extensively in the field of anaemia. 

As an addon a feature called “talk to us” is being 

provided so that a user can express his/her thoughts or 

can interact directly with experts in the field of anaemia. 

Aldo we are bringing the awareness among community 

to help understand the disease better and provide info 

regarding nutritional foods which plays a major role in 

applied field. Other additional features have been 

included in the proposed work to further improve the 

pace of eliminating this plaguing disease among the 

society 
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Abstract - Mobile health is important because it helps 

patients take control of monitoring their own health, which 

is crucial amid a growing shortage of healthcare workers. 

According to the World Economic Forum, nearly 6 million 

people in developing countries die each year due to lack of 

quality healthcare solutions. In some countries, only 35% of 

people receive the correct diagnoses for their symptoms, 

contributing to increased fatalities and spread of diseases. 

Humanitarian organizations have begun helping vulnerable 

populations use mobile health solutions such as texting and 

smartphone cameras to receive diagnoses and lifesaving 

healthcare education. Governments are interested in m-

Health as a way to strengthen health systems and achieve 

health related Millennium Development Goals. M-Health 

has largely been used in improving treatment adherence and 

information sharing. For the last decade, m-Health has 

continually extended as a piece of e-Health. Versatile 

applications for wellbeing can possibly target heterogeneous 

crowds and address explicit requirements in various 

circumstances, with assorted results, and to supplement 

exceptionally created medical care advancements. The 

market is quickly advancing, making endless new versatile 

innovations conceivably accessible to the medical services 

framework; be that as it may, efficient exploration on the 

effect of these advances on wellbeing results stays scant. 

Many of these initiatives were very good projects, which met 

the goal to demonstrate the potential use of this technology. 

However the great majority of them remained as pilot 

projects and never were fully deployed for use in large scale. 

While mobile phones have been changing the nature of 

service delivery, it also poses barriers like service provider 

network coverage issues in rural areas, issues of disclosure 

and confidentiality, data security, and low literacy levels 

making text messages impractical. In this project we will try 

to resolve this issue and provide consumers a better 

healthcare app that satisfies their ne 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The most common application of m-Health is the use of 

mobile devices to educate consumers about preventive 

healthcare services. m-Health can also help bridge gaps in 

care by allowing patients to communicate with their 

physician or care team and vice versa without meeting 

face to face. It also allows healthcare providers to 

communicate with each other about patients – for 

example, letting a nurse know when a patient has arrived 

for an appointment. When the concept of mobile health 

(m-Health) was first introduced, there was no indication a 

decade on that it would become the fourth Information 

and Communication Technology (ICT) for healthcare 

pillar after telemedicine, telehealth, and e-Health. 

The universe of applications is set to change medical 

services in the coming years. It is assessed that nearly 

30% of cell phone clients are probably going to utilize 

wellbeing applications, while the cell phone and tablet are 

turning into the most famous mechanical improvement for 

specialists since the creation of the stethoscope. With a 

cell phone in their grasp, people can participate in 

exercises that improve their wellbeing and forestall 

illness. A portion of the application’s advance wellness, 

with direction on diet and sustenance just as impetuses to 

work out, unwind, or take up specific games. With 

applications that guide clients to everything from nature 

trails to theater and show exhibitions, cell phones likewise 

give the means to motivation and unwinding. 

Versatile innovation is additionally changing the manner 

in which specialists manage their job. In the U.S., in 

excess of 80% of doctors are presently utilizing use cell 

phones for individual and general use, and progressively, 

specialists will utilize their cell phones—just as other 

gadgets like tablets—as computerized associates. Cell 

phones will permit them to get to clinical reference 

material, preparing content, and expert diaries. The 

applications accessible on these gadgets will likewise 

transform them into devices that help with patient 

observing, imaging, and bedside care. Furthermore, many 

organizations, seeing the business capability of these 

patterns, are creating proficient applications solely for 

medical services experts. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The inspiration driving the improvement of the m-Health 

field emerges from two variables. The main factor 

concerns the bunch limitations felt by medical services 

frameworks of emerging countries. These imperatives 

incorporate high populace development, a high weight of 

illness prevalence, low medical services labor force, huge 

quantities of country occupants, and restricted monetary 

assets to help medical services foundation and wellbeing 

data frameworks. The subsequent factor is the new fast 

ascent in cell phone entrance in non-industrial nations to 

huge portions of the medical services labor force, just as 

the number of inhabitants in a nation as a whole. With 

more noteworthy admittance to cell phones to all sections 

of a nation, including country regions, the capability of 

bringing down data and exchange costs to convey medical 

services improves. The blend of these two variables has 

spurred a lot of conversation of how more noteworthy 

admittance to cell phone innovation can be utilized to 

relieve the various tensions looked by non-industrial 

nations' medical care frameworks. 

III. IMPORTANCE OF PROJECT 

Healthcare app features can vary, but their goal remains 

the same. The combined features of a health app work to 

make life easier for patients and doctors and assist with 

hospital management. 

They allow patients to quickly and simply keep track of 

their test results, pay their bills, and much more. The data 

they collect simplifies doctors' jobs. It makes it easy for 

them to view patient information and keep track of their 

patient's progress 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 
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V. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF PROJECT 

A critical goal to executing advanced wellbeing, and 

specifically mHealth, is to expand admittance to 

wellbeing administrations through the powerful 

furthermore, convenient sharing of wellbeing 

information, especially for difficult to-arrive at populaces. 

For instance, the capacity to connect particular gadgets 

and sensors, joined with the innate ability of versatile 

innovations, increment their compass and force in 

infection analysis, checking, the board and examination. 

In addition, data and correspondence advancements 

support a assortment of basic wellbeing framework 

capacities by working on the capacity to accumulate, 

investigate, oversee, convey and trade data in every aspect 

of wellbeing. The system on coordinated, individuals 

focused wellbeing 

As per Telecom Regulatory Authority of India press 

release, on 30th November, 2015, there are almost 1009 

million (577.84 million urban and 431.61 million rural) 

telephone subscribers.28 India is the second-largest  

mobile phone user country with over 900 million users in 

the world. It accounted for over 10% of the world’s online 

population in 2011. The high penetration of mobile 

technology in India, therefore, offers a positive promising 

scope for health utilization in health care provision. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

M-Health apps will continue to play a pivotal role in 

providing individual and customized health care services 

that can be reached anywhere, any time and at relatively 

low costs. Basically, this will be an app that all age groups 

can use easily and help them to keep themselves healthy 

and fit. It has all necessary features for one’s need. It will 

cut the distance between patient and doctor. So, this 

project will help consumers for improving their health and 

know more about digital healthcare. The first step of 

literature survey and research was completed till now for 

more knowledge of the domain. 

Prototype: 
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Abstract - People regularly utilize nonverbal signs, for 

example, hand signals, Face expressions, and way of speaking 

and tone of voice to express emotions in interpersonal 

communication. The human face is a significant piece of a 

individual’s body and it assumes a significant part in 

separating a individuals conduct and passionate state. Face 

expressions give an individual's present status of brain. 

Individuals will generally pay attention to music which 

upgrades their disposition. It is exceptionally tedious and 

challenging to make and oversee enormous playlists and 

select melodies from these playlists as per the audience's state 

of mind. In this way, it would be useful where music player 

naturally chooses a song as per the user's present state of 

mind. Manually splitting a list of related songs, creating a 

playlist that is acceptable to support an individual's emotions 

can be an incredibly tedious, time-consuming, and intensive 

task. The image of the person is captured with the assistance 

of a webcam. The person's image is taken after which 

according to the mood/emotion of the person the precise 

track from the playlist which is proven to match the person’s 

requirement is played. We used CNN algorithm to classify 

emotion which is detected and captured by open CV 

package. 

Index Terms - Face Emotion Recognition, CNN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Music is a significant means of enjoyment for music 

lovers and listeners, and it can also serve as a therapeutic 

technique in some cases. Different music players have 

been created in this day and age, with always expanding 

progressions in the fields of interactive media and 

innovation, with highlights, for example, quick forward, 

converse, variable playback speed (look for and time 

pressure), nearby playback, streaming playback with 

multicast streams, volume balance, sort arrangement, etc 

[6]. Despite the fact that these functionalities meet the 

user's fundamental necessities, the user is still left with the 

obligation of physically looking through the tune playlist 

and choosing tunes as per his present state of mind and 

conduct. That is an individual's requirement: a user 

occasionally feels the need and wants to browse through 

his playlist, depending on his mood and emotions. A user 

had to carefully search through his playlist and select 

songs that would ease his mood and emotional experience 

when using standard music players. This is a time-

consuming effort, and many people have struggled to 

come up with a suitable playlist. Emotions are the result of 

the interaction between a person's cognitive assessment of 

an event and their physical reaction to it. A facial 

expression is the most natural means of communicating 

feelings among the different ways of expressing emotions, 

including human speech and gesture. Understanding 

human emotions are advantageous for human-computer 

interaction. In the last decade, a lot of work has been done 

on recognizing emotions from voice, visual behavior, and 

physiological signs separately or together. In this field, 

significant progress has been made, and various 

commercial solutions, such as grin detection in cameras, 

have been produced. Emotion is a personal reaction to 

external input. We use CNN algorithm and open CV 

package to capture image. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] “Emotional Detection and Music Recommendation 

System based on User Facial Expression” paper was 

published by S Metilda Florence and M Uma in year 2020 

at IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and 

Engineering. In this paper they identified emotion. They 

classified emotion as happy and neutral based on the 

emotion that is obtained the songs are played.  

[2] “Review on Facial Expression Based Music Player” 

was published by Preema J.S, Rajashree, Sahana M, 

Savitri H, Shruthi S.J at ICRTT-2018 Conference 

proceedings. In this research paper they used SVM 

algorithm which is a machine learning algorithm to 

classify the facial emotion. 

[3] “Emotion Based Music Recommendation system” was 

published by M.Keerthana, M.Shrithi, S.Aravind Kumar at 

IJCRT. This paper focuses on Audio Emotion Recognition 

(AER) and Music Information Retrieval (MIR). AER is a 

procedure which deals with classifying a received audio 

signal, by considering its various sound features into 

different classes of emotions and moods. 

[4] “EXPRESIC: Expression Based Music Player” was 

published by Garima Pandit, Satyajeet Prakash, Ahmad 

Yasir at IJIRT June 2021- Volume 8 Issue 1. This paper 

mainly focused on Face detection methods, Feature 

Extraction methods and expression Recognition. They 

used two different algorithms such as Eigenfaces and 
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Fisherfaces. Fisherfaces used a concept called Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA). 

[5] “Mood Based Music Player Using Real Time Facial 

Expression Extraction” was published by Sumeet Pate, 

Shreya Zunjarro, Poonam Harane, Akshay Choudhary at 

IJREAM- Special Issue 2019. In this paper they mainly 

focused on Human Machine Interaction (HMI). They 

implemented Mathematical model by using Fisher Linner 

Discriminant and Fisher Multiple Discriminant. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Many researchers conducted their research and developed 

a Model using Machine Learning and Deep Learning. 

They captured the face image and classified it as angry, 

sad, happy, depressed, etc. According to the output of the 

model they recommended and played songs to cheer up 

the user. Most of them used the SVM algorithm (Support 

Vector Machine) which is a Supervised Machine Learning 

algorithm. There are some disadvantages of using that 

algorithm.  

The following are some of the disadvantages of the current 

system: 

•    Existing algorithms for extracting facial features in 

real-time are extremely complex in terms of time and 

memory needs. 

•  Existing systems are less accurate when it comes to 

creating a playlist based on a user’s current emotional 

state and behavior. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The Proposed System uses CNN (Convolution Neural 

Network). By using CNN, we can overcome all the 

difficulties that are faced in other models. CNN is a Deep 

learning algorithm that mainly comes under an 

unsupervised learning algorithm. Neural Networks are 

created by imaging the Human brain in which we take the 

help of Neurons to execute our tasks. CNN works the 

same as the human brain by computing different functions 

in a neuron that are present at a different level. Face 

detection and clustering, extraction of facial features such 

as place of eyebrows, lips, eyes etc and classification of 

facial expressions, pattern recognition. The application 

then displays music that is in the same mood as the user. 

It’s a way in which a song is played automatically based 

on the person’s facial traits. The technology may be used 

to overcome challenges related to the introduction of 

varied moods and large playlists. This device will detect 

the person’s mood and, in accordance with that mood, will 

select the appropriate tune. Data Preprocessing is 

completed by a function called ImageDataGenerator(). 

ImageDataGenerator helps in image argumentation. Image 

data augmentation may be a technique that may be wont to 

artificially expand the dimensions of a training dataset by 

creating modified versions of images within the dataset. 

Table 1: Target Variables and their Count 

S.no Emotion Number 

0 Angry 4953 

1 Disgust 547 

2 Fear 5121 

3 Happy 8989 

4 Sad 6077 

5 Surprise 4002 

6 Neutral 6198 

The figure below shows about the details of bar plot class 

distribution for training, validation and testing data
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Fig 1: Bar Plot 

After Completion of the image argumentation process, we 

give these images into layers. we've used 6 blocks of 

various layers in CNN which helps in easier extraction of 

features. When the preprocessed data which in matrix 

form is shipped to the convolution layer then it determines 

the features of the pictures and stores it. The output of the 

convolution layer is distributed to the activation layer. 

within the activation layer it generates the feature maps 

then it'll send it to the pooling layer. within the pooling 

layer it reduces the number of features and computation. 

The output of the pooling layer is distributed to a totally 

connected layer. Fully Connected layer is that the feed 

forward layer which helps in flattening the input which is 

obtained from the pooling layer. 

After creating the layers, we train the model by using 

training data with 25 epochs. An epoch could be a term 

utilized in machine learning and indicates the quantity of 

passes of the complete training dataset the machine 

learning algorithm has completed. After every epoch the 

model validates the accuracy, loss. It saves the model in 

.h5 file. An h5 file may be a file saved within the 

Hierarchical info (HDF). It contains multidimensional 

arrays of scientific data. By using the ModelCheckpoint() 

function we save the model after every epoch when it gets 

good accuracy and low loss values. If the accuracy is a 

smaller amount and loss value is more in present epoch 

then it'll save the previous epoch into .h5 file.  

When the ultimate .h5 file is made then the image is 

shipped to the .h5 file and also the output is stored in an 

exceedingly variable.  

After getting the output then we take the output and 

provides the playlist that's selected from the database. We 

use SQL language to retrieve the information from the 

database. We save songs in several folders by categorizing 

it. After getting the songs from the database we 

recommend 5 random songs from the given list. 

User opens the web site. The URL is given to the user 

which he can open in safari, Google Chrome. After the 

user enters the web site, they have to enter their names for 

going into further operation. Users must select the 

language that they need to pay attention to and that they 

can play it from a playlist which is accessible on the web-

interface. there's an alternative choice which users can 

choose whether to point out the lyrics or not. Another 

important feature which may be employed by a user is 

recommending songs by using face emotion. For this user 

has to select the choice to capture a picture employing a 

webcam. User captures the photographs by giving the 

expression that they require to convey. When the user 

captures the image, the image is distributed into the model 

as input by using java script and flask package. JavaScript 

saves the captured image and sends it to a machine 

learning model using flask package which is employed for 

creating web applications using python artificial language. 

The image which is distributed by the net interface is 

shipped to a .h5 file which is already created. Training of 

models is finished by the subsequent process. 

This image describes about the flow of the process from 

which songs are recommended using facial expression. 

 

Fig 2: Flow Chart of Face Emotion Based Music 

Recommendation System 

V. MODEL EVALUATION AND RESULT 

After training the model the summary of the model is 

given below figure. Model is trained by using 6 layers of 

Convolution neural network such as convolution layer, 

ELU layer, polling layer and fully connected layer. The 

epoch in which there is high accuracy and less loss value 

is saved as .h5 file which is further used to classify 

emotion of the captured image. Fig 1 talks about the 

model names and its functions. 

 

Fig 3: Model Data 
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Model Accuracy graph is plotted between epochs and 

accuracy that is obtained in each epoch. Orange line 

indicates about the testing data and blue line talks about 

training data. In this graph we can conclude that gradually 

as epochs are increasing the accuracy of testing data as 

well as training data is increasing. 

 

Fig 4: Graph for Model Accuracy 

Model loss graph is plotted between epochs and loss that 

is obtained. Blue line indicates training data whereas 

orange line talks about testing data. We can notice that as 

epochs are increasing loss is getting decreased. 

 

Fig 5: Graph for Model loss

 

Fig 6: Confusion Matrix for Model 

A website is created using Django framework through 

which image is captured and sent to model which is saved 

in .h5 file. According to the classified emotions songs 

playlist is generated 

CONCLUSION 

Building a website and deep learning model requires that 

we obtain the right tools and resources. Standardization is 

one factor. When we use the right tools, we are assured 

that our pages and model would be standard and 

acceptable to every visitor. By using standard resources 

and tools, the users will be able to view the web pages 

irrespective browser. Pages will load faster and 

maintenance of pages also becomes simple and easy. This 

can be easily integrated into current technologies and 

software. The standard tools used for creating the website 

will guarantee that things such as navigation, menus and 

layout conform to the practices with which every web user 

is familiar with. The purpose and objective of Face 

Emotion Based Music Recommendation System is 

accomplished. By providing a rich graphical user 

interface, web page designing is easy. Adaptability in 

designing makes users explore their imagination and thus, 

even a novice user can dream and accomplish their wish 

of web designing. 

We can further extend by adding different functionalities 

for better user experience. Functionalities like playing 

video, Sorting songs using Author names, selecting most 

played songs by user and voice assist these are some 

functionalities which we can use for further expansion of 

the project 
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Abstract—In the current Career Guidance System, there are 

different counsellors available who offer individual 

counselling to help students choose their careers 

systematically. There are various websites available to 

conduct online Personality tests, Aptitude tests, Personal 

interest tests, Domain tests to predict which professional 

field a particular student should choose. Understanding the 

current education trend and suggesting the precise area of 

choice is a complicated task in the Career Guidance process. 

So, students do not seem to be satisfied with the existing 

system due to inconsistent results, and hence, a novel 

application is required, which could generate accurate 

results. Considering the gravity of the problem, we have 

designed a system that would use machine learning 

technologies to generate more authentic results. Owing to 

this, students will not hesitate while appearing for such a 

career guiding process. 

Index Terms—Career Counselling, Automated Counselling, 

Machine Learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nearly 85% of higher education candidates not equipped 

to take career decisions 

Survey of The Economic Times,2018 

Career Counselling is a process wherein we gain 

knowledge about the world of work and know and 

understand yourself to make a career for future life. This 

Online Career Guidance System proves to be a decisive 

point for the career choosing phase. There are immense 

tools and data made available for students who keep 

interest in variety of fields therefore our system helps 

students to make a choice over wide variety without 

research or any resource, the software takes care of all 

that. 

The Online Career Guidance System initiates its job by 

choosing a apt career for the students. The pros and cons 

of the same are made known to the students. This unique 

system will not only help students of std 10th to 12th or 

lower class but also higher education graduates and post 

graduates. The guidance system embedded in our project 

is based on overall factors like the marks scored in 

individual subjects by a student, personality-based 

questions which predict a student’s 

likings, knowledge about subjects, intelligence and the 

most important skills. It is not only based on their 

Academic scores but also based on personality, thus 

giving a best overall choice and recommendation to the 

student. 

There are a variety of tests available developed using 

Machine learning algorithms to help figure out one’s 

aptitude. This system will provide access to such tests and 

will let the user know about the score and the choice 

recommended by the system which the student can save 

for further reference. Students will also be able to view 

student testimonies and articles by counsellors so that that 

get a review from an experienced person. A feedback 

system is also a part of our system so that students can 

directly connect with us and share their grievances or 

doubts in a way making our system more accurate and 

user friendly. Thus, this career guidance system provides 

an economical, accurate and proper research driven path 

for deciding the student’s future career. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

After reviewing papers, we found that 

(1) Agile methodology was adopted as the software 

method- ology for developing the application. A 

comprehensive study of the career guidance situation in 

the country and globally. Analysis of the data collected 

was done using Google analysis tool and the results used 

to come up with system requirements. The mobile 

application is only usable by smart phone owners with 

Android operating system. Some information on mobile 

application and the entire web application need Internet 

for one to access them [5]. The mobile application should 

be developed for other mobile platforms to allow users 

who do not have Android to access the mobile 

application’s functionality [6]. 

(2) Agile Methodology was used since the data collected 

was from interviewing human counsellors and surveys. 

The following scripting languages were employed: PHP, 

MySQL, HTML, Java script and CSS. The system was 

implemented and  

Tested with 50 students and 76% of them found the career 

system very useful [4]. It provides solutions to each 

problem faced in Nigeria. They didn’t club all the career 

guidance services into one portal as it was limited to 

certain services only. 

(3) They have initiated with the Bayesian Network 

Algorithm and have quite well studied the various 

problems faced in the existing system. They tend to apply 

the Bayesian Network Algorithm and IRT mechanism so 

as to achieve the Goal of the System. Giving Advice to 

students as to which field would be suitable for their 

Professional Future [2]. The system developed was only 

available for Standard 10th.The results were not as it was 

calculated using score rather than focusing on the pattern 

in which questions were answered. 

(4) They have integrated methodologies from Artificial 

Intel-ligence (AI) analysis of data, Genetic Algorithms, 

Networks bays, Neural Networks, Fuzzy logic, Petri nets, 

Case-based reasoning, Data mining[3]. The system was 

available for students with detailed results of the quiz that 

they’ll be undertaking. The system made sure that it 
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provides accurate results using AI, Neural Networks and 

so on. The system does not give information about various 

competitive exams. 

(5) Agile methodology was used as they have also 

considered the drawbacks in the existing system and 

worked accordingly. They have focused on different tests 

like General Aptitude Test, Personal Interest Test, 

Domain Test, Personality Test and the combined result of 

these tests was used to suggest the career path to a 

particular student [7].  They have not targeted different 

audiences like students after 10th, 12th and graduation as 

their academic details were not considered well. They 

haven’t analyzed the data well, hence the result generated 

was not accurate due to lack of Machine Learning 

algorithms. 

(6) Agile methodology was used as their proposed system 

follows SRT (Survey, Recommendation and Tracking) 

model. They have made a general survey questionnaire 

depending upon different factors like different career 

related field questions, personality identifying questions. 

The results consist of the career option along with the 

percentage of inclination of students in that career. There 

are various career options available to the students. 

Although the questionnaire for all career options is not 

created. 

(7) Cluster Technique, Search System are used for a 

systematic analysis of the data. Agile methodology was 

also used for more study. The approach includes basic 

information also like for Eg: this study suggests students 

how and what opt after their qualification (SSC/HSC). It 

also helps the student go according to their talentwise 

[10]. So entire course from 10th to graduation is being 

helped in. There is no provision mentioned to conduct 

aptitude tests for analyzing the real likes as well as talent 

of students. There is no proper mention of any sort of 

online guidance from experts, teachers or any material 

required for that kind. 

(8) Agile methodology was used and analysis of the study 

was carried out on aspects of educational guidance, 

educational evaluation, academic career guidance and 

work guidance and to find out trends in future research 

opportunities regarding the application of expert systems 

in student career guidance. The findings of the showed 

that the implementation of expert sys- tems in educational 

guidance greatly helped students achieve: learning 

success, training specialization, student performance, 

achievement and self-evaluation[1]. There are various 

career options available to the students. Although the 

questionnaire for all career options is not created. No 

provision mentioned for special students. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Analysis of Existing System 

After analyzing and studying many such online platforms 

and applications, there are some or the other drawbacks of 

their implementation or execution. 

a) Inaccurate Results 

The offline test conducted gives results only on the basis 

of marks scored, that means more the marks scored, 

higher is the possibility of suggesting highly demanding 

streams. This is not an accurate method of analyzing the 

streams and suggesting further career. 

b) Unavailability of test 

Not all schools and colleges provide Career Guidance 

Test. Majority of the students stay unaware of such 

programs and due to this they lack in taking advantage of 

such important exams. 

c) Unavailability of Personal Counsellors for Stream 

Selection 

Personal Counselling available only for after graduation 

but not for after 10th and 12th. 10th and 12th are quite 

crucial stages in a student life as at a tender age they need 

to think of their career well in advance. 

d) Group Counselling 

Group Counselling includes a group of students and an in- 

dividual Career Counsellor. It is not possible to guide so 

many students at a very single moment. Such seminars are 

conducted so that they can promote themselves and 

parents also pay for Personal Counselling which just leads 

to marketing. 

e) Unaware of Career Counsellors 

In the online mode, we are unaware about the 

qualifications of the Career Counsellor we are connecting 

to. This leads to a possibility in wrong advice. 

f) Lack of information 

Many websites tend to provide only tests. In terms of 

knowledge of various competitive exams, their syllabus, 

proper guidelines, etc. these factors also motivate students 

for a particular stream that was not found 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Flowchart 

 

Fig. 1. Flow chart 

V. METHODOLOGY 

We followed the Agile Methodology and accordingly 

con- ducted a survey and understood the different 

challenges faced by the today’s generation. We have 

followed the below steps to implement different machine 
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learning algorithms for making predictive models for our 

system. 

1) Data Collection: 

Collecting appropriate data is very important in any 

Career Guidance System for analyzing the data 

accurately. So, the efficiency and accuracy of any 

machine learning algorithm depends upon the correctness 

and quality of the data collected. We have collected the 

dataset from different sources. 

2) Data Preprocessing: 

After collecting data, data needs to be processed before 

feeding it to any machine learning model where we 

manage the redundant data such as N/A values and many 

more. We also applied Label Encoding wherever required 

for converting categorical data into numerical form. We 

also applied feature selection on our dataset. 

3) Training the model: 

We have split our dataset into training set, validation set 

and testing set and applied different classification 

algorithms like 

 K Nearest Neighbors 

 Linear Support Vector Machine 

 Non linear Support Vector  Machine 

 Decision Tree 

 Na¨ıve Bayes 

 Logistic Regression 

We are also using ensemble techniques like 

 Random Forest 

 Extreme Gradient Boost 

We have used validation set for tuning the hyper 

parameters of the model in order to get more accurate 

result. 

4) Testing the model: 

We measured the accuracy of the different models and got 

the highest accuracy of 69.23 

Apart from these algorithms, we have also worked on the 

user interface part where user can contact the counselor 

and counselor will be able to accept their counseling 

request. 

RESULTS 

Once the user has sent the counseling request to the coun- 

selor, he will be able to track the status of the request made 

 

Fig. 2. Call Request Status 

Initially after making any counseling request, the status of 

the request would be as “Pending”. Once the counselor 

will see and accept the Incoming request, the status will 

change from “Pending” to “Accepted”. If the status is 

“Accepted” then user can have a good conversation with 

the counselor using the “Message” button 

 

Fig. 3. Counsellor panel - Incoming Requests 

In “Incoming Requests” section, counselor is able to view 

all the counseling requests made by the user and he can 

accept the request using the ‘Accept’ button 

 

Fig. 4. Counsellor panel - Accepted Requests 

In “Accepted Requests” section, all the requests accepted 

by that counselor will be available. 

We have also distinguished the counselors on the basis of 

their area of expertise i.e. Stream selection and Career 

selection. 
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Fig. 5. Counsellors available for stream selection 

 

Fig. 6. Counsellors available for career selection 

Stream and career selection tests will also be available for 

making quick decisions regarding career choices. Still if 

the user needs some more guidance from the counselor 

then they anytime approach the registered counselors for 

further assistance. 

 

Fig. 7. Tests available for stream and career selection 

This is the sample test page for stream selection test. 

 

Fig. 8. Stream selection test 

After submitting the response, the test result will be dis- 

played to the user by suggesting the stream which is most 

suitable for the user as per their likelihood. 

 

Fig. 9. Test result 

We are using Machine learning technology to make such 

stream prediction. According to our dataset, we are 

getting more accurate results by using the Random Forest 

Classifica- tion algorithm and hence we are using this 

algorithm for our stream and career selection tests. 

As mentioned earlier, there exist a lot many Machine 

Learning Algorithms but the one which best suits the 

require- ments will be appreciated. Furthermore, we 

expect to try new algorithms so that the results are 

nowhere compromised and accuracy will improve. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Career selection becomes an important part since it well 

describes the path of our future goals. Suiting their interest 

as well as scope is an important aspect. Catering every 

student’s needs as well as providing proper guidance is 

not possible for every school, college and institution. 

There are many challenges faced by today’s generation 

while choosing a career such as no proper guidance, fear 

of failure, lack of awareness, educational barriers, 

decision-making confusion, commitment anxiety, etc. We 

have make sure that our Career Counselling Software will 

overcome many of the above mentioned problems. 

Students will get proper guidance in making career 

choices by consulting the counsellors easily. Counsellors 

will also get the needy students through our system. Thus, 

this system is successful in assisting both Students as well 

as Counsellors. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

The knowledge system will get increased as and when we 

try down with new algorithms. Trying different Machine 

Learning Algorithms would definitely open up the gates 

for new possibilities and high accuracy. Moreover, we can 

add new tests for aptitude, personality and so on. From 

this, we will be able to target large number of audience 

and many could get benefits out of this. 
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Abstract - This paper presents the development of the Tourist 

Guide, a location based tourist guide application for the 

outdoor environment. Our focus for this project is on 

software support for location based applications; we are not 

just interested in the location but also other elements of the 

user’s context, such as buildings in view, attractions and 

equipment nearby, such as public telephones and toilets. In 

this paper we will describe the Tourist Guide system and 

discuss the processes involved in the development of this 

application. More specifically, this paper will look at the 

design and usability issues. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We have been investigating location-based tourist 

applications targeted at off-the-shelf hand-held devices, 

such as the Compaq Aero. The hand-held device is 

augmented with Global Positioning System (GPS) to 

provide regular updated information about the user’s 

current location. Such an application enables the user to 

participate in a travel expo (a self-guided tour of a specific 

area) that will display detailed information about specific 

features linked to their current position. This will include 

information about: where they are, attractions nearby, and 

details about specific buildings. 

Aims of the Project 

The main aim of this project was to develop a context 

sensitive travel expo application. The design aims of the 

project were as follows: 

1. Use off-the-shelf hardware and software 

components. 

2. Simple and easy to use interface. 

3. Simple and easy to build new expos. 

4. The system should operate for one working day 

(8 hours). 

We determined the system was required to complete the 

following tasks: 

1) Display attraction information in the form of Hyper 

Text Markup Language (HTML) pages relevant to 

the user’s position. 

2) Display the user’s position graphically on the tour 

map based on their position from a GPS. 

3) Limited screen size requires the user interface to be 

simple yet effective. 

4) Provide functionality for other tours to be 

created and uploaded onto the system and used. 

II. BACKGROUND 

There have been a number of research efforts into GPS- 

based hand held tourist applications, and we provide an 

overview of two of these systems. To achieve the aims of 

the project we leverage a number of areas currently being 

investigated by others, context sensitive computing and 

mobile computing. 

As the Tourist Guide is an outdoor application, design 

issues concerning lighting and ambient street sounds had 

to be taken into account. Various colours and font 

representations were informally tested until we and other 

users were satisfied with the layout and the application’s 

representation in outdoor conditions. By its very nature 

the system must be sufficiently portable to enable it to be 

carried and used for extended periods of time. Since the 

system is designed primarily for use outdoors, the 

interface must be visible under a range of lighting 

conditions and viewing angles. 

III. DESIGN 

As the Tourist Guide is an outdoor application, design 

issues concerning lighting and ambient street sounds had 

to be taken into account. Various colours and font 

representations were informally tested until we and other 

users were satisfied with the layout and the application’s 

representation in outdoor conditions. By its very nature 

the system must be sufficiently portable to enable it to be 

carried and used for extended periods of time. Since the 

system is designed primarily for use outdoors, the 

interface must be visible under a range of lighting 

conditions and viewing angles. 

Creating Tourist Guides: 

The process of creating a tourist application and 

uploading it onto the system was one of the most 

significant requirements of the system. Throughout the 

design we emphasised the ability to load all the navigation 

and tourist information externally. This allows any tourist 

application to be created and uploaded on additional hand-

held systems running the tourist application. 

An attraction location is defined by four GPS coordinates 

that define a polygon around the attraction. To define the 

polygon, the user walks to the attraction and stands at 

point 1 of the defining polygon. Once at the point, the user 

selects the Point 1 button. The user then repeats this 

process for all 4 points. Figure 5 depicts an example set of 

points defining an attraction area of interest. Select the 

next attraction button, the fields will be reset and the user 

will be able to start on the next attraction. To finish up and 

save the file select the Finish button. 

 

IV. GPS VS DGPS 
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We investigated the accuracy of the GPS with and without 

differential correction. The manufacturer’s specification 

for Garmin GPS 12XL stated it has the ability to track a 

user within a range of 15 metres on average. We found 

from our investigation that accuracy is much better. In 

fact, we have found that the range is as little as a radius of 

~3.5 meters on average and still closer with the use of a 

differential system, up to as little as a radius of ~1.5 

meters on average. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION: 

We have designed and implemented a Tourist Guide 

system that is mobile and also context sensitive. Our 

system was designed around the user’s current location by 

using the standard GPS infrastructure. A suitably simple 

but elegant software design produced a powerful but easy 

to maintain location-based travel expo. 

We have also researched the strengths and weaknesses of 

both GPS and DGPS and have found that for our system 

the accuracy of GPS is sufficient for the needs of our 

Tourist Guide system. Even though DGPS is 50% more 

accurate than the standard GPS, DGPS is not required for 

this type of project. 
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Abstract - The human face is a valuable biometric measure 

that can be utilized to get access to a user-based system. Due 

to the ease with which human face photos may be collected 

via smartphone cameras and social media, user- based 

access systems must be resistant to spoof face attacks. In 

other words, a trustworthy face-based access system can 

determine the input face's identity as well as its liveness. 

Various feature-based spoof face detection algorithms have 

been proposed to this purpose. In order to detect the liveness 

of the face, these algorithms often apply a sequence of 

operations to the input image(s). A deep-learning-based 

spoof face detection is proposed in this study. 

Keywords - Face detection, biometric, identity, algorithms 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Authentication and authorization via biometrics is 

becoming more common. It is based on the different 

identifying human physiological traits that are used to 

identify a human being, such as fingerprints, retina scans, 

iris scans, voice, and face. 

Biometric systems in general are designed to identify 

individual humans, but they do not distinguish between 

live and non-live biometrics. In our project, we're 

concerned about the facial recognition system. Attacks on 

facial recognition systems can be carried out in a variety 

of ways. In our project, we plan to create a system that 

uses video to detect a spoofing attack on a face 

recognition system. An attacker can obtain a photograph 

of a victim and exploit it to gain unauthorized access to a 

system protected by a biometric face recognition system. 

To solve this problem, we'll try to implement liveness 

detection in the facial recognition system. 

II. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

There is a plethora of research papers published on the 

topic of Liveliness detection in video using ML. Upon 

reading these papers there are certain major flaws and 

key-points realized in developing such a software. Some 

of those are on the lines of Not using CNN would make 

the  task  too  complex  and expensive. There are certain 

algorithms such as the SVM and KNN that turn out a 77 

and 97 % accuracy rate provided the images are all 

captured under different lighting conditions. Another vital 

comparison is how reducing the noise level using linear 

diffusion proves to be of exceptional help. While another 

method of capturing image using a camera and a thermal 

sensor simultaneously would yield stronger results, it 

would carry the risk of frame dropping in a case where the 

person moves their head too quickly. 

This project aims to use the positive methods learnt whilst 

cutting down on the shortcomings of other comparable 

projects 

III. TECHNOLOGIES USED 

 

Languages Libra

ries Python OpenCV 
Java Liveness.net 

XML Image Data Generator 

HTML Numpy 

CSS  

JavaScript  

For the front-end part XML, HTML, CSS, JavaScript 

would be used. Python would act as a main language for 

making liveliness detection using machine learning. 

Libraries like OpenCV will be used for real time computer 

vision library, tools, and hardware. Liveness.net, Image 

Data Generator Used for performing data augmentation, 

providing us with batches of randomly mutated images. A 

numerical processing library for Python. It is an OpenCV 

requirement as well. 

IV. WORKING AND CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Build the image dataset itself 

2. Implement a CNN capable of performing liveness 

detector (Liveness net). 

3. Train the liveness detector network 

 

4. Create a Python + OpenCV script capable of taking our 

trained liveness detector model and apply it too real-time 

video. 

5. Create a web platform/software platform to access the 

liveness detection algorithm in an interactive manner. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In most of the authentication system, face plays important 

Role. In face recognition systems, the face features of 

Authenticated system are extracted to developed a system. 

But This system may recognize the person from photos. 

This is a System failure. Hence to improve the face 

recognition system, Face liveness detection plays vital 

role. In our Method we will try to overcome this problem. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Facial recognition is gaining traction in recent times, 

owing to the benefits it offers over traditional surveillance 

techniques, like biometrics. Facial recognition market is 

growing at a rapid pace and is expanding to various 
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verticals including government, healthcare, security, 

retail, marketing, airport boarding’s, entertainment and 

many more. Automotive industry is leveraging the 

potential of facial recognition and implementing it in 

smart cars that start only upon recognizing the driver 
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Abstract—Individuals and corporations are becoming 

increasingly reliant on technology. Nowadays, using 

technology for our everyday activities is extremely frequent. 

For example, we use a personal computer or a smart phone to 

pay our life insurance premiums, power bills, flight or train 

booking, bus tickets, order books, or any Cybercrime 

encompasses a wide range of attacks, including cyber 

extortion, cyber warfare, identity theft, social media crimes, 

computer virus or malware distribution, Internet fraud, 

phishing, carding, spamming, child pornography, and 

intellectual property rights violations, among others. Because 

of the rising number of cyber-attacks these days, internet 

users must be aware of these threats and exercise caution 

when engaging in online activities. The common people don't 

know about the cybercrime legal process, applicable law 

articles, and prison terms, as well as many people, don’t have 

access to legal services. Also, To obtain information about 

cybercrime, lawyers must go through a significant number of 

text documents.  As a general person, official vocabulary is 

difficult for a common person who does not have the legal 

knowledge to understand the problem or rules.  To overcome 

all these problems and the legal process should be easy to use 

for common people, law students or lawyers we have proposed 

a chatbot that is a Legal Adviser for cybercrime. The goal is 

to create an intelligent chatbot that can assist law students and 

efficiently handle client cases. The chatbot should make client 

engagement simple and quick, ensuring that clients are 

satisfied and that they receive legal advice quickly. It will 

suggest legal procedures, applicable legal articles, and prison 

conditions and lawyers if necessary. 

Keywords— Cyber Crime Laws, Chatbot, Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), Artificial Intelligence (AI), text data 

processing, Recurrent Neural Network s(RNN), Machine 

Learning (ML), Legal Advisor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview of Cyber Crimes 

 India saw a major consequence in reported 

cybercrime in 2020 compared to the previous year. More 

than 50,035 cybercrime incidents were recorded. 

Nowadays, Cybercrime has increased day by day as new 

technologies and digitization take place. Research showed 

that only 16% of victims asked criminals to stop the attack. 

Since the pandemic, many people's daily activities take 

place at home. entertainment. At the same time, cybercrime 

has increased worldwide. People hook up with the web for 

work, school, shopping, etc.  

 cybercrime is a crime committed using a digital 

computer for purpose of violating privacy, stealing 

identities, intellectual property committing frauds, as 

computers and the internet are earlier introduced to 

America, Americans were the people got targeted by this 

kind of crime but in the 21st century, there are hardly any 

places where computer and internet haven't reached and so 

nor cybercrime. As new technologies are being introduced 

they are not just providing opportunities but also it is 

causing new types of crimes. This crime is not a traditional 

crime because for carrying out cybercrime you don't have 

to be physically present at the place of crime, attackers can 

commit cybercrime from anywhere in the world by using 

the virtual identity. 

  People are unaware of cybercrime and IPCs alike, 

their negligence in security or small steps of the attacker 

can bring you big trouble, you are opening the aisle for 

cybercriminals, therefore, it is important to keep track of 

what is happening to you. 

There are following main types of cybercrimes: 

1. Phishing scams- These are the most common types of 

scams where attackers trick unsuspected users into giving 

their personal information by creating profiles and websites 

of popular brands which look very identical to original 

ones. 

2. Internet fraud- In this type of fraud attackers 

communicate with the person who needs money by offering 

a substantial sum of money must be returned or they asked 

for a small amount of money promising to return a 

substantial sum of money and when a person falls for this 

trap, they will simply say process had some complication 

and will require more money and this will continue till 

attacker think that there is nothing left to gain from the 

victim and will go to another victim. In a similar scam, they 

will offer a job but for that, some amount will be asked to 

pay for the paperwork 

3. Identity theft: In this crime, there are two types of indent 

theft one is impersonation .in which no card details and 

payment methods were stolen but personal details are 

leaked this is less dangerous than when the card details are 

stolen with the personal details and attackers can use it for 

which you will have to pay the charges or they can transfer 

money from your account 

4. Online harassment and cyberstalking: cyber-harassment 

or cyberbullying is committed through social media in the 

forms of posts, comments, and direct messages in some 

cases I can also be through emails. Containing threats or 

defamatory messages to individual or group 

In Cyberstalking, stalkers try to gain more personal 

information about victims from the internet and leak the 

personal information on online toxic communities with 

malicious intent. Cyber Crimes affect victims in various 

ways mainly it affects the mental health of the victim. There 

are cases where victims had a mental illness that further led 

to suicide. 
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B.  Overview of Chabot 

The chatbot is an Artificial Intelligence algorithm that 

processes natural language which analysis in order to 

provide an intelligent response. It is a computer program 

that resembles human natural language through voice or 

text chat or both. Users talk or chat with chatbots like a real 

person and chatbot answers instantly like a real person via 

chat or text message. Rule-based chatbots, Rule-based 

chatbots, intellectually independent chatbots, and AI-

powered chatbots are the three basic types of chatbots. 

The main motive of chatbot is to make a structure of 

communication take after a natural conversation between 

humans. The first chatbot invented by MIT professor 

Joseph Weizenbaum in the 1960s is named ELIZA. In 

2009, the WeChat company made an advanced chatbot in 

China. 

Artificial Intelligence is a computer field where that focus 

on intelligent machines which work and think like a human. 

Artificial Intelligence has resembled human Intelligence 

The following are the various sorts of chatbots: 

1. Chatbots with a menu or a button: Button-based chatbots 

are the most prevalent sort of chatbot now in use. In the 

majority of circumstances, these chatbots are canonical call 

tree hierarchies supplied upon the user within the 

appearance of buttons. Similar to the machine-controlled 

phone menus we all use on a regular basis, these chatbots 

require the user to make multiple options in order to go 

deeper into the final word answer.[9] 

2. Rule-Based Chatbots: If you can predict the sorts of 

inquiries your clients could have, you'll be ahead of the 

game, a linguistic chatbot could be the answer. If/then logic 

is mistreated by rules-based chatbots, resulting in informal 

flows. You must first define the language conditions for 

your chatbots. Conditions are frequently constructed to 

analyze the wording, their sequence, synonyms, and other 

characteristics. Your consumers will obtain the appropriate 

assistance in no time if the incoming query meets the 

criteria that your chatbot has specified.[9] 

3. Chatbots that use keyword recognition: Unlike menu-

based chatbots, keyword recognition-based chatbots will 

listen and respond properly to what users sort. These 

chatbots use configurable keywords in conjunction with an 

AI application - tongue method to figure out how to provide 

a relevant response to the user. When these chatbots are 

asked to respond to a large number of similar questions, 

they fall short. When there are keyword redundancies 

amongst several connected requests, human language 

technology chatbots can start to stutter. It's fashionable to 

find chatbots that combine keyword recognition and 

menu/button-based interaction. These chatbots allow users 

the choice of raising their inquiries directly or utilizing the 

chatbot's menu buttons if the keyword recognition 

technology isn't working or if the user wishes to utilize the 

chatbot's menu buttons.[9] 

4. Machine Learning chatbots: Have you ever wondered 

what a dialogue chatbot is? A conversation chatbot is far 

more advanced than the three bots discussed previously. 

These chatbots employ machine learning (ML) and 

artificial intelligence (AI) to remember discussions with 

specific users so that they may be told and grow over time. 

Chatbots with discourse awareness, unlike keyword 

recognition-based bots, are smart enough to improve 

themselves based on what users want and how they 

want.[9] 

5. The hybrid model: Businesses adore the sophistication of 

AI-chatbots, but they don't always have the skills or vast 

amounts of data to support them. That’s why they choose 

hybrid models. The hybrid paradigm combines the best of 

both worlds with the simplicity of a rule-based chatbot and 

the accuracy of an AI-bot. [9] 

6. Voice bots: To make casual interfaces even more 

conversational, businesses are increasingly resorting to 

speech-based chatbots or voice bots. Voice bots have 

become increasingly popular in recent years, with virtual 

assistants ranging from Apple's Siri to Amazon's Alexa, and 

the reason for this is the convenience they provide. It is 

significantly more practical. for a client to converse rather 

than sort. The tip customer receives resistance experiences 

from a voice-activated chatbot.[9] 

C. Why Chabot is needed  

Youngsters these days’ use messengers for communication 

with friends, relatives and for connecting with brands, chat 

features are very popular among youngsters and brands for 

advertisement. chatbbt leads users to specific repetitive 

tasks and users do not have to read everything and search 

what to do, whereas the chatbot will give you exact 

suggestions or answers. The chatbot does not get bored or 

tired. chatbots are very time saving and efficient. People 

hesitate to talk about the legal issue with a lawyer, or to ask 

for a solution, or even simply to ask the lawyer for some 

information about the legal issue they are charging too 

much.[10] 

Facebook and Hub spot released the below research: 

● Every month, 2 billion messages will be sent 

between people and businesses. 

● Messages are preferred by 56 percent of 

respondents over phone calls to customer support. 

● 53 percent of respondents prefer to shop with 

companies that they can communicate with via text 

message. 

● For customer assistance or help, 71% of 

respondents prefer to use messaging apps.[10] 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A literature study was conducted to acquire an 

understanding of the topic, as well as related studies that are 

relevant to this research, are included in this chapter. This 
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section covers topics such as human-machine interaction, 

chat interfaces, chatbots and chatbots, the legal profession, 

the evolution of chat interfaces, and the current condition 

of chatbots in the legal area, among others. This aims to 

show how conversational interfaces can be used, as well as 

a few systems built around them, as well as apps in the 

commercial and legal realms. 

An Approach to Obtaining Legal Assistance is the title of 

the paper. It provides a Virtual Legal Assistant (VLA) 

concept based on Artificial Intelligence, which is a four-

component based architecture, with the four components 

being Knowledge Base, Question Generation Engine, Bot 

backed by Dialect Convertor, and Text Analytics, which 

can enable situations with an interactive and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) based virtual assistant. Examining a set of 

facts and advising a client on a specific course of action 

based on existing legislation is typical of legal counsel. The 

proposed strategy considers the possibility of creating a 

similar digital assistant for the legal field, which could be 

used to train on millions of court cases and provide legal 

support to those who require it.[1] 

They present the "Robot Lawyer" intellectual system in this 

work. This paper's major objective is to aid lawyers and the 

public in giving important information on legal processes. 

"Robot Lawyer" has an expert system that uses a set of rules 

to provide benchmark information and a neural network 

model to meet more complex needs. The methods for 

processing textual data are also described in the article. The 

system was created with the Russian language in mind. [2] 

This material has been thoroughly examined. Although the 

majority of current research focuses on a particular aspect 

of the LJP job, a true legal judgement prediction (LJP) 

system should give a judge with plausible judgement 

suggestions, including charges, applicable law articles, and 

jail term. They propose MANN, a multichannel attentive 

neural network model that uses a single framework to learn 

from the past, analyse documents, and complete the 

integrated LJP job, which is inspired by deep neural 

networks' remarkable success in a variety of applications. 

Using a textual account of a criminal case as input, MANN 

creates representations of latent entities appropriate to case 

facts, the defendant's persona, and relevant law documents 

using attention-based neural networks. Furthermore, they 

employ a two-tier framework that allows attentive sequence 

encoders of the case description to characterise semantic 

interactions from diverse sections in a hierarchical way at 

both the word and sentence levels. Four real-world datasets 

of criminal cases from mainland China were used in the 

study. The experimental data reveal that MANN achieves 

state-of-the-art LJP performance on all assessment 

measures.[3] 

In this study, LAW-U is an artificial intelligence (AI) 

chatbot that gives legal assistance to sexual abuse survivors 

by proposing Supreme Court decisions that are most 

appropriate for their circumstance. The topic is chatbot 

LAWU Legal Guidance for Sexual Violence Victims and 

Survivors using Artificial Intelligence. [4] 

 

A. Limitations in Existing systems: 

● The existing system only provides the static 

information they don’t suggest lawyers to the user. 

● One of the systems only available in Russian 

language. 

● They directly predict the outcome of the case. 

For India's digital landscape, the "Digital India" vision and 

the 2016 demonetization were game-changers. Increased 

cybercrime and incidences of online cheating have 

stemmed from the increase in internet usage over the last 

decade, as well as the pandemic. Within a fortnight, tens of 

thousands of Indians had established an online presence. 

Additionally, with the availability of low-cost mobile 

phones and high-speed data plans, an increasing number of 

Indians have embraced the digital revolution. The 

Information Technology Act of 2000, which was later 

updated to the IT (Amendment) Act of 2008, is Indian 

legislation that deals with penalties related to such offences. 

Cybercrimes, according to the Information Technology 

Act, are subject to global jurisdiction, which implies that a 

complaint can be filed in any cyber cell in India, regardless 

of where the crime occurred or where the victim is now 

located. Many cyber cells have been established across 

India by criminal investigation teams with the primary 

objective of dealing with reports and investigations of 

offences. Currently, the bulk of Indian cities have their own 

cybercrime unit. The victim can file a complaint with the 

cyber police or the crime investigation department at any 

moment, either online or offline. A victim must submit a 

written complaint to any of the cybercrime cells to make a 

complaint. The victim's name, contact information, and 

address must be included in that written record. The Head 

of the cybercrime cell of the city has to be addressed to in 

the written complaint. 

 Following chart shows the rate of the cyber crime 

in India : [9] 

 

Fig 1. Rate of Cyber Crime in India 
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Many cybercrime cells have been established by the 

criminal investigation team in various places across India, 

to handle reports and investigations of cybercrime. 

Currently, most Indian cities have a dedicated cybercrime 

unit. You can file a complaint with the cyber police or the 

criminal investigation department at any time, either in 

person or online. The first and most important step in 

punishing cybercrime is to file a complaint against the 

offence. You must register a written complaint with any 

jurisdiction's cybercrime cell. You must include your name, 

contact information, and mailing address in the written 

complaint. The written complaint should be addressed to 

the Head of the Cybercrime Cell in the city where the 

cybercrime complaint is being filed. A cybercrime falls 

under the purview of worldwide jurisdiction under the IT 

Act, which implies that a cybercrime complaint can be filed 

with any of India's cyber cells, regardless of where the 

crime was perpetrated or where the victim is now 

residing/staying. 

 

 

Fig 2. Chatbot on Government Website 

The Government of India has the official website for 

Cybercrime. On that site we can report the cybercrime. The 

site contains one chatbot which is CyberDost. As we can 

see in the fig 1 the image of the CyberDost. CyberDost  has  

only given the safety tips for the people  and registered the 

complaint. CyberDost  does not give the proper information  

about the  legal procedures, applicable legal articles, and 

prison conditions and lawyers.[8] 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Here we propose a system using Machine Learning (ML) 

and Natural Language Processing (NLP) which is to inform 

and guide people about cyber laws and legal procedures. In 

this system, user input their problem and our chatbot 

extracts the keywords from the system and calculates the 

suitable response for the user like either the information 

about the laws or the legal procedure 

 

Fig 3. Architecture 

Firstly, the user input their problem and the following are 

the steps to process that input: 

A.  Text Cleaning/processing: 

Text cleaning or text pre-processing is required when 

working with text in Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

Because real-life human written text data comprises a 

variety of words with a wrong spelling, short words, special 

symbols, and so on, we must clean this type of noisy text 

data before feeding it to the machine learning model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4. Data Pre-processing 

• Lower text:   The main purpose for changing the 

text to all lowercase is to prevent keywords like "Hello" and 

"hello" from being confused. It limits the number of words 

that can be stored in a dictionary at any given time.[5] 

• Removal of punctuation:  Punctuation and non-

alphanumeric terms were removed from the original text. 

Steps in-text pre-processing that will assist the model in 

improving its performance. [5] 

• Tokenization:  Word tokenization is the process of 

splitting the text into words is called the token. 

Tokenization is an important part of the field of Natural 

Language Processing. [5] 

NLTK provides two sub-modules for tokenization: 
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• word tokenizer  

• sentence tokenizer 

• Stop word removal:  

 Stop words are terms like a, an, the, you, your, and others 

that are frequently used in written writings. Stop Words are 

frequently found in text documents. However, they are 

often ineffective for text analysis, thus it is preferable to 

eliminate them from the text. If stop words are removed, we 

may concentrate on the vital words. A list of stop words is 

provided by the NLTK package. Stop words are terms like 

a, an, the, you, your, and others that are frequently used in 

written writings. Stop Words are frequently found in text 

documents. However, they are often ineffective for text 

analysis, thus it is preferable to eliminate them from the 

text. If stop words are removed, we may concentrate on the 

vital words. A list of stop words is provided by the NLTK 

package. [5] 

• Lemmatise:  Because Lemmatization is closely 

similar to Stemming, we'll utilize it here. The primary 

distinction is that Lemmatization considers the 

morphological analysis of words and converts them in a 

meaningful way, like a Legal Adviser, and can be employed 

in cases of cybercrime.[5] 

B. Keywords Extraction and text summarization 

It's a text-analysis method. Within a short period of time, 

we can gain valuable insights into the subject. It aids in the 

condensing of the content and the identification of 

significant keywords. It saves time by not having to read 

the entire document. We'll use the TF-IDF method in this 

case. [7] 

Term Frequency - The number of times a term appears in a 

text. The total number of words in the document is divided 

by the number of times the term t appears in the text to 

arrive at this figure. [7] 

Inverse Document Frequency - What exactly does a word 

in the document mean? (Total number of sentences/total 

number of sentences with term t) log (total number of 

sentences/total number of sentences with term t) (total 

number of sentences divided by the total amount of words) 

TF-IDF — The TF-IDF Foundation is a non-profit 

organization This score is used to determine whether or not 

words are relevant. It's calculated using the formula TF * 

IDF. [7] 

C.  Response Generation:     

RNN is generally used in time series analysis and other 

scenarios where a sequence of data must be processed. The 

network learns from what it has just observed in this type 

of activity, which is known as short-term memory. It can 

more accurately forecast future data using this memory. 

The length of time that information on previous data is 

retained is not set in stone, rather it is determined by the 

weights assigned to it. [6] 

So, let's see the 4 layers of the RNN model: 

1. Embedding Layer: The number of unique words in 

the dataset is the initial argument to the embedding layer. 

This argument is defined as large enough to allow for the 

unique encoding of every word in the corpus. The word size 

has been set to 20000 in this project. The number of 

embedding vectors is displayed in the second argument. 

The size of the embedding will be used to display each word 

in the corpus. 

2.  LSTM Layer: A Recurrent Neural Network's 

most significant notion is this. The LSTM (Long Short 

Term Memory) layer overcomes the Vanishing Gradient 

problem, giving the model the ability to predict the next 

word based on recent past memory. 

3. Activation Function : The activation function 

"Hyperbolic tangent(tanh(x))" is utilised in the RNN model 

because it retains the value between -1 and 1. 

Backpropagation adjusts the weights at each node by 

multiplying them by gradients. If the gradient value is 

higher, the weight value for that node will grow 

dramatically. As a result, the weights of other nodes will be 

reduced to a minimum and will not be included in the 

learning process. As a result, the model will have a large 

bias. The tanh(z) hyperbolic function is employed to avoid 

this. It maintains a consistent distribution among the 

network weights by bringing the values between -1 and 1. 

4.  Output Layer :The "Sigmoid" activation function 

is employed in the output layer It decreases the value in the 

same way that "Hyperbolic Tangent" does, but it does so 

between 0 and 1. The idea behind this is that if you multiply 

a value by 0, it becomes zero and can be discarded. When a 

value is multiplied by one, it remains zero and is just 

present here. As a result, when utilising the sigmoid 

function, only the most relevant and important values are 

considered in forecasts. 

Demo of the Legal Advisor ChatBot: 
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Fig .5 Legal Advisor ChatBot 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

The goal is to create a chatbot that can assist individuals 

and solve problems quickly. To guarantee that users are 

satisfied, the chatbot should make user interaction simple 

and quick, and they should be able to acquire any 

information they need quickly from the chatbot's legal 

knowledge. Many people do not have access to legal 

services and are unaware of the cyber crime legal process, 

applicable legislation articles, and prison sentences. To 

comprehend the issue or rules. To address all of these issues 

and to make the legal process more accessible to ordinary 

people, law students, and lawyers, we have developed a 

chatbot that can serve as a legal advisor and can be 

employed in the event of cybercrime. 
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Abstract— Nowadays most people Google symptoms that they 

are experiencing and self-diagnose before consulting a 

doctor. According to Pew, 72 percent of Internet users look 

for health-related information on the web. A large volume of 

clinical data spread over several websites on the Internet 

makes it difficult for individuals to locate useful information 

for improving their health. The overabundance of medical 

information (e.g., on pharmaceuticals, medical tests, and 

treatment recommendations) has made it difficult for 

consumers to locate the best facility for treatment. These 

difficulties highlight the necessity for recommender systems 

to be used in the healthcare field to assist patients. We 

presented an illness prediction and hospital referral system 

that will forecast the most likely ailment a patient will have 

based on symptoms and recommend the best hospital for the 

treatment of the illness. A dataset of disease symptoms is 

required for disease prediction which is used by machine 

learning to find hidden patterns in huge volumes of medical 

data and predict the most likely illnesses. The datasets are 

utilizing the Random Forest, SVM, and Naive Bayes machine 

learning algorithms for accurate disease prediction. Patients 

can also get more information about the ailment that our 

system has anticipated. Additionally, depending on user 

ratings or reviews, this system recommends respective 

hospitals based on checkup costs, visiting hours, and facilities 

(hygiene practices, hospital staff, number of beds in each 

room, AC/ Non-AC). It is discovered that such a system is 

rarely used and that most individuals are unaware of its 

existence. By automating disease prediction and hospital 

recommendations, this system aims to reduce the effort and 

time spent by patients. 

Keywords—Machine Learning, Disease prediction from 

Symptoms, Hospital Recommendation, Support Vector 

Machine, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Review System 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The health of all citizens is the sign of a wealthy society. 

If one aspires to be happy, it is necessary to maintain one's 

health. Only a healthy body can lead to a healthy mind, 

which has a favorable effect on people's performance. 

According to the newest news from TOI, individuals are 

putting their health on the back burner due to their hectic 

schedules. Health has no place in today's hectic agenda. 

Finding the finest hospital to receive timely and accurate 

disease analysis/treatment has also become time-

consuming and complicated. 

Through clinical insights, machine learning in healthcare 

allows individuals to comprehend and assess large and 

complex medical databases. A disease predictor can be a 

gift in situations like COVID-19 and EBOLA since it can 

diagnose a human's ailment without any physical touch. 

As the proverb goes, "it is easier to avoid than to cure," 

and early detection of illness and infectious incidence will 

help to prevent illness. As a result, machine learning in 

healthcare will help to improve patient happiness. Our 

illness prediction model functions as a virtual doctor for 

early disease diagnosis, ensuring that patients receive 

accurate and timely treatment, as well as recommending 

nearby hospitals based on their parameters like facilities, 

fees, ratings given by users. 

A supervised data-driven methodology is presented in this 

paper. Supervised learning, as the name suggests, 

incorporates the presence of a supervisor who also serves 

as a trainer. When we use well-labeled data to teach or 

train the machine, we mean that a portion of the data has 

already been tagged with the correct answer. The machine 

is then given a new piece of data to analyze the training 

data and produce a proper result from labeled data using 

the Supervised Learning method. The datasets are 

processed using Random Forest, SVM, and the Naive 

Bayes classification technique. There are two steps 

involved in the classification process: learning and 

prediction. The learning phase is built using the training 

data set provided, and the prediction step forecasts the 

response for the data provided. 

The recommender systems have played a huge role in 

daily life because they drastically changed everyone's 

lifestyle over the past few decades. We are also imparting 

a Hospital Recommendation system along with a disease 

prediction system which is generally a subclass of 

statistics filtering system that attempts to anticipate the 

"rating" or "inclination" a user may assign to an item. It is 

a decision-making system that is designed to provide the 

best recommendation for the proper course of treatment of 

a disease to avoid health risks or delays in treatment. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] The authors proposed a model that predicts the ailment 

from the given symptoms using the Decision tree which is 

built on the basis of the dataset. The system commences 

by asking a series of questions and depending on whether 

the patient has the symptom or not it will shrink down the 

probable disease. At each step, the patient will be 

presented with a list of diseases that he or she is most 

likely to have based on the current group of symptoms he 

or she is having. On the dataset, a decision tree classifier is 

trained to generate the appropriate questions to ask. 

Internally it builds a decision tree that attempts to 
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differentiate diseases from each other at every node. The 

decision tree traverses from the root to one of the leaves 

when symptoms are passed to the system. Decisions 

regarding a disease are made at the leaf of the tree that 

specifies a fixed probability for its presence. 

[2] The authors developed a disease prediction system 

using a variety of machine learning methods. The dataset 

used for processing contained over 230 diseases with more 

than 1000 unique symptoms in all. When a diagnosis 

system receives symptoms, age, and gender information 

about an individual, it displays an output that indicates the 

possible disease that the individual might be suffering 

from. Fine, Medium and Coarse Decision Trees, Weighted 

KNN, Gaussian Naive Bayes, Fine, Medium, and Coarse 

KNN, Kernel Naïve Bayes, Subspace KNN, and RUS 

Boosted trees were used to process the data.  According to 

ML models, the accuracy varied. As compared to other 

algorithms, weighted KNN showed the most promising 

performance. The prediction accuracy of the weighted 

KNN algorithm is 93.5 %. The RUS Boosted trees were 

the least accurate model. Fine KNN outperformed 

Subspace, Medium, and Coarse KNN. 

[3] The algorithms used in this research are K-nearest 

neighbors (K-NN), Random Forest, and Naive Bayes, as 

well as an ensemble voting algorithm that dynamically 

distributes weights to each classifier based on prediction 

confidence. In addition, the proposed system includes a 

recommendation scheme to determine which tests are 

necessary on the basis of the patients' symptoms, in order 

to take the necessary precautions. The confidence score of 

three classification algorithms, namely K-NN, Random 

Forest, and Naive Bayes, is examined in this work. The 

voting algorithm then constructs a new model based on the 

three classification algorithms' inputs. A weight parameter 

is defined to prioritize a classifier in this paper's weighted 

voting technique. The mean accuracy of the model is 

utilized as the "weight" for individual algorithms. When 

compared to other models, a model with a greater mean 

accuracy performs better. 

[4] The goal of this research is to develop a chatbot using 

both natural language processing and machine learning 

techniques. By interacting with the chatbot like a real 

person (with a series of questions), the chatbot will be able 

to recognize the user's symptoms and provide a diagnosis 

as well as treatment suggestions. Here machine learning 

algorithm used is K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm (KNN). 

[5] In a study, the authors predicted disease using a 

support vector machine and multilinear regression 

algorithms. They also tested some algorithms such as k-

nearest neighbor, convolution neural network, decision 

tree, etc. Despite testing these algorithms, it is found that 

the combination of support vector machines and multiple 

linear regression provides higher accuracy than other 

algorithms. 

[6] An in-depth analysis of artificial intelligence online 

triage of hospitals in a smart city is done and a model for 

variables that influence whether patients choose which 

hospitals to go to is developed based on the theory of 

planned behavior and Anderson's health care use model. 

This paper identifies the mechanisms that influence the 

behavior of patients seeking medical treatment, proposes a 

technique for selecting medical institutions that is patient-

centered, Investigates the strategic decisions that impact 

patients' primary care, and serves as a useful tool for 

constructing a scientific and reasonable hierarchical 

diagnostic and treatment model. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

We proposed a system that uses the patient's symptoms to 

predict the ailment, followed by a recommendation for the 

best hospital match. Instead of having to answer several 

questions that would ordinarily constitute a consultation, 

the user will merely have to enter the symptoms they are 

experiencing. The medical information on the symptoms 

will be saved as a dataset. Patients can also learn more 

about the disease predicted by the system. 

If a user is totally unaware of the illness, he/she is having 

then he/she will enter the symptoms and the system will 

predict the most likely disease he/she is having. If a 

patient has already visited a general practitioner or a small 

clinic and knows what illness they are likely to have, they 

can use our system to choose the best medical care for 

them by entering the disease they are having. This method 

primarily focuses on streamlining the hospital 

recommendation process, which typically takes a long 

time to choose the appropriate doctor for correct and 

timely disease treatment. 

There are four basic steps to this strategy: 

 Data Collection  

 Data pre-processing  

 Building disease prediction models 

 Recommending hospital for treatment of the 

corresponding disease. 

1. Data Collection 

The first step in tackling any machine learning challenge 

is to prepare data. We'll use the Kaggle dataset for illness 

prediction, which comprises two CSV files for training 

and testing. There are 41 instances (diseases) and 132 

attributes (Symptoms) in this dataset. Additionally, it 

comprises 2 more CSV files, one contains the description 

of all 41 diseases and the second contains a list of 

precautions that needs to be followed for each disease.  

The hospital dataset will be compiled manually by us. For 

this purpose, we locate all hospitals in our city practicing 

each of the diseases present in our disease-symptom 

dataset. We visited those hospitals to gather information 

about check-up fees, Visiting time, doctors, their specialty, 

etc. So, in the hospital database, there are 4 tables: Disease 

Table, Speciality Table, Doctor Table, Hospital Table. 
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TABLE I.  DISEASE-SYMPTOM DATASET 

Disease Fever Chill Nausea Vomiting 

Influenza 1 1 0 0 

Asthma 0 0 1 0 

Diabetes 0 0 0 1 

 

Hospital Dataset Tables: 

TABLE II.  DISEASE TABLE 

DId Disease Description SId 

D1 Fungal 

Infection 

In humans, fungal infections 

occur when an invading 
fungus… 

S1 

D2 Allergy An allergy is an immune system 
response to a foreign 
substance… 

S1 

D3 Gerd Gastroesophageal reflux disease, 

or GERD, is a digestive 

disorder... 

S2 

D4 Chronic 

Cholestasis 

Chronic cholestatic diseases, 

whether occurring in infancy, … 

S2 

 

TABLE III.  SPECIALITY TABLE 

SId Speciality 

S1 General Physician 

S2 Gastroenterology 

S3 Dermatology 

 

TABLE IV.  DOCTOR TABLE 

DrId Doctor Name SId HId 

Dr1 D. Y. Mahajan S1 H1 

Dr2 Chetan Rajput S1 H2 

Dr3 Abhijeet P. Shinde S1 H3 

Dr4 Jagdish Gindodiya S2 H4 

Dr5 Sanjay Gore S2 H5 

 

TABLE V.  HOSPITAL TABLE 

HId Hospital Check-up 

Fees 

Visiting Time 

H1 Sanjay Gore Clinics 300 rs 10:30 am - 3:30 
pm 

H2 Shree Siddheshwar 
Multispeciality 

Hospital 

400 rs 10:00 am - 8:00 
pm 

H3 Gindodia Hospital 350 rs 1:00 pm - 8:00 

pm 

H4 Mahajan Hospital 250 rs 10:00 am - 8:00 
pm 

H5 Dhandai Hospital 400 rs 10:00 am - 8:30 
pm 

 

2. Data preprocessing 

When it comes to machine learning, cleaning is the most 

important step. Before supplying the data to the model for 

training, it is always important to clean it. It is crucial that 

the data be cleaned before being fed into the model. 

Therefore, we must ensure the data is clean before 

building the model. The dataset we used contains all 

numerical columns except the prognosis column, which is 

a string type. So that will have to convert into the numeric 

form using a label encoder. 

Label Encoding 

Label encoding is the process of translating labels into a 

numeric format so that they may be read by machines. 

Those labels can then be operated more effectively by 

machine learning algorithms. In supervised learning, it is a 

crucial pre-processing step for the structured dataset. 

3. Model Building 

Using three distinct algorithms on the symptoms and 

medicine datasets, we offered a proposal for a symptom-

based disease prediction and hospital recommendation 

system. Various machine learning algorithms can achieve 

the desired results when used alone.  However, in order to 

get a precise outcome, we applied three distinct algorithms 

to forecast the disease. The machine learning algorithms 

we used were Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, 

and Gaussian Nave Bayes. As a final output, we are 

calculating the mode of outputs produced by all three 

algorithms. The usage of multiple algorithms aids in 

achieving the highest level of accuracy. As a result, the 

improved accuracy makes the system more efficient for 

patients by accurately forecasting disease and allowing 

them to consult a doctor as needed. 

i. Support Vector Machine 

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the 

Supervised Machine Learning Algorithms that is used for 

both regression and classification.  SVM finds a hyper-

plane that separates the different sorts of data. This hyper-

plane is nothing more than a line in two-dimensional 

space. 

ii. Gaussian Naïve Bayes 

Gaussian Naive Bayes is a variation of Naive Bayes that 

follows a Gaussian normal distribution and works with 

continuous data. Naïve Bayes is a classification technique 

based on Bayes' Theorem. The formula of Bayes theorem 

is 
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iii. Random Forest 

       The random forest method generates decision trees 

from data samples, then obtains predictions from each of 

them before voting on the best answer. It's an ensemble 

approach that's superior to a single decision tree since it 

averages the results to reduce over-fitting. 

4. Hospital Recommendation 

As previously said, we would recommend hospitals based 

on factors such as checkup fees, visiting hours, and rating/ 

reviews. Our system will have one review system. A list 

of hospitals will be provided on the user interface to the 

user and a Rate Hospital option will be available for each 

hospital. If a user had previously visited any of those 

hospitals, he can submit feedback as a rating. Users will 

be asked to give star rating in this feedback form about 

their satisfaction with the treatment, medical facilities 

provided by the hospital (AC/Non-AC rooms, number of 

beds in each room, hygiene/cleanliness), the fee structure, 

the nature of the doctors, and their performance, other 

hospital staff (nurse, pharmacists, patient care technician), 

among others.  Using an average of the overall star ratings 

given by the user, the final star rating will be calculated. 

This rating will be an important parameter to recommend 

the best hospital to a patient for the treatment of disease 

diagnosed by the ML model. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The disease prediction and hospital recommendation 

system is an effective tool for improving the healthcare 

system in the country. For a wide spectrum of users, our 

research provides a machine learning-based prediction 

system as well as a hospital recommendation system. The 

findings of the trials reveal that the ensemble approach 

adapts to the best model and that when symptoms are 

taken into account, the ensemble approach adapts to the 

Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, and Naive 

Bayes. Our main goal is to refer patients to the best 

hospital for accurate and timely treatment of their 

illnesses. As a result, our system serves two purposes. The 

first is to provide reliable disease prediction as an output. 

The second was to recommend hospitals based on  

prices, amenities, and user feedback or ratings. Low time 

consumption, precise prediction, robustness, and 

calculation are all important features of this system. In 

order to predict the future, this system is the first step. 

       As previously said, this article predicts diseases based 

on symptoms and suggests hospitals depending on the 

preferences of patients. This work can be expanded in a 

variety of ways. Several cases in India go untreated due to 

a lack of healthcare in rural areas. Video calling 

functionality can be added where a patient can consult 

online with a doctor recommended by the system. For 

health-related tests, the user may need to contact a doctor. 

In such cases, our system can be useful if it can be 

programmed to book an appointment with the doctor 

depending on their availability. Furthermore, it would be 

useful if the symptoms and diseases detected by our 

system could be converted into a report and made 

available to the doctor, who could provide additional 

advice and future measures to help the user maintain their 

health while also saving doctors' time and efforts. 
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Abstract- Roads are a lifeline for emergency save and disaster 

relief these mortality rates are also rising due to negligence 

and lack of adequate care in a timely manner The purpose of 

the work in this paper is to develop ways to avoid obstacles in 

the way of roads such as trees, tall buildings, power lines, 

moving towers, road construction, floods, earthquakes, etc. to 

find a free impact path. To Implement a dynamically to 

environmental change on road, research enhances real-time 

system that updates input information and re- plans in time 

another way or path for devices. This paper offers an adaptive 

artificial capacity approach and method for obstacle 

avoidance for road blockage to detect the object detection and 

object classification. The results show that our algorithms do 

not simply reach the top throughputs near the case no-

blockage, but also to provide the proposed method effective in 

detecting and assessing road damage. This approach 

additionaly appreciably reduces the need for pre- catastrophe 

faraway facts. 

Keywords - Road Damages, Road Blockage, Obstacle 

Avoidance, Natural Disaster 

I  .INTRODUCTION: 

Research on road damage detection using image processing 

and machine learning has become an effective research 

center in both developed and undeveloped countries. This 

is a main issue, as roads are one of the most important 

public infrastructure in all countries and contribute directly 

and indirectly to the economies of countries and more 

importantly, the well-being and safety of their occupant. 

Therefore, road repairs are very important and many 

countries 

In addition, the shortage of a right avenue Renovation 

device has ended in an ever increasing wide variety of digs 

which danger green transportation and road protection 

meanwhile road protection meanwhile road protection 

works has protection works has largely relied on guide 

detection and reporting the advent of computers. 

have used testing methods and standards to implement this 

program. As a major component of transportation systems, 

roads play an important role in lifestyle engineering in 

disaster prevention and mitigation Road damage is mainly 

caused by the environment, geology, hydrology and other 

environmental modification. Road damage detection and 

diagnosis consist of figuring out damaged roads and 

assessing traffic extent after adisaster. 

However, roads are usually damaged by means of 

earthquakes and secondary screw up. As a result, roads are 

at risk of be damaged with the aid of the usuage of the result 

of avenue harm is not restricted to direct financial loss. 

Even more extreme is visitors jam or disruptions due to 

street harm so as to critically Due to the development of 

computational intelligence as well storage locations, such 

as Wi-Fi storage systems Roof viewing camera on top 

direction planning and navigation mobile agent is a vital 

and powerful in nowadays implementations. Grid method 

has poor accuracy and real-time performance due to the fact 

the sensor provide is limited, up to now records with a map 

is hard to count. In the meantime, the robot should instantly 

update map data, making it difficult to ensure maximum 

real time when working with a large grid information More 

research has been done problems of a very short route when 

considering uncertainty of traffic, such as traffic change 

volume and other issues on road .This paper suggests the 

default method of extraction immediate road damage using 

high-resolution satellite images and street maps, based on 

the transition between pre-earthquake earthquakes and the 

sides after the tremor. 

In short, maximum of the existing studies cognizance on 

detecting road harm using both pre-catastrophe facts and 

submit-catastrophe photography however 

, few research test the detection and reporting of digs using 

IOT/ML devices. Report and control digs and different 

avenue digs the usuage of IOT 

have been performed on the detection and detection of road 

damage using a remote sensor even under study without 

pre-disaster data. To overcome the problems mentioned 

above, this paper proposes a road-based knowledge of road 

injury detection and testing using high-resolution remote 

sensing images, which compensates for the absence of pre-

disaster data. Creating a system that predicts real-time 

traffic problems and directs the user to change course 

Extracting real data (photos or video) use a machine 

learning algorithm to train data and use a system device to 

improve the accuracy of the results. On real streets, there 

are so many things to consider including lanes, crosses, 

acceleration bumps, and more. So, it is not it is possible for 

a private car to fulfill its default the ability to roam only by 

earth's means. Therefore, produces a local approach based 

on the information obtained from camera, laser scanner, 

ultra-wave sensor and internal sensor and other features 
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installed in the car with help of ML and IOT devices will 

help to avoid blockage due to obstacle and will have  safety 

tooperator. 

II .LITERATURE SURVEY: 

Today we face numerous problems in real life. Most of the 

time we get stuck in a certain place while traveling and 

cannot move in situations like roadblocks. Roadblocks can 

have many causes, such as: B. geological processes, 

landslides, volcanic eruptions, forest fires, storms, floods, 

earthquakes, road construction or road works, temporary 

road closures for special events, police persecution, man- 

made disasters, protests, and so on 

Comprehensive evaluation of this paper projected an 

improvement version for designing strong path opposition 

to mitigations in traffic extent. Force relies on the shape of 

the period of time function. The proposed model will be 

applied not solely once traffic volume will increase 

however conjointly when it decreases. In addition, the 

proposed model will set the magnitude relation of thought 

by a parameter reckoning on whether or not the traffic 

volume is increasing or decreasing[1] 

The paper aimed to predict autonomous vehicle for efficient 

lane changes and efficient route planning using GIS 

information. Segmenting worldwide route data created in 

advance and including statistics about roads to the word’s 

segments might create. GIS data should include 

information about highway lanes, acceleration limits, and 

traffic lights, crosswalks, speed bumps, and road signs.[2] 

In this paper author proposed adaptive artificial potential 

field methodology for robot’s obstacle shunning path 

designing. Despite the obstacle avoidance path planning 

supported the artificial potential field method is extremely 

popular, however there's native stripped-down drawback 

with this manner [3] 

adaptive artificial potential field technique for robot’s 

obstacle turning away path coming up among. Despite the 

obstacle avoidance path planning supported the artificial 

potential field method is incredibly popular, however 

there's native marginal 

drawback with this approach [4] 

In this paper an analytical framework to comprise blockage 

results and evaluate blockage robustness inside a 

previously proposed interference- free topology for 

roadside relay –assisted mm wave derived from the 

trucking industry Via stochastic geometric analysis, the 

blockage chances for four sorts of blockages identifies in 

advance work are derived as a function of the topology 

parameters and obstacle density [5] 

In   this    Paper    broaden methods for    avoiding  the 

limitations inside the direction of UAVs which includes 

timber, tall buildings, electric powered traces, cellular 

towers and so forth. for acquiring a collision unfastened 

route for navigation. on this paper, sensor and image 

(fusion) based totally impediment avoidance as a method 

for UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) quick and safely 

reach an accident site. We acquired a decision command by 

fusing a photo with ultrasonic sensor records, that is used   

for     controlling     the     UAV     to keep away from 

boundaries.[6] 

III.  METHODOLOGY: 

The live data is captured and it changes the values as per 

the needs. The system device will update its data if there 

are any changes made it will further then positioned the 

effective areas on map and provide necessary details to the 

user to change its direction. After providing the information 

of the map it will suggests the optimal road turns required. 

It will check and generate the final details and provide 

information to the user. The public service domain will 

further publish the data to public that the obstacle has been 

detected and to change their path accordingly. 

To overcome these problems, we propose a framework. We 

will take input from any camera or  

satellite or any other digital device. After collecting this 

data, we will process the user's intent by including the 

collection. Then this predicted strength will be divided into 

types of any natural disaster such as pits, earthquakes, 

obstacles. After splitting at the end, the result will be 

displayed in the form of a notification on Google maps and 

the effective location on themaps. 

The purpose of this study is to improve the classification 

system between the potholes and the non-potholes (normal) 

pits of road photographs. Convolutional neural networks 

use 3D CNN algorithms useful for classifying and 

analyzing images. 

Data Collection: 

We used convolutional neural network (CNN) training 

embedded pothole and non-pothole images (common) 

collected by hand and images available from an online 

source from Kaggle. In our system, a camera image is used 

for detection barriers, and ultrasonic sensor data are used 

for detection in- depth information. 

Test results in complex roadways indicate that the proposed 

algorithm is effective and stable for the real-time detection 

of active roads. This method uses in-depth reading with 

stereo cameras to detect irregularities and irregularities, 

which calculate the distance of the objects obtained. The 

detected road is only tested with features of stereo cameras, 

color camera and digital navigation map, which frees the 

system from any machine learning modes. The use of 

digital navigation maps combined with feature-based road 

checks makes the system stronger than just HD map-

dependent methods. This additional image is considered an 

input to the convolutional neural network (CNN)model. 

2. Prediction and detecting type of natural disaster 

The first step in the prediction process in all modules is pre-

processing data, the data is as it is pre- processed data, One 

of the most important and important steps for Machine 

Learning Algorithms pre-processing data. In line with this, 
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if our database is too large, it may be necessary to select a 

sample of the data from that. Data fragmentation is also 

very important as real-time data consists of both numerical 

and symbolic data The amount of data available should be 

considered when determining features. If there is too much 

data, 

too many features can be taken with another number of 

features 

3. Detecting Obstacles and classification using 3D 

CNN Algorithm Sometimes it may be possible to build new 

features from existing ones as sometimes modified features 

provide better results. So, an earthquake data set has only 

one seismic factor. Therefore, not much processing is 

required in this case as there is only one feature. Only blank 

lines of data should be reduced and the size of the database 

will be used a decision must be made to prevent 

overcrowding and inefficiency. Then move on to flood 

forecasts module, data set with temperature characteristics, 

precipitation, groundwater volume and runoff quantity, 

water vapor of the whole column, and in this case the empty 

values are removed. Then our data set is ordered according 

to requirements and other limitations. Similarly, in the next 

module of drought forecast data is processed first and the 

model is processed based on rainfall factors, soil quality, 

water level in the nearest river. Similarly in all other 

modules the data is pre- processed, the algorithm 

isupgradedand the module is configuredaccordingly. 

Therefore, once the initial processing is complete, and all 

of our features have been determined and our data sets are 

ready training, the appropriate machine learning algorithm 

can be selected and our model can beinstructed.As 

mentioned earlier natural disasters cause catastrophic 

damage and economic losses every year predicting the 

future can be very helpful. AI and machine learning with 

the help of IoT seems to offer the best solution for 

thispurpose. 

First with an earthquake prediction module, once the data 

has been collected and the necessary elements, Is the 

required algorithm has been selected. Here are the 3D CNN 

algorithms, they are taken to compare and determine which 

one best suit our needs and gives us the highest accuracy. 

Similarly, data for all of our modules is collected, 

processed, and built into our machine learning models when 

the best algorithm to use is determined based on its 

functionality, accuracy and speed. Our algorithms are 

tested and designed. Then the machine learning model has 

become 

developed and distributed using a web framework in python 

know Django, provides a good visual interface to users. 

Similarly, in the event of floods, other hurdles, the proposed 

route could quickly detect and generate a warning in an 

automatic manner that would help us to take necessary 

action against these disasters. Consequently, the proposed 

machine may be used as and may help the studies network 

predict disaster early and maximize harm for the duration 

of herbaldisasters. 

All data sets are collected together with our machine 

learning models are developed and used so that users can 

use the app. 

4.Positioning and showing the correct path in google 

mapthe advanced system takes pre-recorded video or real-

time video or photos as input, extracts frames from the 

video, and feeds the CNN- instruct  model. 

The CNN model takes each frame in turn and analyzes it to 

predict the type of disaster and produce a sequence of 

labeled frames as outputs. Each output structure is defined 

by the type of predicted disaster and the associated 

opportunities. In the unlikely event of a disaster, the frame 

is defined as ‘Normal’. A warning message or alerts are 

only issued if there is a change in a natural disaster. For the 

frames defined as 'Normal', no message is generated. 

Unstoppable path search is done in 3D space. Therefore, the 

proposed route should be smooth and avoid obstacles. 

Whenever a new goal location is found, a new route is 

introduced to the controller. Once the route has been 

determined, the vehicle knows where to go and avoids the 

risk of colliding with another lane or leaving the lane. This 

can prevent the driver / vehicle system from deviating from 

the lane. Self-driving car alerts and driver assistance should 

guide the way. 

Finding boundary routes on the streets is a daunting task in 

both computer vision and machine learning. Finding the 

road using a computer screen is a challenge, especially 

when shadows appear on the road. Some advanced methods 

use visible beams from the bottom of the image to define 

the cur If road signs are not found correctly on each route, 

the job may produce an incorrect road shape. 

Extract the dynamic data or raster data or satellite data for 

processing .Image Processing to detect the road blockage 

and making review also suggestions system that will 

publishing purpose .Train model itself by previous 

experiences that is of detection and classification of object. 

our goal is to design making a system that predict the real 

time issues happened on the road and generating 

suggestions for users to avoid the way which is blocked as 

a resultant to reduce his/her unnecessary wasting of his /her 

precious time .The major outcomes of the systems will the 

reviews and suggestions about the road  that is whether it is 

blocked. 

Limitations of Existing System: 

• Road blockage issues are not solvedby anyone. 

• No existing system can predictalternative path. 

• Road maps does not provideaccurate information 

about blockageissues 
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Proposed System 

 

Nowdays we are facing many quandaries of street blockage 

and it causes time waste to eschew his Issues we require to 

make a decision making system that avails to alert us for 

road blockage .so our proposed system is rudimentally 

process the data in the image format and engenders the 

suggestions on the substructure of the processed data and 

withal detect the objects that causes blockage of the road. 

System takes the input as a image and detect the road 

blockage and object and relegate it. System will utilize 

satellite extracted image processing algorithms like 

OpenCV and CNN. 

V.CONCLUSION: 

Detection of road damage using machine learning methods 

can assist in care road conditions. In this paper, identify 

which works best in detecting road damage and we create a 

new database in the picture of road injuries in particular, I 

hope this will help in future work can be done in the system. 

The aim of these system mainly works on to detect object 

and object classification for road blockage. 
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Abstract — The framework is equipped for giving criticism to 

the client through a cell phone application getting information 

from the gadget through Bluetooth. The estimation of the 

proposed physiological boundaries was effectively estimated 

with the fitting level of exactness needed by clinical norms. 

Glucose observing innovation has been utilized by diabetic 

patients to screen their blood glucose level for the beyond 

thirty years. This paper surveys the principal strategies of 

blood glucose identification and brilliant insulin guideline. 

The most well-known and broadly utilized procedure is the 

intrusive method that expects clients to prick their finger to 

draw the blood. In any case, as of late a ton of new 

advancements have been created for non-obtrusive method to 

screen the blood glucose level and concentrate in this space is 

developing quickly. In this paper, a versatile actual wellbeing 

observing framework is proposed dependent on the Android 

PDA framework. The Android PDA gets the boundaries by 

means of Bluetooth correspondence from every wellbeing 

sensor module, and show the observing information all the 

while.    

Keywords—Health monitoring system, Bluetooth connection, 

Android Application, health sensors, Blood Glucose level, IOT 

Technology   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Propels in present day innovation have took into 

consideration the improvement of scaled down remote 

versatile wellbeing checking frameworks, fit for constant 

observing while at the same time being power effective. 

Through this progression a change in wellbeing observing 

is occurring, regardless of whether it be for clinical or non-

clinical purposes, wearable body sensors are filling in 

notoriety. A requirement for the advancement of such 

gadgets most certainly exists, since they will consider the 

identification of irregularities, unexpected circumstances 

and even give a forecast; all dependent on the checking of 

physiological boundaries related to potential side effects 

[1]. Pulse, pulse fluctuation and development information 

are generally utilized boundaries to acquire understanding 

in the actual capacity of expert and sporting athletes [2]. In 

the meantime, with the arrival of different movement 

trackers and wearable gadgets, observing of actual work 

isn't restricted to clinical or proficient conditions any 

longer, yet turns out to be essential for the everyday 

existence. In sports science it isn't unexpected practice to 

gauge the blood lactate focus during step ergometer or 

treadmill tests to decide the actual capacity of expert and 

sporting competitors [3].  

Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic problem that influences the 

body's capacity to deal with blood glucose. Diabetic 

patients screen their blood glucose levels with an end goal 

to keep them in the typical reach (around 70 to 180 mg/dL, 

contingent upon food consumption) by drug, work out, 

legitimate eating regimen, and so on Blood glucose levels 

under 70 mg/dL fill in as an alarm for conceivable perilous 

hypoglycaemia, and glucose levels higher than 180 mg/dL 

can demonstrate clinically critical hyperglycaemia [1], [3]. 

Successive observing of blood glucose levels illuminates 

diabetic patients to make a fitting move to change their 

blood glucose levels, and accordingly keep away from 

hazards that are related with hypo and hyperglycaemia. 

Outside of the reference technique  

For plasma glucose estimations utilized in clinical research 

centers, the traditional finger-prick strategy utilizing 

glucose strips and going with meter is the most dependable 

strategy for patient self-observing. A finger prick-based 

glucose meter has two fundamental parts: a testing strip 

covered with compounds (for example glucose oxidase 

(GOx), glucose dehydrogenase (GDH), and hexokinase 

(HK)), and a finder made out of gadgets. At the point when 

a drop of blood is applied to a testing strip, the glucose 

inside the blood test responds with the compounds and the 

subsequent electrochemical response delivers a current sign 

which is straightly relative to the glucose focus [4]. There 

are fundamentally four sorts of diabetes: Type 1 diabetes, 

type 2 diabetes, pre-diabetes, gestational diabetes. Type 1 

diabetes happens when the beta cells in our pancreases is 

obliterated by the invulnerable framework. Beta cells are 

those which foster insulin in our body. By these conditions 

the glucose content created in our body can't be travelled 

through body since the insulin is absent in our body. Along 

these lines, this glucose content are develop in our body and 

subsequently blood glucose level in expanded. By this high 

sugar level, it might have numerous different issues like 

lack of hydration, weight reduction, diabetic ketoacidosis, 

and unsafe impact to numerous other body parts. This kind 

of diabetes is principally happening in young people and 

adults. Type 2 diabetes is the most widely recognized 

diabetes which is brought about by the greater part of 
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individuals. Type 2 diabetes is a condition in which sugar 

or glucose can no longer be regulated. This sort 

predominantly happens or been impacted for the most part 

to the adults. At the point when the glucose content in our 

blood builds it not just lead to diabetes it might influence 

numerous different pieces of our body like kidney, heart, 

eye vision, foot, liver and so on Blood glucose checking is 

the strategy which is utilized to observe the glucose content 

in blood. There are sure causes which lead to diabetes. 

Causes will be distinctive for various sort of diabetes. The 

overall causes are bacterial disease prompts type 1 diabetes, 

poisons content in food causes type 1 diabetes, unidentified 

part causing immune system response prompts diabetes, 

negative propensities prompt type 2 diabetes, expanding 

age prompts diabetes, family ancestry, overweight, 

pancreatitis or pancreatectomy prompts diabetes, 

polycystic ovary disorder (PCOS), pulverizing's condition, 

glucagonoma, steroid initiated diabetes (steroid diabetes). 

By observing the glucose level in blood, the glucose focus 

can be determined. There are obtrusive and non-intrusive 

strategies for observing the blood. Obtrusive strategies are 

those techniques which make break in skin to take blood. 

Intrusive technique is that strategy which makes no break 

in human body. The diabetes patient necessities to check 

there glucose day by day. Glucose level will be evolving. 

In this way, to check their glucose level, the patient needs 

to take a drop of blood from their body by making twisted 

in their body. Some diabetes patients likewise need to take 

insulin. Since this everything is an agonizing errand the 

greater part of the patients will not make twisted, so vital 

drugs can't be taken [5]. 

II. METHODS 

A. Existing Method   

Specialists anticipate the shot at diabetes by the indications 

of diabetes. The essentially foresee chance of diabetes by 

the hereditary by saying there is a 50 percent opportunity 

for diabetes event on the off chance that one parent have 

diabetes. In the event that the two guardians have diabetes 

there is a 75 percent opportunity for diabetes. Specialist 

likes to have customary test for individuals over 30 years to 

know the event of diabetes. Thus, there could be no 

appropriate technique to get the opportunity for diabetes 

[6]. Not just has the family ancestry prompted diabetes 

there are primary other justification behind diabetes as 

depicted previously. Generally, for checking blood glucose 

level obtrusive technique are utilized. Glucose level is tried 

utilizing an instrument called glucometers. To check 

glucose level modest quantity of blood is taken from 

fingertip. For testing glucose utilizing glucometer a finger-

prick is utilized to get blood from our finger then a drop of 

blood is made to drop on the meter to work out glucose 

level. There are many danger factors that are remembered 

for observing blood glucose by intrusive technique. Since 

the degree of glucose is changing the diabetes patients need 

to check their glucose level consistently or every day. By 

actually taking a look at the glucose by intrusive strategy, 

by making break in our body it can even reason numerous 

different illnesses, because of the everyday checking and 

making twisted in 0p body [7]. 

B. Subjects 

Forty sound subjects (35 male and 5 female) took part 

deliberately in the review as a component of a game’s 

clinical assessment. To take an interest in the review, 

competitors were needed to be of legitimate age and 

liberated from previous states of the cardiovascular 

framework. Their degree of wellness went from sporting 

competitor (35 subjects) to proficient long-distance runner 

(5). Subjects were matured from 18 to 61 with a mean 

period of 39.9 ± 12.5 years. Mean body stature was 

estimated to be 180.3 ± 7.9 cm, mean body weight was 80.9 

± 12.7 kg. Of course, for lactate diagnostics, no separation 

was made among male and female subjects. Before 

information assortment, all subjects were educated with 

regards to the reason and cycle of the review and composed 

assent was gotten from each. The review was endorsed by 

the neighborhood Ethics Commission at the Friedrich-

Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg [8]. 

C.  Exercise Protocol 

Subjects showed up at the test community all around rested 

and hydrated. Before they began the games clinical 

assessment, metadata (age, tallness, weight) and data with 

respect to the subject’s wellness level were recorded. The 

subjects were practicing on an electromagnetically slowed 

down cycle ergometer up to their most extreme burden 

work. Preceding beginning the convention, subjects were 

outfitted with a 12-chanel ECG Custo Diagnostic (Custo 

Med, Ottobrunn, Germany) with cement cathodes and a 

respiratory gas observing framework Cortex Metasoft 

Studio including Metalyzer 3B-2014 (Cortex, Leipzig, 

Deutschland). Pulse and respiratory gases were ceaselessly 

estimated during the activity. Pattern information was taken 

while the subjects were resting. Following three minutes 

subjects began cycling at 50 W and responsibility was 

expanded 25 W like clockwork. Subjects were permitted to 

stop the activity whenever that they believed they had 

arrived at their greatest responsibility [9]. The greatest 

responsibility came to was 375 W. The quantity of subjects 

arriving at each progression of the activity convention. 

III. RELETED WORK 

A wearable sensor can gather physiological information, 

for example, the blood glucose even out and impart into 

advanced cell through the remote channel. Thusly it 

conveys the information to the cloud server where it very 

well may be put away in an Electronics Health Record 
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(EHR) [10]. Trust commendable information administrator 

screens interfacing calls from various application and 

confirms them against prerequisites. Wellbeing dev β 

instruments were proposed, which is utilized by an engineer 

to either create confirmations for dependability of MMAs. 

The security confirmation is finished utilizing displaying 

with spatial-fleeting half and half automata (STHA). The 

body sensor network innovation is one of the center 

advancements of IoT improvement in medical care 

framework, where patients can be observed utilizing an 

assortment of minuscule powdered and light weight sensor 

hubs. BSN based present day medical care framework gives 

a few prerequisites like wellbeing, maintainability and 

security. Any control input structure from MMA is security 

guaranteed by checking it with half breed automata based 

model. Discussing sensor with TDM upholds long haul 

accessibility with feasible plan. Information gathered by the 

distinctive application are kept in security data set imparted 

to affirmed applications as it were. Physiology based start 

to finish security (PEES), gives a safe correspondence 

channel between the sensor and clinical cloud 

straightforwardly [11]. The hubs of remote sensor 

organizations (WSN), give troubleshooting offices and 

adequately huge networks for sensible investigation might 

be costly to convey. UPHIAC (Ubiquitous individual 

wellbeing data access) and PRISM (Platform for remote 

detecting utilizing PDAs) outline works furnish wellbeing 

information security with Application program interface 

(API) to interface with cell phone sensor and cloud for 

information stockpiling. Unavoidable wellbeing the 

executive’s framework (PHSM) gives dynamic changes in 

the setting instigated by portability of the client. The 

progressive power the executives engineering for versatile 

framework (HPM) gives significant degree of consistency 

by incorporating to extra low power processor. Structure is 

to improve on interface between assortments of outer 

sensor customer android gadgets. PDAs can be associated 

with outside sensors over wired and remote channels. For 

appropriate gadget collaboration can be troublesome, 

particularly when a solitary application needs to 

incorporate with various sensors utilizing diverse 

correspondence channels and information designs. A 

structure is to improve on the obstruction between an 

assortment of outer sensors and customer android gadgets. 

Subsequently convenience, effortlessness and arrangement 

ease [12]. Blood glucose measurement is done by using 

electrical conductivity measurement. Conductivity of a 

sweat sample is a measure of its ability to conduct the 

electricity sodium content from sweat is measured in terms 

of voltage. The sugar level is being correlated by voltage 

range with the help of interpolation equation. The electrical 

conductivity of a solution between two plate electrodes 

separated by a fixed distance. Copper has better strength 

than silver but offers inferior oxidation resistance. Copper 

is a common base metal for electrical contact and electrode 

application it is also used in alloys with graphite, tellurium 

and tungsten and used to make brass and bronze. Copper 

electrode is used for conductivity measurement because it 

has hih tensile strength electricity. 

 

Figure No. 1 

IV. L ITERATURE SURVEY 

N. Sneha, Tarun Gangil [Sneha 2019] examine about the 

essential meaning of diabetes. It examines about different 

review done to know the pace of people groups 

experiencing diabetes. The causes, impact of diabetes is 

talked about. Different tests are examined. There are 

numerous execution techniques like choice tree, Naïve 

bayessian, support vector machine, arbitrary woodland, k 

closest neighbor are examined here. The specialist 

concentrated to decrease the complexity of diabetes and to 

work on live of individuals the dataset is gathered from UCI 

machine storehouse chronicles and partitioned the dataset 

as preparing and testing set. In light of the issue isolated it 

into various gathering and allocated it to a succession of 

data set ascribes and determined the connection esteem and 

plotted the ROC bend. At long last observed that the 

precision by every calculation increments when the 

relationship esteem is determined. Support vector machine 

and innocent Bayesian strategies give the exactness of 

77.73 percent and 73.48 percent separately from the current 

strategy and the proposed technique works on the precision 

[13]. Further developed help vector machine exactness is 

77 and guileless Bayesian has precision of 82.30 percent 

gives the best to the information concerning the diabetic 

and non-diabetic patients. Infection predominance rate is 

estimated most noteworthy from the SVM is 45.7 percent. 

Hyunjae Lee, Changyeong Song [Hyunjae 2017] 

arrangements with non-intrusive glucose checking 

framework. Assortment of sweat is an alternate 

undertaking. Cautious multi-facet fix plan and scaling 

down of sensor builds the productivity of sweat assortment 

and detecting process. Progressively connection dependent 

on pH, temperature and mugginess estimations. This 

framework augments the exactness of detecting. Here a fix 

based wearable strip type removal framework for non-

obtrusive perspiration glucose observing. Here stickiness 

sensor screens the perspiration assortment method through 
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impedance change. Here the glucose sensors are utilized for 

human perspiration examination. The wearable fix is 

associated with a versatile electro substance analyser. Here 

the checking begins with stickiness detecting to decide the 

ideal beginning [14]. The fix work dependably under 

various skin temperature previously, during, and later 

actual development. The strip type sensor is utilized here 

which initially assimilates sweat and afterward associated 

with equipment. How much perspiration should cover the 

pH sensor and glucose sensor. For exact perusing the 

relationship factor between blood glucose and sweat ought 

to be found for every individual subject. The perusing is 

determined prior and then afterward suppers. K. Nivetha, 

N. Ramya, R. Thendral [Ramya 2018] arrangements with a 

non-obtrusive blood glucose observing technique. The 

specialists are utilizing sweat to quantify the blood glucose 

which contains of disintegrated particles which contributed 

between two copper anodes. The ordinary glucose level for 

diabetes people is examined. Obtrusive technique for 

glucose checking and its impact are talked about. From 

studies if salt substance is low in our body, then it brings 

about low glucose. The equipment utilized in this paper or 

investigation are copper cathode, arduino UNO, LCD 

show. Salt has high conductivity and by estimating the 

conductance salt level is estimated. The result is taken and 

taken care of to arduino and showed. Insertion condition is 

utilized to screen glucose level. Here copper terminal is 

utilized as sensor. Wira Hidayat canister Mohd Saad1, 

Muhd. Shah Jehan Abd [Shah Jehan] manages the 

execution of low power wearable framework for 

consistently checking the glucose level in human blood by 

utilizing GSR sensor. This undertaking distinguishes the 

GSR esteem and setting up a connection among's GSR and 

blood glucose level. Fundamentally the GSR sensor 

comprises of voltage divider, resistor, capacitor circuit and 

functional intensifier. This resistor was set among v-and 

one of the sensor cathode as the voltage esteem across it is 

shift dependent on body GSR. By utilizing the high worth 

of opposition, it can foster the obstruction voltage bend 

straight over a wide scope of skin opposition 

notwithstanding delivering commotion [15]. The RC high 

pass channel was utilized to align a consistent benchmark 

since the skin obstruction can be differed dependent on 

individual condition. A low pass RC channel was 

accustomed to sifting through the high recurrence 

commotion that produces from adjacent. The functional 

enhancer is a capacity to quantify the skin opposition and 

structure one of the resistors in the functional speaker 

criticism circle and intensify the voltage. GSR work in the 

manner that subject body will go about as the resistor and 

afterward the voltage result will vary every now and then 

dependent on the expanding in calories consumed and 

glucose fixation in blood. From the outcome GSR is 

conversely proportionate to the worth of blood glucose 

level [16]. 

V.  PRAPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Block chart of the framework chiefly comprise of two 

sections, one is for the AI part and other is for the 

continuous glucose, stress, and hydration checking 

framework. In the AI part initial a data set is given as the 

information. Then, at that point, it changes the string over 

to whole number by the course of Pre-handling. The data 

set is partitioned as two sections: (testing part and preparing 

part), later pre-handling. The preparation part is utilized for 

ensuring that the machine perceives designs in the 

information. Information is been cross-approved to 

guarantee better precision and proficiency of the calculation 

utilized in the preparation the machine. Testing part is 

utilized to guarantee how well the machine can anticipate 

new responses dependent on its preparation part. Different 

AI calculations and characterization rules are applied. 

Exactness of every characterization procedure is 

determined. Strategy with most noteworthy exactness is 

utilized for the expectation. This is the principal interaction 

done in AI. In the continuous checking part GSR sensor is 

utilized to get the perusing from sweat. A regulator utilized 

for controlling the framework. Here Arduino Uno is utilized 

as the regulator. Power supply is given to the regulator. 

GSR sensor is utilized for observing the perspiration. 

Result of GSR sensor is the skin conductance. Yield from 

the sensor is simple, to change it over to computerized and 

simple to advanced converter (ADC) is utilized. From the 

skin conductance the salt level can be estimated. Skin 

conductance is contrarily corresponding to the salt 

substance. Conductance is changed over to voltage 

perusing. GSR sensor is contrarily corresponding to the 

worth of glucose level. From the voltage acquired sugar 

level, feeling of anxiety and hydration level can be 

observed. Salt level is straightforwardly relative to sugar 

level. The voltage acquired is changed over to the sugar 

level by utilizing the condition (1) given underneath. The 

acquired outcomes are put away in cloud [17]. 

((Out-a)/(b-a)) * (c-d) + d (1) Out=Acquire from sensor 

a=Minimum voltage b=Maximum voltage c=Maximum 

sugar esteem  

d=Minimum sugar 

The glucose level got from the constant observing part 

utilizing the above condition are applied to the AI part for 

forecast. GUI is utilized for enter the glucose worth, age 

and family background of the individual. Later expectation 

a spring up message is acquired as the result showing 

chance of diabetes. Based upon the current dataset forecast 

of diabetes was made. Precision of various grouping type 

was determined. Best exactness was picked for the 

expectation. The ROC bend was likewise plotted. In view 
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of the result from sweat sensor the glucose level is 

determined. The qualities are given to the AI part through 

GUI and forecasts are made. Spring up message showed 

and put away outcome in cloud [18]. 

Machine Learning:    

AI part is finished utilizing python. Establishment of 

python was finished. Later the establishment cycle the 

fundamental program was finished. Expectation was 

finished utilizing virtual information base and genuine data 

set. For the proposed framework genuine information base 

was utilized. 

 

Figure No. 2 

Virtual database: 

The virtual information base was gathered from Pima 

Indians Diabetes Database. Information base comprise of 

the age, no of pregnancies, glucose, circulatory strain, skin 

thickness, insulin, weight record, diabetes family capacity, 

and result. The dataset is 768 lines and 9 segments. 

Considering the whole component in information base, it 

was separated into preparing and testing. 

Real Database: 

The genuine information base was gathered subsequent to 

doing an overview and gathered subtleties from many 

individuals. Information base comprise old enough, glucose 

level, pressure, sodium, weight, stature, weight file, family 

ancestry and result. The dataset is 50 lines and 10 segments. 

Considering the whole component in data set, it was 

partitioned into preparing and testing. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The blood glucose level is detected and checked; the initial 

segment is liable for identifying the blood glucose level and 

still up in the air esteem in PDA. The glucose checking 

arrangement is associated with the advanced mobile phone 

utilizing Wi Fi. Later the necessary guidance (get) is given 

in the PDA, the finger is put inside the NIR sensor which 

has IR Transmitter and IR Receiver. The pace of blood 

stream (beat rate) is detected and blood glucose still up in 

the air. The glucose esteem is shown on the LCD and 

advanced cell Glucose level of 70 mg/dl to 130 mg/not 

really settled to be typical human blood glucose esteem. 

The subsequent part is liable for infusing the necessary 

measure of insulin according to the guidance given from the 

advanced mobile phone. In light of the showed blood 

glucose esteem, the necessary measure of insulin is infused, 

by the guidance (set worth) given in the advanced cell the 

non-intrusive estimation gives a gauge of the blood glucose 

esteem. Regardless, the precision of the obtrusive 

procedures is higher than nonintrusive estimations [19].  

The current review looks at the ammonium fixation in 

blood and sweat during a controlled advance ergometer test 

for a huge, far and wide gathering of subjects with various 

preparing levels. As far as we could possibly know, this is 

the main review to gauge blood and sweat ammonium in 

direct correlation with pulse and blood lactate in a totally 

controlled arrangement for the assessment of sweat 

smelling salts as pointer for actual fatigue in wearable 

gadgets. Blood lactate focus increments with responsibility. 

True to form, for proficient competitors lactate fixation 

stays beneath the high-impact limit, where anaerobic 

energy pathways begin to work, longer than for 

undeveloped subjects. The far reaching esteems for lactate 

fixation mirror the distinctions in the wellness level of the 

subject gathering. The distinctions in wellness level 

likewise clarify the more modest twists in the arrived at the 

midpoint of bend, since subjects with lower wellness level 

exited at prior stages. Blood ammonium fixation 

increments with responsibility likewise as blood lactate. 

The increment of blood alkali during comprehensive 

exercise has been accounted for in and is followed back to 

the exhaustion of skeletal muscle ATP during extreme 

focus work out. This outcomes in an expanded movement 

of the Purine-Nucleotide Cycle and consequently prompts 

expanded turnover of AMP to IMP and hence muscle and 

blood ammonium fixations. Like lactate blood ammonium 

levels increment for very much prepared subjects later and 

on higher responsibility than for undeveloped subjects. 

Show that blood ammonium and lactate focuses during 

comprehensive exercise act correspondingly supporting the 

outcomes introduced in. Lactate not really settled utilizing 

blood tests and can't be estimated non-obtrusively in sweat. 

Alkali as powerless base goes along the pH slope from 

plasma to perspire. The deficiency of alkali with the 

perspiration is one significant pathway. Accordingly, this 

review researched sweat ammonium fixation over 

responsibility as marker for actual fatigue. Sweat 

ammonium fixations were accounted for previously, 

however have not been observed under the controlled states 

of a standard game clinical assessment, for quite some time 

steps and an enormous gathering of subjects as introduced 

here. Sweat ammonium focus is diminishing with 
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responsibility for most of subjects [20]. The deliberate 

qualities are wide-spread, yet the overall diminishing of 

ammonium levels is plainly noticeable. While sweat 

ammonium is diminishing over responsibility, the 

perspiration rate is quickly expanding. Values for sweat rate 

over expanding responsibility for various body loads and 

temperatures are given in. As sweat rate expands, the 

general loss of ammonium with the perspiration may 

increment despite the fact that the focus diminishes. Hence, 

it's a good idea to consolidate the ammonium sensor with a 

perspiration rate sensor to observe a relationship work. 

VII. CONSLUSION 

Diabetic patient's blood glucose level is checked by 

utilizing glucose observing innovation. Non-intrusive 

strategy is utilized to distinguish the blood glucose level 

with no draw of blood, utilizing NIR sensor dependent on 

the pace of blood stream. The distinguished blood glucose 

level is conveyed to the PDA through the remote channel 

and wellbeing basic gadgets, for example, imbuement 

siphon are constrained by the advanced cell. Non-intrusive 

glucose checking gadgets will build patient consistence, 

work on personal satisfaction and soundness of diabetic 

patients. Diabetes is a constant sickness. Framework is said 

that to forestall and fix diabetes and to work on the 

existences of individuals. There is no regent technique to 

anticipate the shot at diabetes. Forecasts are made by 

specialists looking individual's family ancestry. Specialist 

predicts a normal pace of event possibility. To help the 

existences of individuals early recognition of diabetes helps 

an individual. AI is acquiring significance these days, due 

its benefits. These benefits incorporate not need numerous 

human communications much, further developing 

exactness, further developing productivity and so forth 

Proposed framework utilizes the idea of AI to anticipate the 

shot at event. By applying different calculations, precision 

was determined and in light of that exactness expectation 

was finished. The data set comprises old enough, blood 

glucose level, family ancestry and so on Obtrusive strategy 

for forecast of glucose makes many aftereffects so non-

intrusive techniques can utilized for checking the glucose 

level. Anxiety and hydration level of an individual can so 

be determined from sweat. In light of the idea of IoT is 

utilized for putting away outcomes in cloud. With the 

expanding enhancements in AI innovations, IoT advances 

and non-intrusive techniques such activities would have 

more worth added and get more consideration and backing. 
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Abstract—The widespread use of computer-based technologies 

in the healthcare industry has led to the accumulation of 

electronic data. Using this medical database, the author can 

perform accurate analysis which helps in early disease 

prediction, patient care and community services. Various 

machine learning techniques have been successfully 

implemented on various ap- plications of disease prediction. 

This paper has been divided into two parts. The first part 

covers the related work and information about the dataset 

used and the second part covers the implementation done and 

the performance measurement of different ML algorithms - 

Logistic Regression, Decision Tree Classifier, ANN Sequential 

Model and Random Forest Classifier. On implementation, the 

author found ANN model to be the best suited for disease 

prediction on the used dataset. 

Keywords—disease, prediction, machine learning, accuracy, 

ANN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the field of Disease Prediction, a lot of research has been 

carried out so far and different Machine Learning 

Algorithms have been implemented in order to analyse the 

performance and accuracy of each of these algorithms on 

different Datasets and predict generic as well as specific 

diseases. 

In this Paper [1] the author has used a dataset having 132 

symptoms and 41 output diseases. The prediction algorithm 

has been implemented in three different ways - Decision 

Tree Classifier, Random Forest Classifier and Naive Bayes 

Classifier. The data was processed after elimination of less 

important symptoms from the database. In the methodology 

followed, the Decision Tree Classifier builds a model that 

resembles a Tree structure and the ID3 Algorithm has been 

followed to calculate the Entropy and Information Gain for 

each disease and the attribute (symptom) that gives the best 

classification was selected. The symptom having maximum 

Information Gain was chosen to be the root node. The 

limitation observed in this model was overfitting and to fix 

it, Random Forest Classifier which was a type of Ensemble 

Learning was used. This model repeats ‘n’ times and builds 

‘n’ decision trees from k number of symptoms and 

ultimately gives n predicted diseases and the mode of the 

diseases were taken to be the final output. The last model 

implemented was Naive Bayes which works on the basis of 

Bayes Theorem and this model works faster than the other 

two. The prior probability and likelihood are calculated and 

predictions are made. The accuracies obtained are 93.292 

percent for Decision 

Tree Classifier, 93.292 percent for Random Forest and 

93.617 percent for Naive Bayes. 

This paper [2] discusses Heart Disease Prediction with the 

proposed mechanism using Neural Networks with Multi-

layer perceptron (MLP). Neural Networks are a type of 

supervised learning algorithm that was made up of three 

layers - the input layer, the hidden layer in between which 

mainly connects to the output layer. The perceptron was 

balanced with the help of an input called bias which gets 

added to the nodes. The model gives an output in terms of 

Yes or No with respect to the status of the user’s heart 

which can lead to CAD. MLP was used because of its 

accuracy and efficiency and it gives an almost reliable 

result to the user which can help them to track an issue 

before it becomes a huge problem. 

Khourdifi and Bahaj [3] have framed this paper in three 

stages - Analysing the performance of different algorithms 

for disease prediction, selecting relevant characteristics of 

the dataset using optimization methods like Particle swarm 

optimization and Ant colony optimization and the third 

stage involves applying classification to the models to 

evaluate the classification accuracy. All the three steps are 

performed on the same set of models like KNN, Support 

Vector Ma- chine, Random Forest and MLP or ANN. The 

irrelevant and redundant features in the dataset are removed 

using the Fast Correlation based Feature Selection 

technique. Feature selection was performed as a data pre-

treatment step in this methodology as it eliminates the 

features that would not affect the results, increase the 

learning accuracy and hence provides a good performance. 

Further Feature optimization techniques like PSO 

combined with ACO are used in which each ant selects the 

feature that has the lowest similarity with the other features 

and the feature that gets selected by the most number of ants 

were considered to be the least important. In the results it 

was observed that the classification with FCBF and 

classification with PSO ACO gave better results than the 

unoptimized algorithms. With the proposed optimization 

methods, it was found that KNN and Random Forest gave 

the highest accuracies of 99.7% and 99.6% respectively. 

In this paper [4] hospital data has been used as a dataset and 

as a part of dataset exploration, the attributes have been 

categorized into three main types - Structured Data (S- 

Data) which includes the patient’s living habits, diseases 

and demographics, Text Data (T-Data) which includes the 

patient’s readme illness and the doctor’s records and ST 

Data. Now, for 
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each category, different algorithms have been used to detect 

the risk of cerebral infarction amongst the patients. S-Data 

was used in the conventional models like Naive Bayes, 

KNN and Decision Tree. For the T-Data, CNN -UDRP 

(CNN based Unimodal Disease Risk Prediction) method 

was used and for the ST Data a new CNN based multimodal 

disease risk prediction (CNN-MDRP) was used. This was 

the first paper that takes into consideration the textual data 

of the patient as well and it was observed that on combining 

both the data types the accuracy obtained by CNN MDRP 

was around 94.8 percent which earlier in the S-Data results 

was very poor, roughly around 50 percent. In the 

comparisons conducted, CNN MDRP had a better recall 

and convergence speed as compared to CNN UDRP and 

hence it was concluded to be the better technique. 

Comparative analysis of classification algorithms used for 

Breast cancer prediction has been performed in this paper 

[5]. The aim was to find out the superior algorithm in terms 

of time taken and accuracy. The models considered in this 

paper are K nearest neighbors, Decision Tree and Naive 

Bayes. KNN was a distance-based classifier algorithm 

which compares the test tuples with the training tuples and 

the unknown instance or input was assigned to the most 

common class among its K Nearest Neighbors. The 

comparison between the algorithms has been done on the 

basis of phases of work, advantages, limitations and 

classifier works before carrying out the implementation and 

post implementation, the accuracy, time taken, mean 

absolute error and other statistics are used as a comparison 

criterion. It was observed that Naive Bayes gives the 

highest accuracy of 95.9943 percent and takes only 0.2 

seconds to make the prediction. 

In this paper [6] the author has implemented 11 ML models 

for performance measurement and has compared the 

accuracy of each model. As per the findings, weighted 

KNN gave the highest accuracy of 93.5% for the dataset 

used in the paper. To test the different models with different 

datasets, this paper [7] used 3 different datasets namely - 

Heart Disease dataset, Breast Cancer dataset and Diabetes 

prediction dataset. The implementation proved Logistic 

Regression to be the best working for heart disease 

prediction with an accuracy of 87.1%, Support Vector 

Machine for Diabetes prediction and gave 85.71% accuracy 

and finally for breast cancer prediction, AdaBoost 

Classifier gave the highest accuracy of 98.57%. Another 

paper [8] covered 4 different ML algorithms on a hospital 

dataset and the results obtained on evaluation showed that 

all the models had excellent accuracies but Naive Bayes 

showed a slightly better performance with an accuracy of 

95.21%. This paper [9] evaluates the performance of 

different ML models for diseases located at heart, kidney, 

breast and brain. As per the results, the CNN model gave 

the most adequate performance at predicting the common 

diseases. SVM model showed better results in kidney 

diseases, RF was the best suited for Breast diseases and LR 

was the most reliable for heart disease prediction. 

This paper [10] studies the different ML models using 

Principal Component Analysis. PCA was primarily used to 

reduce the attributes in the dataset and the differences in the 

performance were observed with and without PCA in this 

paper [10]. It was concluded that SVM outperformed NB 

and DT after PCA. Deep learning has been used in this 

paper 

[11] for multi-disease prediction. Evaluation showed that 

SVM performed the best on the dataset used with an 

accuracy of 97% as compared to the other models. This 

paper [12] covered Heart Disease prediction using various 

models like ANN, SVM and RF and took into consideration 

factors like Age, Sex, Medical history, etc. The maximum 

accuracy score of 84% was obtained for SVM. In this paper 

[13] the author has evaluated NB, DT and RF before and 

after preprocessing on the data and observed the results. 

The performance for every model has improved after 

preprocessing and RF gave the best results for the dataset 

used. This extensive research in the field of Disease 

Prediction using ML models motivates the authors to take 

up the topic and extend it further to measure the 

performance of the models used on the selected dataset. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Feature Selection 

Feature selection is the process to reduce the input attributes 

or variables by eliminating the relatively less important at- 

tributes. The desirable output of feature selection was 

significant reduction in computational cost and time, while 

there was no major loss in performance. There are many 

statistical as well as ML based approaches for carrying out 

Feature Selection. In our research, feature selection was 

based on higher feature importance towards the chosen 

model. This resulted in a subset of features from the original 

set to better represent the data for respective models. The 

model can also be easier to interpret and become more 

comprehensible to humans, and in some cases achieve 

improved accuracy with a significant change in time and 

space complexity. 

B. Logistic Regression 

Though the name indicates that it was a regression, Logistic 

Regression was one of the most commonly known and 

widely used methods for classification using Supervised 

Learning. This algorithm aids in determining the 

probability of whether a particular instance belongs to a 

particular class. This model has been named based on its 

core function: The sigmoid or Logistic Function. 
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Fig. 1. Logistic Regression 

The output was in the range (0,1) and it was traditionally 

used for binary classification. The logistic regression can 

be generalised into a Multinomial Logistic Regression for 

multiclass classification where it returns probability of an 

instance belonging to various classes. The same has been 

used in this research. 

C. Decision Tree Classifier 

The Decision Tree Classifier uses an if else structure to 

classify the data points into various classes. It was one the 

important and oldest algorithms in Machine Learning 

Classification Techniques. The nodes in a decision tree are 

of type “if-else”, where every outcome leads to a different 

path, which ultimately classifies the instance. The decisions 

are made depending upon various questions that are asked; 

hence it is called the decision tree. Information Gain 

(Formula for which is given below) was considered for 

selecting the root node and giving priority to different 

decision nodes. 

 

Fig. 2.   Information Gain 

Where entropy is given by the formula: 

                                   Σn 

        −pi ∗ (log2pi) 

                                    i=1 

, where n = Number of Classes and pi represents the 

probability of an instance belonging to ith class 

All the internal nodes represent the different if-else 

questions that the instance data was tested on and the leaf 

or terminal nodes classify the instances into various 

categories. This algorithm was easy to interpret and quick 

to classify data and hence one of the widely used classifiers. 

 

Fig. 3. Decision Tree Classifier 

D. Random Forest 

Ensemble methods in Machine Learning are methods that 

combine several base models that result in a single model 

with optimal performance. Random Forest was one such 

ensemble method which uses various Decision Trees. 

Traditionally, 

decision trees are very sensitive to the given data and hence 

different decision trees are trained on various parts of the 

data set. A new sample was sent through each of these 

decision trees and their classifications are recorded. Each of 

the trees considers the required part from the input vector 

and then provides the classification. The outcome of the 

random forest classifier was the class with the maximum 

votes or the class that has been predicted the most. It was 

similar to democracy where people vote and the political 

party with the most votes was elected to rule. The basic 

principle of random forest was that some trees can predict 

the wrong outcome, but the majority must be correct. 

 

Fig. 4. Random Forest 

E. Artificial Neural Networks Model 

ANNs or Artificial Neural Networks have been one of the 

most prominently used algorithms in recent years for 

classification problems. The inspiration for building such a 

network was taken from the human brain and has been very 

accurate. ANNs consist of different layers of neurons. 

 

Fig. 5.  ANN 

Each Neuron takes in inputs, computes the weighted sum 

and passes the output to the Activation function. The output 

from the activation function was further sent to the next 

layer. The input layers consist of neurons that take input 

and pass them forward to the hidden layers. ANNs can have 

many numbers of hidden layers, ranging from 1 to 20. 

These networks face problems like Vanishing Gradient and 

Exploding Gradient Problems; hence it was advised to keep 

the number of Hidden layers to 20. The final layer was the 

Output layer, where the output of the last hidden layer was 

converted into required format. 
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Fig. 6. ANN Layers 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

The Disease prediction model was built using Python and 

various ML/DL libraries. Initially, many models like 

Decision Tree, Random Forests, Logistic Regression were 

tested and fine-tuned for better results and then finally, the 

ANN Se- quential Model was built using Keras. 

The dataset used consists of 132 symptoms whose combi- 

nation can be used to predict a total of 41 diseases given 

under the “prognosis” column. 

TABLE I 

OUTPUT FROM DATASET 

Fungal 
Infection 

Allergy GERD Chronic 
Cholestasis 

Drug Reaction Peptic

 Ul
cer Disease 

AIDS Diabetes 

Gastroenteritis Bronchial 
Asthma 

Hypertension Migraine 

Cervical 
Spondylosis 

Paralysis Jaundice Malaria 

Chicken Pox Dengue Typhoid Hepatitis A 

Hepatitis B Hepatitis C Hepatitis D Hepatitis E 

Alcoholic 
Hep- atitis 

Tuberculosis Common Cold Pneumonia 

Impetigo Heart Attack Varicose veins Hypothyroidis

m 

Hyperthyroidis

m 

Hypoglycemia Osteoarthritis Arthritis 

Paroxysmal 
Po- sitional 
Vertigo 

Acne Urinary 
Tract 
Infection 

Psoriasis 

Haemorrhoids    

 

A. Input Symptoms 

The model was designed in such a way wherein the user can 

select the symptoms he was experiencing from a list of 132 

available symptoms. The data entered by the user was 

considered as the input for the processing. 

 

Fig. 7. Disease Prediction Process 

B. Data preprocessing 

In this phase, the raw data was cleaned by filtering out the 

Null or NaN values and filling the missing values wherever 

required. 

C. Models Selected 

To obtain accurate prediction of diseases, the author has 

used four different Machine Learning algorithms: 

• Logistic Regression with Feature Selection 

• Decision Tree 

• ANN Sequential Model 

• Random Forest 

The author calculated the accuracies for the prediction of 

diseases for all four models and a comparative analysis of 

the models was presented for the work 

D. Output Disease 

After data preprocessing and model selection, the system 

was trained on train data using the selected algorithm. 

When the symptoms are provided as the input to the system, 

the trained model predicts the most probable disease with a 

good accuracy. 

E. Performance of algorithms on test data 

After preprocessing the data, the system was trained on a 

dataset which has 41 possible diseases caused due to some 

combination of symptoms out of the total 132 symptoms. 

The models built were Decision Tree Classifier, Random 

Forest Classifier, ANN Sequential model and Logistic 

Regres- sion model. In the Logistic regression model, the 

author also performed feature selection and eliminated the 

less relevant features to observe if feature selection affects 

the working of the model. 

On varying the model parameters to fine tune it for more 

accurate and reliable predictions, the following accuracies 

were obtained as shown in Table II: 
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Figure 8 shows the accuracy of the models on the test data 

and it was observed that every model performs 

exceptionally well on the dataset. 

TABLE II  

MODEL ACCURACIES 

ML Model Accuracy 

Score 

Logistic Regression with Feature 

Selection 

99.86% 

Decision Tree Classifier 97.62% 

ANN Sequential Model 99.97% 

Random Forest Classifier 97.62% 

 

 

Fig. 8. ML Model Accuracies 

F. Proposed method 

On the basis of the performance results obtained as shown 

above, the author observed that the ANN Sequential Model 

on fine-tuning, provided the highest accuracy of 99.97% 

with minimum loss amongst all algorithms. The second-

best performing model was found to be Logistic Regression 

with Feature selection which provided an accuracy of 

99.86%. 

However, apart from the greater accuracy obtained with 

ANN Sequential model, it offers various advantages as fol- 

lows: 

• Keras sequential models may provide a boost to 

the performance, which would be significant 

enough when deploying a model successfully. 

• Another plus point of using ANN for classification 

was the confidence obtained from target label 

predictions. The softmax function in the output 

layer gives probabilities across all possible class 

labels which sum to one. 

• Also, the user has great flexibility and control over 

the whole network as one can control 

hyperparameters like type of regularization, 

number of epochs, dropout rate, number of hidden 

layers, learning rate, etc. 

Thus, ANN Sequential model was considered to be best 

suited for Disease prediction and this proposed method was 

implemented as given below: 

1)Create model using Keras: 

• The first layer and second and third concealed 

layers use the activation function-‘ReLU’ 

• The ‘softmax’ activation function was used by the 

output layer. 

2)Compile the model: 

After defining the model, it can be compiled. The loss 

function needs to be provided to evaluate a set of weights, 

the optimizer used to search through different weights for 

the network and any optional metrics that are to be tracked 

during training. 

• The optimizer used was the efficient stochastic 

gradient descent algorithm ”adam”. 

• The loss function used was “categorical cross en- 

tropy” 

• The metric selected was accuracy 

3)Fit the model: 

After defining and compiling the model, the fit () function 

was used to fit the model on the data. 

• Here, the model parameters are varied and the 

batch size was specified, number of epochs (=40) 

and validation split 

• An early stopping monitor was used to limit the 

number of epochs and stop training when the accu- 

racy metric has stopped improving 

4)Evaluate the model: 

The author has trained the neural network on the entire 

dataset and then evaluated the performance: 

• On evaluating the model, the accuracy was found 

to be 1.00 with a loss of 0.027 and it can be seen 

that due to Early stopping monitor, there were 7 

epochs in the graphs shown below: 

 

Fig. 9. Model Accuracy vs Epoch 
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Fig. 10. Model Loss vs Epoch 

In order to obtain minimum loss, the parameters of this 

model like the number of epochs and validation split were 

varied and the results were obtained. 

5)Make Predictions: 

The ANN model was saved and then loaded to obtain 

predictions based on various symptoms using the pre- dict 

() function. 

Thus, the ANN model can successfully predict a disease 

with an accuracy of 99.97% based on symptoms given by 

the user. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After building various ML models and testing them, the 

following comparative analysis was derived: 

TABLE III 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF MODELS AFTER IMPLEMENTATION 

Sr 

No
. 

Technique Advantages Disadvantages Accuracy 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

Logistic 
Regression with 
Feature Selection 

 

• The model can be efficiently 
trained and it is easy to 
implement. 

• Unknown records can be 

classified quickly. 

• It is a common component 
and is essential when the 
goal of analysis is 
knowledge discovery. 

 

• Complex relationships are 
difficult to obtain using 
Logistic Regression. Can be 
easily outperformed by 
NNs. 

• The feature selection in this 
model makes it np-hard. 

• This particular method 
mostly relies on some 
approximation which might 
not further solve the exact 
problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

99.86% 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

Decision Tree 

Classifier 

 

• Data preparation is easier, 
no need for scaling 
/normalization. 

• Decision Tree Classifier 
supports vaiious data types 
like numeric, nominal, 
categorical. 

• Can generate robust 
classifiers and can be 
validated using statistical 
tests. 

• The process of building a 
decision tree is not affected 
by missing values in the data. 

 

• A minor change in the data 
can cause a major change in 
the structure of the decision 
tree causing instability. 

• It is costly in terms of 
complexity and time taken 
for training. 

• It is not adequate for 
applying regression and 
predicting continuous 
values. 

 

 

 

 

 

97.62% 
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3 

 

 

 

 

 

ANN Sequential 

Model 

 

• Provides performance boost 
for de- ployment 

• Can detect complex 
nonlinear relationships 
between dependent and in- 
dependent variables. 

• Does not require highly 
formal statis- tical training. 

• It provides multiple training 
algo- rithms. 

• Suitable for both 
classification and regression 

problems. 

 

• At times, it is difficult to 
determine what is the proper 
network structure of an 
Artificial Neural network. 

• Independent variables 
require pre- processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

99.97% 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

Random Forest 

Classifier 

 

• It is flexible to both 
classification and regression 
problems 

• Suitable for both 

categorical and con tinuous 
values 

• Normalising of data is not 
required as it uses a rule-
based approach. 

 

• Training time is more as it 
combines a lot of decision 
trees to determine the class. 

• It suffers interpretability and 
fails to determine the 
significance of each variable 
due to the ensemble of 
decision trees 

 

 

 

97.62% 

Thus, on comparing the pros and cons associated with 

various algorithms and the accuracies obtained, it can be 

concluded that ANN Sequential model provides the best 

results along with its added advantages such as 

performance boost needed to deploy the model and much 

more flexibility for preventing overfitting and more 

confidence about the target label predictions. Thus, this 

paper proposes ANN sequential model as the best-suited 

choice for disease prediction. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The last decade has witnessed a historic development in the 

field of ML and its application in the Medical Field. The 

primary aim of this research was to compare different ML 

algorithms that could be used for the purpose of disease 

diagnosis and classification on the basis of the symptoms 

and data available. A brief comparison of the performance 

of each algorithm along with their advantages and 

disadvantages was made. It was concluded that an Artificial 

Neural Network would be the best suited algorithm for the 

purpose of disease classification on the data that was 

considered. ANNs resulted in the best accuracy of 99.97%, 

which was better than Logistic Regression (99.86%), 

Decision Tree (97.62%), Random Forest (97.62%). 

Further, research that has already been carried out on 

specific diseases like Heart Diseases, Cancer, Tumors, etc. 

along with this section can be integrated to make a State-

of-the-Art System for Disease Prediction which may serve 

for many different purposes. However, the system might 

not be able to be as accurate and precise as the diagnosis of 

experienced and reputed doctors, which would be the 

primary reason why researchers still are facing problems 

integrating AI and software’s in this particular field. This 

was mainly because of the bias and limitations caused by 

the database that would be selected and the problems faced 

due to very less training data that was available. 
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Abstract— Weather refers two the state of air and 

atmosphere at a particular time stating how hot, dry, cold, 

humid etc. the surrounding is. Weather predictions have 

become an important factor of life lately as it can help us 

save our time, money, property and even life. Even though 

there are a decent amount of weather stations in India, these 

stations are mostly located in populated areas like cities, 

suburbs or twowns. This makes the prediction in remote 

areas more inaccurate, which can cause inconvenience two 

citizens like farmers who heavily rely on weather forecast in 

their daily occupation. Our project aims two create mini 

weather stations for collecting data two predict weather with 

the help of Machine Learning. This can help bridge the gap 

and provide accurate near future weather prediction even in 

remote areas. 

Keywords—Weather, predictions, accurate, remote areas 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This project's goal is two develop a mini weather station 

which would collect data on Temperature, Humidity, 

Luminous Intensity etc. This data would then be stwored 

systematically and presented two the user via graphs and 

diagrams for better visualization. Further our system 

would then apply ML Algorithm in order two predict the 

Weather in near future and showcase it two our users on 

our website. 

II. COMPARITIVE STUDY 

Many research papers have been written on predicting 

weather using different Machine Learning Algorithms. 

Many of these papers have also pointed out some key 

flaws. The accuracy of the system using linear regression 

was found out two be only 7% making Regression models 

not viable[1]. Since the problem falls more under 

classification type as the result is a discrete value Logistic 

Regression is a more reliable algorithm. Some papers were 

also successful in calculating parameters like 

Temperature, Light Intensity, Humidity etc. with the help 

of sensors and Arduino.[2]. However, all of the papers 

intwo consideration did not bring both of these concepts 

intwo play two predict weather accurately. This project 

attempts two achieve. 

III. TECHNOLOGIES USED 

a.   Technology: b.   Hardware: 

● HTML, CSS, 

JS 

● NodeJS, 

ExpressJS 

● Arduino UNO R3 

● Temperature and 

Humidity Sensor 

● MongoDB 

Atlas 

● Arduino IDE 

● Heroku 

● Photworesistwor 

● UV Sensor 

● Anemometer 

● Breadboard 

For the Front-end part Html, CSS, JavaScript and 

Bootstrap would be used, NodeJS would act as the 

runtime environment for running JavaScript on the server, 

ExpressJS would act as the backend along with MongoDB 

Atlas which would act as the Database, all the data would 

be collected using Arduino Uno R3 and various sensors 

and this entire project would be hosted on Heroku 

IV. WORKING & CHARACTERISTICS 

The basic working of the system is as follows: 

● Collecting Data via Arduino:  

 The different parameters such as temperature, 

luminous intensity, humidity etc. is collected by the 

Arduino using the different sensors. 

 

Figure 1. Tinkercad model of the LDR 
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Stworing Data intwo Database: 

The data is then sent and stworedtwo MongoDB Atlas 

through a WIFI module attached on Arduino or via 

connection the Arduino itself two a laptwop through USB 

●Sending Data two Website using API: 

 A middleware or an API would then take all this 

data from MongoDB and send it to Our Website. 

● Creating Graphs and Diagrams for 

Visualization:  

 This data is then used two create various graphs 

regarding various parameters for better visualization. 

● Predicting Weather Forecast using ML 

Algorithm: 

 This data is also then fed two the ML Algorithm 

which would be logistic regression two predict the 

weather in the near future (i.e., Rainy, Sunny etc.) 

● Showing the Forecast two the user through 

website: 

 The predicted result is then shown two the user. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Through this project we were able two successfully 

enhance the accuracy of predicting weather in certain local 

areas via finding out the different parameters required for 

running the logistic regression models. These parameters 

were then fed two the model two predict the weather in the 

near future for a particular location. Thus, through simple 

and affordable means weather prediction was achieved. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

• These weather stations could be set up at separate 

locality making the system more accurate and region 

specific. 

• Better quality components can also be added for 

further improving the accuracy. 

• More sensors like rain-gauge or pressure sensors 

can also be used as extra parameters. 
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Abstract - Interpreting ocular responses from the EEG 

recording is a complex process for the physician. 

Synchronizing ocular behavior with the EEG responses 

results in accurate conceptualization. Although the Effect of 

Ocularity on EEG is considered an artifact in many cases, it 

also gives brain reactions to the Eye response. In this article, 

various possible effects of an eye on brain recordings are 

studied, verified, and consolidated using subjective and 

experimental analysis. 

Keywords: EEG, Eye, Ocular Artifacts, Behavioral Task 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For the study and interpretation of brain electrical activity, 

the electroencephalogram is a useful Neuro imaging 

technique. There are millions of neurons in the human 

brain. The electric potential of micro volt was produced 

over the scalp due to the firing of these neurons. When 

utilizing subdural electrodes, this potential would be on 

the range of millivolt. In drawing this low potential signal 

are very much likely to prone contamination of artifacts, 

there is much possibility of other biosignals and 

equipment noise gets added onto the EEG signal. 

Considering Impact of Ocular Artifact, These artifacts 

appear when the ocular potential is superimposed on the 

actual electrical activity of the brain during an episode. 

The sort of movement made by the subject's eye, as well 

as the blink of an eye, can illustrate this. The electrodes 

Front Polar (Fp) and Front (F) of international 10-20 

system are positioned close or above the ocular area 

acquires Ocular potential along with EEG signal which 

questions accuracy of EEG signal. To some extent, the 

ocular artifacts can be recognized. Eye blinks create 

spike-like waves, whereas vertical, horizontal, and 

circular eye motions produce square EOG waveforms. 

These potential waves are superimposed on the EEG data, 

making brain electrical activity measurement and 

interpretation  challenging.  Performing any behavioral  

task  with  application  of  ocular organ  also  results in  

elicit  changes in the  EEG signal  [6-8].    This article  

gives the consolidated report regarding impact of Ocular 

organ on brain potential signal considering ocular 

artifacts, change in EEG patterns on response to Ocular 

actions, synchronization of EEG with Behavioral task 

performed with ocular organ. 

II. IMPACT OF EYE ON EEG AS ARTIFACT 

Infectivity of Ocular potential into  EEG signal leads to 

misinterpretation of brain potential. This happens because 

the eyeball works as a dipole, as the eyeball travels 

vertically upwards, the cornea's potential is generated on 

the electrodes closer to the ocular area, causing a rise in 

electrode potential. The charge of the retina is generated 

onto the electrodes as the eyeball deflects downwards. 

The potential also fluctuates from left to right of the 

hemisphere while the eye moves horizontally. When the 

eyeball is turned to the left, the voltage on the odd 

electrodes is generated greater. When the eyeball deflects 

to the right, even electrodes become more induced. The 

rapid closing and opening of an eyelid produces this 

phenomenon. The eye lid serves as a sliding electrode or 

a bridge between the scalp and the positively charged 

cornea in this situation. As the eyelid moves across the 

cornea (which is positively charged), the potential from 

the cornea is picked up by the eyelid and imposed onto the 

adjacent electrode, which becomes more positive, 

resulting in Ocular Artifact [9,10,15]. This is executed NI 

LabVIEW software interface  

using NI myRIO processor to detect Ocular artifact. 

Voluntary blinks by the subject are shown in Fig.1. 

 

Fig.1.  Ocular Artifact in frontal (F1) electrode 

Acquired EEG = Brain Signal + Induced Ocular Potential      

(1) 

III. IMPACT OF EYE ON EEG AS BRAIN 

PATTERNS 

Considering Light factor, subjects may suffer a range of 

physiological changes when exposed to bright light. 

Several neurophysiology and ocular physiological factors 

are also influenced. The brightness illuminated back into 

human eyes causes changes in the state of 

electroencephalographic recordings. When the eye is 

deliberately closed, there is no visual source in the 

occipital area, thus alpha activity may rise, leading to a 

misinterpretation of that region [1-5,15]. 

Analyzing Occipital region EEG recordings give vital 

information of Sleep patterns. When the subject is awaken 

and in relaxed with eyes closed, Alpha waves (8-13Hz) 

with amplitude 50uV. It is to be considered that subject 

feels depression or Head injury when alpha pattern are 

seen in Frontal region for longer duration. Alpha Patterns 

are also be defined as the transition from awaken to a 

subconscious state. The status of the subject's level of 

awareness is stretched by the study and interpretation of 

this frequency, as it usually occurs when the subject is 

highly relaxed, such as when unable to focus or 

daydreaming, this range of frequency is generally quite 

powerful. When a subject's eyes are closed and he or she 

undergoes visual suppression for a period of time, the 

subject's attentiveness is reduced and alpha activity in the 
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occipital area increases. Alpha blocking is a phenomenon 

in which the subject's alpha activity is reduced while he 

or she is anxious or concentrating on a mental task. As a 

result, there is a decrease in alpha activity generation and 

an increase in frequency. In this regard, it is possible to 

assert that vision modulates alpha activity, therefore 

influencing the subjective alertness state. Only in the 

presence of good lighting conditions can a person have 

clear perceptive eyesight across a specified area. With 

visual suppression, the alpha spectral strength rises. With 

increasing light levels, the alpha rhythm replicates 

changes in physiological factors. It has been shown that 

in the occipital area of the EEG, a less lit environment or 

no light causes an increase in the alpha rhythm. This is 

confirmed with EEG recordings taken as a case study on 

healthy subjects. 

IV. IMPACT OF EYE ON EEG ON 

PERFORMING BEHAVIORAL TASK 

This impact has been validated using experimental study 

by analyzing frequency characteristics in the frontal 

region. In an EEG recording laboratory setting with 

standard room temperature, investigation was conducted 

on 10 voluntaries without any health complications. 

Subjects are made to have proper seating arrangement to 

prevent EMG contamination into EEG [11,12,14,16].  

Phase 1 EEG recording takes place for each subject. In 

Phase 2, Subjects were asked to solve the basic puzzles 

which require staring over the charts in front. The 

frequency variations are studied by comparing Phase 1 

and Phase 2 tabulated in Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparision of Phase1 and Phase 2 frequencies 

Participan
t 

Phase1 
Frequency 

Phase 2 
Frequency 

P
1 

1
2
H
z 

1
8
H
z 

P
2 

8
H
z 

1
2
H
z 

P
3 

7
H
z 

1
6
H
z 

P
4 

8
H
z 

2
1
H
z 

P
5 

1
1
H
z 

1
9
H
z 

P
6 

7
H
z 

2
0
H
z 

P
7 

9
H
z 

1
8
H
z 

P
8 

1
0
H
z 

1
7
H
z 

P
9 

1
4
H
z 

2
0
H
z 

P
1
0 

7
H
z 

1
6
H
z 

The frontal area frequency increases as the patient 

engages in more mental activity [13]. In order to solve any 

puzzle (here considering visual activity), the individual 

had to engage in greater mental effort. The subject's 

mental activity has a response frequency of 

12-25 Hz, which is in the Beta frequency range. On an 

episode that subject engages in more mental activity, beta 

patterns in the frontal area increases. This observation 

reveals that the individual adopts a problem-solving 

attitude with any visual activity also resulting in an 

increase in frontal frequency. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Subject can have Vision only when there is a light. In 

every consideration on visual activity light is an add-on 

factor that to be estimated and synchronized with ocular 

response. Towards the perspective of EEG, ocular 

response is an artifact contaminating into it. This ocular 

response is also utilized to examine the brain response. 

Brain response to visual Behavioral tasks is validated and 

found that frontal region frequency pattern is increased to 

Beta frequency.  Altogether, Ocular activity alters the 

EEG recordings. This is to be properly interpreted by the 

EEG practitioner to avoid misconception which leads to 

erroneous diagnosis. 
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Abstract—This project deals with management of inventories 

for the Airports Authority of India (AAI) with respect to the 

baggages that get lost. This inventory management system is 

designed for making it easy for airports to keep track of all the 

lost baggages and owners to get back their lost baggage. It also 

aims at overcoming the problems and gaps of existing such 

systems using QR Code Technology to store user information 

in an encrypted form on the bag. 

Index Terms—Management, Inventories, Encryption 

I.INTRODUCTION 

This project mainly deals with management of inventories 

[1], [3] for the Airports Authority of India(AAI) with 

respect to the baggages that get lost. The Current System of 

baggage retrieval for Indian Airports includes the 

respective airport staff to upload details and other 

information about the lost baggage on the official site. Then 

the respective passenger has to visit that site and navigate 

to the lost baggage section and then enter the flight number 

and the date of travel, after which they have to search from 

a list of lost items to identify their own bag.    If they identify 

their baggage then they have to contact the respective 

airport officials and present the boarding pass and passport 

and other proofs [2]. We identified that this method is not 

foolproof as there are chances of false claims of baggage. 

Also it is possible that the passengers have lost their 

boarding passes. In many cases it has been observed that a 

lot of lost bags are not claimed at all. 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

In total 11 different papers were researched as part of the 

Literature Survey for the Project. The Duration of these 

papers is between 2013-2020 to maintain the relevancy of 

technology. Most of the systems mentioned in the papers 

used MySQL Database for storing the QR Codes. In the 

paper ‘Warehouse Management Using Real-Time QR-

Code and Text Detection’, OpenCV and Zbar Libraries 

were used to work with the QR Code Images. The Paper 

‘Enhancing User Experience using 

Mobile QR-Code Application’ emphasized on improving 

the user interface in such applications as a means to  make  

it stand apart from other similar applications [3]. But this 

paper failed to address the security issues that could arise 

while storing the data on a QR Code. The Paper ‘An 

introduction   to using QR codes in scholarly journals’ 

specifically talked about QR Codes, how to use them and 

their advantages and disadvantages [4]. It mentioned how 

QR Codes were capable of high capacity encoding of data, 

Dirt- and Damage-resistant Durability, Readable from Any 

Direction in 360 Degrees and had Structured Appending 

Feature. The Paper ‘A Study  on Data Compression Using 

Huffman Coding Algorithms’ mentioned about the features 

of the Huffman Algorithm which mentioned that the 

Huffman Coding is a very efficient technique because 

unlike other encoding algorithms it uses variable size bit 

representation for different characters [11]. 

Some of the major gaps identified were the use of 

Relational Database Systems instead of a NoSQL System. 

Ideally, a NoSQL system will provide more flexibility in a 

real time system. Another major gap was the lack of focus 

on the UI of the applications. 

We have tried to address as many gaps as possible in our 

system. 

III.EXISTING SYSTEMS 

The Central Industrial Security Forces (CISF) which is in 

charge of airport security at all commercial airports in 

India, has a section on their website called the “Lost and 

Found”,  which helps travellers to trace the baggage which 

they missed from an airport. 

Here is how you can check it online: 

• Visit CISF website (www.cisf.gov.in) 

• Click on the “Lost & Found at Airport & Delhi 

Metro” link 

• On the next page, click on “Airports” 

• On the next page, select your Airport from drop-

down  list 

• Select your Date of Travel and click on “Go” 

• A list of all Lost & Found items will be shown as 

well   as contact details to collect the item 

The lost and found item may be claimed by the owner and 

should be in possession of the following documents: 

• Copy of Boarding pass / proof of journey 

• Copy of Passport / ID card issued by any 

Government Unit 

• Details of the items being claimed 
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If the owner cannot be present, an authorised person can 

claim with a Letter of authorisation from owner, Copy of 

Boarding pass / proof of journey, Photo ID of owner and 

Photo ID of the authorised person. 

 

As we can see the above existing system is not so customer 

friendly. There are a lot of gaps such as:- 

• Not every person knows about the procedure to 

find their lost bags. 

• It might not always be possible to reproduce all the 

required documents for occupying the lost bags. 

• If the owner of the bags contacts the airport after 

the stipulated waiting time for airports he/she might never 

get the bag. 

• Sometimes, there are chances of false claims for 

baggage. 

IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Keeping the gaps of the existing system in mind an Idea 

was proposed. The Proposed system consists of attaching a  

QR code along with the Baggage. This QR code will store   

the necessary user information in an encrypted format.  If a 

bag gets lost or misplaced then the Authorized Airport 

Officials can scan the QR code using the Mobile 

Application which will also be part of the proposed system. 

 

The Mobile application is basically divided into 3 modules: 

1) For Airport Staff (Admin):- Here the authorized Airport 

Staff can login and scan the QR Code on the bag. After 

scanning all the details of the owner of the bg will be listed 

down and there will be option to call or to Send an SMS on 

the Mobile Number of the user and Send an Email. If there 

is some issue then the photo and details of the bag can be 

uploaded by the airport staff. This will then be visible to the 

passengers. 

2) For Passengers who lost their bags: Here  

passengers can search for their lost bags. If they find it then 

details on how to get it back will be mentioned. If they are 

unable to find it there then they will be asked to contact the 

airport staff. 

3) Desktop Application: Used for generating the QR 

Code. 

V.METHODOLOGY 

Initially as part of our research we conducted a survey using 

Google Form and circulated it among various groups. After 

Analysing the results we came to know that more than half 

of the people were not satisfied with the current existing 

system. Actually many of the people did not know about 

the correct procedure for baggage retrieval. After that we 

did a literature survey about different inventory 

management systems and applications of QR Codes in 

them. After reviewing about 11 papers, we found gaps such 

as authentication issues and usage of mainly an RDBMS 

(which will reduce flexibility if certain changes are made in 

the system). 

For the development of the front end, it was planned that 

React Native will be used as it Write Once and Use 

Everywhere technology. For the Middleware Python will 

be used where the qrcode library will be used for working 

with the QR Codes.qrcode is a module (compatible with 

both Python 2.7 and 3+) that provides an interface for 

encrypting, decrypting and generating QR Codes. For the 

Backend Mongo DB will be used as a database as it 

provides great flexibility with schema which can be useful 

if the system is being changed or upgraded due to some 

reason. 

 

Fig.  1.  Flowchart 
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VI.RESULTS 

 

Fig. 2.   Home Page 

 

Fig. 3.   Login Page 

 

Fig.  4.   QR Code 

 

 

Fig.  5.  Scanner 

VII.CONCLUSION 

We Hope that our Inventory management system would be 

of great help to the Airports Authority of India when it 

comes to management of lost baggages [2]. We also hope 

that it will be much more easier for Passengers to find the 

bags that they had misplaced or were lost due to some 

reason. We plan to use React Native as our front end and 

MongoDB as backend because it provides more flexibility. 

Python will be used as middleware where qrcode and 

opencv library will be used for working with QR Codes. 
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Abstract-The Internet is widely used in all communication 

systems and recent developments have ensured that they are 

reliable and efficient in nature. Email continues to remain 

the most widely used means of communication in the 

business aspect. Using Email is easy and non-complicated for 

most users. However, for the visually impaired, it is 

strenuous and requires external assistance. Although there 

have been technological advancements like screen readers to 

accommodate the visually impaired, it does not ensure hassle 

free and independent usage. We aim to develop a desktop 

application that will allow a visually impaired person to 

make use of email without the use of a mouse or keyboard. 

The system will be completely voice based and responsive by 

making use of text to speech and speech to text. The system 

will allow a user to read inbox one by one and at the end of 

each mail, the user can choose to delete the mail. The user 

can also download the attachments received from the mail 

and forward the mail. The user can compose mail by adding 

the recipient’s email and subject, then proceed to write the 

body of the email using speech to text. While composing the 

email, if the user does not speak for more than 30 seconds, 

the system will prompt words for the mail    being composed. 

The user can add attachments and can save the mail as draft 

and send it later. We ensure privacy and secure login of the 

user by implementing voice authentication. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The visually impaired cannot read information or see the 

mouse pointer to command the computer. They cannot 

access emails or send emails without assistance. 

Therefore, the computer brings inconvenience to the 

blind, and information search becomes a problem. The 

cumbersome work voice mail e-mail system must provide 

effective access rights for the visually and printing 

impaired. In the new situation of today's social change, 

communication can play a vital role in promoting human 

development. Among all available communication 

technologies, e-mail is considered to be one of the most 

widely used forms of communication. It is not useful for 

the visually impaired, because all operations that can be 

performed on a computer are based on vision. An 

estimated 285 million people are visually impaired. 

Worldwide: 39 million blind people and 246 visually 

impaired people. Internet services must be made available 

for communication. That's why we developed this project. 

In this project, we developed a voice mail e-mail system, 

which will help all visually impaired computer systems 

use functions without e-mail problems. The system is 

completely based on sound detection and therefore, the 

test does not require external assistance and is very easy 

to use. 

II. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The most crucial aspect that we are considering while 

developing this system is to provide the same experience 

of email to the visually impaired as a normal user using 

sound recognition and Machine Learning. 

 The other important aspect is that the users of this system 

need not have any basic information about the keyboard 

shortcuts used or where the keys are located. All functions 

used in our system are based on sound recognition making 

the system very user friendly. 

 The system will also be continuously prompting the user 

of the next operation thus making it easy for the user as 

he/she won’t require to remember the operations. 

Functions provided: 

 Login system for user verification 

 Read an unread Email and download 

attachments if any 

 Delete an email 

 Compose an email and attach attachments if any  

 Predicts and suggests the next words while 

composing the email. 

III. VOICE RECOGNITION MODULE   

Voice or speaker recognition is the ability of a machine or 

program to receive and interpret dictation or understand 

and execute voice commands. With the advent of artificial 

intelligence and smart assistants such as Amazon Alexa, 

Apple Siri, and Microsoft's Cortana voice recognition 

system, voice recognition has become increasingly 

important and widely used. Voice enables consumers to 

interact with technology by talking to them for reminders 

and other simple tasks. 

Here we have implemented a voice recognition module in 

Python. That takes input voice from the user, recognizes 

it and displays the output. To convert speech to text the 

one and only class we need is the Recognizer class from 

the speech recognition module. Depending upon the 

underlying API used to convert speech to text, the 

Recognizer class has following methods: 

recognize_google (): Uses Google Speech API 

recognize_google_cloud (): Uses Google Cloud Speech 

API We have used recognize_google and implemented 

the results accordingly. We are using the Microphone 

class here as a source to recognize the voice.  We used 

pyttsx3 which is a text-to-speech conversion library in 

Python for text to speech conversion. It offline availability 

and high accuracy in conversion makes it better than any 

other text – speech conversion libraries. 

IV. NEXT WORD PREDICTION MODULE 

Predicting the next word or so-called language modelling 
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is the job of predicting the next word. This is one of the 

basic roles of NLP and has many uses. You can use it 

every day when writing texts or emails without realizing 

it. Here, we achieved it. Predict the next word for record. 

We can drastically reduce losses in about 150 epochs. The 

following word prediction model we developed is 

accurate enough for the provided data set. We make sure 

that there are only unique words. We only look at each 

word once, not including any other repetitions. This will 

help the model train better and avoid other confusion 

caused by word repetition. Build a consistent model. We 

then created an embedding layer and specified the input 

dimensions and output dimensions. It is important to 

express the input length as 1 because the prediction is only 

for one word and we will get the answer for that specific 

word. We then added an LSTM layer to our architecture. 

We then gave it 1000 units and made sure we returned the 

sequences as true. This is to ensure that we can pass it 

through another LSTM layer. For the next LSTM layer, 

we also passed it through another 1000 units but we don’t 

need to specify return sequence as it is false by default. 

We will pass this through a hidden layer with 1000 node 

units using the dense layer function with relu set as the 

activation. Finally, we pass it through an output layer with 

the specified vocab size and a softmax activation. thus, the 

system predicts and suggests the user. 

 

Figure 1: Next Word Prediction Module 

V. GMAIL CONNECTIVITY MODULE 

To send emails from our email client, they use Gmail's 

SMTP server: smtp.gmail.com which is listening on port 

465 and to download emails to our email client, use 

Gmail's IMAP server: imap.gmail.com which is listening 

on port 993.[5] Furthermore, Gmail's mail servers make it 

mandatory for email clients to set up a secure tunnel via 

SSL before making an effort to communicate with them. 

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a secure area of 

the Smartphones main processor. It guarantees 

confidentiality and integrity of the code and data loaded 

inside. This separation enables security and protection 

from hacks, malware and root access. 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed system aims to provide effective accessing 

capabilities to people with reading disabilities and visual 

impairments thus allowing the visually impaired to 

experience electronic mail navigation like any normal 

user. This e-mail system can be used by users of any age 

group with ease of access. 

Unlike the current system, this system focuses more on 

user friendliness of all types of people including normal 

people, visually impaired people as well as illiterate 

people. This system can further be expanded to other 

languages and have automated replies. 

VI. SCOPE 

Our project can be further implemented in multilingual by 

not only restricting it to single language so that remotely 

people can access in their own mother tongues. Further it 

can be used as a mobile based application as well and it 

can be similarly implemented in different existing 

applications such as yahoo, facebook, etc. So that people 

can take a step forward to independently use the benefits 

of the internet. 
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Abstract: Sentiment analysis is the newest cutting-edge 

conceptual technology. People have already embraced it and 

are integrating it into their daily lives. In this work, machine 

learning algorithms are used to monitor a massive number 

of responses on a certain product, determine the customer's 

sentiment from the feedback, and leverage it as constructive 

materials to enhance the product's quality until it only 

receives supportive remarks. 

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis (SA), Machine Learning, 

Training Set, Feedback Segregation, Mass Review. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Feelings, opinions, emotions, likes/dislikes, as well as 

good/bad are all examples of sentiments. Sentiment 

Analysis is a type of pattern recognition in which we 

retrieve influence from the customer from simple text. 

Opinion mining is also another name for sentiment 

analysis. The most common type of sentiment analysis is 

polarity detection, which examines if a text about a 

specific subject is positive, neutral, or negative. Advanced 

sentiment categorization, for instances, covers emotional 

states like "angry," "sad," and "joy."Sentiment analysis is 

most commonly used to evaluate a customer's voice or 

material such as a formative comment or a survey that 

involves precise statistics, and it could be used to foresee 

the outcome of a product. Common implications have 

been seen in social networking, health care, and the public 

good.One can also classify a document's polarity on a 

multi-way scale, which was attempted by Pang and 

Snyder among others: Pang and Lee expanded the basic 

task of classifying a movie review as either positive or 

negative to predict star ratings on either a 3- or a 4-star 

scale, while Snyder performed an in- depth analysis of 

restaurant reviews, predicting ratings for various aspects 

of the given restaurant, such as the food and atmosphere 

(on a five-star scale).By encouraging customers to share 

their product or service experiences through custom-built 

surveys in the form of feedback or review, sentimental 

analysis on text feedback can effectively measure 

customer satisfaction index and turn consumer insights 

into action. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 After reviewing paper, we found that 

 That there are various faults in the web data that 

could stymie sentiment analysis. The first fault is 

that because people can publish whatever they 

want, the reliability of their viewpoints cannot be 

assured. Instead of expressing topic-related 

opinions, online spammers, for example, post 

spam on forums. Some spam is completely 

worthless, while others contain irrelevant or 

phoney opinions. 

 The second problem is that such internet data 

does not necessarily have a ground truth. Ground 

truth is more akin to a label for a certain 

viewpoint, stating whether it is good, negative, 

or neutral. One of the datasets with measured 

data is the Stanford Sentiment 140 Tweet 

Corpus, which is also open to the public. There 

are 1.6 million machine-tagged Twitter 

messages in the corpus. Each communication is 

assigned a tag predicated on the emojis (positive 

or negative) found inside it. 

 Analyses were performed on the labelled 

datasets using several feature extraction 

techniques, as well. For that framework, a pre-

processor was applied to the experimental 

sentences, making them more understandable. 

Furthermore, several machine learning 

approaches to train the dataset with feature 

vectors, and semantic analysis then provides a 

huge range of synonyms and similarities, which 

determines the content's polarity. However, 

because these datasets require label data, 

reviewing real time data becomes problematic. 

 When the n-gram and bigram models were used, 

the accuracy of the Naive Bayes, Maximum 

Entropy, and SVM models were found to be 

around 60%. Ensemble and hybrid-based Twitter 

sentiment analysis algorithms outperformed 

supervised machine learning techniques, with 

something like a classification accuracy of above 

70%. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The mission is to establish an application that could store 

and interpret various categories of words from a word 

database, equivalent to a dictionary. We intend to use 

Mongo DB for the backend also because database will 

really be dynamically changing.On the front end, we'll 

have such a simple UI that allows the user to input words 

or sentences at their leisure. If a huge number of reviews 

are being examined in mass, we will ask you to upload a 

folder containing all of the reviews, which will then be 

processed into our machine learning algorithm.By 

recognizing the keywords in the reviews, the conclusion 

will tell whether the input is favorable, unfavorable, or 

neutral. A generalized visual is crucial for massive 

reviews.The type of machine learning we'll adopt is 

supervised learning. The very first stages will be manual, 

and it will then change and evolve based on what it is 

taught. In concerns of the algorithm, we'll continue with 

linear regression, then continue on to decision trees, and 

subsequently to Nave Bayes. However, the focus will 

primarily be on Nave Bayes because it is a simplified 

representation that is commonly used for large amounts of 

data. It is also capable of rapidly solving sophisticated and 
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complex problems.Suffixes, prefixes, and the overall 

impression of words and phrases are all examined by our 

program, which is particularly concerned with grammar. 

In order to achieve optimum accuracy, the bulk of 

approaches for sentiment analysis on text feedback are 

geared at online items. In order to achieve these 

objectives, to overcome these challenges, text feedback is 

categorized into three scenarios: Grade Based (GB), 

Contents Based (CB), as well as Collaboration Based 

(CB) (CLB). Using the method as described above, one 

can improve your overall. Contextual information, word 

order, morphological variances, and word sense 

disambiguation are all obstacles in sentimental analysis 

employing text feedback. 

 

Flowchart for project planning 

4. METHODOLOGY 

Data will be collected via Google Docs and other 

questionnaire mechanisms that participants will be asked 

to complete based on a demo product. Various questions 

must be answered, which will be saved in a CSV file, 

which will then be properly evaluated and separated. 

The following studies are relevant to our topic: 

 Qualitative Research 

It is extensively used in this research for triangulating 

real-time data collection and analysis of text feedback in 

customer experience, user research, and qualitative data 

analysis on everything from user feedback and reviews to 

social media posts. 

 Quantitative Research 

In this study, client feedback and reviews are analyzed 

using descriptive statistics using statistically, 

mathematical, or numerical methods to effectively 

comprehend sentimental analysis on feedback 

mechanisms 

 Empirical Research 

The dilemma of understanding the polarization of 

sentences in customer interaction data is investigated in 

this study. For evaluation, we used sentence-level 

classification. 

 

 

We have followed the steps to implement different 

machine learning algorithm for our predictive models. For 

evaluation, we used sentence-level classification. 

 Data Collection: We are collecting the data using 

the twitter development kit and the python 

tweepy library to get live data from twitter based 

on the keyboard provided. 

 Data Preprocessing: After collecting the data, we 

clean it using basic preprocessing procedures by 

using a selection algorithm. 

 Training the model: The project employs the 

ensemble technique, which entails the 

deployment of numerous algorithms, which 

would include: 

1. Logistic Regression 

2. Linear Svc Classifier 

3. Naïve Bayes 

4. SGDC Classifier 

5. BernoulliNB Classifier 

6. MNB Classifier 

 

 

5. RESULT 

As aforementioned, there are numerous Machine 

Learning Types of algorithms, but the one which thus best 

complies with the requirements would indeed be 

appreciated. Furthermore, we decided to evaluate new 
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algorithms to ensure that the accuracy of the results is not 

compromised. 

6 HALLENGES IN SENTIMENTAL 

ANALYSIS 

 Sentiment-bearing, content is represented by 

subjective portions. In some cases, the same 

term can be viewed as subjective, while in 

others, it can be treated as objective. This 

makes it difficult to distinguish between 

objective and subjective text. 

 In different domains, the same language or 

phrase could have distinct meanings. For 

example, the phrase "unpredictable" has a 

favourable connotation in the realm of movies, 

plays, and the like, but it has a bad connotation 

when applied to a vehicle's management. 

 Due to the limits imposed by the Facebook 

graph api and security protocols in accessing 

data, there has been less effort on sentiment 

classification on Facebook data. 

 The current research mainly concentrates on 

English content, however, Twitter has a 

heterogeneous potential audience from 

everywhere in the entire globe. 

7. APPLICATION 

 Sentiment Analysis has aided recent studies in 

social science and other sectors such as medicine 

and sports by revealing trends in human 

emotions, particularly on social media. 

 The innovation of the future is intended 

to be smart homes.People will be able to operate 

any element of their home with a tablet device in 

the future since complete homes will be 

networked.There has been a huge 

 amount of research recently on the Internet of 

Things (IoT). IoT would indeed benefit from 

sentiment analysis. For example, the home might 

change its atmosphere to provide a calming and 

welcoming atmosphere based on the user's 

present attitude or emotion. 

 In recommender systems, a sentiment predicting 

system can be useful. Items with a lot of negative 

comments or low ratings will not be 

recommended by the recommender system. We 

come across abusive language and other bad 

features in internet conversation. These can be 

discovered by simply noticing a strong negative 

sentiment and taking action to counteract it. 

8. CONCLUSION 

This project would be beneficial to businesses looking for 

feedback on their products and who want to grow and 

develop depending on public opinion and demand. This 

will assist not only the producers, but also the users in 

judging and deciding whether or not they want to employ 

the product by analyzing the clearly separated good and 

negative feedback.The application will continue to learn 

new words and correlate them with corresponding 

emotions based on past learning; the database will also be 

checked periodically for flaws in properly distinguishing 

words, which can be readily corrected.This will be 

straightforward to use and comprehend project that can be 

tailored to the specific needs of the user, ensuring 

maximum flexibility. 

9. FUTURE WORK 

As we experiment with new algorithms, the data system 

will improve. Experimenting with various Machine 

Learning Algorithms would undoubtedly open the door to 

new possibilities and great accuracy. Furthermore, we can 

add new emotions, which will be more beneficial for 

analysis purposes when dealing with large amounts of 

data, and so on. We will be able to provide better analysis 

of the data for the audience as a result of this, and many 

people will profit. 
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Abstract - There are few, if any, tasks within a hospital that 

are not supported by technology. We have reached a point 

where it's safe to assume that the coming year will introduce 

new technologies that improve the clinical, financial, and/or 

operational performance of healthcare organizations in 

ways never imagined. Healthcare changes dramatically 

because of technological developments, from anaesthetics 

and antibiotics to magnetic resonance imaging scanners and 

radiotherapy. Future technological innovation is going to 

keep transforming healthcare, yet while technologies (new 

drugs and treatments, new devices, new social media support 

for healthcare, etc.) will drive innovation, human factors will 

remain one of the stable limitations of breakthroughs. No 

predictions can satisfy everybody; instead, this article 

explores fragments of the future to see how to think more 

clearly about how to get where we want to go. Digital 

technologies are being harnessed to support the public-

health  response  to  COVID-19 worldwide, including 

population surveillance, case identification, contact tracing 

and evaluation of interventions on the basis of mobility data 

and communication with the public. 

Key words: - future healthcare technology, human factors 

I. INTRODUCTION 

If our two time-travellers were able to attend a post- 

mortem  and  listen  in  on  a  discussion  of  human error,  

very  little  would  seem  novel.  Clinicians would still be 

in denial, lawyers would still be hovering, and the delay 

and deny culture would be no surprise. However, the 

changes that would surprise the nurse and surgeon are all 

changes to technology. Infusion pumps, dialysis 

Machines, antibiotics, heart valves, MRI scanners, even 

hand washing stations would be new ideas. All the hidden 

technology used in the laboratories behind the scenes, 

from path labs to decontamination, would be startlingly 

new if it was noticed. 

Although the medical culture is similar, there have been 

dramatic technological changes, and actually these 

changes would be hard to explain. Does anybody even 

know how an infusion pump works? They used to be 

clockwork (and before that, gravity fed) and   now   almost   

everything contains a computer and has a colourful screen 

and lots of buttons. Implanted defibrillators that use 

telephone networks and web sites to keep cardiologists up 

to date with their patients are just magic; new 

pharmaceuticals that change moods, change blood 

pressure, or kill bacteria: all are modern magic. On 

reflection, given the centuries of stability, it is amazing 

how much healthcare has changed in the last 150 years – 

and one wonders how this accelerating pace of change 

will proceed in the future. 

 

Fig. 1 Digital Healthcare regulation 

Some of what seems to us today like science fiction is 

going to be routine in the future, perhaps even in our 

lifetimes. Yet much of today ‘s human story about 

relationships, hopes, error, grief and denial is going to 

remain entirely recognizable in the future. We will still 

have authority gradients, we will still have controversy 

over human error, and patients will still be made helpless 

so that they are easier to treat. The reason is that 

technology is driven by the market: if somebody has an 

idea that they can turn into a physical realization that they 

can sell, they can also patent it or license it, and thereby 

make a return on their investment. This, in turn, will 

encourage them to find ways of making it smaller and 

cheaper, and marketing it on a larger scale; thus it is 

technology-driven. In contrast, human culture does  not  

make  profit  for  anybody.  Improving culture means 

admitting somebody or some process was not good 

enough to start with, and who wants to do that, especially 

when lawyers are watching? There  is  little  economic  

incentive  to  improve culture. 

Atul Gawande makes a similar point about the World 

Health Organization ‘s Surgical Safety Checklist.[7] The 

checklist is a simple piece of paper that helps change 

human behavior – it helps check the patient has been 

correctly identified, helps introduce everybody by name 

(to reduce authority gradients), and so  on.  It‘s  simple  

and saves  lives  –  more  effectively than  many  drugs. 

Gawande asks who will promote such an idea when 

nobody makes any profit from it. It‘s just a bit of paper  

anybody  can  print.  If  it  was  a  technology (such as a 

patented drug) that promised the same improvements in 

outcomes, everybody would be buying it, and the 

pharmaceutical company making it would be promoting it 

heavily. Patients would ask for it to be used. But a piece 

of paper anybody can print is not exciting enough. 

Crucially, the only person who benefits from the checklist 

is the patient (the clinicians benefit indirectly, because 

more successful operations mean less litigation). The 

patient is probably unconscious at the very moment they 
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ought to be asking for it! 

II. PROBLEM 

Healthcare has greatly evolved and improved in the last 

few centuries, adding to human life expectance and 

improving the population‘s health status. Many of the 

modern diagnostic and treatment procedures implemented 

today can result in negative and undesirable side effects 

leading to dangerous exposure to radiation or harmful 

drugs, call for excessive testing, or can lead to potentially 

lethal complications (Pavel, et al., 2013). This review of 

the literature will examine the challenges of integrating 

new technology into current health care systems and will 

examine possible solutions for streamlined integration 

that fosters early adoption and acceptance by health care 

providers. It will also determine if and to what extent the 

lack of integration of new and emerging technologies 

impede improvements in an individual‘s healthcare status. 

Additionally, an assessment of the limiting factors that 

keep them from reaching mainstream healthcare will be 

examined. 

Overall, by understanding the integration of emerging and 

disruptive technologies transitioning into the care of the 

individual can be beneficial and valuable to improving 

health outcomes. 

III. TECHNICAL FACTORS 

Healthcare is just a market for technology where 

consumers such as hospitals are happy to pay enormous 

amounts of Money, particularly for prestige equipment, 

such as PET and MRI scanners and linear accelerators. 

IV. PERSONAL HEALTHCARE: 

Already, the assumptions of mass production are 

changing. For example, today ‘s 3D printers are capable 

of making objects of any shape; they are slightly less 

efficient than standard mass production, but the costs of 

custom  objects  of certain sorts has been lowered 

significantly. It is now possible to custom make titanium 

implants the right shape and size to fit.  Going further, it 

is widely envisaged that custom drugs will be 

manufactured, customized to the patient‘s disease and 

genetic makeup. While this seems to be enormously 

beneficial to patients, there are dangers. For example, a 

customized drug may be very effective, but its side effects 

will be unique to the patient too, and therefore harder to 

diagnose and manage [6]. 

Personal healthcare has an interesting technological 

imperative. If we can personalize healthcare, we get 

population-sized markets: instead of selling to clinicians, 

manufacturers can sell to individuals – a market 1000s of 

times larger. 

V. TECHNOLOGY IS DIVERSE AND 

SURPRISING 

Ⅰ. Artificial intelligence (AI): 

 

Fig. 2 AI Healthcare 

Few technologies are having — and likely will have 

— as much of an impact on healthcare as AI. AI can be 

loosely defined as the use of computers to perform tasks 

assumed to require human intelligence. 

As a Health IT Analytics article notes, "AI offers a 

number of advantages over traditional analytics and 

clinical decision-making techniques.  Learning 

algorithms can become more precise and accurate as they 

interact with training data, allowing humans to gain 

unprecedented insights into diagnostics, care processes, 

treatment variability, and patient outcomes." 

Recent research from Report Linker projects that the AI  

in  healthcare  market  will  expand  from  the current $2.1 

billion to $36.1 billion in 2025 — a compound  annual  

growth  rate  (CAGR)  of  more than 50%. North America 

is expected to witness the highest CAGR during the 

forecast period. 

Examples of AI applications in healthcare include: 

• supporting robotic surgery, going so far as to 

allow a robot to perform eye surgery and suture

 blood vessels as small  as   0.3 millimeters across 

to treat lymphedema; 

• comparing brain scans and other 3-D images up 

to 1,000 times faster; 

• helping better diagnose a heart attack during a 

phone call; and 

• Improving adenoma detection rate during 

colonoscopies. 

II. Block chain: 

Most people associate block chain with cryptocurrencies 

and rightfully so, considering the first   major application   

of the technology was bitcoin, which was released in 

2009. However, block chain technology's applications go 

well beyond online payments. 

As a Deloitte report notes, "At its core, block chain is a 

distributed system recording and storing transaction 

records. More specifically, block chain is a shared, 

immutable record of peer-to-peer transactions built from 

linked transaction blocks and stored in a digital ledger. 

[9]" 

What does that mean for healthcare? Potentially, a lot. As 

the same Deloitte report states, "Block chain technology 

has the potential to transform 
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Healthcare, placing the patient at the center of the 

healthcare ecosystem and increasing the security, privacy, 

and interoperability of health data.  This technology could 

provide a new model for health information exchanges by 

making electronic medical records more efficient, 

disintermediated, and secure." 

Examples of block chain applications in healthcare 

include: 

• tracking of public health issues, such as the 

opioid crisis; 

• tracking the status of claims submissions and 

remittances; 

• helping ensure current information about 

providers is available in the directories maintained by 

health insurers; and 

•          Preventing fraud. 

Ⅲ. Internet of medical things (IoMT): 

Familiar with the "Internet of things" (IoT)? A Forbes 

article describes IoT as follows:  "Simply put, this is the 

concept of basically connecting any device with an on and 

off switch to the Internet (and/or to each other).  This 

includes everything from cellphones, coffee makers, 

washing machines, headphones, lamps, wearable devices, 

and almost anything else you can think of." 

While the term was coined in 1999, Cisco claims IoT was 

truly "born" in 2008 when there were more connected 

devices than people. The concept became more 

mainstream over the past several years, prompting Cisco, 

General Electric, AT&T, Intel, and IBM to form the 

Industrial Internet Consortium in 2015 to essentially 

create IoT standards [8]. 

According to a Forbes article, consulting firm Bain 

predicted that the combined markets of IoT will grow to 

about $520 billion in 2021, more than double the $235 

billion spent in 2017. One such market is IoMT, also 

sometimes described as the "medical Internet of things." 

In a recent report, Deloitte notes that the "rise in the 

numbers of connected medical devices, together with 

advances in the systems and software that support the 

capture and transmission of medical grade data, 

connectivity technologies and services" led to the creation 

of IoMT. 

IoMT, the report states, "… brings together the digital and 

physical worlds to improve the speed and accuracy of 

diagnosis and treatments, and monitor and modify patient 

behaviour and health  

status in real time. It also improves healthcare 

organizations' operational productivity and effectiveness 

by streamlining clinical processes, information and 

workflows." 

Examples of IoMT technologies recently making 

headlines include the following: 

 an     implantable     glucose     sensor     for continuous 

glucose monitoring in adults recently received Food & 

Drug Administration (FDA) approval; 

 a  sensor-carrying  version  of  Ability  that digitally  

tracks  if  patients  have  ingested their medication was 

approved by the FDA in November 2017. 

 remote patient monitoring, with some such services 

now covered by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 

Services; and 

 a medication history app that helps improve 

reconciliation and reduce risk recently earning multiple 

Sure scripts certifications. 

VI. BIG DATA 

Patients generate huge amounts of information – patient 

records – from X-rays to blood test results. Replacing 

paper with computerized summaries makes patient care 

easier and more efficient. In the future the quantity of 

information will increase dramatically because of 

genomics (and the huge genomics of our symbiotic 

bacteria) and personalized medicine, and as more patient 

data is collected, more insights will become available 

[10]. 

 

Fig. 3 Big Data in Healthcare 

If computers collect data on patient illness, treatments and 

outcomes, one automatically obtains valuable information 

on the effectiveness of those treatments, or relations 

between side effects and patient characteristics across 

whole populations. Huge amounts of data will be 

collected, hence the name big data. Once the 

infrastructures have been set up, the incremental cost of 

adding one new patient   will   be   essentially   nothing,   

and   this economy of scale will drive further technical 

developments. Epidemiologists will benefit enormously, 

but the benefits to individuals are less obvious, except in 

the long run from big data‘s contribution to the progress 

of medical science more generally. 

VII. SOCIAL MEDIA PATIENT POWER 

MOBILE HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Stopping people going to hospital in the first place and 

empowering people to care for themselves and their 

families is something computers are already doing well. 

But as patients are empowered, is their new-found 

knowledge helpful or unrealistically raising their 

expectations? Today, the internet is problematic, as there 

is no consistent way anyone can distinguish snake oil 

from sense, how patients can  distinguish  reasonable  

treatment  from misguided hope – there will always be a 

lot of solutions hunting for the patient‘s money[3]. 

Technical solutions to this problem include providing 

accredited high-quality information; cultural solutions 
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include improving education. When somebody has a knee 

injury at 40 this should not be the first time they encounter 

the bewildering amount of variable information and social 

media on the internet! Their management of their 

condition – whatever it is – would be much improved if 

they had been exposed to sensible strategies since 

preschool. 

VIII. ONLINE DATA SOURCES for EARLY 

DISEASE DETECTION 

Established population-surveillance systems typically 

rely on health-related data from laboratories, notifications 

of cases diagnosed by clinicians and syndromic 

surveillance networks. Syndromic surveillance networks 

are based on reports of clinical symptoms, such as 

‗influenza- like illnesses, rather than a laboratory 

diagnosis, from hospital and selected sentinel primary and 

secondary healthcare facilities, which agree to provide 

regular surveillance data of all cases [5]. These sources, 

however, ultimately miss cases in which healthcare is not 

sought. In the UK, for example, where until recently only 

hospitalized patients and healthcare workers were 

routinely tested for COVID-19, confirmed cases represent 

an estimated 4.7% of symptomatic COVID-19 cases. 

Identifying undetected cases would help elucidate the 

magnitude and characteristics of the outbreak and reduce 

onward transmission. 

IX. REMOTE PATIENT MONITORING 

Studies   evaluating   community   based   Remote patient 

monitoring (tele monitoring) have shown that   it   

improves   patient   outcomes   for   certain chronic 

conditions including; heart failure, stroke, COPD, asthma 

and hypertension. Patient data management system 

(PDMS) are systems that automatically retrieve data from 

bedside medical equipment (namely patient monitor, 

ventilator, intravenous pump, and so forth). The data is 

subsequently summarized and restructured to aid 

healthcare providers in interpreting the data. Recent 

advances in integration have allowed PDMS to be 

integrated with clinical decision support and the patient‘s 

electronic medical record. A systematic review studied 

the clinical impact of PDMS and found that such systems 

increased the time spent on direct patient care by reducing 

the time spent on charting. In addition, PDMS systems 

reduced the occurrence of errors (medication errors, 

ventilator incidents, intravenous incidents, and other 

incidents). The review also found that 2 articles reported 

an improvement in clinical outcomes when a PDMS was 

integrated with a clinical decision support system. 

Research shows that telemedicine technology seems to 

improve clinical outcomes for certain medical conditions 

and, seems to enhance accessibility   to   healthcare   

services   and   foster patient-physician collaboration. 

Apart from the limited evidence on PDMS, the impact of 

telemedicine on patient safety does not seem to be very 

clear. 

X. AUTOMATED MEDICATION DISPENSING 

TECHNOLOGY 

 

Fig. 4 Transforming Healthcare 

Automated dispensing cabinets (ADC) are electronic drug 

cabinets that store medication at the point   of   care   with   

controlled   dispensing   and tracking of medication 

distribution. Automated dispensing cabinets were fist 

used in hospitals in the 1980s, but have evolved over time 

to include more sophisticated software and digital 

interfaces to synthesize high-risk steps in the medication 

dispensing process. Automated medication dispensing 

cabinets have been successfully used as a medication 

inventory management tool that help in automating the 

medication dispensing process by minimizing the 

workload on the central pharmacy and keeping better 

track of medication dispensing and patient billing. The 

impact of ADC on patient‘s safety is limited, as there is 

only one published controlled trial, which found that the 

use of ADC resulted in a 28% (p<0.05) reduction in the 

rate of medication errors in a hospital critical care unit 

(RR: 0.7; NNT: 4) [1]. Detailed analysis revealed that 

most reduced errors were preparation errors. The 

automated dispensing system did not reduce errors 

causing harm.  Automated dispensing cabinets seem to 

reduce medication preparation errors in critical care 

setting. Although the level of evidence is high, it is 

however only limited to critical care setting. Further 

controlled studies are needed to make a conclusion on the 

impact of ADC on medication safety in other settings. 

XI. 5 WAYS TECHNOLOGY IS IMPROVING 

HEALTHCARE 

It could be argued that of all the ways technology has 

improved the lives of humans across the globe, none are 

as important as the technological advances in medicine. 

From the invention of X-ray machines to advances in 

surgical practices, technology has made us healthier and 

increased life expectancies. As we move further into the 

21st century, we continue to develop technologies that 

cure illnesses and improve our quality of life. Health 

informatics is heavily integrated with technology and 

graduates with a Master of Science in Health Informatics 

degree   can   help   to   push   the   boundaries   of 

healthcare throughout their careers [4]. 
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I) Electronic Health Records (EHRs) 

As  any student  of  health  informatics  knows,  the 

movement  toward  electronic  health  records  is  a huge 

evolution in the medical field, and one that can facilitate 

countless advances in medical diagnostics and treatment. 

In the past, hospitals had disparate information 

systems that were clumsy in their ability to share and 

transfer patient records. With the advent of EHRs,   many   

systems   have   been   connected, allowing for faster 

information transfers and more integrated and efficient 

care. 

II) Telemedicine / Telehealth 

Telemedicine refers to methods of advancing healthcare 

based on telecommunications technologies. There are 

several reasons telehealth is becoming more popular and 

successful.  First, in rural areas where access to hospitals 

and other health related services are lacking, patients can 

use their computer to meet virtually with a doctor. 

Secondly, the cost benefits associated with telehealth are 

substantial. According to an Alliance for Connected Care 

study, telehealth services can save up to $100 per doctor 

visit. 

Another study published in CHEST Journal shows 

patients in an ICU equipped with telehealth services were 

discharged 20% faster and had a 26% lower mortality rate 

than traditional ICUs. 

III) Remote Monitoring Tools 

When patients monitor their health at home, they can save 

money and reduce unnecessary visits to the doctor‘s 

office. At the end of 2012, almost 3 million patients 

worldwide were using home health monitoring systems. 

 

Fig. 5 Robotics Healthcare 

Pacemakers for patients with heart disease can 

automatically send data to remote health centers. Great for 

patients with chronic illnesses, these tools can allow 

systems to monitor a patient‘s health from a distance. 

IV) Wearable Technology 

The wearable medical device market is growing quickly. 

These devices collect data, which helps doctors and 

patients alike monitor and assess the health of the wearer. 

In addition to devices that alert authorities about serious 

medical issues, there are very popular wearables like 

wristbands and watches that are allowing users to take an 

active role in their health. According to Huffington Post, 

by 2018 an expected 

130   million   wearable   devices   will   have   been 

shipped to consumers. 

V) Genome Sequencing 

Some have called personal genomics the future of 

healthcare. Personal genomics refers to the sequencing 

and analysis of one person‘s genome and then giving that 

person his or her genomic information. 

Sequencing the human genome has been one of the 

greatest advancements in medical technology of the last 

40 years. Dr. Francis Collins, director of the National 

Institutes of Health, says in Modern Healthcare, ―For all 

of human history, we have labored without understanding 

our instruction book, and the human genome provided 

that. It‘s like crossing a bridge.‖ 

The technological advances in the medical field have 

allowed for many lifesaving procedures to become 

commonplace. Just the thought of virtually visiting a 

doctor from hundreds or thousands of miles away would 

have been difficult to believe only a few decades ago. 

From remote monitoring tools and wearable medical 

technology to the sequencing of genomes, technology is 

improving health at a rapid pace.  To become a part of the 

convergence of medicine and technology, consider 

getting a Master of Science in Health Informatics from 

UIC. 

XII. CONCLUSION 

These technologies have been shown to make great 

medical advancements, but have also been shown to be an 

incredibly small portion of the financial budget. These 

technologies are at the hands of technical, financial, 

industrial, and moral requirements, and the literature 

shows that there is a good chance they could overcome 

them. The nurses  

and hospitals that will be using this technology someday 

need to take greater action in educating themselves and 

their staff so that they may better understand that the 

benefits do outweigh the costs. These technologies show 

that technology takes a great deal of time to integrate. It 

has in the past, it does now, and it will in the future. These 

technologies also show that there are many different 

things that people do to hold them back and that with the 

right funding, enough research, and some innovation all 

technologies can be made efficient, 

cost effective, and more than ready to be integrated into 

the healthcare system. 

 

Fig. 6 Artificial intelligence in healthcare: past, present 

and future 
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Abstract—As per the GLOBOCAN 2020 data, there are 

over 19.3 million cases [6] of pancreatic cancer in all age and 

gender groups, Asia being the center of it with 49.3 percent 

of total cases. These numbers are predicted to increase up to 

28.9 million by 2040.[6] These stats  are  rising  due  to  many  

reasons,  one  of them being unpropitious treatment caused 

by inauspicious results in predicting the cancer in  early  

stages.  Patients who are diagnosed with pancreatic cancer 

can be helped with proper prognosis which can further help 

them to choose the proper treatment methods, assess risk 

situations get essential medical care facilities. Deep Learning 

in Medical Image processing, particularly segmentation can 

aid in better decision making for medical professionals. 

Training a deep learning model for image segmentation on 

3D MRI scans, along with application of image processing 

and different training approaches can help in understanding 

the corresponding tumor features and proceed with the 

treatment. 

Index Terms—Deep Learning, UNet, Dice Loss 

I.INTRODUCTION 

The main subject of the project is to focus on the early 

detection of the disease wherein there is a chance of 

improving the life expectancy rate of a human by 

alleviating the situations which might arise in future. The 

project focuses on using Deep Learning techniques for 

image segmentation. The use of deep learning in medical 

image analysis is an evolving field and the increased 

computational power along with modern   AI solutions 

can act as a comprehensive aid in the current diagnosis. 

Segmentation and Prediction of pancreatic cancer on most 

patients has been comprehensive coverage within the past 

few decades by means of applying a variety of deep neural 

networks[2] The maximum of the studies had been 

special- izing in supervised learning and using a neural 

network to understand the corresponding features of the 

target masks with respect to a particular image scan. 

Image Segmentation as a part of Computer Vision has 

witnessed a number of State of the Art algorithms like 

Mask- RCNN [4], U-Net [7], DeepLabV3 [3], etc. In the 

field of Biomedical Image Segmentation, Unet and its 

variants have fared pretty well historically. The project 

focuses on using these models and tuning them on the data 

at hand along with experimentation on loss functions, data 

preparation and balancing. 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

In a study by Arash Jamalian [1], it shows use of Synthetic 

Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOT). Here 

SMOT was used due to less number of images in the 

training dataset      for feature selection to pass into the 

Classification algorithm. The life score was predicted 

using Cox proportional hazard model. Few studies looked 

upto convolutional and artificial neural networks image 

processing techniques. So as per a study in 2020 [2], the 

project focused on image segmentation and helps in 

detection of pancreas in complex MRI images using a 

combination of neural networks. This model focused on 

Sensitivity, specificity, Accuracy and area under ROC 

curve. Another approach was done in 2020[1] using Least 

Absolute Shrinkage Selection Operator(LASSO), 

Radiomics wherein incorporating Quantitative Imaging 

Tools into Single and Multi-enter Clinical and Virtual 

Clinical Trials was done. 

III.DATASET DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS 

We obtained the data from Medical Segmentation 

Decathlon 

[5] which is the primary source of research datasets in the 

domain of medical image segmentation. The data is in the 

.nii format, which represents 3D images. A single 3D 

image com- prises multiple 2D stacks of images of 

dimensions 512*512. Each 2D image is called a slice and 

the number of slices in one .nii file is not constant and 

varies from as low as 37 to an upper limit of 751 slices an 

image. The number of training images   is 281 for image 

scans and masks each, whereas the number of testing 

images is 135. The data is imbalanced because of the 

majority background class. The number of total slices 

over the 281 3D files, with the target slice distribution is: 

1 (Background + Organ) - 6263 

2 (Background + Organ + Cancer) - 2529. 

 

Fig. 1. Percentage distribution of target classes 

IV.METHODOLOGY 

A. Data Preparation and Balancing 

Developing deep learning models for 3D images requires 

large computational resources which is already a 

constraint in the project. So there was a need to come up 
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with approaches that can help in reaching the end goal 

with the resources at hand. Thus, opting for 2D images 

was an optimal solution. However, this also led to loss of 

information between the individual slices. As per the 

Dataset Description, three possible target classes could be 

found in a single slice, thus the images can be classified 

into 3 different types. All these 3 types were extracted 

from individual 3D scans and stored separately along with 

their respective masks. Now for the task of preparing the 

training data, different split combinations were tried so as 

to develop a generalized model. 

B. Image Processing 

The raw 2D slices are not easy to understand because of 

the noise and thus need to be processed for efficient 

learning. As python is used in the research task, the 

images when read are in the BGR format which need to 

be converted to RGB. After this step, the peaks in the pixel 

intensity need to be handled and this can be done by 

histogram smoothing techniques like CLAHE. A single 

2D slice is of the shape 512*512,  thus the image needs to 

be reshaped to 224*224 for saving the computational 

resources. Augmentation was used to enhance the data 

variability and generalization 

C. Handling Class Imbalance 

The problem demonstrates class imbalance as, out of the 

three target classes, the background class has a clear 

majority as compared to the organ and tumor classes. 

Thus, if we try   to fit a model without tackling this issue, 

the model developed will certainly be over-fitting and 

would possess no practical 

Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 3. Final Pre-processed Image 

implementation. The result being that, only the majority 

class, i.e. the background will be predicted. One possible 

remedy is to assign the majority class a lower weight and 

the minority class a higher weight. Also, using loss 

functions like focal loss and tversky loss can also mitigate 

the problem 

D. Model Architecture and Experiments 

The most commonly used architecture in medical image 

segmentation is U-Net. The reason being the ability to 

under- stand the features in the encoder stage and then re-

construction in the decoder stage. Over the time, multiple 

variants have been developed. Although, how these 

models fare on the current 2D data stack hasn’t been 

tested. We tried experi- menting with various algorithms 

and architectures along with a combination of loss 

functions, optimizer, hyper-parameters, etc. and see how 

they fare out. 

• Vanilla U-Net: U-Net is an architecture which 

consists of a contracting path and an expansive 

path. The con- tracting path consists of a general 

convolutional process whereas the right part is 

an expansive path, consisting of transposed 2d 

convolutional layers.[7] The encoder path is 

responsible for extracting the feature maps 

• Residual U-Net: A notable difference between 

the Vanilla Unet and this architecture is that it 

adds a residual connection in which the input of 

a particular layer is added to the output of the 

same layer. The size of the 

Fig. 4. Vanilla U-net Architecture 

feature maps are retained by not applying down-sampling 

in case of valid convolutions. 
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Fig. 5. Residual Unet Operational Block Diagram 

• Attention U-Net: This particular architecture 

learns to focus on targets of varying shapes and 

sizes. It also suppresses the irrelevant features 

from the feature maps generated which can in 

turn also help in solving the class imbalance 

problem. A salient feature of attention gates is 

introduced in this architecture which helps in 

reducing the computational overhead and 

thereby save time as well as resources. 

• U-Net with Transfer Learning:Transfer Learning  

is an approach where a model is trained using 

pre-trained weights. The advantage of using 

transfer learnings is 

• that the model need not be trained from scratch 

which    in turn saves the computational time and 

the hardware resources. The basic features are 

already identified via the pre-trained weights and 

more importance can be given the complex 

features by freezing the layers.  In the case of U-

Net, the encoder part is a neural network similar 

to a conventional CNN which is used for image 

classification. This encoder part can be replaced 

by pre- trained models like Resnets, VGG, 

Efficient-net, etc. and save time without 

compromising the results. 

• ResNet50: As suggested by the name, the 

architecture comprises 50 layers and is pre-

trained on the Imagenet database. Imagenet Link 

The algorithm can handle the vanishing gradient 

problem with the help of skip connections. Three 

layers are skipped in case when the gradients are 

not being added. This approach helps in 

understanding the low level features at a faster 

rate. 

• EfficientNet: Typical model scaling in CNN’s 

comprise of increasing the width, depth or the 

input image res-olution. These can increase the 

accuracy, but in turn require manual tuning. 

Efficient-Nets solve this problem by introducing 

compound coefficients. Here as well, Imagenet 

pre-trained weights were used along with some 

experimentation on other pre-trained weights. 

E. Loss Functions 

The standard loss functions with respect to Image 

Segmen- tation tasks are Dice Loss and Focal Loss. Dice 

Loss is more suited towards segmentation tasks, as it can 

optimize the Dice Score coefficient. Focal Loss is much 

more suited towards   use cases where in class imbalance 

exists. We primarily use a combination of dice loss and 

focal loss as a base function along with experimentation 

with other loss functions like Categorical Cross Entropy. 

Total Loss = Dice Loss + 1*Focal Loss Here, the 

Multiplication factor with focal loss, can signify the 

weightage to be given to focal loss. Also along with dice 

loss, we pass parameters like class weights which can 

counter the over-fitting issues. 

V.EVALUATION CRITERIA 

The standard metric involved over Medical Segmentation 

Decathlon for Pancreas tumor segmentation is the dice 

score coefficient. The formula for the same is: Dice(A, B) 

= 2 A.B—A— +  —B—  Also,  IoU  (Intersection  over  

Union)  is another metric to identify the performance of 

an image segmentation model. The formula for the same 

can be given as: IoU = Area of Intersection / Area of 

Union 

VI.RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

We experimented with different State of the Art model 

architectures and approaches and tried in finding out 

which of these can best solve the problem at hand. Using 

the 3D- images is computationally exhaustive and thus 

cannot be used in a normal GPU, because of out of 

memory error. Before applying the image processing 

steps, the models were not able to understand the features 

of pancreas as well as the tumor. The processed 2D 

images yielded better results. Using a categorical cross 

entropy loss led to a clear case of overfitting as the model 

was not able to understand the minority classes. The 

average dice loss for this case was 0.33, but the minority 

classes had almost negligible dice score. Transfer 

Learning provided the best results and faster convergence 

as compared to other U-net variants like Vanilla, 

Attention and Residual. Using an efficient net backbone 

proved to be the best solution to the problem as it resulted 

in non-zero minority class dice scores. 
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Abstract— Over the past few years there has been vast 

development in Android Application technology. This 

development made people's lifestyle much easy and 

interesting through various innovations by finding solutions 

to day-to-day problems. Even though many things became 

easier, still shopping is tough. For customer finding the 

required product in the supermarket is the most challenging 

task and moreover it is exhausting to stand in long queues at 

the billing counters. Shopping is a day-to-day activity. Many 

people visit supermarket for shopping on regular basis and 

during weekends, holidays and festive season supermarkets 

witness huge crowds. The development of online shopping 

websites has attracted people to purchase products online 

without visiting any supermarket. Mostly all the products 

are available on the websites like Amazon, Flipkart, etc. But 

people cannot verify the quality of the product physically, 

and can only verify after the product delivery. If the product 

is not up to the customer expectations then it becomes a hefty 

task of returning and reordering the product.  

Index : Android Studio, MySQL, Java 

I. INTRODUCTION 

India is one of the world's most important business 

centres. The country's market supply and demand have 

dramatically increased in recent years, making it critical 

to give clients with the greatest possible experience. 

Considering the population and the demand of the 

customer it is the most challenging task of providing 

services by the market. Most of the activities which used 

to consume time and money of customer has been made 

easier. Most of the things are now digitalized and are easy 

to understand, access and use. This credits to industries 

for trying their best to provide good consumer services 

with the help of the developing technology. Even after 

such vast development few problems are still troubling the 

customers. When it comes to shopping it has been a 

tedious task for customer to find the required products in 

the supermarket. Even after getting all the products 

customer had to wait in long queues to get the billing of 

the purchased products done. This is tiring and time 

wasting process. Different kinds of solutions have been 

implemented but failed to make an impact.   

The evolution of mobile phones over the years is simply 

exceptional.  Mobile phones now became part and parcel 

of humans life. Many day-to-day activities are carried on 

it. This device now has many things on it other than just 

calling and messaging. They now have entertainment 

platforms, shopping applications, payment gateways, and 

many more. This allows people to do multitasking. 

Android Application which makes shopping easier can be 

developed and added to this device will become a big 

boom in the market. This will overcome the above  

mentioned concerns related to shopping. This allows 

customers to find the products in the supermarket easily 

and don't have to wait in the long queues. The payment 

option will be provided for bill payment. Even though 

online platform are available but it is difficult to 

determine the quality. This approach of Android 

Application with chatbot assistance will enhance 

customer service. It will help customers to shop easily 

without wasting time and energy. 

 

II. MOTIVATION 

Necessity is the mother of invention. This led to vast 

development in the field of technology. Many innovative 

ideas and inventions had resulted in the advancement of 

human lifestyle. Things now look much easier than before 

and this process is going on. When it comes to shopping 

there is been development but still there are many 

complications. Shopping at supermarket is stressful, it is 

very difficult to find the product and standing in the queue 

for billing is very tiring. And in online shopping the 

quality of the product cannot be verified before the 

delivery. This motivated us to work on the innovative 

smart application which helps customer to find the 

products easily and don't need to stand in long queues. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Proposes [1] the Virtual Cart smartphone application for 

making shopping center purchases simple and convenient. 

Nowadays, the majority of humans are getting 

increasingly occupied as a result of their lifestyles and 

needs, necessitating the creation of new jobs. The goal of 

an hour is to do all personal tasks quickly and efficiently 

with the least amount of effort and time. Mall shopping is 

a common pastime. On Saturdays, malls might be 

extremely crowded. Holidays, weekends, and special 

offers and discounts are the best times to shop. Shopping 

in a mall, on the other hand, is a lot more expensive. 

People prefer online shopping to purchase the products 

they need through Amazon, Flipkart, and other similar 

sites. They won't be able to see or feel the products until 

they receive the delivery. So, to address this issue, we 

introduced Virtual Cart, which allows users to avoid the 

complexities of online and offline buying by assuring a 

better shopping experience. A smart Shopping Cart based 

on the Internet of Things (IoT) was presented, which 

includes RFID sensors, an Arduino microcontroller, a 

Bluetooth module, and a mobile application. Wireless 

connection is required for RFID sensors. Once the RFID 

tag is connected to each product, and the RFID reader 

scans the tag effectively provide product information. 

Following that, each product's information appears in the 

mobile application. In the Mobile application, the 

customer can effortlessly manage his or her shopping list 

according to personal preferences. The information is then 

wirelessly and automatically generates invoices. This 

experimental prototype aims to minimize the time-

consuming shopping process as well as concerns with 

service quality. In the future, the proposed technology can 

be simply implemented and tested on a commercial scale 
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in a real-world setting. As a result, the proposed model is 

more competitive than alternatives [2]. 

 Author proposes that the details of the product selected 

by the buyer be sent directly to the supermarket's system. 

Shopping has been an important part of our economic 

activity. It's worth looking into how to give smart 

shopping by interacting with clients in supermarkets 

quickly. This study offers a sensor-based smart shopping 

cart (3S-cart) system that uses sensors' context-aware 

capabilities to monitor and respond to customer behaviour 

in real time. A 3S-cart prototype is built by encasing 

modularized sensors in a box that can be attached to 

shopping carts. As a result, 3S-cart is compact and simple 

to use.3S-cart also shows off two supermarket apps. Each 

cart in the sales-promotion application examines if its 

customer is interested in certain products and displays 

sales information at the same time to promote purchasing 

desire. In the product-navigation application, a consumer 

requests that the system discover the quickest, most direct 

route to the specified product. This study contributes to 

the use of sensor technologies in supermarkets to allow 

interactive shopping, as well as the prototype experience 

and future applications of the suggested 3S-cart system 

[3]. 

 Author propose the solution includes a mobile 

application that can be used in shopping carts to tackle 

these problems and improve the shopping experience. Our 

smart app is divided into two sections, with the first 

focusing on navigation to the item's location and the 

second on automatic billing products that have been 

purchased by the user. The app's development 

environment is open source. Android Studio is a piece of 

software. The products are scanned using an RFID reader. 

The concept and execution of the app, as well as the 

findings collected, are discussed [4]. 

                    From the above referred papers, it is been 

understood that the above mentioned approaches have not 

provided the completed model which can make shopping 

easy. Some have not provided chatbot assistance which 

guides customer to products, and in some have not 

provided. online payment options, so people can't avoid 

queues. Android Application is not developed in 

approach, which allows customers to add products to cart, 

scan the products and make payments online. So by 

considering all this aspects an Android Application with 

chatbot assistance is been developed for shopping which 

will make shopping easier and will save time of the 

customers. 

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH 

The main function of the proposed system is to developed 

a mobile application using chatbot assistance for making 

shopping easy. The concept behind mobile application is 

to find desired products in supermarkets using chatbot 

assistance and scan the purchased products and 

simultaneously pay the bill of the products. 

 

Figure.1 Chatbot System Model 

Admin Login Page: 

              The admin login page is login page for consumer 

where consumer can login into their account and use the 

model secure. This is the first page of our application. 

Data Layer: 

          The data layer is built with the MySQL database 

and serves to arrange the datasets that the chatbot will 

utilize to answer product-related questions. 

Message Backend: 

                 The message backend is consist in backend of 

our model where all the dataset is imported in model. We 

used this section to trained our model. It will be developed 

using IBM Watson and MySQL database.  

Chatbot Interface: 

               The chatbot interface is developed using IBM 

Watson which will helpful for the user to know the current 

prices of the products sold in the supermarket and current 

location of the products kept in the supermarket. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

This application consist of various activities for user 

aiding location of items, product scanning, offer and 

discount in the supermarket and payment gateway. This 

all activities are there in the model. 

 

Figure. 2 Flow Chart 
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User Interface (UI) Design –  

        Implementation of UI Design is done using Android 

Studio Application. Android Studio will help you develop 

your app in a more productive way at scale, Code with 

confidence and Optimize code workflow. Eliminate 

tiresome tasks. Create connected apps Build rich 

experiences. 

 Creating Products List  

           User can create product list in our application to 

purchase the product in the supermarket. This product list 

feature is managed by using MySQL database. MySQL is 

the most widely used open source relational database and 

serves as the primary relational data store for many 

popular websites, applications, and commercial products.  

Chatbot  

     Chatbot is used to find exact location of the product in 

the supermarket. Chatbot is made using IBM Watson 

services. In which we trained chatbot according to 

consumer requirement. Watson Studio allows used to 

train the Al models, and prepare and analyze information 

during a single integrated environment. 

Product Scanning 

          Product scanning features is used to scan the 

product and that product will be   added to their 

applications cart. Every product has unique barcode 

which will specify its details. 

Payment Gateway  

       Once the products is added to the cart consumer can 

pay their bill through online mode. Payment gateway are 

managed by various paid services like CC Avenue which   

makes them more secure. 

VI. RESULT 

The desired is to give fully automated shopping 

experience to the customers through the application. The 

customer should have the application on their device. 

Login in to the application the customer will get various 

options like cart, scanner, chat, profile, etc. The customer 

has to select the required items and add them to cart. This 

will help them to know whether the item is available or 

not. Next step is to visit the supermarket and with the help 

of chatbot assistance, they will be guided to the section 

where the selected items are kept. The customer has to 

scan the product and add it to the trolley. This way all the 

items will get billed. After picking up all the required 

items, customer has to go to the counter where the items 

will be counted to avoid any kind of theft and final bill 

will be generated. The customer can pay it through the 

application itself or can use the counter. In this way, the 

time will be saved and is easy to use. 

 

Figure. 3 Android Code Implementation 

 

Figure. 4 Login Page for Application 
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Figure 5. Scanner Page Of Application 

 

Figure .6 Adding Item to The Cart 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Supermarkets are getting digitalized for providing better 

shopping experience. Few supermarket like d-mart, big 

bazaar have provided online platform for shopping. This 

helps customer to save time and avoid heavy crowds in 

the supermarket. But the quality of the staples cannot be 

determined before the delivery. If it's not up to the mark 

then it's an add-on task of returning and reordering. By 

considering both the aspects of time and quality, an 

Android Application is designed with chatbot assistance 

to make shopping easier and happier. This application 

allows customer to make a list of items of purchase, find 

the product in the market with chatbot assistance, and 

provides online payment gateway to avoid long queues at 

billing counters. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

This application is mostly automated, just in the final part 

a person is needed to count the items purchased to avoid 

theft. This can be replaced by using RFID technology by 

giving each item it's unique identity. Now it's tough to 

implement considering the cost of the RFID technology. 

But when this technology gets launched on a large scale it 

can be achieved. And by roping in multiple supermarkets 

it would be very easy for customer to choose the items, 

compare the prices, and know the offers available in the 

supermarkets. This will help the customers to save money 

and time as well 
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Abstract— Movies are a great source of entertainment and 

information, however show business is a venture with cut 

throat competition and ensuring a reasonable profit is 

difficult. Investments made by the production houses and 

the filmmakers often become irrelevant when the movie 

underperforms in the box office. To overcome this a machine 

learning model incorporating supervised learning can be 

used which takes into consideration various parameters 

involved in categorically differentiating a successful film 

from and unsuccessful one – for e.g., the director of the film, 

the popularity of the cast members, the genre of the film etc. 

A supervised learning model cannot accurately predict the 

success or failure of a movie but can predict the probability 

of success of a movie. Such a model can be further optimized 

by increasing the number of dependent variables 

incorporating better algorithms which would not only better 

predict the movie success but also educate the filmmakers on 

the necessary changes in the movie plot, cast selection etc. 

Keywords—IMDb, success, classification, genre 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The movie business consists of various stakeholders i.e., 

actors, directors, producers and production studios. The 

stakeholders need efficient predicting models to make 

much more informed decisions. The Hindi Film Industry 

makes tremendous investments each year, evaluating at 

over a hundred and eighty billion rupees in 2019, the 

magnanimity of revenue which is generated makes it clear 

to us how important it is for the industry to make 

significant profits. 

 In a given year, the cinema business produces a large 

number of films. A movie's income is determined by a 

variety of factors, including the cast's performance in the 

film, the budget for its production, film critics' reviews, 

the film's rating, the film's release year, and so on. 

Because of so many variables, there is no formula that can 

be used to estimate how much money a given film will 

bring in. However, by evaluating the money earned by 

prior films, a model may be developed that can assist us 

in predicting the predicted revenue for a given film. 

II. LITERAURE SURVEY 

The methodologies used in making an efficient movie 

success predicting model are very diverse, each with its 

own perks. The research done on predictive analysis using 

data mining techniques and data analytics algorithms 

provides us with good reference to understand the concept 

contextually. 

1. Saurabh kumar et al [1] proposed a methodology 

using R programming language where they 

considered selected features for analysis namely 

imdb rating, imdb num votes, critics rating, 

critics score, audience rating and audience score. 

An Oscar award winning movie contributes 

equally as having an award winning cast member 

in making a movie popular. So, in their analysis 

a scatter plot is generated to show the difference 

between number of Oscar won by particular 

actor, actress and director. This is to check 

whether an Oscar winning actor has an impact on 

the success of the movie.  

2. Balaganesh N et al [2] incorporated in their 

project algorithms like Simple Vector Machine, 

also making use of supervised learning 

techniques like the K-Nearest Neighbour and 

Adaptive Boosting Algorithms. They used 

IMDb dataset for predicting movie success. The 

Adabost Classifier is very beneficial as it gave 

better performance results than SVM, KNN 

classifiers.  

3. Gothwal et al [3] used KNN algorithm for 

predicting box office success. K closest 

neighbors were used in feature space for initial 

input. A K closest neighbor is chosen by 

checking whether it lies in the region of a 

particular feature which are called its neighbors 

and is thereby classified. In the KNN modelling, 

an average of all the values of its neighbors is 

taken. One of the drawbacks of this work is the 

fact that K-Nearest Neighbour model had several 

discrepancies where the expected outcome did 

not match with the predicted outcome when 

additional attributes were considered for the 

prediction model. The application of boosting 

algorithms proves to provide more accurate 

results 

4. (Pramod and A,2017) [4] had arranged the 

movies categorically into sets with varied degree 

of influence on the dataset. The outcome was 

based on IMDb scores, the studios history of box 

office success etc. 

5. Sharda and Delen (2006) [5] in their paper made 

use of neural networks for the prediction. This 

approach involves the detection of pattern in the 

data used as input and the output produced. The 

input layer uses historical data into the hidden 

layer, which after mathematical analysis sends 

the data to the output layer.  

6. Neelamegham and Chintagunta (1999) [6] used 

the Naïve Bayes algorithm to predict the 

profitability of the film based on the combination 

of the director and the cast  

7. Latif and Afzal (2016) [7] worked on various 

machine learning techniques such as simple 

logistics and logistic regression to predict film 
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success using the IMDB dataset. 

III. ANALYSIS 

The model involves includes IMDb dataset include in the 

IMDbPy python package. To perform predictive analysis, 

we require a model which does not over fit therefore the 

prediction must be done fewer parameters. To make the 

model easy understandable and efficient the parameters 

used from the historical data are actor, director, genre of 

the film and year of the release. The data collected in 

relation to the actor is the overall success of the actor’s 

movies in the past 10-year range and further studying his 

performance on the basis of genre i.e., how well the 

actor’s movies performed in the box office for a particular 

genre (e.g., Ben Affleck’s box office performance for 

movies with genre ‘Action’). Similarly, the director’s 

performance in a particular genre for a time range of 10 

years will be calculated. The combined analysis of actors 

and director of the movie will then be used as input for 

our algorithm which will produce a probable success and 

failure score for the movie as output. 

IV. MODELLING 

The model used in our project is a classification model 

which incorporates the use of Naïve Bayes Algorithm. 

The selection of required attributes like movie genre, 

IMDb rating, director's performance in the box office, 

performance of the cast members is taken into 

consideration. The attributes are then passed into the 

mathematical model, which gives us the genre rating, the 

average genre rating on the success rating. If the average 

genre rating of the director and the cast members is more 

than seven, then the movie with that particular 

combination of director and cast will like be a hit in that 

particular genre. The model classifies the movie as a hit 

or a flop, based on a probabilistic value. 

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system consists of three parts 

1  Data Collection 

2. Data Optimization 

3. Data Analysis and Prediction 

1. Data Collection – The Dataset is IMDb dataset 

include in the IMDbPy (an inbuilt Python 

package). The dataset retrieves data from the 

main web server of IMDb. The dataset has 

attributes categorized on the basis of genre, cast, 

year of release etc. The movie category in the 

dataset consists of attributes like title, name of 

the director, screenplay, cast, genre etc., with the 

description of the movie. The Actor category 

gives information regarding the films he/she has 

starred in, their IMDb ratings which in turn is a 

factor for the measure of the film’s rating and the 

genre rating, which tells us the performance of 

the actor in that particular genre films. 

2. Data Optimization - 

a. Two lists with the name “year list” and “genre list” are 

created for the purpose of selecting the past movies in the 

time range of 2009 to 2018 and under the genre titles - 

'Action', 'Adventure', 'Animation', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 

'Family', 'Fantasy', 'Horror', 'Thriller', 'Romance', 'Sci-Fi'. 

b. To optimize the data, we create a set of functions to 

calculate: - 

i.  Rating of the actor and the director over the years which 

is further used to calculate the average rating. The average 

rating gives us an understanding of how well the actor or 

the director have performed in the 10-year time range. For 

example, an actor with an average rating of 6 or above 

shows that the actor will probably have a successful 

movie. 

ii. Rating of the actor for a particular genre which is 

further used to calculate the average genre rating. The 

average genre rating shows the performance of the actor 

or the director in that genre. 

iii. The overall average is calculated from the two 

averages i.e., average of rating based on years and average 

genre rate. 

3. Data Analysis and Prediction – The prediction of 

success rate is done using the naïve bayes 

algorithm. The parameters taken into 

consideration for the calculation are genre rate, 

actor1, actor2(optional), director. The model 

searches for the name of actor in the 

‘filmography’ column of the dataset, which 

contains the information about all the movies 

and on-screen appearances of the actor. 
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VI. WORKING OF APPLICATION 

The Algorithm used for the calculate the predictive 

outcome is the Naïve Bayes Algorithm. 

With our prior knowledge, Bayes' theorem allows us to 

compute the likelihood that a data item belongs to a 

specific class. The Bayes Theorem is expressed as 

follows: P(data|class) * P(class) / P(data|class) / 

P(data|class) / P(data|class) / P(data|class) / P(data|class) / 

(data) The probability of class given the specified data is 

P(class|data). 

The way we have calculated the probability is: 

1. actor1 = ia search person(actor1) - The program 

searches for the name of the actor typed by the 

user in the IMDb dataset. 

2. The information related to the actor’s movies is 

retrieved from the ‘filmography’ column of the 

dataset. 

3. The genre rating is calculated by the 

‘getGenreRate’ function and ‘getAvgGenre’ 

function. 

4. The total rating i.e., the cumulative rating of all 

genres and the cumulative success rate for all 

movies over the 10 year range is calculated. 

5. The quotient of success rate/total rate is 

calculated and stored in a variable ‘e1’ and 

‘e1o’(this variable calculates the quotient solely 

based on genre) for ‘actor1’, similarly ‘e2’ and 

‘e2o’ is calculated for ‘actor2’ and ‘eD’ and 

‘eDo’ for the director. 

6. The Navier Bayes Algorithm is then used as Po 

= (e1o* e2o* eDo)/ (e1* e2*eD) where Po is 

variable to store the probability value calculated 

 

 

1. The user can access the program utilities through 

an API created using tkinter. 

The API consists of two pages, one to calculate the actor 

success and other to calculate the movie success. In the 

Actor Success Prediction when we type the name of Ben 

Affleck The program in the backend searches for the 

information about Ben Affleck and the program then 

generates a histogram for actor success genre-wise and a 

density plot for actor success over the 10-year range. 

 

 

 

 

In the Movie Success Prediction, we have four input 

blanks name “genre” for genre selection, “actor1”, 

“actor2”, “director”. After clicking on the predict button 

the program calculates the success based on Naïve Bayes 

Algorithm and a pie-chart is generated depict the 
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success/failure comparison. In this case the combination 

of "Drama", "Reese Witherspoon", "Emma stone", 

"Glenn Ficarra" gives a success rate of 70 which means 

that this combination of actors and director making a 

movie in the drama genre has a high probability of 

success. 

 

 

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Prediction in data mining focuses on identifying various 

data points solely mainly by describing related data value. 

It’s relation to future events is uncertain, and the variables 

chosen on the outcome we seek. Prediction models help 

derive a relationship between a data known and the 

outcome we want to predict. Data mining are in the form 

of Numeric Prediction. Generally regression analysis is 

used for prediction. Here in our project we are using 

predefined function get Movie Prediction where we use 

the IMDb genre ratings as our parameter to predict the 

success score. Here, we give two actor names as input 

along with genre and director then it will predict the 

success percentage. The Gaussian Naïve Bayes algorithm 

gives us the total success and fail prediction by 

conclusively assessing individual performances and 

ratings of the Two actors and the directors in the genre 

selected and presenting the result in the form of a pie chart 

For eg: getMoviePrediction("Drama", "Reese 

witherspoon", "emma stone", "Glenn Ficarra"): 

Reese witherspoon: inside getsucessrate1  

GetGenreRate: 95 47 7 13 

Emma stone:inside getsucessrate1 

GetGenreRate: 69 14 3 8 

Glenn Ficarra:inside getsucessrate1 

getGenreRate 

{'Biography': [6.6, 6.6], 'Comedy': [6.6, 6.6, 6.4, 7.4, 6.6], 

'Drama': [6.6, 6.6, 7.4, 6.6], 'War': [6.6], 'Crime': [6.6, 

6.6], 'Romance': [6.6, 7.4, 6.6]} 

17 3 1 4 

Overall ratings of the actor-director combination in 

respective genres: 

0.2028985507246377 0.375 0.49473684210526314 

0.5384615384615384 0.17647058823529413 0.25 70 

 

 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The use of predictive models in various fields like stock 

marketing, movie business, sports is growing each year. 

The use of more sophisticated models provides the 

organizations with more accurate results. Similarly, in the 

field of movie business, the study of what variables shape 

the outcome of a movie’s success is expanding. In the 

coming years, the social media influence of the cast 

members, the audience base of the film franchise or the 

studios would be a contributing factor for success as well, 

further shaping the machine learning functionality for this 

field. The use of neural networks for movie success 

predictability is one step forward in this direction wherein 

artificial neural networks, a mechanical substitute for 

organic neural network aka the brain can make the models 

extremely robust. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

We were able to successfully predict the probabilistic 

value of success and failure for a given combination of 

director and actor. The performance of the actor helped 

understand the importance of genre ratings for a movie 

and its cast. The classification model used in our project 

is simple and subtle in its functioning. Different models 

like Logistic regression, Artificial neural networks can 

also be used which would give a more precise predicted 

outcome, but with precision these models also bring a 

more thorough and complex methodology for model 

building. We conclude that although our classification 

model is primitive compared to other machine learning 

models, it can still help an organization by giving them an 
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understanding of the viable possibilities of their movie 

project 
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Abstract- Our project's major goal is to provide a smart 

method to an emergency vehicle during a peak hour and to 

create a smooth flow for the ambulance to get to the hospital 

on time. If the patient is trapped in traffic and is not 

provided the right route because of the holdup, he or she 

may die. We are introducing a new mode dubbed 

"ambulance mode," which will regulate traffic within the 

ambulance's path. Because this plan is automated, it selects 

the optimum route, allowing you to get to the hospital on 

time. This is frequently not selected only for an ambulance. 

It is preferred for other emergency vehicles, such as a fire 

engine. We have chosen to create an application that would 

give a "Green Corridor " to the ambulance. The project is 

divided into three modules: User, Admin, and Driver. 

Because of the high traffic, the ambulance driver initially did 

not know the exact position of the accident site, and as a 

result, we were unable to save many people's lives. Because 

everything in today's technology runs on smartphones and 

applications, we developed a mobile application that allows 

for real-time tracking of ambulance services. Ambulance 

drivers will be able to register their availability and location 

via this app. Either the executive emergency helpline or 

client-side users will schedule an ambulance and the user 

login. Once the user's position is located on the Google map, 

the close ambulance will also be marked on the map, Once 

the patient is on board, the ambulance position is indicated 

and sent to the administrator; this location is then shared 

with the ambulance driver, and a list of hospitals is indicated 

on the map, allowing the administrator to select the nearest 

hospital to take the patient on time. The navigator 

geolocation approach is used to track the ambulance's 

whereabouts. This method will aid in the updating of the 

ambulance location in the database. Furthermore, the 

ambulance driver may manage the traffic signals along the 

impending ambulance route by switching from red to green 

signals. 

Index Terms - Ambulance, Application, Healthcare, 

Emergency, Navigation, Geolocation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Major issues such as traffic congestion and tidal flow 

control were identified. As India's population grows, so 

does traffic. As a result, efficient synchronization of 

traffic lights is required to ensure an uninterrupted flow of 

traffic during peak hours. Furthermore, there have been 

several traffic accidents within the city, making it even 

more important to prevent the loss of life because of the 

incidents. We are compelled to push ourselves in our fast-

paced environment, which leads to traffic congestion and 

accidents. In other nations, they effectively save human 

lives because whenever an ambulance arrives, they move 

aside to clear the path till the ambulance arrives. In other 

nations, modern technologies such as machine learning 

and artificial intelligence were also utilized. In INDIA, on 

the other hand, whenever an ambulance arrives, it is 

manually controlled at the traffic intersection by traffic 

police. Nowadays, all systems operate automatically. As 

a result, we presented an "Emergency Service Android 

Application" solution. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. INTELLIGENT TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM 

USING RFID AND CLOUD 

An android application, RFID (Radio Frequency 

Identification), and a cloud database are used in the 

intelligent control system employing RFID and Cloud. 

The usage of RFID is the most disadvantageous aspect 

of this project since the range of RFID sensors is highly 

restricted and cannot be recognized quickly. In our 

project, however, we are employing image processing, 

which does not require any range. 

B. ADVANCED TRAFFIC CLEARANCE SYSTEM 

FOR AMBULANCE CLEARANCE USING RF-

434 MODULE 

The suggested Model's major purpose is to keep the 

ambulance from becoming stopped in traffic. If the 

ambulance becomes stuck in traffic, the patient may die. 

Traffic congestion may be avoided by employing this 

approach. In this study, we provide an intelligent 

traffic management system that uses Wireless 

Communications technology to alleviate traffic 

congestion. The suggested system is made up of an 

Arduino module, an Android GSM phone, an LCD, a 

transmitter, and a receiver module. This initiative is more 

concerned with traffic congestion. Using hardware 

components also adds weight to the project, and the 

range issue persists. Too. 

C. AUTOMATIC AMBULANCE RESCUE SYSTEM 

USING SHORTEST PATHFINDING ALGORITHM 

Traffic congestion and tidal flow management have been 

identified as key issues in modern city settings, causing 

significant discomfort for ambulances. Furthermore, 

accidents in the city have been unending, and preventing 

the loss of life because of the accidents is even more 

difficult. To put this AARS concept into action 

(Automatic ambulance rescue system). The major 

purpose of this strategy is to enable a smooth flow for 

ambulances to access hospitals on time while minimizing 

the practical implementation. The aim behind this project 

is to create an ITS that would regulate the traffic lights in 

the ambulance's path mechanically. The ambulance is 

managed by the MCU, which provides the scantest path 

to the ambulance and regulates the traffic lights according 

to the ambulance position, allowing the ambulance to 

arrive at the hospital. The server also calculates the 

position of the accident site using the sensor systems of 

the car that was involved in the collision, and so the server 

walks through the ambulance to the exact place. This 

technique is automated, so it discovers the accident site, 

manages traffic signals, and assists in getting to the 

hospital on time. 
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D. SMART TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM USING 

IMAGE PROCESSING 

Image processing is used in the smart traffic control 

system for traffic congestion control. This initiative is 

likewise primarily concerned with traffic congestion. This 

initiative is simply intended to alleviate traffic congestion, 

not to provide a green lane for ambulances and other 

emergency vehicles such as fire engines. 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

There was no accurate booking of the ambulance in the 

current system, and the driver had trouble reaching the 

accident site in a fast time owing to heavy traffic, thus it 

would take a long time to reach the hospital. As a result, 

many individuals may lose their lives or become injured 

because of excessive traffic. This approach would not 

assist the ambulance in reaching the hospital promptly 

PROBLEM SOLUTION 

A smartphone application that users may use to order an 

ambulance. The user can email the accident location to the 

admin, and the admin will get the address of the GPS 

coordinates obtained from the user. This location will be 

communicated to the ambulance driver. The ambulance 

driver will then arrive on the scene. The ambulance driver 

will then send a notice to the admin, who will then 

transmit the location of the nearest hospital to the driver. 

By turning the red to green light, the driver can clear the 

signal for the approaching ambulance route 

 

Figure 1. Flow Diagram 

The diagram depicts the application's flow. The user will 

provide an accident scene position to the admin, which 

will be saved in the database. The admin will then obtain 

a nearby driver location, which the admin will share with 

the driver. After arriving at the accident site, the driver 

will send a notice to the admin, after which the driver will 

be able to receive the hospital location. The upcoming 

ambulance route's signal can be controlled by the driver. 

SOFTWARE USED 

Android Studio is Google's official integrated 

development environment (IDE) for the Android 

operating system is Android Studio. It is built entirely 

for Android programming and is based on JetBrains' 

IntelliJ IDEA software. It may be downloaded for 

Windows, macOS, and Linux-based operating systems. It 

is intended to be a substitute for the Eclipse Android 

Development Tools (ADT) as the primary IDE for 

developing native Android applications. You may install 

a proprietary plugin called Android Development Tools 

(ADT) in the Eclipse IDE as your development 

environment for Android apps, which includes integrated 

support for Android projects and tools. The ADT plugin 

contains several sophisticated extensions that let you 

create, launch, and debug Android applications more 

quickly and easily. 

 

Figure 2. Android Development Tool 

ADT extends Eclipse's capabilities by allowing you to 

easily create new Android projects, build an application 

UI, add packages based on the Android Framework API, 

debug your apps using the Android SDK tools, and export 

signed (or unsigned) app files for distribution. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Algorithmic Design 

To ensure that the system performs well and meets the 

needs of the users, we combined the current scheduling 

method of First Come, First Serve with Dijkstra's 

algorithm. This pick, which includes the pseudocode, 

provides the application and the potentials of controlling 

infrequent reserving, as well as different crises where 

various ambulances are necessary; nevertheless, only a 

few are available. Aside from the First Come, First Serve 

method, the long tail of patients can be handled by the 

notion of LILO or FIFO queues, which indicates that the 

first to book is the first to be serviced. The location, route, 

distance, and cost of the patient are not considered in this 

technique. This strategy is simple, but the ramifications 

on length, diversification, and hold time have a greater 

impact on the progressed cost. Dijkstra's method, on the 

other hand, discovers the shortest path between the user-

selected source and destination; in the case of traffic, an 

alternate route with a new length is determined. Dijkstra's 

algorithm is a unified system that locates the patient and 

emergency vehicle among all available resources. For 

instance, if only one emergency vehicle is available on 

any given day and each patient's demand is addressed the 

same way for atomic understandings, it is critical to 

manage the situations adequately. Dijkstra's method is 

utilized by the Google Maps API to direct a directing GPS 

device to assist our journey to our destination by every 

conceivable route, mode of transportation, traffic, and 

time. 
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B. System Operation 

The suggested system would generate information based 

on the functionalities assigned to users. The system would 

have two application users, patients, and drivers, who 

would each access information through a flow. The 

program would allow the patient to access the Payments, 

Trip History, Service Filter, Emergency Booking, 

Settings, and About Us menus. The driver, on the other 

hand, accesses/generates information such as Availability 

Status, Alerts, Payments, and Analytics. The 

accompanying graphic Fig3 depicts these menus and their 

entire information flow. The system includes basic 

features such as an emergency, procedural booking, and 

blood inventory. The method for booking a ride, on the 

other hand, is consistent 

Step 1: Sign in 

Step 2: Choose your services. 

Step 3: Enter Your Location Data 

Step 4: Locate the vehicle on a map. 

Step 5: Calculate 

Step 6: Reserve a ride 

Step 7: Choose a payment option and complete the 

transaction. 

Step 8: Travel Receipt 

 

Figure 3. System Architecture 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Module 1-User 

The user will provide the administrator with the location 

of the accident, which will be communicated with the 

ambulance driver. The admin checks their driver 

availability by computing latitude and longitude values. 

When the driver arrives at the site, he will send a message 

to the admin, who will assign the hospital by calculating 

the latitude and longitude values where the driver must 

travel. 

Module 3- Driver 

The driver sends a message to the admin system, and after 

doing so, he receives the location of the hospital to which 

he must travel. The driver can modify the traffic light for 

the future ambulance route by switching from red to 

green. 

RESULT 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

In 2016, approximately 146,133 people perished in road 

accidents in India, according to the Times of India. 

Unfortunately, ambulance delays account for around 30% 

of all fatalities. With this project, any emergency vehicle 

will not have to deal with traffic congestion and will be 
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able to function more efficiently. There will be a reduction 

in the total number of deaths caused by delayed 

ambulances. We will give an Android application via 

which all hospital administrators and ambulance drivers 

will be able to operate without interruption. The key 

benefit of these is that all contacts between the 

administrator and the driver would be recorded and 

monitored by Indian government officials 

FUTURE WORKS 

Our future work will be to improve the system by 

incorporating Internet of Things (IoT) and Image 

Processing technologies to scale it up and connect it with 

all traffic signals to all nearby hospitals specified If a 

service is not accessible in one, another hospital that 

provides that service will be proposed instantly, along 

with its distance, arrival time, and therefore the 

availability of paramedics, physicians, and so on to attend 

to the emergency. 
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Abstract-Captcha stands for “Completely Automated 

Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart”. 

A CAPTCHA is a program that protects websites against 

bots by generating and grading tests that humans can pass 

but current computer programs cannot. CAPTCHAs play 

an important role in keeping the internet spam-free and 

making everyone’s experience a little bit better. CAPTCHA 

being every website’s need turns out to be a bitter 

experience for users with visual disabilities. The current 

technology serves the issue by the use of the audio 

equivalent of visual CAPCTHAs. This paper discusses the 

problems with this system and proposes a new system that 

completely eliminates the usage of characters by 

substituting them with animal sounds and taking input 

using speech recognition.  

Keywords—CAPTCHA, website, robots, spam, speech 

recognition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Captcha stands for “Completely Automated Public 

Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart”. 

Captcha was developed by: Luis von Ahn, Manuel 

Blum, Nicholas J. Hopper and John Langford, engineers 

at Carnegie Mellon University, in 2003. It is a program 

that protects websites against bots by generating and 

grading tests that humans can pass but computer 

programs cannot. It’s an efficient security measure is 

protecting websites from harmful viruses and anything 

that may jeopardize their site and information. Because 

CAPTCHAs can distinguish between humans and 

computers with high probability, they are used for many 

different security applications: they prevent bots from 

voting continuously in online polls, automatically 

registering for millions of spam email accounts, 

automatically purchasing tickets to buy out an event, etc. 

Once a CAPTCHA is broken (i.e., computer programs 

can successfully pass the test), bots can impersonate 

humans and gain access to services that they should not. 

Therefore, it is important for CAPTCHAs to be secure. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

CAPTCHA is a system that is used to differentiate 

between humans and computers. Over the years, 

developers have come up with different kinds of 

CAPTCHAs including text-based, image-based, video 

based-based and puzzle-based CAPTCHAs. However, 

none of them has proven efficient for the visually 

impaired. The goal is to develop a technique. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The authors of Breaking Audio CAPTCHAs [1] have 

analyzed security of various audio Captcha using 

AdaBoost, SVM, and k-NN, to break the audio captcha, 

the authors have used 3 machine learning techniques 

which extract features from speech. The techniques 

used are mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), 

perceptual linear prediction (PLP), and relative spectral 

transform-PLP (RASTA-PLP) Research Gap: Even 

though the three different types of widely used Captcha, 

Digg, Google and reCaptcha, were developed with the 

purpose of defeating attacks by machine learning 

techniques there were a few flaws which the authors 

felt could be improved by selecting optimal segment 

sizes. The authors found Digg was the easiest Captcha 

to break down followed by Google and reCaptcha the 

strongest. 

The paper A Study of Audio CAPTCHA and its 

Limitations [2] is an aggregate study on the different 

types of CAPTCHA available. It mainly focuses on the 

study of various audio CAPTCHA yet grown and their 

limitations considering visually impaired this paper 

includes 5 different types of audio captcha approaches 

which are 

1. HIPPU 

2. SoundsRight 

3. Google’s audio reCaptcha 

4. Existing Audio Captcha Interface ich are: 

Open Domain Speech Transcription task, and their 

limitations. Research Gap: There is a huge scope for 

research in outlining new CAPTCHA procedures that are 

easy to use which require less server handling and offer 

enhanced security control against bots. 

Improving Audio CAPTCHAs [3] includes derive 

features from the CAPTCHA audio and use several 

machine learning techniques to perform ASR on 

segments of the CAPTCHA. Upon successfully breaking 

the current audio CAPTCHA, our objective now is to 

create a new audio CAPTCHA that achieves the 

following goals: (1) it cannot be broken by current ASR 

systems and (2) the human pass rate is at least 70%. To 

achieve the first goal, we plan to only use, Research 

Gap: The results of the experiments show that the 

proposed method can solve only 58% of the challenges. 

 

Jeffrey P. Bigham and Anna C. Cavender [4] have 

demonstrated in a large study of more than 150 

participants that existing audio CAPTCHAs are clearly 

more difficult and time-consuming to complete as com- 

pared to visual CAPTCHAs for both blind and sighted 

users. Existing audio CAPTCHAs are clearly more 

difficult and time-consuming to complete as compared to 

visual CAPTCHAs for both blind and sighted users. 

Solving audio CAPTCHAs is difficult, especially when 
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using a screen reader. Research Gap: Perceptual 

CAPTCHAs face many problems, including that (i) none 

are currently accessible to individuals who are both blind 

and deaf and (ii) auto- mated techniques are becoming 

increasingly effective in defeating them 

Michitomo Yamaguchi [5] and others have demonstrated 

the security issues in a quiz-based captcha used by a US 

public site "We the people". A new verbal-style system 

to replace the quiz-based CAPTCHA. They also have 

proposed a new verbal system to replace the quiz system 

in which they synthesize several sentences, which have 

different degrees of naturalness in terms of their 

contextual meaning. Research Gap: The proposed 

system was not checked for performance by testing it on 

visually impaired people in actual experiments. 

DeepikaRajpal and Abhigyan Tiwari [6] review the 

existing CAPTCHA techniques in the field of web 

security services and provide best level of security that 

cannot be cracked and able to replace the existing 

systems. CAPTCHA is tentatively very useful in the 

form of deformed text, mathematical, OTP (One Time 

Password), Audio, 3D, Graphical and Gaming 

CAPTCHA. Gaming CAPTCHA is one of the highly 

secured CAPTCHAs which is trending now. Research 

Gap: To replace the existing illogical gaming 

CAPTCHA, an intellectual CAPTCHA is required in the 

form of game with high level of interaction that can 

provide a better level of accuracy. 

IV. SUBSTITUTES FOR VISUAL CAPTCHAS 

A. Audio CAPTCHAs 

Many web services now offer audio CAPTCHAs because they 

believe them to be an accessible alternative to visual 

CAPTCHAs. The audio Captcha functionality allows visitors 

to request a pronunciation of the Captcha code. Whether users 

are blind, color-blind, near-sighted, or have trouble reading the 

Captcha code for any other reason – they can still solve the 

Captcha challenge by typing the spoken code.  

To remain effective at bot detection and neutralization, the 

Captcha code pronunciation must be resistant to common 

forms of automated analysis. For this purpose, Captcha sounds 

also contain audible background noises and use various sound 

effects to "mask" the voice pronouncing the Captcha code. 

Ideally, human visitors will have no trouble hearing and 

isolating the Captcha code, while bots won't be able to make 

heads or tails of the sound file contents. 

 

Figure 1. Existing Audio CAPTCHA 

B. Real-time CAPTCHAs 

 The next generation of Captcha, that prove-

you’re-not-a-bot staple of the contemporary internet, 

could revolve around not only whether users are able to 

respond to a given prompt, but in how they respond on a 

physiological level – in other words, a biometric Captcha 

that combines facial and speech recognition with a 

knowledge-based test. This technique usesa unique 

challenge that’s easy for humans — but difficult for 

attackers who may be using machine learning and image 

generation software to spoof legitimate users. 

The Real-Time Captcha requires users to look into their 

mobile phone’s built-in camera while answering a 

randomly-selected question that appears within a 

Captcha on the screens of the devices. The response 

must be given within a limited period of time that’s too 

short for artificial intelligence or machine learning 

programs to respond. The Captcha would supplement 

image- and audio-based authentication techniques that 

can be spoofed by attackers who may be able to find and 

modify images, video and audio of users — or steal them 

from mobile devices.  

The paper presents vCAPTCHA – a CAPTCHA that is 

an amalgamation of Audio as well as Real-time 

CAPTCHA. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Figure 2. 5W1H Model for Audio CAPTCHA 

A. Concept 

The proposed system overcomes the basic problems of 

audio CAPTCHAs by completely eliminating the use of 

alphabets and numbers in the audio playback. Instead, 

the sounds of animals and birds is included for the users 

to recognize the respective animal or bird. If they are 

successful in recognizing the being, they are made to 

give a speech input to the CAPTCHA system using their 

microphone. The system then converts the given speech 

to text and verifies it against the animal or bird name 

which was earlier played. This makes it faster and easier 

for the user to get through websites by passing the 

verification. 

Any audio CAPTCHA must possess some paramount 

features for well-ordered functioning. These include the 

ability to replay the CAPTCHA sound which helps the 

user to reattempt at listening in case the audio is not 

comprehended the first time. Another feature is with 
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regards to the compatibility of the CAPTCHA 

irrespective of the platform it is used on. The proposed 

system will be broadly compatible as the sound used will 

be of Waveform Audio File Format (WAV). One huge 

problem of developinglocalized CAPTCHA sounds 

depending on geographic factors is solved when animal 

sounds are used since the ones used in the said system 

are well-known across all parts of the world. 

 

Figure 3. Flowchart of proposed vCAPTCHA 

B. Implementation 

A database was created using the sounds of different 

cats, dogs, elephants, horses, chickens, sparrows, crows 

and lions. This data was stored using SQLite 3. A 

website consisting of a Sign Up and Log In page is made 

using Django to implement the system. When a 

CAPTCHA sound is to be generated, it requires noise to 

be added to it to render it incomprehensible for bots. A 

sound from the animal sound database is selected at 

random. Additive White Gausian Noise (AWGN) is 

added to this extracted sound using Signal-to-Noise 

Ratio (SNR). This process is performed using Python. 

Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is a basic noise 

model used in information theory to mimic the effect of 

many random processes that occur in nature. The 

modifiers denote specific characteristics: 

 Additive because it is added to any noise that 

might be intrinsic to the information system. 

 White refers to the idea that it has uniform 

power across the frequency band for the 

information system. It is an analogy to the color 

white which has uniform emissions at all 

frequencies in the visible spectrum. 

 Gaussian because it has a normal distribution in 

the time domain with an average time domain 

value of zero. 

If noise is significant enough in comparison to the 

desired signal i.e., S/N ratio is low, it disrupts the audio. 

The balance between the noise and raw animal sound is 

maintained such that the resulting CAPTCHA sound is 

recognized easily by humans but not by machines. This 

sound is then stored in the database and played for the 

user. Once, the screen-reader used by visually impaired 

users reads out the instruction, the user hits the play 

button to hear the sound. As soon as the sound is heard, 

the user’s microphone gets activated for a stipulated 

period of time giving the user a window to speak. The 

sound heard by the system is converted to text using 

Google’s speech recognition library available in Python. 

The text is then validated against the name associated 

with the file of generated CAPTCHA. If the sound heard 

matches the animal or bird sound that was played, the 

user is able to log in to the website. Else, the user is 

prompted that CAPTCHA was not verified. On replaying 

the CAPTCHA using the play button, a new raw animal 

or bird sound is fetched from the database the above 

process is repeated till the user gets it right. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

On testing the system with different test cases, it was 

found that although facing some challenges, the system 

is easy to understand and implement. The primary 

challenge encountered was that for vCAPTCHA to be 

able to recognize the input efficiently, the voice should 

be free from any background disturbances. If the user 

fails to ensure this, they will have to re-attempt the 

verification by listening and identifying a different sound 

each time. An advantage over the conventional audio 

CAPTCHA found was that the user didn’t have to spend 

any time or effort on typing out the input which usually 

can frustrate the user if they do not pass in a single 

attempt. 

 

Figure 4. GUI of vCAPTCHA 
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Figure 5. LogIn page after speech recognition 

 

Figure 6. Successful login attempt in CAPTCHA 

 

Figure 7. Unsuccessful login attempt in CAPTCHA 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

From the results and testing, it was concluded that 

vCAPTCHA is a good substitute for the current audio 

CAPTCHAs available across the internet. This is a 

relatively new concept which will take time to get 

adapted as it requires a good functioning speaker and 

microphone mandatorily. In case the end user has 

restricted microphone access, the required permissions 

will need be given for the CAPTCHA to work. Certain 

optimizations would make itready to be deployed as an 

Application Programming Interface (API) to be used by 

websites in their forms. vCAPTCHA can be improved 

by allowing the user to re-attempt the same CAPTCHA a 

finite number of times so that they may not be forced to 

deal with a new animal or bird sound each time. 

Moreover, the CAPTCHA can give an option to the user 

to type out the input if they find it easier to do so. The 

proposed system requires users to have knowledge of 

what an animal or bird is called in English which might 

limit the number of users across the world as many 

people browse websites in their regional language only. 

An enhancement in vCAPTCHA making it more 

localized will overcome this challenge. 
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Abstract: Our app named Sure Help is an app the ease the 

day to day life of the elderly spectrum of the society. The 

Technological challenges we faced while analyzing and 

designing the project is first to think of all the features which 

would help in the routine of an elderly and to see if any such 

apps exists in the market. And If any such app or paper do 

exist what are their gaps and how can we overcome it. 

Second difficulty was to think about how to make the app 

easy to use for an elderly, whether it be multilingual, 

choosing the colors which are easy to see for them, choosing 

correct font, to think of adding speech to text feature, audio 

search feature etc. The major aim of this app is to make it as 

elderly friendly as possible and that’s why our main 

technical parameter is to keep a check on its GUI and 

Interface that how easy it is to use, and how readily the 

features can be used by them. The results we have achieved 

till now is to study the resources needed to plan the idea, 

Read several papers and stated some down in an organized 

tabular format and identified their gaps in respect to which 

we are planning to cover in upcoming phases, and developed 

a simple GUI to get and deliver the basic idea of how the 

flow of our app would be. We during this phase improved 

around 15- 20% with respect to meet our final app and 

proposed solution. As we have done the analysis, Literature 

survey and planned our further flow of the project which 

gave us a clear idea on how to go through with the rest of the 

project. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We might have faced experiences of our grandparents 

asking for our assistance in running a particular 

application or a highlight on the mobile phone and we tell 

them once or twice but they fail to figure it out and we 

become annoyed. It gets challenging for older individuals 

to follow such applications instantly or in one go as there 

are many mental and natural changes that they go through 

as they age. Their ability to get a handle on it isn't on par 

with the youthful age. 

Sure Help is basically an application that is designed for 

aged people who belong to the age group above 60. This 

application intends to help elderly individuals. Old people 

have trouble keeping up with latest technologies. 

Currently, there are not many apps in market for senior 

citizens. It allows the user to access all important 

government facilities and eases day to day activities. 

Our main focus is to create an application which has all 

features unified in one. 

This app makes the day to day activities of the elder 

generation easier. It is done by helping them with 

everyday activities like reminding medications, providing 

all information whether, legal or financial which is easily 

accessible. Letting their dear ones know about their 

condition and location. Hence making sure that they have 

a smooth day where they can be self- reliant and live with 

confidence. 

II. IMPORTANCE OF THE PROJECT 

Adopting such senior-friendly applications is a blessing 

for individuals suffering from fitness problems like sight 

impairment or memory deterioration. Let’s review some 

of the perks of advancing senior-friendly apps. 

1. Such applications will serve in staying in touch 

with their family. 

2. Handy and connection to governmental 

assistance. 

3. It provides them a sense of living independently. 

4. It additionally improves self- confidence and 

gives them a feeling of accomplishment by acquiring new 

cognitive abilities. 

III. PERSPECTIVE OF STAKEHOLDERS AND 

CUSTOMERS 

The population is growing older, and according to UNO 

estimations, the number of individuals above 60 will touch 

more than 2 billion people by 2050. For advanced Western 

countries, this drift is particularly applicable. 

Elders of the new world require technological solutions in 

various fields, from health supervising to retirement 

provision planning. More exceeding are sincerely engaged 

in designing apps particularly for those over 60 years old, 

and shareholders display considerable enthusiasm in such 

ventures. In advanced countries like the US, senior 

residents are progressively maturing a significant part of 

the audience for the industry. They are financially stable, 

have plenty of unoccupied time, and have already moved 

the responsibility of being parents. 

As per a Pew Research Center, 74% of individuals 

matured 50 to 64, and 42% of individuals more than 65. 

An ever- increasing number of clients, remembering those 

for the 60+ class, use applications for all everyday issues. 

New companies that cover various spaces of senior 

residents' lives have been put in motion all over the world. 

The normal change of clients from moderately aged to old 

age involves the development of new necessities from 

applications. A wide scope of reasonable advanced cells 

and tablets invigorates the development of this high-likely 

market. 

Developers have lately intensified their concern in this 

crowd. Nevertheless, in almost every mobile application 
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division for the senior age, conflict is currently truly less. 

This is a huge, however underrated industry. 

IV. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

Our main objective of implementing this project is to 

make life of elder people easier. Most applications are 

constructed, identifying the age group of 15 to 34. 

Applications are executed as per convenience while elder 

people don't have that much knowledge about tech, these 

applications are quite complex for them to learn. Mobile 

app developers believe that the broader audience adopting 

smartphones is the younger group, and creating 

applications as per their requirements will produce them 

gains. 

Main features of our project include: 

• Government facilities notifications 

• Medicine Reminder 

• Handy technology manual which comprises of 

information regarding payment facilities, social media, 

etc. 

• Speech to text search 

• User-friendly UI 

• Yoga/ workout 

• Location Tracking - Notify dear ones about it 

• View nearby hospitals and chemists. 

V. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Our app named Sure Help aims to make the day to day 

lives of elderly individual easy by providing them the 

features necessary for them and with the interface which is 

easy for them to use. 

• According to the Pew Research Centre’s Mobile 

Fact Sheet, older adults who are 50 and above are frequent 

smartphone users. 

• Around 74 percent of the elderly aging 50 to 64 

own a smartphone, and these numbers continue to rise 

with the growing technology. 

• This shows that if the mobile app developers do 

not keep the elderly users in mind, they miss out on a 

significant population segment. 

We Came on this conclusion by reading several paper and 

also going through many apps on the android platform that 

there still aren’t many apps which targets this problem 

which is why it gives our app a unique stand. 

 

 

 

 

 

VI ANALYSIS 

Table 1: Product Backlog 

 

Product Backlog for Sure Help App 

Stor

y ID 

Story Story 

points 

1 

Priorit y 

1 As a app user, I 

want to Register 

and Login to the 

system. 

1 1 

2 As a app user, 

Once I logged in, 

I want to see all the 

features of the 

app. 

1 2 

3 As a app user, I 

want to set a pill 

remainder. 

2 3 

4 As a app user, I 

want to see all the 

government 

facilities. 

2 4 

5 As a user, I want 

to a tutorial on 

yoga/workout. 

3 5 

6 As a user, I want 

to learn the 

trending 

technology. 

5 6 

7 As an app user, I 

want to see all the 

nearby 

hospitals/chemists 

. 

8 7 

8 As an App user, I 

want to notify my 

dear ones about 

my location when 

required. 

8 8 
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9 As an App user, 

I want to give 

commands 

through voice. 

13 9 

 

VII. FLOWCHART 

The flowchart of the project is as given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Flowchart. 

VIII. PROJECT PLANNING 

Tools used: 

Figma – for making project prototype. 

1. Android Studio 

2. Build-in APIs 

3. Java/Kotlin 

4. XML 

5. SQLite Database/Firebase. 

IX. OUTPUTS 

We started with project idea generation by recognizing 

social issues. After finding out that there were not many 

apps for elder part of the society, we decided to implement 

one. Soon, we started reading various papers and 

researched about this particular topic. Then, we presented 

our topic to the assigned mentor and presented it. She gave 

her inputs in return and showed great interest in our topic. 

After this, we completed literature survey and thought 

about features which were unique and that were never 

implemented before. 

Furthermore, we designed a basic prototype of our app 

like homepage, login, signup, features, etc. through Figma 

tool. 

 

 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

The undertaking is expected for more established 

individuals, matured 65 and over, who approach 

innovation and use gadgets like PCs and touchscreens 

consistently. 

This project includes some of the basic and important 

features like pill Remainder, getting notifications for the 

government facilities provided them, yoga/workout 

needed for their age group, searching for nearby hospitals 

around them, text to speech, etc. 

The elderly are as of now a dismissed section of the 

populace. Such portable application for seniors is created 

which will assist them with utilizing the innovation 

helpfully. These senior- accommodating applications will 

assist them in managing the huge issues that they are 

confronting. These applications will 
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help their certainty and give them a feeling of fulfillment. 
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Abstract—Book being judged just by its cover is something 

which according to human psychology holds more weightage 

than it’s the rating which is been given by many. How does 

a model give a predicted rating when we consider the book 

image and its description. In this paper, we have proposed a 

model which uses 3 models combined Convolutional Neural 

Network, Multi-Layer Perceptron and TFiDF work together 

in order to give a predictive rating for a book. The combined 

model also test how much the saying “Don’t judge a book by 

its cover” holds true for the model which we made 

Index Terms—Recommender system deep learning, Natural 

Language Process- ing, Collaborative Filtering, Deep Neural 

Network, Artificial Intelligence, Computer Vision 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world recommendation system deep learning 

plays a big role in deciding people’s watching interest on 

Netflix or YouTube and so does its accuracy on giving the 

desired output but with the book recommendation system 

deep learning it is observed that people do not like reading 

a book just because the book cover does not please their 

eyes. 

Through the research paper, the recommendation of the 

book through various models is been studied and also how 

much of an impact does the quote “Don’t judge a book by 

its cover” makes when the book cover is also been 

considered while making a recommendation system deep 

learning. The goal of the book recommender is to predict 

the rating of a book that a person has never read. 

The book recommendation is given based upon analyzing 

certain features such as book description, genre, book 

cover. Depending upon the model which has been trained 

and the feature that has been used the book 

recommendation has been classified into 3 types: 

 

 

A. Matrix Factorization (Collaborative Filtering): 

The dataset used has many users giving ratings from 1 to 

5 for a book and using the ratings given by a user 

predictions for the books not read by the user is been 

made. A matrix is considered where the rows are 

considered as users and the columns are considered as the 

various books which are there in the dataset and then the 

ratings given by a user for a book are marked. The hidden 

features is been estimated and since the initial matrix is 

big it is been represented as two lower dimension 

matrices. 

B. TFiDF: 

In this recommendation methodology, the book  

 

description of all the books is been considered along with 

the genre that the book possesses. The frequency of the 

words are been calculated for all the books present. The 

book description is been broken down and the 

insignificant words are removed and the book description 

is been vectorized. 

To get recommendations of similar interest the concept of 

cosine similarity is been used. The cosine similarity also 

help in determining the various words having a similar 

meaning 

C. Neural Network: 

Deep Learning is learning from the hierarchical 

representation where the given image initially breaks 

down to low-level features and slowly is been studied 

more vigorously to mid- level and high-level features 

which eventually can be used as a trainable classifier. 

Deep learning in neural network can be said 

as a program where connections between layers of 

simulated neurons are strengthened through examples and 

experience. 

Neural Network is used to determine the predicted 

average rating of the book. The model used is 

Convolutional Neural Network which helps in finding 

various features and patterns one can obtain for a given 

book image. The image used in the CNN model has its 

height and width in various sizes. Convolutional Neural 

Network uses the convolutional layers which help in 

getting a lot of information about an image. The images 

are converted into model features which are mainly based 

on the value obtained for each pixel. 

Along with the CNN model, the Multilayer Perceptron is 

also used on the images of the book cover. The MLP is 

mainly used for images that are simple while the CNN 

model was implemented so that the complex picture of a 

book cover can be studied deeply with the help of the 

neural network. The MLP is mainly used when the given 

images of the book cover is been converted from their 

original state which is two- dimensional data to a single 

dimension vector. The model presented is the 

combination of Convolutional Neural Network and 

Multilayer Perceptron. The paper is being structured as 

Section II as Literature Survey, Section III as Proposed 

Architecture, Section IV as Result and Discussion with 

Section V Concluding the paper 

II. RELATED WORK 

When we see the recommendation system deep learning 

in research papers many of the system deep learnings 

mainly relies on the collaborative filter and content-based 

system deep learning through which one can predict a 

recommendation concerning its rating and interest. The 
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well- known Collaborative Filtering technique of Matrix 

Factoriza- tion was introduced by Y. Koren, R. Bell, C. 

Volinsky who had an RMSE score of nearly 0.8712 for 

movie recommen- dation rating prediction.[1][2]. Matrix 

Factorization surpasses in terms of accuracy, scalability 

and due to the latent features that exist so one can optimize 

the Matrix Factorization using the Alternating Least 

Square with Tikhonov regularization as done by Zhou et 

Al [3] during the Netflix challenge. 

TFiDF method mainly deals with knowing the importance 

of a word in a given document. Here estimation takes 

place on the importance of a word ‘w’ in a book ‘b’ the 

book snippet is taken into consideration to find the 

important word. Term frequency deals in counting the 

frequency of a word across a document (book snippet) 

while Inverse Document Frequency deals in assigning 

lower weights to the words that are frequent and vice-

versa [4] leading TFiDF to be a multiplication of Term 

Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency. Along with 

the TFiDF comes the Affinity Matrix where similarities 

between books are weighted to predict ratings using the 

users who have rated the books and have similar taste in 

the type and genre of books they read. Affinity Matrix is 

known to capture the relationship that is been possessed 

in the given dataset [5]. 

When prediction comes into the picture Neural Networks 

are said to have more superior results to Linear 

Regression or GDA [6]. The impact of the images in the 

model was considered just like E. H. Ahmed, M. N. 

Moustafa (2016) 

[7] they used a 3-layer Neural Network to predict the 

pricing of a house where the RMSE was reduced up to 

99% on the addition of images to the text-feature-only 

model that existed. It was observed that only images gave 

bad results. The Neural Network used the Multi-Layer 

Perceptron for numerical and categorical data and the 

Convolutional Neural Network for images only. 

III. PROPOSED system deep learning 

A. System Overview 

This paper looks into the hybrid making of the two models 

using their strong features. The hybrid model which we 

tried to make was the combination of Convolutional 

Neural Network and Multilayer Perceptron which already 

existed and integrate the TFiDF model to give out the 

average reading of the book and to determine how much 

will the accuracy and prediction be affected 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed system deep learning. 

Here initially to predict the average rating each model 

takes a certain feature from the dataset where all the 

book’s details are there. CNN model takes book image as 

a parameter, MLP(Multilayer Perceptron) takes all the 

categorical data like author, title and genre and continuous 

data like the year of publication of a book and number of 

pages with TFiDF the book description was been 

considered. The output of all three models is been 

combined into one and passed through the FC Linear 

Activation which leads to giving out the average predicted 

rating of a book. 

B. Text Based Model-TFiDF 

The book description along with the genre and author 

name combine to form a parameter called words. It 

undergoes the preprocessing process where removal of 

non-letters, converting them to lower case and removing 

of stop words occur. Since TFiDF is made by a matrix that 

has ‘b’(books) number of rows and ‘w’(words) number of 

words post pre-processing. The TFiDF is the combination 

of Term-Frequency (which is the number of times a word 

‘w’ is present in a snippet dividing by the total number of 

‘w’ ) and Inverse Document Frequency(higher the 

frequency of snippet lower the score)[8]. 

 

C. Image Based Model-Connvolutional Neural 

Network with MLP 

The image is being processed using the RGB concept 

making the CNN model of 32*32*3 dimension. That 

means to predict the average rating of the book how much 

of an impact will the color have is also been considered in 

a way. In the Multi-Layer Perceptron, the model made is 

of 8 and 4 hidden layers and one output neuron followed 

by liner activation. 

The model proposed is a hybrid model thus all the 

required models were initially run alone after which the 

output of each model was concatenated and was passed 

through two dense layers of relu and linear the proposed 

model will accept categorical/numerical data on the MLP 

images on the CNN input and words from TF-iDF 

outputting a single value followed by the train test of the 

model and giving the desired rating as the output. 

 

Fig. 2. Multi-Layered Perceptron Model. 

IV. RESULTS 

We were able to achieve encouraging results from the 

previ- ously developed model, the RMSE value attained 

was 0.888 which was impressive against 0.8712. The 

work done can be use for future reseach purpose too. We 

also considered the RMSE and nDCG [9] are used to 

evaluate and generate the ranking of the books which are 

recommended. We also used the Diversity Score to 

recommend the books which are less popular in the 

dataset. For nDCG (Normalized Discounted Cu- mulative 

Gain) and for Diversity score we used the following 
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formula as given below. 

 

 

On observing the graph, post 1500 books from the train 

set the graph observes a overlap between the models. The 

mixed model still gives the best performance overall 

amongst all models. 

TABLE I 

TEST VALUE OF MODEL 

 

TABLE II 

TRAIN VALUE OF MODELS 

 

 

Fig. 3. Model RMSE as a function of data size 

V. CONCLUSION 

Through the accuracy we were able to see” Don’t judge a 

book by its cover” coming true. We hope that our book 

recommender system deep learning will help the users to 

find the books that they will love. It would be much easier 

for users to find books. Our aim is to provide as much 

accurate rating as possible the current been at 87 percent 

accuracy. We completed the layout of the project and also 

the prototype and are using the current accurate algorithm 

to predict the rating. Our future scope is audio books and 

hybrid model of CNN and Matrix Factorization. 

The presented system deep learning is also potentially 

significant as we have made a model which takes the 

combination of TF-iDF and CNN and uses the strong 

feature of the individual model. The presented model can 

be used on any recommendation system deep learning and 

also in Sentiment Analysis soon. 
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Abstract—Technical Colleges provide opportunity for 

students to gain relevant skills to help solve various 

problems. One of the many important aspects of a college is 

their Training and Placement Cell. The goal of Training 

Placement Cell is to provide students with a platform for 

using their potential to gain valuable experience by working 

in industry, it also acts as the interface between various 

companies seeking talented young graduates and post 

graduates in various discipline. Online Training Placement 

Portal is designed to implement digitalization and reducing 

work of Training and Placement Cell to automate and 

digitalize all their activities. The proposed system will help 

to overcome the problems caused by human error and 

minimize the wastage of time by performing all the process 

manually. 

Index Terms—Training and Placement portal, attendance 

track- ing, marks management, placement activities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Every college has a dedicated training and placement cell 

to conduct training and placement activities for students. 

This cell continuously strives to help students in pursuing 

their career goals by acquiring employment-seeking skills 

and ultimately to attain desired employment. This is ac- 

complished through building a strong partnership 

amongst students, alumni, faculty-members and 

industries. Some of the tasks undertaken by the cell 

include sending various notices, managing student data, 

enabling students to various placement opportunities, etc. 

This process requires lots of manual work and a need of 

various personnel. The proposed portal will help the 

student and faculty in concern to work in tandem and 

facilitate their interactions. All the process and task can 

be conducted digitally thus reducing the manual work and 

increasing the overall efficiency. 

II. TRAINING AND PLACEMENT CELL 

The Placement Cell plays a crucial role in locating job 

opportunities for Under Graduates and Post Graduates 

passing out from the college by keeping in touch with 

reputed firms and industrial establishments. The 

Placement Cell operates round the year to facilitate 

contacts between companies and graduates. The number 

of students placed through the campus interviews is 

continuously rising. On invitation, many reputed 

industries visit the institute to conduct interviews. Going 

by the current trends the number of students opting for 

placements after graduation is increasing exponentially 

every year. This provides an additional responsibility on 

the cell to provide placement opportunities to merit 

students. Training- The Training Placement Cell also 

organizes career guidance programs for all the students 

starting from first year. The cell arranges different 

training programs such as Mock Interviews, Group 

Discussions, Communication Skills Workshop, 

Employability Skill Development (ESD) program. 

Additionally, they track student attendance, average grade 

pointers, portfolio to help with the placement process. 

Placement- Placement Activities starts at the end of 6th 

semester and moves right on until the final semester. As 

per the rule mentioned by AICTE, it is mandatory for all 

students to have up to 400hours of internship as part of 

their academic curriculum. The Training and Placement 

Cell are responsible for coordinating and availing 

placement and internship opportunities to students based 

on their merits calculated on various parameters. TPO 

works around the year maintaining and working with 

various MNCs and companies to make them available for 

placement opportunities. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Training and Placement coordinates with all the 

department in college to ensure smooth and linear sharing 

of information. Every department has a faculty 

coordinator to oversee their department. Similarly, 

student coordinators are elected to make the information 

available to the students. Backend database is maintained 

and monitored by corresponding faculties for access and 

availability of information. 

Training and Placement Officer (TPO) is in control of all 

the activities and different offerings by the Training and 

Placement Cell. Any information about the upcoming 

Training and placement activities is forwarded to the 

Faculty coordinator of each department. Students 

coordinators are briefed about these activities and they 

subsequently inform their classmates. This system 

requires a lot of manual channels and can prove to be 

redundant in case of absence of any particular individual. 

Also, in this way TPO officer is not directly interacting 

with concerned students, it can lead to a potential 

communication barrier. 

The student attendance for the various organized activities 

is taken manually for each and every session. This can be 

very tedious to be maintained over a period of 4 year for 

many students. This also creates a need for lot of papers 

which can sometime be hard to manage. Similarly, there 

is no provision to maintain student portfolio digitally thus 

if need be cannot be immediately summoned. Track 

records of different activities such as quizzes, mock 

interviews etc. are also maintained manually without the 

presence of a digital database. Paper- based database 

consumes a lot of space and are not convenient to access. 

Thus, there exists a need for a digital portal to aide and 

maintain the training and placement cell. 
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IV. RELATED WORK 

Modular structure is implemented which allows to replace 

or add modules with convenience. The proposed system 

is a web- based application and maintains a centralized 

repository of all the necessary information. The system 

allows students to access details of recruitment. Recruiters 

can access the student details. It is easy for one to access 

desired information through the well-defined interfaces. 

Training and Placement Web Portal, Mr. Hitesh K. 

Kasture, Mr. Sumit S. Saraiyya, Prof. Preeti V. Bhagat, 

Mr. Abhishek S. Malviya [1]. The accessibility and 

functioning of the portal are highly based due to the 

provided notification system to students regarding events 

of training and placement department. Another important 

aspect of this project is alumni connect which will be 

really beneficial to students. Advanced Training and 

Placement Web Portal, Swati Choudhary, Monica 

Langde, Shital Salunke, Swarupta Sutar, Kirti 

Mhamunkar[2]. An application for college to manage the 

student information concerning placement as it helps 

company coming for campus recruitment to see student 

details helping reduce the tasks of training and placement 

staff. Training and Placement Portal, Dr. Ram Joshi, 

Mrinal Chaudhari, Pratiksha Gaikwad, Savani Kadam, 

Sheetal Kanthale.[3]. 

Students can access previous information about 

placement Companies can register themselves on the 

portal and view stu- dent information. Notifications are 

sent to students. Web Based Placement Management 

System, Anjali.V, Jeyalakshmi.PR, Anbubala.R, Sri 

Mathura devi., Ranjini.V.[4]. A project that is developed 

to reduce the workload and allow easy conduction of 

placement activities for not only the students and the 

facul- ties of the college but also the companies visiting 

the college for placement. Training and placement Guru, 

Neha Choudhary, Sahil Nagrare, Shrikant Kale, Akshay 

Sontakke, Prof. Piyoosh Awthare.[5]. Manage Company 

Profiles, Manage Job Postings, 

Authenticate and activate the student profiles, view 

notifica- tions to students, create list of students as per 

company HR Manager Job Request, gives the list of 

shortlisted students with resume to company HR 

Manager. Review on An Interactive Training and 

Placement System, Nilesh Bhad, Pooja Kamble, Sunita 

Saini, Prof. Yogesh Thorat.[6]. 

A system designed for students, faculties, placement 

officers and companies coming to college. Ease of access 

for every person using the system. Supporting paper free 

and manual- less work and Analysis of overall placement 

process. Study of Implementation of Online System, K. 

G. Patel, C. K. Patil, Assistant Professor Mechanical 

Department BVCOE RI, Nashik, Principal BVCOE RI, 

Nashik, (India).[7]. This paper is focused on reducing 

manual work. It has system for students to interact with 

college faculties to get information and resolve issues. 

Online College Portal, Samiksha M. Dongre, Akshada 

A. Prabhale [8]. The accessibility and functioning of the 

portal are highly based due to the provided notification 

system to students regarding events of tnp. Smart Training 

Placement System, Rahul Kumar, Supreet Raj, Akshit 

Jain. [9]. It mainly highlights on the maintenance of large 

database of students and placements records. Also, 

graphical user interface is used for designing, which 

provides convenient understanding about the structure of 

the system. Review on Training Placement Cell System, 

Godawari Chouhan, Monika Devi. [10] 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our project is basically divided into 4 modules – 

1. For Students: The students can login using their 

ERP id and can view their progress and their results. They 

can view the notices given out by the faculties and can get 

the updates about the activities conducted by the Training 

and Placement cell. Also, this portal will allow students to 

take quizzes and can view their score and accordingly 

plan their academics. They can view which all companies 

have arrived for the placement drive currently and what 

are their present status. 

2. For Faculties: Faculties can post the notices and 

circulars of the upcoming activities. They can monitor 

individual student records, academic performance, 

curricular and co-curricular activities, etc. Also, they can 

also help student to maintain and update their portfolio 

accordingly. 

3. For Admins: Since our aim is to automate and 

simplify the process of Training and Placement Cell, the 

admins don’t have to enter the data records of the students 

manually, the data entry will be done automatically and 

the admin just need to monitor and cross check the data 

for consistency thus reducing their work. This will help to 

also increase the overall efficiency of the student data. 

4. For Organizations/Companies: The companies 

and organi- zations arriving in the campus can give out 

notices and post the status of their organization about the 

hiring process so that it will be easy for the students as 

well as the faculties to get the updates. They can also 

update about their drive so that student are on par with 

their requirement. 

 

Fig. 1. Flow Diagram 
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VI. METHODOLOGY 

As part of research and development process, a google 

form pertaining different questions was circulated among 

different student’s group. After assessing the gathered 

responses, the collective feedback received was the need 

for an automated portal to facilitate the training and 

placement activities. Next step was to study existing 

process and comparing other similar implementations and 

to shortlist their drawbacks. As many as 10 different 

research papers were reviewed and their respective 

drawbacks were highlighted. This concluded our 

literature survey. 

Since, this a web-based portal, web development 

technologies such as MERN/ MEAN stack would be used 

to implement front-end or the user side. Backend will 

involve MySQL as it offers flexible and easy to maintain 

schema and other functionalities. Companies visiting for 

placement and other activities will be given rights to 

upload their relevant brochures and materials. 

VII- CONCLUSION 

Our aim is to simplify and automate the process of the 

Training and placement, so we hope that it not only 

benefits the students but also the faculties, the staff 

working as admins in the backend and the companies 

visiting the campus for placements. We hope that faculties 

will be able to provide proper training and indulge the 

students in cherishing Training and Placement activities 

so that they get placed in their dream companies. 
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Abstract-AI edge ASICs typically lower precision in order to 

save relevant memory size and power while enhancing 

throughput. However, in many circumstances, the cost of 

precision is sacrificed. High-complexity dataflow necessitates 

trillions of operations per second (TOPS) processing and 

dozens of gigabytes (GB) of memory bandwidth in cloud data 

enters. As a result, on-chip memory consumes the majority of 

chip space and power. 

Keywords:-Deep learning, Accelerator, chipsets, Low power 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1) Memory-constrained: newer DL models require more 

on-chip memory to analyze more data. 

(2) Inference is latency-bound: applications/services such 

as voice recognition and personal recommendation are 

latency- bound. 

(3) Energy efficiency: increasing power consumption in 

order to meet performance and memory demands. 

(4) The complexity of design and verification for 

computation, data transaction, power budget, and back-end 

processes is increasing. 

II. DISSIPATION OF SWITCHING POWER 

The power dissipated/lost during transition is known as 

switching power dissipation. This is the most common type 

of power dissipation in digital circuitry [1-2]. A PMOS and 

NMOS combination is seen in Figure 1. The VDD and the 

ground are also shown. We use a capacitor at the output (C 

load). 

Paverage = (1/T). (Cload). (V DD) 2 (1) 

Also, (1) can be written as: 

Paverage = (f). (Cload). (V DD) 2 (2) 

The switching frequency (1/T) [1] is represented by "f" in 

(2). However, the above calculation for switching power is 

true only when each clock cycle contains one and only one 

transition. However, this is not always the case. Only when 

each clock cycle has one and only one transition. However, 

this is not always the case. As a result, we examine a new 

component called node transition factor, which is the actual 

number of power- consuming transitions per clock cycle 

and is represented by alpha. As a result, the new expression 

is: 

Paverage = (αT). (fclk). (Cload). (V DD) (3) 

However, the 'C load' is insufficient. In actuality, most of 

the circuit nodes in complex CMOS logic gates undergo 

transitions during switching. In light of this, consider the 

following: 

Paverage= Σ [(αTi). (Ci). (Vi)]. (fclk). (V DD) (4) 

The capacitance, voltage, and transition factor of each node 

are taken into account in (4) to get the ultimate switching 

power dissipation. From i=1 to i=Number of nodes, the sum 

is calculated. 

III. POWER DISSIPATION IN SHORT CIRCUITS 

The growing popularity of the Internet of Things (IoT) is 

generating a surge in wireless connectivity demand. 

Wireless personal area networks (WPAN) are appealing 

among wireless solutions because of their low-power and 

low-cost qualities. Bluetooth (BT) comes in a variety of 

flavours and can be used for a variety of purposes. Due to a 

reduced sensitivity level and mesh network designs, IEEE 

802.15.4, often known as ZigBee, can also give extended 

range [3]. A universal WPAN solution supporting all 

flavours of BT and ZigBee is particularly versatile in a 

variety of connection ecosystems, as each flavour of BT 

and ZigBee fits distinct applications. 

The radio of a system on chip (SoC) that supports IEEE 

802.15.4 operation at 2.4 GHz as well as all Bluetooth 

modes is presented in this work. The design of VLSI chips 

is a crucial step in the advancement of hardware 

technology. The use of open source technology in VLSI 

design is generating a lot of buzz in the research community 

[4]. 

A log-in to authorize users could be included in such a 

model to make it more secure. It reduces the need for 

additional time to maintain and update the application on a 

regular basis. 

The IoT is gaining a significant number of sensors, and the 

processing of massive amounts of data from I/O devices 

and sensor networks is increasing energy usage. The 

mobility of IoT-based systems requires minimal energy 

consumption in order to be more efficient. Data offloading 

to external devices is performed by smart devices with 

increased communication effort, which contributes to the 

smart devices' overall power consumption. The
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 power-hungry characteristics of cloud computing 

communication infrastructure and compute resources 

makes it unsuitable for designing future computational 

systems [5-6]. 

To converse and transfer data, smart gadgets rely on 

network connectivity. The restricted spectrum of the 

telecommunication network makes it impossible to handle 

thousands or millions of devices communicating and 

exchanging data at the same time. The 5G network will be 

built to meet all of the needs, including exponentially 

increasing the number of devices, near-instantaneous 

connection speeds, and machine-to-machine 

communications. The Internet of Things will change 

agriculture, athletics, transportation, utilities, and other 

businesses that use smart devices and networked monitors 

(IoT). The monitors' real-time environmental feedback 

assists the gadgets in optimizing their functioning. 

Smart devices based on the Internet of Things generate a 

large amount of data, which must be handled using data 

processing techniques and software. To attain better 

capability, precision, and affordability, IoT-based smart 

devices must be energy efficient. IoT-based systems should 

be used to store, analyze, and visualize this vast amount of 

data. The sensor data contains a wealth of important 

information and a wide range of potential values. By 2020, 

an estimated 50 billion smart devices will be connected to 

the internet. Embedded devices, such as smart phones and 

wireless sensor networks, employ web 

services, and the concept is not new [5, 6]. The smart 

gadgets are implemented using a microcontroller or 

microprocessor, although they have a tremendous 

processing capability [7,8]. When we employ FPGA in 

smart devices, we can have a more cost-effective battery 

backup [9]. Because sensor nodes have limited processing 

capabilities, they rely on microcontrollers. [10]. FPGAs 

provide optimized platforms that are meant to work with 

very little power and current energy usage. The IGLOO 

nano assessment boards can be used to measure the devices' 

power consumption. The FPGAs with sensor nodes 

provided great processing capabilities while consuming 

less energy. Recent FPGAs also offer strong cryptography 

capabilities as well as faster algorithms for routing, image 

processing, and data compression. 

An FPGA-based design technique can address these 

considerable implementation issues. Because it is 

impractical to connect IoT devices in some circumstances, 

the majority of IoT devices are wireless. Some IoT gadgets 

are constrained by space and lack a power cord, while 

others have restricted battery capacity. The task of 

supplying power to these gadgets is formidable. 

Three key prospective directions must be tackled to address 

this challenge. (Using the ultra-low power hardware 

platform, create a small form factor. This platform will 

connect devices that provide wireless communication, 

processing, sensing, and storage. Changing batteries 

frequently is a difficult procedure that is both costly and 

impractical. The necessity to address the wide range of 

power, design, and durability requirements is a top issue. 

IV. INTELLIGENT SENSORS 

To optimize integration and lower costs, several sensors 

incorporate VLSI technology with MEMS devices. This 

information allows us to obtain a better understanding of 

our immediate or remote surroundings, make faster and 

better decisions, and increase 

efficiency and production [11-13]. Sensor nodes that are 

connected to FPGAs consume more energy than sensor 

nodes that are attached to processor-based design and 

implementations. 

V. LOW-POWER HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 

FOR THE INTERNET OF THINGS 

Microcontrollers with extreme levels of energy efficiency 

have a lengthy operational lifetime. We must build 

computer subsystems in such a way that they consume very 

little power over long periods of inactivity and consume 

very little power during active computations. The 

operational time of a gadget can be divided into two 

categories: sleep mode and active mode. The majority of 

devices remain active for a brief period of time before going 

into "sleep mode" for a longer period of time. 

The microcontroller and CPU power consumption are 

displayed. The PIC24FJ128GC01, for example, consumes 

0.075 mA when in sleep mode and 1.5 mA when in active 

mode. When the devices are in sleep mode, the power 

consumption is low. The microcontroller core is suspended 

in "shallow sleep mode," as are the peripherals' functions 

and the clock sources. The microcontroller is not turned off 

in this shallow sleep mode. 

FPGA are the higher-performance platforms. Data is 

transmitted and received between two nodes to 

communicate. The communication module's job is to 

facilitate communication between nodes. The sensor nodes 

are derived by the batteries in many WSN applications. To 

have a longer network lifetime and ensure that the network 

performs well, energy efficiency is essential. Only the data 

movement process consumes the majority of the electricity 

(almost 90%). The sensor node can save a lot of energy if 

the data size can be reduced [14]. 

In many sophisticated computational scenarios, 

microcontrollers have low energy economy and execution 

time. Digital Signal 

Processors do not meet the high performance and low 

power consumption criteria of a sensor node (DSP). ASICs 

are more expensive and less flexible than DSPs, even 

though they can execute specialized calculations with 

equivalent software routines and are more energy efficient 

[15-17]. 

FPGAs can provide significant software speed and 

flexibility FPGAs are commonly utilized in WSN design 
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because of their great efficiency, which is due to their 

architecture's flexibility 

VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The System on Chip (SoC) and the intellectual property 

cores are connected via the NoC, which is an embedded 

switching network. Sending and receiving messages is 

handled by IP cores. With the help of switches, packets are 

temporarily held and transmitted, and routing protocols and 

arbitration procedures are implemented. The Network 

interface establishes a connection between IP and the 

network (NI). NI is in charge of message packetization and 

depacketization, as well as flow control, clock adaption, 

and network protocol implementation. 

Standard interface between any devices and the network is 

the responsibility of NI. IPs can be reused, and the NI offers 

this service. The following methods are used to carry out 

the module's communication process. 

To sense physical systems and react quickly, Internet-of-

Things (IoT) systems combine sensing, compute, storage, 

and communication. To construct networked architectures 

with complicated functionality, IoT systems mix IoT nodes 

with fog and cloud computing. VLSI design for IoT 

necessitates a shift in perspective: large chips aren't always 

the greatest fit for edge and fog devices. The properties of 

IoT systems that are relevant to VLSI design are described 

in this survey, 

which also identifies essential traits and problems at the 

circuit, architecture, and network levels. IoT systems 

require networking and security capabilities. 

 Edge devices that offer sensing and 

communication are known as nodes. These 

devices may also have the ability to compute 

and/or store data. Wireless or wired 

communication is possible. 

 Hubs link one or more nodes as well as upper tiers 

of the network's computing stack. A computing 

capability could be provided via a hub. A hub may 

offer a combination of short- term memory and 

long-term storage for network buffering and data 

analysis. 

 Fog refers to nodes in the network architecture that 

are above edge devices but below cloud systems. 

 The term "cloud" refers to systems that perform 

processing, storage, and communication from a 

remote location. 

The sequential approximation register (SAR) ADC is one 

of the most widely used ADC architectures with low power 

consumption. Knowledge compression can be achieved in 

the analogue half by employing adaptive sampling 

techniques. The DAC [8] is one of the most important 

building parts that ensures the device's precision and 

conversion speed while also using a considerable portion of 

the SAR -ADC's overall power. The data compression 

approach minimizes the amount of data transmitted while 

also conserving transmission power. 

VII. A PORTABLE VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTOR 

WITH LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 

The speech recognition and key-word detection 

applications to improve performance and lower the 

activation rate. The final feature is critical for portable 

applications since it allows for energy conservation and 

increased battery life. VADs have been realized through 

hardware methods to boost processing speed 

and reduce power consumption throughout the previous 

few decades. However, the hardware implementation 

frequently restricts the features that can be used, lowering 

recognition performance. 

CONCLUSION 

In this research, we offer a serial VAD for classification that 

uses a logistic regression technique. The design and 

functionality are geared toward minimizing the amount of 

space occupied and the amount of power consumed, 

ensuring good recognition performance. 
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Abstract— As we know, Red Blood Cells are the main part 

of blood that is responsible for the circulation of blood in the 

human body. Anemia is a well-known disease that is caused 

due to the deficiency of red blood cells. Due to anemia, red 

blood cells are unable to supply oxygen throughout the body. 

Sickle Cell Anemia is a type of anemia in which the shape of 

RBC is like a disc shape that stops the blood flow through 

RBC. This sickness can be lethal to the human body if not 

treated promptly. We are creating machine learning 

techniques such as Random Forest, SVM, and others to 

detect anemia in a patient in this study. We can detect 

anemia in a patient using machine learning methods. 

Following the literature review, we discovered that a CBC 

test dataset is required to detect anemia.  

As a result, we intend to create a classification-based ML 

model in which we provide the essential CBC test values for 

our model to predict whether a patient is anemic. With the 

help of machine learning techniques, we are automating the 

process for detecting anemia in this study work. We 

compared the statistical analysis of all algorithms we've 

utilized to predict anemia in this study report. 

Keywords—anemia, Sickle cell anemia, RBC, Random 

Forest, SVM. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been an exponential increase in the data 

generated through the health industry because of the 

remarkable advances in technology used. Using this data, 

we can extract all the useful information which can then 

be used for analysis, recommendation, prediction, and 

decision making. In medical science, disease prediction at 

the right time is important for prevention and effective 

treatment plan. Anemia is a disease that is caused by the 

deficiency of red blood cells which are unable to deliver 

oxygen throughout the body. Anemia is highly prevalent 

in India. The third National Family Health Study (NFHS-

3) conducted during 2005–6 found that amongst children 

aged 6 to 59 months, the prevalence of anemia is 69.5%; 

in rural India, the prevalence is 71.5%.  The prevalence of 

anemia is maximum among younger children between the 

age of 12-17 months and 18-23 months. The prevalence 

of anemia in rural areas appeared to have risen since the 

previous NFHS (in 1998–9). 

Hence, it is important to take some measures to prevent 

the spread of anemia as much as possible using the latest 

advancements happening in the Tech Industry. In our 

study, we found out using various classifier algorithms 

like Random  

Forest, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, etc., we can predict 

early-stage sickle cell anemia so that patients can take 

required medicine on time and prevent anemia. This 

project is important as, using the latest advancement in the 

field of machine learning, we can also make solutions in 

the field of medical science. This technology can be used 

in many areas like rural areas where health care systems 

are still not developed to the extent that of urban areas.  

Anemia is a disease, which needs timely treatment and 

early diagnosis, using machine learning we can achieve 

this. Machine Learning can help us overcome many 

different problems faced by our country in the field of 

medicine. Using this project, we will be able to detect 

whether a person or patient is suffering from pneumonia 

or not in a matter of seconds. 

 

Figure No: 1 – Anemia RBC Picture 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Anemia is a growing problem amongst young children 

living in rural India. However, there has not previously 

been a detailed study of the biological etiology of this 

anemia, exploring the relative contributions of iron, 

vitamin B12, folate and Vitamin A deficiency, 

inflammation, hookworm, and malaria.  

For Our Literature Review, We find out sickle anemia is 

a more dangerous anemia. So developing a system/model 

with the help of trending technology i.e. Machine learning 

can help individuals to take medicine on time. 

So we come up with this problem that there is a need of 

making automated system for the detection of anemia so 

that a lot of time can be saved as manual work of resource 

person is getting reduced. 

We are planning to develop a machine learning model 

using classification algorithms like Random Forest where 

input data can be taken from CBC test/ RBC smears 

images and identify whether the patient is anemic or not. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

We have referred 6-7 papers for our literature Review. 
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The title of the first paper is Machine Learning Based 

Diagnosis and Classification Of Sickle Cell Anemia In 

Human RBC, 2021, Bheem Sen, Adarsh Ganesh, 

Anupama Bhan, Subhra Dixit and Ayush Goyal , IEEE 

Xplore ICICV2021 

In this paper, author implemented sickle cell classifier 

with image pre-processing and otsu thresholding 

technique to decide threshold score for images. 

in this paper, total five machine learning algorithm is used 

like Random Forest, Decision Tree Classifier, Naive 

Bayes, Support vector Machine 

This paper’s methodology:  

                 i. Input Image 

                 ii. Pre-Processing 

                 iii. Segmentation 

                 iv. Morphological Operations 

                 v. Feature Extraction 

                 vi. Result 

The second paper is Prediction of anemia Disease Using 

Classification Methods, 2020, Bathula Pavan, Yendluri 

Hari Chandra, Sagar Yeruva, M. Shradhah, Suman Jain, 

Allam Ravi Kumar, Saroja Kondaveeti, EasyChair ISBN 

In this model, the model architecture includes three 

stages: 

            i. Dataset Preparation 

            ii. Analyzing dataset and splitting dataset 

            iii. Model selection 

In this paper total four classification algorithm is                        

implemented having Random Forest with highest 

accuracy 96%. In this paper, dataset contains only 1367 

patients from the local pathology. After pre-processing 

only required attributes is taken into consideration for 

training model (total 13 attributes) 

The third paper is Anemia types prediction based on data 

mining classification algorithms, 2016, Manal Badullah, 

Salma Al-Asmari, Research gate. 

In this paper, data mining techniques with the hhelp of 

WEKA tools used to predict different types of Anemia. 

In this paper, author identified total five types of anemia 

ex: ACD, IDA, ARD, THAL, APA 

Methodology Followed: 

          i. Collected patient cbc test data 

          ii. Attributes category and values are determined. 

          iii. Data stored in CSV format 

          iv. Apply classification algorithm using WEKA 

          v. Classify anemia type ad evaluate results. 

The fourth paper is Machine Learning Algorithms for 

anemia disease prediction, 2018, Manish Jaiswal, T. J. 

Siddiqui, Reserachgate IC3E 

In this paper, Authors collected CBC results data of 200 

patients and applied classification algorithm like Naïve 

Bayes, Decision Tree Algorithm, Random Forest 

Algorithm. 

Highest accuracy is achieved as 96% using naïve bayes 

classification In this paper, total 18 attributes of CBC test 

data taken into consideration for classifier training. 

Proposed Methodology: 

         i. Data Collection 

         ii. Pre-processing 

         ii. Classifier Training 

         iv. Anemia Disease Prediction 

          v. Performance Evaluation 

The fifth paper is Detecting Anemia from Retinal Fundus 

Images, 2019 Akinori Mitani, MD, PhD, Yun Liu, PhD, 

Abigail Huang, MD Greg S. Corrado, PhD Lily Peng, 

MD, PhD 

Dale R. Webster, PhD, Naama Hammel, MD 

Avinash V. Varadarajan, Google Ai healthcare, 

nature.com 

ResuIts of many blood tests including Hb are correlated 

with patients' metadata such as demographics. Some of 

these metadata, such as age and gender have previously 

been shown to be predictable using fundus images. Since 

the different components of CBC are measured on 

separate scales, we compared the model's performance 

across tests with the R2 coefficient of determination 

This study shows that a DL-based approach leveraging 

retinal fundus images and metadata can both detect 

anaemia and quantify Hb measurements, potentially 

enabling automated anemia screening using fundus 

images. 

The sixth paper is deep convolutional neural network for 

classification of red blood cells in sickle cell anemia, 

2017, Mengjia Xu, Dimitrios P. PapageorgiouSabia Z. 

Abidi,Ming Dao,Hong Zhao,George Em Karniadakis, 

University’ of California Irvine 

There are many hematological disorders in the human 

circulation involving significant alteration of the shape 

and size of red blood cells (RBCs), e.g. sickle cell disease 

(SCD),spherocytosis, diabetes, HIV, etc. These 

morphological alterations reflect subtle multiscale 

processes taking place at the protein level and affecting 

the cell shape, its size, and rigidity. 

This dual approach provides robust predictions and can be 

potentially used to assess the severity of SCD. The 

method is general and can be adapted to other 

hematological dis-orders as well as to screen diseased 

cells from healthy ones for different diseases. 

The seventh paper is use of Image Processing Techniques 

to Automatically Diagnose Sickle-Cell Anemia Present in 

Red Blood Cells Smear, 2019, Siddharth Sekhar 

Barpanda, 

BMC Bioinformatics creativecommons.org 

Has nicely explained what is sickle cell anemia and all the 

other information regarding it. Has explained all the steps 

and overview of image processing techniques. 

Methodology Followed: 

          I. Image collection of RBC 

          ii. Noise Isolation 
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          iii. Clustering Based Segmentation 

          iv. Feature extraction from the    images 

          v. Grouping of the images. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

We are going to follow the below methodologies to make 

system: 

1. Taking Input Data 

● Collection of dataset 

● Dataset should be in CSV format. 

● Attributes of the Dataset are - 

 

 

Figure No:2 - Attributes 

2.Pre-Processing and Cleaning Dataset 

●Describe the dataset to know about the dataset like 

columns of the dataset 

●Check for the null values if present in the dataset 

●Drop the null values if present 

●Clean the dataset like discard the attributes that are not 

required 

●As our Model is taking only integer data for prediction 

●Preprocess the dataset to convert the categorical data if 

present 

●Use the required libraries for preparing a dataset for 

prediction 

3.Feature Extraction/ Feature Selection 

●After preprocessing is done dataset is ready for feature 

extraction 

●We have to extract the required attributes for prediction 

●Apply the efficient feature extraction technique so that 

only the most correlated attributes with the prediction 

attributes are selected. 

●Feature Extraction avoids the Fitting of our model 

Here we extracted features that are required for model 

training. 

 

Figure No: 3 - Flowchart 

4. Apply Classification Algorithms 

Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, SVM, Decision Tree, 

Logistic Regression. 

1.Random Forest  

Random forest is a simple to use machine learning 

algorithm that delivers a good result much of the time, it 

also does not require us to use hyper parameter tuning. It 

is also one of the most commonly used algorithms due to 

its simplicity and versatility which can be used as both 

regression and classification algorithms. 

2.Naïve Bayes 

Naïve Bayes is one of the easy and most powerful 

classification algorithms, which is used for classification 

and regression problem. It is a supervised machine 

learning algorithm, which can make fast prediction. 

3.SVM Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised 

machine learning algorithm which is used for 

classification and regression issues. It is mainly used for 

classification problems.  

4.Logistic Regression Another technique borrowed from 

the world of statics by machine learning in logistic 

regression. Statisticians developed the logistic equation, 

also called the sigmoid function.  

5.Decision Tree 

Decision Trees is a type of Supervised Machine Learning 

where the data is continuously split according to a certain 

parameter. Like a tree where the node is divided into 
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leaves and so on. 

V.TECH STACK 

Technology and Tools that we are going to use in our 

project: 

1. We are using one of the most useful and powerful 

languages i.e. python. Python also has robust library 

support for Machine learning. 

2.Google Collab – This is a jumper notebook ide where 

we can easily run and also see the output of each cell 

simultaneously. We will use Google Colab as it already 

has many of the required libraries installed. 

3.Pandas - This is one of the most important libraries for 

data science applications. It is used for cleaning and 

perfecting our dataset before inserting it into the machine 

learning model. 

4.Scikit – It is a machine learning library containing many 

models like classification, regression, and clustering 

algorithms. It also has a metrics module that checks the 

accuracy of the models. 

5.Matplotlib – It is a library used for data analysis. It is a 

library used to create various types of graphs. 

6. Seaborn: It is a library used for creating many types of 

graph. 

VI RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

From out literature review, we can conclude that Random 

Forest performed the best out of all the other algorithms 

in predicting anemia in patients.  

In all the papers that we have reviewed, Random Forest 

has been the best algorithm, giving the highest accuracy 

among the rest of the algorithms followed by Naïve 

Bayes, SVM, Decision Tree and Logistic Regression. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

As we have successfully found a way to predict anemia in 

patients, our future scope is to implement a website or app 

where people can directly try to check whether they are 

suffering from anemia or not. 

Since this project is related to the health of people, our 

main aim in the future is to try and improve the accuracy 

of our machine learning model using which we can with 

utmost accuracy can predict accurately whether a person 

is suffering from anemia or not. 

We will try to implement this project in a nice frontend 

and upload it on the internet using which many people can 

directly from the comfort of their homes can check, this 

website can also be used by schools and colleges and in 

rural areas, which will help in easy and fast identification 

of this disease. 

In the future, we will also implement a system where we 

can check the stage of the diseases, like moderate, severe, 

etc. 

We will also implement a system where we would 

recommend to the patient a diet plan, which he/she can 

follow to help in the anemia disease and reduce the 

severity. 
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Abstract—Vehicle theft has become a common issue for all 

people as the number of vehicles rises fast. For the urban 

inhabitants, safety and security have always been a must. We 

will focus on security systems for vehicles in this study because 

vehicles are majorly stolen now-a-days. Two-wheelers are 

lighter and easier to steal than four-wheelers, and they have 

less security features. A stolen vehicle is typically difficult to 

locate due to its small weight and ease of concealment. 

Vehicles are taken immediately off the streets or from parking 

areas. The automobiles are put subterranean by the time the 

police are contacted, leaving absolutely no evidence. The 

automobiles are then disassembled or sold for scrap in 

adjacent states/districts, leaving the owner and authorities 

powerless to bring the thief to justice. As a result, developing 

a low-cost, simple-to-use security system to track vehicles has 

become a vital requirement. 

Keywords—Vehicle Theft, Safety, Security System, Cost- 

effective. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The majority of our everyday activities take place outside 

our homes. As a result, automobiles have an impact on all 

element of our lives, particularly how we go about our 

everyday lives. Vehicles like motorcycles and bicycles are 

one of the most cost-effective and environmentally friendly 

modes of transportation [1]. It saves time on the road by 

avoiding severe traffic, and riding on it is also great exercise 

for individuals who are health-conscious. As a 

consequence, it is extensively used and popular all over the 

world. Some cities have recently advocated the use of bike-

sharing systems in order to enhance urban mobility [2]. 

Vehicles have made significant contributions to the 

advancement of economic, social, political, and cultural 

spheres through improving their condition [3]. Vehicle theft 

has actually become a major issue in the neighborhood. 

Despite the fact that the police are believed to be doing all 

possible to deter these thieves, it still ranks high on the list 

of crimes perpetrated on the streets every day. In today's 

world, security is very vital. Vehicle safety is critical for all 

private and public vehicle owners. As a result, numerous 

security systems are administered, but most of those 

security 

 systems are expensive, complicated and most accurately fit 

to cars. 

Since the early nineteenth century, there have only been 

two systems for vehicle security: the key-based mechanical 

lock, which is easily broken, and the digital lock, which is 

less widespread owing to its expensive cost [4]. However, 

none of these traditional technologies are as successful as 

they may be in preventing a vehicle from being stolen. 

Because of advancements in embedded systems and IoT 

technologies, as well as their cheap cost, we can now 

continuously monitor everything around us. In this paper, 

we suggest an anti-theft security system to address the 

prevalent vehicle security challenges. The user may 

observe their vehicle, receive notifications if it is moved, 

and even track it on their mobile device if it is stolen. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

An online Responsive web application has been discussed 

for a security system of vehicles [5]. It is cost- effective and 

comes with strong security features that allow the owner to 

monitor his belongings from anywhere in the globe. The 

application's functions include the ability to find a live 

location, as well as the ability to grant or deny access, and 

then execute appropriate Start or Lock-actions. By using 

Smart Security System for Vehicle, they have attempted to 

meet the security aims of the people to some extent using 

new technology and innovative techniques. 

The goal of this study is to incorporate safety and security 

measures to prevent automobiles from being stolen. 

•Finding the position of one's automobile is simple. 

Certain modules utilized in this work are mentioned below 

as part of the anti-theft system being discussed. 

•With the help of a remote-operated device, it is simple to 

lock assets. 

•The system should be built to allow for convenient remote 

access. 

•The developed system should improve the safety of the 

cars. 

A system consisting of a device and an Android application 

has been proposed [6]. The gadget is tiny and may be 

hidden behind the bicycle seat so that the thieves are 

unaware of its presence. The Di Chokro app allows the user 

to look for a safe parking spot. As soon as the device is 

turned on, the Node MCU checks the vibration sensor and 

GPS module readings in real time. If the Node MCU 

receives any suspicious data from a sensor or module, it 

changes the value in the cloud storage immediately. The 

app allows the user to view this data and receive 

notifications on the state. When the user is alerted to any 

suspicious activity, the user can run to the location where 

the bicycle is placed and inspect it to see if it is safe. If the 

user is late in discovering what happened and the bicycle 

has already been stolen, the user can use the app to track the 

bike's whereabouts. 
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The DiChokro anti-theft system, developed by the authors 

utilizing a mobile application and low-cost sensors, has 

been offered for bicycle users. It is capable of locating and 

tracking bicycles for users and thus helps in preventing 

theft. It includes a tiny device that can send data to an app 

from the cloud and displays it to the user. The suggested 

gadget is inexpensive, small enough to fit in a bicycle, and 

the software is simple to use. Users will benefit from this 

security system since it will allow them to track their 

bicycles and prevent them from being stolen. 

A smart vehicle security system utilizing IoT has been 

suggested [7]. The major objective is to convert a classic 

vehicle security system (CVSS) into a smart vehicle 

security system (SVSS) that allows users to remotely access 

and operate vehicles using their smartphones. By merging 

fuzzy algorithms, cloud networking, wireless 

communication, the Global Positioning System (GPS), and 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) for the decision 

tree, the authors hope to construct a wireless smart vehicle 

security system that is extendable, low-cost, and adaptive. 

This smart system is designed to give vehicle information 

to the owner of the car, such as the alarm, time, and 

location, via a mobile application or a SMS. 

The proposed system's goal is to use the Internet of Things 

to replace existing security systems (IoT). The built-in 

smart security system may be installed in automobiles to 

track the vehicle's position using an app, "Find my 

Vehicle." In this, automobiles are linked to the internet and 

can be monitored from anywhere using an Android 

smartphone that can connect to the internet via wireless 

networks. 

Certain flaws in the current security mechanism have been 

discovered [8]. The accuracy and reactivity of GPS rely on 

a variety of parameters when the system is used in an area 

surrounded by towering structures. It displayed precise 

coordinates within 2-3 meters of the true coordinates in 

ideal conditions with many satellites visible. Position 

inaccuracies ranging from 15-50 meters to no position fix 

at different times, places, and situations. This research was 

able to integrate the system's hardware modules, resulting 

in interfaced hardware that matches the study's suggested 

hardware design. The engine immobilizer, often known as 

a kill switch, is simple to install and does not require any 

physical modifications to the motorbike. Because the 

hardware module is compact, it may be installed safely and 

easily under the vehicle's seat. The communication medium 

is determined by the coverage of cellular networks. The 

adoption of the Global System for Mobile Communications 

allowed the user and the motorbike to communicate (GSM). 

There are delays in the delivery and reception of text SMS 

in some cases. 

Based on the data and findings obtained, this research 

concludes that the Motorbike Theft Prevention and 

Retrieval Security System is a very advantageous and 

effective technique for preventing motorcycle theft. The 

engine immobilizer along with the alarm system, are 

extremely beneficial in preventing motorcycle theft. This 

study aids in the recovery of motorbikes that have been 

totally taken by using GPS technology to determine the 

vehicle's position. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Working of the Application: - 

A web app and a gadget make up the suggested system. Due 

to its modest size, the gadget may be readily connected to 

the vehicle in such a way that the thieves would not detect 

it. Users may add secure places such as their home address 

or other areas that they believe are safe and secure, get them 

verified by authorities, and rate them. If it finds a safe 

parking location in the area, it will recommend it to the user. 

The user may use the app to lock the automobile after 

parking it. When you click "the lock" (which is a switch on 

function), the hardware system will start working. The 

process of turning on the device is referred to as "locking." 

As soon as the device is turned on, the Node MCU (Wi-Fi 

Module) continually checks the results of the GPS module 

and the shake sensor. 

In case the NodeMCU receives any questionable data from 

the module or sensor, it changes the value in the cloud 

storage immediately and updates the database. The viewer 

may view this data or be alerted of their condition using the 

app, which constantly gathers data from the cloud and 

updates. When the user is alerted to any suspicious activity, 

he or she can run to the location where the vehicle is placed 

and inspect it to see if it is safe and secure. Even though the 

user is late in discovering what happened and the vehicle 

has already been robbed, the user may monitor it by using 

the web app to monitor the vehicle's position. This is 

possible because the GPS module sends the coordinates of 

the vehicle's position to the cloud on a regular basis, 

including latitude, longitudes, and height. 

 

Fig 3.1: System Diagram of the application 

This solution is being constructed in two phases. This 

encompasses both the creation of hardware and the 

implementation of software. 

Hardware:- 
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Three components make up the hardware section. A 

vibration sensor, a GPS sensor, and a CPU with a Wi-Fi 

module are included (NodeMCU). The vibration sensor 

monitors if the vehicle is being pushed, wobbled, or moved 

by someone, and this information is sent to one of 

NodeMCU's analogue pins. Another analogue pin on the 

NodeMCU reads the position coordinates from a GPS 

module. The NodeMCU interacts with the cloud, where all 

data read by the NodeMCU is transferred or changed there. 

The software reads or downloads data from the cloud and 

makes it accessible to users. 

a) Data Processing: For the application to handle sensor 

data, a processor is necessary. A processor we've chosen is 

NodeMCU because NodeMCU has an inherent Wi-Fi-

interface TCP: IP, we preferred it over Raspberry Pi or 

Arduino Uno. This eliminates the need for a second Wi-Fi 

module to relay data from other sensors and modules. 

Another reason is its compact size, which makes it portable 

and easy to conceal on a vehicle. In comparison to the 

Raspberry Pi, Node MCU is likewise less expensive and 

more powerful. 

b) Vibration Sensing: Depending on the availability factor, 

we   have offered 2 vibration sensors, 801S and SW-420. 

Because SW-420 and 801S have the same characteristics 

and are both accessible easily, we picked the SW-420 as the 

applications vibration sensor primarily on pricing. The SW-

420 is five times more expensive than the 801S (BDT. 550). 

c) Location Tracking: The application's GPS-based 

tracking system is a key feature. The website displays the 

user's current position of the vehicle. The application does 

this by using a GPS module to obtain position coordinates. 

This was accomplished with the help of an Ublox Neo 6M 

GPS module. Neo 6M essentially receives GPS coordinates 

and delivers them to the CPU (NodeMCU). 

Software: - 

User may log in using either their email or Facebook 

account. Users could check the position of vehicle after 

logging in. The user will be able to lock the gadget at any 

time. 

a) Locking: The application gadget may be locked by 

pressing the lock button. The gadget may be activated and 

the website to the cloud by locking it. Following that, the 

gadget will update to the cloud, as well as the website. 

b) Finding a vehicle: The position of the vehicle is 

displayed on the web app’s screen whenever the user signs 

in. If the vehicle is taken or stolen, the user will be displayed 

the vehicle's location data as well as an alert that the vehicle 

has been stolen. The GPS and CPU module are constantly 

calculating and checking the device's position. 

Cloud: - 

The end user may access the cloud via a website to acquire 

information about the messaging alert, lock status, life of a 

battery, and the position of the vehicle, among other things. 

The cloud is used as an intermediary to keep the user-device 

connection functioning smoothly. Cloud authenticates both 

the user and the device. The user must input the device's 

unique key to activate it. We also ensure that security 

notifications are delivered to the relevant person - the 

device's owner. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have presented an application in this research report 

since vehicle theft has grown dramatically over the years 

due to inadequate security measures. This application may 

be used as a deterrent against the theft of vehicle. Low-cost 

sensors and an application may be used to create this 

system. The suggested application will be able to track the 

position of vehicle and prevent them from being easily 

robbed. The vehicle is equipped with a little gadget that 

assists in data transmission to the cloud. A smartphone 

application can be used to read this information. This 

technology is also less expensive than other systems, and it 

may assist reduce vehicle theft while also maintaining 

security. 
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 Abstract—In this day and age Information Technology (IT) 

has succeeded in many fields and it is said to have 

extraordinary potential for horticultural improvement. As of 

late e-Agriculture characterizes worldwide local area practice. 

Farming is as yet the main biggest supporter of India’s GDP. 

Agribusiness additionally assumes a huge part in the 

development of the financial area in India. Presently a-days, 

cell phones are the most utilized electronic contraption across 

the world and android is the essential working framework and 

the majority of the applications are allowed to download. In 

this paper and through the task, an attempt will be made to 

change the conventional exchanging into electronic trade 

wherein the farmers have the undeniable assistance through 

application. The application will accept up the open door and 

alter the existences of farmers. The stage connects the farmers 

and the customers straightforwardly and furthermore assists 

farmers for better cultivating with territorial language 

support. 

Index Terms—portal, application, farmer, seed-quality, crop- 

health, prediction/alerts, package, policies, buy, sell, customer, 

products, weather. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The prologue to a typical portal for farmers will be down 

evolving. At this point farmers are not actually content with 

what they get for their harvests and items however after 

Kissan Bill entryways are open for farmers also. This task 

proposes a gateway which is one stop for farmers for every 

one of their necessities. The entryway will be an application 

so every one of the elements can be remembered for our 

task and it will be simple for farmers to get to everything 

on a similar stop. The fundamental highlights of the entry 

and application will go about as a advisory portal, Farm and 

Crop Health Monitoring System, there will be immediate 

updates about government strategies, precipitation/climate 

expectation, direct contact with clients, seed quality aide 

and forecast of harvest establishing in view of well-being 

of ranch. This multitude of elements will serve to improve 

farmers. 

II. BACKGROUND 

According to articles and entries which are not up to 

fulfillment of the farmers and were not of much advantage, 

additionally the disadvantage is that there is no such frame- 

work at all that will give every one of the highlights to 

farmers on a similar stage. There is consistently a language 

obstruction of the nation over and absence of information. 

A lot of applications developed for the same does not serve 

  

 

their own purpose and are also not compatible on many 

device versions and OS platform. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In this paper, android application is proposed which will 

have every one of the elements for farmers like weather 

forecast update, refreshes about government arrangements, 

products for farming, direct contact with clients and 

forecast of yield establishing in view of strength of 

homestead that will interface with ranchers and one more 

element of e-commerce. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

A. Formal Frameworks 

The current framework in India is definitely more in reverse 

than other created nations as in different nations there is a 

little computerization in the cultivating however in India 

there is no such entries or portable applications. The public 

authority site and application likewise don’t have these 

many highlights as much we are proposing. Additionally, 

when a few government sites were checked, there were a 

few pages that were absent in the site and some were not 

working by any stretch of the imagination. Thus, there is a 

requirement for some work in the field. The following is the 

current framework Flowchart. 

 

Fig. 1. Formal Framework flowchart 

As indicated by research done on past papers, articles, 

primary central issues and research gap were recognized as: 

• An online framework was proposed for farmers to 

enroll their-self and transfer item data, yet 

Application was too complicated to utilize and 

farmers weren’t taught on the best way to utilize 

those applications [1] 
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• Framework in another nations are in one language 

just which isn’t functional in India [2] 

• New ICT model was acquainted with supplant past 

man- ual horticulture framework yet there was no 

immediate contact of farmers and clients [3] 

• Muddled UI plans on site that are difficult to 

compre- hend.[4] 

• No equivalent stage offers all highlights. 

[1][2][3][5] 

The portals/websites examined in past is just either web or 

android however no common stage is there. To fill the gap, 

fundamental point will be centered around to make a 

platform that provides all services in a single application. 

B. Survey 

A review was directed to gather the assessment of 

individuals and farmers about the state of ranchers. How 

treat think the issue is looked by farmers and their ideas 

about advancement of farmers? 

The information was gathered from various states like 

Jammu and Kashmir, Haryana, Maharashtra, Karnataka, 

Kerala. A questionnaire was designed to collect 

Do you think Indian farmers are happy in India? What 

problems do you think farmers face? Suggestions you 

would like to give for betterment of farmers. 

 

Fig. 2. Opinion 

Poll was planned in Google Forms (Fig 2 and 3). For 

rudimentary insights Google Sheets was utilized. 

 

Fig. 3. Problems faced by farmers 

As per the review it was seen that the vast majority believe 

that farmers in India are unsettled and the reasons (Fig 4) 

they 

 

Fig. 4. Opinions on what should be included 

think for the most part are monetary and others are regular 

disasters, horticultural showcasing, absence of automation, 

Small and divided land-possessions, and so on. 

C. Proposed Work 

The application will be fabricated utilizing Adobe XD, 

Figma and Flutter and firebase for back-end association and 

data set will be firestore. 

In the framework side there will be two modules. For 

farmer’s side they can enroll themselves and fill harvests or 

items subtleties that they need to sell and exploit the 

entrance utilizing its elements additionally they can get the 

yields conveyed in their neighborhood. On the client’s side 

they will enroll themselves and purchase the results of 

farmers. 

 

Fig. 5. ER Diagram 

The above fig 5 shows the ER chart of the data set for the 

android application. The primary subtleties required for a 

wide range of module clients will be name, telephone 

number, date of birth, orientation, secret word and pin for 

regular client of android application. The email will be 
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discretionary for farmers. These subtleties will be utilized 

for enlistment as well as login on the entry. Any remaining 

subtleties will be put away just for a brief time and utilized 

for the outcomes required. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Results 

Figure 6 shows the work process of android application. 

Each module has their predefined highlights, moreover 

Farmer module has at highlights at one stop to meet the 

difficulties of past proposed frameworks and help them in 

their own language. 

It will be discretionary for farmers to give their installment 

subtleties as they will get associated straightforwardly 

with customers and can talk for installment choices.

 

Fig. 6. Flowchart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. user-login 

Fig.7 shows the user-login page for customer who have 

already registered. 

 

Fig. 8. user-registration 

Fig.8 shows login page who are new to application 

 

Fig. 9. products 

Fig.9 shows the home page for customers to surf for 

products to buy with name of product and price, at bottom 

there is option for search where they can search and find 

specific product. Along with that there is wish-list where 

they can add-edit the quantity and move it to cart and last is 

cart. 
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Fig. 10. specific product and specification 

Fig.10 shows the product with multiple photos at top right 

corner the quantity added and at bottom with description 

and change quantity 

 

Fig. 11. cart 

Fig. 11 shows the user-registration page for new 

customers. 

 

Fig. 12. customer address 

Fig.12 shows the address page where customer can add 

name, phone number and address. 

 

Fig. 13. Farmer module 

Fig.13 shows the farmer module in which that shows the 

features available in English and in Hindi 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed framework will assist farmers with 

associating with each house and get the great sum for their 

items which they ought to get. This framework guarantees 

the benefit of farmers as there is nobody among farmers and 

customers, likewise the possibilities of extortion will be 

less as no installment is going through the entry. It is 

essential to mechanize this interaction to support farmers of 

India. 

E-Agriculture has not been carried out in light of the fact 

that farmers in the nation have not been sharpened with 

regards to it and youthful farmers were in absence of data 

about the farming to such an extent that agribusiness may 

give them valuable data’s in regards to the manors that they 

have developed. The government ought to likewise lead 

workshops/seminars to make mindfulness for the farmers 

on the most proficient method to profit these advantages. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The fate of this undertaking can be formed as: 

• It very well may be changed over to a major stage 

for trading markets of harvests and their items. 

• The component of adding all local dialects support 

close to Hindi can be a major short. 

• Likewise assuming the farmers are instructed 

ahead of time they can create great quality items. 
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Abstract - The corporate industry has only two choices when 

it comes to developing applications like AI/ML models, 

automation solutions and digital platforms. Either industry 

can engage a team of developers to develop custom 

applications in traditional fashion or they can opt for ready-

to-use Low-Code platforms. With the ever-increasing demand 

for AI space, there is always interest and inclination for Low 

Code AI/ML platforms by industry leaders. Customer churn 

prediction is a popular use-case which needs predictive AI/ML 

models to be developed based on industry domain. Traditional 

AI/ML approach can be time consuming and require 

advanced knowledge to develop solutions. On the other hand, 

industries can get numerous benefits by utilizing low-code AI 

solutions. The benefits can be gained by huge cost cuts on 

development, quicker time-to-market for software, better 

data analytics, better user experience, etc. as compared to 

traditional AI/ML implementation approach. 

Index Terms – Low-Code technology, Auto ML, BigML 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Business Problem - Customer Churn Prediction 

 Customer churn is the representation of customers 

who have opted out from using services or products of a 

company/brand which they had been using in past. This 

Customer Churn rate can be calculated by dividing the 

count of customer left using a product in a time frame by 

the count of live/active consumers in that time frame. For 

e.g., if a company has total 10000 consumers and out of 

which 200 left in past month, then its monthly churn rate 

will be 2 %. 

 Predicting customer churn is a challenging but 

extremely important business problem especially in 

industries where the cost of customer acquisition (CAC) is 

high such as technology, telecom, finance, etc. The ability 

to predict that a particular customer is at a high risk of 

churning, while there is still time to do something about it, 

represents a huge additional potential revenue source for 

companies.[1] 

B. Technology Problem - Need for Low Code 

solution 

 Traditional AI/ML approach towards predictive 

modelling is time consuming and leads to significant 

amount of effort investment in research and solution design. 

As the world is undergoing rapid digitization, there is need 

to democratize access to IT innovation bringing in 

structured and faster approach to AI/ML development. 

Low-Code Technology frees up IT resources and 

development time, helping to mitigate developer shortages 

within organizations. Low-code platforms also helps 

organizations to resolve the problem of complex business 

integrations, by bringing in ready-to-use third party 

application connectors and databases resulting in easy 

synchronization. The AI/ML modelling paradigm has 

evolved from a core platform model to a more advanced 

productive ecosystem. The world has been seeing increased 

applicability and adoption for Low-Code technology across 

multiple domains. Low-code technology is seen as a viable 

option in numerous areas within the enterprise, covering 

Predictive User Experience design, Digital process 

automation, AI&ML etc. 

C.    Primary Objective to predict Customer Churn 

The main objective of the customer churn 

prediction is to design a model which can predict the ways 

to retain customers who are at the maximum risk of churn. 

This can be done by proactively engaging with such 

customers. For example: Companies can lock the customers 

by giving out of the box discounts, extension of existing 

services at a cheaper rate, giving bonus points and other 

lucrative rewards. 

II.  SOLUTION APPROACH (TRADITIONAL AI/ML) 

A. Traditional Machine Learning and Predictive 

Analysis 

 To predict customer churn value, “Cut-off date” is 

the most crucial parameter. Any information prior to cut-

off date should not be used as a factor in the predictive 

model because it can result into data leakage. The time 

frame between the cut-off date and current date is the 

“Event triggered”. 

 

Fig.1. Cut-off date and event prediction model 
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For customer churn prediction, the “performance window” 

is set between the target extracted data and the cut-off date 

data extracted. For example, you want to predict if there is 

probability of a particular set of customers to be churned 

out in a quarter, and so you will iterate through all the active 

customers as of your event cut-off date and determine 

whether those customers are still associated with the 

company’s brand or they have chosen another brand over 

existing company. Indicative scores with Boolean values 

(1-yes, 0-no) are generated to analyze the data. The quarter 

in this case is called Performance Window. 

B. Churn Model Workflow 

 

Fig.2. Customer churn prediction model 

• A model is trained on customer churn history 

based on the event triggered and features of the model (X-

axis) vs the Performance window and target data extracted 

(Y-axis). 

• Every month active customer base is passed onto 

Machine Learning Predictive Model which returns a “churn 

score” indicating the probability whether a customer will 

return or not. 

• This list is then sorted based on the churn score, 

customers with high probability of churning out are given 

additional discounts and efforts are made to retain them. 

• Consumers with low churn score are tagged as the 

the happy and satisfied customers in the database. 

III.  SOLUTION APPROACH (LOW-CODE 

TECHNOLOGY) 

A. Low-Code Technology Solutions: Auto: AI/ML 

It has always been challenging to implement and evaluate 

the outcome of AI models. The end-to-end implementation 

requires a lot of training data, investment, and keen interest 

with continued focus from all stakeholders, especially 

leadership. There is a vast variety of algorithms that can be 

used to address one single problem. 

Using Low-code AI platforms, we can collaborate among 

the different teams within the organization especially with 

business people, IT/Citizen developers and Analysts due to 

ease of implementation. The learning curve is short, 

because one can develop a model within no time provided 

required inputs are given in time. 

 Involving developers and analysts from different 

units would in reducing the pressure on the data scientists 

and they can contribute in complex project 

implementations. 

B. Low-Code Technology in trend: Gartner’s view 

As per Gartner's report, more than 60% of the 

implementation would be done using Low-Code 

technology by 2025. In fact, many IT organizations are 

emphasizing the LCNC FIRST culture. Since it has many 

advantages over the traditional approach in terms of go-to-

market time, investment in skilled resources, training. 

above all, one can follow the agile methodology. Most of 

the Low-code platforms offer pre-configured modules, 

forms, models, templates that can be reused with small 

modifications at the configuration level. The most 

important aspect for LCNC AI ML implementation is to 

identify and decide the use-case fitment. This is the most 

crucial deciding factor which will impact the expected 

outcome. 

 Analysts from research organizations like Gartner 

describe the democratization of AI in diverse flavors which 

is a result of rapid digitization and automation. Low-code 

technology is a domain wherein a site expert can leverage a 

simplistic approach for technology equipment without prior 

expertise. This is extraordinarily beneficial as a business 

user with techno-functional experience and domain 

knowledge can create valuable AI solutions at a faster speed 

as compared to that of any expert in that area. This can be 

achieved without the gaining deep knowledge of the curve 

of AI technology. This results in increase in the viability, 

velocity to marketplace and ROI of the business unit, 

additionally lets in businesses to leverage core AI/ML 

developer assets to work on more complicated issues like 

optimizing models.[3] 

 With different areas of growing artificial 

intelligence, Low-code AI-Augmented layout in which AI 

tools help to robotically create or decorate visual design, 

storyboards, flows and presentation layer code is the most 

popular low-code AI field. Low-code AI-Augmented 

development wherein machine learning and AI 

technologies are preferred can be used to decorate utility 

development to deliver software program quicker, more 

constantly, and with better approach. This is an interesting 

fact of low-code development where a co-pilot AI assistant 

may even help to complete code snippets.[4] 

C. Low-Code Implementation Strategy 

After identifying a use case for low code ML, one can 

collect data, develop, train, and improve a machine learning 

model within days. Speed is the key for LCNC 

implementations. Recommended use cases for no-code AI 

platforms are generally for developing predictive models 

for customer churn, dynamic pricing, data analysis. This 

can also be used for automation to an extent. 
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Here are some Low code machine learning platforms that 

users must be aware of. 

1| BigML 

BigML is an open-source low-code platform which offers 

commoditized platform which is used as a service for 

business analysts and system integration team. It can 

construct a machine learning or deep learning model with 

simply 3-4 clicks. The Big ML platform includes: 

• An easy-to handle interface, which facilitates 

customers to add a dataset, make a descriptive predictive 

model as well as compare the system with existing or 

previous version. 

• Command Line Interface, additionally called 

“bigMLer”, which allows greater flexibility than the web 

interface. 

• Rest API that is available to use as a wrapper in 

any programming language including Python, Ruby, and 

Java. 

2| Create ML 

Create ML is a no-code system learning platform offered 

by Apple to create and leverage custom machine learning 

data-sets on Mac. customers can train models to perform 

tasks like spotting images, extracting meaning from text, or 

locating relationships between numerical values. 

3| Data Robot 

Data Robot is a well-known low-code AI platform which 

provides hassle-free and easy deployment of accurate 

predictive models. DataRobot’s automatic machine 

learning and modelling approach natively enables the end 

user to automate all the steps such as prepare, construct, 

install, display, and enable powerful AI packages at scale 

within an organization. 

4| Fritz AI 

Fritz AI is low-code AI/ML platform for iOS, Android, and 

SnapML in Lens Studio. User can use the model 

improvement Studio to build custom solutions, or directly 

use pre-built templates and functions. Fritz AI for mobile 

and Fritz AI for SnapML are the two key merchandise of 

Fritz AI. 

5| Google Cloud AutoML 

Google Cloud AutoML is a no-code tool for designing 

custom AI/ML data models with minimum effort and 

inbuilt training information. The platform permits 

developers with confined machine learning knowledge to 

model and train the data as per business needs. Developers 

can build their own custom AI/ML model in minutes. End-

users can use AutoML to build on Google’s AI 

competencies to create your personal custom ML models, 

and then combine the models into your programs and web 

solutions. 

It additionally enables new developers (who have limited 

ML knowledge) to create custom models in a couple of 

minutes. Google AutoML has blanketed NLP, tables, 

translation, video intelligence as well. The code-builders 

can check and export the ML model through. pb,tflite, 

CoreML, or any other layout without constructing any 

neural networks. 

6| Google ML Kit 

Google ML kit is a mobile software package that brings 

Google’s system expertise to Android and iOS apps. With 

this package, you can implement the AI/ML capability in 

just a few strains of code, without the any hard 

programming knowledge. Its features are: 

• ML package works offline and may be used for 

processing pictures and textual content that want to 

visualize at the tool. 

• It takes benefit of the system Google’s AI/ML 

capability and aggregates the data models with superior 

processing pipelines and gives simple-to-use APIs to 

permit effective integration in the apps. 

7| MakeML 

MakeML is a no code platform for developing object 

detection and segmentation neural networks. The tool is 

constructed to make the ML technique simple and robust. It 

is designed in such a way that it can manage large datasets, 

system configurations, addition to AI/ML models. The core 

features of this tool are: 

• It has rapid training model hosted on the cloud 

GPU instances. 

• It has handy markup language for large growing 

Datasets 

• Minimum need for Python/R programming. 

8| Microsoft Azure Automated Machine Learning 

ML approach in Azure system is completely low-code and 

easy to train and track without extensive model designing. 

It democratizes the system knowledge of version 

development process and empowers users to follow a free-

flowing and system-guided approach towards data pipeline. 

Users can use Azure ML models in following conditions: 

• To enforce ML answers without vast    

programming knowledge 

• To store time and assets 

• To leverage robust practices in AI/ML technology 

• To provide agile trouble-fixing 

9| Obviously AI 

ObiouslyAI is a low-code ML platform that makes statistics 

technology handy by means of allowing anyone to instantly 

run correct predictions in addition to analytics on their 

statistics with the aid of asking questions in natural 
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language. Obviously AI facilitates in facts prediction within 

a couple of minutes without writing any code by 

developers. This no-code platform permits users as well as 

non-techies to run predictions on their ancient information 

just with some clicks. With ObiouslyAI, commercial 

enterprise leaders are expecting sales drift, powerful supply 

chain control as custom designed advertising and marketing 

campaigns with a fixed of real-time records and custom 

ML. 

10| Runway ML 

Runway ML is a no-code platform that ML techniques 

handy to students, and creative practitioners from a wide 

variety of disciplines. Runway ML also connects to a 

selection of innovative programming and layout 

environments and integrates with software applications as 

a plugin. Users can additionally design their own models to 

generate solutions and visualize the datasets. 

It has professional rotoscoping technique which processes 

videos and image datasets for all varieties of projects. It 

uses AutoML to discover the limitless creative capability of 

AI. RunwayML includes numerous features like out-of-the-

box display, generative media, model playground, trained 

models, hosted models specifically designed for animation 

domain. 

11| SuperAnnotate 

SuperAnnotate is a robust and complete platform to 

annotate, model the data pipelines. With the help of this 

tool, you'll be able to scale annotation and perform data 

visualization on all kind of datasets with sturdy statistics 

control structures in addition to outsourced offerings. 

12| Teachable Machine 

Teachable Machine is a low-code platform to design 

machine learning models for web application, databases, 

mobile apps. It is web-based tool which is specialized in 

image recognition, videos and sound datasets. 

13| Outsystems 

Outsystems is a modern-day low-code platform that uses 

visual, AI-powered gear and version-driven improvement 

to beautify the complete utility lifecycle. It assists users in 

building code-blocks correctly and concisely. The apps 

may be deployed with just a click and run functionality. Its 

major features include to develop cloud-based applications 

which are secure and scalable. Outsystems has some 

profitable functions which include complete-stack visual 

improvement together with drag-and-drop interface, logic 

builder, single-click deployment, in-app feedback, 

automatic and guided refactoring as well as exclusive 

design factories. 

13| Visual LANSA 

Visual LANSA is another hybrid low-code platform that 

combines low-code in addition to traditional coding inside 

its IDE. It allows rapid constructing, deployment, and 

operation of mobile apps to make the business run 

smoothly. It has a few exciting features for beginners to 

work together with flexible IDE, handy repository, and 

versatile integration to end up a complete-stack developer. 

The users can without any difficulty create the complete 

utility and design apps written in different languages. 

LANSA enables enterprise-wide innovation, productivity, 

and automation. 

14| Microsoft PowerApps 

Microsoft PowerApps is widely used platform for low-code 

ML developers that helps them in creating mobile apps on 

Android, Apple or windows. Microsoft PowerApps 

provides a drag-and-drop user interface to feature unique 

controls, media in addition to a well-defined, structured 

mobile app control options. It also permits the developers 

to investigate records, build solutions and create digital 

dealers such as connecting these with office 365, Dynamics 

365, Azure, and many applications. It enables to build 

complete business solutions with a simplistic and user-

friendly development approach. 

D. Low-Code Technology Adoption 

LCNC is being widely used across the industries: telecom, 

retail, manufacturing, banking, insurance, education, 

Health, etc due to various reasons. Mainly the faster time to 

market and ease of development are the 2 main key factors 

for acceptance. Most of the LCNC platforms are available 

on cloud platforms which makes them more suitable for 

anytime, anywhere access. 

 Using LCNC, business users/IT developers can 

make integration and customization simpler, enable rapid 

delivery of business applications, and speeds up innovation 

development. By deploying low-code solutions, one can 

build unique digital experiences and accelerate new 

products launch, quickly adapt to market needs and 

maintain competitiveness. Using the LCNC approach, one 

can rapidly deliver technology solutions with minimal 

investment in creation, setup, training, and deployment.  

 This helps in enabling non-technical teams to 

solve workflow gaps to drive outcomes. Complex data 

integration can be implemented with ease in an enterprise 

which helps in maintaining consistency across the 

departments and which further helps in achieving reduced 

cost. The main goal of adopting LCNC is to deliver better 

experiences through fully operational and integrated 

systems at a fast pace. In long run, it helps in minimizing 

customer churn. 

III.  COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

A. Low-Code (Auto AI/ML) vs Traditional AI/ML 

 In the current market scenario, advanced machine 

learning experts are costly resources and hard to find. 

Hence to transform any organization into AI driven 

organization from scratch, it takes a lot of time, energy, 

efforts, and monetary investment. As the demand for 
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solution deployment is always high, all these things act as 

hurdle in faster AI/ML enablement for any company using 

traditional AI/ML approach.  

 Additionally, when it comes to mid-cap 

organizations, they lack the technical talent which is 

required to design robust scalable AI solutions from 

scratch. As a result, companies are adopting the trend for 

Low-code and Auto AI/ML approach with comes up with 

pre-built algorithms and reusable components. 

 The efficiency and usefulness of Low-code 

AI/ML can be simply showcased by implementing quick 

PoCs for different units/departments. These PoCs can be 

further enhanced after getting more clarity on the 

requirement. 

 With low-code AI, even non-professional 

developers can create apps in no time, modifying and 

updating them on the go to deliver an exceptional customer 

experience. Low-code AI has brought a big difference in 

the approach of AI product development by offering 

simple, intuitive, and user-friendly solutions. Low-code AI 

development platforms offer ready-made building blocks 

for creating AI solutions, wherein users can develop apps 

in hours with the help of GUIs and configuration instead of 

hand-written code. 

 Most of the LCNC platforms provide reusable 

forms, views, models which helps in faster development 

and testing. LCNC platforms offer centralized app 

management, one can control the rights for development 

and access for new and existing applications. It is very easy 

to stay security compliant with different security protocols 

using LCAP (Low Code Application-development 

Platforms).  

These platforms have built-in security features which 

eliminate manual steps. One of the important features of 

LCAP is the embedded risk management framework, 

businesses can identify the risk incidents and plan 

mitigation in advance at a lower cost. Low-code solutions 

help to develop the minimal viable product (MVP) and 

allow for direct end-user testing. 

 Machine learning platforms with no-code or low-

code (horizontal) help enterprises scale data science across 

the enterprise. No-code machine learning opens up an 

incredible array of possibilities, for businesses of every 

size. We're witnessing one of the most transformative 

technologies democratize data. No-code machine learning 

empowers teams at any skill level to use their data in 

innovative ways. 

 To determine where to focus personalized 

marketing efforts, it is vital to determine the value of each 

customer and the likely future spending and margins. 

LCNC AI can help advertisers determine the likely profit of 

each individual customer as well as the likely future 

spending and margins. Low code machine learning 

platforms help users make informed decisions about their 

product and deliver one-to-one experiences.  

 When using traditional ML models training 

platforms, developers seek to find the algorithm that gives 

the best results for a particular problem. One can determine 

the most accurate model by using different models against 

a suitable dataset and by applying specific analysis 

parameters. The experimentation process of machine 

learning models is time and labor-intensive when done 

manually.  

 Low code/no-code platforms automate this 

process. Dataset is automatically run through different 

machine learning models until the best model comes up 

with the best results. These platforms do not require anyone 

to preprocess the data; they automatically clean it, classify 

the variables, and perform feature reduction on several 

different kinds of variables within a single model. As part 

of the preprocessing process, rows or columns with null 

values are removed, up-sampled and down-sampled the 

data, and columns are normalized to improve accuracy, 

such as where columns have varying ranges. Also, data 

form multiple sources can be retrieved at run-time 

simultaneously using low-code without writing a single 

piece of code. 

B. Traditional Machine Learning Development Steps 

 

Fig.3. Traditional machine learning development model 

The above development approach for designing AI/ML 

needs extensive model exploration and rigorous model 

refinement. The time required to develop complex and 

robust predictive algorithms is way higher than pre-built 

modelling algorithm. Additionally, there is a cascading 

effect leading to increase in time needed for testing, deploy, 

monitor the AI/ML models. For every new model 

generation, the developer will have to redesign the 

workflow and train the model accordingly, hence 

reusability quotient is low. 

C. Low-Code Auto AI/ML Development Steps 

 

Fig.4. Low-code Auto AI/ML development model 

In the above Low-Code Auto AI/ML development 

approach the developer just needs to train the data without 

writing any piece of code using pre-built and auto-trained 
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AI/ML models. This saves a lot of time in development, 

also the data can easily be provided as input with drag-and-

drop functionality. Data transformation and Data cleaning 

is auto-processed and is completed at faster pace.  

Low code Auto AI/ML platform has easy-to-use interface 

which simplified the data model training process. As a 

result, integrating data model with existing data-platforms 

such as CRMs (Customer relationship management) like 

Salesforce, HubSpot, ERP, SAP, SQL database becomes 

more reliable and convenient. Once the data is uploaded, 

the low-code platform classify and train the entire dataset 

on its own in an automated manner for the model training 

process without any user interference or manual input. The 

low-code platform automatically identifies data structures, 

data anomalies and then data is tagged correctly. 

Along with data tagging and transformation, low code 

platform suggests the automated model selection based on 

the available models. The user can try and test machine-

learning approaches on each suggested model and choose 

the model which works best for the current problem 

statement. The low-code platform has data modelling 

features like search and indexing mechanisms where the 

user should is not required to manually calculate the 

regression or k-nearest neighbor algorithms. The platform 

automatically delivers the optimum solution. Finally, when 

we can to deploy the training model it’s very easy and 

simplistic in case of low-code platforms. Additionally, it 

enables automated monitoring and measuring of data logs. 

It retrains model if there are any induced changes in the 

business environment and data-shifts are easily 

accommodated with updated training model. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

Considering the development approach for AI/ML using 

Low-Code technology vs traditional AI/ML, it can be 

concluded that Low-code tools are faster, less costly, and 

reliable. For predicting consumer churn prediction, various 

factors are taken into consideration like customer history 

logs, customer loyalty towards the brand, existing customer 

base of the brand. Predicting customer churn value using 

Low-code tools will be much simpler than traditional 

AI/ML because all the above factors can be defined in a pre-

built model using Auto AI/ML. Also, the reusability 

quotient of Auto AI/ML tools is a way greater than 

traditional AI/ML algorithms. As a result, overall quality of 

implementing AI/ML and end-user experience is a way 

richer in Low-code technology as compared to traditional 

AI/ML approach. 
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Abstract—Image enhancement is mostly necessary for satellite 

or medical pictures. In this paper, we will look at numerous 

methods for improving satellite images. We may detect minute 

features in a picture by employing Image Enhancement 

methods. They photos collected by they satellite are distorted 

as a result of atmospheric obstacles. To solve theyse issues, 

several digital image modification methods such as Edge 

Enhancement, Contrast Enhancement, Resolution 

Enhancement, and Brightness Preservation of a picture can be 

applied. They purpose of satellite image enhancement is to 

process a picture in such a way that they resultant image has 

more information than they original image and may be 

utilized for future study. 

Keywords—Satellite image, Image enhancement, Contrast 

Enhancement. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A digital image is a picture that is saved on a computer. It 

has been digitized, which means that it has been converted 

into a series of numbers that computers can interpret. 

Digital image processing offers various benefits over 

analogue picture processing [1]. Algorithms are used to 

work with digital images and do image processing pictures 

in order to extract usable information. To avoid difficulties 

like noise and signal distortion during processing, a variety 

of strategies may be utilized to enter data. 

Satellite photos are photographs of they earth's surface 

taken by artificial satellites. These collected photographs 

can be employed in a variety of industries such as 

agriculture, military intelligence, forestry, meteorology, 

geology, and so on. Noise, Dynamic Range, Sharpness, 

Distortion and Color Accuracy are some of they elements 

that influence they quality of satellite photos [2]. 

Electromagnetic radiation reflected from they earth is 

gatheyred using a variety of sensors. Sensors are classified 

into two types: active and passive. Passive sensors gatheyr 

they radiation released by they sun and reflected by they 

earth, whereas active sensors emit they energy themselves. 

Active sensors require significantly more energy to produce 

radiation than passive sensors. One disadvantage of they 

Passive sensor is that it cannot capture they earth's shadow. 

Active sensors, on they otheyr hand, can collect images at 

any time and season since theyy produce theyir own 

radiations. Satellite photos are obtained in this manner. 

Because they collected images are distorted as a result of 

atmospheric obstacles, several image enhancing techniques 

can be applied to alleviate this issue. 

 

Fig1. They Basics of Image Processing in Digital Images 

Image acquisition is they very first step in digital image 

processing. It is used to retrieve images from a hardware-

based external source for furtheyr processing. 

Preprocessing, such as scaling, is carried out in DIP [3]. 

Image enhancement is they second stage of digital image 

processing. This stage highlights they unknown elements of 

a picture, such as contrast and brightness. Before 

processing, it increases they image's quality and 

information.  

Image Restoration is they third step of DIP. They original 

photographs are recovered from they deteriorated images at 

this step, and they look is enhanced. 

They Color Image Processing step comes next. In this stage, 

we'll use they image's color to extract characteristics of 

interest. 

Wavelets and Multi-Resolution Processing make up they 

fifth stage. They image is broken into smaller areas for data 

compression at this stage. They building blocks for 

portraying pictures at varying resolutions are known as 

wavelets. It's a tool for compressing picture data. 

They following stage is image compression. They practice 

of lowering they size of a graphics file in bytes without 

compromising picture quality to an unacceptable degree is 

known as image compression. 

Morphological Processing is they following stage. It is they 

extraction of picture components important in they 

description and representation of shape. It entails 
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fundamental morphological actions such as dilation and 

erosion. 

They following stage is segmentation. Procedures for 

segmentation divide a picture into its basic elements of an 

object. Image segmentation is they process of dividing an 

image into pieces that share comparable features. Image 

Objects are they pieces of they image into which you splitit. 

They following level is Description and Representation. A 

segmentation stage's output, which is usually raw pixel 

data, is followed by a description and representation step. 

They following level is object recognition. Object 

recognition is a computer vision technology used to 

recognize items in photos. Deep learning and machine 

learning algorithms provide significant amounts of object 

recognition. 

They Knowledge Base stage comes next. Knowledge can 

be as simple as identifying areas of an image where they 

information of interest is known to be found, minimizing 

they amount of effort spent looking for such information. 

Image enhancement is they process of improving they 

quality and information content of raw data prior to 

processing. Contrast enhancement, density slicing, FCC, 

and spatial filtering are examples of commonly used 

techniques.  

For contrast enhancement, linear transformation is 

employed to broaden they original grey level range. Density 

slicing divides, converting a grey tone range into a density 

sequence interval, each designated with a distinct color or 

symbol to represent a particular aspect [4]. Natural linear 

characteristics such as faults, shear zones, and lineaments 

are enhanced by spatial filtering. Because additional 

scattering is strong in they blue wavelength, FCC is 

typically utilized in distant sensing instead of genuine 

colors. 

As they need for high-quality remote sensing pictures 

develops, contrast enhancement technologies are required 

for color reproduction and improved visual perception. 

They contrast in a satellite picture is one of they most 

essential quality criteria. If they contrast in an image is 

strongly concentrated in a narrow range, information may 

be lost in areas where they contrast is excessively and 

persistently concentrated. Contrast enhancement is often 

regarded as one of they most critical topics in image 

processing. Contrast is they contrast in visual qualities that 

distinguishes one thing from otheyr objects and they 

backdrop. They difference in color and brightness of one 

object with other things determines contrast in real-world 

visual perception. 

As a result of air obstructions, they satellite's images are 

warped. As a result, numerous approaches and algorithms 

are utilized to improve they image in order to overcome 

theyse obstacles. We will explore theyse strategies, as well 

as theyir benefits, in they literature review. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Image enhancement is a type of digital image processing 

that increases they contrast between items in a display. 

Enhancement is likewise concerned with resolving a 

problem [5]. It's a stage in they analysis process that affects 

they amount of data that can be retrieved. In  they  case of 

X-ray photographs, for example, they method used to 

improve satellite photos may not be acceptable. 

Al-Ameen and Zohair [6], have suggested an improved 

balance contrast enhancement approach employing a 

parabolic function (ABCETP) to increase brightness, 

contrast, and colour quality. They suggested ABCETP is 

tested with a large number of genuine contrast-distorted 

pictures, compared to several contrast enhancement 

methods, and they results are evaluated using two specific 

quality assessment measures. Empirical results from 

numerous comparisons and trials indicated ABCETP's 

favorability, since it produced photos of higher perceived 

quality and surpassed they comparing approaches in 

multiple ways. 

J.Charles, Rajesh kumar, D.Vinod Kumar, M.Kanagaraj 

and A.Muthukrishnan [7], have presented DWT and Gabor 

approach to eliminate current method difficulties such as 

DWT with SWT method failed to prevent distorted in they 

final pictures, they bicubic interpolation method is fairly 

sophisticated and cannot provide a clear image. DWT is 

divided into numerous sub-bands, whereas GWT is used to 

reduce information loss in they wavelet domain. They 

GWT has they benefit of being less complicated, removing 

noise, and sharpening they image. Using various satellite 

photos, they suggested PSNR, MSE approach is compared 

to current methods. 

D. Jude Hemanth, Anju Asokan, J. Anitha, Daniela E. 

Popescu [8], proposes an optimized contrast stretching 

method for picture enhancement utilizing a non-linear 

transformation. A Bat algorithm-based tuning is employed 

for they intelligent selection of control parameters in they 

transformation. In terms of metrics such as CPU time, Mean 

Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), 

Entropy, and Absolute Mean Brightness Error (AMBE), 

contrast enhancement using they bat algorithm outperforms 

conventional optimization methods (Central Processing 

Unit). They suggested technique compares they 

optimization algorithm's performance to that of existing 

metaheuristic algorithms such as Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). 

Mingwei Wang, Wei Liu, Zhiwei Ye, Zhengbing Hu and 

Zhengbing Hu [9], provides a picture enhancement strategy 

for low contrast photos that uses a tweaked measure and a 

combination of particle swarm optimization (CS-PSO) and 

cuckoo search. In this manner, contrast augmentation is 

achieved by global change of input intensities. They 

proposed method outperformed otheyr existing techniques 

like linear contrast stretching, histogram equalization and 

evolutionary computing-based picture enhancement 

methods like differential search algorithm, backtracking 
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search algorithm, particle swarm optimization and genetic 

algorithm in terms of processing image quality and time. 

Blesson Matheyws Luke, provides a unique contrast 

enhancement strategy for satellite pictures adaptive 

intensity adjustment and dominating brightness level 

analysis. Using they low-frequency brightness element, 

they proposed approach computes brightness-adaptive 

intensity transfers functions in they wavelet domain and 

transforms intensity values depending on they transfer 

function. 

 

 

Paper 

No. 

Author Title Methodology Advantage 

1 Blesson Et 

al. (2015) 

Satellite image 

optimization 

correction with 

measure of 

enhancement 

method 

Using dominant brightness 

analysis and adaptive intensity 

transformation, they authors 

suggest an unique contrast 

enhancement approach for remote 

sensing pictures. 

They suggested approach 

outperforms previous methods 

such as RMSHE, GC-CHE, and 

Demirels in terms of overall 

quality and visibility of local 

details. 

2 Zhiwei Ye 

Et al. 

(2015) 

An Adaptive Image 

Enhancement 

Technique by 

Combining Cuckoo 

Search and Particle 

Swarm 

Optimization 

Algorithm 

They authors have presented a CS-

PSO-based image enhancement 

approach for gray-level pictures, 

as well as an unique criteria for 

assessing picture quality. 

They presented approach can 

converge to they optimal solution 

rapidly and consistently, and they 

objective function is superior to 

that of otheyr methods 

3 Anju 

Asokan Et 

al. (2020) 

Bat Algorithm 

Based Non-linear 

Contrast Stretching 

for Satellite Image 

Enhancement 

They authors have presented a bat 

method to improve they contrast 

stretching transformation 

parameter settings. They primary 

goal of bat optimization is to 

automatically focus into they 

region of probable solutions. 

When compared to PSO and ACO 

optimizations, they suggested bat 

optimization works better. This is 

mostly due to Bat optimization's 

ability to automatically adapt 

within they range of viable 

solutions, which makes this 

strategy quicker and lowers CPU 

time. 

4 Lavanya 

Sharma Et 

al. (2021) 

An Improved 

Technique for 

Enhancement of 

Satellite Image 

An efficient and effective 

enhancement approach is applied 

in this research, which involves 

mapping of pixel intensities in 

they output enhanced solution. 

This approach implies a pixel area 

restriction in both they lower and 

higher ranges. Seven photos are 

used to conduct they exam. 

They big difference between they 

greatest and minimum intensity 

value in they histogram shows 

excellent contrast in they 

improved image. By comparing 

they histograms of they basic and 

improved photos, it is possible to 

determine that they suggested 

approach is effective at increasing 

image contrast. 

5 Hamid A. 

Jalab Et al. 

(2021) 

A new Medical 

Image 

Enhancement 

algorithm based on 

Fractional Calculus 

Authors have introduced a new 

fractional integral entropy (FITE)-

based model for improving a 

variety of medical pictures in this 

paper. FITE's efficiency was 

evaluated using two key picture 

essential requirements, and it was 

evaluated to current image 

enhancing approaches 

Under they general application of 

image enhancement, they 

proposed FITE methodology 

outperforms current approaches. 

As a result, they developed 

framework might be used in a 

variety of situations. 

6 Fawwaz Et 

al. (2018) 

They edge 

detection 

enhancement on 

They comparison results of 

Bilateral Filter and Gaussian on 

picture edge detection in this study 

Canny Detector has they least 

MSE value and they maximum 

PSNR after applying Bilateral 
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satellite image 

using bilateral filter 

shows that edge detection utilizing 

Bilateral Filter stores they image 

edge data properly. They least 

MSE value and highest PSNR 

value with Bilateral Filter also 

show improved edge identification 

on they image. 

Filter, according to they 

assessment findings of they 

suggested approach. Bilateral 

Filters, according to test findings, 

can effectively identify they 

image's edge. 

7 Farid 

García-

Lamont Et 

al.(2018) 

Contrast 

Enhancement of 

RGB Color Images 

by Histogram 

Equalization of 

Color Vectors 

Intensities 

They authors propose collecting 

they magnitudes of they vectors 

and creating intensity channel, 

theyn performing histogram 

equalization to this intensity 

channel and multiplying they new 

intensity values with theyir 

previously adjusted colour 

vectors. This  technique produces 

pictures that are examined to 

images processed in they L*a*b* 

HSV spaces 

Because it is not necessary to 

translate they colours to a new 

space, they computational burden 

is modest; nonetheyless, they 

computational load might be 

lowered. They results show that 

they contrast of RGB colour 

photos may be improved using this 

method. 

8 Shilpa 

Suresh, 

Shyam Lal 

(2017) 

Modified 

differential 

evolution algorithm 

for contrast and 

brightness 

enhancement of 

satellite images 

For improving they contrast and 

brightness of satellite pictures, 

they modified differential 

evolution (MDE) technique was 

devised. Based on a stated 

transformation function, they 

suggested optimization technique 

improves they image by increasing 

its contrast. They quality of they 

improved picture was iteratively 

assessed by testing it against a 

predetermined fitness function. 

They suggested technique 

outperformed previous 

enhancement algorithms for 

brightness and contrast 

enhancement, according to they 

calculated performance measures. 

9 Yaghoub 

Pourasad 

and Fausto 

Cavallaro 

(2021) 

A Novel Image 

Processing 

Approach to 

Enhancement and 

Compression of X-

ray Images 

PSNR, SSIM, and MSE were 

utilized as performance measures 

to evaluate image processing 

methods in this study. They trials 

were also carried out with they 

help of they MATLAB. 

They authors combined RLE and 

AHE approaches, and found that 

theyse two strategies provided 

better enhancement outcomes than 

they otheyrs. In comparison to 

they DWT compression approach, 

they AHE technique significantly 

enhanced they compressed 

picture. 

Table I. Survey Table 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

As described in they literature review, theyre are a variety 

of strategies that may be employed to improve image 

quality. In this section, we'll go over they numerous 

strategies for enhancing they image. A simple foundation 

for image enhancement is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig2. Basic foundation for image enhancement 

We described how a satellite image is captured earlier in 

they introduction. As a result of atmospheric barriers, 

captured images are deformed; nevertheyless, numerous 

image enhancement techniques may be used to mitigate this 

problem. Linear contrast stretching, histogram 

equalization, Decorrelation stretching, and gamma  

correlation may all be applied to this satellite image. We'll 

start by looking at theyse methods and how theyy operate. 

Linear contrast Stretching [10] - Linear contrast stretching 

is a technique for stretching contrast by enlarging they 

image's intensity value using a dynamic range. Linear 

scaling can be used to apply they image's pixel value. They 

maximum and lowest values of they picture must be 

determined in order to normalize or contrast stretch they 

image. They image's boundaries will be determined by 
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theyse maximum and minimum values. They lowest limit 

in this suggested approach is a picture including an 8-bit 

grey level, while they upper limit comprises values 0 to 

255. 

Histogram Equalization [10] - Histogram Equalization is a 

method for obtaining a grey map by altering a picture's 

histogram and allocating all pixel values as closely as 

possible to a viewer's ideal histogram. Histogram 

equalization is a popular technique for increasing contrast 

in remote sensing, digital photography, scientific 

visualization and medical imaging. Histogram Equalization 

increases they contrast in places with low local contrast. It 

is a method of recovering lost contrast in a picture by 

remapping they brightness values in such a manner that it 

equalizes or distributes its brightness values more equally. 

Histogram Equalization, on they other hand, may 

substantially alter they overall brightness of they picture 

and result in undesired artifacts. As a result, various 

Histogram Equalization-based techniques have been 

created to address this issue. They enhanced performance 

of multiple Histogram Equalization-based techniques is 

compared using computer simulations and analysis. 

Decorrelation Stretching [11] - They colour distinction in 

an image is achieved via decorrelation stretch. It has an 

ability to lower they coherence among image bands. Color 

intensity distinction enhances pictorial representation and 

enables object detection simple. They image's natural 

colour values are translated to a new set of colour values 

that span a broader range. 3 band pictures (regular RGB 

photos) are commonly used for this approach. 

Gamma Correction [12] - They gamma correction 

technique enhances image quality by adjusting contrast 

while maintaining they mean brightness constant. They 

gamma factor, on the otheyr hand, is a hard and time-

consuming operation. To improve visual contrast, an 

adaptive gamma correction approach was proposed, in 

which they appropriate gamma value is calculated 

automatically depending on data acquired from images. 

Later, an adaptive gamma correction technique with 

weighting distribution was developed for image 

enhancement, which calculates they gamma value as a 

function of they cumulative density function derived from 

they input picture. Unfortunately, such AGC approaches 

frequently fail to increase they contrast of low-light 

photographs, resulting in over-enhanced brightness and 

they loss of certain key aspects, resulting in unappealing 

images. 

They image can theyn be subjected to an optimized 

algorithm, generating an enhanced image. They 

performance of they improved picture is assessed by 

comparing they improved outcomes for several 

optimization algorithms such as they ACO, Bat algorithm, 

and PSO in accordance with they performance parameters 

including MSE, PSNR, Entropy and AMBE. 

1). MSE [13] - MSE stands for Mean Square Error. MSE is 

used to compare they quality of image compression. They 

Mean Square Error is a measurement of they total squared 

difference between original image and compressed image. 

They error is proportional to they MSE value. If they Mean 

Square Error value is low, they error will also be low. 

Formula – MSE= (∑_ (M, N) ▒〖 [I_1 (m,n)-I_2 (m,n)]〗
^2 )/(M*N) 

M and N represent they number of columns and rows in 

they given images in this equation. 

2) PSNR [13] - PSNR stands for Peak Signal to Noise 

Ratio. PSNR is also used to compare they quality of image 

compression. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio is a measurement 

of peak error. When they PSNR is 40 dB or higher, a human 

observer can't tell they difference between they rebuilt and 

original pictures. To compute PSNR, we must first compute 

MSE between two pictures. 

Formula – PSNR=〖10log_10〗(R^2/MSE) 

They greatest variation in they input image data type is 

represented by R in this equation. 

3) Entropy [14] - Entropy assesses they number of features 

in an image, allowing humans to interpret information 

about they resulting image's quality. 

Formula –  

"Entropy" ("X”) =-∑_(i=1) ^n▒〖P(x_i )  log〖P(x_i)〗  

4) AMBE [14] - AMBE is an abbreviation for absolute 

mean brightness error. A lesser AMBE result represents 

higher contrast enhancement for preserving they brightness 

of they input image. It essentially computes they average 

brightness difference between two images. A lesser AMBE 

result represents higher contrast enhancement for 

preserving they brightness of they input image. 

Formula – AMBE (X, Y) =|X_M-Y_M | 

In they given formula, they average brightness of they input 

image is XM, whilst YM is they average brightness of they 

output image. 

there is a need to assess they quality of enhanced images. 

They above discussed measures are available for checking 

they performance of enhancement methods. By using these 

methods, we can compare they performance of different 

algorithms and find they best optimization algorithm. 

IV. CONSLUSION 

This paper discusses a digital picture, a satellite image, they 

technique for acquiring a satellite image, satellite image 

enhancement and image contrast enhancement. We also 

reviewed a survey of different research papers linked to 

satellite image improvement, as well as they contribution of 

their study to satellite image enhancement, as well as they 

benefit of they approaches suggested in they publication. 

Theyse strategies aid in improving they quality of satellite 

photos, making theym more informative and useful in a 

variety of applications. This research will be useful in 
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determining they most efficient strategy for enhancing 

satellite images. 
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Abstract— Now Days, the use of Ubiquitous computing 

technology in all aspects of life has increased, and the most 

important areas that have been affected by this development 

are locks, security systems, and remote-control technologies. 

In large apartment complexes, fraternities, or even for an 

owner having many keys for each and every apartment, car, 

or gate he owns, maintaining entry to authorized person only 

is a problem. In today’s world, security becomes a very 

important issue. We are always concerned about the security 

of our valuable Things. In this project, we design Digital 

Locker based on a Ubiquitous computing, which provides 

higher security, and authenticity which is user- friendly 

mechanism for every user. Based on the firebase cloude and 

Bluetooth technique that can be controlled remotely using an 

android phone. To design this system that help to enhance 

security and convenience. In addition to that, an alternative 

technique will be provided to open that locker by using thumb 

detection when the portable device is not available with us. In 

order to use this locker First user needs to enter the username 

and the password through the mobile phones while checking; 

the user directly connects to the lock through firebase cloude. 

Then, the users have to choose to lock and unlock the locker 

and after the selection, a notification will be sent to the user 

after opening or closing the locker. 

Keywords—  Hc05 Bluetooth, NodeMCU ESP8266, Firebase 

cloud, Relay, Latch lock. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) is invisible computing; 

means technology recedes into the background.it is a new 

revolution of the internet so that all things in our life have 

the ability to communicate through the internet sending and 

receiving data to perform specific Functions over the 

network. Over the decade, everyone is concerned about the 

safety of their Valuables like jewelry, money, important 

documents etc. For ensuring the safety of these valuables 

bank can be an effective solution.  

However, due to the increasing rate of criminal approach it 

becomes difficult to ensure security of the valuables. Banks 

are considered as a soft target of criminals. In this 

circumstance, Ensuring security of bank lockers should be 

taken into consideration. Therefore, in a paper we propose 

a Digital locker, which is mainly, an Ubiquitos Computing 

based Digital security Locker. The research goals to replace 

traditional lockers lock with a Digital security Locker 

which is controlled by a mobile application through 

firebase cloude and solving traditional locking problems, 

by providing a degree of security. An alternative way to 

unlock or to lock the locker will be provided if the user 

forgets the phone or in case of a low Battery, by fingerprint 

technology Installed on the locker. The Digital lockers 

doesn’t only make our valuable things safe but also gives 

more control by allowing to lock and unlock the locker 

remotely. 

 

Figure 1: Traditional Locker’s that’s    lock and unlock 

through the key 

 

Figure 2: Controlling Digital Locker using Mobile Phone 

II. WORKING 

The designed system provides the improvement of the 

security that is integrated with the android mobile phone 

device, and using firebase clode as wireless connection 

protocol. The system controls the Digital locker remotely 

using the Ubiquitous computing technology, through a 

smart phone application that will be designed to run on 

Android operating system, and the application is 

programmed using Android Studio, It will communicate 

with the lock using a Firebase clode at which NodeMCU is 

connected.NodeMcu must be connected to the mobile 

through firebase cloude and to connect with firebase clode 

unique Authentication key and password must be provided 

at the time of coding. using this authentication key and 

passwordnodemcu gets connected with the firbase cloude. 

To control the digital locker through the mobile, the user 
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must need to log into the application through the platform. 

First the user must need to enters the username and then the 

password, the user selects the appropriate firebase cloud to 

connect to the digital locker. Then, the user chooses to lock 

and unlock the locker and after the selection, a notification 

will be sent to the user’s mobile phone when opening or 

closing the locker. In case a problem occurs in a wireless 

connection or connecting the smartphone with digital 

locker, then the user will also unlock that locker with 

alternatinvve method, which is a by scanning the thumb 

using Fingerprint sensor, it’s placed on the locker and 

programmed using NodeMCU ESP8266. Fingerprint 

sensor is used to enter the secondary passcode to unlock the 

locker; if in case the user enters an invalid passcode through 

the mobile or placed another finger on fingerprint sensor 

then both the buzzer and the LED will turn on. The system 

allows the user to enter the password for the 3 times, if the 

password or fingerprint is invalid then the system will not 

respond for the next 10 minutes to any entering through the 

mobile or scanning the finger. 

 

How Mobile Connect with Locker? 

Mobile Phones connect with the Locker through Firebase 

Clode.Firebase is Google’s database platform which is used 

to create, manage and modify data generated from any 

android application, web services, sensors etc. 

To control the locker from Firebase, first we will set up the 

NodeMCU ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module and then set up 

Google Firebase 

 

We must need to include the libraries for using ESP8266 

and firebase. 

 

These two parameters are very important to communicate 

with firebase. Setting these parameters will enable the data 

exchange between and ESP8266 and firebase. 

 

This statement tries to connect with firebase server. If the 

host address and authorization key are correct then it will 

connect successfully. 

 

Figure 4: Flowchart of Digital Locker 

III. HARDWARE 

 

1                       2 
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IV. ADVANTAGES 

 Using Biometric System and using Mobile phone Digital 

Locker gets lock and unlock automatically. 

 Without compromising with the security it increases the 

usability of digital lockers. 

 This Digital Lockers Provides high Security with Low 

Cost. 

 If the light failure occurs then this locker automatically 

get connected with the battery. so that we can use it any 

time. 

V. APPLICATIONS 

There is wide range of applicability of this systems not only 

in homes we can use This Digital Lockers in Industries, 

Offices, hostels, Colleges, in banks to kept the secrete 

documents or any valuable things. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper designed a Digital locker security automation 

system based on ubquitos computing technologies along 

with the mobile communication techniques through 

firebase clode to authenticate the status of the digital locker. 

The locker system can be opened and managed via the 

Android application remotely through the clode, and to 

control that locker through android phones Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) Encryption method is used so 

that no one can hack that locker. Fingerprint based locker 

has gained huge benefits as compared to conventional key 

lockers, combination lockers, keyless keypad lockers. 

Thus, thumbprint lockers provide security, protection, and 

speed. This system is very cost-effective and easy to install 

and is designed under different modes which makes it 

useful. The Digital security Locker has great potential. 

Thus, this study has been approved for security and safety 

issues. The future work may include the accessing 

permission which is to be given by the property owner for 

more security measures. 
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Abstract—Patients Health Record contains all the information 

related to the patient’s with respect to disease, treatment 

history, test results etc. This patent record is stored on an 

online platform for cloud applications or on servers. Such an 

application used to manage patient data is known as the 

Electronic Health Record (EHR). This EHR is complete 

medical information about the patient which is required for 

him/her through his lifespan. Therefore, this critical 

information about the patent requires security. However, 

blockchain makes it possible for a user to have complete 

control of data and privacy without a central point of control; 

thus, it is highly cost-effective and efficient EHR data. The 

blockchain is a distributed, public, transaction recording and 

tracking asset, and its consistency is guaranteed by a peer- to-

peer computer network, not by any central authority. 

It is based on the principles of cryptography, decentralization 

and consensus which also ensures the reliability of storing 

EHR. The proposed system will authorize each record and the 

person (who is filling in the details) will be verified before 

engaging in a smart contract. The information thus stored in 

the blockchain will be accurate and untampered. Hence the 

purpose of this system is to ensure complete privacy, integrity 

and distributed access control over electronic health records 

for data holders while it is being distributed on the blockchain. 

It will provide aid for Doctors to view the report at ease, as 

soon as the reports are generated and also the complete work 

will be digitized from testing labs to the doctor. 

Keywords— Blockchain, smart contract, Electronic Health 

Records (EHR). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In day-to-day life, it's not possible to carry medical record 

in form of reports or prescriptions. Hence people started to 

use various methods to store records such as secondary 

storage devices such as CD, pen drives, NFC etc. but this 

storage media change the carrying pattern from paper to 

electronic devices. Still “to carry” this condition remain 

there. To overcome this issue people started to store record 

data on online platforms. Due to this the role of EHR came 

into picture. 

Basically EHR is a computerized collection of a patient's 

health records. EHRs include information like your age, 

gender, ethnicity, health history, medicines, allergies, 

immunization status, lab test results, and patient 

information. There are few possibilities associated with the 

data sharing such as if a patient is taking medical help from 

the same hospital or from the chain of medical group in 

such a condition medical record sharing is easily possible 

through the adopted data storage media or database 

By considering advantage of EHR provides aid to the 

doctors to access and get patients data at instant. In case of 

any emergency sensitive data of the patient can be retrieved 

from the system. This will help medical practitioners to 

access data without asking to do any clinical test which 

could minimize investigation timing and treatment to 

patient start as early as possible which could save the life 

of a patient. It also allows for open communication between 

the patient and the provider, while providing "privacy and 

security." It can reduce the risk of duplication of data as 

there is only one file that can be processed, which means 

that the file is more likely to be in good condition and 

reduces the risk of paper loss and saves money. Thanks to 

searchable digital information and single file, EMRs 

(electronic medical records) work best when releasing 

medical data to assess potential trends and long-term 

changes in the patient. 

Population-based studies of medical records may also be 

facilitated by the widespread adoption of EHRs and EMRs. 

[1] 

What is a Smart Contract? 

The program which checks prerequisites and later executes 

some more steps upon the distributed platform which 

inherited features of blockchain called smart contract. This 

keeps data confidential, secured and immutable. 

A smart contract is a computer protocol that runs 

automatically when the prerequisites are met, and it is an 

entity separate from the original blockchain technology. [2] 

Smart contracts are stored programs that operate when 

predetermined conditions are satisfied. They are usually 

used to automate the execution of an agreement so that all 

stakeholders can immediately be sure of the outcome, 

without the involvement of any arbitrator or loss of time. 

The goals of contracts are the reduction of need in trusted 

intermediators, arbitrations and enforcement prices, fraud 

losses, in addition to the reduction of malicious and 

unintended exceptions. 

Where smart contracts can be used in healthcare 

industries? 

● Supply chain transparency 

● Patient-centric electronic health records 

● Smart contracts for insurance and supply chain for 

claim settlements 

● Medical staff credential verification 

● IoT security for remote monitoring IoT wearable, 

or monitoring devices. 

Due to digitalization in recent days in the Healthcare sector. 

The large volume of data is shared with various 
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stakeholders. But this data sharing has a major challenge. 

The challenge is to maintain the privacy and security of 

digital health, medical data is essential, but improving 

quality care will not be possible without further interaction 

in patient data management across the health care system 

and the ability to apply statistics to human-based medical 

data.. In short, blockchain can help digital health by making 

it easier to share data securely, with patient consent, across 

very fragmented healthcare systems. This can be achieved 

by Blockchain Technology. This Blockchain Technology is 

a powerful technology for enabling secure data sharing and 

access between multiple parties 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

As a part of medical record securing needed to secure 

Electronic Health Record (EHR). Initially need to know 

about EHR. 

1) What is EHR? 

EHR is a digital record containing different details 

regarding a patient’s medical history, physical 

examinations, treatment, etc. This EHRs provide 

opportunities to enhance patient care, embed performance 

measured in clinical practice, and facilitate clinical research 

to improve the identification and enrolling to patients and 

healthcare providers in clinical research. 

Most healthcare providers provide the ability to use online 

portals to access EHR for checking patient’s information 

and to communicate with physicians. EHRs facilitate the 

sharing of patient information among different healthcare 

agents. This will potentially increase the efficiency in the 

delivery of healthcare. 

Patients typically have data stored in a diverse location 

from where needed to fetch patients critical or clinical care 

data as on when required. 

Over a lifetime, much data accumulates related to patients 

such as clinical test records and medicinal history which 

may be stored by different healthcare providers at a variety 

of places. This EHR gives those details to health care 

providers. Based upon the EHRs data amongst connected 

stakeholders in a chain. 

Moreover, EHRs can reduce costly redundant tests that are 

ordered because one provider does not have access to the 

clinical information stored at another provider’s location. 

In addition, accumulated data are extremely valuable to 

health researchers, medical institutions and local health 

authorities since these data could be used to keep track of 

disease progress, improve patients care quality and monitor 

public health. [3] 

2) Why is it necessary to protect the EHR?: 

One of the main barriers to global adoption of EHRs is their 

privacy issues, having a single, centralized, and national 

EHRs system could create a major privacy threat. [4]. 

Patients have the right to have their medical information 

stored securely and cannot be accessed by those who do not 

have the authority. Also, patient’s medical information 

must be stored in a manner that prevents tampering and 

alteration. [5] 

A data breach is a security incident that leads to the 

intentional or unintentional release of sensitive 

organization or private information, including personally 

identifiable or financial information. The healthcare sector 

is particularly targeted due to the sensitivity, criticality, and 

the high value of its data to criminals. The Identity Theft 

Resource Center (ITRC) has reported that the healthcare 

sectors’ data breaches took the majority of their 

investigated breaches [4]. Verizon has published in their 

2019 data breach investigation report that 15% of total data 

breaches, which made a total of 466 incidents, 304 of which 

with confirmed data disclosure involved health care 

organizations. [4] 

3) Various methods uptill now to secure EHRs? 

The biggest benefit of adopting an EHR for practice is that 

EHRs today are built with robust security measures. Some 

EHR security features are: 

● HIPAA and HITECH Compliance 

● Audit Trails 

● Data Encryption 

● Password Protection 

a) HIPAA and HITECH Compliance 

HIPAA and HITECH provide regulatory guidelines for the 

security of covered facts. Though they are best still you’ll 

certainly need additional electronic health record security 

protocols modified to your practice’s specific needs. Since 

EHR security concerns are not the same for everyone, 

vendors go beyond what the certifications require of them 

b) Audit Trails 

This method automatically register and record where, when 

and who access the system. It also records what users do 

when they access the system. This tracks all changes in 

patient information and records it. Examples of PCC EHR 

test log 

Since all data is embedded in the EHR system, it allows 

users to periodically update data and flag activity that 

appears suspicious. Regular reviews can also help correct 

mistakes caused by human error that may be marked as 

HIPAA violations. 

c) Data Encryption 

With growing cybersecurity concerns, encryption can go a 

long way in protecting your data. Firstly, it only allows 

authorized users to access sensitive data and secondly, it 

protects against data breach, whether the data is on or off. 

EHR solutions can record information in a way that only 

authorized users and programs can read. This makes 

transferring sensitive patient data as a result of testing or 

transfer of medical records of transfers much safer than old 

paper records. 
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d) Password Protection 

This one may seem obvious, but it goes way beyond asking 

users to create secure alpha-numeric passwords. Because 

patient records contain sensitive information, any 

successful EHR should offer the following: 

● If a wrong password is entered more than five 

times, the EHR should have lockout capabilities. 

● Passwords have to consist of alpha-numeric, 

capitalized and unique characters. This makes 

passwords difficult to guess. 

● Mandatory password resets at regular intervals. 

● Five security questions or one-time passwords to 

validate users after they have entered the 

password. 

● Two-factor authentication as a secondary layer of 

security.[6] 

How Blockchain helped to secure HER (previous 

approaches)? 

Listed below are concepts from papers that have been 

analyzed and it describes how blockchain can help to secure 

the EHR. 

A methodology is proposed that enables the physicians 

update and practice details in inline profile. Once the block 

is validated it can be added to the chain. The registered 

users can then fill in the details about a patient's symptoms, 

tests, procedure etc. [7] 

The Proposed Paper aims to solve the problems that exist in 

the healthcare sector by managing the transaction of 

medical records in Blockchain to create a smarter 

environmental system. The goal is to provide secure access 

to patient data, to prevent third parties from accessing it 

without permission. The EHR framework uses blockchain 

technology to securely store records and maintain a single 

true version. Participants (Patients, Doctors, Hospitals, 

Clinical Researchers, Laboratories, Pharmacies and Drug 

Control Departments, Insurers) will need to request 

permission to access patient history and then make that 

transaction in a distributed ledger.[8] 

The article suggests a secure system using blockchain to 

make sure the protection of electronic healthcare records. 

This 

proposed framework is based on blockchain technology, 

IoT, blockchain, data arching and collection of wearable 

devices for patients. The sensors attached to patient can 

collects input from the body and can sent data to EHR cloud 

using mobile phones or directly to the cloud if patient is in 

the hospital. The encrypted data is passed to the 

communication channel, that is then sent to the blockchain 

for by the cloud. [9] 

Asset providers (AP) use a standard s-health platform to 

share existing infrastructure and allow authorized access 

and exchange of personal information. Application 

developers (AD) create user applications, using the assets 

(devices and data) provided by the AP. Users (AU) (People 

/ Patients, Nurses) are those who consume s-health apps for 

the perceived benefit provided. Use Case providers (UP) 

are those that provide application cases and business cases 

and incentives for new applications to be developed (e.g., 

city councils, governments, hospitals). [10] 

This paper describes the existing electronic health record 

systems and what are the current problems faced by it. Data 

stored in current EHRs are not safe as it does not provide 

any special permissions to the users, and the data is mutable 

that means it can be changed if the system is hacked. The 

paper also describes one such incident where the health data 

of about 40 million people were stolen in the year 2014 in 

the US. To avoid this theft of data and its tampering the 

paper proposes to use Blockchain instead of traditionally 

used technology. [11] 

At present all types of medical institutions involved in the 

medical imaging business use the PACS (Picture Archiving 

and Communication System) to achieve, manage, and use 

the collected medical images, however sharing the 

controlled video sources only inside the organization. This 

method applies to only the traditional data protection 

strategy and cannot guarantee a stronger protection for 

patient’s private information. For this reason, this paper 

proposes a method of secure sharing of medical images 

based on smart contracts of blockchain and credit scores. 

Through a block chain based on distributed reliable 

database of recording image sharing process, it realize a 

cross organizational, cross- regional, trustworthy and 

supervisory medical image sharing system. [12] 

A paper proposed for single hospital EHR system using 

blockchain: 

1)User Signup: The Signup section is required for users to 

access their records and grant and revoke access. 

2)Hospital Indication: The authenticity of the hospital will 

need to be physically checked by the next committee where 

two public and private keys will be produced and handed 

over to the hospital. 

3)Hospital performance: A member of the hospital staff can 

log in using the hospital ID and password (this actually 

means 

a file containing public and private keys). After this the 

hospital can view the records or add a new record. 

4)Statistical Analysis: It is important to keep statistics and 

to make information available to the public without 

violating patient privacy. The proposed model has the 

provision of arithmetic retention without violating patient 

privacy. Hospitals that send medical records hash to a smart 

contract should also update the counting of diseases. [13] 

The system proposed by the authors is divided into four 

layers such as User Management Layer, EHR Generation 

and View Layer, EHR Storage Layer, and EHR Access 

Management Layer based on the functionality. [14] 
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In this proposed system, to maintain access and process 

health records of patients safely as well as securely. The 

system is based on the blockchain technology for protecting 

the integrity and security of health data. The healthcare 

management system consists of network nodes, one each 

for the admin, organization, doctor and patient. Admin can 

add or remove doctor, Organization can add remove doctor, 

Doctor can add/ remove patients and view the medical 

records of a particular patient and the Patient can add/ 

remove their own medical records and can access the same. 

[15] 

Here is the diagram depicting the whole study of literature 

survey considering all the approaches mentioned in the 

respective papers. 

 

Figure 1. Fig depicting the summarized idea of existing 

systems 

In Fig 1. The stakeholders are the patient and doctor. These 

stakeholders are supposed to upload the EHR. Both the 

stakeholders are supposed to authorize the access to each 

other whenever they are uploading details. However, after 

the user access is approved i.e. the customized user is 

allowed to store the EHR records. From the study mainly 

technologies used for the storage are blockchain, cloud 

storage and database. Hence, the stored data is made 

available to the healthcare providers i.e. mainly the 

hospital. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY 

After an overall study done in literature survey, it is found 

that blockchain technology provides the prominent solution 

to store sensitive data. In the case of medical health records 

EHR is considered as very sensitive data. Due to this it is 

required to secure the record using blockchain technology. 

The fig. 2 gives the idea of what the proposed system is in 

actuality. The stakeholders are doctor, patient and lab 

authority. All the three stakeholders will upload the details 

which will be verified through the smart contract. The main 

motive of introducing smart contracts is to validate the data 

before storing it in the blockchain. This leads to eliminating 

the false records from storing into the system. The 

mechanism of smart contract is to take the documents of the 

patients and to verify it using the consensus algorithm. 

Hereafter the verified documents are now ready to be stored 

in the blockchain. 

Proposed System: 

 

Figure 2. Fig depicting the proposed methodology 

The work done by the various researchers up till now 

evolved around the uploading of EHR or data only but 

record of the patients only at initial phase. After continuous 

upgradation in a system researches worked upon the 

features as trust, security and immutability of data. On the 

verge of this to store EHR blockchain technology easily 

adopted by the medical practitioners. But this adoption is 

restricted and does not satisfy the criteria of validation 

about the uploaded EHRS. 

In the proposed system, uploading the EHR record by any 

involved stakeholder in a system will always check the 

authenticity of documents. This will store only 

authenticated records in a system or can be considered as 

validated data in a system. 

The available systems revolve around only storing EHR in 

the database, blockchain or on cloud. These approaches 

don't assure authenticity of the data. This may lead towards 

storing the false/fraudulent data in a system. 

This unauthenticated uploaded data may evolve some of the 

conditions such as: 

1. False/Fraudulent data leads to misleading 

treatment. 

2. Unauthentic data is responsible to validate any 

proxy EHRs in a system. 

Therefore, to avoid such issues in the existing system 

proposed approach consist of major three stakeholders. 

Those stakeholders are: 

1. Doctor 

2. Patients 

3. Pathologist 

The role of each stakeholder is mentioned below. 

1) Doctor 

Registered doctors to the system needed to login to the 

system through his/her biometric identity. In case of 

biometric device unavailable adhaar number considered as 

authenticity parameter for the doctors. 

The later stage is about two-step verification. After the 

successful login, the doctor will upload the patient’s 
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records. However, the records will be verified using smart 

contracts by taking consent of patients through patient login 

using OTP. Once the OTP is entered by the patient for the 

uploaded medical record then only record will get reflected 

in a chain. In case if unavailability of the patient the OTP 

will be sent to Lab Authorities who have provide reports 

only. In this way chain gets updated and records get stored 

in the form of blocks. Whereas if the approval is denied by 

the patient as well as by lab authorities then such records 

will be the part of pending chain. And can no longer be 

stored. 

2) Lab Authority 

The Lab Authority also has the option to login into the 

system by using his biometrics or his registration number 

or aadhaar number. If the lab authority uses his aadhaar 

number, the two step verification will be provided using 

OTP (one-time password). After the successful login the 

doctor will upload the patient's record and the records will 

be verified using the smart contract. Until the respective lab 

authority gets approval from the patient after entering the 

patient's mobile number, the lab authority cannot proceed 

further. Once the approval is given the records are ready in 

the process chain and are directly stored in the blocks of 

blockchain else if the approval is denied the records goes 

into the pending chain and cannot move further. 

3) Patient 

Patient can only login through his biometrics or through his 

aadhaar number. Here also the two-step verification will be 

done. The patient will upload his medical records into the 

system. Furthermore, the records will be verified in the 

smart contract which will check the doctor’s registration 

number mentioned in the records. Now that the documents 

are verified they are ready from the process chain to be 

stored in the blocks of the blockchain and if they aren’t 

approved the records will forever go into the pending chain. 

 

Fig 3. Fig depicting the flow of how the system will work 

In this way the proposed system will not validate the data 

entered by stakeholders but will also secure the records in 

the blockchain. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The work done by the researchers was limited to uploading 

EHR data to the chain only. But this data is verified or not 

is not at all considered. There is a chance that users can fill 

in the malicious data that is not really useful or the data is 

created just to get benefits from insurance companies. The 

proposed system will overcome this hurdle by providing 

EHR verification through a smart contract. Also, this data 

can be shared with different hospitals which will be useful 

to know how the patient was treated in the past, hence 

making the total treatment history of a patient available in 

a few clicks. So accordingly, doctors will be able to treat 

the patient in the future. 

In the proposed system, the patient will be required to put 

his or her medical information on the website. Text or 

graphics may be used to represent medical information. The 

data will then be authenticated via smart contracts by either 

the doctor or the lab authorities, and it will be determined 

whether the data is real or not. If the information is correct, 

it will be added to the blockchain's blocks in the order in 

which it was received. Similarly, doctors can upload patient 

data, which will be authenticated before being added in the 

blocks which will be attached to the blockchain. To validate 

EHR, a consensus algorithm is utilized in smart contracts. 

In the proposed system Hyperledger platform is used to 

solve issues related to cross platform application. As 

various Healthcare Hospitals may design their Front End on 

any platform they need to store data to Hyperledger Fabric. 

Hyperledger Fabric uses a state diagram, chaincode and 

ordering sequence to execute contracts on a channel. This 

solves the issue of privacy and security as the chain is a 

permissioned model. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Electronic health records plays a vital role in improvement 

of patients' health and also it enhances health care services 

provided by the medical institutions. The technology has 

aided the patients as well as the physicians to a great extent. 

However, in spite of many benefits the system lacks at 

providing security to the patient’s data, and hence the 

privacy of patient’s data is compromised. This paper 

provides a solution to protect the privacy and integrity of 

patient’s sensitive information. As the blockchain is 

popular for providing security of data this paper proposes a 

blockchain based solution to the problem of unauthorized 

access and tampering of data. The proposed system 

contains 3 users, the doctor, lab authority, and the patient. 

Each of these entities can add data in the blockchain after 

suitable verification. The smart contracts that run on the 

blockchain validates the user. If the person’s credentials are 

valid, only then he/she can access the system. This ensures 

that no unauthorized person can access the patient's medical 

data. The data entered by any of the three entities is verified 

by the other two entities. This mechanism ensures that the 

data entered in the system is legit and untampered. For the 

future scope the system data can be shared among the chain 
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of multispecialty hospitals so that if a patient goes to some 

other location the same information is available to the 

doctors at that location and they can treat the patient 

accordingly. This method will also be useful in case of the 

diseases that require a patient's treatment history like 

cancer, so that the doctor has a well-documented treatment 

history of the patient and so the doctor can treat the patient 

better. 
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Abstract-Financial transaction networks are among the 

world's biggest networks. The digital (crypto) currency 

network, such as Bitcoin, is a relatively new sort of financial 

network. Namecoin is a cryptocurrency that is based on 

Bitcoin and includes functionalities such as DNS. The 

Namecoin network has nearly 17 million edges and over 2 

million nodes. The analysis of such a crypto currency network 

can aid in the modelling or prediction of future transaction 

network growth. We evaluated the Namecoin block chain data 

in 7 six-month periods in order to analyze the transaction 

network graph over time. In comparison to Bitcoin, our data 

imply that user behavior and development patterns are 

different [1]. "An experimental open-source technology that 

improves the decentralization, security, censorship resistance, 

privacy, and speed of certain components of the Internet 

infrastructure, such as DNS and identities," according to 

Namecoin's definition. 

Keywords: Namecoin, Bitcoin, network, crypto currency, 

Internet 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Namecoin proponents feel that a decentralized DNS system 

is essential for long-term Internet privacy and censorship 

reduction. While most people are unlikely to require a.bit 

website or associated service, Namecoin might give certain 

people the tools they need to access to an Internet free of 

censorship and central control. Despite the fact that we 

input text-based website URLs into Internet browsers, the 

Internet is essentially built on numerical numbers known as 

IP addresses. The DNS was established to make Internet 

navigation easier since a large string of numbers is difficult 

to memories [2]. The Domain Name System (DNS) is the 

Internet's address book. A DNS server is called every time 

you enter in a website address. The DNS server determines 

the IP address of the Internet destination server before 

retrieving the data for that web page. The top-level domain 

(.com) is the last portion of a website's domain (TLD). A 

central 

authority is in charge of all TLDs. The Internet Corporation 

for Assigned Names and Numbers, for example, manages 

the top-level domain.com (ICANN). When a specific 

complaint about a webpage develops, the TLD's central 

authority has final say over how the issue is resolved. 

Lawyers or copyright proprietors will connect with the 

central authority in the vast majority of real-world issues. 

Those concerned about censorship, on the other hand, may 

find the existence of any central authority with the capacity 

to issue directives troublesome. 

TLDs that are not controlled by anybody can now exist 

thanks to the introduction of a decentralized DNS system. 

A peer-to-peer system also serves as the querying method 

for a decentralized DNS. Volunteers manage the modified 

DNS server software in a peer-to-peer system, and no 

central authority may meddle in the TLD's functioning [3]. 

The TLD.bit is Namecoin's domain's first and only TLD. 

The Namecoin protocol includes instructions for registering 

a new domain or modifying an existing one. 

II. HISTORY OF NAMECOIN 

A debate regarding a hypothetical system named BitDNS 

and generalising bitcoin began in September 2010 on the 

BitcoinTalk forum. In December 2010, Gavin Andresen 

and Satoshi Nakamoto joined the BitcoinTalk forum to 

advocate the notion of BitDNS, and a prize for BitDNS 

implementation was posted on the topic. On block 19200, 

Namecoin implemented the merged mining upgrade, 

allowing miners to mine both Bitcoin and Namecoin at the 

same time, rather than having to pick between the two. This 

resolved the issue of miners jumping from one blockchain 

to the other when the former's profitability improved [4]. 

Name ID was introduced two years later, in June 2013. 

Name ID is a tool for linking profile information to 

identities on the Namecoin block chain, as well as an 

OpenID provider for using Namecoin identities to log into 

existing websites. The primary site is complemented with 

an open protocol for password-less authentication with 

Namecoin IDs, as well as a free software 

implementation and a Firefox plugin. Michael Gronager, 

the main creator of libcoin, discovered a security flaw in the 

Namecoin protocol in October 2013, allowing for the 

modification of foreign names. Except for bitcoin.bit as a 

proof-of-concept, it was effectively patched in a short 

timescale and was never exploited. In a published study, 

ICANN cited Namecoin as the most well-known example 

of DNS control and privacy distribution. Only 28 of the 

120,000 domain names registered on Namecoin were used 

according to a 2015 analysis. On the OpenNIC mailing list 

in December 2018, a proposal was made to drop support for 

Namecoin. Bit domains, citing Spamhaus' (and by 

extension other antivirus software) blocking of several of 

their servers due to malware spread from some.bit domains, 

as well as concerns about potential child pornography. 

There was no agreement reached during the voting. Due to 

security concerns raised by Namecoin and PRISM Break 

developers, OpenNIC was recommended to discontinue 

support for the.bit namespace in the same month. 

OpenNIC voted again in July 2019 to delete the. Bit 

namespace, citing "many issues with support for Name 

Coin domains" and growing enmity between the two 

projects. The vote was successful. Jeremy Rand, a 
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Namecoin creator, praised the action, congratulating 

OpenNIC and calling it the "correct choice." 

III. DESCRIPTION OF NAMECOIN 

A decentralized peer-to-peer network mints and maintains 

Namecoin. To avoid theft, Namecoin transactions need the 

account holder's digital signature, and each transaction is 

recorded in the block chain, which is an append-only hash 

chain [5]. Any participant (known as miners) can add new 

transactions to the block chain, and in exchange for doing 

so, they get freshly minted Namecoin money (NMC) and 

transaction fees from the transactions. Extensions to the 

block chain require a proof-of- work process that rate-limits 

the process (to about one extension every ten minutes), 

allowing for a consistent inflation rate, plenty of 

competition among participants to extend the block chain, 

and enough time to obtain and verify the block chain's 

history for new participants. Informally, Namecoin's proof-

of-work mechanism is designed to keep the block chain's 

following two key properties: 

• The sequence and validity of transactions in the 

block chain are finally agreed upon by all parties. 

• Anyone (for a charge) can publish a transaction, 

which will be checked and, if legitimate, added to 

the block chain within a modest limited delay. 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

Namecoin's creators suggest that this experimental money 

might have a variety of functions and applications. The 

developers seek to defend free speech rights online first and 

foremost by making the web more resistant to repression. 

Namecoin tries to do this in a variety of ways. It may be 

used to associate identifying information with multiple 

identities defined by the user, such as email addresses, 

Bitcoin addresses, or specified keys. It may also be used to 

provide decentralized certificate validation for TLS 

(HTTPS). To produce human- meaningful Tor.onion 

domains, Namecoin may be employed in Tor and dark web 

capabilities. Cryptocurrency and its underlying technology 

might be used for file signatures, safeguarding voting 

procedures, notary services, and providing evidence of 

existence for persons and businesses in the future. 

Namecoin is a registration and transfer mechanism for 

key/value pairs based on Bitcoin technology. As a result, 

Namecoin may be used to securely store and transfer 

arbitrary names or keys. It can also save information about 

these people's names. These names are difficult to censor or 

confiscate because of their ties to the Namecoin network, 

making them resistant to outside intervention [6]. 

Furthermore, Namecoin's creators state that lookups do not 

produce network traffic. As a consequence, Namecoin now 

has better privacy capabilities. 

V. RESULT & DISCUSSIONS 

All of the threats listed in RFC 3833 can be countered 

depending on how Namecoin is used. All threats are 

mitigated when the blockchain is kept locally. Clients must, 

however, revert to the old DNS protocol when the 

blockchain is stored on a distant system. Packet 

eavesdropping, ID guessing and query prediction, betrayal 

by trusted servers, denial of service, and wildcard matching 

attacks are all now conceivable [7]. Domain name denials 

that are authenticated can no longer be believed. Because 

of Namecoin's distributed architecture, it can provide 

censorship resistance. Each node is the same as the others. 

When the blockchain is kept locally, there are no plain text 

queries that must be sent over the internet, ensuring privacy. 

Namecoin also promises to be quicker, however this has yet 

to be proven. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Namecoin appears to have a lot of potential, but it still 

needs a lot of work before it can be utilized on the Internet. 

When the block chain is utilized more often, it will contain 

a large amount of data, making 

it difficult to store locally. In the event that the blockchain 

must be kept on a distant server, standard DNS searches 

will be used, which are vulnerable to assaults. The DNS 

system must be replaced by another protocol to protect 

against all of the vulnerabilities described and to provide 

the anonymity that Namecoin can provide when a local 

blockchain is available. Existing protocols such as 

DNSCurve might perhaps be used to encrypt traffic and 

ensure packets cannot be replayed. However, there may be 

better options, such as developing a whole new remote 

access protocol [8]. 

Another aspect of Namecoin's performance that has not 

been investigated is how it compares to DNS. We believe it 

is possible that Namecoin lookups are substantially quicker 

than DNS lookups. Especially when the blockchain is kept 

locally and queries do not need to be sent over the Internet 

[9]. We won't know if our expectations are accurate unless 

we take adequate measurements. There are several factors 

to consider (such as blockchain size, cache, lookup 

methods, and processing power), making it conceivable to 

devote an entire project to the performance comparison. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Since Namecoin is a distributed system, all of the load 

(queries, registrations, and data delivery) will be dispersed 

over all nodes in the network. This P2P method assures that 

all nodes only use a little amount of resources, rather than a 

large number of servers. The Domain Name System (DNS) 

is a decentralized system with a hierarchical structure. The 

root name servers (at the top of the tree) are under a lot of 

stress, whereas farther down the tree, fewer resources are 

required [10]. 
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Abstract— This paper explains the architecture and design of 

Arduino based car parking system. Authorization of driver or 

user is the basic rule used to park a vehicle in a parking place. 

The aims to provide a simple automatic car parking allocation 

system with basic components like Arduino that provides 

solution to the problem in car parking allocation. If the user is 

authorized and space is available in the parking, then the 

parking gate will open and the user is allowed to park the 

vehicle in parking place else the user is not allowed even the 

user is authorized person. IR sensor is an electronic device, 

that emits the light in order to sense some object of the 

surroundings LCD display is used to monitor the parking slot 

and also show the details of the parking slot by use of IR sensor 

Node MCU is one of the components is used to monitor the 

whole system in Mobile Applications. Mobile application 

shows the details like number of slots are filled, display the 

entry time and exit time. It helps to park vehicle in multi 

floored parking also as it will display which floor has free 

space. 

Keywords— Arduino; IR sensor; motor; LCD display; Node 

MCU 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The internet of things, or IOT, is a system of interrelated 

computing devices, mechanical and digital machines, 

objects, animals or people that are provided with unique 

identifiers (UIDs) and the ability to transfer data over a 

network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-

computer interaction. A thing in the internet of things can 

be a person with a heart monitor implant, a farm animal 

with a biochip transponder, an automobile that has built-in 

sensors to alert the driver when tire pressure is low or any 

other natural or man-made object that can be assigned an 

Internet Protocol (IP) address and is able to transfer data 

over a network. 

 Building an advanced parking system is essential in a 

developing country like India where population and 

automobiles are increasing rapidly. Usage of the 

automobiles is increasing very rapidly, but, the efficient 

parking slots are not available to park an automobile, which 

force the driver to park a vehicle on the roads, which is the 

reason for heavy congestion on the roads and slow 

movement of traffic. Although, lot of time is wasted in 

searching for parking slot and while searching 

unintentionally it effects environment by the emission of 

harmful and dreadful gases from automobiles. This 

emission adulterates the air by CO2 and other gases by 

combustion of fuel. Also, while searching parking slots, 

movement of traffic becomes slow. To overcome all the 

problems mentioned above, we need an efficient parking 

system which would help to reduce traffic congestion and 

improve air quality at important locations where traffic rush 

is more. 

The internet of things helps people live and work smarter, 

as well as gain complete control over their lives. In addition 

to offering smart devices to automate homes, IOT is 

essential to business. IOT provides businesses with a real-

time look into how their systems really work, delivering 

insights into everything from the performance of machines 

to supply chain and logistics operations. 

The internet of things offers several benefits to 

organizations. Some benefits are industry-specific, and 

some are applicable across multiple industries. Some of the 

common benefits of IOT enable businesses to 

• Monitor their overall business processes 

• Improve the customer experience (CX) 

• Save time and money 

• Enhance employee productivity 

• Integrate and adapt business models 

• Make better business decisions; and 

• Generate more revenue 

According to the definition of IOT, It is the way to 

interconnection with the help of the internet devices that 

can be embedded to implement the functionality in 

everyday objects by enabling them to send and receive data. 

Connectivity 

• Intelligence and Identity 

• Scalability 

• Dynamic and Self-Adapting (Complexity) 

• Safety 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1]Smart Parking System for Monitoring Cars and Wrong 

Parking, The parking problems are so many in this time 

because many people own cars are increasing and Lack of 

space, there are many solutions for some issues, but some 

of these solutions still have issues, such as cost it is a big 

problem and the numbers of sensors in one park. This paper 

proposes a simple method of smart parking system that 

monitoring cars and wrong parking. We are sing skills to 

deal with some small pieces such as Arduino, Ultrasonic 

sensor, PIR motion sensor and Nexium display to display 

the results. The primary goal of this paper to solve one of 

the problems that a lot of people suffered the wrong 

parking, by making the parking smart and with it we will 

reach the ideal efficiency without the high cost or many 

sensors in one park. The smart parking system takes a signal 
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from three Ultrasonic sensors in a Moving Arduino, the 

Moving Arduino analysis the signal and Convert the signal 

to code, then send the code by using a wireless radio 

frequency to the Fixed Arduino. The Fixed Arduino will 

display it using Nextion display touch screen telling us the 

results. If any problem on the parking car like wrong park 

the display will show us a green car and red line, a vacant 

park will be a black car and correctly park will be a green 

car. After making the prototype and testing the model we 

find that the result is 95% correctly with 5% mistake 

because the model and the objectives was small in our point 

of view. [2] IoT Based Economic Smart Vehicle Parking 

System, In the current decade we are facing parking 

problem with the advancement in the technology. The 

population in urban cities is dense due to which lots of 

vehicles are running on road leads to parking problem, 

traffic problem. World is facing new challenge of Car 

parking. It is observed that one millions of vehicles 

consume oil on daily basis. In this paper, an automatic real-

time system for automated car parking is proposed. This 

system is implemented with the help of internet of things 

(IOTs). IOT generally exchanges information or data 

between the two physical devices. Arduino Uno is a 

microcontroller used in proposed system. The main use of 

Arduino in the proposed system is to provide platform to 

communicate digital devices and interactive objects that 

can sense and control physical devices. Now a day's smart 

cities have been proposed with smart parking system for 

maintaining the traffic of vehicles. Recently advancement 

has been taken place in the field of Internet of Things and 

Cloud technologies. In the proposed system parking 

problem can be overcome with the help of IOT based Cloud 

integrated smart parking system. Real time information of 

parking is shared with the user using website. It ultimately 

leads to enhance the quality of life of users. The proposed 

system is implemented with the help of Arduino Uno board 

for car parking and Node MCU to connect parking area 

with web or internet. The proposed system incorporated 

with an infrared sensor in each slot for getting information 

about vacancy position of parking slot. The user book 

parking slot well in advance, all the necessary information 

is available on server. Every user has exclusive username 

and password. In case any misuse happened then the system 

will alert the responsible person. [3] Automated Parking 

System with Fee Management Using Arduino To this day 

people are still using manual parking systems which 

consists of many problems for example, looking for free 

space in a parking lot without any prior knowledge if the 

parking lot is full or not, which leads to wastage of time and 

fuel. Safety of vehicle is also an addressable issue. Keeping 

these in mind we are proposing an automobile parking 

system. Through this system, drivers will be able to know 

if there are vacant parking slots or not, along with the 

vacant parking slot number(s) prior to entering the parking 

lot via monitor screen(s) at the entry gate(s). Also only 

authorized personals shall be given entry access to the 

parking lots via an RFID tag depending on the availability 

of parking space. Furthermore, we also introduced a 

parking fee management system which is also payable 

using the same RFID tag which acts as a rechargeable 

parking credit card. Mary Lou cook quoted “Creativity is 

inventing, experimenting, growing, taking risks, breaking 

rules, making mistakes and having fun.” It encouraged us 

to work on such a topic that can help millions of people to 

overcome from a common problem. The main advantages 

of using a smart parking system are saving time and fuel, 

reducing traffic congestion, the safety of vehicles etc. It can 

also provide sustainable parking management. The 

maintenance costs for the proposed system is very low. 

Hence the property developers/owners can save money. It 

also helps the government by increasing tax revenue. It 

promotes automation engineering, which may lead to more 

effective and efficient use of technology in the future. 

Although no system is perfect. And the proposed system 

also has limitations. We used IR sensors for detecting 

vehicles which may be blocked if a person or an object is 

placed before it instead of a car, which may provide false 

signals. To overcome this, multiple IR sensors maybe used 

from different angles. Another limitation would be that the 

system shown here is a prototype but, in real life 

implementations longer ranged IR sensor will be needed. 

Also, another point to be noted is that IR sensors have a life 

time after which it needs to be replaced with new one’s time 

to time. [4] The advantage of the Arduino sensing system 

on parking guidance information systems parking is a big 

problem in metropolis. When people go to mall, department 

stores or hospitals, they often waste much time to find an 

unoccupied parking space. The study aims to provide 

people with real-time information about the parking spaces 

using an app which is transmitted through Arduino systems, 

WIFI communication modules, and the parking route 

planning mechanism. In this way, people can have a good 

command of parking information when they get into the 

parking lot. With the boom of the economy and the rapid 

increase in number of private cars, people have a growing 

need for parking spaces. When people go to mall, 

department stores or hospitals, they often have to drive 

around the whole parking lot to find an unoccupied parking 

space because more often than not, an oversized parking is 

occupied with too many vehicles, which wastes time, spoils 

the shopping mood, and worsens the air quality. In general, 

the traditional parking management system only displays 

the number of unoccupied parking spaces on the entrance 

screen. The system shows parking information like the 

remaining parking spaces through license plate 

identification or automatic sensing devices. In this case, 

when people go to work or go shopping, they often need to 

drive around the whole parking lot to find an unoccupied 

parking space because of the size of the parking lot. Worse 

still, some multi-level parking lots even draw out the 

process of looking for an unoccupied space for customer. 

The process not only spoils a good mood but also pollutes 

the environment more due to exhaust emissions occurred 

when they look for parking spaces. Consequently, how to 

guide drivers to find unoccupied parking spaces in a large 

parking lot is a problem to be solved. In recent years, the 
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development of Internet of Things (IoT) connects smart 

objects in real life, which creates a ubiquitous computing 

environment. The application in the intelligent 

transportation often provides the information that ATIS 

requires by combining all kinds of applications developed. 

This study adopts IoT and ATIS as its 

framework.[5]Advanced CAR Parking System using 

Arduino, This paper explains the architecture and design of 

Arduino based car parking system. Authorization of driver 

or user is the basic rule used to park a vehicle in a parking 

place. Authorization card will be given to each user, which 

carries the vehicle number or other details. If the user is 

authorized and space is available in the parking, then the 

parking gate will open and the user is allowed to park the 

vehicle in parking place else the user is not allowed even 

the user is authorized person. If car is allowed to park, then 

mobile notification will be send to user about parking. It 

solves the parking issue in urban areas, also provides 

security to a vehicle and an unauthorized user is not allowed 

to enter into a parking place. It helps to park vehicle in 

multiflora parking also as it will display which floor has 

free space. h valid card punch on RFID reader, if a slot is 

available and he is authorized then gate will be opened and 

he will park his vehicle in the available slot. If he is 

authorized but free slot is not available, then the gate will 

not be opened and he is not allowed to park. If the user is 

not authorized, then gate will not open and doesn’t allow 

him to park. The project is working fine, but, as IR sensor 

is of low cost, it sometimes gets heated and not working 

properly. So, we need to give some time to cool as IR 

sensors sense both heat and movement. The sensors which 

are used also sense sunlight, so we need to carry out the 

demo in dark room. If the user is authorized and space is 

available in the parking, then the parking gate will open and 

the user is allowed to park the vehicle in parking place else 

the user is not allowed even the user is authorized person. 

If car is allowed to park, then mobile notification will be 

send to user about parking. It solves the parking issue in 

urban areas, also provides security to a vehicle and an 

unauthorized user is not allowed to enter into a parking 

place. helps to park vehicle in multiflora parking also as it 

will display which floor has free space. The valid card 

punch on RFID reader, if a slot is available and he is 

authorized then gate will be opened and he will park his 

vehicle in the available slot. If he is authorized but free slot 

is not available, then the gate will not be opened and he is 

not allowed to park. The prototype of our idea is ready and 

can be launched anywhere for the betterment of society. 

This model can reduce congestion on the road, time of 

users, human power, pollution, security for vehicles. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Important meeting might be missed because unavailability 

of free parking space or some other unauthorized person 

parked his vehicle in wrong place. Lot of money and time 

have been wasted to solve it but till now didn’t get the 

satisfactory solution. So, the advanced parking system is an 

very important and crucial solution to this problem. This 

solves many issues like, it can reduce congest in of vehicle 

on roads which in return helps fast moving traffic, reduces 

time waste on traffic, less burning of fuel which again 

results in god quality of air, disabled and old people can 

find parking place easily. 

IV. DATA COLLECTION AND VISUALIZATION 

This system also helpful to recognize the spots where more 

parking spaces can be build. This system also provides 

secure environment for parking and safety of vehicle and 

parking space Project has four main subsystems, first is 

Arduino controller system and power supply. Second is 

display which will display available parking spaces, third is 

sensors, IR sensor to sense car.  

In parking system, IR sensors will be placed at each parking 

slot to sense vehicle and obstacle. Sensor values will be 

displayed on display at entry gate. Entry and exit gate will 

be opened. If free parking space will not be available, then 

gate will not be opened. Database is maintained to check 

who is entering and leaving the parking premises. All the 

required components are of good quality such as IR sensor 

is used which will sense any obstacle also. Power supply is 

required to run the whole system.  

Entry: When the user reaches parking gate, Reader will read 

the object and sends its information to Arduino and check 

whether the space is available. If it is space available, then 

signal will be send to electric motor to open gate. Once the 

car gets entry, gate will be closed and once parked free 

parking space counter will be reduced by 1. If the user is 

authorized and free parking space is not available, then 

Arduino will send signal to display that parking is not free 

and hence gate will not be opened.  

Figure 1: Entry and Exit Gate way 

Exit: Car moves from the parking space, IR sensor sense it 

and increases free parking space by 1. If he is authorized 

the Arduino will send signal to motor to open gate. The 

entry and exit loop is shown in Figure 1. The car enters from 

entry point. When the car is parked on parking slot, IR 

sensor at this place sense the car and hence it reduces 

available parking slot counter by 1 and display on LED. 

When the car comes out of the parking slot to exit, then IR 

sensor at sense no car and increases the available parking 

slot counter by 1. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The Arduino and node MCU is used to develop the highly 

secure and fast parking system ,Through this we can easily 

find the parking slots in the parking area ,Arduino is used 
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to notice the parking slots by use of IR sensors, Infrared 

sensor is used to sense if the object is parked In slot or not, 

Node MCU is the component is used to monitor the overall 

system in the mobile application, Node MCU is an open-

source based firmware and development board specially 

targeted for IoT based Applications, LCD display is used to 

display the information about the slots, through this idea we 

can control the parking accident and save time. DESIGN: 

Arduino, LED Display, motor, 4 IR Sensore. All the 

hardware is connected to the Arduino and it is shown in 

Figure. 

 

 

Figure 2.Architecture Diagram for the proposed model 

VI. MODEL EVALUATION AND RESULT 

An automated parking system is easy to find the empty 

parking slots, through this we can easy to park our vehicles, 

we can save our valuable time and also control the parking 

accidents. 

User Identification 

Liquid Crystal Display is used to display the parking slots, 

it shows that the information about the parking slots, 

through this display user can identify if the slot is available 

or not. 

Object recognition 

Infrared sensor is used to identify if object is available to 

closer, if the object is closer to sensor   it passes the 

information to Arduino, then Arduino will take it as a input. 

Scanning the parking slot 

Arduino will check the parking slots if it is filled or empty, 

After the process, if the parking slot is available in parking 

area, it will pass the instruction to the servo motor, if the 

parking slot is filled then it doesn't pass the instruction to 

the servo motor. 

 

Figure 3: Empty Space 
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Figure 4: Parking empty space 

 

Figure 5: Filled space update 

 

Figure 6: filled 
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Abstarct-- Motorcycle accidents have been rapidly growing 

through the years in many countries. In India more than 37 

million people use two wheelers. Therefore, it is necessary to 

develop a system for automatic detection of helmet wearing 

for road safety. Therefore, a custom object detection model is 

created using a Machine learning based algorithm which can 

detect Motorcycle riders. On the detection of a Helmetless 

rider, the License Plate is extracted and the Licence Plate 

number is recognized using an Optical Character 

Recognizer. This Application can be implemented in real-

time using a Webcam or a CCTV as input. Automated 

detection of traffic rule violators is an essential component of 

any smart traffic system. In a country like India with high 

density of population in all big cities, motorcycle is one of the 

main modes of transport. It is observed that most of the 

motorcyclists avoid the use of helmet within the city or even 

in highways. Use of helmet can reduce the risk of head and 

severe brain injury of the motorcyclists in most of the 

motorcycle accident cases. Today violation of most of the 

traffic and safety rules are detected by analysing the traffic 

videos captured by surveillance camera. This paper proposes 

a framework for detection of single or multiple riders travel 

on a motorcycle without wearing helmets. In the proposed 

approach, at first stage, motorcycle riders are detected using 

SSD-Mobile Net model which is an incremental version of 

SSD-Mobile Net model, the state-of-the-art method for object 

detection. In the second stage, a regional based 

Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) based architecture 

has been proposed for helmet detection of motorcycle riders. 

Keyword-- SSD-Mobile Net, Object Detection, R-Convolutional 

Neural Network, Helmet Detection 

I   INTRODUCTION 

In past few years the death of motorcyclist in road 

accident has increased significantly in metro cities and 

highways. The major cause of such deaths is due to non-

wearing of helmets. To reduce the accidental cases and to 

ensure road safety, detection of helmetless motorcyclists is 

very essential. The automated detection of such riders by 

analysing traffic surveillance video play an important role 

in road safety measures. In traffic videos as captured by 

surveillance camera, high speed vehicle doesn’t appear 

clearly in frames. So detection of high speed motorcycles 

in real-time surveillance video is a very challenging task. 

Additionally, different shapes, colours and size of 

motorcycles also make the identification process relatively 

complex. Hence, a reliable and robust system is required 

to detect the rule violators (motorcyclists without helmet) 

from real-time surveillance videos. Earlier researchers 

have applied traditional image processing methods for 

feature extractions to detect objects. Nowadays, RCNN in 

computer vision is the state-of-the-art method for object 

detection. Automatic feature extraction of RCNN with 

more accuracy makes it an optimum choice to use. This 

paper aims to detect motorcyclists with helmet or without 

helmet travelling in a motorcycle. 

Deep learning methods aim at learning feature hierarchies 

with features from higher levels of the hierarchy formed 

by the composition of lower level features. Automatically 

learning features at multiple levels of abstraction allow a 

system to learn complex functions mapping the input to 

the output directly from data, without depending 

completely on human- crafted features. Deep learning 

algorithms seek to exploit the unknown structure in the 

input distribution in order to discover good 

representations, often at multiple levels, with higher- level 

learned features defined in terms of lower-level features.  

The hierarchy of concepts allows the computer to learn 

complicated concepts by building them out of simpler 

ones. If we draw a graph showing how these concepts are 

built on top of each other, the graph is deep, with many 

layers. For this reason, we call this approach to AI deep 

learning. Deep learning excels on problem domains where 

the inputs (and even output) are analog. Meaning, they are 

not a few quantities in a tabular format but instead are 

images of pixel data, documents of text data or files of 

audio data. Deep learning allows computational models 

that are composed of multiple processing layers to learn 

representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction. 

II   LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] Computer vision and pattern recognition using YOLO, 

they propose a method to jointly train on object detection 

and classification. Using this method, we train YOLO9000 

simultaneously on the COCO detection dataset and the 

ImageNet classification dataset. Our joint training allows 

YOLO9000 to predict detections for object classes that 

don’t have labelled detection data. We validate our 

approach on the ImageNet detection task. A more 

sophisticated computer vision model that encompasses 

image processing, machine learning, Convolutional neural 

networks(CNN), classifiers such as support vector 

machine (SVM), ViBe background modelling algorithm, a 

relevant data set containing helmets; caps; Histogram of 

Oriented Gradients(HOG) features and number of other 

techniques would solve the problem. Methods like model, 

HOG descriptors, Hough transforms are used to detect 
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objects. Optical character recognition(OCR), Haar like 

feature is used to detect number plates. [2] A Real-Time 

Object Detection Algorithm Optimized for Non-GPU 

Computers, Bike riders have been rapidly increasing amid 

time in various countries. Motorbikes are favoured by 

citizens belonging to different classes of the society due to 

many reasons such as its economic value. Wearing 

helmets is compulsory according to the standard however 

the vast majority avoid it. A principal goal of the helmet is 

to guarantee the safety of the riders. Our research intends 

to make an automated system to distinguish whether a 

biker is wearing a helmet or not and to impose fine to 

defaulters as a part of law enforcement. According to our 

research, such a system is not currently used by the police 

or by any other authority. Executing the proposed 

framework can convey more mindfulness and need to 

wear a helmet at any rate with the goal that they don't get 

captured on camera and avoid fine. This project intends to 

make deep learning based automated detection system for 

helmet identification using trained 5 models and datasets 

that would be useful for the police department to enforce 

the law for the betterment of the society. [3] Deep learning 

in neural networks an overview Neural networks, In the 

Philippines road accidents were prevalent among 

motorcycle riders. The motorcyclist was required to wear 

their helmet when on the road. Some motorcyclists didn't 

follow the rules on wearing a helmet as safety precautions 

on the road. To address this, policymakers are focusing on 

enforcing safe and law-abiding behaviour in traffic. There 

is, however, a lack of comprehensive data on the safety-

critical behavioural metric of the use of motorcycle 

helmets, especially in developing countries where the 

main mode of transport is the motorcycle. Targeted 

enforcement and safety campaigns that are critical for 

accident reduction are prohibited by this shortage of 

knowledge. Hence, the researchers developed an 

algorithm for detecting the helmet that was worn by the 

motorcyclist, by using a deep learning approach the object 

detection was done successfully. Based on the annotated 

images, frames of video, and live feed data that was 

collected, to detect active bikes, the researchers taught the 

algorithm to use their helmets. An overview of the 

algorithm's success on an annotated research data set and a 

study of available data on the use of human-registered 

helmets indicate that our approach is extremely reliable. 

[4] Deep Learning for Risk Detection and Trajectory 

Tracking at Construction Site This paper investigates deep 

learning for risk detection and trajectory tracking at 

construction sites. Typically, safety officers are 

responsible for inspecting and verifying site safety due to 

many potential risks. Traditional target detection 

algorithms depend heavily on hand-crafted features. 

However, these features are difficult to design, and 

detection accuracy is poor. In safety management at the 

construction site, it is essential to supervise the safety 

protective equipment wearing condition of the 

construction workers. Safety helmets can bear and 

disperse the hit of falling objects and alleviate the damage 

of workers falling from heights. Construction workers 

tend to ignore safety helmets because of weak safety 

awareness. At the construction site, workers that wear 

safety helmets improperly are much more likely to be 

injured. Traditional supervision of the workers wearing 

safety helmets on construction sites often requires manual 

work. To solve these problems, this paper proposes a 

deep-learning-based detection algorithm that uses 

pedestrian wearable devices (e.g., helmets and coloured 

vests) to identify pedestrians. We train a special dataset by 

labelling helmets and coloured vests to detect the two 

features among construction workers. Specifically, 

Kalman filter and Hungarian matching algorithms are 

employed to track pedestrian trajectories. The testing 

experiment is run on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti 

with a detection speed of 18 frames/s. The mean average 

precision can reach 0.89 when the intersection over union 

is set at 0.5. [5] Automated Helmet Detection for Multiple 

Motorcycle Riders using CNN, Automated detection of 

traffic rule violators is an essential component of any 

smart traffic system. In a country like India with high 

density of population in all big cities, motorcycle is one of 

the main modes of transport. It is observed that most of 

the motorcyclists avoid the use of helmet within the city or 

even in highways. Use of helmet can reduce the risk of 

head and severe brain injury of the motorcyclists in most 

of the motorcycle accident cases. Today violation of most 

of the traffic and safety rules are detected by analysing the 

traffic videos captured by surveillance camera. This paper 

proposes a framework for detection of single or multiple 

riders travel on a motorcycle without wearing helmets. In 

the proposed approach, at first stage, motorcycle riders are 

detected using YOLOv3 model which is an incremental 

version of YOLO model, the state-of-the-art method for 

object detection. In the second stage, a Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) based architecture has been 

proposed for helmet detection of motorcycle riders. The 

proposed model is evaluated on traffic videos and the 

obtained results are promising in comparison with other 

CNN based approaches. 

III   PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In past few years the death of motorcyclist in road 

accident has increased significantly in metro cities and 

highways. The major cause of such deaths is due to non-

wearing of helmets. To reduce the accidental cases and to 

ensure road safety, detection of helmetless motorcyclists is 

very essential. The automated detection of such riders by 

analysing traffic surveillance video play an important role 

in road safety measures. 

IV    DATA COLLECTION AND VISUALIZATION 

We develop a deep learning-based method for the real-

time detection of a safety helmet at the traffic signal. The 

presented method uses the SSD-Mobile Net algorithm that 

is based on convolutional neural networks. A dataset 

containing 3261 images of safety helmets collected from 

two sources, i.e., manual capture from the video 
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monitoring system at the traffic and open images obtained 

using web crawler technology, is established and released 

to the public. The image set is divided into a training set, 

validation set and test set, with a sampling ratio of nearly 

8 :1 :1. The experiment results demonstrate that the 

presented deep learning-based model using the SSD-

Mobile Net algorithm is capable of detecting the unsafe 

operation of failure of wearing a helmet at the construction 

site, with satisfactory accuracy and efficiency. 

 

Figure 1: Real time traffic surveillance 

 

Figure 2: Traffic surveillance video 

V      PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We develop a deep learning-based method for the real-

time detection of a safety helmet at the traffic signal. The 

presented method uses the SSD-Mobile Net algorithm that 

is based on convolutional neural networks. A dataset 

containing 3261 images of safety helmets collected from 

two sources, i.e., manual capture from the video 

monitoring system at the traffic and open images obtained 

using web crawler technology, is established and released 

to the public. The image set is divided into a training set, 

validation set and test set, with a sampling ratio of nearly 

8 :1 :1. The experiment results demonstrate that the 

presented deep learning-based model using the SSD-

Mobile Net algorithm is capable of detecting the unsafe 

operation of failure of wearing a helmet at the construction 

site, with satisfactory accuracy and efficiency. 

      Region Based Convolutional Neural Networks, one 

deep learning approach, regions with convolutional neural 

networks (R-CNN), combines rectangular region 

proposals with convolutional neural network features, R-

CNN is a two-stage detection algorithm. The first stage 

identifies a subset of regions in an image that might 

contain an object, instead of working on a massive number 

of regions, the RCNN algorithm proposes a bunch of 

boxes in the image and checks if any of these boxes 

contain any object. RCNN uses selective search to extract 

these boxes from an image (these boxes are called regions) 

 

Figure 3: Architecture 

Architecture Diagram for the proposed model 

VI     MODEL EVALUATION AND RESULT 

Training Dataset, the model is trained using Tensor flow 

& Koras with the dataset (with and without Helmet) Open 

Camera and Open CV, the camera is used to monitor the 

people and the open CV detect the faces of people in the 

frame. Load the Model, after that, the pre-trained model is 

loaded to detect people with Helmet or not. Identify the 

wearing of Helmet or not, Applying the pre-trained model 

to identify the person wearing or not wearing the Helmet 

over live video stream with the help of camera. 

 

Figure 4: Helmet detection 
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The proposed approach is to detect single or multiple 

riders basically all riders of a motorcycle without wearing 

helmet from traffic surveillance videos. First SSD Mobile 

Net model has been used for motorcyclist detection. Then, 

the proposed R-convolutional neural network detects 

wearing of helmet or no helmet for all motorcycle riders. 

The proposed model works quite well for helmet detection 

in different scenarios with accuracy of 95%. This 

architecture performs comparably well with other RCNN 

based helmet detection methods and can be extended in 

future to detect more complicated cases of multiple riders 

including child riders. Further this work can be extended 

to even more complex scenarios of bad weather for 

detection of helmetless motorcyclists. 
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Abstract—The increase in population seeks efficient 

Healthcare Services. The recent studies suggest poor Personal 

Health Record (PHR) leads to miss leading Healthcare 

Services. The PHR helps Medical Practitioners to give 

required Healthcare Services at a write time. The current 

Health Information Exchange (HIE) requires a robust, 

reliable, secures and efficient development. With Health 

Information System (HIS) these gaps in healthcare industry. 

Medical Practice Management Software (MPM) is currently 

the most vital components of Hospitals and Healthcare 

Services around the world. This has further led to a demand 

of Electronic Health Record (EHR) and Electronic Medical 

Record (EMR). The current trend being Relational Database 

Management System (RDBMS) to store EHR and EMR. In 

current scenario RDBMS is heart of Hospital ERP Systems. 

Unfortunately, there is a lot of failures and gaps in this current 

trend. There is requirement of secure, reliable, distributed 

and easily accessible Health Data Management. Hence, we 

come up with Blockchain as a suffice above challenges. 

Blockchain is very secure and reliable. Blockchain is defined 

as: “Decentralized and Distributed Cryptographic Immutable 

Ledger made up of growing Blocks forming chain or link 

together. they are finding follows Pear2Pear Network and 

different Consensus Protocol. The blocks are mined according 

to protocols and guidelines fixed.” Therefore, the EHR and 

EMR can be stored as Blocks of Blockchain. The distributed 

and decentralized network can help HIE being a very efficient 

Process.The system can be easily accessible by Aadhar Card 

Number. This can be used as developing a good Private and 

Public Key Exchanges to meet proper Confidentiality, 

Integrity and Availability. We conclude Blockchain as Boom 

Solution to current Healthcare challenges. 

Index Terms—Blockchain, Medical Health Records, Cryptog- 

raphy, Blockchain in Health Care, Universal Ledger, 

Hyperledger Fabric, Proof of Work. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Blockchain can be described as an open, distributed ledger 

that can record transactions between two parties efficiently 

and in a verifiable and permanent manner. they are finding 

implements a single, universal ledger i.e. all the involved 

parties have the same set of transaction records. The main 

purpose of Blockchain is to eliminate the need of third 

parties in a transaction between 2 people/entities. they are 

finding is a relatively new technology but is being received 

fairly well, and a lot of case studies are on in the research 

domain. One such important domain is Blockchain in 

Medical Field. The Life-Time Medical Health Records of a 

patient may be stored with different hospitals in different 

  

file formats which may not even be digitized, with little to 

no independent and on-demand access of her own data. 

This system is designed to overcome the problem of storing 

and maintaining a Patients’ Medical Health Records using 

Block chain’s concept of a Single Distributed Universal 

Ledger. 

II. EXISTING   WORK/APPLICATION ON 

BLOCKCHAIN 

A. Medical Chain 

It is used for securely storing digital healthcare records and 

maintaining the integrity of records by establishing a single 

point of truth. Pharmacists, hospitals, doctors, and labora 

tories need to ask permission to access a patient’s records 

Medical chain helps in secure storage and sharing of digital 

health records. The block chain based platform protects 

patient identity and maintains a record of origin. 

B. Factom 

It helps store digital healthcare records which can be 

accessed only by hospitals and healthcare administrators. 

They are finding is stored as private data and can be 

accessed only by authorized users. they are finding helps 

create a medical identity around an individual and solves 

trust and accuracy problems affordably and practically 

through the Factom blockchain. A patient’s medical 

information can be recorded on a blockchain through an 

individual portable medical wallet. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The increase in population demands better services in all 

Aspects. The one such major services are Healthcare 

Service. But unfortunately, they are finding has been found 

that this major need is now being very poor. they are finding 

is also observed they are finding is getting worsening day 

by day. The major reason of this being Poor Decision and 

Diagnostics by Medical. The Poor Decision is mainly due 

to poor record keeping of previous Health related Data. So, 

mitigation of this is key challenge to strengthen the quality 

of healthcare. Blockchain is a very Na¨ıve but a Powerful 

Technology. It’s not only secure but also a very helpful in 

building record keeping solutions for a smooth access. A 

blockchain is basically an immutable ledger that is highly 

secured and decentralized. they are finding helps one to 

easily add new data in form of Blocks. they are finding then 

links each block to previous one by a Cryptographic Hash 

of Latter one. In this process a user 
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does not have to bother much about Security of loss of data. 

Blockchain has high value of Confidentiality, Integrity and 

Availability. they are finding has each node on network 

have a copy of full Network Chain. they are finding follows 

Proof of Work Concept to enable a well formatted input 

from user. Thus, helping to be a good Record Keeper. 

A. Health Data Interoperability 

Low interoperability cohesiveness in terms of healthcare 

data. Information is sloppy when moving from patient to 

caregiver, facility to facility. 

B. Health Data Security 

Health data can easily be altered or changed with fraud- 

ulent intent. Additionally, data can be lost due to nature of 

blockchain as they are finding creates the new block for any 

information changed. 

C. Health Data Handling Costs 

There is no main control in a Blockchain environment. 

Thus a network of interconnected devices is necessary to 

verify data that is input into a Blockchain which is quite 

expensive to create. 

D. Health Data Handling Staff 

Its implementation requires a decent infrastructure and 

interconnectivity. Thus, there are high technical barriers 

that can impede its seeping into healthcare. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system, the whole life-time’s worth of a 

patients’ medical records including diagnosis, medications, 

doctors, hospitals visited etc will be stored in a single 

blockchain. Each time the patient visits a new Hospital, he 

may grant access to his data to the concerned hospital. 

Using the concept of smart contract, the particular 

institution will have the right to access and update the 

blockchain containing patients’ medical records during a 

specified time duration. The time limit may correspond to 

the patients visit/stay at the institute or as specified by 

him/her. 

Once the smart contract expires, i.e. the condition of the 

contract is fulfilled – e.g. Time Limit Expired – the user 

will validate the new block and they are finding will 

automatically be added to the chain, with the details of the 

current visit as well as meta data like timestamp, 

geolocation etc. 

Along with the details of the new block, a hash of the 

previous block- which contains the hash of its own previous 

block and so on- will also be added to the new block. In this 

way, the data becomes immutable as any change to any 

block in the chain will cause the hash to be mismatched 

with the subsequent blocks and the fraud will be caught. 

Also if a particular chain is corrupted, they are finding can 

be easily restored as all the nodes in the network store the 

same records. 

As all the records of a patient are being stored in 1 

blockchain, they are finding will eliminate the problem of 

data discrepancies, differing file formats from institute to 

institute and inconsis- tencies that creep up within records 

over a long period of time. 

Also, the end users(patients) need not store any physical 

copy. They will be provided with a unique id that they can 

use to access their records in the blockchain. 

V. WORKING OF SYSTEM 

First, the user has to login to the system or sign up if he’s a 

new user. The user will be given an exclusive account with 

a unique id which will distinguish his records from the other 

users. For a new user, some form of Government ID may 

be asked to be submitted to prove the authenticity of his/her 

claimed identity. Next when the user visits a new institute 

he will grant a limited time read/write access to his data to 

the institute. The query given by the user is processed step 

by step. There are four main steps or levels involved in the 

storing of new record from Hospital to BlockChain. 

These are as follows: 

A. Smart-Contract Activation 

The user visits a hospital and gives access to his blockchain 

which holds his medical history. This activates a program – 

smart contract – which will keep hold of the start time as 

well as the end time of contract. they are finding is only 

while the contract is active that the said institute/ doctor will 

be able to read user data. 

B. Data Access 

The institute/ doctor uses the smart contract to access the 

complete medical history of the patient as well as the 

current course of treatment and the progress made therein. 

C. Read / Write Operations 

Once new medications are assigned/ new tests are 

conducted and results obtained or any such similar event 

where the data needs to be appended, the institute / doctor 

can request for write permission. Once the user grants 

consent, the new data will be appended in the chain. 

D. Smart-Contract Expiry 

After the end condition is met such as time limit passed or 

the user revokes access, the smart contract will expire. 

From that point onwards, the institute will not be able to 

read the user data from the blockchain. they are finding will 

also not be possible to update the chain anymore after this 

point. 
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VI. VISUALIZATION 

 

Figure 1: Sequence Diagram 

 

Figure 2: Flow Diagram 

VII CONCLUSION 

The increase in population demands quality healthcare ser- 

vices. There is vital need of proper and secure healthcare 

data management. Henceforth the project can meet the 

current need of Healthcare Sector. The analysis of one’s 

health is the past record. This makes they are finding utmost 

important for proper and secure management of records. 

Therefore, this project can meet up to the present scenario 

of Healthcare Sector Data Management. The reduction of 

faulty and missing Health Records of Patients is a key need 

of current world scenario. The secure and reliable 

management of data of patient’s health is our key goal. The 

faster access to records is even a big necessity for 

Healthcare Industry. 

Using Blockchain for storing records makes record storage 

decentralized, tamper proof and immune to hacking 

attempts. This system will help the patients store data in a 

seamless manner across different hospital visits and 

different medicine courses. There is no need for the user to 

request data from any of the different hospitals he has 

previously visited in the past. The cryptography and 

technical aspect will be abstracted away, behind a simple 

and easy to use User Interface, which makes the system user 

friendly. Our system will provide robust, efficient record 

storage as well as easy and secure access of data for the 

users. 
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